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FOREWORD 

By THE HON'BLE DR. K. 1\1:. MUNSHI 

This second volume, unlike the first, has been printed in India 
and published by the Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan, as the President of 
which I have planned and organised the publication of this series 
of 'History and Culture of the Indian People' in ten volumes. On 
account of printing difficulties in England, the arrangements with 
Messrs. George Allen and Unwin Ltd. were terminated by mutual 
agreement. Since the Bhavan as the sponsoring institution has 
undertaken the publication of the series, it has become unnecessary 
to interpose the Bharatiya Itihasa Samiti which, in fact, was a part 
of the Bhavan, between the sponsor and the publisher. It is hoped 
that under this arrangement further volumes will be published 
expeditiously. 

This volume deals with the history and culture of India from 
the beginning of what is termed 'The It furnishes 
us with the basis for the structure of early Indian chronology like 
the dates of the death of Buddha, the rise of Chandragupta and the 
reign of ASoka. Just as a dynastic treatment of history gives but 
an incorrect historical perspective, so, to some extent, does any 
treatment which arbitrarily cuts history into sections of time. The 
history of a people having a common culture, I believe, flows as a 
running stream through time, urged forward by the momentum of 
certain values and ideas and must be viewed as such. It is neces~ 
sary, therefore, that I should give my reading of this section of the 
flowing stream. The attempt by its very nature would be open to 
the charge of over-simplification; but without such an attempt, the 
past would have no message and the future no direction. 

I 

Long before the dawn of the 'Historic Period', the land, as we 
know it now, had been formed. For millions of years, the Hima
layas and the Hindu Kush had risen; mighty rivers had brought 
down deposits to form the rich alluvial belt of the Sindhu and the 
Ganga; geographical determinants had been stabilized. Early man
had-wantiered eR -the banks of some -of.--.t;Re-great-r-iver and 
disa 



THE AGE OF IMPERIAL UNITY 

Over five thousand years ago, aboriginal dwellers generally 
lived in forests; some of them, however, were slowly driven to 
the valleys before the pressure of more civilised migrants. Then a 
numerically vast people, with a culture of which the Mohenjo-daro 
ruins are the physical relics and the base of the Tamil language 
perhaps the intellectual trace, over-spread the country. 

In. this land the ~h their Nature ,th r sacrifices, 
) tbeir cows and hor and ir .conquerin came m: nllict 

with the Dasas and Das)1us. They were invincible; for they had 
what their forerunners had not-cultural cohesiveness, powerful 
social institutions like the patriarchate, and a faith in their superio.. 
rity. These bonds were further strengthened by a race of intellec
tuals who sang in sacred chants, worshipped their Gods through varied 

" sacrifices and pursued the quest of higher things. The cohesive 
-force in is community was furnished b the basic idea of an aJI
perva mg law-rutu...-w,hich su~ e . er.Se and regulated 
the COlli uct of me.n; an<t the law wa I{_esid~ over by mighty god 
Ajw:a-'the Great'-Varu_wl-

Vast conflicts were waged by the Aryan tribes with the 
non-Aryans. During their victorious march through the country, 
the races mingled, customs and beliefs were adjusted, a new harmony 
was evolved. Despite the fusion, the collective consciousness that 
the Aryans-whether by descent or by adoption-were the elect and 
their ways God-ordained, and hence unalterable, persisted. 'The 
Aryanisation of the entire world' remained the inspiring urge. 

An unshakable collective consciousness had already taken deep 
roots in the-raci81-miDd, w:helJ. Vasisbtha aRd.~tI:a=Partici
p~nts in..the..Da8ar~jna, the-Battle of-LPen-Kings, ~Fhich 
are found-in the~g~liv.ed-On-the-banks-of the_haly Sarasvat~; 
when ParaSurama led the Aryans tQthe banks of the Narma~; when 
Agastya and Lopamudra cross_ed the.... Vin~ and. the seas; when 
Bharata, possibly the eponymous ancestor of the main tribes who 
fought in the Bharata War, held sway and gave his name to the land. 

Th~l t rie~e-Battle _of Ten Kings. J;o the 
Bharata War (c. 1500..B.C.)._the...cen1ral theme in the Mahiibharata 
w e filled with inc~ssant Aryan .activities. The Arya~ spread fa; 
and wide in the country. They opened up jungles, established 
large-scale settlements, and founded cities. Before the Bharata War 
the A_ryan Tribes, e~hnically mixed, had already established power: 
luI kmgdoms. TheIr culture had become a conscious instrument 

viii 
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of providing a social pattern based on a kind of traditional common 
law, elaborate rituals, a background of heroic tradition preserved in 
epic recitals, a powerful language and literature and a philosophy of 
thought and of life. ental law Rita-now called Dharma 

ix 
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pate in this fratricidal war between ~he members of the ~ost in
fluential royal house in Madhyadesa. In a battle lastmg for 
eighteen days, they mingled their blood and created for the first 
time an all-India consciousness. At the end, Yudhishthira was ac
claimed by the whole of North India as a Chakravartin. 

This struggle left a tremendous impression on the collective 
consciousness of the people. Racial memory, through text, sermon, 
story and epic recital, was focussed on two great personalities of the 
time who became shining lights illumining the Indian mind for 
all time; V~a, the learned and venerable Brahma.t:la, the seer and 
ascetic, the saviour of the Vedas, and Sri Kris}m.a, the warrior and 
$tatesman, the ever-triumphant Kshatriya, the Superman. One 
taught Dharma, the other upheld it. 

From these memories sprang the Muhabharata, destined to be
come the expression and the instrument of India's will to unity and 
collective strength. 

Betw~en the Bharata Wa he ri eA}f-Magadha 
(s~venth ce .. , when the dawn of recorded history begins, 
the soc~l elements were fusing fast. in doms, like that Qf 
Janameja a Parikshita h d..heen...:foundeQ-.and--dissolved. Elaborate 
rituals, observed for years, had strengthened the sacerdotal class. 
Sacred literature had been aSSiduously developed. The quest of the 
Absolute was continued by ardent rishis. 

From the N'at!!!:e Gods of the Aryans, Indians had travelled 
very far. Th ·r intellectual audacity had..ranged oyer the meaning 
alld....12l!!Pose oUif:e and-e.xpz:essed itself ·n-t-h~anishads. These 
aspirations moulded values, ideas and forms of discipline which per
colated through religious teachings, and epic recitals and elk 
regulated system of educat_ion. They were taught and learnt in a 
hunared schoo1s 0 earning, moulding life in all its aspects, for they 
were the urge behind Dharma, which upheld life. 

Long before the dawn of the 'Historic Period' a central idea was 
already becoming clear from a mass of incoherent urges which went 
under the generic name of Dharma. Man was not a struggling worm 
but a 'self' , of an essence with a supraphysical destiny, which can 
only be attained by a mastery over the misery which was man's lot 
on earth; this mastery, in its turn, can only be achieved by integrat
ing personality by self-discipline so as to raise the 'self' above the 

flux of passing sense-experi:ce.~_l::~:im~e im. ·ed a double 
~rocess, th relin uishment of the r Qr life and the bro~n 

---.;. - -
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ersonal self into a uni ers . ipline_ 
""'-.....,.,~·~ously named,-self;rea' ion (Siddhi), emancipati<2.n (l\tIu.kti. 

Moksha), reed a ir -na). enlightenment (Jiiiina), ~Ananda). 
In substance it was absolute integration of human personality 
(Kaivalya) freed from the limitations of attachment and fear. 

Before this Age began, had be un fading away 
and giving rise in turn to new and powerful religious currents. Th 
first current was dominated b the resuscitation 0 . d, 

e days of the -sinGh ~lley Civiliza-
tron and ~ed-b h Briihma'lJ-O.s as_ the great od 'iSana'. 

'TriVested with the majesty which later generations saw in a godhead, 
he retained his original unsophisticated and loving character, but 
without losing the awesomeness which evoked terror in unlettered 
hearts in bygone ages. 

The second was the emergence of a personal God, with many 
cha'i'aeterisiics-he-Vedie-gecls.· .. dualised and et universal, 
and surrounded by a halo of rich magnifice ceo 

G he quest of the Absolute which was pursued before the dawn 
of the 'Historic Period' had led to a great idea, which was to become 
predominant in Indian culture. The Absolute descended on earth 
in human form; the aspirant, by absolute surrender, attained Him. 
Narayat).a, an ancient sage, who 'became all bern s' had come to be 
woxshipped as ({od Himseif. lowly as the Vedic God, IS. u, 
attracted to Himself the characteristics of the other gods, the new 
conception of Avatara identified Vishnu ith t e Nar.3¥aI?a. 
Similarly, Vasudeva, who was till then just a hero, was accepted as 
God, descended on earth-Avatara. L.e_ter, Naraya.t;la, Vasudeva ami 
VishQu; all lu:ee...beca ari the 'Deity Eternal and Supreme 
Lord', the Supreme Spirit; 'Vasudeva comprehending all' . 

..The apocalypse in Canto XI of the Bh.ogaoo.difita, which, follow ... 
ing some scholars, I consider part of its original and pre-Buddhistic 
version, of· 'God of eods', SiiSvata Dharmagpptii, The 
Protector of Eternal Dharma, born to re-establish Dharma, who 
over-shadowing all older gods, except perhaps Siva, emerged as 'God 
Himself'. Vasudeva Kris}u:la, the hero of Mahiibharata and a deity 
of the Yadava cult, was identified with this earlier Vasudeva, pos
sibly by the end of this period. 

Social relations and the duties arising from them were integral 
parts of the Dharma. Nothing was a greater negation of Dharma 

xi 
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or a greater danger than social chaos and a sweeping denial of social 
duties. About the close of the Vedic period, ~d 
cultural adjustment, Van:tasrama eived the 
divinely ordained social fr-amew~-k. C~ald 
Order of society, ensured to tent the supremacy and urity 
of .the Aryan way_Q_f life. In that age of tribal struggles and in later 
ages as well, it gave to society both solidarity and resilience. It envi
saged: fust, the division of society into two classes-(i) t}le-dvijas, the 
twice-borns, those who conforme to_the Aryan way of life; and 
(ii) the sudras, that is the Rest, the-yet-i<Fbe-reclaimed. Thg dvijas 
had three functional groups,- t-he--Bra~triyas and the 
V...aiSyas. Besides, a well-conducted individual life was-arvrned in
to four states, viz., that of a student, a householder, a detached 
onlooker pursuing a high purpose, and lastly, an ascetic. Though 
often disregarded in practice, this aspect of Dharma shaped life, 
philosophy and institutions throughout the centuries that followed. 

For such a planned social life stability was essential. Stability 
implied protection but without slavery. Power also was therefore 
conceived as moving and having its being within the framework of 
Dharma. Kingship was to be a religious trust. ~jadharm_a, 
Smriti and tradition) interpr~ed...fr.om. . e to time were to regulate 
life. The learned and the pure, vowed to poverty, were to be the 
indispensable guides. The ambition and rapacity of kings were, 
therefore, controlled by a fundamental law, the bases of which were: 
first, the Smriti OJ.' traditiol1,So i ed' second, . had, the Assembly 
oj t~e learned, the j,nterpreter. And lastly, aJnil.itary over ord was 
considered necessary as the country gr larger, a RIjaa iraja or 
Chakravartin-the protector of Dharma. The last in reality was to 
come in the succeeding epoch. 

II 

During the dawn of the 'Historic Period', placed between the 
tenth and the seventh centuries before Christ, there was a mighty 
upheaval of the human spirit. Waves of intense activity passed over 
many lands where man had emerged from th~x:_onz e. Zoro
aster gave a new creed to Iran; Confucius and Lao-tse taught in 
China; Jews in their Babylonian captivity developed their tena
cious faith in Jehova; Greece emexged s he-piopee[ pf European 
culture, and her philosophers began tackling the problems of life; 
ROme was founded. At this time, a highly complex civilization and 
a noble culture had already been flourishing in India for centuries. 

xii 
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The Age of Imperial Unity from the seventh century before 
Christ to A.D. 320, covered by this volume, falls into two distinct 
periods: (i) the period of organisation (seventh century before Christ 
to 150 B.C.) in which there was an aggressive upheaval of strength 
and spirit, an all-sided efflorescence, when the fabric of Indian cul
ture was well and truly woven; and (ii) the period of international 
contacts and cultural expansion (150 B.C. to A.D. 320), during 
which the culture first assimilated the foreign elements and then re
asserted its values with new vigour and intensity. 

The first period was the age of Magadhan Imperialism; it saw 
the realization of the dream of centuries, the political unification of 
India under a Chakravartin. When the process began, th~ sixteen 

aha 'ana adas were organised either into monarchies like Magadha 
@d Avanti or republics like the Lichchhavis nd th Xau eyas, 
aJl strugghng for survival, fighting each other, absorbing weaker 
states. 

50 far, there was India, the geographical unit, but as yet no 
India as a well-accepted unit of homogeneous life and culture. To 
Iran and the outside world, India represented an undefined terri
tory across the 5indhu. Aryavarta was a small part of Madh.yadeSa. 
A distinct sense of unity had already been born in the popular mind. 
In the later injunction 'Declare Dharma wherever the black antelope 
flourishes.' there is an echo of the much earlier recognition of the 
territory in which Dharma prevailed and life was one; and it 
stretched from the boundaries of Iran to the boundaries of Assam. 
It included parts of the Deccan too. Here, Dharma was taught in 
centres established in ever-widening frontiers by BrahmaI.las as 
priests, linguists and literary men, physicians, philosophers and 
ministers, and by large groups of wandering ascetics seeking and 
imparting the meaning of life. And inspired by the vast literature 
and tradition which had accreted to the story of the Bharata War, 
men's minds were slowly being impressed with the dictum that 
wherever Dharma prevailed, there was Bharatavarsha. 

Magadha, now Aryanised for well nigh eight hundred years, 
was virile with the energy of unsophisticated power. ThtOY,gh 

• suc~ssio of llawe.riuL.monarchs from 544 -B.C. to 150 B.C., 't gave 
the and of Dharma a series 01 Chakr~vartins, who made 0 lndia 

single unit 'i th . eal and despair of later ages' as Dr. Maj
umdar aptly puts it, and willed into being its collective conscious
ness. 

xiii 



'!lIE AGE OF IMPERIAL UNITY 

Bitnbisara (544-493 B. C. ~rtjns, by 
conquest and matrimonial alliances, enlarged ~s influence and 
power. Ajatasatru (493-4~2 B.C.) !be it~ nd placable, crush
ed the great republic of LichchhaVl after slxteen years of struggle, 
vanquished Kosala and annexed KaSi. 

This period is lit up by the personality of two great reformers, 
Buddha and Mahavlra. Both were Kshatriyasj both organised 
wandering ascetics; both ignored God and denied the Vedas; and 
while admitting the fourfold order of society, both led a revolt 
against the superiority of BrabmaJ'}.as over the Kshatriyas and 
derided the four stages of life, stressing only the life of an ascetic. 

Buddha's was a flaming personality; and a vast canonical litera
ture has presented to posterity its faithful portraiture. But he was 
not a solitary peak of greatness and grandeur in an arid desert. 
Sflilkhya and Yoga, the Upanishads, were the sources of his inspira
tion; the goa of integrated personality by the conquest of human 
weaknesses, the gospel of freedom from misery and even the theory 
of Karma were borrowed by him from contemporary religious 
thought and merely systematised. He was undoubtedly the product 
of Aryan culture and represented the ascetic orders against the social 
ideals of those who took life as a whole. The lure of renunciation 
or other-worldliness was very much in the air at the time. 

He proclaimed the supremacy of Dharma; but stressed only the 
pre-eminence of the positive, heart-moving message of universal com
passion, which was already an integral part of it. He assumed the 
role of wielding the Dharma-chakra as a Chakravartin of the world. 
Buddhism was not a church standing aparl as in later times; it was 
a protestant movement within the fold of Dharma; its ready sym
pathy for suffering was its refreshing attraction. The large majority 
of the people followed their ancestral creed and culture, only their 
interpreters being influenced by the leaders of the new revolt. 
ASoka alone appears to have been deeply influenced by Buddha's 
teachings; but the attempt of Buddhists to make of him a bhikkhu 
is a patent exaggeration. Wi' few years qL,ASo_ka's_ death, 

der Pusl}yamitra., the old cultural forces round in full vigOlH" 

aU over the country. 

Buddha, in spite of his heterodoxy, however, left a lasting in
fluence on Dharma. First he was revered as an ascetic reformer' in , 
the process of general acceptance by the masses, he became a divi. 
nity. Vasudeva Krisln;la was 'SiiSvata Dharmagopta', the Protec
tor of Eternal Dharma; Buddha also proclaimed the Dharma and 
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asked people to surrender themselves to it. Sri Kris~ of the 
Mahiiboorata wielded no sceptre and yet was worshipped by the 
rulers of the day as the 'worshipful among men'. Buddha assumed 
without royalty the role of a Chakravartin ruli~g by Dharma. 

Buddha made no break in cultural continuity. By his influence 
the older creeds were revitalised and purified; at the same time 
Buddhism had to develop its Mahayana aspect to win the people's 
hearts. Later still, the process of absorption was completed when 
Buddha became an avatara of VishQ.u, and ~rina :Buddhism was 
bsorbed in VaishQ.avism and Sa' . Ul. 

Buddha made little impression on the power and strength of 
contemporary Magadha. Its rulers upheld the Dharma as prevalent 
and went on enlarging their empire. 

SiSunaga (430 B. C.) and his successors followed Bimbisara and 
AjataSatru, and annexed Kosala, Avanti and other important states 
in North India to Magadha. 

Maha adma Nanda (364 B. C.) inherited the power of Magadha,. 
dis.o t e s1"WIe~¥ harn;la. B estro in~ ........ ~ 

kings he earned the appellation of a 'Second ParaSura a'. 
less ;-iiuser y, gar ess of the sacred tradition or Dharma though 
he was, he was the first great historical emperor of North India. 
But hated or despised by his people, he sat on a volcano. Old 
values were breaking up completely. Kshatriyas of high birth re
pudiated the Brahm~as and founded sects, Siidras established an 
empire on the ruins of Kshatriya kingdoms, while the ancient cul
ture and its protagonists, reintegrated and possessed of fresh vigour, 
were waiting round the corner. 

III 

~~"._".__,~ i-CyrtfS' (~) par ndia to the 
west of the Sindhu and some parts of the P Wab off an for d 

or tb .Pire. During Maha adma' s time in 
=:....=~::::....~~~~!o.t-,t"'h...,e ......... M_a,cedanian, ~tb his thunderiiig}eiioD$, 

entered North-West India, the erstwhile satrapy of the Iranian 
empire. In a few mOntiiS, however, he retreated from India-li!L 
o neither face the NYlda empire nor leave any impression on 

the people. The Indians fou~m heroically; yielded for the time 
being only to the superior military organisation of the Macedonians; 
and soon after under C andragupta drove out the Greeks from the 
p njab in a brilliant war of liberation. The successful war against 
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the Greeks awoke Chandragupta (324-300 B. C.) to a consciousness 
of his strength. To Chandragupta an . ter the Brahma:t;la 
Cbanakya we owe a gorgeous phenomenon-a swift war of libera
tion; a v~st empire; India politically and administratively unified; 
the re-establishment of Dharma as the supreme law; and the orga
nisation of life on which was founded the invulnerable culture-con
sciousness of Indians in succeeding ages. Consolidating his osition 
in the Punjab~ and inspired by his teacher C CU).a ya, 6han b UI 
marched on Pataliputra' killed D da;--.assumed the _s er
eigpty of Maga ; v~nquisheJ Seleucus the- Gl'eeky who was 
moving towards India to reca tu £xandeF's lost possessions; and 
started on a career of becoming the architect of an all-India empire. 
For the first time the writ of one emperor ran in the country through 
a hierarchy of centrally appointed officers. 

ASoka (273-236 B. C.), the grandson of Chandragupta, styled 
'the beloved of the gods' and (of lovable appearance,' suc.ceeded to 
the...throne of Pataliputra by winning a fratricidal war. Nine years 
after his accession he rounded off the empire which he inherited 
from his grandfather by annexing Kalinga. 

The Kalmga war brought to the emperor a violent reaction, no 
doubt under the influence of Buddha's teachings. He regretted the 
vast numbers of men killed or taken prisoner; he bemoaned the 
lot of pious men and women to whom befell 'personal violence, 
death or banishment from loved ones'; and he eschewed for ever 
war as an instrument of governance. Ii{ QJOly-(}' him wrong, 
the "beloved of the... gods" must bear all that -can be borne.' He 
embarked on a career of Dharma Vijaya, conquest through Dharma. 
He set up a network of missions to preach Dharma; declared that 
all men were his children; 'and what little effort I make,-What is 
it for?-(in order) that I may be free from debt to the creatures, 
that I may render some happy here and that they may gain heaven 
in the next world', said he. The Emperor constituted himself as the 
guardian of the moral and matenal welfa of he world. FroIP 
,AJghanistan to Mysore and Kurnool Dis1rict and fr urashtra 
~o the boundaries of Assa~, the Dharma-Chakra was proclaim~d. 

arma-Mahamatras ~e in char e of Dharma; a...Stri-Adhyaksha
MaMma r fOOKed after women; other 0 ce ere in charge of 
pattIe and birds. Ordinances proclaiming the importance of family 
as the basis of morality, liberality and charity towards all, the tole
ration of all religious sects, the sanctity of all life and the organisation 
of international relation for enduring peace, were promulgated. 
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~~!_~~~~~~~HM~~~~~~~~~~, no~a~~~~ 
-..._.b_ut..a statu peHi1eated by-a broad_minded approacb to aU 
eli . He insisted as his inscriptions show, that all reli ions 

were to be respected; that criticism of religion 0 for-
rne; t a e IVlnl y of all religious truths was to be recognised; 

that religions of all sects were to be studied. No higher gospel of 
tolerance has been propounded since the dawn of the world and no 
greater harm has been produced than by its neglect. And in pur
suance of his tolerant policy he did not try to subvert social order 
or the religious belief in the interest of the teachings of Buddha 
which had so impressed him. 

The material achievements of the Mauryan era and particularly 
of e reign of Asoka were in no way less important. S waa 
substitute for wood in important structures. A t assumed ()rm 
and gr;~r not known before; engineering reached a high level 
of perfection. T . reco nised b 
posterity a 'the w~.k--of sll}i>&r-human hand.' Great cities grew up ; 

,.gigantic..stii.pas and-cave-ehaUyas were carved out of massive twe, 
expressing power and majesty. The Mauryan column is a piece of 
precision, accuracy and power unsurpassed even in ancient Athens; 
one of them, later, r~uired 8,400 men pul' Q 42 wneeled a.rt 
ror tr-a.~rt. Th tures . e he..Samat . .. or ~uli 
ele~wa bull eJilij.bited..li'li nat ralism. I~ 
titm proj~ts like the welI-=known Sudarsana lake were carried out 
with enduring thoroughness. . 

But welfare states, which eschew armed coercion of recalcitrant 
elements, are not known to survive. As soon as Asoka. 'the grea~t 
of ' , s H. G. Wells called him, died, his Buddhistic leanings and 
pacifist policy evoked open resIstance. Due to lack of a vigorous 
military policy, the outlying provinces rose in revolt. he r s 
iIlyaded IRdia and ,advanced into the country up to Ay.odhy.a and 
cpito.r. Further disintegration was halted only when Pushyamitra 
(187-151 B. C.), the Briihma:I_la minister of Sunga dynasty, took over 
what was left of the empire . 

.PI]shyamib?Q end his StlcceSSOI caxli:edJoTwanl.-th pre-.ASGkan 
t:r:adjtjoD of Magedha. Dharma Vijaya was no longer to be achieved' 
by abjuring war but by building up military strength; politics be
came real. The Sun a i . d their hold over a vast art of. 
North ..I ., vanquished Greek invaders and were respected by 
foreign kings. They fostered a revival of art, literature and archi
tecture. In Madhyadesa and among the wise and the intellectual, 
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the ascetic outlook lost its attraction; Dharma was strengthened; the 
authority of the Sroriti law was completely restored. The new wave 
of collective enthusiasm found its expression in a combative atti
tude against Buddhism in a search for a fuller and richer Iif . . .,. 
-the cult of Kiaxtti:lrnya; the god of wal,-ifl.~aga. 
vata cuu.; -am:Hn-the unchallenged supremacy of ViisQQeva-K-rishI}a 
in the Hindu Pantheon. 

IV 

'.Che second period fr 
UiZD epDchs. l'he.Jirs e rise of the 

. n India and the adjoining regions of Madh d ' as an 're 
de~gn conquerors.. T forei n KUSMI}a power, which held 

sway ave whole of NortlLInd4t as a onsidera~ 
Lories beyond as far as Central Asia, ifte the centre of poli!ica] 
gravity from Palaliputl'lLt :peshawar. In the secon period, Indian 
powers inspired by a giant wave of resistance, overtht'ew foreign 
rule and influenced and r~stablished the Dharma; though called 
Sanatana it was in fact a renaissant Order, WhIch~hile it retaine 
tb;fundamental yalues-Oi=Ar..yan Culture mc udin he soclalpattern, 
had a new meaning,_£2_ntent and mo es of expresssion. 

During this erlild. .udd.hism_w ntl influential in the 
I'!orth-West. Its freedom from the rigid rules of SOCIal conduct had 
an appeal for the foreigners, who soon came under its heterodox but 
humanistic influence. But, once the resistant mind was softened, 
4he varied richness of Sanatana Dharma and its social inhibitions 
which prOVided every fresh group with qualified autonomy, a secure 
place in the social framework, were found irresistible. 

While the Baf:trian Greeks a rulers uarr.elled among 
themselves, the people ed their own lives; the social pattern accept
ed as of divine origin, persistently reorganised social groups; the 
orihod.ox cults, revivified by a resistance to heterodoxy, were active. 
In the erui:Social and religious tenacity developed a mighty absorp
tive power. 

The power and influence of these cults can easily be traced in 
ad12hises I, the first Kusha~a king, who was a Buddhist· in his son - - '--. 

.Tkadphise :r. wha-w.as.. lVl e' in ams 1Mt, the found e 
Kt{sEfu:la Empire A W:l.Dl), who devout Buddhist- and 
his son or successor who was a Bhagavata. 

By the middle of the second century of the Christian era, the 
- - erial power disintegra.tesi. Western and Central India 
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threw off its yoke. Many Governors of Provinces declared inde
pendence. The tribes which in Alex ' ..time-livecHn-the-Punjab 
h ara , possibly under pressure of fresh 
arrivals. They had retained their autonomy and independence, yet 
submitted occasionally to the might of some powerful conqueror. 
W~ the eHlf;li:te of the K'"Ush8l;tas grew weak, the tFieal statei like 
tl;l.ose of 4.r,iunayanas, Uddehlkas, Malavas, Sibis, Raja:nyas and 
Yaudheyas becarmrindepende . The Saka Satraps J;'ll.ed-.eon.si 
able~tem India as 'ndependent rulers and so did the 
Abhiras. 

In North-West India where the 'contemptible and fierce ' 
foreigners held sway, cultural purity was more than diluted and in 
consequence, there was absence of a collective consciousness domi-
nated by Aryan values. 'F - ocus culture had sh' 
southwards. The royal Naga houses, descende rom serpent
W()rshipping, -pre-historic non-Aryan tribes which had bowed before 
conquerors but never submitted, rose to power as the protagonists 
of resurgent Dharma, The confederacy includin the Bhru:ashm,s 
'uled over considerable arts 0 or n lao T ad, 

SWa, ecame the great national deity, and they revived epic glory 
by performing ASvamedha sacrifices to celebrate t~ sl:ll!!eP8:irrt'y . 

.... 

About the same time, KaliD.ga (Orissa), under th~ gr~at COIl

qyeror Kharayala, devcl.oped a cl:usading spiri t and played a greai: 
part in diffusing Indian culture in the lands beyond the seas. 

In indh a region arose Vindh ti ned 
wi His . son Pr,wra allied himse~f 
with the B - iva Nagas, who had founded an imperial power on 
the ruins of the satavahana Empire. Riding on the wave 0 

surgent neo-Hinduism, he extended sway Bundelkhand to 
the Krislu;la in the South. . 
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In the south of the Krislu}.a, the three kingdoms-Chola, Pat:l~ya 
and Chera, had accepted the culture of the North. Ceylon, which 
had generally friendly relations with India, was already colonised 
about the time fulr1dbL.attained Nirvm:.la (469 B."C:). ~lIl1e, 
the Chola conquero~a . aded th But at the 
;}ose ~ India and Ceylon had been united by intimate 
bonds. 

With the foreign rulers vanquished and foreigners absorbed, the 
country was ripe for a mighty national revival-military, political 
and religious. 

v 
During the whole period, there were several outstanding 

achievements in the different spheres of life-political, religious, 
philosophical, literary and artistic. The political unity under 
Magadha produced a consciousness of solidarity which laid the 
foundation of the fundamental unity of India. ~ Maur,yan-ad-

inistrative system, the_l)o]itical theories of Kautilya, the socM 
& anu in one form or the other, endured in some or the 
other part of India till the advent of the British. 'Ihe Aryan, i
dian and the aborjginals interma_rried aLall leve~. Collective con
sciousness was created by common tradition, the growing supremacy 
of Sanskrit, the social pattern of Chaturvan:tya and the epic great. 
ness which flowed from the memory of the Mahabbarata War. 

This period produced celebrated poets and scholars like 
ASvaghosha,..th famou uddbisLpaet _and author of ariputr,!L-
raka n· p~. e renown mmarian, who stabilise£i Sans-

.. k.tit. and indirectly influenced the growth of the languages of India; 
~aii·ali, the grammarian who stylised Sanskrit; Bha'S'a, 
t r ist· Bhar ta, the dramaturgist; and ]\1anu, y.ruiiavalkya, 
Nar~cla and Btihaspati, the authors of Smritis, the sacred exts. 
Above all, it was the age of the Mahiibharata, which has ever re
mained for India the 'Book of Life', anQ....R,amdgatz,a, tbe no e'St-epic 
in the world's literaiure. 

The MahiibMrata was never a single book. It had been growing 
into a wide literature of epic heroism; of legends of kings and rishis, 
sacred rivers and holy places; of wise lessons in practical wisdom 
and philosophic thought; of theories of society and politics; of man's 
efforts to attain the divine. The war it described was a mighty oc
casion; every royal house found in it heroes whom they claimed as 
ancestors, whether real or adopted. As the Mah4bhiirata grew into 
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a 'scripture of a lakh of verses' the Gitii became the greatest of 
scriptures. 

l1le BaaFl!lta Wa~be1:lt C. Since then, 
the work growing with every generation had permeated the collec
tive consciousness of the race and has ever remained its principal 
formative influence. 

In the thousand years under review, the socjal code, presctibed 
~ the DhallIld Sfttxas, c e to Qnised and ela,bj),t . to 
tl!.e Smritis. While they gave continuity to social order, they ab~ 
sorbed or altered usages to make them suitable to changing condi
tions. ..Maz]:U-smpu, the oldest work of this class and the most well
known, is respected even today all over India. Reputed to be of 
divine origin and considered to be the source of law frem tjme 

immemorial. it proclaimed; 'jf"ba DbA1'1"U'~ ' oG8fta~,,~', t~w 
Eternal, t fundamental law of social' Ya;_jnavalky 
systematised jt,4n is w il' mues to be the authoritative text 
even today. This basic conception of eternal law which prescribed 
social institutions, laid down a code of social conduct; while it made 
society slow-moving, it prevented chaos; while foreigners were after 
some time absorbed and their ways adopted, it provided a firm 
foundation to social institutions and ensured the continuity of cul
tural values. 

But the castes were by no means static. New sub-castes were 
brought into the framework by absorption, fusion or sub-division : 
many of them rose or fell in status. 

The Brahmat:la was the head of the hierarchy, but a Sudra could 
become a Brahmal).a and a Brahmal).a devoid of his culture could sink 
into a Sudra. In those as in later days, neither Brahm8l).as nor 
Kshatriyas stuck, one and all, to their prescribed functions. A 
Brahm8l).a sometimes did the job of a soil~digger, a hunter or a 
menial, a wagon-driver and also a snake-charmer; a Kshatriya was 
a potter; a Vaisya a tailor. Yet Chaturvar.t:tya retained the charac
ter of a divine pattern of life and influenced organisation and law, 
custom and social philosophy. U nQQP-'~~tm~lS;:::]:iiS1;e::wiie:~5t 
~~~~'~-oonnubQ group~~~ 

~~...sa.ULL~ligiOUS mot' Ii t' g....the jndi l1jdua1 and Tll.&kmg'" 
. ultimate destiny. Individuality drew its significance 

from the service it rendered to the group as a whole, and, therefore. 
group duties were emphasized. 

Because of ChaturvaT.t:lya, social control was not concentrated 
in one body, nor subordinated to the State. Control was distribut-
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cd among a variety of autonomous groups or associations within a 
great cohesive framework. Arjuna expressed the dominant mood 
when he expressed his dread of chaos, the destruction of VaTf.lasrama. 
A1·thcu;]:stra set its face against renunciation of the world by making 
it dependent on State permission. This sweeping movement against 
other-worldliness and social instability found expression in the reli
gious movements of which Vism:m with his spouse LakshmI, Vasu
deva Krishl;ta with his brother Baladeva, and Siva and the members 
of his family, were the central deities. 

At the mass level, minor divinities continued to be worshipped 
as ever. Sri or Lakshmi, an ancient Goddess, was, after many trans· 
formations, worshipped as the Goddess of fortune, just as Sarasvati, 
the sacred Vedic river, came to be worshipped ultimately as the 
national Goddess of learning. The Vedic fire worship in a simpli
fied form was part of every ritual. The. pre-bisj; . 'p f the 
~_,eQs~o ular in ' uti the da)!s of XajuT21eda. and 
~.'tharv~ w another oured 
place in eYery J:).e.W r tgi'()~vernent. Perhaps the rJ,se (;) the 
1'fig P£l,wer Ssw,. this cul fresh stimulus. Tr~es ere again 
divinities - living shrines uniY.eI"sally worshippe om the Sin· 
dhu Y~lley civilization o~ ards. Later ..they were semi-divine s mbols 
associated with great religious ..figur..eA. as..in. the case of the - dhi 
Tree and the Tulsi plant. The Vedic belief that Gandharvas and 
A.psarases lived in trees was replaced by the universal belief that 
they were divinities themselves. 

Intellectual audacity continued to search for higher truths but 
the problems of knowledge and reality were unchanged. The 
central idea of human destiny before all the aspiring speculative 
minds remained the same. Life was full of ills; escape from it was 
the highest good; this escape could only be secured by medita
tion on the highest truth; and the highest truth was reached by 
bhakti or yoga and the conquest of human limitations like attach
ment, wrath and fear. 

The old menace of renunciation and other-worldliness was met 
by a new powerful gospel of living in the present; it proclaimed that 
man can attain his destiny-self-realization, integration or freedom 
-not in a forest or a cave but in the battle-field of life. In this way, 
the Bhagavadg'itii, finally put into its present shape a century or two 
before the commencement of this period, was accepted not merely as 
a gospel of life but as a triumphant message that the highest destiny 
of man can be fulfilled only in the performance of the duties of life. 
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Literary tradition continuously accepted by the elite and pro~ 
viding continuity of aesthetic outlook provides one of the greatest 
forces of creating and maintaining collective consciousness in a 
people. .g;'QQ prama al'!ft the *ft"ry a i.g Sanskrit literature trareahle 
t ~ aDe ~RQ "'fQJwisfbft, atn, pr' . . rce. 
Rii1'TUiya1lu was accepted as the formal epic, par excellence. Reli
gious and philosophic literature grew in depth and richness. The 
vast mass of the canonical texts of the Buddhists was again a litera
ture in itself. Folk stories were collected and composed and I ro
vided entertainment to people of all grades throughout the country. 

The major distinction between those who accepted the Vedas 
and those who rejected them . tended to be narrowed down during 
this period. At the end of this period, th~")ledSl§ as the ult~ 
sOW'Ce ei IWl kRQ".l)QOS'!" and trutij, won. 

VI 
. pressing people 

The. l>usbMa art of 
th North-West, exem ara paWC1J1arl"', 
~~ , k>ude·:mita . f . Elsewhere, art 
was the expression of the popular impulse towards beauty. Isolated 
objects were bound in one harmonious stream of life and scrupulous 
exhaustiveness became the main characteristic of the technique. 
Elephants, deers, antelopes, lotus-creepers, trees and plants added to 
the beauty and by displaying naturalness, provided the backgrOlU1d. 
The human figure, ilLe.Yery conceivable PQsitjQ!1 and attitu~. Wj:lS. 

th~ object. The body was 110 longer an integration of 
limbs; it was portrayed as a living entity ; in the hands of the Sanchi 
artists, it expressed both freedom and joy. The hUman figure Di 
y - a at 8anchi ·.oud,-sta eroie-man. 
Later, this figure was perhaps transformed by the devout artist into 
the Bodhisattva of Mathura; the figure and expression were im
pressed with not only beauty but a spirit of calm. transcending 
physical attractiveness. But art which painted the legendary cycle 
of Buddha's life aimed at no sublimation or ethical perfection. The 
Yakshh_lis as Vrikshakas and dancing girls with well-developed 
breasts and hips were carved with infinite love a~d grace, exhibiting 
a pagan love of life; their almost living flesh glnws with sheer sen
suousness; their lineaments express the delicate shades of violent 
passion or thrilling emotion. 

Painting, long in vogue, reached a very high level, as in the 
Ajat)ta frescoes. Terracotta and pottery were also a medium of high 
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art. India had from the earliest times given rise to guilds of master 
craftsmen in gold and jewellery, in carpentry and ivory carving. 

The family, as a fundamental unit, continued to be accepted as 
the foundation of social structure. The ideal of a devoted wife was 
held up as the highest value and in spite of widespread lapses, it was 
indissolubly connected with the sanctity of the family. Women 
enjoyed a high status in life, though not the same as in the Vedic or 
epic days; perhaps the narrow outlook of the less advanced com
munities was corrupting the circles of t.he cultured. Some women 
were students of sacred texts and philosophies; some were teachers; 
others studied till they married; and yet others were trained in fine 
arts. The lure of renunciation also attracted women and many high 
born ladies renounced the world in search of salvation. Women 
rode horses, drove chariots, wielded weapons and some queens acted 
as regents. About the beginning of the Christian era, however,
perhaps it was under the influence of the foreigners-the spiritual 
disenfranchisement of women began. Rituals came to be performed 
for them without the Vedic mantras; Vedic sacrifices were tabooed 
to the wife. Widow-remarriage and divorce were discouraged. 
the. dther hand, Ka.u.tily-a in -Of divor..ce.,. places man and 
~Qman OR eqnttl footi~ Narada r~~es unisbment for the 
husband who leaves his wife. Manu in his original version even 
favours the levirate. But as people with lax morals came into the 
sOcial framework on account of the expanding frontiers of Dharma. 
the marital tie assumed great sanctity, and in later verses Manu 
condemns levirate. Heterae were a highly respected class. 4,mra-
pali, the mist_ress of Bimbi ara and a disci Ie of Buddha, had 
a... high s atus in s Aspasia in ancient 
Athel'Js. -

The foreigners introduced a sort of trousers, over-coats and 
blouses. Stitched cloth came into fashion. Even shoes of white 
leather wer in demand; the soles were made xtra thick to make 
t.he wearer look tallel' ~ The people adorned themselves with orna
ments and elaborate dresses; with garlands, scents, perfumes and 
unguents. The body was painted too. Vermilion was placed in 
the middle of the hair by ladies as they do now in Bengal. Beards 
and heads were shaved. Houses were furnished with screens, cur
tains, cup-boards, chairs and sofas with or without arms. Mats, of 
course, were there and so were bedsteads. Couches were covered 
with canopies; divans were in fashion too and so were sun-shades, 
mosquito-curtains, filters, mosquito-fans, flower-stands, and fly
whisks. In spite of Jainism and Buddhism, fish and meat, not ex-
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eluding beef, were consumed extensively by the people. Fruit juice 
and juice of herbs and of course various kinds of liquor were freely 
taken. Singing, dancing and dramatic performances. entertain
ment by buffoons, mimics, rope-dancers, jugglers and wandering 
bards entertained the people. Gardening was a favourite pastime. 
Hunting, chariot-races, archery contests, wrestling, boxing, shooting 
marbles with fingers and ploughing with mimic ploughs were the 
common enjoyments of life. 

Though India's contact with the outside world was established 
since prehistoric and proto-historic times, it was during this age that 
we find definite expansion of Indian culture and influence in Central 
and South-East Asia and the Pacific Islands. After ASoka's mis
sionary activity, it was through the Kushiit:l8s that Indian culture 
and religion penetrated Central Asia. Colonization b came popular. 
From the southern and eastern ports, however, emanated wave after 
wave of e~eJ:prisinlT cola.nis9E6 ,whose ~rts resulted 001 only in 
iofi'lencing_cultural and.. ptd!gi8til! fields Iso in ~ ~ 

Hin.du kingdQlX's iA Aowm -nan _aud...other_plaoo&. 
With the rise of VindhYaSakti of Puranic fame, this Age ends, 

and a new age begins-the Classical Age of the Guptas-taking India 
a stage higher in many respects. 
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PREFACE 
By DR. R. . MAJUMlJ.\)t 

The period with which thi5 volume deals (600 B C.-A. D. 320) 
offers a great contrast in many ways to the preceding one. We are 
no longer dependent upon religious literature of a single denomina
tion and uncertain date as the sole source of our historical informa
tion. Instead, we have not only literary works of different reli
gious sects which supplement and correct one another, but also valu
able literary records of a secular character, both Indian and foreign, 
of known dates, and the highly important evidence furnished by 
coins, inscriptions and monuments. In addition, we have a conti
nuous traditional account of states and ruling dynasties whose gene
ral authenticity is beyond question. All these enable us to draw 
an outline of the political history of North India and the Deccan for 
nearly the whole of the period. They also furnish a mass of highly 
valuable data for the reconstruction of the social, religious and eco
nomic life of the people of the whole region. 

As regards South India, however, the position still is far from 
satisfactory, for we have neither coins, nor inscriptions, nor historical 
traditions, enabling us to draw even a rough outline of political his
tory. And though the brilliant $angam age of Tamil literature falls 
within this period, even if it is not wholly covered by it, we can 
glean from it only the names cf a few isolated kings and their 
heroic achievements without any connecting link. While the lite
rature and other sources give us glimpses of social, economic and 
religious conditions of the people, and particularly of their exten
sive maritime trade with the West, we miss the framework of poli
tical history against which alone they can be studied in their true 
perspective. 

South India, therefore, necessarily plays a comparatively in
significant part in this volume. But subject to this limitation, the 
history and culture of the Indian people unfolded in th following 
pages may be regarded as unique in many respects, marked 
both by brilliance and variety for which we look in vain during sub
sequent ages. First and foremost, the age saw the beginning and 
culmination of that political unification of India which has been 
alike the ideal and despair of later ages. We can trace the succes
sive steps by which Magadha, a petty principality in South Bihar, 
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gradually extended its authority till, in the course of two centuries, 
under the Mauryas, it became the mistress of extensive dominions 
stretching from btyond the Hindu Kush in the west to the hills of 
Assam in the east, and from Kashmir in the north to Mysore in the 
south. The royal edicts of this mighty realm still lie scattered 
throughout India from the North-West Frontier Province to Nepal 
Terai and the heart of Madras. 

The political history of this empire reaches almost an epic 
grandeur as we trace the story of its growth from stage to stage, till 
our vision extends over the whole of India and even beyond. Then 
follows the story of its fall, imbued with a dramatic interest and 
pathos of almost equal depth. Religious fervour and pacifist ideals 
lead away a mighty emperor from the policy of blood and iron 
which created the empire and which alone could sustain it. Then 
follows an orgy of greed, ambition and lust for power which saps 
the vitality of the state. The commander of the imperial army 
seizes the opportunity to strike the final blow at his royal master. 
The coup succeeds, but the traitor wears only a crown of thorns. 
Nemesis appears in the shape of foreign invaders on the horizon of 
the distant West. They are lured by the gorgeous wealth of Ind, 
which treachery and dissensions place within their easy reach. 
The Greeks, the J(_artbian.s.. the Sakas and the KushiiJ?as mQVJ3 
on the chess-board of Indian politics, but leave no permanent 
tl:B.ces behind. India, stunned by the blow but not killed, reco
vers herself. The mighty 8atavahana rulers bar the gates of the 
Deccan to the further advance of the foreigners, and the sturdy re
publican tribes of the north once more unfurl the banner of free
dom and uphold the dignity of their motherland. It is at this 
juncture, when the ground is finally prepared for the foundation 
of another great Indian Empire, that w~ close this volume. 

The rise and fall of the Empire of Magadha is thus our central 
theme, and the climax of its imperial pomp and power and the 
anti-climax of its decline and fall form a drama of intense human 
interest. This interest is further heightened by the career of the 
great emperor Moka who shines in the dark firmament of Indian 
history as a bright star whose lustre increases as he recedes 
further and further into the course of time. His humanism and 
aversion to warfare cannot fail to strike a sympathetic chord in the 
heart of a generation, which has passed through two Armageddons 
shaking the human civilization to its very foundation and is now 
.quailing in fear of a third which threatens to engulf it altogether. 
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The Maurya empire, which brought about the political unity 
of India, perished, but left a rich legacy behind it. Though India 
had to wait for nearly two thousand years for a similar achieve
ment under a foreign yoke, the example of the Mauryas was never 
lost upon her and inspired successive royal dynasties to emulate it 
with varying degrees of success. Besides, the political unity 
ushered in by the Mauryas led to a cultural unity which mani
fested itself through the development of a uniform type of lang
uage, literature, art and religion all over India; and this left a 
deep impress which the lapse of time has not been able to efface. 
The age of imperial unity, the title given to this volume, thus 
fittingly describes the essential characteristic of the period with 
which it deals. 

But the dazzling brilliance of the political achievements of the 
period should not blind us to its cultural attainments, which are of 
an unusually high order. It was predominantly an age of that 
freedom of thought which is now regarded as a peculiar virtue, if 
not the monopoly, of the West. It led to an outburst of intellec
tual activity such as has rarely been witnessed in later ages. 
Although many of the channels through which this activity flow
ed were dried up or lost in the sands of time, a few broad streams 
have survived down to our age fertilising, for more than two 
thousand years, men's minds and hearts over a considerable part 
of the globe. These comprise Buddhism and Jainism, the theistic 
religions Vaish.r;avism and Saivism, and the six systems of philo
sophy which may be regarded as the permanent contributions of 
Indian culture to the civilization of the world. The influence of 
all these upon the growth of civilization in India and the outside 
world has been described in the following pages, and more will 
be said in the succeeding volumes. For the student of human 
eulture they perhaps constitute a theme of more abiding interest 
than even the evolution of an all-India empire under the Mauryas. 

There are also other aspects of the intellectual activity which 
characterise the age. These are the developments in language, 
literature and art. The period saw the rise of Classical Sanskrit 
as well as the various forms of Prakrit which are the grand-parents 
of the numerous modern regional languages of India. It almost 
brought to perfection the analytical study of languages in the gram
matical works of Pfu)ini, Katyayana and Pataiijali, which still 
remain the standard works on the subject. As regards literature, 
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it was the age of the two great epics, the Ramayal,la and the 
Mahiibhiirata, which have moulded the character and civilization 
of Indians in a way which perhaps no other literary work can 
claim in any part of the world. This period also saw the 
beginnings of drama and poetry whose efflorescence cast a glamour 
on the succeeding age. Above all, it saw the evolution of the art of 
writing, which must be regarded as the principal instrument of the 
advancement of learning and the diffusion of knowledge for all 
times. There was also a notable advance in the study of medical 
science whose influence spread far beyond the borde:rs of India. But 
perhaps the greatest advance was made in the 'study of politic 
science and administrative or.ganisation. :;I'he ArthaSiistra Q Kaut--ilya, the classical work on this subject, which has cast into shade all 
other texts of this class, was undoubtedly written during this 
period. It may be regarded as the high watermark of t e progress 
of Indian political thought. "... 

The history of Indian art really begins in is -period. There 
were undoubtedly artistic actIVITies in the preceding age, but no 
memorials have surviv d. (except those of the Sindhu valley civili
zation), mainly because they were built of perishable materials like 
wood or bri£lt. It·s in this age that we first come across architec
tur-e and sculpture in stone, whose further progress we can trace in 
detail without any gap till our own time. The most curious thing, 
however, is that some of these first products of Indian art are also 
the finest, a peculiarity pithily expressed by Fergusson in his famous 
dictum that "the history of Indian art is written in decay." But 
although the monolithic pillars of Moka with their wonderful lustre 
aqd superb animal figures as capitals still remain unsurpassed as 
·works of art, in India or elsewhere, scholars no longer view the 
later progress of Indian art as merely a gradual process of decline 
from its pristine grandeur. Attention has been drawn in the 
following pages to varieties of later Indian art and their excellence, 
and a rational view has been put forward to explain their difference 
from , and inferiority to, the highly developed Mokan art. Apart 
from its technical excellence there is one characteristic which dis
tinguishes the art of this period. It fully reflects the life and acti
vities and thoughts and beliefs of the people at large, and may thus 
be regarded as an integral part of Indian culture. 

IlldiU cWJ.IlW;;.a...lIllUJ..&.I.-.wu::-u.utsi.cte world is another great charac
teristic feature of the age. Trade and maritime enterprise mark 
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the beginning of this contact, which was further developed by mis
sionary activity. Ultimately we find Indians spreading over a great 
part of the known world, not only in the mainlands of Asia as 
far as Syria and China, but also to distant lands across the sea,
over Africa and Europe on the west and Indo-China and the islands 
of the Indian Archipelago on the east. We also see the beginnings of 
Indian colonies which developed into flourishing empires and led to 
the growth of a Greater India in later ages. 

At home, lndi ame into ~.ontact with successive bands of 
f~eigners-Greeks, Parthians, Scythians and Tur Ku&~as)
who came as invaders and wer~ ultimately absorbed in the vast popu
lation of India. They were completely merged in Indian society and 
adopted the language, religion and customs of the land, without re
taining any trace of their foreign orjgin . This reveals to us the 
catholicity of Hindu society of the period, in sad and striking contrast 
to the narrow rigidity and exclusiveness which characterised it at a 
later age. There are other evidences to show that the Hindu society 
of this age was a living organism which could adapt itself to new 
environment and changing circumstances. The rise of Buddhism, 
.J a.inisro and other. heterodox xeligious sects was a gr at challenge 
to...th.e old Vedic faith and practices and_a . result th underwent 
an almost compl~n. Although the final form of the 
new religion is not yet clf'arly perceptible, it beginnings we~~ 
marked in this age by the adoption of theistic Vaishl;lavism nd 
s.aivism within the fold of Brahmanical religion. Tlle neo-Bra~pi
cal,l!.terature in the fOIn1 of Dharma-sastras or Smritis, which dev_e-

..loped...in tm ge, still forms the bed-rock of modern Hinduism in 
spite of the accretion of silt deposits of later ages. 

As a matter of fact the Brahmanical religion, as it developed at 
the end of this period more than 1,500 years ago, is far more akin to 
modern Hinduism than it is to the Vedic cult which immediately 
preceded it. The age is therefore not merely important for the 
rise of new sects like Buddhism and Jainism, but also for the growth 
.and deVelopment of what is now generally known as Hindu reli
gion. It is interesting to note that, like Buddhism, this neo-Hin
duism had also its proselytising aspect and was carried to remote 
lands, even beyond the seas, by missionary activities. Hinduism 
was not yet a monopoly or accident of birth, and did not lose its 
purity by crossing the "black water", 
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Reference may now be made to some of the difficulties with 
which this volume has had to contend. Tl}e....1irst and fOTe~ 
the chrono)9gical. problem, which may be regarded as the chronic 
weakness of Indian history. There is undoubtedly a great advance 
over the preceding age, for which we have nothing but the vaguest 
idea of a few general dates that may be wrong by centuries or even 
millennia. 50 far as the present volume is concerned, the chrono
logy of the first period depends upon the date of Buddha's death, 
which has been fixed at either 544 or about 486 B.C. by two schools 
of opinion which alone deserve serious consideration. The latter 
date has been adopted in this work for reasons stated on pages 36-38. 
This volume has also to deal with the vexed problems of the origin 
of Yikrarna 5arilVat and the Sakabda, th :eading Indian era~ 
which started respectively in 58 B.C. and A.D. 78 and are even now 
widely used all over India. Indian tradition ascribes the founda
tion of the first to the hero-king Vikramaditya, around whose 
memory succeeding ages have woven a long string of legends and 
romances. The vitality of the Vikramaditya tradition is vouched 
for by the recent celebration of the bimillenary of the Vikrarna era. 
Nevertheless sober history still refuses to recognise the existence 
of a king Vikramaditya in 58 B.C. for lack of positive evidence. 
Even eminent scholars treat him as a myth and attribute the founda
tion of the so-called Vikramaditya era to a foreign ruler. As regards 
the sakAbda or Saka era , modern authorities accept the Indian tradi
tion that it was founded by a Saka king or commemorates the date of 
his accession. But in the case of both these eras there is no una· 
nimity as to the identity of the foreign rulers who founded them. 
As regards the $aka era, there is a consensus of opinion that it 
commemorates the accession of the KushiQ.a king Kanishka, though 
this view is open to serious objections and is rejected by some. As 
regards the foundation of the Vikrama era, it would hardly be an 
exaggeration to say that no two scholars agree on any point except 
In denying that any king of the name of Vikramaditya had anything 
to do with it. 

In view of these wide differences of opmlOn the Editor has 
thought it best to state the general position briefly in Chapter X 
and then give wide latitude to individual contributors to express 
their views, sometimes even more firmly than the facts would justify. 
But as the date of Kanishka is a landmark in the history of this 
period, the general view that he ascended the throne in A.D. 78 has 
been accepted as a working hypothesis. 
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The question of the foundation of the so~called Kalachuri era 
which started in A.D. 248-49 is beset with similar difficulties, though 
they are less serious as the era was confined to a small locality. The 
general view that it was founded by an Abhira chief has been 
adopted in this work, though it is not altogether free from doubt. 

Leaving aside the general question of eras, we are also con~ 
fronted with difficulties in settling the dates of some dynasties and 
individual kings. The dates, for example, of most of the foreign 
rulers of Greek or Parthian descent can only be fixed within cer
tain limits, and there have been strong differences of opinion about 
Menander and Azes. The dates of the Saka satraps alone are fairly 
well known, thanks to the series of dated coins and inscriptions 
issued by them. 

As regards indigenous royal dynasties, serious differences of 
opinion exist only about the date of foundation of the satavahana 
power. The theory associated with the name of Bhandarkar
father and son-has not been accepted in this work, and the first 
sataviihana king has been placed in the first century B.C. instead 
of the third century B.C. as advocated by them. As a corollary to 
this, Kharavela, the famous warrior king of KaliI'lga, has also been 
assigned to the first century B. C. 

In order to give a clear idea of the chronological scheme adopt~ 
ed in this work, a chronological table has been added at the end 
of the volume. To facilitate comparison, the dates of a few Roman 
and Chinese emperors as well as of Syrian and Parthian kings have 
been added in the table, particularly as India came into close con
tact with all these countries during the period under review. While 
even approximate dates of important kings have been added, those 
of minor or local rulers have been included only when they are 
known with certainty. 

The chronology of literary works has been a baffling problem 
almost throughout the course of Indian history, and we have had 
more than a fair share of it in the present volume. The dates of the 
various Dharma~stras or Smritis, as well as of the original Siitras 
of the six systems of philosophy, are among the knottiest problems 
of the history of Indian literature on which widely divergent views 
are held by scholars. The date of Kautilya's ArthaSastra has been a 
source of polemic discussion, which has grown into a voluminous 
literature. While some scholars stoutly maintain that it was written 
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by Kautilya, the minister of the Maurya Emperor Chandragupta 
(324-300 B. C.) , others with equal vehemence relegate it to a date as 
la te as the third century A. D. Even a brief discussion of the merits 
of the djfferent views on these all-important works, not to speak of 
lesser ones, would have considerably increased the bulk of this 
volume without a corresponding advantage. Readers interested in 
these questions should consult special treatises or articles, of which 
a select list has been given under General References or Foot-notes. 
In general, only the different important views have been stated 
without discussion . In the case of Dharma-sastra literature, the 
views of P . V. Kane, the latest writer on the subject, have been ac
cepted as working hypotheses in preference to those of J . Jolly 
which hitherto held the field , for some idea of the dates of the differ
ent Smriti texts is necessary in order to utilise their data for the 
reconstruction of the social and legal system which is principally 
based upon them. In view of the uncertainty of date , the Knu.tiliya 
ArthMiistra has not been used as a source for the Maurya or any 
specific period, but the political theory and administrative organisa
tion envisaged by it has been treated as a separate picture complete 
in itself. This picture must be true of some part of the period be
tween 300 B . C. and A. D. 300, treated in this volume, though we 
are unable to specify it within still narrower limits. 

A speciaJ interest attaches to the problem of Kalidasa, the 
gr atest poet of India. While orthodox section still clings to the 
vi w that he flourished in the court of king Vikramfiditya of Ujja
yin'i in th first century B. C. , modern scholars generally I though by 
no means unanimously, regard him as a contemporary of a Gupta 
Emperor, most probably Chandra-gup.t~ II IC. A .D. 376-414) who 
assumed the title Vikramaditya. 

The practical difficulty caused by such differences of opinion 
was well illustrated in course of the preparation of this historical 
series. On reading the Mss. of the two chapters on literature in this 
.and the next volume of the series , covering the period 600 B . C.
A. D. 750 the Editor found to his utter dismay that there was no re
f r th reat poet Kiilidfisa in either of them. On enquiry it 
was learnt that the scholar who wrote for this volume held that 
KQ . dasa flourished in the Gupta age and should therefore figure in 
the next volum ,while "the writer for the latter was of opinion that 
th poet flourished in the first century B . C. and as such must have 
been dealt with in the preceding volume. Ultimately it wa decided 
to accept the general view and treat Kalidasa as belonging to the 
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Gupta age. But the curious omission referred to above shows that 
scholars are even now strongly divided in their opinion as to the 
age of Kiilidiisa, and no definite opinion can be hazarded until more 
positive evidence is forthcoming. 

As regards the other great dramatist Bhasa, the difficulty is not 
confined to the uncertainty of date, bad as it is from every point of 
view. Doubts have been entertained whether the 13 dramas pub
lished from Trivandrum are really the works of Bhasa, who is men
tioned with respect even by KalldiisL! . This problem also defies any 
final solution, but following the general view, the above-mention
ed plays have been accepted as genuine works of Bhasa. 

The whole history of literature is beset with similar difficulties, 
though of a less serious nature, to which referenr.es have been made 
in the relevant chapters. 

Next to the chronological difficulty is the one caused by th 
wide differences between the Purii~as and Buddhist texts regarding 
the genealogies of royal dynasties. The discrepancy is of a funda
mental nature in the case of the Puranic Sisuniigas, who are not only 
split into two separate dynasties in the Sinhalese Chronicles, bul. 
their chronological order is also reversed. The genealogical 
arrangement of these Chronicles has been adopted in this work. 
There are similar differences in the case of Nandas and later Maurya 
kings, but as they do not very much affect the general course of 
history, the different views have been merely stated without show
ing preference for any of them. 

Among other difficulties of a more serious nature may be men
tioned the diversity of opinion on the origin of Indian art, especially 
Mauryan art. The theory of Marshall that the highclass artistic pro
ducts of the Asokan age were really the works of foreign artists 
provoked a strong challenge at the time it was originally propound
ed. But, gradually scholarly opinion is veering towards it, though 
in a modified form. Here again, no dogmatic view, one way or the 
other, is either possible or desirable, and the treatment of the sub
ject in Chapter XX will perhaps meet with general approbation, if 
not with general acceptance. The same remarks apply to the per
plexing question of the origin of Buddha images on which a more 
pronounced view has been taken on the basis of data that have ac
cumulated since the time when the Greek artists were credited with 
their introduction in India. 
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This brief survey of the characteristic features of the age and 
the difficulties and uncertainties that its history involves would give 
the readers a fair idea of the contents of this volume as well as of 
the great importance of the period covered by it. The necessity of 
dealing with the beginnings of so many new developments, parti
cularly in the domains of religion, literature and art, has increased 
the bulk of 'this volume much beyond the average fixed for each, 
but some of the subsequent volumes will be considerably shorter. 

The general remarks in the Preface to Volume I about the way 
in which the Editor has tried to deal with the conflicting views of 
different contributors are applicable to this volume also. In ad
dition, the Editor has occasionally found it necessary to make con
siderable additions and alterations, partly in order to complete the 
picture of a subject as he conceived it, and partly to avoid dupli
cation and inconsistency between chapters dealing with the same or 
allied topics but written by different persons, It has not always 
been possible to indicate the additions made by the Editor, but in 
important cases an asterisk has been added to 'sections' in the Table 
of Contents and at the end of 'paragraphs' in the body of the text 
to show that the authors are not responsible for the views and in
formation contained in those parts of the chapters contributed by 
them. Sometimes portions of one chapter have been transferred to 
another written by a different person, and in all important cases the 
authorship has been indicated in the foot-notes, 

In general, the Editor naturally conceived the idea of the work 
as a whole and was guided by the sole consideration of the suitabi
lity, relevance and due proportion of the different subordinate parts 
to the main structure. But he has not always succeeded in eliminat
ing duplication, or even inconsistency, to a certain extent, as both 
were more or less inherent in the arrangement of topics or the 
nature of the subject. Thus, while the chapter on literature has 
necessarily to deal with works bearing on law, politics, religion, 
philosophy, etc. , these had again to be dealt with in connection with 
those topics treated in different chapters. 

A typical and extreme instance is furnished by the hi of 
TpnU literature of the period A .D. 300-750. I almost exclusively 
deals with the religious works of the Saiva and aishnava saints 
which again figure prominently in the history of these t~o religions: 
It would have been perhaps more logical to omit the separate 
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chapter on Tamil literature and distribute its contents among i.he 
sections dealing with the history of 5aivism and Vaislu:tavism in 
South India. Apart, however, from the fact that such an omission 
would disturb the general framework of the volume, it was thought 
desirable to view these works separately as literary works. But as 
this can hardly be done without some reference, however brief, to 
their religious contents, a certain amount of duplication could hardly 
be avoided. To minimise these difficulties as far as possible, purely 
sectarian literature, such as Buddhist and Jain canons, has been in
cluded in the chapters dealing with those two religions. 

It has not been possible to follow any uniform procedure about 
foot-notes. Some of the chapters have detailed foot-notes citing 
authorities for the views and statements contained in them. In 
other cases it has been thought sufficient to indicate, under general 
references, the sources from which most of the information is de
rived, and to add foot-notes only to deal with a few important points 
or to indicate sources not covered by general r eferences. In parti
cular references for individual specimens of architecture and sculp
ture have not always been given in foot-notes. But a select biblio
graphy has been added at the end of the volume which covers all 
chapters and should enable readers to make a special study of the 
different topics included in each. 

A genealogical list of royal dynasties and a chronological table 
of important persons and events have been added to facilitate the 
study of political history, though a great deal, in both of these, is 
involved in doubt. 

The method of transliteration and spelling of proper names re
mains unchanged. "Ganga", "Yamuna" and "Sindhu" have been 
used in place of the hitherto common "Ganges", "Jumna" and 
"Indus". The index-volume of the Imperial Gazetteer of India has 
been generally followed in the spellings of geographical names, most 
of which have been put with proper diacritical marks. New spell
ings such as Banaras, and new territorial divlSions such as Madhya 
Pradesh, Madhya Bharat, etc. have also been employed. 

The Editor expresses his deep obligations to the scholars who 
have contributed to this volume. Two of them, Dr. Beni Prasad 
and Dr. S. Krishnaswami Aiyangar, died before the publication of 
this volume and the Editor takes this opportunity to place on record 
his deep sorrow at their death and his appreciation of the services 
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rendered by them to the cause of Indian History. As neither of 
them could revise the chapters in their final form, the Editor had to 
take the onerous responsibility of making suitable additions and al
terations to them without having the benefit of their advice or 
opinion. 

The Editor also likes to place on record the ungrudging services 
rendered by Dr. A. D. Pusalker at every stage of the preparation 
of this series. He has worked very hard in checking references and 
seeing the volume through the press, and has made many valuable 
suggestions for improving the quality of the book and making it 
more useful to the public. 

Dr. B. K. Ghosh, one of the contributors to Vol. I, who had seen 
his chapters in proof, passed away while the book was in press . In 
his death Indian Linguistics has sustained a serious loss. The Editor 
takes this opportunity to convey his condolence to the bereaved 
family. 
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CHAPTER I 

NORTH INDIA IN THE SIXTH 
CENTURY B. C. 

I. THE SIXTEEN GREAT STATES 

It would appear from what has been said above in Vol. I, Ch 
XV, that a h e 'nnin of the sixth centur B. C. there was no 
paramount ower in North Ind' --whic was divided in 0 a large 
number of inde'penden states. These were the three important 
~ngdo.ms of Magadha, Kosa~ ~and a host of minor ones 
such as Kuru, PaiichIla, Siirasena,~i, .!!illilla, Anga, Kaliitga L 

ASm~a, Gandbara and KambJa. Two' other kingdomsJ thos of 
th~ ihaxWand..1he \yilih(ltra are also m~ntioned in the Puranas. 
but'their location is uncertain. One of them probably represents 
A vanti, and the other t Chedl kin 

The same political condition is reflected in the stereotyped list 
of sixteen great countries (Solasamahiijanapada) which, according 
to Buddhist texts,1 flourished shortly before the time of Gautama 
Buddha. They are as follows according to Anguttara Nikciya:
Anga, Magadha, KMi, Kosala, Vriji (Vajji), Malla, Chedi, Vatsa 
(Varilsa), Kuru, Pafichala, Matsya (Machchha), Surasena, ASvaka or 
ASmaka (Assaka), Avanti, GandhIira and Kamboja, each being 
named after the people who settled down there or colonised it. The 
~ (Digha Nikiiya, II) refers to some of them 
in paiLS, viz . • K5Si-KQsala, Vriii (Vajji)-Malla, Chedi-Varilsa, Kuru
'Paiichala and Matsya-Surasen~. The ChuUaniddesa adds Kaliuga 
to the list and" substitutes Yona for Gandbara. The Mahiivastu list 
agrees with that in the Anguttara Nikiiya save that it omits Gandhara 
and Kamboja and mention~and ~ instead. 

The Jain Bhagavati S1ltra (otherwise called Vytikh ti-PrajiiaptJ..l, 
also mentions sixteen countries, though it gives a somewhat differ
ent list:-Anga, Vanga. Magaha, Malaya, Malava, Achchha, Vachchha, 
Kochcbha, Pa<;lha, Lac;lha (Rac;lha), Bajji (Vajji), Moli, K.aSi, KosaIa, 
Avaba and Sambhuttara.2 

1. Afigutta,.a, r. 213; IV, 252, 256, 260; MahdvlUtu., I, 34, U, 3; Vi1l41/(J Tezu U. 
146 fn; Nidden II, 37. 

2. SaJIG XV, Uddeua I (Hoernle-the Uvcilagada.40, II, Appendix) . 
A.l .U.-l " 
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The Mahagovinda Suttanta 1 tells us that Mahagovinda, the 
Brahmin chaplain to king Rellu, divided his empii-e into seven sepa
rate kingdoms with their respective capitals as named below:-

1. Kalinga capital Dantapura. 
2. Assaka 

" 
Potana. 

3. Avanti 
" 

Mahishmati (Mahissati) . 
4. Sovira 

" 
Roruka. 

5. Videha 
" 

MithilB. 
6. Ailga 

" 
Champa. 

7. KaSi 
" 

Var~asi. 

In spite of striking resemblances, especially between the Puranic 
and Buddhist lists, there are also important differences. This leads 
to the assumption that the lists were originally drawn up at different 
times, and they reflect the difference in their author's knowledge of, 
interest in, or intimacy with, the different parts of the country. This 
is best illustrated by the mention in the Buddhist and Jain texts of 
the Vriji or Vajji and MalIa which are omitted in th as; for it 
is well known that these two states were the s rongholds of b th the 
heterodox religious sects. 

The mention of these states is of special importance for, as will 
be presently shown, the were autonomous clans with a....,!!2!!-
~l republican or ic 1) form of government. The 
PuraQas do not mdicate in any way the existence of such states in 
this period. But these formed a distinctive feature in In ia or ics 
in the sixth century B.C., for the uddhist t exts reveal the existence 
of many such clans at the time of Gautama Buddha. These are the 
sakiyas ot.._Siikyas of Kapilavastu, the Mallas of Pava and KuSinarii 
(Ku.sinagara), ~ (VaiSali) , the_Yiaehas of Mithila" 
th~ 1{0liya§..Q! Ram~ama, the ~ulis of Allaka.£ll.a, th~ ~lamas of 
~a, the }iomas ~al~ana . and tb.i.~-¥r!~.~ith the~ 
£.a~on Suth~ra !!_ill. The ~uddhist account i~ un su po te 
by the .£S~~f ~~i :ho, accordin to Sir R,...Q.. handar
kar, livecr-aboUt 700--RC~and, accOtdln to Professor A. Macdonell, 
about 500 B. C. Pat;iini, in his grammar, mentions both classes- of 
~, v~.~, to which he applies the term Samaha or 
Gm,l.a, and the kingdoms called J anapadas. Some of the leading 
Republics mentioned by him were the Kshudrakas (Greek Oxy
drakai), Malavas (Malloi), Ambashthas (Abastanoi) .. HastmayalU\ 

1. l);gh4 II, 235. 

2 
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(Astakenoi), Erakanva (Parikanioi or modern Ferghana), Madras, 
Madhumantas (modern Mohmands), Apritas (Greek Aparytai = 
modern Afridis) , Vasati (Ossadii), Bhaggas, ~ (Sibai), ASV8yana 
(Greek Aspasioi) and ASvakayana (Greek Assakenoi with their 
capital at Massaga = MaSakavati). Most of these continued up to 
the time of Alexander's invasion which they stoutly resisted. As 
regards the Janapadas or kingdoms, ~i mentions, among others, 
G~ " Usinar Yideh~s also .Me.gadha, Mga 
and V"aiJga,~he designates RniG~adas (IV, 1, 170). ' 
1$.udhayana i9:::!§ DIt~ 1M S1ltnJ IIUU~~9R& state; like Sm:ishtra, 
Avanti, Magadha, Ailga, PID:lc;ira, and Vailga. . t of non
m archical clans an be tra ed throughout the period under review. 
The are ere err to by' Mega,Sthenes .and Kau J. ya, and 
names of many of them occur in epigraphic records of the fourih 
century A.D. 

We may thus reasonably conclude that there were in the sixth 
century B.C. a large number of states, both great and small, and 
many of these were not ruled by kings but formed petty republics 
or oligarchies. This p liti~ondition of North India- for all the 
states...-so-far-mentioned, exc t perhaps ASmaka, 1:telanged to this 
regiolr-thus resembled_that of r the. .same period, though 
naturally the size of the kingdoms as well as of some of the non
monarchical states in India was much bigger. The location, origin, 
and early history of most of these states have been discussed above2 

on the basis of traditions contained in Brahmanical texts. The 
Buddhist and other texts, which testify to their existence in the 
sixth century B.C., only incidentally refer to them and do not give 
any connected history except in the case of Magadha;, We have, 
therefore, to confine ourselves to a few isolated facts that may be 
gleaned from them about these states, reserving a detailed history 
of Magadha for the next chapter. 

A1iga 

1. The citations from Piitini are taken from Chapter m of this volume written 
by Dr. R. It. Mookerii (Ed.). . 

2 . Vol. I, Chapters XllI-XV. 
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fopne:cly known as Malini stood 0 ':ght bank e the GaJ\ga, 
near its junction with the river Champa and was at a distance of 60 
yojanas from Mithilli.' It was one of the most flourishing cities. The-
m ha Nikii efers 0 It as one of the six principa ities of In ia. 
t was a gre~ and commerce and its mercbanj;s..mliled 

to distan~. Tiler was a amous tank called Gaggara 
in the neighbourhood of Champa. Bhaddiya and Assapura were 
the other towns of the Anga kingdom. ng.. rivalry with 
final conquest by, Magadha has- been mentioned above.2 

KiiSi 

The kingdom of. Ki$i, whose extent is given in the Jatakas as 
three undred leagues, wa~ wealthy and l'rospex:ous. Tlre 'vers 
Va~-and...Asi by which the city was bounded respectively on the ...----
north and south gave rise to the name of its capital city Varfutasl.. 
modern Banaras, eighty miles below Allahabad on the north bank 
o the Ganga. T.be Jatakas speak of a long rivalry between the two 
kingdoms of Kasi and Kosala for supremacy. There also existed 
occasional rivalries between Kiisi and Anga and between Ka.Si and 
Magadha. K.aSi, which was once an important state, was conquered 
t>;r. I¥>sala some time before ..Buddha.3 

Kosala 

The kingdom of Kasal ughIy corresponded to modern Oudh. 
ILw ro bly-boun ed by the Saaantra (Gandak) river on the east, 
Paiichila on the west, the §areikii or Syandika (S&) river on the 
south, and the Nepal hills on the north._ 'the Country of Kosala pro
per was divided into north and sout vidently by the river Sax:ayiL 
Sravash was the capitaLaLnox:thern K.o.~, and Ku.Savati, the caBital 
of uthern l{osaIa. Besides the three important cities, Sravasti, 
sakata and Ayodhya.. m;ntioned aoove,4 KosaIa had some minor 
towns like Setavya, Uk attha, and Kit;iigiri. 

~e nque t :t Kasl 1'p9d K~ Ia.a owerful state. :ij soon ex
tended its supremacy-over the Siikyas of Kapilavastu, probably also 
over tl'\.e Kalamas of Kesaputta, and other neighbouring states. Its 
iin.ll..Prasenajit or Pasenadi.5 a contemporary of Buddha, figures as ---- ( 

1 . According to Cunningham the modern villages called Champanagara and 
Champipura near Bhagalpur represent th site of the ancient city of Champii; 
Law, GeofITa.phy of Ea.rly Buddhilm, p. 6. 

2. Vol. I, p. 328. 
3 . Vol. I. p. 327. 
4. Vol. I, Ch. XIV. 
5. This is the Pili form of the name, as is the case with the other .1temativ& 

forms of names of persons and localities in this chapter. 

4. 
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a he most' rIDers he ime. ie pro
!racte<i .ltru.8fi!_e withAi!teSetm,-king 'Of a adha, as will be des
cribed later. 

Although not definitely converted to Buddhism, Px:asenajit was 
a t a nd the 8UddlrisH&x ny 
can ersa IOns His admiration extended also to the 
8.akya clan, in which the Master was born, and he asked for a daughter 
of a Sakya chief as his wife. The sakyas, too proud of their lineage 
to enter into such an alliance, but too weak to refuse openly the 
request of such a powerful potentate in their immediate neighbour
hood, had resort to a trick. T_!le of'fsering of a 8.akya chief by a slave 
girl was passed off as the legitimate daughter of the 8.akya race and 
~riedJ9ft...!senajit. A son, ViQilQ.abh,!, was born of this marriage, 
and when he paid a visit to his maternal gandfather the true origin 
of his mother came to light. It naturally created a great sensation, 
and Prasenajit discarded both his queen and son. But the great 
Buddha told him that whatever might have been the origin of the 
queen , the son belonged to the caste of his father, and on his advice 
Prasenajit restored both the queen and the prince to favour . 

Whether it was a repercussion of this incident or not, P _ 'il 
was involved in domestic troubles. I hi last inte . ew w-ith the 

uddha, which took place in the saeya country, contrasted the 
dissensIOns ill IS own household and government with the perfect 
peace maintained in the Buddhist Order. But even while he was 
talking with the Buddha, the minister, who was left in charge of the 
kingdom, p oclai ed rin i uQ.abha as i Prasenajit, being 
deserted b . people .. proceede owards Rajagriha to secure the 
help of Ajatasatru. But weary and WOrn out, he reached that city 
only to die outside its gates. Such was the miserable end of a great 
career highly extolled in the Buddhist texts. It is not altogether 
impossible that his attachment to Buddhism alienated his people and 
brought about his tragic end, thoug~mt.~ts I:eeEesent him as a 
.BreaLP~ of the Brahma.t:las to whom he granted territory in the 
r oyal domains with extensive powers. 

Of all the kings of h' e.tiad., P asena 'i is he onl utstanding 
w rsonality, thanks the detailed references in the Buddhist texts. 
'.rhe summing up of his character by Mrs. Rhys Davids is worth 
quoting. "He is shown combining, like so many of his class all the 
world over, a proneness to affairs of sex with the virtues and affec
tion of a good 'family man' , indulgence at the table with an equally 

IS 
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natural wish to keep in good physical form, a sense of honour and· 
honesty, shown in his disgust at legal cheating, with a greed for 
acquiring wealth and war indemnities, and a fussiness over lost pro
perty, magnanimity towards a conquered foe with a callousness over 
sacrificial slaughter and the punishment of criminals. Characteristic 
also is both his superstitious nervousness over the sinister significance 
of dreams, due, in reality, to disordered appetites, and also his 
shrewd politic care to be on good terms with all religious orders, 
whether he had testimonials to their genuineness or not.'" 

ll~ii~abha-, w)lo succeeded im, invaded the sakya country 
and ~ cred. he -Sakya clan, sparing neither men nor wom~n 
and children. Though many escaped, it was the virtual end of the 
famous autonomous clan which produced one of the greatest 
teachers the world has seen. li!he..1J:aud_puc' b the $akyas 
in respect of his mother is represented to...be the e.Jirh"]S WJ:ath, 
though there might have been political reasons or other factors. 
Nothing else is known of Vi9ii~abha or the kingdom of Kosala after 
him. 

Vrif 

The ~rijian (Vajjian) confederacy ~~~f eis!_lt2 or ninlt3 
.£lans of which Y!gehags, the _Lichchhavis, the Jiiatrikas and the 
Vejjis were the most prominent .• V:rijigama was a locality nea VaiSali. 
VaiSali (the modern Basiirh in the.. Muzaffarpur District of North 
'Blhir) was the ca ital of the Lich . and._!he headquarters of 
~r ul Vr1jian confEllleracy. It seems to have been formerly 
under a monarchical form of government.4 ViSala mentioned in 
the Riimiiya7J.a was an excellent town (uttama puTi). The city was 
rich, prospero1is, and populous, being surrounded by three walls at 
a distance of a gavuta from one another, each provided with gates 
and watch-towers. It had high buildings, pinnacled houses, lotus 
pondss etc. V~ Jmodern Tirhl!1), which was once a very 
powerful monarchy with~l, was bounded by the 
KauSiki in the east, the Ganga in the south the Sadiin~ra in the 
west and the Himalayas in the north. Cunningham identifies _-
1. Bhanda,.ka,. Com. Vol., p . 134. 
2. Smn.a-naala V., II. 519: an inference drawn from the expression atthakulika. 
3. Kalpasilt'ra, sec. 128; Ni,.ayauali Silt'ra; an inference drawn from the expression 

'Nine Lichchhavis.' 

4. Cf. Vol. I. Ch. XIV, pp. 272, 276, 287, 291f. 
5. For an account of the city, d. Vinaya Texts in Gilgit Manuscript. Vol. III, 

Part 2. 
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. . - wjth ::!a~akapY!a;" own' bin Ne - rder. 
According to e;lrly Jain texts th«;_. Jiiii1:tikasJ • ~ whom belon~ed. 
Sigdhartha and his son Mahavir, ad their seats at KUlJ.9apUra or 
XllI;laagrama and Kollaga, which were suburbs of VaiSall. Ukkii
chela was a Vrijian town on the left bank of the Ganga. 
(IV, 2, 131) mentions the V.pjis r jj" s 
SiistT.J4 the-V.ri-jikas or ~jj' ra distinguished from _the.. Lichchhi
vikas or Lichchhavis. As regards the remaining confederate clans, 
we have no definite information as yet. 

Some scholars are of opinion that the J.ichchhavis were oL 
~i~ but this view is not supported by evidence.' Indian 
tradition represents them as Kshatriyas. The ruling claJl of the. 
Lichchhavis was firmly established during the days of Mahav-ira 
and - autama Buddha, and the latter gave eloquent expression to 
his great admiration for their unity, strength, noble bearing and 
republican constitution. The Lichchhavis were on friendly terms 
with king Prasenajit of Kosala. Their relation with the neighbour
ing Mailas was on the whole friendly, and the Jain books speak 
of the nine Lichchhavis as having formed a confederacy with nine 
MaUas and eig teen ga1)-(l~iijas of KaSi-Kosala. BuLtbe great .rival 
o V.aiSa.lL.w.as Magadlia Accor fng to tradition, the VaiSalians 

to attack Ma adha at the time of Bimhl- 'ii.'2 "'& 
in s us that imbisara married a Lichcbhavi 

-Er~ess- Jlamed Cheilana, dau hter of Kin eta ta 0 VaiSlili, 
~e sisterwas 1Iie mother of Mahavira. This matrimonial alliance 
was, according to D. R. Bhandarkar, the result of the peace con
cluded after the war between Bimbisara and the Lichchhavis. But 
it was also instrumental in bringing about the ruin of the Lichchha
vis as will be related in the next Chapter. 

MaZZa 

Tqe Mallas are often mentioned in Buddhist and Jain works. 
They seem to have been a powerful tribe dwelling in Eastern India. 
~h~asELn~ is said to have conquered the chief of the MaUas in the 
course of his expedition to Eastern India. Th ~ rna arva of the 
MahtihharGta. similarly mentions the MaUas along with such peoples 
of EjlStern India as the Ailgas, Vangas, and Kaliilgas. Th . dom 
of be. ailas consisted of nine territories,3 one of each of the nine 

1. Cf. Law, Some K 4fMtriya Tribe. of Ancient India, pp. 26 ft. 
2. HTB. il, 166. 
3. KaZpa8ii.tra, Sec. 128; NiraycivaZi Sidra. 
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confederate clans. The tertitones oLtwo Ii t e nfederate clans 
were prominent a the m Lthe use ot B hism, one with its 
headquarters at KuSjIlMij .and the other wit Pava as its chief town. 
The first abutted on the sakya territory and t e second on the Vriji. 
The 'ver Kak sth- Kak ttha formed the boundary between the 
two territories. The siila grove of Ku.smara was on the river 
Hiraiifiavati. 

According to tradition, Ku.smara he 
. ncien cit of va w as e ca ita 0 n Maha-
~das~M. In.. the neighbourhood stood an ~xtensiv:a.1orest ca e 
Mahavana. There were some other Malla towns, viz., Bhoganagara. 
lying between Jambugrama and Pava, Anupiya between Kwlnlira 
and the river Anoma, and Uruvelakappa. Of the two cities of Pava: 
and KuSinara, the second has been identified with Kasia on the 
smaller Gandak about 35 miles to the east of Gorakhpur, and the 
first with the village called Padaraona, 12 miles to the north-east 
of Kasili .' 

The MaUas, like the Lichchhavis,..are mentioned by Manu as 
~s. Th yare called V.as~s (yasetthas). i the 
.Mahaparinibbana Sutt.anta. Like the Videhas, the Mallas had ori
ginally a monarchical form of gov.ez:.nment, p~kshvaku) being 
mentioned In th Kusa Jataka (No. 531) ,as a l\h.lla king. 
Mallas were a sangha or corporation, of which the members called 
themselves rajas. ~uddhaghosha also calls them rajas. The 
MaUas and Lichchhavis became ames for self-defence, though the 
Bhaddasala Jataka (Jataka No. 465) offers us an account of a conflict 
between them. The Mallas retained their independence till the death 
of Buddha, for we find both the main sections of the Mallas claiming 
a share of his bodily remains. 

Jainism and Buddhism found many followers among the MaUas. 
From the Jain Kalpasiitra we learn that the nine Mallakis or M· a 
chiefs were among those that instituted an illumination on the day 
of the new moon saying, "since the light of intelligence is gone, let 
us make an illumination of material matter."2 

The Mallas appear to have lost their independence not long 
afte:t; Buddha's death and their dominions were annexed to the 
Magadhan empire.3 

1. While the identification of Kusinara may be regarded as reasonably certain 
that of Pavi is very doubtful (Ed.) . 

2. SBE, XXII, p. 266. 
3 . Bhandarkar, CL, 1.79. 
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Chedi l Cheti) 

Th Ghetis had two distinct settlements, of which 
~.w;o._.LLJ ....... ntains -of Nepal and the . other in Bundelkhand 

near KauSambi. D. R. Bhandarkar thinks that Cheta or Chetiya 
corresponds roughly to the modern Bundelkhand. ' According to old 
authorities the country of the Chedis lay near the Yamuna, mid
way between the kingdoms of the Kurus and the Vatsas. Sotthblati-
1;laSlllil, probably . dentic with.. sukti uktimat'i of th Mahfi
blwirata, was its capital. §ahaiatj was a town Qf the Chedis which 
stood on the right bank of the Yamuna. 

Vatsa 

Tbe gauntcy i Y. tsa was very rich and prosperous and n ed 
for t . Y ot its_cotion fabrics. KauSiimbT, which was its 
~ita1. 's now represented by the village of Kosam on the right 
ba.nk of the Yamuna. The village of Pabhosa is about two and a 
half miles north-east of Kosam. In a modern Jain dedicatory 
inscription the hill of Pabhosa is placed just outside the town of 
Kausambi. 

The migration of the Kurus or Bharatas to the Vatsa country 
and their history up to kin_g UdayanliL... the contemporary of the 

...... Buddh_!. have been na~ed above.3 Udayana (Udena) was a very 
powerful king and a number Q 'nteresting-legends centre roun hi 
rivalcy with ~adY0.1.iL0f Avanti. The latter, although very 
jealous because Udayana surpassed him in glory, was unwilling to 
risk an open campaign against him, and hit upon a device to capture 
his hated rival. Knowing Udayana's passion for catching elephants, 
he had one made of wood, with sixty soldiers concealed inside, and 
set it up in a forest near the boundary of the two kingdoms. Udayana 
fell into the trap and was taken prisoner. He knew a wonderful 
secrp.t for taming elephants, and Pradyota offered him his liberty 
in exchange for revealing it. But Udayana would teach him the 
secret only if he received due salutation as a teacher from his pupil. 
Being unwilling himself to offer salutation, Pradyota made Udayana 

1 . CL. 1. 52. 
1. Vol. I, Ch. XIV. 
3 . Vol. I, Ch. XV, p. 321. 
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agree to teach it to someone else on the same condition. Lest an 
outsider would learn the precious secret, he-engag ·s own d u.ghter 
~(Vasavadatti-) for the pur ose, but told Udayana that a 
hunch-backed woman behind a curtain would pay him salutation 
and learn the secret from him. It was not long, however, before 
the inevitable took place; Udayana fled with the princess and made 
her his queen. 

Udayana is said to have had many other queens, one of whom 
was a daughter of a Kuru Brahm~ (worth citing as an instance 
of a pratiloma marriage) and the other a ·ster of DarSak of 
~. He -is the hero -of three dramas, ~..l2.na-Vasavadat@...Qi 
~ and Priyadarsika and .. Ratnavan _gj Harsha, and we know 
from Megh~d-utaor Kalidisa, tbai...av in the time of this poet 
many stories about Udayana were widely current in Avanti. 
account of his conquest or digvijaya is given in the Kathiisarh
sagara. According to Priyadarsikii h~c~ue.I_ed Kalmga ..and 
res~ored his father-in-law ~ to the throne of Anga. 
The latter is probably the same as Dadhivahana who, according to 
another legend, was defeated by Udayana's father.' How far these 
legends contain a kernel of historical facts is, of course, difficult to 
say. 

Udayana was at first not favourably inclined towards Buddhism, 
and it is said that i~runken rage ~ tortur~ Pit)~o!e, a 
famous member of the Buddhist order, 'by tYing 1ihn down in a nest 
of brown ants. Later, however, t~same Pi.t).c,iola ~de hUtt2 
_Qevotee of Buddha. - --

Udayana survived Buddha. e had a son name Bo i, about 
whom some details are given in Buddhist texts. But we do not 
definitely know anything about Vatsa after Udayana, not even 
whether Bodhi ever succeeded his father on the throne. A co ing 
to a Jiitaka story (No. 353) prince Bodhi dwelt in Swhsumaragiri 
and this proves that the Bhagga (or Bharga) state Ieferred t ve 
was a dependency of Vatsa. 

Kuru 
According to the Jitakas, the capit!!l of the Kurus was Indra

~nd!!Eatta) near.. modern Delhi, which extended over seven 
leagues. In Buddha's time, the Kuru country was ruled by a titular 
c~a and had very little political importance 
of its own. The Kurus continued to enjoy their ancient reputation 
for deep wisdom and sound health. The Jain Uttartidhyayana 

1. Vol. I, pp. 321, 327 f . 
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Sfj,tra' refers to a king named Isukara who was the ruler of the 
ancient, wealthy, famous and beautiful town of Isukara (the row
mak 

The.Kurus had matrimonial relations with the Yadavas, the 
Bho·as.and the paiichalas. The Jatakas contain an account of king 
~a:iijaya introduced as a Jltince of the race of Yudhishthira. 

The earlier monarchical constitution of the Kurus subsequently 
gave place to a republic. They, however, continued the monarchical 
form of government in the Vatsa country. 

Panchiila 

Originally Paiichala was the country, north and east of Delhi, 
from the foot of the Himalayas to the river Chamhal, and th~ Gangi 
divided it into North and South Pafichala. It roughly corresponds 
to the modern Budaun, Farrukhabad and the adjoining districts of 
the Uttar Pradesh. The division of the country into northern or 
Il.ttara-Paiicbala and southern or Daks . a-Pafic - is su 0 ted 
by the Mahiibhiirata, the Jatakas and the Divyavadana (p. 435). 
The Northern Paiichala ha 'ts capital i!tAhichchhatra or Adhich
chbatra or Adisadra of Ptolemy or Chhatravati (identical with 
modern Ramnagar in the Bareilly District) while S uthern afi
chala had its capital ~ that is, Kampil in the Farrukha
bad District. King__Chiilani Brabmadatta of Paiichala finds mention ...._. - ----- ____. 
ill the &iml(iya'tl4, Maha-Ummagga Jataka (No. 546), the Uttarii-
dhyayana Sii,tra, and the Svapna-Vasavadatta. The famous city of 
Kanyakubja ox:...l\an:&ijj was situated in the kingdom of Panchala. 
Originally a monarchical c an, the Paiichalas formed a sangha or 
republican corporation in the sixth and fifth centuries B.C. 

Matsya 
The M chchha country corresponds to the mode~ 

terri to f Jaipur. It included the whole of the present territory 
of Alwar with a portion of Bharatpur. The capital of the Matsya 
country was Vir.apmagara. (modern Bairat) named after its founder 
~ing Virata. 

In...Pali literature the Matsyas as a people are usually associated 
wi!h the 8iirasenas. The ~ (Western Matsya) was 
probably the hill tract on tIle northbank of the Chambal. In the 
Riimiiya'tl4, we find a similar reference to Vira Matsya. A branch 
of the Matsyas is similarly found in later days in the Vizagapatam 

1. SBE, XLV, 62. 
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region. '.Qle Matsyas had no political importance of their oWn during 
the time of Buddha. ~ ruled over the Chedis and the 
Matsyas.~ Matsya thus once formed a part of the Chedi kmgdom. 

$itrasena 

The Siirasena country had its capital at Madh.!!-ra or Mathura 
on the Yamuna.. Th ancient reek ~rs refer to it as Sourasenoi 
an its apital as Methora. From Sankissa to Mathura it was ~ 
distance of four yojanas. ~ king of the Siirasenas, was 
~fu:_st am...ong_the chief disciples of Buddha through whose hel 
:Buddhism gained grou?ia in the~ath'\i:i;a:r~o~. It may be inferred 
from the epithet Avantiputra that there existed a matrimonial 
alliance between Avanti and Siirasena. 'lJ'le Andhakas and Vrisru,.is 
of Mathura are referred to in Pfu;lini's Ashpidhyay"i_2 In KautiIya' s ~ 
Aitha.sastra the Vrislu:Us are described as a Sangha, i.e., a republican 
corporation. The Vris~is, Andhakas and other al~ied tribes form~ 
ed a Sangha and Vasudeva (Krisiu)a) is described as a (Sangha~ 
mukhya.' The name of the Vrisht).i corporation is also found on a 
coin.3 Mathura, the capital of the Siirasenas, was al1>o known at 
the time of Megasthenes (300 B.C.) as the centre of Krish.t).a wor~ 
ship, 'and the Siirasena kingdom then became an integral part or 
the Magadban empire. 

Asvaka 

Assaka, Asmaka or Aivaka was originally a country in the 
basin of the Sindhu. It may be identified with the kingdom of 
Assakenoi of the Greek writers i~. The ASmakas, as 
noted above, are also mentioned by Pii:Qini. T~ are placed in the 
north-west in the Marka7J4eya PuraT}-Q. and the Brihat-samhita. The 
earl Buddhist texts refer to Assaka as a Mahajanapada, .the capital 
of whic!t was Pot~Potali corresponding to.J'audanya of the 
Mahiibhdrata . ~ Assaka of Buddhist literature was a south Indian 
country. The river Godavari flowed between the two neighbour
ing kingdoms of Assaka and Miilaka or Alaka. The latter had 
Pratishthana or Poithan as its capital and Assaka lay immediately to 
its south. A Brahmin named Bavari settled near a village on the 
Godavari in the Assflka territory in the Dakshiniipatha after having 
left the Kosala country. According to the Commentary on the 

utta-Nipiita, the two kingdoms of Assaka and Miilaka are represented 

1. Mbh. (Cr. F.<i.\ V. 72, 16. 
2. IV. 1. 114; VI, 2, 34. 
3. CLAT', 279. 
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two Andhak or Andhr.a uitories. B ami the commen-
tato of KauPlya~ ArthaSastraJ identifies ASmaka .with ,Nahlirns tra. 
The Assaka country of the 13uadhlsts, therefore, whether it be iden
tical with Mabarashtra or located on the Godavari, lay outside the 
pale of the MadhyadeSa. 1 

, aka and Mulaka a ear as scions of the lkshva famil. 
pra~at1a, a king of the Assa as, was a contemporary 01 the 
king of Anga and KiiSi named Dhritarashtra (Dhatarattha) . Anotn.er 
king of Assaka named~!""UI)a wQ.n a ~ctory over the kiJli of Kalmga. 
At the time of Buddha the ruler or-xssaka a a lung whose son was 
Prince Syjata . ........__..... -
Avanti 

Avanti was an important kingdom of western India. It was 
one of the four gr~at monarc ~ n india-when Buddhism arose, the 
other three b~ ~and...!!~adha. It appears to have 
been divided by the Tlver Vetravati into north and south. It fell 
to the share of Vessabhii, one of the seven cont! orary kings of 

" the line of Bharata.2 ~Sk. Mahishmati) 'tYas then the 
~ti. But the Pali canonical texts mention.. V]ieni 
(Sk. Ujjayini) as the capital of king" ChlU2-c;la P_!!gyota (Pajjpta) of 
Avanti in the time of Mahavira and Buddha. D. R. Bhandarkar3 

seeks to account for this discrepancy by the assumption that the 
country of the Avanti was divided into two kingdoms, n laced 
in the Dakshix_lapatha having Mahishmati for its capital, and the 
other, Le. , the northern kingdom, having its capital at Ujjayani. The 
country or kingdom of A vanti may be taken to have corresponded 
roughly to modern Malwa, Nimar and the adjoining parts of the 
Madhya Pradesh. Both Ujjayini and Mahishmati stood on the 
southern high road extending from Rajagriha to Pratish~hana. 
VidiSa (Bhilsa in old Gwalior State) lay on the road to Ujjayini. 
DaSarna has been mentioned in the Mahdbhdrata4 as well as in 
the Meghaduta of Kiilidasa (24-25) and is generally identified with 
VidiSa or Bhilsa region in the Madhya Bharat. ':two oth r citi of 
A~nti are knOWA from Buddhist and Jain literature. These w re 
~ and ~rSanapura. The MahabMrata '> also speaks 
of Avanti and Mahlsbm~wo different countries. Ujjayiru, 

1. Act'nroing to Bbandarkar (CL, 53-54) Assaka at one time included Mutaka 
and thus its territory abutted on AvanU. 

2. Digha II, 236. 
3. Op. cit. p. 54. 
4 . Bombay Ed. II. 29.4; Cr. Ed. II. 26.4. 
5. Cr. Ed. II, 28. 10-11. 
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the capital of AvantiJ -lYas ):?Uilt b"y Achchuta_Saml.' Avant! was an 
important centre of Bu ism. Some he leading 4Aer and 
theTis were either born or resi there. 

According to the Pural,las, as mentioned above,2 Pulika (Plll;lika) 
killed his master and placed his own son Pradyota on the throne of 
A vanH. j?radyota was a powerful king and a contemporary of 
Buddha. In his time the kingdom of Avanti was in rivalry with the 
neighbouring kingdoms of Vats a, Magadha, and Kosala. Pradyota's 
relation with Udayana, king of Kausambi, ha:; been related above.3 

According to a Buddhist text, AjataSatru iortified his capital Raja
griha as he apprehended an invasion by Pradyota. l'he Purat;las 
r~fer to him as having subjugated the neighbouring kings, but des
cr~be him as '~'. The Buddhist text Mahii
vagga also says that he was cruel. All this is borne out by.Jll!_ 
e it C d d ah-sena. 

According to the Puriir).as, Chal,lQ.a Pradyota Mahasena, to give 
the king his full name, ruled for 23 years, and was followed by four 
kings, PAlaka, Visakhayiipa, Ajaka and N~ndivardha.na who ruled 
respectively for 24, 50, 21 and 20 years. The last ruler was defea~ 
p...l $ituna~a, and Avanti was incorporated with the growing king
dom of Magadha, as will be related in the next chapter. 

Gandhiira 

Gandhara (Gandharva-vishaya) denotes the region compnsmg 
the modern districts of Peshawar (Purushapura) and Rawalpindi. 
!!s capital TakshlilSila or Takkasila (modern Taxila) ,was both a 
centre of trade and an ancient seat of learning. Gandhara some
times al~o included Ka:Smir~ (Jataka No. 406) and Hecataeus of 
Mil,etus (549-468 B.C:) reTers to KaSP_lu!yros (Ka.syapapura i.e., 
Kashmir) as a Gandaric city. Th; citY of TakshaSila was 2000 
lealZues from Banaras. 

Kin~ or Pushkarasarin, the ruler of Gandhara in the 
middle of the sixth century B.C. , ~as a c~temporary of king Bimbi
sarn of Magadha. He sent an embassy and a letter to his great 
Magadhan contemporary as a mark of friendship. e waged war 
on king Pradyota of Avanti who was defeated.4 

1. DipIJva1nsIJ (Ed. Oldenberg) p. 57. 
2 . Vol. I, p. 323. 
3. See pp. 9-10. 
4 . Essay on Gut;Liit;lhya, p. 176. 
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Kamboja 

Kamboja is included in the Uttarapatha. It is generally asso
dated with Gandhar' cie t literature and in the Edicts of ASoka. 
The...K!jmboj8&=«!CIlpigd rou hly the province round about Rajaori 
or ancient Rajapura, including the Hazara District of the North
West Frontier Province and probably extending as far as Kafiristiin. 
RajapuOl the hom . rna be identified 
~ith . oued Hiuen Tsang which lay th so 
or south-east o:f._F.unch.' III the Petavatthu Commentary Dvaraka 
Q ith Kamboja or Kamboja. From this Rhys Davids 
concludes that :Qvaraka was the name of the caQ!tal of the Kambojas 
<luring the earll: Buddhist period. This view does not appear to be 
correct, because Dvaraka is nowhere mentioned as the capital of 
the Kamboja country.2 During the earlier period the Kambojas were 
ruled by kings, but in Kautilya's time they had a non-monarchical 
form or the~ of government. 

That the sixteen states mentioned in the Ariguttara Nikiiya, and 
di~cussed above,llourished before c. 550 B.C. is proved by the inclu
sion of KaSi, as it was absorbed in the kingdom of Kosala about or 
some time before that date. The mention of Vriji shows that the 
states must have flourished after the fall of the Videha monarchy. 
Though the date of this event is not known with certainty it was 
not likely to have taken place long before 600 B.C. We may there
fore regard the Buddhist list of sixteen great states as true of the 
first half of the sixth century B.C., if not somewhat earlier. 

l'ba list in the Jain Bhagavati Sii.tra3 contains some common 
names such as..Anga, Magadha, Vatsa, V;riji, KaSi and Kosala. 
~lava evidently corresponds to A vanti and Mali probably stands 
a Ua. Of the rest, Vailga and LaQ.ha (~dh!_0l:.. W. Bengal) are 

well known, while ~ and Kochchha probably stand for 
Suhmottara and Kachchha. This list therefore shows acquaintance 
with a more extensive region both in the east as well as in the west. 
If, as has been suggested, ~, and Malaya as. 
the :rame of the well-known country in the south, the author of the 
list was acquainted with the whole of India, an assu-mption which is 
hardly compatible with the inclusion of Vriji, which ceased to exist 
in the fifth century B.C., and the absence of all reference to any 

1. PHAl, 126. 
1 . Law, The BuddhUt Conception of Spirit" p. 102. 
3. Agamodaya Samiti Edition, Vol. ill, p. 679. 
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other kingdom in the Deccan or South India. On the whole~ 
the Jain list is less reliable and was probably compiled at a later 
time. ' 

II. THE AUTONOMOUS CLANS 

As we have seen above, 2 there were many..smalLnon--mQnarchi
cal states ruled by,autonomous-oJ.1 mi-inde ndent c1aJlSJn.addition 
to those mentioned above. Th~ ..chief oL.th e~a state 
~E,il~_y._ It aturally decives its great 'Olportance from the 
fact that Gautama Buddha was a sakya y birth, b politically it 
was of no great powe tt acknowledged the suzeraintrJ:lf. Kosala 
in the latter half of the -sixth century B.C. and was practically 
exterminated by ViQii~abha, the Kosala king, as mentioned above. 

The 5akyas claimed to be~ng_ to thuolar race ancL1kshvaku 
_family, and regarded themselves as people of Kosala , and that is 
why the great king Prasenajit took pride in describing himself as 
a fellow-citizen of Gautama Buddha. The 5akya state was bounded 
on ~the north by the Himalayas, on theeast by the river RohiI)1 and 
on the west and south by the Ra ti. The capital Kapilavastu is most 
probably represented by the ruins at ' Tilaura Kot, in Ne~l Terji, 
about 10 miles north-west o~wa in Basti District, U.P., 
though some locate it in Piprahwa itself, where a vase containing 
the relics of Buddha has been found. 3 The 5akyas possessed a num
ber of towns besides the capital, and nine of them are specifically 
mentioned in the Buddhist texts.4 The sakyas are said to have 
comprised 80,000 families which probably means half a million 
people.5 

be oli as of Rama rama were the eastern neighbours of the 
sakyas, on t e ot er side of the river Rohi.I;ii. It appears that the 
water of this river was used for irrigation by both the clans, and 
was not unoften a cause of dispute between them. A Buddhist text 
records in detail one such quarrel in the course of which the Koliyas 
taunted the 5akyas with the custom, prevalent among them, of 
,Plarriage with sisters. According to some texts, however, the 
Koliyas were Cl.2se~ related to .!be sakyas by blood. The Koliyas 
possessed several towns besides the capital, and had a common sur-
name, Vyagghapajja, like Gautama of the Sakyas. olice for 

1 . PHAl, 82. 
2. See pp. 2-3. 
3. EHI: 167; JRAS, 1906, 180; CAGI, 711-712. 
4. For the names of these and other details, cf. CHI, I. 175 if. 
5. Ibid, 176. 
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The Bhaggas 
an old clan as a Bhargayat)a prince- i i"nen ion -i 
Brdll'PUt\¥k (Yill. 28). As mentioned above, they r 81 

uni.!9rm, 

in th~ ~ - of Pfulini. Th OObhcirClta and Ha"",(t1n.sa 
refer to clos~beiween tsas and the Bha~as and, 
as noted above, the latter had to acknowledge the supremacy of the 
former. 

~s were destined to rise to the greatest height of 
power, for there is hardly any doubt that they were the same as the 
Imperial Mauryas of the fourth century B.C. But we know little of 
their history in the sixth century B.C. !!}eir capital ~phalivana 
probably lay about 50 miles to the west of KuSinagara. 2 

The republican constitution of the Lichchhavis and 5akyas, of 
which alone we know some details, will be discussed in Ch. XVII. 
It will suffice here to state that each of them possessed a central 
,Eopular assembly .. as its sUJ2reme...£overni!l2. bod_x, and~oth young 
~ Old w~e members of it and took part in discussions of affairs 
of state:-- This probably may be taken as typical of the constitution 
of the other clans. 

It is important to note that most of these clans were originally 
ruled by kings. Megasthenes also makes a general statement to 
the effect that monarchies were "dissolved and democratic govern
ments were set up in the cities."3 This change from monarchy to 
an a:ristocratic or republican constitution has an exact parallel in 
Greece, and it is not unlikely that the same causes produced the 
same change in both the countries. The misrule or tyranny of the 
king must be regarded as the principal of these causes, and this 
proves that neither the development of royal power nor the theory 
of divine right of kings could altogether extinguish the innate 
strength of the popular element and the natural desire of the people 
to rule themselves. ~una.w!I,_!.!:Ys spirit seems to have be~ 
<:.ol!fi_n~ly. But it is significant that the heterodox 
refigious tenetSlikeBuddhism and Jainism grew among these auto
nomous clans and found in them their chief supporters and patrons. 
It illustrates the great principle that political freedom is the great 
nursery of freedom of thought.4 

1. CHI, 178; Samvutt4, IV, p. 341. 
2. PHAI, 160; Law, Tribe. in Ancient India, p. 288. 
3. McCrlndle's Tr., pp. 37-38. 
4. The Edjtor alone is responsible for the last two paras. 
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CHAPTER II 

THE RISE OF MAGADHAN IMPERIAL1SM 

1. PURANIC AND BUDDHIST TEXTS 

_~.-... ...... _ tat s that flourished in the sixth century B.C., the 
kingdom of Magadha was lli.e first to make a successful bid for 
supremacy and establish its suzerainty, according to the unanimous 
testjmon;y of different sources Brabmanica Buddhist, and 04iTh 
The Brahmanical sources, the Purfu).as, are indeed obsessed by the 
history of Magadha as the paramount power. They present its 
history in as many as eight successive dynasties of rulers, mentioning 
not only the number of years covered by each dynasty but also by 
the reign of each king--details which are not given for any other 
kingdom. 

But, as we have seen above,' the Purfu;tas give a distorted 
account of the political vicissitudes that took place in Magadha 
after the fall of the Bar adratha d nast. According to them this 
dynasty was suc~d by the Pradyo~ who were again ousted 
by ~ king of Banaras. SiSu!.:aga was followed by ~s three 
~s, and then came Bimbisara. Althbugh this view is accept
ed by some,2 most of the scholars3 now hold that the Pradyotas 
ruled in Avanti and not in Magadha, thaLBimbisara occu ied the 
th..r0ne of MagadhaJ..m~diatel~ after Ripufij~a, the last ~rhadrC!tha 
lhns, w~led by his mini.§ier, and that SiSunaga came a few 
generations after and not before Bimbisara. The grounds in support 
of this theory have been stated above,4 and we propose to treat the 
rosto of Ma 8_flha on of the B dhist texts, notabI the 
Sinhalese Chronicle _ Maluivams(b rather than the Purfu;l,as. 

The Mahiivamsa list gives the names of the following kings 
before the Nandas:- (l) Bimhisara (2) AjataSatru (3) Udayabhadra 

1. Vol. I, Ch. XV. 
2. EHI, Ch. n. 
s. PHAI, 98, 178; Bhandarkar, CL, I. ~ ff. 
-t . Vol. 1, p. 324. 
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(4) Anuruddha (5) MUl}.9a (6) Nagadasaka (7) Susunaga (8) Kilii
Soka (Kakavan;rin according to Asokavadana) (9) Ten sons of 
KlalaSoka. ' 

On the other hand the Purfu:las give the following list2 :

(1) SiSunaga (2) Kakavan;t.a (3) Kshemadharman (4) Kshatraujas 
(5) Bimbisara (6) AjataSatru (7) Datiaka (8) Udayin (9) Nandivar
dhana (10) Mahanandin. 

2. BIMBISARA 

Accordjng to the-MuMVamsn, Birobisa~ was ~en loears old 
when he was anointed king by his own father. ThiS would show 
that he was not the founder of a royal dynasty. Dr. Bhandarkar 
has inferred from his epithet Seniya (or Srel')ika) that Bimbisara 
was originally .. a Seniipati, probably .9f the Vajjjs who held sway 
over Magadha, and ultimately made himselTking. This, however, is 
in conflict with the statement made in Maluivamsa. 

The Mahava,nsa does not state the name of Bimbisira's father 
but, according to other authorities, he was named Bha'rtiya or Mahii
padma. Dr. Bhandarkar thinks that Bimbisara belonged to the 
~~ Nlag_a d~asty as distinguished from SiSu-Naga (or Susuniiga) 
w 0, as the name shows, belonged to the Little Naga dynasty. But, 
accorcjing to ASva[hosha's Buddhacharita (XI. 2), Bimbisara was a 
s~ Ha'!y~a-kula. 

According to Mahiivagga ~bj!@:.i..~Q~ Whatever 
we might think of this number, there is no doubt that he was helped 
in his political career by his matrimonial alliances. His fll'~e 
was a sister of _basenwt, th~ king of Kosaia, who gave him the 
dowry ora village in KlaSi with a revenue of 100,000. His second 
wife was C ellana, dl!ughter of the Lich@hUi Qhief Ch.e~!s..a. :; 
He had a third wife named "Vaidehl Yas9J6 who served and saved 
her husband, when imprisoned by Ajatasatru, by carrying food to 
him.4 A similar story of loyalty to her husband is also told of queen 
Chellana who is sometimes identified with Vasavi. His fourth' 
was - ~r of th~king of Madra!! (Central Punjab). 

r 
He had several sons who troubled him with their conflicting 

politics carried from their maternal homes. These are thus 

1. Introduction to translation of MaMvam..a. For the Puranic account, cf. DKA. 
For the Buddhist view, d. Geiger, also Bhandarkar, CL, I. 67 if. 

2. DKA, 68-9. 
:t o SBE, Lxii-xv. 
<t. SBE, xxn, 193, 256. 
5. TherigiitM Comm. on 139-43. 
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enumerated in Jain texts: KW:llka-AjiitaSatru, Halla and Vehalla 
(sons of Chellana), Abhaya (son of Lichchhavi courtesan Ambapali) , 
Meghakumara, and others. Some Buddhist tradition makes Aja.ta
satru a son of a Kosala princess and mentions his other sons as 
Vimala KOl).Qafiiia, son of Ambapali, and Vehalla and Silavat. ' Some 
te ' ts, however, mention AjataSatru as Vedehi-putto. 2 

·ha) . The 
e ~104AII~:u-''~:-''''''~~:.;;!:!~~~~~d~e~sl~g':n!:e~d~it:-s~p~a~la~c~e~is calle.d _ 

_ ~~3 The gate of the city was closed in the evenings after 
W'Iiicll'eventhe king was not admitted in.4 

According to some authorities, B' isara's father was d f ted 
~rahmad9.tta,-king-'lLADga.6 It was probably to avenge this 
defeat that B.imbisara led a ~mpaign against An&,a. He was com
pletely successful and enlarged Magadha by guering and annex
iqg this powerfuL and prQSILerous kin dom. Its capital Champa 
was one of the six chie ities of the Buddhist world, and ~ 
pO&.ted a.e_ o~rno his~_1f,Stika. 6 With the conquest of Anga 
and the peacefiiI acquisition of K.aSi: began that expansion of 
Magadha which was ultimately destined to embrace nearly the 
whole of India. Bimbisara maintained friendly intercourse even 
with distant powers. The embas~y-of Pukkusati, Jting of Gandbara , 
and Bimbisara's mJ!.uiage..with the Madra princess have been refer
red to above. Nearer home, he..seems to-have.bad good relations with 
Pradyot king._of-Avanti fa he sen is famous- physician J_iva a 
tercure th latter when he fell ill. His diplomatic an matrimonial 
relations must have helped him considerably in the aggressive policy 
initiated by him. 

The kingdom of Bimbisara is stated to have been. aOO le~~ 
in extent, to which an addition of 200 leagues was made by Ajata
satru's conquests. It 11 0 ros_2erous settlements Ot villages 
numbering 8O,OQO,7 of which tbe texts single out, as more important~ 

Senanig.ama, probably a recruiting ground for the army, E . ala 
1. Psalms of the Brethren, pp. 65, 269 and commentarll p. 536, Psalms of the 

Sisters p . 120. 
2. Sum4!\gala V r. 139; Dialogues, II, 78. According to the recently discovered 

Vinaya Texts of the MUlasarvastividas, AjitaS8tru was the son of Chellani 
(nam d her Chela) who was named Vaidehi as she was brought from Videha 
country. 

~. Vim.anavatthu Commentary p. 82. 
4. Vinaya, IV. 116 f . 
5. See above, Vol. I, Ch. XV p. 328, PHAT, 94. 
6. Bha.gavati Sutra, 300 j Digha J, 111. 
7. This number stated in Mahiiuagga seems to be a stock phrase and should not be

taken literally. 
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f US he home of the learned BrahmaJ.l8 Bhar a whom 
tb.e Buddha had cQIDl.erted. Khanuroata. another Bri}lman villa e 
and ere _ a~scourse was delivered BY: sari utta. ~ 
Bimbisara's kingdom included in it a. number e.pl.l.blican or semi
independent communities, the chief of which was called Raja
kumiira. 2 

The Buddhist texts throw some light on the administration of 
this vast territory. T.b~ yj1!a2es w;ere governed by their own 
AssemYlies under their chiefs called Griimakas, -va a. 
refers to a great assembly of the chiefs (Griimakas) of the 80,000 
villages. The important officials at headquarters called Mahiimiitras 
were divided into wee classes viz., (1) t.be Executive (Sabbiittha aj , 
a ministering all affairs and interests; (2) the. Judicial (Vohii'rika); 
and ~) the Military iSenanayaka). The Penal Code included as 
punishments imprisonment in jails (Kqrn), mutilation of lim~ 
the like. 3 Bimbisara maintained a strict control over them all. -

Both Jainism and Buddhism claim Bimbisara, as their follower. 
The Uttarildhyayann. Siltr.a relates how Bimbisara, "the lion of 
kin s" ld~the- other "lirm-oLhomeless ascetjcs" (anagiira-siham) ~ ., 
~ "with his wives, servants and relations, nnd 
became a staunch believer in the Law." His...J.ainJ.ea_nin s ma have 
been...dJ.le tQ his wife Ch..eUana. He llA. the to that 
"when the country.was under a blight of cold, the king accompanied 
.9Y~~~@.na went to worship Mahavira. H4 

The Buddhist texts similarly tell of his devotion to the Buddha. 
~firs~ Gotima at Girivrai~ III re tbe-latter 
attained Buddhahood.6 He was even then so much impressed by 
him that he offered to settle Gotama as a chief with a gift of neces
sary wealth. Thei second m tin t k place at RajaSl:iha, which 
Gotama visited as full-fledged Buddha with a large and distinguished 
following of disciples, including the far-famed Brahmanical ascetics, 
he Ka~ and their thousand_Ja~la adhel'en ,all WAoJTl 

P claimed the Buddha as their "Lord". At this, Seniya Bimbisara 
embraced the doctrine and discipline of the Buddha and celebrated 
his conversion by treating the Buddha and his band of disciples to 

1. Majjhima, I, 166; Sam, IV, 251 f; Digha, I, 127; Sam, IV, 251. 
2. SumangaL4 V. I. 279, 294. 
3 . Vinalla, vn. 3, 5. 
4. Tn.whfi ~a.ZcikO., X. 6, 10, 11. 
5 . Sutta. Nipiif4, verse 408; Dialoguu, n. 2. 
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meals, which he himself served at the palace, and th~ by anRounc-
ing his don tioD-of the pal'k-ealleU wzana the B dba-and th 
Sa.ngha. 1 ~ Even hIS ~ was so proficient in the new faith 
that she is stated to have given lDstruction in it to the king.2 Later, 
as another proof of his devotion to Buddhism, Bimbisara em . 
own ex:sonai hysician Jivaka to work as medical adviser in attend- . 
ance on the Bu dha an his Order. At another time, when the 
Buddha had no money with which to pay the ferry-man who carried 
him across the Ganga, the emperor granted remission of these ferry 
charges to all ascetics out of his regard for the Master. 

According to Buddhist tradition, Bimbisara lost his life at the 
hands of his son AjataSatru, who was instigated to the crime by the 
Buddha's wick d and jealous cousin Devadatta. His first attempt 
to kill his father straightaway with his sword was foiled by the 
ministers to whom he confessed his guilt. They advised Bimbisara 
to kill all the conspirators, but he pardoned his son and even resign
ed to him the throne for which he was so impatient. lUlt Deyadatta 
w~nt on inciting AjataSatru to the crime by reminding him that life 
was short and the throne would be long in coming. "Q do yoy, 
Prince, kill your father and become Baja."3 It is also stated that 
Ajatasatru confessed his crime to Buddha that "for the sake of king
dom he deprived his righteous father of his life." 

But Jain tradition is more charitable to Ajiitasatru. It does 
not represent him as a parricide. It relates that in his eagerness for 
the throne he put his father in prison, though the latter had already 
declared K- ika as his successo in preference to his other sons. 
In prison, Bimb-lsara was served by his devoted queen Chell.a:nJi, who 
once even sucked "his swollen finger, streaming with matter , to 
relieve him of his pain." This very much moved AjataSatru Kii..Q.ika 
who said: "A sorry return have I made to my father," and then 
immediately dashed off to break his father's fetters with an iron 
club. Bimbisara, fearing his son's advance, took poison and killed 
himself.4 

3. AJATASATRU 

AjataSatru added largely_to the extent of the ,kingdom by_ his 
~onquests. ~ s1:!rted-with a...-~~. Its king Prasenajit 

1 . Vinaya, I, 39. 
2. Sam, IV,374. 
3. Vinaya, II, 190; Digha. I. 86: Sumangala V, 1, 133-6; Peta Comm. 105. 
4. AVaByaka-ritTcJ, pp. 682-3 etc. 
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-could not brook the inhumanity of AjataSatru who had killed his 
father and, indirectly, also the widowed princess of Kosala, who 
could not stand the death of her husband and died of grief. King 
Prasenajit thereupon revoked his gift of the K.aSi village which was 
granted to Bimbisara as a dowry on his marriage with the princess 
of Kosala, and there was a war between the two States. At first 
AjataSatru won, driving back his aged uncle to Sravastl. But very 
soon the tables were turned; Ajatasatru was entrapped in an ambush 
and had .!£. surrender with his whole army to Prasenajit. In the 
end, peace was concluded between the two by Ptasenaj' restoring ~ 
to AjataSatru his liberty, army and the qisputed village.Di K8S'i, aEd 
even givin his daughter Vajira in marria e to him. 1 • 

The Jain texts present AjataSatru as the conqueror of the power
ful political confederacy which do~a_and com
prised. ~eE..ublican_st9tes_viz . .9 Mallaki, 9 LichchhaviJ and 18 
g~jy of K.aSLand Kosala.2 

The overthrow of this confederacy was the consequence of 
AjiitaSatru 's conquest of its most powerful member, the Lichchhavi 
republic. The cause of the conflict between the two is differently 
stated in different texts. According to the Buddhists, a~ 
was dis.cave.r:ed a.t...the foot of a hill at a ort on the Ganga, on which 
it was agreed that A 'ataSatru and the LichchhaVls ould have an 
equal share of the gems. The IC c aVIS VIO ated this agreement 
and so brought on the conflict.3 According to Jain version,4 the 
bone of contention was the Magadha State elephant,. Seyana@ 
(Sechanaka, "Sprinkler") , and a huge necklace of 18 strings of pearls 
which were given by Bimbisara to his sons Halla and Vehalla. They 
carried off the elephant and the necklace to VaiSali and sought the 
protection of their grandfather, king Chetaka, against AjataSatru 
claiming them. Kfu:Uka, having failed to obtain the extradition of 
the fugitives peacefully, declared war on Chetaka.6 It is also stated 
that bis wife Padmavati incited Ajata.satru to this conflict. 
~-- --

It was not easy to conquer the Lichchhavis, who were then at 
the zenith of their power as the head of a vast confederacy and could 
draw upon its pooled resources. In fact, 1,gD.g _ChetakJ. actually 
assembled this confederation, including the qa1)-~ralas (reQublican 

1. Sa,h, I. 84-6. Jat, IV. 342. Dhammtlp. Comm. m. 259. 
2. Bhagavati. 5iitra 300. 
3. B. C. Law's Buddhagho6a, p. 111. 
• . Hoernle. UViisagadlUliio, n, App. p. 7. 
5. Hoernle, lb. Aval!laka-61i.tTa, p. 684; 1t4 dadtJ(i.ltad4 yuddha6aj;o bhav4miti. 
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chie£s}-of KaSi and Kosala, to ask whether they should surrender to 
Ajatasatru or fight him. 1 It would thus appear that AjataSatru was 
opposed by a powerful combination of hostile rulers of the east, 
including hts old rivals, the ebie£s of 'KaSl-8:nd-Kosala. The issue at 
stake was the Magadhan suzerainty over Eastern India and this was 
clearly realised by both sides. On the eve of this great conflict, which 
created a first class political sensation in the country, even the 
Buddha, detached in his religious eminence from all worldly affairs, 
felt it his duty to take his proper part in the larger politics of the 
country. As ~t and cham ion 0 re ubli an interests, 
he assured t¥ Lichchhavis, who formed the leading democratic state 
in the country, that it could not be defeated even by a mighty king 
like Ajatasatru provided it maintained unimpaired all its strong 
points and factors of national efficiency, such as "holding full and 
frequent assemblies, maintaining internal concord in assembly and 
administration, avoiding revolutionary laws and measures, following 
old traditions, honouring the elders of the community, old institu
tions, and shrines, saints and women." 

Ajata.satru realised that the only way by which he could con
quer. the Lichchhavis"WBs by destroying their inner unity. Fur this 
pUJ;pose he deputed his minister Vassakara on the nefarious mission 
of sowing seeds of disunion among the Lichchhavis aLYaWili:. .Jlj.s 
:yvo!:k._ ~ bore fruit. Infected by jealousy between 
dIfferent cTa~ses~ between the rich and the poor, and the strong and 
the weak, the Lichchhavis became a changed people lacking their 
old social cohesion. 2 Thus the stage was set for Ajata.satru's opera
tions against the Lichchhavis. 

The king declared: "I will root out and destroy these Vajjians, 
mighty and powerful though they be, and bring them to utter 
ruin."3 But he had to plan his military preparations for the C011-

quest on a large scale. The Lichc_hhavi republic was on the .otber 
siQ,e of the Ganga, while his capital Rajagr'ha was too far inland and 
remote to serve as an efficient base of operations. He had to con
struct a new base, a fort at a convenient site on the river, and thus 
was the iouDdation f e new ca ital, Bajaliputra. s 
constructe under t_!le su erviSlOn 0 his chief mini e s named 
~a andX!1ssakara. W ons ruction was completed, the 
two ministers invited the Buddha to dinner at their house and named 

1. Nirayiivali-Biltra. 
2. Dialogues, II, 78; B. C. Law's Buddhaghosa, p. 112. 
3 . MaMparinibMna-Sutta. 
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the ate through which th Buddha went out of th e 
.Qotama Gate, and the fI -t (landing) fr.,Qm wmcb-he WftS'fer~-ied-across 
the Gail - the Gotama Feo.:y. It was on this 
unique occasion that the Buddha is said to have made his pregnant 
prophecy that P- . tra ul one da the..chie.f..clt..y ~ 

an India and the centre of t e, business and. nomic 
prosperity. 

The ..£2nstructio IOwe1'l b he expe Ilion 
against VaiSaU. As soon as their territory was invaded, the Lich
chhavis, now torn by disunion, argued among themselves as to who 
should first oppose the invader, the more cowardly ones saying, 
"Let the strong Lichchhavis go forward and crush the enemy." 
Ajata.satru thus found it easy to supdue a people who had given 
themselves to a wordy warfare among themselves when they should 
have combined to combat a common enemy. 

The Jain texts give some interesting details of the military ope
rations of Magadhan forces. Aja_t tru fo the ih:st time ade se 
<2i two ,sec et we!pons a:Lw.ar. T rst the MahiiSiUikan aka was 
a-kind {)f catapult hurling heavy pieces of sto~e. The other was the 
~ a chariot which.created havoc by wheeling ab t and 
huclin Ii uction b its attached rods. "It seems to have been 
provided with some kind of self-acting machinery to propel it, as 
it is described to have moved without horses and driver; though 
possibly, as in similar contrivances in the Middle Ages, it was pro
pelled by a person concealed inside who turned the wheels.'" It 
has ~en compared to the tanks IIsed jn the..twQ g_re rl Wars. 

These elaborate preparations show that the war between 
Magadha and the Lichchhavi Republic was a protracted one. 'I.'he 
aggressor had first to undertake the costly construction of a new fort 
on the Ganga, which must have taken some time--at least two years. 
Next, there was the three years' plan of secret work done by the 
Magadhan spies quartered on the Lichchhavis at VaiSali to sow the 
seeds of dissension among them and undermine their national soli
darity. Thirdly, Ma adha had. to 19 ot a mere isolated and indi-
vidual republic but a large and powerful c2!}_federatiQn 0 3 eb-j 
lics .uI$r·t hie£- of eat olitical influence stren t ed 
by matri onw:a:nra wi . gs. viz. those of Sindhu-
Sauvira, Vatsa, and Avanti, who married his daughters.2 

1. Hoernle, Ut-c.saga.da$do, II, App. pp. 59, 60, quoting Bhagava.ti. 
2. He, 235, 236. 
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The Jain texts indicate a period of more than 16 years for this. 
war. W-e are told t~, the greatel:i:gtous ader and rival 
of MahlivircrWho t. .~. -48i.B.C.Jt saw this war in progress, while 
the confederation orthese Ri;publics was still going strong up to 
468 B.C., the date of Mahavira's death, which they celebrated by a 
joint illumination to mark the disappearance from their midst of 
the light that was in their Lord Mahavira. ' The war, which mnst 
therefore have la~d from at leas~ !kG.. , ended-i: com
plete victory r---AjataSatru-and--he--destrey-ed e-ireedom of the 
city-state of VaiSali, which had given birth to his mother. 

~e--eenq~,. by which AjataSatru was establishing hiS' 
suzerainty in Eastern India, roused the hostility of his equally ambi
ti0uS ~iv.al of Centra Indill .... ~Pradyot ..Q!~vanJj.. We 
hear that as the latter was planning an atui~ upon his capital at 
Rajagriha, Ajata.satru applied himself to the task of strengthening its 
fortifications. 2 He must have been hard put to it in having to meet 
at the same time the double menace--from Avanti in the west and the 
Lichchhavis in the north-and to alternate between his two fortified 
posts, Rajagriha and Pataliputra, to look after the defences of his. 
empire. But he attained complete success. While he humbled Kosala 
and other eastern powers and absorbed VaiSali and the whole 01"_ 

part of KaSi, the king of A vanti could do nothing against him. lIe 
thus extended the boundaries of his kingdom and laid the founda
tions of the Magadha empire on a solid basis. 

As is the case with Bimbisara, .&;ata:Sat '" epresented in Jain 
texts as a Jain and in Buddhist texts as a uddhist. We have already 
seen how the Jain texts are partial towards him in absolving him 
of the heinous crime of parricide, of which he is accused in the 
Buddhist texts. They tell how Kfu).ika was a frequent visitor to 
MahavIra with his queens and royal retinue. He had intimate con
tact with him both at V 'sall and Champa and expressed his high 
opinion of Jain monks. 3 n-the Aupapdtika-&ltut ~ h openly 
decl~res_E..e!Qre Mab;;lQra and his disciples his faith in him as the 
true teacher who has made clear the true path of religion based on 
renunciation and non-violence. 

1. NiraydvaZi-siltra. cited by Hoernle, tb ., p. 7; KaZpa Siltra in SBE xxn 266. 
2. Ma;;hima, III, 7. 
3. Aupapi'tika-siltraB, 12, 27, 30; Hemachandra, Pamishtaparvan, Canto IV; 

AVaSyaka-siltra, pp. 684, 687. 
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DeJla tta who one day "went to Prince AjataSatru and said 'Give an 
order, 0 King, to our men that I may deprive Sam~a Gotama of 
life,' and Ajata.satru, the Prince, gave orders to his men, 'whatso
ever the worthy Devadatta tells you, that do.' " , The Buddha also 
knew of his true character and stated: "Monks, the king of 
Magadha, AjataSatru, is a friend to, an intimate of, mixed with, what
ever is evil. " Their relations, however, soon changed. As already 
stated, after murdering his father, AjiitaSatru approached the 
Buddha in his remorse and prayed to him: 'May the Lord accept 
my transgression as transgression that I may be restrained in the 
future.' Once his physician Jlvaka induced him to pay a visit to 
the Buddha in his mango-grove on a full-moon night. Its deep 
silence made him suspect an ambush and he asked Jivaka: "You 
are playing me no tricks, Jivaka? You are not betraying me to my 
foes? How can it be that there should be no sound at all, not a 
sneeze nor a cough, in so large an assembly, among 1250 of the 
brethren?" Jivaka assured him that he should not suspect any foul 
play but should go straight on . Then the king arrived at the 
assembly, calm as a clear lake, and burst out : "Would that my 
son Udiiyi Bhadda might have such calm as this assembly of the 
brethren has!"2 

be noted that A ·- . ·t t.Q.Jhe Buddha · pre-
sent oi.J;he scw tures of Bharh t (c. 2nd century B.C.) and 
this goes a great way towards proving the truth anl popularity of 
the Buddhist story. The sculQture bears the inscription: "Ajata
satru salutes the Lord';, and seems to translate in stone the very 
words of the Buddhist text: Miigadho Ajiitasattu Vedehiputto 
Bhagavato piide sirasii vandati (bows down with his head at the feet 
of the Lord). The sculpture shows (a) the king on an elephant 
followed by women on elephants in procession; (b) his dismounting 
from the elephant and standing with his right hand raised as if to 
speak; and (c) his obeisance before the Bodhim~9a, the throne of 
the Buddha bearing his foot-print (PI. I). 

Ajata.satru's visit to the Buddha marked a turning point in his 
religious life. It seems that he first sought a salve for his conscience, 
tormented by his sense of grievous sin as a parricide, from each one 
of the . principal teacher e times such as Makkhali Gasala 
and i anth Nataputta. ~Mallvira) Q dvice of.. ]lis six 
mlll.!§ters, Q..ut none 0 t em could give to his soul the peace he 

1. Vinal/a Texu, Part m, p . 243. 
2. Digha, I, SO. 
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I 

" 
sought, and then he came to the Buddha as his last resort. I Next .. 
we see him, on hearing of the Buddha's death, hurry to KuSinara as ' 
an ardent Buddhist to claim a share of the relics of his sacred body, 
sending in advance a messenger to say on his behalf:" . Lord ' 
was a Kshatriya; I too am a Kshatriya; I am worthy of a share of 
the relics of the Lord. I will erect a stiipa over the relics of the 
Lord and make a feast."2 

The story goes that Buddha's chief disciple Ma~_assapaj' who 
took charge of his Master's body and subsequently of its relics, 
thought that it would not be safe and proper to have them distribut
ed among their eight claimants and enshrined by them in eight 
different stupas) as was first stipulated. He......c angecl his mind and 
a '-taSatru, as the fittest of the co-sharers of the relics, to 
have the bulk of them enshrined 'n Ie sM a at 'tal of 
~agrffi , leaving only portions for the rest .3 

According to the Mahiivamsa, AjataSatru built Dhiittlrchaityrut 
al round t pitFll. He further showed his devotion to Buddhism, 
by repairing, at .&jagrlhl!,J.8...MaM~ch were deserted by 
the Buddhists after Buddha's death. Lastly, AjataSatru is immor
talised in the history of Buddhism b his association with i s first; 
General Council or Samgiti. It was ..attended by 500 eminent 

~ 

ras who, ravelling through the country, betook 
themselves to ~~iha as the best place for their meeting, as it was 
"richly provided WIth their four requisites of clothing, food given as 
alms, dwelling places and drugs", thanks to the hospitality and ame· 
nities of AjataSatru's city. AjataSatru then readily made his per
sonal contribution to the success of the Council by giving it full faci
lities. "He 'th all expedition ha agnificent hall constructed 
by the side of the Vebllara rock in which,. it was excavated by the 
entrance of the Sattapawi cave. It was like the Assembly-Hall of 
the gods themselves. When it was adorned in every way, he caused 
precious rugs to be spread according to the number of the Bhik
khus. For the presiding monk was prepared a lofty and noble seat 
~) while for the reciting monk was placed another high 
seat ~) in the middle of the Hall." (MaJuivamsa, III). 

4. SUCCESSORS OF AJATAsATRU 

The Buddhist tradition, which has been accepted as the best 
working hypothesis, strangely enough represents all the four kings 

1. Sa.bhiya-sutta; Siimaiina.phala Sutta. 
2 . Digha, II, 166. 
3 . Mahapari' Commentary; cf. Div. 380. 
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following AjataSatru as parricides. After their rule of 56 years the 
people awoke to the fact that they were living under a dynasty oi 
murderers, and they at once supplanted it ~ p1ec!!::!8 th!; Mi0~er 
~iSunaga 1 $§ k!,D.g: Aj&tasatru was succeedeQ 1st" yoaJUlbbaHe, who 
is undoubtedly the same as Udayin of the Puranic genealogy. A 
Jain text2 takes him to be the son of KfuMka and Padmavati. .. lain 
tradition does not, like Buddhist, regard Udayabhadra as a parricide. 
On the contrary, he is represented as the devoted son of his father 
who was serving as his viceroy at Champa and overwhelmed with 
grief at his death.3 

He was called to the throne by the assembly of chiefs and 
H then left Cham a and roceedecL to .Pa~liput1'8 here 

new town called Kusum u , as stated in th V:ayu 
Pl cTOW, and a ain shrine (Chaityagriha) t it centre. He was a 
~, fasting on 8th and 14th tithis.4 On one such day, 
while he was listening to the discourse of a teacher with a novice, the 
latter fell upon him and killed him with his concealed dagger. It is 
stated that this .. assassin was engaged by his political rival,. P.jj,la~a.. 
tmrk' v.anti and son of AjataMtru's enemy, prady~, who had 
become very powerfui by the conquest of KauSambi. Palq_ka had, 
however, been previously defeated many times by Udayabhadra.5 

The next two kings wer.e~and ~~a. The.Ail.gutta'l'u 
(III, 57-63) refers to king Mu:r;H;ia as staying at pa1aliputra. When his 
queen Bhadda died in that city he was overpowered with grief and 
refused to cremate her body until he was consoled by a Thera named 
Narada, who lived at the Vihara known as Kukkutarama. 6 

T e succeedin ruler Nagadasaka rna be iden . 
Daclaka of the Puranas. Darsa a figures as contemporary of Udayana 
in the Sanskrit drama Svapna-Vasavadatta, attributed to Bhitsa. 
This agrees with the Puranic, but not with the Sinhalese genealogy 
adopted here. 

SiSunaga is the next in the Buddhist list. According to the 
Purfu;las, SiSunaga came to the throne after destroying the power of 
the Pradyotas. He made Girivraja his abode and posted his son in 
charge of Varfu)asi. The Buddhist tradition, as already related, dates 

1. MahcivamM, Ch. VII. 
2. KathcikoBha, p. 177. 
3. Hemachandra, PariSiBhtapaTtlan, VI, 32-180; Tri&haBhtiialiika., X, 426; Tawney's 

KathcikoBM, p. 177; A.vaAt/aka-rutra, p. 687. 
4. AvtUt/aka-rutra, p. 690. 
5 . Ibid; Tawney's Katlui8aritaiigara, n, 484. 
6 . HTW, n, 98-9; Sam, V, 171; Anguttara, V, 342; Ma;;hima, I, 350. 
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the hostility of Avanti to Magadha from the time of Ajiita.satru, and 
counts KaSi as a province of Magadha, also from his time. 1 'l'his in
directly supports the Buddhist view that SiSunaga ruled after Ajiita
satru. Probably, he kept up the old capital of Girivraja against the 
continued menace from Avanti, as his son defended the frontiers in 
KaSI against Kosala. But SiSunaga finally Q.g_stroyed the ~er of 
the Pra<b'<lles of Ayanti and added it to the growing king om of 
Magadha. Probably both the kingdoms of Vatsa and Kosala wer~ ---------also annexed and thus Magadha absorbed almost all the important 
states in North India that flourished in the time of Gautama 
Buddha;2 

~ a the son and successor 0 iSunaga, p,rQbabzy corres
ponds to Kakavarna of t :ur~as. It was during his reign that the 
seco reat Buddhist Council was held. He had a tragic end which 
is referred to in ater iterature. A passage in Bfu].a's Harshacharita 
(of seventh century A.D.) records the story, presumably handed 
down through the centuries, that the king named Kakavafl)l SaiSu
nagi was killed by a dagger thrust into his throat. An earlier refer
ence to 'some such event is made by the Greek writer Curtius. Refer
ring to the founder of the Nanda dynasty, he says: "He was a barber 
who became the paramour of the queen, and being by her influence 
advanced to too near a place in the confidence of the reigning 
monarch, treacherously murdered him, and then under the pretence 
of acting as guardian to the royal children, usurped the supreme 
authority and having put the young princes to death begat the pre
sent king." 

~r of KalaSoka or Kakavafl)i SaiSunagi was thus pos
sibly the ~ ~f t.he.J)ext d~ty of_~s-that of the Nandas. 
The "young princes" slain by him may be taken to be the ten son9 
of the murdered king who, according to the MaJ14vamsa, ruled, pro
bably jointly, for a period of ten years. These are named i the 
.l\{ahabodhivamsa and inc1u~ who is mentioned in 
the Purfu:l.as as the ninth king among the ten kings of the SaiSunaga 
dynasty. 

The Puriu.las add another king, ~andin, but his existence 
must be regarded as very doubtful unless we suppose that he was 
another of the ten sons of Kiilasoka. 

The SaiSunaga dynasty thus came to an ignoble end. Whatever 
we might think of the particulars related in different sources, there 

1. Ma;;hima, m, 7. 
2. See pp. 1-2. 
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is no doubt that its downfall was brought about by a palace conspi
.racy instigated by a faithless queen. 

5. THE NANDAS ~ 
The founder of the new dynasty' s a man of !Qw origin.. 

acco . s ·ven.by Curlius, as bee~ noted above. The Jain 
w. rk PariSishtaparvan describe~jm ~ th~~ by a 
-courtesan. h ~vCl81Ja7Ca Siltra . a Nii itada "~f 
baHler." The PurID}.as also brand the founder of the Nanda dynasty 
as '!?e son of king Mahanandin by a Sudra woman' and Nanda kings 
as immoral (adharmika). ~ Uuddhist exts (e.g. Mahavamsa-piiW) 
regard the Nandas as annatakuZa--'of unknown lineage.' 

It will thus appear that all traditions are agreed as to the dis
reputable origin of the Nanda dynasty. The Purfu),as trace it to a 
Sudra mother, but Greek account traces it to a Sudra father, a bar
ber. Thus one source fastens the original sin on the father and the 
other on the mother. But it is the caste of the father that determines 
that of his progeny. And so the Nandas may be taken to be the off
spring of a Sudra father. 

The name of the ounder and first kin.}...£! the Nanda dyJJ,aSt is 
-differently given in di erent texts. The Purfu:,l.as call him _Muhit
_padma, presumably either with reference to his military strength as 
'l~rd of an infinite host' (Mahapadmapati) or immense wealth 
.amounting to 100,000 millions (mahapadma). AcCQ.tdi to the 
MaJuibodhivamsa, his name was _Pgrasena. The term Ugrasena may 
tlave suggested the GreeK: name Agrammes( = Augrasainya, i.e . son 
of Ugrasena) for the N~a-ldn who.-ruled at..tbe tjme of Alex.mder. 
The different authorities agree in giving the total numo~r of 
Nanda kings as nine (Nava-Nanda). The Purfu:,l.as take the first 
Nanda as the father and the other eight as his sons._/. e Buddhist 
texts, however, take all t!le Nine Nandas as brothers. They are 
named in the Mahtibodhivamsa as follows: (1). Ugrasen~ (2) 
PaJ:lQuka (3) PaJ:lQugati (4) Bhiitapala (5) Rashtrapala (6) Govi
sha.Q.aka (7) Da.sasiddhaka (8) Kaivarta and (9) Dhana. The Pur~s 
name only the father and one of his sons. Stunalya. Jain texts also 
know of Nine Nandas.' In the face of all this evidence regarding 
nine Nandas, we have to give up a theory once held that the word 
'nava should be taken to mean new, and the two last rulers of the 

:1 . Audvaka-ritra, p. 693 (nauame Nande). 
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Puranic SiSunaga dynasty, viz. Nandivardhana and Mahanandin ... 
should be treated as the old Nandas who were replaced by new ones_ 

We owe to the....M11+t~msaJika some details of the firsJ; and the 
last of the nine Nanda brothers who r~d one after another accord
ing to seniority. The eldest brother whG-!ounded the dyn~is 
caUed Ugras~~lready stated. ~ a man of the frontier 
(pachc~asika) who f . the-ha of robbers and became 
one of them and later their ea_de,r. He then, with his gang, started 
raiding the neighbouring kingdoms and their cities, giving them the 
ultimatum: 'Either yield your kingdom or give battle.' Fired with 
success, they aimed at sovereignty. The text , however, is silent as 
to the actual steps by which it was achieved. It simply insinuates 
that the conquest of Magadha marked the culmination of a career of 
violence and brigandage on the part of a gang of outlaws whom the 

-Ma.1uiblldhivamsa describes as Chorapubbas, 'dacoits of- old'. So this 
Buddhist tradition represents t an as as'" openly conq uering 
Magadha by force and not by any secret conspiracy or cowardly 
assassination of the reigning king by intrigues with the qu~en. 

The Puranas give a more reliable account of the founde £-the 
Nanda dynaSty who call Mahapadma. is described as a 
~ 'the exterminator 0 the entire Kshatnya race,' 
and as one who made himself the sole sovereign in the country and 
brought it under the umbrella of one authority which was not chal
lenged. The Kshatriya dynasties, which were thus uprooted, com
prised the following;._Aikshvakus, PafichaEs, Ka,Sis, Haihayas ,~-

~s, ASmakas, ~s, Maithilas, $urasenas, and Vitihotras. This 
detailed and specific statement in the Purfu:las seems to be partially 
corroborated by independent evidence. The KatM-sar"it-sagariL men
tions the camp of Kin Na in A odhya, t ere Imp ying fn . 
inclusion of Kosala in the Nanda em ire. e conquest of Kaliilga 
by a Nanda king has been i erre rom a assa e in t -thi
g__umpha in~tion of _!Sharavela, which will be referred to in a later 
chapter. The ~istence of a city. caned "Nav Nand Debra" (Nander 
~ has been taken b some scholars to indicate Nanda 
s remacy over a 'Considerable part of tee an. According to 
some early iflscriptions of Mysore, the Nandas ruled over Kuntala 
(southern part of Bombay and north-western part of Mysore). ' 

Although all these pieces of evidence, particularly the last, can
not be regarded as conclusive, they llndoubtedly support the Puranic 
statement. But its best corroboration is offered by the statement oi 

1. Rice, Mysore and Coorg, p. 3. 
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the classical writers who refer to the extensive domains of his suc
cessor, to be noted later. The general picture given in the PuriQas 
of the great empire, which Mahapadma Nanda had built up by exter
minating the numerous Kshatriya principalities, may thus be regard
ed as historically accurate. We may also conclude from the classical 
accounts that the Nanda empire was not a loose federation but was 
built on solid foundation. 

~~ma Njnda w~sJh1!~ tb~ §rit great hist~E! :mmteror 
oLI:iortherp..Jmiia. His low ori~n proves the end of the age-long 
tradition of the olitical su remac of the Kshatri as. The old 
orthodox i eas were thus rapidly giving way, and the his Lory of 
Buddhism and Jainism shows that this was as true in religion as in 
politics. Perhaps both were inspired by a common spirit of revolt 
ag inst the conserv ive hierarchy which had hitherto dominated 
Church and State. An unorthodox spirit in religion, which was al
ready launched in its triumphant career, was ably seco.ude.d an 
e uaIl ~etQdo ~ QUollli£s. In any case the sixth and fifth 
centuries B.C. hold out strange phenomena before us,-;-Ksbatriya 
chiefs foundin 0 ular religious sects which menaced the Vedic 
reli ion and Siidra leaders establis in a bi em ire in A av rt 
on the ruins of Kshatri In 0 s. These two events might not 

ave been altogether isolated or unconnected. 

Unfortunately, we know very little of the subsequent history of 
the Nanda dynasty until we come to the last king. He is not named 
in the Purfu)as but must have maintained intact his imperial inheri
tance of territory and army. As he was ruling at the time of 
Alexander's invasion of 327-325 B.C., the Greek wr't s_xecord some 
facts of his power, position, and populari y. H~ is called by them 
~Xand.ramesl... and descrihed as_. th king of ,.power.ful 
peo 1 the Beas, "t eGan aridae and the Prasii", with his 
cap' ·tal~. The Gangari ae, according to Megasthenes, 
were the people occupying the delta of the Ganga, and the Prasii 
were the Priichyas or Easterners living to the east of the Middle 
Country (Madhyade.~a) such as the Paiichalas, Siirasenas, Kosalas, 
KaSis and Videhas. His empire seems to have extended up to the 
frontiers of the Punjab, for it is stated that.,en_g_ Porus the younger 
escaped from Alexander into the adjoining territory of the Nanda 
king.' 

Curtius credits Agrammes with an army of 20,000 cavalry, 
~O!OOO infantry, 2,000 four-horsed chariots, and a.QOO elephants 

1 . McCrindle, lnvasion, p. 273. 
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According to other Greek writers the number of elephants was 4,000 
or even 6,000. 

With all his military might and mastery of a large empire, he 
lacked the strength of popularity by which alone they could be 
maintained. Qandragupta Maw:ya, who was fated to overthrow 
him, alread reported to A xander's followers that he could easil 
con~er the Nan a emEire, because its king was so much "hated and 
desPiSed by his subjects for the wickedness of his disposition and the: 
meanness of his origin." This report was aJso confirmed by king 
Porus (Paurava) of the Punjab who "added that the king of the 
Gangaridae was a man of quite worthless character and held in no 
respect, as he was thought to be the son of a barber." 

Much of his unpopularity was also due to his miserliness, 
avarice, and love of wealth which he accumulated at the expense of 
his people by means of ex~sive taxation and exactions. He-is ........ .. ..... -
nicknamed ~hana Nanda,.-tl:le ¥l'-t;'shipper of l\1am m,Q,n. The Kathii
sarit-saga'ra preserves the tradition of his wealth comput:d a.1...9.9Q_ 
~i1li<ms of'_K9ld .J2.ieces. ' Its Buddhist version is thus stated: "The 
youngest brother was called Dhana Nanda from his addiction to 
hoarding treasure ... . He collected riches' to the amount of 80 kotis 
in a cave in the bed of the river (Ganga). Having caused a great 
excavation to be made, he buried the treasure there . ... Levying 
taxes, among other articles, even on skins, gums, and stones, he 
amassed further treasure which he disposed of similarly."2 This 
story of his hoarded and hidden wealth is hinted at in a Tamil poem 
stating how the wealth of the Nandas "having been accumulated first 
in Piitali hid itself in the floods of the Gailga~"3 The tradition of the 
fabulous wealth of Nanda wa&~o ard b the Chinese traveller 
Hiu Tsan in he seventh centu .D. He mentions fiv.e st1ipa.s 
of Pata iputra as symbols of "the five treasures of king Na da's 
seven precious substances."4 

We owe to Jain tradition6 some new facts about the Nandas , 
who are stated to have had Jain ministers with their leanings 
towards Jainism. The minister of the :st -Nanda was Kalpaka 
upon whom the office was forced. He is stated to have egged the 
king on to the prosecution of his military programme for the con
quest and extermination of all the Kshatriya states of the time. It 

1. Tawney, Tr., I, 21. 
2. Turnour, Mahawanso, p . xxxix. 
3. Aiyangar, Beainnings of South Indian History, p. 89. 
4. HTW., II, 96. 
S. .Avasyaka.-sittra, pp. 435-36, 693-95. 
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was instigated by the spirit of vengeance taken by a lower caste 
against the pride and pretensions of the higher. The Nanda kiniS 
made the office of minister heredjtacy. The-ninth Nanda..had ·s 
ministep Sakatala,...who ha s Sthiitabhadr ri aka. On 
Saka~a's death, the king offer adra who de-
clined it and became a Jain monk. His place was taken by Sriyaka. 
Jain influence spread from the ministers to both court and society. 
Chfu;takya in the Mudrariikshasa finds a Jain .acLas his-cllie£ agent 
in-his pglitieal-scheme. Jamism seems to be a factor in the social 
background of the drama, which ended in the overthrow of the king 
and the end of his dynasty as will be related in a subse uent chapter. 

6. THE MAGADHA EMPIRE 

In spite of the tragic end of the Nandas,,1o them belollll.s the 
c!edit of founding the .first great em~re in Northern ~ on the 
foundations laid by Bimbisara and his son. The great Magadhli 
empire which they built up survived them and gradually embraced 
nearly the whole of India. Even when this came to an end, it left 
behind a rich legacy, and a second empire, only inferior in import
ance to the first, arose out of its ruins nearly five centuries later. 

It is tempting to seek in the history of Magadha evidence 
of the existence of certain permanent factors whose interplay 
enabled it to rise to the zenith of political greatness more than once 
and retain this position for a much longer period than most other 
empires that flourished in India. Its geographical position was 
undoubtedly an important factor. The mighty Ganga with its feed
ers, the Son on the south and the Gandak and Go ra on the north, 
served as ..admirable s .£01' .<leTe --an commWlicatl th 
wi er Yndla ana-the sea. The older capital city Riijagriha, 
surrounded y seven hills, and the later and more famou~ Patali
:e_utra, at the junction of the Gai!ga and the Son, were both well 
protected by nature. 

Next to its strategic position, the comparative freedom from 
orthodoxy and the consequent commingling of diverse cultures in 
Magadha may be regarded as an important factor in its development. 
As noted above, Magadha...a.n tries to t st of it la a
mGS~ e ~lledjc ~te Perhaps the Vedic polity, 
along with Vedic culture, had spent its force, and it was now the 
turn of the sturdy peoples of the east, comparatively unaffected by 
the Aryan invasion, to play their part. When the Purfu;tas lament 
the wholesale destruct® of the Kshatriya power by the '§iidra king 
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Mahapadma Nanda, they seem instinctively to refer to the end of 
one epoch and the rise of another. The laxit of social restrictions 
i posed by the orthod Brahmanica~ture and th_L universal 
as ect 0 uddhism and inism which found a c ngenial home in 
M~must have considerably widened the poli1ical outlook of 
\bis region and contributed to make it the nucleus of a mighty 
empire. 

7. CHRONOLOGY 

It is difficult to fix any reliable chronology for this remote pe
riod of history. According to the unanimous tradition of the Bud
dhists, the Buddha died in the 8th year of the reign of A 'ataSatru 
and this sync ronism is accepted by a sc 0 ars. The date of the 
Buddha's death is thus the crucial point in fixing the chronology of 
the rulers of Magadha and other contemporary dynasties of the pe
riod. Although there is no unanimity on this, we may broadly dis
tinguish two different schools of views. 1 One, relying on the Sin
halese reckoning of the~fixes the date of Buddha's death 
'l!_54!_aC. It is, however, pointed out by the other that this can
not be reconciled with the early Sinhalese tradition that Asoka's 
coronation t~k place 218 years aft~ the death of Buddha. As 
will be shown later, we can fix the date of the coronation of A~oka 
with a tolerable degree of certainty in 269 B.C. or within a few 
years of it. If it took place 218 years after Buddha's death, the date 
of this event may be fixed at c. 487 B.C. This view is supported 
by the Chinese tradition of 'the dotted record.' It is said that a 
record was kept in which a dot was put each year after the death 
of Buddha, and this was continued in Canton up to the year A.D. 
489. when the number of dots amounted to 975. This gives 486 
B. C. a~ the date of Buddha's death. Although no finality attaches 
to this or any other conclusion, 486 B.C. may be accepted as a work
ing hypothesis, and most scholars now place Buddha's death within 
a few years of this date. 

It may be noted in this connection that Mahavira's death, ac
cording to Jain tradition, took place in 528 B C. But this date can 

1. Cf. PHAI, 186 for a brief review of the cHfferent theories on the subject. Cf. 
also Geiger, Tr. of Maluiva1nsa, p. XII: EHl: PP. 49-50: CHI. I, 171. Recently 
Dr. E. J. Thomas has pointe~ out (B. C. Law Volume n. 18-22) that according 
to the Sarvastiviidins Asoka flourished one century after the Nirvfu:la of Buddha, 
and this tradition may be traced even in the Sinhalese Chronicles. Accordin~ 
to this date Nirvii.t:Ja falls in the 4th century B.C. and a Japanese scholar, quoted 
by Thomas, places this event in 386 B.C. 
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hardly be reconciled with 486 B.C. as the date of Buddha's death if 
we accept the Jain and Buddhist tradition that Mahavira and 
Buddha died within a few years of each other. Accordingly the 
scholars, who accepted 486 B.C. (or thereabouts) as the date of 
Buddha's death, take 468 B.C. as the ..date of the death of Mahavlra 
on the authority of the great Jain author Hemachandra. ' 

On the basis of 486 B.C. as the date of Buddha's death, the acces
sion of Bimbisara falls in 545 B.C. , as ~s and the 
Buddha died in the eighth year of his son's reign. It has been sug
gested by some that the so-called Nirv~a era of Ceylon "originally 
started from the coronation of Bimbisara and was later on confound
ed with the era of the Great Decease."2 We may accordingly 
accept 544 B.C. as the date of accession of Bimbisara. 

The ~ccession of ChandraguE_ta Mau~ who overthrew the last 
Nanda king, took place, as we shall see later, about 324 B.C. The 
reigns of the kings dealt with in this chapter, viz. Bimbisara and 
SiSuniiga groups and the Nandas, therefore, fall between 544 and 
324 B.C., a period of 220 years for eleven or twelve generations. 

The first Nanda king Mahapadma Nanda ruled, according to the 
Pur~s, fo~ but some scholars regard it as a mistake for 
28 which is found in some manuscripts of the Purat:las.3 The other 
eight kings are said to have ruled for 12 years. The Sinhalese 
Chronicles assign only 22 years to the nine Nandas. 

As regards the kings belonging to Bimbisara and SiSunaga 
groups, their total reign-period is given as 200 years in the Sinha
lese Chronicles and 360 or 163 years in the Pur~as. The PuraQas 
give the reign-periods for each king, but they differ so widely in the 
different texts that it is impossible to check the total period of the 
reign with their help. 

In view of these differences it is difficult to assign dates to indi
vidual kings or even to the different groups. The 22 years assigned 
to the Nandas seem to be too small and we may accept 40 years, de
duced from the Pur~as, as a more reasonable figure. We may thus 
put the Nanda kings as ruling from 364 to 324 B.C. 

According to the Sinhalese Chronicles, Bimbisara and Ajiita
satru ruled respectively for 52 and 32 years. The corresponding 
dates in the PuraI:las are 28 (or 38) and 25 (or 27). To Sisuniiga is 
assigned a reign of 18 years in the Sinhalese Chronicles and 40 years 

1. CHI, I, 156. 
2. PHAI, 186. 
3. Ibid, 189; DKA. 69, £no 17. 
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, 
in the Purfu:tas. It may not be a pure accident that the reign-periods 
of these kings vary in the two authorities according to the import
ance they attach to them. It is in any case impossible to rely 
implicitly on any of these sources. It is, however, likely that the 
Sinhalese Buddhists had a more or less ~orrect tradition about the 
dates of Bimbisara and AjataSatru, as these were intimately asso·· 
cia ted with Buddha. We may therefore provisionally accept the 
following chronology: 

Bimbisara 
Ajatasatru 
N ext four kings 
Si$unaga and his 

successors 
Nanda Dynasty 

544-493 B.C. 
493-462 B.C. 
462- 430 B.C. 

430- 364 B.C. 
364-324 B.C. 

It should be remembered, however, that these dates are calcu
lated on the hypothesis that Buddha's death took place in 486 B.C. 
If, however, we accept the Sinhalese reckoning of 544 B.C. for this 
event, the dates proposed above will have to be considerably modi
fied. Bimbisara's accession would then fall in 604 B.C . ..and that of 
Ajata.satru in 552 B.C. The remaining 25 kings, belonging to nine 
generations, will have to be placed between 532 and 324 B.C., a 
period of 208 years. There is no incongruity, far less absurdity, in 
this chronological scheme, or in the assumption on which it is based, 
viz. that the Buddha died in 544 B.C. The only difficulty is the 
statement in the Sinhalese Chronicles that ASoka's coronation took 
place 218 years after Buddha's death, which cannot be reconciled 
with the date 544 B.C. given for the latter event in the same chro
nicles. Thus we have to make a choice between one or the other 
statement, and there is no valid reason why ' we should reject the 
latter and not the former. Besides, the earl~e.st Sinhalese Chronicle, 
the Dipavamsa, puts the interval of 218 years between the death of 
Buddha and the coronation of Priyadarsana. Although this epithet 
was borne by ASoka and is generally taken to refer to him, it is also 
applied to his grandfather Chandragupta in the drama Mudrd
e_ksha.§..l!.... (Act VI). If applied to Chandragupta, this statement 
would fix the year of his coronation as 326 B.C., which is surprisingly 
close to the truth. 1 Thus the date 544 B.C. for Buddha's death, as 
testified to by the Sinhalese reckoning of the Nirvfu:ta era, cannot be 
pronounced to be definitely wrong. 

1. This has been pointed out by Dr. H. C. Raychaudhuri (IC. II. 560). 
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CHAPTER III 

FOREIGN INVASIONS 

I. THE PERSIAN INVASION 

While the interior of India had been undergoing a process of 
political unification under Magadha, her undefended and insecure 
frontiers on.. the north-west invited foreign invasions. 1Jle Jlrst oL 
these was the Persian invasion. 

The relations between Old Persia - , nd 1n a have been 
qescribed above. 1 We do not possess any definite information re
garding the contact between the two in the later Vedic age. Some 
scholars find in the Av~tan pass~es indicatjon of a political hols! 
which old Iran had obta' e on Northern India in pre-Achaemenian 
J:im~ ut corroboration or details of this political connection are 
lacking. 

With the sixth century B.C. , however, we tread upon more solid 
ground. From classical sources we gather that the Ms::cio-=Persian 
kini..dom, whic upreme in wester-n Asia durin ha century, 
came into co tact with India through the e~ rn campaigns ~ its 
~eror ~s (558-530 oB.C.J. Information on this subject may be 
derived from Herodotus, Ctesias, and Xenophon along with Strabo 
and Arrian. Most of the references of Herodotus, however, are re
lated to the time of Darius and Xerxes. It is generally held that the 
eastern co uest of Crus 'ncluded e.-distcicts 2 ~ 
t~~ and_an arilis (Gandhara) (Herodotus I , 153, 177) which 
were located in the north-western regions forming the boundary 
between India and Iran. According to Ctesias (Fragment 37, ed. 
Gilmore), £xnls died of a wound inflicted in battle bI 'an Ind!gp', 
a batt I . ch "the Indians were fighting on the side of Derbikes 
whom they su plied wit e e hants." These er 1 es nng have 
beeJLa froptjer-tribe. According to Xenophon (tyropaedta, t 1, 4) , 
Cyrus "brought under his rule Bactrians and Indians" and extended 
his sway up to theJ~.r.yj;hraeen sea~.e .. the Indian Ocean. He further 

1. Vol. I, pp. 218-224-
2. Dr~iana corresponds to a part of Seistan . 
3. The Sattagydia cannot be definitely located. It has been placed in Ghazni and 

Ghilzai by some and Hamra country further to the north-west by others. There 
are other views also (cf. CHI, I, 328, !n. 1). 
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records (Ibid, VI, 2, 1-11) the despatch to Cyrus by an Indian king 
of an embassy conveying money, probably in payment of tribute. It 
has been held on the basis of these references that Cyrus conquerea 
the borderland between Iran and India and won for himself a posi
tion which gained him a tribute from a king of Northern India, if not 
his vassalage. 

T e Greek writer _0 Jexanderls campaigns do not, owever , -agree.as to quest of any portion of India by Cyrus. Accord-
ing to Nearchus, as reported by Arrian (Anab., VI, 24, 2-3 ), Cyrus 
came to grief in trying to invade India through the !Q_hosEitable gg;. 
ser of ed osia Baluch' - where the greater parrof his army 
died. ~I@sthenes ~tes th& "\,!le Indians had never engaged ill 
foreign warfare. npr had th~ ever been Invaded and conquered by..a 
orei n ower except b Heracles and Dionysus and lately by th.~ 

~Macedonians." He refers to Semiramis, t~, as 
having died before her projected invasion of India. He further states 
that "the Persians, although they hired mercenary troops from India. 
namely the~ (Oxydrakai= Kshudrakas) , did not make an ex
pedition into that country." Arrian (Indica, IX, 10) repeats the 
statement of Megasthenes that none before Alexander invaded India . . 

It will thus appear that both N~archus and Megasthenes agree 
that Cy:rus ne teached India. But these Greek writers take the 
~Jo be. the .w.e~temlimH of..the.co~try , and it may be th~ the 
conquests of Cyrus were made in the Indian borderland to the west 
ohhe SindhO. Pliny actually refex:s to-Cyrus'-s-conquest of. Kapisa 
in. he Ghorband valley. We may also consider in this connection 
the statement of rrian (Indica , I , 1-3) that the Indians between the 
riv.er Sindhu and Kabul (Cophen) "were in ancient times subject t o 
the Assyrians, the Medes, and , finally, to the Persians under Cyrus 
to whom they pay tribute he imposed upon them." Probably the 
conclusion of the matter is best given by Ed. Meyer who states: 
"Cyrus appears to have subjugated the Indian tribes of the Paropa
~(~h) and in the Kabul valley, especially the Ganda-
rians; l:>arius hiinSelf adva ed as r as e us.'" Cambyses .(530 

.522 B.C. , ~hO_S!lcceed~ Crus w.as too lJluch ocCtlpie.d...by_rebgllio s 
in his own empire to think of engaging in any movement towards 

ft a . -------
For-the-J.'.ei. n of l_!is succ s.s.cu:-l?~s-(522-486..B.C.) we have the 

reliable evidence of his own inscriptions, from which we can i 

1. Geschichte des Attertums, III, 97. 
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It is, however, to be noted that Behistun inscription of Darius 
(Darayavaush Khshayathiya= Dharadvasu Kshathyal)., i.e. Siisakal.l 

,or Raja) mentions as one of the provinces of his empire a region 
named Gadara= Gandhara (modern Rawalpindi and Peshawar Dis
tricts) , along with the neighbouring regions named Suguda (Sogdi
.ana), Saka (Scythia) and Bakhtrish (Bactria, Balkh, Balhika) . 
The Sllsa palace inscriptio!1-of Darius states that in the construction 
.of the palace, "teak was brought from Gadara." 

These referellces indicate that very probably it was Cyrus who 
-conquered Gandhara which was inherited by Darius as a part of his 
empire, while for himself he pushed his Indian conquest farther into 
the region called Sindhu. The persepolis ins r~ption....merUioHe th 
Gan.ghara and Sindhu as provinces of his empire, as also his Naksh
i-Rustam inscription. There-1s also a fourth inscription of Darius 
kllflwn as Ramadan Gold-and SHYer Tablet inscription :w.hi.cb men
tions S~ ILProvince...gUhe empY-e. 

Herodotus (III , 94 ) states that India counted as the twentieth 
satrapy of the empire of Darius, to which, however, it contributed a 

- thi,t;d of_his revenue, S£O tal~nts :f ..gold dust, equwalen ver n 
mjllion poun s sterlin . All this gold must have come from the 
washings 0 the upper Sindhu beds, which , according to geologists, 
were distinctly ~~ in thQile d,iU's,' and also from what Hero
dotus calls "l!?-e gold-diggin!I:,ants", supposed to be the Tibetan 
mastiffs who guarded the g"old ~l?2!d:i,gen (the Dardicae) , 
m.eyJiocned i~~MXD.ta. II, 1860). 

Her.odotus (lV, 44) also tells of a ~gval expedition despatched 
b Darius in 517 B.C. under Sc lax to explore the Si dhu. This was 
only possible after Darius had esta lished his hold on the Sindhu 
valley. It may be useful to indicate the limits of Persian dominion. 
in India. None of the sources refers to the kingdom of Magadha 
under Bimbisara and his contemporaries further west who were 
ruling at this time. Herodotus (III, 98, 102) seems to exclude from 

1. V, Ball in lA, August 1884. 
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Persian domination the regions towards the south of the Sindhu and 
also the deserts of Sind and Rajputana towards the east. At the 
same time, a part of India was included in it under the name 6f 
Sindhu, which must have meant a portion of the Punjab to the east 
of the Sindhu, as distinct from the provinces known as___Qandhara, 
Aria (Herat) or Arachosia (Kandahar), as far as the river-mouth. -

In order to give a more comprehensive view of the extent of 
the Persian dominions on the Indian border, we may mention the 
provinces which are now parts of Afghanistan and also those which 
adjoin the region of the Sindhu. These are thus mentioned in the 
Achaemenia '11ScRpUons.:. (1) Yauna = Yavana = Ionia; (2) Par
thava = Parthia; (3) Zaranka = Zranka = Drangiana; (4) Haraiva 
(Sarayii) = Aria = Herat; (5) Bakhtrish = Bactria = Balkh; (6) 
Suguda = Sogdiana ; (7) Saka = Sakasthana = Seistan; (8) Phata
gush = Satagu = Sattagydia; (9) Harauvatish = Sarasvati = Ara
chosia = Kandahar ; and (10) Maka = Makran. 

Darius I W R'S s - 468-465 ' B.C.) . That the 
Indian provinces continued under -his empire is attested by the fact 
that he claimed and obtained the ~i1itary service of an Indian contin
gent to ht his battle in Greece. This was the first t~n history 

at an In . x itionar fOrce fought on the soil fEura e. 
The Indians recruited by Xerxes fa: is cmy ed by the two 
names "~ a ndi~" implying that the former were 
from the province of Gandhara, and the latter from the provinces con
trolled by the Persian empire to the east of the Sindhu and described 
as Sindhu in the Achaemenian inscriptions already noticed. 

Of the Indian soldiers and their equipment Herodotus gives the 
following interesting account (VII, 65): "The Indians, clad i~...!@!:. 
~, car~e anw:t;Qws 2i cane, the 
latter ~ and thus accoutred the ..Indians were mSI
s~nder the command of ~azatbres. s0Q.9f.A;rtabillgs." The 
Gandharian soldiers carried "bows and short spears" which were 
meant for fighting at close quarters, while the "Indians" were evi
dently u ed r s irmishin at n ran e. Besides infantry, India 
also supplied Xerxes with ~ and~, Iidi~, and 
also horses and ~ to draw the chariots, togmer with a very 
large num~. The cavalry had the same equipment as the 
infantry (Herodotus , VII, 86) . 

It may be noted that these Indian troops who fought for the first 
time in Europe had to experience a terrible ordeal in storming the 
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bloody defiles of lrhermopyla!il The heroism they displayed on this 
occasion created a further demand for their services. The result 
was that after the retreat of Xerxes from Europe, India: oldiers 
took part in the eo_jj~aign-lw~ tb2 gersjap Comm,!!?~ 
.¥ar..doni~ 

The Persian hold on India continued up to_3;3.i)..-~,G:""'\1irh'e!1l~r
fin~ the lastnf the AclIaememan emperors, indenting 
upon India for a supply of troops to resist Alexander's invasion. 
According to Arrian (Anab, III, 8, 3-6), one contingent of Indian 
soldiery fought at ...9.augamela under the satrap of Bactria, along 
with the Bactrians and Sogdians, while another, the "Indian moun
taineers", fought under the satrap of Arachosia. India also sent 
a. smsill force of elephants. The fact that the Indians fought under 
satraps of other provinces probably shows that there was no longer 
a Persian satrap of India proper, and the hold of Persia over this re
gion was becoming relaxed. 1 

II. THE MACEDONIAN INVASION 

1. The Advance to the Sindhu 

Nearly two centuries after Cyrus, India fell a victim to a iecond _ 
foreign invasion, the Macedonian invasion from Europe, which was 
led by the great conqueror, Alexander. Alexander emharked on a 
far-reaching scheme of campaigns and coru}u"ests in the east. His 
first aonquest was that o~ia. H~Jlted its emperor, Darius 

_!!_ and burnt ~s in_ 330 B&. 

From Persia, he continued his advance towards the eastern and 
north-eastern provinces of the Persian empire. His military 'Plan 
was to secure his rear by a chain of outposts occupied by garrisons 
along the route of his conquests. Thus were constructed the cities 
of "~ndria-among-the-Arachosian~," i.e. Kandahar; '~
~er-the-Caucasus , " i.e . at the foot of Hindu Kush, where three 
routes 0 Bactria converge, . which probably occupied the site of 
modern Charikar~ Cartana (Begram) .. Cadrusi (Koratas?), and Nicaea 
between Alexandria and the Cophen or Kabul river. F.rs>m.. the 
Kabul valley Alexander proceeded towards the north up th~ Panjshir 
y'allayandJ:.hrough the Khawak Pass. At the ,beginning of 327 B.C. 
he had completed the conquest of Eastern Iran beyond the Hindu. 
Kush y verrunning Bactria and the region now known as Bokham.. 

- - -- - -- ...:.=---''---

1 . For a very different view on this subject, cf. IRQ, XXV. 153. 
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as far as the Syr Daria (Jaxartes). In May 327 B.C. he advanced 
towards India. 

He returned through the Kushan Pass and__made a deseent upon 
Alexandria, where he deposed the satrap for misgovernment. Thence 
he moved to Nicaea. From Nicaea, as the outpost nearest to India , 
he dispatched emissaries to the king of Taxila (Taks~ila) and 
other princes to the west of the Sindhu, informing them of his 
intentions and inviting them to meet him to discuss terms which 
might obviate his contemplated invasion. 

Even before this invitation A!J).hhi (Omphis), son of the old 
king-ofaxUa, had sent envoys to Alexander while he was still in 
Bokhara, offering his help to the invader provided his kingdom wa:;; 
spared. Curtius records that he sent to Alexander useful presents 
of "65 elephants, great many sheep of extraordinary size, and 3,000 
bulls of a valuable breed." This is the first recorded instance of an 
Indian king proving a traitor to his C01ll1ta; what is worse, his trea
chery was instigated by a petty spirit of local hostility to his power 
ful neighbour Pe Paurava), the ruler of the territory between 
the Hydaspes (Jhe11.1m} ana: e Hydraotes (~vi) , who was bidding 
for supremacy in that region by pushing his conquest beyond the 
Ravi in the east and threatening the frontiers of Taxila on the west. 
Thus the king of Taxila, jealous of Paurava, took recourse to foreign 
intervention to curb his rival 's growing power. 

Alexander was also similarly helped at the very beginning of 
his invasion of India by the treacherous submission offered in 
advance by another Indian g isikottos (Sa:Sigupta1. He was 
probably the ruler of one of the frontie~s who originally 
even helped the Bactrians and Iramans against Alexander, but now 
changed his allegiance and joined Alexander. 

Thus securing his rear Alexander now found the path of his 
advance towards India free of obstacles. He was marching with an 
army modestly estimated at 30,000 men, but one of its weak points, 
which told in the long run, was its heterogeneous composition, not 
unified or animated by the national spirit and sense of patriotic mis
sion which inspired its leader. The army was made up of the 
heavily armed Macedonian infantry, carrying the long spear; Mace
donian cavalry; mercenaries from Greek cities; highlanders from th~ 
Balkans, Agrianes, and Thracians equipped with slings, javelins, and 
bows; some eastern tribes such as horsemen from Iran, Pashtus and 
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men from the Hindu Kush; Central-Asiatics, good at shooting from 
horse-back; skilled Phoenician boatmen, and Egyptians proud of 
their ancient ancestry. 

This expeditiona force w 'vided by a 
columns un er his plan of campaign. OnA... djyjsjop was by 
Alexander himself u the Kunar or Chitral river to the hilly region 
i n&rth-anO:east. Th marched along the south bank of 
the Kabul river und two Macedonian commanders, Hephaestion 
~nd Perdiccl\S, passing through the K~ber Pass, towards the 
SWslg,llrilnd emerging upon the plains of Peshawar, with the king of 
Taxila as its escort. 

Here, however, contrary to all expectations, Astes, the king of 
the small state of the 4,stakenoi, wjth his cap-ita I . , 

ed and stood siege a his walled capital by the Greeks 
for full thirty days till he fell fighting. It seems that Astes is the 
Greek equivalent of the Indian name Ash karaj~, ~hose people 
were known as Ashtakas and his capital as Pushka~vatj,.XCharsadda) . 
McCrindle suggests that Ashtakaraja may be connected with what 
Cunningham calls Hashtanagar or eight cities situated on the eastern 
bank of the lower Swat river, one of which was PushkaUivati, the 
capital of Gandhara. A henchman of the traitor king of 'faxiln, 
whom the Greeks call Sangaya ( = Saiijaya), was rewarded for his 
loyalty to Alexander by the gift to him of this A.$taka.kingdODl. 

The other division of the army which was campaigning in the 
hilly regions in the valleys of the Kunar, Panjkora and Swat, under 
Alexander himself, encountered much opposition from the free peo
ples of these districts. These are t rmed by the Greeks As asioi and 
Assakenoi (from Iranian Aspa = Sanskrit Asva). Their Inclia'n 
nam~s may be taken to be AstUiyana and A~val«iyaJ'l.q. as mentioned 
9Y P-&,ini (IV. 1, 110, 99) . TJ;le coins known as VatMvaka are 
attributed to these people, who might be identjfied WIt tlie sva ~a 
(=ASmakag) mentiQlled by Pfu)ini (IV, 1, 173).1 Tbe capit 
Ass~kenoi is called by the Greeks Massag__a, which corresponds to the
Sans!p-it MaSakiivafi. These hill tribes fought bravely and offered El 

stubborn resistance in many of their strongholds. At one of these 
~ncounters, Alexander, while trying to scale the walls of the citadel, 
received a serious wound. In retaliation, the whole population was 
put to the sword. Another centre of resistance was the city named 
Andaka. In the end Alexander was able to overcome these heroic 
---------- -----
1. _IRAS. 1900, pp. 98-106. 
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peoples who, however, died to a man in defence of their hearths and 
homes. As many as 40,000 were taken prisoners of war from the 
Aspasians alone. The l£9.t in cattle amounted t.2. 23Q,000 oxe_!!, show
ing how well-stocked this hill-state was in agriculture and live-stock. 

Still more severe was the resistance offered-by the hssa-ke.noi .... 
the inhabitants of the eastern art of this-re Oh (the modern Kafiri
stan). They opposed Alexander with an army of ... 30,000 cavalry, 
~QQ9 infantry (as stated by Curtius) and)O elephants, together 
with 7,000 mercenaries recruited from the plains, who were all 

I stationed:in_a fQrtre~ game~ Massaga. This army was led by the 
late king's mother, gueen Cl~pAAs. The city was strong in natural 
fortifications, built on a hill with inaccessible sides, treacherous 
morasses on two sides, a rivulet on the third, and artificial ramparts 
of brick, stone and timber on its fourth side. The fortress was fur
ther protected by a deep moat dug along its entire circumference of 
4 miles. The example of the queen-commander leading the struggle 
for freedom in person brought the entire womanhood of the locality 
into the fight, while their heroism also infected the mercenaries 
whose initial vacillation was replaced by a determination to prefer 
death to dishonour. 

To strengthen further his defence, the chief, Assakenos, though 
~, entered into an alliance with the neighbouring monarch 
of "the Indians of the 1rt11 c u rtrr I:RQg ~wa, who sent him 
a military contingent. After a heroic resistance of several days, the 
chief fell fighting, his mother and daughter were made prisoners, and 
his city capitulated. The massacre of the entire body of mercenary 
troops, numbering 7,000, by Alexander forms a memorable, but 
tragic, episode of this campaign, and throws a blot on the ~reat 

soldier. 

Alexander found a little respite from his arduous campaign in 
this hostile country in the conciliatory attitude of tl).e neighbouring 
<;ity-fttate • Nxsa .. which sent him a contingent of 300 horsemen. He , 
constituted this hilly country and the lower Kabul valley into a new
~tr'!!p. under NicallRr. Further west was the satrapy of the Paro
panisadae under Tyriespes with his capital at Alexandria-under
the-Caucasus. 

~then-deseended to ;eusbkalavali (Charsadda) where he plant
ed a Gr~ ggrE!son under Philip. The lower xabul valley was fur
ther secured by seizing small towns between Pw}lkalavati ,and the 
Sindhu. In this Alexander was aided by two Indian chiefs called - - ..._._-....,__ -
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"5,ophaeus", rul r of the valley_gf the Coph.en or 
getes," fuelring-of the ssakenoi who had succeed'art-++_ok 
at assaga. 

'l1he next stage in Alexander.'s campaign was the s' of the 
strong pill fort known a.s Aornus, carr ondin to Sanskrit VaraQa 
as.mentiG~ It was apparently not far from the Junction 
of the Kabul and Sindhu rivers. The Greeks attached the greatest 
importance to the capture of this mountain citadel as there was a 
tradition that even Heracles had failed to storm it; and they describe 
the exploit at great length.' Af 'eElueif:l 's f{)£t, Alexander 
posted garrison under h~y SISI ottos (Sa§gupta). 

The problem now facing Alexander was the crossing of the 
Sindhu. lle fixed on a point near a forest which would supply the 
timber necessary for building craft for the purpose. A part of his 
a~as floated down the river on these boats, and joined the other 
part waiting at Ohind 16 miles above Attock, to be transported aCrOSS 
the river b 8:. ~<.!ge alre~ constructed by Hephaes~. 

2. From the Sindhu to the Beiis 

It as in the s rin.8.£>f ~j) B.C. that the Macedonian invader first 
set foot on Indian soil proper. His army crossed over to the other 
sideo f the Sindhu, accompanied by an Indian contingent oi 5,000 
from the king of Taxila and other chiefs, squadrons of Indian horse, 
and thirty elephants. The invading army, on crossing, .was warml_y 
~~d by Ambhi, t£ie new ing of axil a. -

Alexander held a Durba,' at Taxila, receiving homage and pre
sents from the smaller chiefs of the locality. These gifts were 
returned by Alexander on a lavish scale in the shape of vessels of 
gold and silver and embroideries which he had obtained in Persia. 

I:leyond Taxila, between the wers Jhelum and Chenab, lay the 
~s, the grea rival of the king of Taxila, as mention
ed above. But Porus or th~ king was made of a different 
stuff. True to the tradition of his ancient lineage, reaching back to 
the Vedic period, he determined to defend, at all costs, the honnur 
of his family and the independence of his kingdom. He heard with 
resentment, perhaps with dismay, of the submission of the rulers 

1 . The great controversy over the identification of Aomus, a solitary rock about 
7.000 ft. high washed by the Sindhu, has been set at rest by Sir Aurel Stein. 
He has proved by local investigation that it corresponded to Pir Sar range 
(On Alexander's T,..ack to the Indus. p. 104). For a detailed account of the fort 
and its sief!e and the different theories on its identification, ct. EHI, 2nd Edition, 
Appendix D; 3rd Edition, pp. 56-58. 
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of Taxila and other localities, including a~, one of his· 
own kinsmen ruling further east beyond the Chenab. Even the king. 
of Abhisara, who offered to help him, was playing a double game, 
and sent his own brother to Taxila with presents for Alexander and 
offer of submission. But although hemmed in by enemies, cowards, 
and traitors, both in front and rear, his undaunted spirit refused to· 
submit. When the enemies' envoys came to summon him to meet 
Alexander, he proudly replied that he would indeed meet him, but 
at his own frontiers and in arms. 

Both sides now made active preparations for the inevitable
war. Alexander did not wait till after the rains when the rivers 
would be fordable, probably because he was unwilling to give Porus 
time to strengthen his position by fresh alliances. Having left a 
Macedonian garrison and his satrap Philip as a "Resident" in the 
kingdom of Ambhi, he moved o,!l to the banks of the Hydaspes (Jhe
lum) which was then (May 326 B.C.) in flood. Porus was also ready 

"";ith his full strength on the opposite bank to oppose his passage of 
the river. For some time the two armies watched each other. 
Alexander then took recourse to a stratagem. He made his army 
move up and down the river in search of a convenient point for cross
ing and kept the Indians in dark about his movement. At last the 
crossing was effected one morning after a night of torrential rain 
and storm at a point 17 miles up the river from the original camp. A 
bridge of boats, which was moved up to that point and was kept hid
den behind a wooded island, enabled the Macedonian army to cross 
the river unobserved. 

Alexander crossed over with only a small part of his army; 
about 11,000 men and a cavalry. Porus sent his son to oppose him 
with 2,000 mounted troops and 120 chariots. But these could not 
withstand the charge of the Macedonian cavalry led personally by 
.hJexand!:l:, and the gallant lad was slain. 

Porus now offered battle with his whole army which Arrian 
estimates ~30~00 foot, WOO...!!.~e, . 300 chariots and 200 elephants. 
The elephants were placed in front flanked by infantry on both sides. 
The flanks of the infantry were again guarded by cavalry which was 
protected by chariots in front. 
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muddy ground. Alexander began the battle with a charge of 1,000 
mounted archers from Central Asia and the picked Macedonia:n 
~, ~king a b;each in the lines of the Indian cavalry and in
fantry. The army of Porus was thrown into complete confusion. 
Fgsh Greek sold~s au' ed across the tkver unde G.t~s, and 
the Indian army was completely routed; thousands were slain in
cluding the two sons and all the great generals of Porus. But Porus 
bravely fought up to the last. When all was lost, he left the field 
with nine wounds on his body. Then a man with a mess~gc from 
Alexander galloped after him. Recognizing him to be the traitor 
king of Taxila, he threw a javelin at him. Probably this encounter 
is represented un a well-known coin. Other envoys came up to him, 
including his friend Meroes. Then he offered his surrender. He 
was conducted to Alexander who asked him how he should like to 
be treated. He made the famous reply which has become classi~ 
"~." Wllen Alexander asked him to be more precise, fie 
replied: "When I said 'as a king', everything was contained in that." ,. 

Alexander reinstated Porus in his kingdom to which he added 
further territories towards the east, the domains of fifteen republi
can peoples with their 5,000 considerable cities and villages with
out number.'" He next marched into the interior of the country 
and cQ.Q9.uered the re.l2.ublic of the Gli!,uganikai (=Glachukayanaka, 
mentioned by KiiSikii on P.iI).ini IV, 3, 99) with its 37 towns each of 
which had a population between 5,000 and 10,000. Alexander had 
this country annexed to the kingdom of Porus. His further advance 
was now impeded by reports of revolts from regions conquered by 
him. andaha s.e_ ith th hel of an Indian Chi D araxus. 
~a1gs~lled, killing the satrap Nicanor. SisikottolO, then 
the "satrap of Assakenians" (eastern ASvakas), asked for urgent 
help. 

The situation was somewhat improved by the -ivaI 0 

c~ents from Iran, with whom Alexander crossed the 
nt! t ri Acesines Asik - C -b). The..king of hat region was 
P.prus II. w 0 Ie t his realm to its fate and fled for shelter "to the 
nati~.!Ld.!.ridae," i.e. to the_ territories of theJ:!anda king. The 
whol~ region between the Cheniib and the Ravi was annexed to tho 
kingdom of Porus. 

Alexander next marched u to t~liydrao~J3ivi) and be
yond and invaded the territories of republican peoples. Of these, 
the ~ (A.dhrishtas? or Arattas, A'riishtrakas, 'kingless'-

1. Plutarch, Alexander. LX. 
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republican peoples) offered submission to Alexander. But the 
Kathaioi (= Kathas) defied him from their fortified town named 

_Sangala( = Samkala = Jandiala), though without success. Their 
casualties amounted to 17,000 killed, and 70,000 captured. Porus 
b-~l.E!:d ~ndeJ: with elephants and 6,000 troops in this battle. 
T e entire republican region was, as usual, made over to him. 
Alexander next received the submission of two neighbouring kings 
named So h tes (= Saub lHi) and 'phegelas (= BhagaUi). He--th'ell 

AS). 

3. The Retreat 

Alexander's progress was hereoroug t to a baItb'y1:treI'nUtiny 
of his troops, who refused to proceed further (end of July 326 B.C.). 
Alexander appealed to his soldiers, but in vain. At last he decided 
on retreat. He went back by the road by which he came up to the 
bank of the Jhelum. Then he sailed down the Jhelum and the Sindhu 
to the ocean in a fleet of 1,000 boats made ready b~forehand, includ
ing "~s, ~, and Jliar."galleys." 

He left.J>orus to rule-1Wer th entire territory-between t e13eas 
and he Jhelum and ove.r fifteen republican nations-wfth more than 
5 ,000 cities;,.Ambhi to rule to the west of the Jhelum; and thp. king 
of Abhisara to rule in Kashmir with the state of Arsac~ (UraSa = ......___.____. -
Hazara) added to his kingdom. 

Alexander starred on his voyage in November 326 B.C. with 
troops protecting him on either bank of the river and his satrap 
Philip following three days later to protect his rear. The armada 
floated down the Jhelum and reached its confluence with the Chenab 
1n 10 days. Here Alexander had to face determined opposition orga
nised by a confederacy of republican peoples led..._by the Mall.ui 
~s) and the .Qxydrakai jKshudrakas) who between them 
mustered an allied army of 90,000 foot, 10,000 horse, and 900 chariots. 
All the Malava cities became centres of resistance. One of these 
was a town of Brahmins who exchanged the pen for the sword and 
died" fighting. They numbered about 5,000, of whom but few were 
taken prisoner. In trying to scale the wall of another stronghold 
Alexander was severely wounded. When it fell, his infuriated sol
diers massacI'ed all the inhabitants, sparing neither woman nor 
child. The Kshudrakas lost heart after the defeat of the Malavas 
and submitted. 

There were other republican pe6ples to resist Alexander. The 
~.iSivi§2 _submitted, but not the Agalassoi (Arjunayana.s?) who 
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fought with an army of 40,000 foot and 3,000 cavalry. In one of their 
towns, the citizens numbering about 20,000, after a brave resistance, 
cast themselves with their wives and children into the flames, antici
pating the Rajput jauJtar of later days. 

DO,wn the river Alexander passed by other tribes; the Abastanes 
(Ambash1has) , who had an army of 60,000 foot, 6,000 horse and 500 
chariots; the~1!lhri (Kshatriyas); and the Ossadii LYasatj) . These 
did not, however, choose to fight. 

eached the last confluence of the P_!!njab rivers with 
the Sindhu in the winter at the beginning of 325 B.C. Fw·ther down 
the Sindhu be passed througb the ~untry of the Sogg._i, also called 
Sogdri (= Sudras), which was then under Brahmin sypremru:y; of 
king MUsicanus (king of the MUshikas?); and of_Qxycanus a.lso 
~s (from Sanskrit'partha?). 

The Brahmins of this region who dominated its politics resolved 
upon opposition to the foreign invader as a part of their dharma, 
denounced the princes who submitted as traitors, and goaded the 
republican peoples into resistance. Musicanus revoked his submis
sion to Alexander. Oxycanus also followed suit. They were all 
defeated and put to the sword together with the militant Brahmins. 
Alexander next came to the J,ergu&.,.2..f Pattala where the Sindhu 
divi ea into twa btancbes. It was then ruled by two kings and a 
Council of Elders. It was deserted at the approach of Alexander. In 
September 325 B.C, Alexander left Pattala on his homeward journey 
and proceeded towards Babylon through Gedrosia. Two years later 
he died at Babylon. 

4. General Review 

The nature and effect of Alexander's raid on India are some· 
times overstated. The adventure was no doubt highly creditable, but 
cannot be regarded as a brilliant military achievement, as he had 
~een brougbt face to face with any of the great nations of 
llindustan. Hence, there was really never a fair test between Euro
pean and Asiatic military skill, as held by some scholars. 1 Nor was 
Alexander's campaign a political success, for it did not result in any 
permanent Macedonian occupation of the Punjab. It left no per
manent mark on the literature, life or government of the people. 

1 . Cf. e.g. the curious, if not ludicrous, observation of V. A . Smith that "the 
triumphant progress of Alexander from the Himilaya to the sea demonstrated 
the inherent weakness of the greatest Asiatic armies when confronted with 
European skill and discipline" (EHI: 112). 
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What remained of the foreign occupation after Alexander's retreat 
from India and his death in 323 B.C. was wiped out in the war of 
liberation fought successfully by the Indian leader Chandragupta 
Maurya, who became ruler of the Punjab about that time. 

It may also be noted that the course of Alexander's campaigns 
was by no means easy or smooth. His own followers were not in
variably loyal to him, and reluctantly followed him in an apparently 
fruitless adventure in a foreign land. Some of the Greeks, whom he 
settled in his new cities marking the path of his invasion, did not 
take kindly to a life of exile and were anxious to get back home at 
the earliest opportunity. 

His invasion was greatly facilitated by the treacherous sub
mission tendered by some of the kings. But there was a striking set
off against their treachery in the heroic resistance offered by Porus 
and most of the free or the republican peoples of the Punjab, as we 
have seen. These clans fought the foe to a man, but they failed for 
lack of leadership, resources, and organisation against the superior 
military organisation of Alexander. What further contributed to thE:' 
success of Alexander was ~Ili{_ the centres oj 
Indian resis ce 0 b ne, so as to prevent them from forming a 
united front against him. It was left to the~and the~ 
drakas to form such a combined front and pool their resources against. -t1 eir common enemy. But it came too late. 

Alexander had really no chance of permanent success against 
the inherent difficulties of the Indian situation. In any case his 
dream of including the Punjab and Sind in his world-empire was 
doomed to disapPointment'. It was not feasible, owing to the lack 
of communications to prosecute campaigns in lands so remote from 
the base of operations. Some of the Indian sages whom Alexander 
interviewed pOinted out to him the futility of his ambitions by show
ing how, as he trod on a piece of a dried-up hide, and pressed on one 
end, the rest would fly up. By this symbol it was hinted that 
Alexander could not consolidate his conquests so far away from the 
centre of his empire. 

Alexander's own administrative arrangements betray a correct 
apprehension of the situation. e divided his Indian can uests into 
~e..ven.3tra~. Two of these were eu side ndia proper, between 
th~h and th~ the lo~ey__u.pder 
fhiliPJ.. the son of Machatas, and th~regiQI! beyond it under.oxyar1es, 
father-in-law of Alexander. In Il(ia proper, the region round the 
~ 
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confluences of the Punjab rivers formed the satra 0 u , 
anlJ_ Sind, that of PithJ2!l. t~ of Agenor. he territories fur
ther north in the Punjab formed the ~ (the king 
of Taxila) a~ the Jhelum forming the bow1dary between 
the two. The king of Abhisara was left in charge of his old princi
pality and the neighbouring region. Although strong Macedonian 
garrisons were left at different centres it was inevitable that the 
Indian satraps would be ~ sovereigns from the very begin
ning, and it would not be long before they would throw off even the 
nominal suzerainty of Alexander. 

But Alexander's invasion affected Indian politics in. another 
w~ t ramo e t e olitical unification which the countr so 
l2.adly nee ed. Smaller states were now merged in larger ones such 
as those of Porus, Abhisara or Taxila, thus ,Eaving the way for the 
growth of the Indian empire which was shortly to be founded by 
£_handragupta Mal.!rya. 

The general Indian position with reference to the Macedonian 
invasion is well expressed by Matthew Arnold: 

"She let the legions thunder past 
And plunged in Thought again." 

. The only permanent r.:esult of AlexJln~er's campaign wa that 
it. openedj!p communication between Greece and India and paved 
the. w~or a more int~tercourse between the two. And this 
was achieved at the cost of untold sufferings inflicted upon India,
massacre, rapine and plunder on a scale till then without a prece
dent in her annals, but repeated in later daJlS by more sllccess.ful 
~e Sultan Mahmud, 1'amerlane, an~ In spite 
of the halo of r;;m;nce that Greek writers have woven round the 
name of Alexander, the historian of India can re nrd him anI as 
~ecursor of these recognised scoy_rges of ~ 

• See Preface. 
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CHAPTER IV 

CHANDRAGUPTA AND THE MAURYA 
EMPIRE 

I. LIFE AND REIGN (324-300 B.C.) 

Alexan®r was carr._)( n.g.~ and sword through the length 
and breadth ohhe Punjab, the emperor Dhana Nanda was ruling over 
ilia rest of Nor.thern India. Whether he took any effective steps to 
stem the tide of invasion, we do not know. What would have been 
the result of a conflict between the two, we cannot say. Alexander 
had hitherto conquered only minor Indian tribes and states piece
meal and the Greek writers were more impressed by the strength 
of their individual opposition than that of any other opponent of 
Alexander, not excluding the great Achaemenian monarch. It is , 
therefore, permissible to hold that ~exander would not have foul'!§ 
it an eas task to subdue the mi hty Nanda Em ire. 1 Although 
most 0 the Greek wri ers represent his retreat from almost the very 
gate of that empire as due to the mutiny of his soldiers, at least one 
ancient Greek historian records that it ~s caused by the te;ror of 
the mtgnty,llower of th.e.. Nandas. This cannot be altogether dis
nilised as fictitious , and w shall erha s never know the art lay
e b the Nanda em eror in those critical days of India. It is certam, 
however, that his vast dominions were una ected by the ruthless 
havoc and destruction caused by Alexander in the Punjab. 

But the empire was not destined to enjoy peace for long. An 
internal rising took place almost immediately after the departure of 
Alexander from India, and Dhana Nanda met his doom in the hands 
of Chandragupta, as will be related later. The career of Chandra
gu_pta, the founder of the Maurya dynasty, sheds lustre on the 
history of ancient India , for to him belongs the credit of freeing this 
cOUJ1try from the Macedonian oke and s~lJriI)g , fo tbe first . time, 
the political unification of the greater part of India under one sceptre. 
It was a remarkable achievement, specially when we remember 

1 . V. A. Smith is of opinion that if Alexander had advanced further his force 
"might have been overwhelmed by the mere numbers of his adversaries," and 
the rebellious troops "may be credited with having prevented the annihilation 
of the Macedonian army." (EHI', p. 12) . 
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that £!?andragupta did not inherit a throne, but was born in humble 
circumstances. ~handra[upta's rise to ru-eatness is indeed a romance 
of history". -

( Like that of many other great figures in history the early career 
of Chandragupta is involved in obscurity. According to the Greek 
writer Justin, he was a man of low origin. The Jain tradition also 
represents him---as a son of a village headman's daughter, and adds , 
by way of explaining the title Maurya, that the village was inhabited 
by ~acock-tamers (maytira-poshaka). But neithe of these sources 
furnish any further particulars about his early life. The Brahmani
cal and Buddhist traditions supply more details , but differ widely 
about his origin. The former describe him as base-born, while the 
latter represent him as belonging to a Kshatriya ruling clan. 

(We can trace a gradual growth of the Brahmanical tradition. 
The PuriiQas, which are our earliest available Brahmanical source, 
do not contain even any hint of it. They simply mention that th~ 
Nand~~ were ~oo..te~ the BrahmaDa Kauti1ya, who anointed 
Chandra__guEta as king. It was left to a commentator on the Vishnu 
PuT{f1J.U. first to suggest that Chandragupta was base-bom by way of 
e:cplaining his title Maurya. He sought to derive it from Mura, sup
posed to be a wife of kIng Nanda and mother of Chandragupta. But 
the commentator is guilty both of fictitious history and 'bad grammar. 
The derivative from Mura is Maureya. Maurya can only be derived 
from the masculine JXiur.a whichis the arne of a gotra in the Gaga
p~ha of P.inini. The commentator is more anxious to find a mother 
for Chandragupta than to follow grammatical rules. But it is to be 
noted that he does not cast any slur upon her. He does not state, 
like some later authorities, that Mura was a Sudra woman or th e 
king's mistress. ) 

[ The story of Chandragupta 's base origin is reproduced in the 
d ama Mudriirakshasa which is of a much later date. - It calls 
Chandragupta both Vrishala and Kulahina, which have been' taken 
by some to mean a Sudra and outcaste. It has been suggested, how
ever, that the term Kulahina means that he was only of lowly or 
humble birth , while the term Vrishala is sometimes used in the sense 
of a Vrisha or chief among kings. 

Like that on the Vish1.l.U PuriifJ,a, a later commentator on (the 
drama starts the story that Chandragupta was the son of Maurya 
and his wife Mura who was a Siidra The play also ends by acclaim
ing Chandragupta as Mauryaputra and a scion of the Nanda family . 
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This connection by blood between Chandragupta and N anda is, as 
we have seen above, also affirmed in the commentary of the Vish'ttu 
Purii:r.ta, though the Purfufas themselves are silent about it. 

r The Buddhist tradition, however, gives us an altogether differ
ent Picture') ':Ole .Di..llyiivacuina.....r¢e.rs to Bindllsara, son of Chandra-
gwpta, as an anointed Kshatriya. A . the Mahiiva1hsa Chan-
dragupta was a sci.Q_n f th Kshatri lan_ al ri a. The 
existence of a Kshatriya clan of this name, even as early as the time 
of Gautama Buddha, is vouched for by ~ one 
of the most authentic and ancient canonical texts of the Buddhists. 
According to this text the Moriyas, the ruling clan of Pipphalivana, 
sent a messenger to the Mallas, claiming a portion of the relics of 
the Buddha, saying : "The Blessed One belonged to the Kshatriy~ 
caste, and we, too, are of the Kshatriya caste." 

It is now generally agreed that the old clan-name Moriya offers 
a more satisfactory explanation of Maurya, the name of the dynasty 
founded by Chandragupta, than the supposed derivation from his 
mother named Mura or father named Maurya. W~may therefore 
readily accept the view that Chandragupta belonged to the Kshatriya 
clan called the Moriyas ongma ly ruling over Pipp alivana which 
probably'1ay in U.P. as stat- bove. 1 I 

rAccording to the tradition preserved in the Buddhist texts; 
Chandragupta's father was the chief of the Moriya clan, who died 
in a border-fray, leaving his wife destitute. She had to seek safety 
at far-off ~ (-:- usuma ura ~tali utra) w.h_ere she gave 
biJ:th to a child, Chandra uta. The boy was brought up, first by a 
cowherd, and then by a hunter. He grew up in the village and 
asserted his predominance among his rural companions by playing 
the king with them (Riija1c'i~am). This attracted J he notice of Cha
l),akya who happened to pass through that village, and seeing the 
promise of greatness in the boy, to~ him away to his native city of 
'h:xii. There he gave him a thorough education in all the arts and 
sc~nces to fit him for his appointed tas~ 

I That task was not an easy one. It was to liberate the country 
from alien domination and also to rid the country of the tyranny of 
the Nanda king who had insulted Chfu:laky~ Kautilya in his Artha
siistra gives expression to the national hatred of foreign rule. He 
points out how a foreign conqueror drains the country of its wealth 
(~, and squeezes out of it as much as possible by exac
tion and taxation ~) . Thus the task of Chandragupta was 

1. See p . 17. 
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.carefully to mobilize the military resources of the country and spe
dally its morale, and to awaken its spirit of resistance, depressed by 
Alexander's campaigns, in a national struggle for freedom. ( Accord
ing to the classical writers, handra u ta h visited Alexander in 
Jhe Punjib, and greatly offen ed him. In his wrath Alexander gave 
orders to kill Chandra gupta, who somehow effected his escape and 
was later encouraged by various miracles to aspire to sovereignty. 
Whatever we might think of these stories, it is probable that the 
y~t~a ~he military potentialities of the re
p.uffican -peoples of the Pun~b .like Astakenoi, Oxydrakai or t~ 
..Malloi who fou ht A exander to a man in defence of their free dOl 
l:uIt who~e resistance tailed for want of proper leadership and orga-
nisation.) Curtius describes them as fierce nations who fought 
Alex)!nder with their blood. Th Par _ -vamsatikti describes 
how oth Chfu:lakya and Chandragupta set out for collecting recruits 
(b lam ) from <iiff_erent laces "Until they were made into a large 
a (mahiibalakiiyam). Justin describes these recruits by a term 
which may meari'robbers' or mercenaries ;' he evidently means the 
republican peoples of ~he Punj~b .\., ,:'\' 

,,\ '- \ .. 1' \.. - , 'r - ~ ';,... -\.,. J, ,) r ~ ~ ~.. \.." 't-.. \....~; c. \.. 'l 
It -is- i .. ntel'esting-to note that , -aee6l'-dmg t~ the Arthasast?' " e 

.army_is to be recruited from the five folloWlM classes: (1) Choras qr 
Prdtirodhakas of he day; r~bbers and banditS:" (2) Mlechchhas such 
a; the Kirata highlanders, (3) Choraqanqs, org~~ised gangs of 
brigands, (4) Atavikas, foresters, and (5) Sastropajivi-8renis, warrior 
clans, who were most heroic (p1""avt{a) . Elements like these probably 
formed the army of Chandragupta ) 

The 'Mudriiriikshasa as well as the Jain work f_ari§.ishtQpat'van 
refers to ChandraguEta's alliance with the Himalayan king Parva
~ This Himalayanlilliance gave to Chandragupta a composite 
~~ made up of Sakas, .Yavanas,~as, Kamboias, Parasikas and 
Balh~, as s1jlted in the Mudriiriikshasa. 

( A factor that helped Chandragupta in his enterprise was the 
~ing cu y of e reek position in the Punjab. Alexander's 
own followers did not share his enthusiasm for foreign conquests. 
As we have seen above, they refused to follow him beyond 
the Beas, Unrest was springing up at other centres, Kandahar 
rebelled under an Indian chief. The Assakenoi killed the Greek 
satrap Nicanor. Then followed the assassination, in 325 B.C., of 
Philippus who, as the satrap in the Upper Sindhu valley, held the 

1 . Ie, II, 559. 
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key-position of Greek rule in the country. The immediate cause of 
the assassination was the jealousy between the Greeks and Macedo
nians which was undermining the strength of these foreigners. Then 
came the death of Alexander in 323 B.C., leading to the disruption 
of his empire:! 

Chandragupta evidently took full advantage of the situation. 
The two yearsj"..325-323 Be, th~t intervened between the death of 
Philippus and that of his master, were eventful years of his prepara
t ion for the final blow. His work is thus summed up by Justin : 
"India, after the death of Alexander, had shaken off the yoke of ser
vitude and put his governors to death. The author of this liberation 
was ~" Tllis Sandr.oco; s was undoubtedly Chandra
gupta A careful analysis of the details given y ~5 

, tffiPtC'handragupta, having collecte an army, first installed- himself 
as king.! He then fought with the prefects of Alexander and defeat-

( ed them. This task was not probably completed before 317 B.C. ; 
for Eudemus the commandex.. of the gal'-l'isQ in_ W~ster.n. Punjab, 
wh~acherously mu~dered his colleague, t-he- Indian ruler , 
~bablL Porus, left Indiq1n that year with all his for~es to join the 
coalition of the Eastern satraps, never to return again. ) 

Chandragupta's fight against the Macedonians , however, must 
have begun considerably earlier. It is significant that at the p::lrti .. 
tion of Alexander's empire at Triparadisus in 321 B.C. nothing is said 
of Sind, the satrap of which, Pithon, son of Agenor, was transferred' 
to the north-west, but no one else was appointed in his place. At the 
time of this arrangement the ruler of Taxila and Porus were practi
cally left supreme in their domains with added power and territory. 
This virtual surrender of Indian possessions in 321 B.C. was due to 
the feeling, freely expressed, that "it would be dangerous to circum
scribe the jurisdiction of the Indian rulers except with the support 
of an expedition equipped on a scale of the first magnitude and com
manded by a general of the highest capacity.'" There is thus no 
doubt that the Indian situation had materially changed for the worse 
in 321 B .C. and possibly as early as 323 B.C. 'when the first partition 
was made of Alexander's empire. The most reasonable explanation 
seems to be that Chandra~upta had begun the war of liberation, pro
bab! 'n t Lower Sindhu valley, bclOre 321 or even before 323 B.C. 
His date of accession may be pro;ision'illy fixed at 324 B.C.2 He 
' . CHI. T, 428: cf. also, IC . II, 557 If. 
2. For the date 324 B.C. anrl (lther views on the date of Chandragupta Maurya, 

cf. PHAI, 242 and IHQ, XI. 211. 
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arose like the great avenger to whose strong arms "the earth long 
harassed by outlanders now turned for protection and refuge." 

He ably fulfilled his task. the 
Macedonian prefects as still held their posts were ruthlessly put to 
the sword. T's obviously refers to a sangu~ finish 
b tween Chandragupta and the Macedonian _ar some time, pro
bably long, before Eudemus regarded discretion as the better part 
of valour and thought i olitic to leave India me . 3.l7 B.C. 
without c all.enging e claims 0 a uta. Although details -are lacking, we can accept it as a historical fact that the army of 
occupation left behind by Alexander was thoroughly defeated by 
Chandragupta and he made himself master of the Punjab and Sind. 

Chandragupta's next task was to rid the country of the internal 
tyranny of king Nanda. It has been suggested that Chandragupta 
visited Alexander with the definite object of inducing him to conquer 
Magadha. Of this we have no definite evidence. But according 
to Indian tradition both he and his adviser Chfu,lakya bore a great 
grudge against the Nanda king who did great wrongs to both of 
them. Unfortunately definite details of the conquest of Magadha by 
Chandragupta are not preserved.) The Mahava1nsatika tells a story 
about the initial mistake of his compaigns. The mother of a boy, 
eating the centre of a cake (chapiiti) and throwing away the crust, 
compares his conduct to "Chandragupta's attack on the kingdom". 
The Jain tradition similarly compares the advance of Chandragupta 
to a child putting his finger into the middle of a hot pie, instead of 
starting from the edge which was cool. All this explains bow 
Chandragupta, without beginning from the frontiers , and taking the 
towns in order as he passed, invaded the heart of the country, only 
to find that his army was 'surrounded and destroyed.' 

( But Buddhist tradition ascribes to him another error of strategy. 
This time.IDu:-ommenced operations from the frontiers and~
ed man'y.J:.iis~ and.jana adas on the way, but failed to post gar
rIsons to h~d IS conquests so as to secure his rear which was later 
attacked. Then th 0 ex course_daw.ned-Oll-him He hesiE!,ged 
Pata'iE:!Jh:a . ed Dh na Nanda. The M,ilinda-panha gives an 
exa.!!gerated account of the slaughter a ending the esrructio of 
the..army of Magadha. 

( The Brahmanical traditions regard Kautilya (alias Chfu:takya), 
rather than Chandragupta, as the chief actor in the great drama 
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which ended in the extermination of the Nandas. The Purii.r}as 
credit Chaz:lakya with having destroyed the Nandas and anointed 
Chandragupta as king. The same view is reflected in Kau~iliya 
ArthaSastra and other iI:eatisea- in ...ancient Indf1.. ~ n the drama 
Mudriirdkshasa, )the figure of Chandragupta is almost cast into shade 
by the brilliarrt and masterful personality of Ch8J:!..akya. Stories are 
31so told of the insult offered by the Nanda king to Chfu:lakya and the 
grim resolve of the latter to uproot the royal dynasty; how he moved 
about in search of a suitable means to accomplish his ends and at 
last discovered Chandragupta and made use of him for this purpose. 
Even if there be any truth in these stories, it is difficult to apportion 
th cr dit for destroying the Nandas between Chfu:takya and Chan
dragupta. At the most we may hold that the astute diplo~acy of 
Ch~akya played a no less prominent part in it than the bravery 
and military skill of Chandragupta. The final discomfiture of the 
Nanda king was also probably due, in part at least, to his own per
sonal character. We arc told by the classical writers that he was a 
worthless king, detested and held cheap by his subjects. The slory 
of his enormous wealth also probably indicates the extortion which 
alienateq the royal house from thE: loyalty of its subjects. 

• .f'l.. .. ',~ 1\. ~ , ",,'" 
WhU Chan9ragupta was busy laying the foundation of his 

mpire in India . the p'r ek ki.!!B S I ucus, who had succeeded Alex
ander in the eastern part Of his empire, was moving towards India 
to r cov r the lost poss ssions of the late emp ror . But whil Alex
ander had to fight against a divided Indi!\. split up into a multilude 
of states, is succ ssor had to face a united and a much stronger Indiil 
~der. Seleucus reached the Sindhu about 305 
B.C. Th Gr k writers do not give the details of his conflict with 
Chandragupta, but m r ly record the result. Seleucus had to pur
chase peace by ceding to Chandragupta territories then known as 

ria, Arachosia , and Paropanisadae (the capitals of which were res
pectively th cities now known a~ Hctiit, Kandahar and~I), and 
probably al 0 a p!.lrt of Gedro.sia.lBaluchis1,iin). , In return Chandra
gUptll pr !lted him with 500 war.. elePhants. The terms of the -p ae I ave no doubt that the Gr ek ruler fared badly at the hands 
of handragupta. His defeat and discomfiture at the hands of an 
Indian ruler would naturally be passed over by. Greek writers, and 
their sil nc g es decidedly against Sel ucus. The peace was rati
fied by a matrimonial alliance between the rival parties. This has 
be n g nerally tak n to mean that eh ndragupta roam dad ughter 
of Sel~, but this is not warranted by known facts. Henceforth 
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Se~ maintain f.'!IDdly relations with the M uryan Court nd 
s'sllt Megasthenes as his_ambassador wh lived in PAtaliputrll for a 
long time and wrote a book on India. 

_.; 

Nothing definite is known of the subsequent career of Chandra
gupta. The wide extent of his empire leaves no doubt that his life 
was mostly spent in military campaigns, but of this we have no 
authentic account. 'According to very late Jain traditions, Cha.D.dra~ 
~upta, in bi!> la&~, renounc~ the world and followed the Jain. 
!_!li.gtation led.by Bhad.t:abahu tQ a pia . My80re, known as S:t;;a
v,ena..Belgo,la. where some local inscriptions still perpetuate the 
memory of Chandragupta and Bhadrabahu living together as saints. 
Th hill where he lived is still known as Chandragiri. Rnd a temple 
erected by him as Chandraguptabasti, !tis said that Chandragupt.a, 
In true Jain fashio"ii', fasted unto death in this place. 

II. TIlE EXTENT OF THE EMPIRE 
r.:.;. 

Chandragupla undoubtedly ruled over a vast empire. ccording 
to Plutarch, he overran and subdued the whole of India with an 
army of~OOO men and Justin also refers to his mastery over the 
country. This is indirectly supported by other available evidences 
on the subject. ASoka's inscriptions credit him with only one con
quest, viz. that of KaliDga. But the geographical distribution of 
these inscriptions as well as their internal evidence shows that his 
empire extended up to Mysore in the south and beyond the natural 
boundaries of India up to the borders of Persia in the north-west. 
ASoka's {ather liindu~ra is not k.!!Q_wn to history as a ~ .• 
It thus stands to reason that the empire over which 'ASoka ruled was 
mostly the creation of his grandfather Chandragupta. 

Some Tamil texts refer to an invasion of the South led by the 
peopl~ called the '~' or the Maurya upstarts, who sub
d~ tbe king of Mohur with the help of their allies called the KOBa1' 
and Va4ukar. The Mauryas are said to have advanced with' a largf" 
army as far as the Podiyil Hill in the Tinnevelly District, passing 
from Konkan through the hills north of Cannanore and the.JUng-

om of Kon (Coimbatore) on their way. From the epithet 'up-
starts' applied to t e Mauryas we may infer that the Tamil poets 
referred to the times of Chandragupta. 
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Vaj' a and in Moka's time by Yavag_a (Greek) :&aja Tusbaspha. 
nur.asb~ra was then joined with "ttie region called xnarta tp form 

the Maurya province of Western India. The location of an ASokan 
i~cription at S0E!ira in modern Thana District shows that the reglOn 
round Sopara, or Surparaka of old texts, was also a province of the 
Maurya empire under Chandragupta. 

III. SYSTEM OF ADMINISTRATION 

It was a highly difficult task to devise an appropriate system to 
administer efficiently an extent of territory stretching from P~rsia 
to Southern India with its extremities separated by long diswnces; 
for 'rn those days, when communication between the different parts 
of a (iar-flung empire was not quick or easy, it was difficult to contr 1 
it from a single centre or metropolis like Piitaliputra. Cbandragupta 
solved the problem by a device of political ingenuit.y~ which was first 
adopted by the Acha menian emperors, viz. by splitting up the un
wieldy area into convenient and manageable units, each of which 
was placed under a provincial governor and governed after a com
mon pattern.- Thus the difficulties of distance and communication 
were 80lv d by a decentrali~ed sch m ....!.dJ:n~n . It was 
difficult in thos~ days of primitive transport to aim at a centralised 
administration. Th gOY rning authority had to be distributed into 

., Il hierarchy of jurisdictions from top to bottom. Even within the 
limited local arca, much of the sovereign authority had to be shared 
with the various self-governing groups of the country. T,he villa e 
community function d like a self-governing corporation or a republic 
gi.ving to the villag rs healthy aJ1d exercise in art of govern
ment and of managing their own local concerns and affairs. Thus 
the Il\dian__polity of those days was br~as d upon truly demo
cratic founC11rt.iOn"s. 

/ Glimpse of Ch~~~l' 'upta1s administration are given by Megas
tn_ nes, the Gr ek amb sador to the court of Chandragupta who 
wrote n book containing a very full and fair account of the gee-

aphy, products, and social and political institutions of India. 
Although J:his book. is 10s.1 many extracts from it are preserved in 
quotations by later clas ical authors who regarded it as the standard 
authority on India. Th information supplied by these extracts, 
though mesgr , is highly interesting, and being rec rded by an eye
witnes , is of great hi toricsl value, a its auth nticity is beyond 
question. \ f J \_ " 

02 
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T e,g_w the supreme b d of JJ s ~ and had militarY, 
.1udicial. ex cutive, and legislative fun ti ns. W ...... ~~~u.w. ......... ''''6 .... 

thenes a great deal of the king's own part in administration. He was 
Jl very hard-worked official. Megasthenes st t th .. _'-A __ 
does not slee in da -time but remains in the court the whol day 
ior the purpose of judging causes and other public busine which 
was not interrupted even when the hour arrived for mass ging his 
body. Even when the king has his hair combed and dressed, he ha 
no r {>ublic business. ' At that time he gives audience to 
his ambassadors." ,\ ,1' I)'" • .. ., 

. ~ 1)\ oil 

As noted above, the empire was divided into a number of pro-
vinces, ruled over by qovernors and Viceroys, who were s . 
princes of royal blood. The central and tern parts wer cul 
ilie....em or himself. · ist.ed in his administr ti n by a 
C_ounciL The later Greek writers like Diodorus, Strabo nnd Arl'ian 
7epeat what wa~ recorded by Megasthenes regarding 'the Councillors 
and Assessors' w . the king in th management of public 
affairs . They were small in number but very influential. "They 
eho Governo, Chiefs of provinces, Deputy Governors, Tr a
surers of the State, Generals of the Army. Admirals of th N vy, 
Judges who settle disputes, Chief .Magistrates and otlwr high olliccrs 
1ik t.he Director of Agriculture." 

- - ) 11--
The king a1 0 e~l,QYed a large body of spies whom Megasth~n~s 

calls Overseers. They reported secretly to the king important m l
t rs concerning the city and the army. The ablest and most trust
worthy men were apPOinted to fil1 the e offices, and they employed 
courtezans as their coadjutors. ) 

Me.g_asthenes also describes the working of M Ul'yan municipal 
admini traJJ,on. He calls the town officials Ast1/rtOmoi and describes 
their duty as follows:-

"Tho~ who have charge 01 tb ity ar divid d mto six bodi 
of we each. The T1lCIllbers of the first look after everything relating 
to theJodustrjal arts. Those of the second attend to the ot rtain· 
~f foreign!&s. To these they a~sign.lodgingsJ and they keep 
watch over their modes of life by means of those persons whom they 
give to them for assistants. They escort th m on the way when 
they leave the country, or, in the event of their dying. forward their 
property to their relativ s. They take care of them when they are 
sick, and if they die, bury them. e third body consists of tho 
~o .!!l.quire when and how birth!..an~deaths occur, t b th vi w 

__... S:zwa .... .., w 
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nQt only of levyins a ta~ but also in order that births and deaths 
among both high and low may not escape the cognizance of Govern
ment. The fourth class su~intends trade and c~erce. Its.mem
bers have char e of wefgIits ana tneaiiut ,and see that the products 
in their season are so y pu lic notice. ~ one..is. allowed to_deal 

1..n more than one kind of commodity unless he pays a dQ.ub~. 
The fifth class sup rvises manufactured article~whi~ .they sell by 
public notice. "'WEat is new is sold separately from what is old, and 
there is a fine for mixing the two together. 'lJle sixth and last class 
consists of those who c~he tenths of 1J;le prices of the art~ 

..A2ld. Fraud in thuayment of this tax is punished...withJleatE.: 

"Such arc the functions which these bodies separately discharge. 
In their collective capacity they have charge both of their special 
departments, and also of matters affecting the general interest, as 
the keeping of public buildings in proper repair, the regulation of 
prices, the care of markets, harbours, and temples." 

Megasthenes also throws light upon distri<:! administration under 
the officials called the ~on011wi._ He refers to various classes oI 
officers "who superintend the rivers, measure the land, and inspect 
the sluices by which water is let out from the main canals into their 
branches so that every one may have an equal supply of it." Besides 
these officers in chnrge of land and irrisation, Megasthenes also men
tions those in charge of Agriculture. Forestry. Timber works, Metal 
Foundries, Mines, and Roads. 

Y, \ I )., \ 

M gasthen salsa giv s details of ~8n military admiJlii-. 
~ which was so important to the securityof the newly founded 

mpire. Chandragupta maintained a va~y of more 
tha~. It was controlled by a war-of'fice constituted by 
~itl:i.lih b13 distributed among ~x Boards o!._five_ membe~ earn. 

ards was to co-operate with the......A<!mlral~ 
Th r maining five Boards wer in charge of the di1ferent depart
ments of the army, viz. I. ~y II. ti;!_e Cav!!lry. Ill. the 
W~r.Chariots, IV. ~leph.9n1LQf War, V~ Commissa
tiat, and Arm~rvice, including tile r vision of drummers jrQom , 

-.....-:-" -~. and ~s. The duties of Board V are thus des-
cribed: "They co-operate with the superintendent of the bullock
trains which are us d for transporting engines of war, food for 
th soldier. I provender for the cattle and other military requi
sites. Th y supply servants who beat the drum. and others who 
carry gongs; grooms also for the horses, and mechanists and their 

• 
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assistants. To the sound of the gong, they send out foragers to 
bring in grass, and by a system of rewards and punishments nsure 
the work being done with despatch and safety." 

According to Megasthenes, the soldiers formed the most nume
rous class in society, pext only to husbandmen. They rec ived a 
~ sal!l}' from the state which also supplied their arms and 
equlPments~ T a "life of supreme freedom ana-enjoymen£" 
Th"eYhad 'to perform only military duties, and when not required to 
fight, they could "abandon themselves to enjoyment." Their pay 
was so liberal that "they could with ease maintam themselves and 
others besides." Even while in camp ~J who "took 
care of their horses, cleaned their arms, drove their elephants, pre
pared their chariots and acted as their charioteers." 

As regards the equipment of the soldiers. the following descrip
tion of Nearchus.must have been generally}rue of this period, though 
Nearchus adds that 'it is not the only one in vogue': "The 100t
soldiers carry a_bow made of equal length with the man who bears 
it. This they rest upon the ground, and pressing against il wilh 
their left foot thus discharge the arrow, having drawn the string far 
backwards: for the shaft they use is little short of being three yard$ 
long, and there is nothing which can resist an Indian archer's shot,
neither shield nor breastplate, nor any stronger defence, if such 
there be. In their left hand they carry buckler!i made of undressed 
ox-hide, which are not so broad as those who carry them , but are 
about as long. Some are equipped with javelins instead 01 bows, 
but ~ll wear a..s.word, which is broad in blade, but not longer than 
three cubits ; and this, when they engage in close fight (which they 
do with reluctance) , they wield with both hands, to fetch down a 
lustier blow. The horsemen are equipped with two lances like the 
l~and with a ~r than that eauied by 
the foot-soldiers , But they do not put saddles on their hor es, nor do 
they curb them with bits like the bits in use among the Greeks or the 
Kelts, but they_.fit on round the extremity I of the horse's mouth a 
circular piece of stitched raw ox-hide studded with pricks of iron 
or brass pointing inwards, but not very sharp; if a man is rich he 
uses pricks made of ivory. Within the horse's mouth is put an iron " 
prong like a skewer, to which the reins are attached. When the 
rider, then, pulls the reins, the prong controls the horse, and th 
pricks which are attached to this prong goad the mouth, so that it 
cannot but obey the reins." 

\.1 •. _ 
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Reference will be made later 1 to the comprehensive picture of 
administration presented in Kautilya's Artha$(istra. Thi5_ book is 
taken by some as a work belonging to the time of Chandragupta and 
written by Clliufakya to whom he owed his throne. Many scholars, 
however, regard the present text as of a much later date. It is 
doubtful, therefore, how far we may regard the system of admin.is
tration depicted in it as applicable to the Maurya period. The date 
of Arth.a.iastra will be discussed in Chapter XVI. 

IV. COURT LIFE 

The Greek writers throw interesting light on the court and liIe 
of the king in those days. The royal court was marked by pomp 
and magnificence. The king's public appearance was a social event. 
Curtius states that he is conveyed in a golden palanquin garnished 
with pearls and is robed in fUle muslin embroidered with purple 
and gOld. Behind his palanquin follow his soldiers and body-guards, 
of whom some carry rows of trees on which live birds are perched. 

The care of th king's pel'S n i n.1.rusted to women. Surround
ed by his women-hunters he goes out to unto. 4rlvlng in chariots or 
riding on horseback or on elephants. It may be noted that one of 
th~ B~ut ~IDtu~ represents the figure of a woman riding a 
horse fully caparisoned and carrying a standard. ~, 
.the kiQg always had..b¥ him tW9 or thr~rme!.women . The Greek 
writers speak of the . g huntin lions w'th s. Next to hunt
ing, the royal pastime was ~-races of trotter breeds of oxen 
which 'equalled horses in speed.' Sometimes races were E$rranged 
()f chariots driven by 3 mixed team of two such oxen with a horse 
betw en. AnothcJ." royal pastime was l\!lil!ll!l_~s, fights of wild 
bulls, tame rams, rhinos, and elephants. 

The royal procession was seen at its best on religious occasions. 
It included many 1 phants adorned with gold and silver, four-horsed 
chariots, attendants carrying various vessels of gold or copper set 
with pr cious stones; wild beasts such as buffaloes, leopards, tamed 
]jon , and varieties of birds. At the annual ceremonial washing of 
his hair, the king received presents of animals like deer, antelopes, 
or rhino, tamed tigers and panthers, oxen fl et of foot , yaks, hunt
ing hounds, apes, nnd birds like cran s, geese, ducks and pigeons. 
T king had usually gl!8rd of wen -rou Ie hants when he 
cam out of the p lace on public business. There were tame parrots 
trained to hov r about the king and wheel round him. 
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Chandragupta's palace was in keeping with all its paraphernalia 
and pageantry. The Greek writers describe how it was 'adomed 
with gilded pillars clasped all round with a vine embossed in gold and 
decorated with silver images of birds.' It was located in an exten
sive park full of shady groves and ever-green trees, both native to 
the soil and imported from abroad. There were artificial tanks full 
of fish of enormous size with boats for cruising. Palaces of neither 
Susa nor Ecbatana could vie with it. 

The capital.. of the empire was at Pataliputra at the 'Confluence 
of.. the two rivers, the Ganga and the Son. It had the shape of an 
oblong with a length 01 80 stades (9-1 / 5 miles) and a breadth of 15 
stades (1 mile and 1,270 yards). It was surrounded by a moat 60 
feet deep and 200 yards wide, filled from the waters of the Son, and 
receiving the sewage of the city. The city was further protected by 
a massive timber palisade running along the moat and providing for 
loopholes through which archers could shoot. The city wall had 
64 gates and was adorned with 570 towers. 

Lastly, we may note the interesting reference made by the 
Greek writers to the 0 al road leadin from the north-west frontier 
~~Ji£~ra, thlt precursor of the modern ra~ ~runk d, with 
a length 000,000 stades- about 1.15.Q miles. Megasthenes must have 
travelled down this road in joining his duties at Pataliputra as ambas
sador. 'Eve mile of this road was marked b a stone indicatin 
the b -roa s an i .' As stated by tiny, the road was in 
c arge 0 officers who were responsible for its upkeep, repairs, 
erection of milestones and sign-posts at eve;:y 10 sta~ 

V. LIFE OF THE PEOPLE 

The account of Megasthenes leaves no doubt that peace, pros
perity. and contentment prevailed throughout the empire. This was 
mainly due to the fertility of the land and its great mineral wealth . 
Megasthenes observes:-

"The inhabitants, in like manner, having abundant means of 
subsistence, exceed in consequence the ordinary stature, and are 
distinguished by their proud bearing. They are also found to be 
well-skilled in the arts, as might be expected of men who inhale Ii 
pure air and drink: the very finest water. And while the soil bears on 
its surface all kinds of fruits which are known to cultivation, it has 
also under ground numerous veins of aU sorts of metals, for it con
tains much gold and silver, and r andjroll ill-no .. mall quantity, 
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and even tin and other metals, which are employed in nlaking articles 
of use and ornament, as well as the implements and accoutrements 
of war." 

Megasthenes then refers in detail to the fertility of land due to 
"the profusion of river-streams" and the growth of various kinds of. 
cereals and plants useful for food. The double rainfall enabled the 
people to g ther two harvests annuall ,while the fruits and esculent 
roots of spontaneous growth afforded abundant sustenance for man. 
"It is accordingly affirmed," says Megasthenes, "that. famine has 
never visitedJndiund that there has never been a" general sc~rcity 
in the supply of nourishing food." Megasthenes adds that, apart 
from the fertility of land, certain usages observed by the Indians 
contribute to prevent the occurrence of famine among them; for 
whereas "among ot.her nations it is usual, in the contests of war, to 
ravage the soil, and thus to reduce it to an uncultivated waste, among 
the Indians, on the contrary, by whom husbandmen are regarded as 
a class that is sacred and _!!lviolabk. t~.1!l1ers of the soil, ~ 
when battle is ~n £heir nei hbourhood, are undisturbed by 
anx sense 0 da~r, or the combatants on either side in wag!'J!g 
~ co~ make carnage of each ofuer, b!!_t allow those engaged 11]. 
husbandry to remam quite unmolested. esides the neither rava e 
~ with flre nor cut down its trees. 

Megasthenes's observation about the absence of famine cannot. 
b literally tru for all peri29,s of Indian history, tor various literary 
works refer to famines and specially to one that occurred a few years 
afLer be Jeft India . But it certainly shows that at the time he wrote 
there was plenty and prosperity, and famine was a very uncommon 
thing; at least it did not occur within living memory. The usage 
which according to Megast.henes saved husbandmen from molestation 
in times of war is also referred to in a Buddhist text which says that 
" . . . . .. kings, while destroying the soldiers of t.heir enemies, respect 
th fi Id-Iabour r who is the common help of both armies."l This 
is a unique principle of international law which would do credit to 
nny age or country. 

On account of agricultural prosperity, the husbandmen fonned 
th most numerous class in society. But the amenities of urban life 
w re 81 0 sought by mnny. According to Megasthenes the num
ber of citi was so great "that it cannot be stated with precision. ' 
Th citi built on th banks of rivers or on ea were built of 

I . IHQ, r, S69. 
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WJlQd.,...as they were meant to last only for a short time, being liable 
to destruction by floods and heavy rains. But cities built QI} lofty 
eminences or in places free from ravages of flood and rains were 
b ·It of brick and mud. The administration of these cities has been 
described above. 

Chandragup effeetivety aiftt&ined he -.security_ of life and 
property which is essential for economic prosperity. Theft was &AI 

ce, even though houses and pmper.ty were. as.Ji 
!ul~e~.=ge;:-;:'~~~e";ft:= unguarded. Although Indians generally lived 
frugally they were fond of finery and .ornament and this fostered 
trade and industry. The growth of art and industry was also faci
litated by the state. Me~asthenes refers to ~ers as a large b.-SUU. 
~ng a sQSial group. A~e number was employed in making) 
~ns of war and bui ng shi~or the governm~, and ..!_h~ 
recelv~ wages and victuals from the state. The admiral oCtIie 
~-fleet let out ships on hire for the transport both of passengers and 

merchandise. e sailors 10 ed in the navigation of rivers were 
~o pa~Y..the state. There were other han icraftsmen and retail 
dealers ut no details are given. 

The herdsmen, both hepherds nd n therds, formed a cIa s 
by jhemselves, who lived neither in cities nor in villages, .P1.l the 

They scoured the country in pursuit of fowl and wHet hea5ts, 
and~. 

VI. BINDUSARA (c. 300-273 B.C.) 

According to Strabo, the son and successor of Sandrocottos 
(= Chandragupta) was @~ades whom Athenaeus calls Amitro. 
chates (= Sanskrit ~ 'slayer of foes'). The. J,ain work 

- 'iivalikath lIs him ,.5iIhha~!!!. We owe to the purJiQas the 
n e . d ora, which is generally adopted. We know very little 
of his reign. According to the literary evidence of a later date, 
C!.lAz:u! a c tinued for some time as minister under Bindusara. 
According to the ibetan writer Taranatha, ~akya was instru~ 
mental in achieving the estruction of nobles and kings of sixteen 
towns and helped the king to make himself master of all the territory 
between the eastern and western seas." Some scholars have taken 
this as an evidence that Bindusara conquered the Deccan, but there 
is no reliable evidence in support of this. The first part of the state
ment of Tiranatha may be taken to refer to some ldnd of popular 
revolt which was subdued. According to the Diveeana, a revolt 
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£ro~ and in order to ~ell it Bindusar~ sent his so.!!.. 
~re. When ASolta approached Taxila with 
nls troops, he was met in advance by the people who explained: 
"We are not 0 osed to the rince nor even to kin Bindusara, but 
~nly to t e wicked ministers who insult us." Thus ASoka entered a 
peaceful city from where he extended his conquest to the kingdom 
o~. ~ 

Bindusara maintained intact the vast empire which he had 
inherited from his father and also the friendly relations with the 
Greek rulers of the west. ~eimachos.J!ucceeded M.egasthenes as th$_. 
8_!D.ba,»ador s.ent by th Syrian kin~ to the court of Bindusira. ~y 
tells us t.hat PtolemYIrEhiladell!;;:idtl~ of F4lv t (285-247 B.C.), 
a~.D_t.an am assadQr named .. Dionysus to the Indian court, but it 
is not stated whether the Indian king was Bindusara or his successor 
ASoka. We owe to Athenaeus the story of friendly correspondence 
between Bindu - a and the Syrian king Antiochus I Soter on terms 
of quality. Hegcsander records that Amitrochates asked Antiochus 
to buy and send him sweet wine, dried figs and a sophist, and that 
Antiochus sent the following reply to his request: "We shall send 
you the figs and the wine, but in Greece the laws forbid a sophist to 
be sold." -

We know frQm Buddhi t tradition that prince ASoka, at the age 
~n, was sent out by his father to rule as viceroy in the 
provjnce oU vanti with his headquarters at YiditA. Later he was 
deputed to Taxila as noted above. It is certain that Bindusara had 
other sons besid s Asoka, for the latter states in his fifth Rock Edict 
that he had severa] brothers and sisters. Two of these brothers are 
named in Divydvadana as Susirna and VigataSoka whom the Sinhalese 
Chronicles name S~ncf ~hxa. 

Tbe Purfu)as give Chandragupta and Bindus3ra reign-periods 
r spectiv ly of ~ar . But according to the Buddhist tradi. 
tion BindusAr ruled for 27 or 28 years. Assuming that Chandra
gupt b came king in 324 B.C., w may place his reign between -th t date and~. and that of BindusAra between 300 and 
m...ac. 
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CHAPTER V 

ASOKA THE GREAT (c. 273-236 B.C.) 

I. GENERAL REVIEW 

Bindusara was succeeded by his son ASoka who ~ .one of the 
greate;t figures in history. H. G. Wells...in his.. tlin 0 History 
describes .him M 'ttre lreatest 'Of kin~' and that not b cause 0 e 
physical extent ofhrs empire, eXtensIve as it was, but because of his 
.£.haracter as a man, the ideals for which he stoQSi, an<i. the principles 
l:ry which he governed. As a king, he ruled over the greate em¢re 
known in Indian history. ~ vast territory exten ~ g from Persia 
to--South 01 India was bequeathed to him by his predecessors. He 
himself made an addition to it by his conquest of KaliDga. 

A unique feature of his history is that he has himselI left a 
record of it in a permanent form in inscriptions engraved on natura) 
rocks as well as monolithic pillars constructed by him which stand 
to this day as remarkable monuments of Indian architecture and 
engineerin skill . These inscriptions, along with the traditions 
record in literacy texts in both -li-and SatWuit .. help to give B 
concrete and comprehensive picture of his life Bnd work. -....;;,~~ 
was the first Indian king to issue edicts in ord r to proclaim hi id 
and record his exploits. It is not unlikely that in this respect he 
imitated the practice of the Achaemenian Emperors like Darius 1, as 
in those days there was a close cultural and commercial contact 
between Persia and India. 

The principal inscriptions of ASoka rna be divided int.o three 
classes ' -

I t 'the Eourt_!!;_Ro<:k.-xe· . These comprise a et 01 fourteen 
ins found inciSe<[ at eIght differ nt places. Two of these are 
replaced by two different inscriptions in two places Dhauli and 
Jaugada t bQj,h in.. ancient KaliDga (and modem Orissa .• and 
they are u ually referred to AS Kaliilg edieta.. 

II. The Minor Rock Edicts: This is a wo insaiptiOUl 
one.oL which is incised at ten different places. 

ill. The Seven Pillar Edicts: This et of v 
engraved ~ a piilir originally !itt! at Topra., 
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Six: of these inscriptions are incised on other pillars found in five 
different places, o;te of which, at DelhiJ was remove~here fro 

e 

The remaining inscri»tions, mostly engtav.ed on pillars and 
cave-walls, are records of a miscellaneous character which do not 
fall into distinct groups like the above. 

These inscriptions on "rocks of A es~1!Jll?ly v.aluable data for 
the reconstruction of the.lif.e...and car r.of- the ...great -emperor. 
Although they do not record many events, they contain in an abun
dant degree the measures adopted and regulations issued by him, and 
the delineation of the noble principles and high ideals that inspired 
him as almost an autobiographical touch. 

Unfortunately, tb,Linscriptions do not supply any information 
r~.iarding his early life for wbic.h-. we have .to depend solely upon 
B.uddbist texts_like the Divydvadiina dJbe_Sinbalese-Chronicles. 
Tb.e..r_ depict ASoka_ as a cruel and ferocious tYrant, who seized the 
tnroneatter his Iath;?sdeath by a f;;:tricidal w"Eir in the course of 
which e slew ninet -nine of his brothers. There is no independent 
evidence of such a strugg e. The story can be hardly credited as true 
nnd was obviously intended to glorify Buddhism by drawing a glaring 
contrast between the careers of ASoka before and after his conver
sion. The Chronicles further state that Moka's formal coronation 
took place four_years_l\fter his access!_Qn. As the inscriptions of 
Moka date the events of his reign with reference to his coronation. 
most scholars have accepted that statement as historical. It should 
be remember d, however, that no satisfactory explanation is given 
of his very unusual course, and it is a mere gratuitous assumption 
that 'the long delay may have been due to disputed succession in
volving much bloodshed." The Sinhalese Chronicles, far from giving 
this explanation, expressly state that the coronation took place 'four 
years after ASoka had won for himself the undivided sovereignty.' 
B side , the inscriptiON of }-8oka's srandson DaSaratha, the only 
other official r cords of the Maurya period available to us, also give 
the date with reference to his coronation. There is hardly any valid 
ground, therefore, for assuming an interval of four years between 
Moka's accession to the throne and formal coronation, though almost 
all th scholars, with the exception of Dr. D. R. Bhandarkar, tacitly 
accept this view. 2 

1 . V. A. Smith, AJok4, p . 20. 
2 V. A. Smith points out that "thouJ(h the Purines aas1gn 137 years to the 

Maury dyn sty, th total of the lengths of reigns according to the Vciyu. 
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5emJn.-SB .Min~Edict oLMasJii.._~!.. is throughQut 
f~ to Deuanam i a and.., ~da.s"1".L.. w1\ich may be literally 

translated as 'Beloved of the gods' and 'One of amiable look'. These 
were mostly used together, though sometimes only one of them 
-occurs. Both of these must be regarded as conventional epithets. 
For ASoka uses (R. E. VII1) the term Deoonampiya to denote kings in 
general (something like His Gracious Majesty) and we know that 
it was also used by his grandson (and other kings). The other 
epithet, in the form~rSan~ was u~<!._by hJ!_.g.randfat~r. So 
far as the royal designation is concerned, the greatest emperor of 
India only used the title riija (king)-a striking contrast to the 
grandiloquent titles assumed by imperial rulers in later times. 

Even as a prince ASoka gave evidence of his ability as a soldier 
and '8SiiiIisman. I_!e 2a~eroy of Ujjain, and, as noted above, 
w s appOinted 'yiceroy of _8.xila and sent with an army to suppress 
a revolt there. n is quTte likely that after ascending the throne h 
followed in the footsteps of his illustrious grandfather and carried 
on a policy of conquest and aggression. A Buddhi t text Divy4-
ucuUina, relates tbat h uered the~vaSa ? count . But 
the only incident of this type referred to in the inscriptions is the 
conquest of Kalmga in the ninth year after his coronation. The 
severity of the resistance put up by Kali.nga and the resultin~ horrors 
of the war are tbus pithily described in ock Edict "One 

PUn1714 is only 133, and the difference of four years may be occounte-t (or by 
the supposed interval between Aioka'. accession and coronation" (ER1,' 2(7). 
But one version of the VciJIU Pun1114 giv , a much bigger total of 240 years, 
and in view of the great dlacr pancies in the diff rent v "ions, It is unwlllC to 
p1aee any wei,mt on the total of 133. It may be pointed out that th rcll(n
periods of Bind\1Sira and Aaoka are given as 28 and 37 in the Sinhal ChronJ
elK and 25 and 36 In the Purinu, and thJ.a may equally w U account for the 
differenc:e of four years. (For Puraruc: dates, ct. DKA, pp. 27-29, 70.) 
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hundred and fifty thousand were therefrom (i.e. from Kaliilga) 
captured, one hundred thousand were there slain, and many times as 
many died ." Kaliil.ga was completely conquered, and ASoka's vast 
dominions were rounded off and secured a more suitable frontier in 
the south-east. But instead of increasing his appetite for conquest,. 
as normally happens, the Kaliilga war brought a complete reaction in. 
his mind. Herein lies the greatness of ASoka, and as this incident 
marks a turning pOint in his career, it may be described at some
length. 

Ac~ording to Buddhist tradition ASoka was converted to 
B'Llddhism py the venerable monk U pagupta sh.Q~~l_y after tqe 
Kal.i.il.ga war. ThIS is, to a large extent, corroborated by...his dkts. 
In. the Rock Edict XIII, ~ ex~esses ~enuine remorse.... fo~ 
s~ ~ in the most touching language, reflect
ing such a deep sincerity and conviction that it has been generally 
held that the record was drafted by the emperor himself. He realis
ed to the full the sufferings of the war. Apart from the huge num
ber killed and taken prisoner, there were many pious men and 
women to whom befell "personal violence, death, or banishment 
from loved ones." Even where a person himself is unaffected, his 
'friends, acquaintances, companions and relatives meet with a mis
fortune, and that becomes a personal violence to him.' His Majesty 
therefore felt "remorse on having conquered Kaliilga", and declared' 
that "even one-hundredth or one-thousandth part of those who were 
slain, died, or were captured in Kalinga is to-day considered regret
table by the Beloved of the gods." 

Even as a mere pious sentiment this is hard to beat; at least no
victorious monarch in the history of the world is known to have ever 
giv n expr ssion to anything like it. But it was more than pious 
sentim nt to Asoka, and led him to adopt two solemn resolutions as 
a logical cons quence,- resolutions to the carrying out of which he 
consecrated the whole of his personal energy and the vast resources
of his mighty mpire during the r maining years of his life. 

Th first of th was 12...~ al~ w!: in{uture. "If anyone 
do s him wrong the Beloved of t e go s must ear all that can be 
borne". Henceforth his policy would be one of conciliation towards 
all, ven to the people of the forests, and exhortation to good deeds. 

!l'lm. exhortation to good..deeds.- ~ Ul foundation for his second 
r soluti n, viz., th inculcation Lhls Dhawa (Dhamma or Law of 
Piety) not only among the peoples of hi"S own dominions but all over 
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the world, so that all may enjoy the blessings of "n~n-injury. ~
cQlltrol, equable conduct, and gentleness". 

His sincerity in adopting these pious resolves, and translating 
them to action, is manifest throughout his numerous records. He 
gave up the conquest by arms and substituted for it ~ 
through Dharma' as the guiding principle of his life. He ev n n
jOiiledlf\iPOilill his descendants. So far as our evidence goes Moka, 
true to his principles, did not carry on any further war. 

In spite of some uncertainty, owing to the difficulty of interpret
ing certain expressions used in the inscriptions, there are good 
grounds to believe that Moka was formally converted to Buddhism 
il\.. or before th tenth year of.his coronation. Th.ere can thus be 
hardly any reasonable oubt that the remorse which he felt at the 
carnage of the Kalinga war was the direct and immediate cause of 
his conversion to a religious faith wh.ich preached, as its fundamental 
principles, non-i 'ury to all living beings and piety and compassion 
towards them. Moka was a~ more ex the ethical th,!!!l the 
~los02.hlcal as_pect of Buddh~ ana iaid stress u on IFle rac'tlcar
benevolent activiTIes and pious though ts mcu cated by it. He himself 
ttillsUs that for one year after he had adopted Buddhism he did not 
exert himself strenuously for its propagation. Then he enter d, visit
ed or lived with the Buddhist Sangha (community of monks) for 
over a year and seriously took up his missionary activities, the task 
of propagating the Dharma, which, though based on Buddhist 
doctrine, was as we shall see later, of such universal quality as to 
appeal to humanity at large. 

It is difficult to understand what Moka exactly intends by th 
e!!?ression sanghe upe ~ which has been translated above to mean 
that e lived with, entered, or vi Ited the Saileha, and the opinion of 
scholars IS Sharply dIvided on this point. Some scholars hold that 
ASoka actualI · became a Buddhist monk (bhikkhu). Others, however, 
take e expression simply to mean tha oka made a state visit to 
the Sangha and publicly proclaimed his faith, as the Sinhalese Chro
nicle informs us. The former view is, however, supported by the 
statement of~ that he actually saw a statue of ASoka dressed 
as a monk. A third possibility is that Moka lived with the Sangha 
fot' more than a year, without taking orders. 

Among those who assume that Moka became a monk, there is, 
again, a difference of opinion. Some hold that during the period 
ASoka was a monk he must have ceased to be a monarch, for monastic 
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life is hardly compatible with royal duties. Others, however, point 
out actual examples of kings who were monks at the same time, 
and find no reason for the assumption that ASoka, even temporarily, 
abdicated the throne. 

Whatever may be the right interpretation of his association 
with the Sangha, there is no doubt that since this event Moka exert
ed himself with unflagging zeal for the propagation of Buddhism, or 
at least that part of it which he accepted as his Dharma. He not only 
set up a network of missions to preach the doctrine both in and out
side India, but himself undertook tours for this purpose, and took 
various other steps to the same end. He practised what he preached 
in order that others might follow, and in his various records s.ives a 
list of nls -own benevo enl ac Ivities. 13ut in doing all this he did 
~1J"ecrhts rimar task of o~rnin his kingdom. Rather his 

high ethical outloo gave him a new conception of his royal duties. 
He set before himself the loftiest ideal that ever inspired a king. "All 
men are my children", says he, "and, just as I desire for my children 
that they may obtain every kind of welfare and happiness both in 
this and the next world, so do I desire for all men". 

Thus proper and adequate measures for the security of life and 
property were as necessary in his eyes as .those for the moral and 
spiritual uplift of the people. His conception: of royal duty was 
broadbas d on the welfare of his subjects in th~ widest sense of the 
term, embracing both material and moral good. But his vision 
extended far beyond the horizon of his own kingdom, vast as it was. 
He informs us in~~ct VI that ke was always ready and will
ing to carry on his work of administration, for "the welfare of the 
whole world is an esteemed duU' with mE!. and the root of that again 
is the exertion and dispatch of business". "This, therefore, I have 
done, namely that at all hours and in all places,-whether I am eat
ing or am in the closed (female) apartments, in the inner chamber, 
in the royal rancho, on horseback or in pleasure orchards, the 
Reporters may report people's business to me." 

But far from taking any credit for this unceasing toil, ASoka 
regards it as a simple duty he owes to his subjects. "Tbere is no 

i her duty than the welfare of the whole world", so runs the royal 
. diet, an w at e e or make,- a s it for?-(in .order) 
that I may be free from debt to the creatures, that I may render 
some happy here and that they may gain heaven in the next world". 
Never was a nobler sentiment uttered from the throne as an ex
pression of king's duty toward hi people and ~ka engraved it 
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on rock "in order that it may endure for a long time and that my 
sons, grandsons, and great-grandsons may similarly follow me for the 
welfare of the whole world." 

Having thus made a brief sketch of the chief events of Moka's 
career and the moral ideals and the high sense of royal duty that 
inspired his activities, we shall now proceed to a somewhat detailed 
survey of his life and reign under a few broad heads. 

n. THE EXTENT OF ASOKA'S EMPIRE 

While we know only in a general way the extent of the Maury 
Empire as established by Chandragupta, the inscriptions of ASoka 
enable us to obtain a more precise and definite idea of it. Apart 
from the details contained in them, their find-spots are of great help 
in t.his respect. For, it may be presumed that, as they contained pro
clamations and messages for his subjects, they were located at chosen 
centres of popUlation in different provinces. Some of these are to 
be found at their borders in various directions. Thus two sets of hi 
fourteen Rock Edicts....a~~~ehra in 
th.e...pr &ent -W.F • ..ErlWince;-.anotber is aLl'-81si i the rih at th 
CO~ei the :w ters 9.t the fa!ii ~na; the 
fourth is iit Girniir in Kathiawar and the fifth ... at Sopara. in the ThAna 
District of Bombay State; the sixth is at Dhauli in Puri Distri~ ; 

the seventh ~Ja~in Ganjam District of Orissa; and -the eighth 
at Yerragtldi in Kuroool District. fut ASokan inscription in ~amaic 
characters . t Taxila, the capital of the 
north-western Province of the empire, another near Jala18bfid 
(E. Afghanistan). 

~inclusion of the far south in 1lis ~mp' is indicated-by hrec 
gr.2!1ps of Minor .Rock...EWcts in the .fgitaldl:oo...&:!2@ct ~ ~ 
The interior of the country is representett by Minor Roc ' . 
installed at places like Rupnath in Jubbu pore District, Bairat in 
Rijputana, _Sasaram in Bihar ... Maski_ in Raichur District. Gayimath 
and .Pal~ndu in the Kopbal Taluk in the Nizam's DominiOns and 
lastly, a~j in Kurnool District of the Madras State. 

A rou diets seems to..hav n meant to..mark 
stages in the Pilgri..ms' Progr~ss towards the holy places of Buddhism 
by their location a~, Ri~urwa. Nandane and 
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~ leading up 1<L,Lumbini. the birth-plac~ of the _Hu.ddha.l 
Other inscribed pillars were set up in the nom in the Districts of 
AmbaIa and Meerut, at Kausambl near .Al.lahabad, at 5arn.ath and at 
sancm. 

The distribution of the inscriptions clearly indicates that Moka's 
empire embraced the major part of India, includmg the Nortb-~t 
Frontier Province ... but ~cl!!Wl!g Q_le.. Indian_J>eninsula to th oath 
a a roxi 1 14° of atitude. This conclusion i an:gbo.rated. 
by the mention of the independent fromier kingdoms of 'Chorlas, 
~iQQ,ya~ ~era1aputra, ~!iya12utra, as far as the _:YmrapaOjll in the 
SQ~ and. that~f t~r~~ Atil~ (Antioch us II) on the 
West' R. E. II). As Antiochus is not known to have ruled to the 
east of Rerat, we may assume that the provinces ceded by Seleucus 
still belonged to the Mauryan empire. The first three southern states 
mentioned in the inscriptions of ASoka correspond to the ChQlas, 
Pir;l.Qyas and Chera. The use of the plural numoer pernaps indi
cates that there was more than one Chola or PAl)Qya kingdom. 
Although the limits of these kingdoms cannot be exactly defined, we 
may reasonably hold that the Chola kingdom or kingdoms compris
ed the astern part of the Peninsula from Arcot to Trichinopoly, the 
PAl)Qyas occupied th Districts of Ramniid, Madura and Tinnevelly, 
and southern Travancore, and Keralaputra included. South Kanara, 
Coorg, Malabar, the northern part of Travancore and southern part 
of Mysore. The location of SStiyaputra or Satyaputra is uncertain. 
But the position of the other three confirms the southern limit as 
deduced above from the find-spots of inscriptions, with the probabi
lity that on the eastern side it might have extended a little further 
to the south as far as 13° of latitude. 

III. THE ADMINISTRATION 

. An expression in~l has led some scholars to believe that 
th re were cer~s within the empire which were not 
directly ruled by Asoka but enjoyed a certain degree of autonomy. 
"Here in the king's dominions" , so runs the passage, "among the 
Yavanas and Karhbojas, the Niibhakas and Niibhapamtis, the heredi-

t ary Bhoja rulers, Andhras ~iri1das, ~ they follow 
the teaching of the Beloved of the gods in respect of Dhamma". Now 
the stat ment is ambiguous so far as the enumeration of the locatio 
tie i concerned: It may mean either among the Yavanas etc., in 

1. Th discov ry of th Mokn .pillar at a place .sWl c:allcd Rumindei has fixed the 
Bit of the LwnblnI arderl wiler th BudClha was born. For XSolta YI in th 
in.scrlptlon engraved on this pillar: "H re Buddha was born". 
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the Iring's dominions or in the areas under royal rule and among the 
Yavanas etc. (also within the royal domain). If we accept the 
second interpretation, we must admit that they were not under his 
direct rule. This int.erpretation is to be preferred as, otherwise, it is 
difficult to explain why these states are separately mentioned. 

The Yavana and Kamboja states were probably situated in N.-
W. Frontier Province. The men~ of the Yavanas as on such 
tribal state is interesting as it proves the existence of a small Gr k 
principality within the empire. The~s were probably on the 
western coast or in Berar, and the ~dhra_s perhaps occupied the 
coastal region between the Krishnii an the Godavari, as they did in 
later days. ' It is not possible to locate the rest. The R. E. Xlll 
testifies to the existence of Atavyas or th pIe of the forest etlun
~ or ea~ KaTInga) ~ng such an autonomous state. 
There were probably a few other such tribal states such as the 
Rashtrikas and ~s, but some scholars interpret them 
dTtfer~Iy./ 

Even" excluding these states it was a hard enough task to ad
minister effectively an empire made up of parts so widely separated 
as Peshawar, Mysore and Orissa. As in the days of Cbandragupta, 
the difficulty of the situation was solved by multiplying centres of 
authority in a number of local administrations of different grades 
and sizes. The-king had probably a Deput (Upar4igl like his 
b oth r Ti~. He was further assisted y the r'uvardja or Crown 
Pr~nce and b.,y his Chief Minister or Agrama~a:=l!Aahagupta. The 
king also shared the burden of administration with the Princes 
(Kumiiras or Aryaputras) , who were deputed to erve as his ~ 
roys in the outlying provinces of his empire which they could be 
trUSted to rule loyally. The inscriptions mention {our s~h VicerQYs 
ruling aLTaxila, lIijain, Tosali and Suvan;lagiri. Th6 Divyavad.an4 
mentions ASoka's,!2n K~ ~ his Vice.roy at Taxila. 'f.he-Chinese 
tN\ve1~n r cds the tradition that he was known as .Prince 
Dbarmavivardbana, Vi«eroy of the GandMra .Proyince. 

Next 10 the Viceroys were the Provincial Governors, term d 
P.radeSik in the Edic~. The Junsgarh inscriptlonO! Ruaradilman 
c. . . 150) has preserved the names of two such Provincial Gover

nors of the Maurya empire: fusbyasupta, Rashpnya or Governor ot 
Western India or Saurashtra under Chandragupta, and Riiia 
'!'ushispba bolding the same office under ..ASoka. Th king, and 
possibly also the Viceroys and Governors, had their.fgrjWat. This 

1 . It it not, bowe._tz unlikely that the Andhras occupJed at th1J Orne fh t 'on 
ro d Paithin anc only later moved to the coastal ~Ion ( Ch. XIIt) . 
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Pa.rishat was probably a Council of Ministers and other high officials 
such as is described in Kau~ilya's ArthaSastra and to which reference 
will be subsequently made. 

Next to4be P~as.ASoka 's irwcriptions refe.x:...to three classes 
of high officials, ujz • .sajuka~ Yutas.. and Mahawa~s. ne Raju-ka 
was an important official who was appointed over 'many hundred 
thousand men' and had wide powers of 'awarding rewards or punish
ments.' They were enjoined to take deep concern in all matt~ 
aftecting the moral and mate.riaLgood. oL the people. As Moka so 
pithily puts it : "Just as (a person) feels confident after making over 
his offspring to a clever nurse .,. even so have I appointed the 
Riijilkas for the welfare and happiness of the country people (JaM· 
pacdS)." The Rajukaa were probilbly h 'stricts and cor· 
responded to the district magistrates of the present day. 

The Yutas, also mentioned in Kautilya's ATtha.S(istra as Yuktas. 
along with their assistants, the Upayuktas, were probably dis~ 
~, whose main function was to manage the king's pro.
perty, receive and spend the revenue, and keep accounts. 

The Mahamatras were probably heads of speCial departments. 
A ~ls was instituted by Moka in the 14th 
year after his coronation. T se were Dha a-Mahamatras, that is 
Re.ljgious Censors or Inquisitors, who were employed among all sects 
- Buddhists, BrahmaQas Ajivikas and Nirgranthas-and both asce
tics and householders. Their principal object was the establishment 
Bnd promotion of the Dharma and the weUare and happiness of 
thos devoted to Dharma. They concerned themselves with the un· 
fett ring (unrestricted movement) of the virtuous among the Yava
nas, Kiimbojas, Gandharas Bnd other peoples, and particularly with 
the welfnr and happiness of wage-earn rs, the destitute aml the 
ag d. Th y provided a person kept in prison with his ransom and 
arrang d for his release, particularly if he had a large family to main
tain, was subject d to oppr sian or had grown old . "They are 
occupi d," say Asoka "in all my households and those of my 
brothers and sisters, and everywhere in my domain. working for 
pi ty.'" 

The inter sts of womanbood w r looked after by the depart. 
m ntal head called Sjp;4dltliaksha-Ma'hiimiitrCl. Tll_e frontiers were 
in th k eping of the Anta-Mahcimdtras. Munici a1 administration 

, ---
1. Th Inter'Pretatlon of th po Is 110m what difficult; I have followed partly 

Barua', tranalaUon rather than that of Bhllndarlcar. 
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tll&-Ch. 

secret agents of the 
Ka . a. Th~kJng 

There WJlS an impor..tan peeia officeJ:. called the Vrajabhtlmiko. 
(R. E. XII) who was in charge of what is.called by th~ tenersl term 
V~ja. probably denoting all works of public utility with which th 
empire was so lavishly equipped, such as - R. E. II) or UdaPena 
(P. E.""VIn, i.e. wells for supply of drinking water, Udllana. (R. E 
VI) or parks, shade-giving banyan trees, mango-groves (P. E. VII) 
and travellers' rest-houses (P. E. VII) planted along the public roods 
(R. E. II). ~ck Edict U...sWtions_the state botanical gardens for 
the cultivation of medicinal lants w~were ru:~red by import 
from outslde, 1 necessary, so that the indigenous medical system 
(AyuTveaa) should not suffer for want of supplies of herbs (ausha
dha) , roots (m1l1a) or fruits (phala), from which medicines could be 
e 'tracted for the treatment of both men and cattle. These extensive 
arrangements for the relief of suffering of both man and beast rou t 
have depended upon an adequate medical service. Lastly. the edicts 
also refer to special forests for the breeding of elephantsJ M gapana) 
under an officer whom Kautilya calls the !:!astyaclhllaksha (P. E. V) . 

was also ~iliatoIY.! .. J),ough...atrict, ..I.fr 
its - (atavi in R. CXIn) or the primitive 
tribes on the frontiers of his kingdom who were not his subjects 
(avijita-ant4s), so that they might not violate the mornl code. 

ASoka intr~.....!. _g,reat innovation i!!.. administrative system 
by instituting a. .quinquennial and trie~m.1l!!na or circuIt 
of high officials, ~deSikas. Rajtikas, u as and MahimAtras. 
In addition to routine duties of inspection this was also meant for 
purposes of propaganda so that the message of the Dhann4 might 
reach the remotest corners of the empire. The MahAmatras had spe.
cially to satisfy themselves that justice was administered fairly and 

I 
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efficielltly, and nobody suffered oppression at the hands of sub
ordinates. 

The Viceroys had an official hierarchy modelled on that of the 
central government and they were also enjoined by the Emperor to 
follow the same procedure in regard to circuits. 

IV. DHARMA OR LAW OF PIETY 

Moka worked for the moral upillt of his people by preaching in 
his Edicts the fundamental principles and practices of Dharma or 
moral life. ~ insisted on the amily as the basis oCrpo~ty. His 
view was that religion, like charity, should begin at home in the 
cultivation of proper relations in the domestic sphere with fatber 
and mother, elders, teachers, and seniors in status or 'age, to whom 
strict obedience is enjoined. Respect must be shown by pupils 
towards their teachers or gurus. There should also be considerate 
treatment of all those with whom a householder comes into contact 
in his social life, such as ascetics, Brahmal).as and SramaI,las; relations 
of all degrees; friends, acquaintances and companions; servants and 
dependents and the poor and the afflicted. Lastly, liberality and 
charity should be practised towards ascetics, friends, comrades, and 
relatives, and those who are disabled by age. 

Th s the starting poin.t of religious and moral life in Mok"a's 
'SCheme was the purification of the home, family, and domestic life by 
the cultivation of proper relations with all those with whom it-is 
<directly concerned. ~ ~ and~ur counted 
more in this view of religion than rituals or ceremonies. A.SQka 
defines the practice of morality and right conduct as the true cere
m,onial (R. . XII). 

When the basis of religion was thus laid in the establishment of 
proper relations between individuals in the domestic circle, it was 
extended beyond the home and family to communities. Moka was 
anxious for the concord of communities, and harmony of creeds. His 
~t i a passionate appeal not only for the toleration 
of all religious sects but also for developing a spirit of reverence for 
them. ..£I sOUihU.he $olu . e communal problems of his time 
by insisting on the followin measures and practices: 11 p rotton 
o w at constitutes the e§sence a their common 
groun or root (mula); (2) cultivation of this sense of unity of all 
religions by the practice of vo.cb..a,gu.ti or restraint of criticism Qf other 
religions and cts; (3) the coming together (samaooya) of expo
nents dIffiWimt religions In rellgious assembUes; (4) learning the 
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texts of other religions so as to become bah ' 
e scnp es . ons. As was usual with 0 a, he 

e se an example to this by honouring aU sects and making 
gifts to them. l:iis-dedieatioB of Barabar hill caves to th Ajivikas 
ij a noble monument to his catholic spilit of rengious toleraU 
in ad.v~e of his age. 

Above all, Asoka stood for the religion of Ahi1n.sd or non
violence (to men and animals) which he preaches in many of his 
Edicts. He insisted on the recognition of the sanctity of all life. 
He set the example himself. The unrestricted slaughter of animals -for the royal table was first . . nd ~ cooks, 
and w s la r II . But the principle of non-violence 
w-;s not merely limited to food and private liie:- It was extended to 
the wider sphere of politics and international relations. He purified 
his national policy l>y proclaiming war as an unmitigated an a so
lute evil. He now dedicated himself not to the extension of terr1-
tory y conquest and force but to the e~ and 
conversion of people to a moral life by love. Thus, i~
nisin military expeditions a ainst other countries, ~ 
o ganising eace mISSIons und his -t u oses of humani-
tartan wor in those foreign countri ' (.R..Eo. II). Silence was 
the war- rum . on~n!!!.._ha), which was r~plac~ ~he _E~a
ghosha: there was no longer any summons-rc;-war orcallto the ---- . colours but only a call to moral hfe CR. E. IV). Thus A80ka st.ands 
O\1t as the ~eer of ~ace arul universal br.Qther.hood in ~, 
and was far ahead not merely of his own times, but even of the 
modern age, still struggling to realize his ideals. Alas! the a cent 
of man seems to be ordained to be bloody! 

One important consequence of his non-violent pacific politics 
was that, instead of completing his grandfather's scheme of con
quering the whole of India and establishing his authority over it as 
the sole sovereign or ~ he on principle left unsubdued the 
smaller and weaker peoples and states of India, including the primi
tive aboriginal tribes snd foresters (a~vlla), and established all 
states, great and small, on a footing 01 equal sovereignty. Of 
some of these he makes honourable mention in his inscriptions, as 
we have seen, as his neighbours whose welfare he seeks. There 
were also left patches of autonomous sta in the interior of his 
empire as noted above. 
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V. MISSIONARY ACTIVITY 

which are named 

Missionary Country 

1. Majjhantika Kashmir and Gandhara. 

2. Mahlirakshita - Yavana or Greek country. 

3 . Majjhima Himalaya country. 

4. Dhal'marakshita Aparantaka. 
(a Yavana) 

~. ~a Maharash~ra. 

6 . Marwdeva MahishamID;lQala (Mysore or Man-
dhatA). 

7. Rakshita Vanavasi (North Kanara). 

8 . 501)a and Uttar a Suvamabhumi (Far East or 
Burma). 

9. ~and others Lanka (Ceylon). 

Some of the names of these missionaries are corroborated by 
epigraphic evidence. In his inscriptions, Moka tells of the foreign 
missions which he sent abroad not only for the work of preaching 
the Dharma but also for humanitarian work. These missions he 
sent to 1he peoples 011 his frontiers, as stated in R.E. II and V. Some 
of th s were at work in distant foreign states under Hellenistic 
kings beginning with.._Antiochus tIl) Th~os of Syria, who was Moka's 
immediate neighbOur. They also visi ed other Greek kings who 
rul d in Egypt, Macedonia, 'Cyrene and Epirus (or Corinth). They 
all carried Moka's message of non-violence coupled with measures 
for the relief of suffering of all living creatures-men and cattle 
(R. E. XIII). We have no information about the result of these 
mi sions, but Bu dhi m was well known in Alexandria. Moke 
tell us that the Dharma was practl ed not on y 10 tbese countries, 
but also through th m in other foreign lands not visited by his 
envoys. 
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VI. BENEVOLENCE OF A.SOKA 

ASoka also became a puritan in other ways. His was a total pur-
suit of non-violence in every sphere. He.abolished all ubli . 
and a ular s arts of the t whic were tainted 
w~ch included the slaughter of animals a,nd eating of meat, or th 
c~als. lie als~ curtailed the slaughter and 
sacrifices of lInimals in the name of religion. He abolished the time
honoured royal sport of hunting in which his grandfather used to 
indulge with much pomp and magnificence (R. E. VIII). He 
replaced royal pleasure-trips (ll1ui.r~ud.t@) by ..LL.ha~-ycitras. 
i.e. by pilgrimages to holy places like Bodh-Gaya or Lumbin1 and 
tours on duty to out-of-the-way and neglected villages and the coun
tryside, the home of the dumb millions and masses whom it was 
the king's duty to see and help with gifts of money and mora] 
instruction . Tbe rOf-81 exal'Dple had to be followed by the superiol' . 
ad.rn.inistrative officers, the. Mahamatras, and also the princely 
V·CQ1·o.;ys (Kum.aras) , who had to go out periodically on such tours 
and missions of social service (anusarityana in R. E. ill) to the.mral 
popula-Uons, and convey to them messages of morality and means of 
,elief in their distress. 

His religion of non-violence led Moka to enforce by law the 
sanctity and security of all living creatures. A piece of com
prehensive legislation was enacted by him in the 26th year 
of his reign, to restrict the slaughter and injury of specified 
creatures. Those that were not economically useful to man, as 
a source of food or service, such as parrots, wild geese, bats, 
ants, tortoises, squirrels, porcupines, lizards, rhinos, pig ons, and 
all quadrupeds 'which are neither used nor aten' were declared. 
protected and inviolable (avadhtJa 1. The list of Moka's protected 
animals sho <md 1:)y the 
g__eneral uhli . ~ banned it fOf'-thQ..r~fhou!e-
~ Other provisions of the law prescribed that husks containing 
livmg things were not to be burnt, nor forests, the abode of living 
creatures, to be set on fire. The living were not to be nourished 
with the living. Fish must not be killed, sold. or eaten on specified 
d~ numbering 56 in tbe year. The castration of animals was pro
biTted on certain holy dayS-together with the branding of horses. 
Pr' ers were released one day in the year, probably" the king's 
b~y . . . A gr_ace 0 three alS was allo~.1o crimi!;!!is 
w 0 re nde (P. E. IV). ThIS"shows that ASoka 
was unable to abolish capital punishment for practical reasons, and 
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did not evince as much concern for the sanctity of human life as 
for that of the lower animals. The reason probably was that man 
who can distinguish between right and wrong is less innocent than 
the inarticulate creatures whose life is thus more deserving of pr~ 
tection than that of convicted murderers. 

VII. ART AND ARCHITECTURE 

ASoka was also pre-eminent in his artistic activities and achieve
ments. His great innovation was the substitution of stone for wood 
~d brick':"" He decorated the c<_?untry with structures and artistic 
monum nts of different types. He was an artificer of cities and 
palaces, of stilpas and vihiira3, of rock-cut caves and monolithic 
,Pillars. 

Fa-hien, seeing Moka's palace at Pataliputra, thought that it 
was the work not of men, but of "spirits which iled up the stones, 
reared the walls and gates, and executed the elegant carving and 
inlaid sculpture-work in a way which no human hand of this world 
could accomplish." 

radition credits ASoka with the builcjini of 84,000 stiipas or 
Qi,aaW, which were constructed by all "his subordinate kings in 
84,000 towns selected all over India" (Mahiivamsa, V, 78-80) . (a-hien 
re<;ords the tradition that ASoka opened out the orjdnal eig!:_lt 
~in which wer eoshrin he eli of t e B ddh.t:s body and 
distributed them among 84,000 stupas of his own construction. We 
learn from one of his inscriptions that ASoka enlarged to twice its 
size the stupa of one of the previous Buddhas, Konakamana (Kanaka
muni by name. ASoka may also be taken to be the builder of the 
nucleus roun which was built up, at a later age, tN. gr t st1lpa. of 
5anchi. The .... DivyavacUina describes his stilpas as "high as hill-tops". 

The walls of the halls at the rock-cut caves at Barlbar and 
Niigarjuni Hill are still shining like mirrors. The polish of Moka's 
pillars is th despair of modern craftsmen. Th y were so shining 
that English travellers like Tom Coryate and Whittaker confidently 
d scrib d on of tb m as n pillar of bra s Chaplain Terry as II pillar 
of marble, and Bishop H r "ca t m tal". 

The pillars also exhibit to perf ction the ,rt of dressing. chisell
ing and shaping stone. Th capitals of the columns were crowned 
with figures of bulls and lions, whic~ ar considered by ir John 
Marshall as "masterpieces in point of both style and technique, 
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e~ est"ClU'Vtng." The artistic merits of ASoka's caves 
and pillars will be discussed in Chapter xx. 

The pillar was also a problem of engineering. It involved the 
handling of ~thic shafts with a weight of 50 tons and hei ht 

• oLmore than 30 feet, which were newn out of the quarries Q r 
...bills, probably fashioned there or at the c al ~rkshol?s at.__,P,_.-__ -
putIa,...and transported to distances of five to six hundred iles to 
b located at a place like Meerut. e removal of a mar from 
To ra near AmNIa to Ii - Shah required 
~ its ulage the labour of 8!40..Q.._m~n pulling_M.. the 42 wheels of 
the cart on which it was carried as stated in the Tari~h-i- - - - 
But, according to another contemporary account in Sirat-i-FiTtLZ 
ShaM of A.D . .!..370J....eleehants were first tried, and Qlen 20,000 men, 
for carrying the pillar to the baiik of the Yamuna, placing it on boats, 
and for subsequent operations ending in its re-er ction near th 
Jumma Mosque at Firozabad. kU.z Sh h also removed to Delhi 
another pillar from Meerut. "The fabrication, conveyance, and rcc
tion of these pillars bear eloquent testimony to the skill and resources 
of the stone-cutters and engineers of the Maurya age ' 

VIII . PERSONAL AND FAMILY LIFE 

We may conclude this sketch by giving a few details of A8oka's 
personal life and family. As mentioned above, ASoka refers in his 
Edicts to hi brothers, sf rs and other relatives or their household 
R.E. V), and also expresses solicitude for the welfare of all his rela

tives, however distant. Some of these w re settled at Pataliputra, 
some in other provincial towns (R.E. V). It peaa l rQQI r .E. VII 
,thiU 6,inka h ny qu and...sons. A Minor .:eJJlar Edict refers _ 

is second ueen named KiTUvliki and her son Tivara. The lite
rary texts give im fQilr a er wives. They also record the inter Bt
in fact that his eldes.L son. was Mahendra and eld t. ughter 
Sailghamitrj. b'Oth offspring of his first. wife.&..,$akyakumW. ASoka 
deputed both Mahendra and Sailghamitra to work a Buddhist 
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missionaries in far off Ceylon in a rare spirit of self-sacrificing ser
vice to his religion. According to some literary tradition, however, 
Mahendra as t .ASoka. 

As Vincent Smith rightly points out, Moka must be credited 
with a sea-going fleet as means of carrying on these colonial enter
prises and cultural missions to foreign countries such as Ceylon. 

Hil,.Edicts at 5arnath and Sanchi give us a glimpse of the posi.; 
tiQ of the king as head of the Buddhist Church Both the Edicts 
refer to the chance of schism breaking out in the Sangha (congrega
tion) of monks and nuns. The Edicts sternly rebuke those who would 
promote or help such schism and proclaim the punishments to be 
meted out to them. The very possibility of these schisms showed 
that the Sa1ighas or the vihiiras, both at sarnath and sanchi, and 
probably in other places, had to deal with a large number of monks. 
aIle of the duties of the Mahiimatras or Inquisitors was the extirpa
tion of heresy in the Sangha. 

IX. THE CHRONOLOGY 
According to the chronology adopted above, 1 the accession of 

Moka may be placed in c. 273 B.C. This date, derived from 
literary texts and tradition, is in a way confirmed by the Edicts. In 
his Rock Edict XIII, Moka mentions as his contemporaries the fol
lowing Hellenistic kings: (1) Antiochus (II) Theos of Syria (261-46 
B.C.); (2) Ptolemy (II) Philadelphus of Egypt (285-247 B.C.); (3) 
AnUgonus of Macedonia (278-239 B.C.); (4) Magas of Cyrene and (5) 
Alexander of Epirus (?). Of these the date of the fourth king and 
the identity of the fifth are somewhat uncertain ) According to some 
scholars Magas of Cyrene died about 250 B.C., while others push back 
the date by at least 8 years. This point has been fully discussed in 
an Appendix to this Chapter where good grounds have been shown 
for accepting 258 B.C. as the lower limit for the death of Magas. As 
regards Alexander, th~l'e were two contemporary rulers of that name, 
on in Epirus (272-c. 255 B.C.) and the other in Corinth (252-247 
B.C.). But if we ace pt the earlier date of Magas, Alexander can 
only ref r to the king of Epirus. Thus all these kings were jointly 
alive up to 258 B.C. in or b fore which one of them died. If the 
news of his death reached ASoka two years after the event in, say, 
256 B.C., Rock Edict XIII, which contains this reference and is stated 
to have been issued in the 13th year of his cordnation, could not have 
been issued later than 256 B.C., in which case the coronation should 

---------- --- --
1. See pp. 36-38. 
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be dated not later than 256+13=270-269 B.C. If the coronation 
had taken place four years after the accession, the latter event mu t 
have taken place not later than 273 B.C. On the whole it may be 
assumed that Moka succeeded his father about 273 B.C., a date 
which may be derived from literary tradition also. As the Buddhist 

, texts assign a reign of 37 years to him, the end of his reign may be 
placed about 236 B.C. 

X. SUCCESSORS OF ASOKA 

While the history of Moka is illuminated by so many facts and 
details, that of his successors is shrouded in obscurity. The reason 
seems to be the disintegration of Moka's empire, which was too large 
to be kept together by his unworthy successors. Truly, ASoka's 
sceptre was like the bow of Ulysses which could not be wielded by 
a weaker hand. The post-ASokan age is a dark)!&e in Indian history. 

As we have seen above, ASalta .had. no pauc.ity_.of. M. The in~ 
scription am only. oDe, 1,iz...:tlvara, but he is not known from other 
sources. On the other hand, literary t.raditi .n mantion ma.t:e im
portant his three sons Mahendra, K~ and Jalauka. T Vi4,p.L 
PtL~1Ja....gi.ves ~la a reign of eight years and names flv of his 
successors, tl'\,e last Qf whom was. Brihadratba. The Matsya PUraJ.1a, 
however, gives the following list of Moka's successors: DaSaratha , 
Samprati, Satadhanva and Brihadratha, although it puts the total 
number of kings as ten. The Vish~tL PtLr(j~a has its own list of sev n 
kings, after ASoka, including Dasaratha , salisuka, and the last king 
Brihadratha. The Dhyuvadiin(l. JP-ves other...c..a.m.es which include 
SamPrati and Pushyamitra. The RMatarangini megtigns .Talallka s 
J\Soka's succes.sgr in lGishmir. 

It is difficult to evolve correct history out of these divergent 
details. The Purfu)as and Buddhist works agree as to KW)illa , 
tog_ether witq, the Jain writers Hemachandra and Jinaprabhasiiri. 

The reality of DaSaratha, the grandson of ASoka, is established 
by three short dedicatory inscriptions incised on the walls of th 
rock·cut caves which Tesiijatna upon the A,iiv.ikas. an the 
h«:jghts of th NagSrjuni \Us. DaSaratha uses Moka's title D va
naiil i a in the inscri .. 

Jain texts treat Samprati as a patron of Jainism almost in the 
ume Ught as BuddhiSt teXts treat MOka. According to Jinaprabh -
sUri, he ruled at Pataliputra as "lord of Bharata with its three conti
nents, and was the great Arhanta to establish ViMrlll !o.z:...Sr ~ 
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even in non-Aryan countries." The dominions of Samprati probably 
also included Avanti and Western India. Th ame StUW1l£a is 
known to the Ga!',gi-samhitii. 

The Purfu:},as agree as to ~ihadratha being the last of the Maurya 
dynasty. His historicity is confirmed by the statement of Bfu;la in the 
Harshacharita to the effect that he was assassinated by his general 
£,ushyamitra. Wi~h Brihadratha ended the famous Maurya dynasty, 
about 187 B.C., after reigning for 137 years. The progressive disinte
gration of the Maurya empire during the half century that followed 
ASoka's death is marked by several facts. According to Riijatarail,
gi~i, Moka's son Jalauka set himself u_p as an independent ruler in 
Kashmir and conquered the country up to Kanauj . He is saia to 

"JiiiVe""'crushed the invading Mlechchha horde," which probably refers 
1.0 an invasion by the Bactrian Greeks. According to Taranatha. 
another successor of Moka , Virasena by name, set up at Gandhara. 
V 'dar 0 seems to have ass~te9...ll! indeQ,endence according to 
the MaZavilocignimitra of - ·dasa. The Greek writer Polybius, writ
ing about 206 B.C., refers to an independent Indian king on the north
western frontiers, Sophagasenus (Subhagasena) by name. He, or 
one of his predecessors, was probably a Viceroy of a Maurya Elll~
ror, and later declared himself an independent king. 

The disintegration of the Maurya empire was iurther speeded 
ul? by the Yavana invasions referred to in Sanskrit texts such as the 
YUga Pura~a section of the Giirgi -sanlhi tii and the Mahiibhiishya of 
Pate:fijarr, to which detailed reference will be made later. The final 
blow was struck at tbe empire by the revolt of Pushyamitra, ~ 
Commander-in-Chief of Brihadratha, who killed his master, while 
reviewing the army, and ascended the throne. 

XI. CAUSES OF THE DOWNFALL OF THE 
MA URY A EMPIRE2 

The decline of the Maurya empire, almost immediately after the 
ltJ1··m~rRoka, and its tragic end within half a century of his glo

rious rul , have tempted scholars to speculate on the possibility of 
finding out important factors which can sufficiently account for such 
unusual happenings . According to the view of one school of writers 
th tWious poli>y of A§oka was the main cause of the debacle. It 
IS urgeo by them that ASoka' patronage of Buddhism and deliberate 

1. R4j lltaTongi1,li, I, 115-17. 
l!. The Editor alone is r sponslble for the views exp~ssed in this section. 
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humiliation of the BrahIruu,las led to a reaction promoted by the 
latter, and they "clearly see the haVds of the Brabmanas in th g t 
revolupon" hgaded by FJIsQ)"amjtra._ As against this it has been 
pointed out that there is no adequate ground to believe that ASoka 
ill-treated the Briihmru:tas and there is also no evidence that the 

Iii 8.Qas in a body rose against, far less fought with, the succes 'ors 
of ASoka. It is true that Pushyamitra who led the r volution ~ as 
himself a Brahmana, but we must remember that he was a1 0 the 
Commander-in-Chief of the Maurya army. His successful revolution 
can be much better accounted for by his hold over the army than his 
headship of a band of discontented Bnihma~s. Besides, the fact 
remains that the dynasty founded by Pushyamitra was ousted by a 
successful rebellion of the Brahmana minister of the last king. Here, 
we have an exact parallel to the earlier revolution , which shows 
what little ground there is to ascribe it to Brahmanical influence 
from the simple fact that its leader belonged to that cast . 

Another class of writers trace the ro - ause of t cio of 
the Maurya Empire to the doctrin of AhiriloS(i or nOD-injllQl adopted 
by ASoka as a policy of state. According to them the martial ardour 
of imperial Magadha was bound to vanish when ASoka gave up the 
aggressive militarism of his forefathers and disbanded his army. 
As noted above, he eschewed all wars and enjoined upon his sons 
and grandsons to do so, and this naturally impaired the military 
efficiency of his empire. Theoretically this view appears plausible 
enough, but it is difficult to ascertain the extent to which the weak
ness of the empire is to be attributed to this cause alone. We cannot 
forget the fact that, considering the circumstances of those days, it is 
a far greater wonder that so vast an empire should have been govern
ed continuously by a central authority for nearly a century, than 
that it should have fallen to pieces within the next fifty years. Many 
other empires, far less in extent, rose and fell in India both before 
and after ASoka, and there must have been some natural causes at 
work in all these cases. Among them we may re~on the spirit of 
~ th~ difficulty of communication with distant pro
vinces, the oEPressive-..ru~e and !,ebellious di RQsitian of their gover
.n.ors, :ealace intrigues and official treach~ry. Foreign *invasion is 
another such factor, which invariably acceleratet other causes. In 
the caSe"" of the Mauryas we have positive evidence that some, if not 
all, of these causes were at work. The repeated revolt of the distant 
province of. Taxila, due mainly to the oppre sian of local officials, is 
perhaps typical of what was happening in other parts of the empire. 

01 
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The Kaliilga Edicts show that ASoka himself knew of th oppression 
of his officials and vainly tried to stop them. That the officials at the 
capital were not all loyal and devoted servants is proved by the 
treacherous conduct of Pushyamitra. 

There are also good grounds to believe that the Maurya court 
was divided into two factions , one headed by Pushya~ 
C~mmander-in-CJ:U.el and the..,,2ther by e rnister, who managed 
to make their sons respectively governors of YidiSji and~ 
The immediate causes that brought about the end of the Maurya 
dynasty were no doubt, the invasion of the Bsct@n Greeks, to 
which a detailed reference will be made later, and the assassination 
of king Brihadratha by Pushyamitra. It is not unlikely that this 
coup d'etat was helped, if not prompted, by the foreign invasion. 
It is also equally likely that the weakness caused by internal dissen
sions invited foreign aggression. On the whole these natural causes 
might have been sufficient to bring about the decline and downfall 
of the Maurya Empire. It is not necessary, therefore, to postulate 
that the pacific policy of ASoka was responsible for this catastroph~ 
though this cannot be altogether ignored as a possible f8(;tor. 

But even if ASoka's policy brought about the downfall of the 
Mauryan Empire, India has no cause to regret the fact . That empire 
would have fallen to pieces, sooner or Jater, even if ASoka haci.1al
low d the 'p'0licy of blood and iron of his grandfather. But the moral 
ascendancy of Indian culture over a large part of the civilized world, 
which Asoka was mainly instrumental in bringing about, remained 
for centuries as a monument to her glory and has not altogether 
vanished even now after the lapse of more than two thousand years. 

APPENDIX 

THE DATE OF ASOKA 

Th dat of ASokn has !IOmetimes be n determined on the basis of Buddhist 
tradition r gardlng th Niru4~ and the tnt rval of 218 y DrS between that memor
nbl v nt and th coronation of the Mnuryn monarch. But as the date of Nirt'C'i":1Cl 
or Buddh 's d nth is it If uncertnin (pp. 36-38), and the correctnl.'55 01 an interval 
of 218 y llrs betwe n that vent and ASok '8 coronat.lon is also doubted (p. 38), we 
cannot aolv th probl m of Moka's dnt in thls way. 

The renlly Important clues to the rJddl are furnished by the Greek synchro
nlams, and th chronology of the first three Mauryns hinge on two crucial dates, 
,,(t. (1) 326 B.C. when, aetording to Plutarch and Justin, Chandregupta met 
Alexander, shortly before his ace 55lon, and (2) the date of the death of Magns 01 
Cyrcne, on of the kings visited by ASoka'a missionaries. 

Th dat of Aaokll's coronation can hardly be pushed back beyond m B.C., 
becau his rrandfath r, according to all the chronic! IS, who evidence carries 
w liM, di d after a r ign of 24 years, and the next king Bindusiira, the father 
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and inuned.iate predecessor of ASoka, ruled for a leut 25 years (S26-U-25 = m 
B.C.). 

For a lower Umit, we have to tum to the evidence of ASoka's own inscriptions. 
The R. E. xm refers to the emperor's Hellenistic contemporaries who names and 
dates have been mentioned above. 

Hultzsch takes the date c. 250 B.C. for the death of Mnsas from Bloch (CorplU, 
I, p. xxxi and n . 8) . But his views have been challenged by severa.l writers in
cluding Tarn (Antigo nus Gonatas, pp. 449 II). To enable one to understand the facts 
relevant to our enquiry, it is necessary to draw attention to the sequence of som 
of the events since the death of Magas. 

1. Death of Magas. 

2. Demetrius the Fair sent by his step-brother Antigonus of Macedon as an 
aspirant to the throne of Cyrene, to charm by his presence the heart of B renice, 
the heiress of Magas. 

3. Demetrius's rule for a time in Cyrene. 

4. Demetrius put to death by Berenice in her mother's chamber. 

5. Ascendancy of Ptolemy Philadelphlls in Cyrene and the betrothal of Bere
nice to the Egyptian prince, the future Ptolemy m Euergetes. 

6. Coins of Berenice without the married woman's vell-issued apparently 
when, though still .. virgin, she acknowledged the suzerainty of the House of 
Ptolemy. 

7. A free Cyrenean republic or Koinon to which Polybius (X, 22) and coin 
bear testimony. 

8. Berenice's marriage with Ptolemy III in 247-46 B.C. 

Not long after his marriage Ptolemy III set out Jor thl.' war in Syrla (245 B.C.) . 
On the departure of her husband Berenke vowed to the gods, for his safety, a lock 
of her hair, which upon his return was dedicated in the temple of Arsinoe Aphro
dite. But it mysteriously disappeared. The incident forms the theme of th Lode 
of Berenice by the contemporary poet Callimachus (translated by Cntullus). Its 
genuineness bas been proved by the discovery of some fragments in 1928 (Whibley, 
Companion to Oreek Studies, p. 169) . The relevant passage in the poem of Cnlli
machus runs thus: "You weep not for yourselI, but for your husband (gone to the 
Syrian war inunediately after the marriage in 247-46 B.C.); but of n truth r hod 
known that you had a fine spirit ver since you were a small ltUliden. Do you not 
remember the noble deed (killing of Demetrius) through which you won your 
royal wedlock'!" 

The passage suggests, as pointed out by Tarn, that some consldernbl time 
must have elapsed since the action p<'r-formed by Berenice as a 'parvo virgo', which 
it is feared, may have passed out of her memory. The Berenice coins without the 
veil and the nUtnismatic evidence regarding the Koinon also lend support to the 
view that the interval between the death of Milgas and the Syrian cllmpaigns of 
Ptolemy m could not have been so short as Bloch's lUif(estion would lend us to 
believe. Under these circumstances the tradition recorded by Porphyry, which 
puts Demetrius's death in 259-58 B.C., cannot be lightly brushed aside. The ncc p
tance of this date implies that Rock Edict XIII of A.i.oka cannot be dated later 
than 259-58 B.C., as it speaks of Magas, whose death preceded that of DemetriUS, 
as alive. Attention may be drawn in this connection to a pauaie of Juatin (XXVI, 
3 .2) where the death of Magas is put at about the same time aa the attack of Alex
ander of Epirus upon Antigonua, during the Chremonidean war, i.e., after 264 and 
before 261 B.C. A!t rescripts of morality contained in R.E. XlII belran to be written 
when ASoka had been anointed 12 years, his coronation could not have taken plac 
alter 270-69 B.C, Pausanias and Suidas, on whom Bloch relies, are not clear enough 
to set up against the contemporary callimachus. PausanW'. atatement that Cyrcne 
rose in revolt. after the death of the elder AnURonua and that Magas captured It 
in the fifth year of the rebellion (1, 6. 8), if taken too literally, would plac the 
duth of M.agaa (after a reign of 50 yean according to Agatharchldes) not arlier 
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than 3Ol-5-5O = 246 B.C., a reault which would be unacceptable even to Bloch and 
Hultuch. According to Suidas, Ptolemy subjugated Cyrene in 308 B.C. U th.is iJ 
ldentical with the event referred to by PausanUuJ when he speaks of the suppres
sion 01 the Cyrenean revolt by Magas, then the rule of the latter must have tennl
nated about 259-58 B.C. The result wollld accord with the tradition recorded by 
Porphyry. ASoka's coronation thus must have taken place between 'ZT7 and 'ZTO B.C. 
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CHAPTER VI 

THE FALL OF THE MAGADHAN EMPIRE 

I. THE SUNGAS (187-75 B.C.) 

We owe to Bfu;la's Harshacharita some details of the story of 
the overthrow of the Maurya power by Pushyamitra. BaQa, who 
flourished eight centuries after the event, relates how Pushyamitra, 
the Senapati or Commander-in-Chief, assembled the entire Maurya 
imperial army, evidently on the pretext that he was anxious that 
his sovereign should see for himsel£ with his own eyes what a fine 
fighting force he could put into the field of battle, and then assassi
nated him at the military parade and review. This incident shows 
that already Pushyamitra was carefully preparing the ground for 
his coup d'etat by seducing his anny from its loyalty to the Maurya 
king. 

According to the Pur~as, Pushyamitra belonged to the SUilei 
fami_!y. Pfu)ini (IV, 1, 117) traces the Sungas to the Brahmana clan 
Qf Bharadvaja. There are many references to Sunga teachers in 
Vedic texts. The BrihadiiTll'I.lyaka Upanishad also mentions Saungi
putra as a teacher. A Bharhut inscription refers to two gateways 
being erected in the reign of the Suilgas. Kalidasa, however, in his 
-drama ~akvi~ni1!!itTa~ describes_Agnimitrp., SOn of Pushyamitra, 
-as a scion ofthe BairOl5fka family of the KaSyapa lineage. But tho 
Sunga origin of Pushyamitra is generally accepted. ' 

As has been stated above, PlIshyamitr 's dominion_c :ez:ed...only 
J.he-centra.l.. portioD. of the old Maw:ya empiIt.. In the south and 
'South-east, the Andhras and Kaliilgas, together with parts of north· 
ern India, d a rea y asserted their independence. 

Pushyamitra's empire included the cities of PataUputra, Ayo
dhya, VidiSa, and, according to Divyavadiina and TaranAtha, JAlan
dhara and saWa in the Punjab. ....PilaUputrn continued as the 
capital. 

We learn from the Mcilavik4gnimitra that the crown-prince 
. 'tea served as his father~ Vicew at diSli. There was 

1 . PHAI, 307; re. IV. 363. 
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probably another Viceroy in Kosala. An inscription discovered at t.he 
door of a temple at Ayodhya mentions the construction of a ketana. 
(abode) b~a KosaladhiQ.a (ruler of Kosala) who was sixth 10 des
cent) from eni.ll~ati Pushyamitra. Again, Agnimitra's brother-in-law 
(his wife's brot.her) named Virasena was placed in charge of a fortress 
on the frontier on t.he banks of the Narmada. 

The Miilavikagnimitra also refers to an independent. kingdom 
which had been recently established in the region of Vidarbha or 
Berar. a 'i'iasena the k'n of Vid rbha, is stated t.o have been a 
relatioJ). (sister's husband) 0 the Sachiva (minister) of the Mauryan 
emperor, and thus a natural rival of Pushyamitra. The relations 
between Vidarbha and VidiSa became strained. The poet relates bow 
Agnimitra's friend Madhavasena, who was a cousin of Yaji'iasena, was 
arrested by an Antapala (governor of the frontier) of Yaji'iasena, on 
his way to VidiSa. Agnimitra at once called upon Yajiiasena for 
his release. The lattcr agreed to do so on condition that his rela~ 
tion, the Maurya minister, was released first. Agnimitra at once 
gavc orders t.o Virasena to invade Vidarbha. Virasena defeated 
Yajiiasena and released Mfidhavasena. Eventually, Vidarbha was 
divided between the two cousins, Ya 'i'iasena and ~dhavasena, under 
Pushyamtt a thai,; zerain. 

Pushyamitra had to face a Greek invasion. This is revealed by 
the grammarian Patafijal~ passages in his Mahii
bhiishya. The first, Iha Pushyamitram Yajaya:ma~, "Here we per
form t.he sacrifices for Pushyamitra," shows by the use of the pre
sent tense that the ~acr!ficc~ .E._egun but not yet finished, and that 
p tan'ali was therefore a contero OJ: of Pushyamitra. The use of 
the past. tense in the oth r passage: "arw,ta avanah Sa.ketam: 
artL1).ad Yavano Madhyamikiim' shows that 5aketa or Ayodhya and 
the other town called Madhyamika (near Chitor) were beseiged by 
a Yovano or Greek invader within living memory. This invasion 
might have taken place while Pushyamitra was yet a general of the 
Mauryas, and it is not unlikely that his ,Success against the Xavanas 
gave .bim a position, stat and power which enabled him to make 
a successful bid for the throne. 

But Pushyamitra also came into conflict with the Greeks after he 
had ascend d the throne. Kiilidasa in rus MalavikOgnimitra refers 
to the confli t betwecn Prince Vasumitra, son of Agnimitra and 
gcnex:al...of ush amitra, and a Y~a on the southern or right bank -of the river 'Sindhu' which may be taken to m- the river in - 96 
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the Punjab or its namesake in Central India. 1 According to Kali
dasa, this conflict took place in connection with the horse-sacrifice 01 
Pushyamitra when his troops, escorting the horse under Vasumitra, 
were stopped by the Yavanas on the south bank of the Sindhu. The 
Yavanas were defeated and the horse brought back safely home. 

These Greek invaders were no doubt the Bactrian princes 
whose history will be dealt with in another chapter. The Sanskrit 
passages probably refer to G . vasions led by Demetrius, 
Menander or Eucratides, who are all known to have carried on cam
paigns in India. They also show that Pushyamitra ultimately 
triumphed over the Greeks and drove them out of Magadha, per
haps even beyond the Sindhu. His task was probably facilitated by 
the internecine dissensions among the Greeks themselves, which will 
be referred to later. The performance of two horse-sacrifices by 
him was probably meant as a proclamation of his double victory 
over the G~eeks, and in any case it indicates that he was a powerful 
king and ruled over extensive dominions. They also prove the re
vival of the Brahmanical sacrificial cult involving the slaughter of 
animals which was put down by ASoka. The Buddhist tradition is 
not complimentary to Pushyamitra and describes him as a eru_!! 
p~m. Jle.-is id to have destroyed monasteries 
and killed the monks in cou e of his march to Sjikj1!a .(Sialkot in the 
Punj~b) where he declared a prize of one hundred gold coins on the 
head of each monk.2 But though the Sungas were strong adherents 
of Brahmanical religion, there is no independent evidence to show 
that they were intolerant of Buddhism. It is interesting to note in 
this connection that the great Buddhist stUrn at Bhiirhut was erect
e? during the reign of the Sungas. 

Pl1I>hyamitra ruled for abo~t 36 years (c . 187-151 B.C.) and wa 
succeeded by his son Agnimitra , AgnimUra is the hero of Malavik
agnimitro, which gives us som~ account of his viceroyalty at Vidisa 
mentioned above. H was succeeded b:r.§ujyeshtha3 of whom noth
ing is known. TQe f.ourth king was Vasumitra who, as a young 
prince, fou~t with th_s'yavaJlas to rescye the sacrificial horse of his 
~dfather and was probably posted to guard the north-west fron
tier of Pushyamitra's empire. He may be identical with Sumitra, 
son of Agnimitra who, according to Bfu:ia, was killed in the course of 
a theatrical performance by one Mitradeva. The murderer might 

1. IRQ, L 215. 
2. DiV)l4V4"4n4. pp. 429-34. For other references, cf. IRQ, xxn. 81 If. 
lI . Aho called Vuujyesht}\a. For the Puranlc list of Suilga ldnga, d . DKA. 70. 
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have been a scion of the Brarunal)a ministerial family which later 
overthrew the Sungas. 

4njnscription the e~C!tion of a cave at Pahllosa near 
Alliipabad by AshaQhasena, maternal uncle of king Brihatsvatimitra· 
(probably not, as is usually read, Brihaspatimitra), in the tenth year 
of a king whose name is read-aa. !l~ He bas been identified by 
some with the fifth Sunga king whom tbe Purfu:las call variously 
Andhraka, Antaka, Ardraka, Odruka, or Bhadraka. It has been beld 
that Asha9hasena, whom weknow from another }nscription to have 
belonged to the royal famil of Ahichchhatra, was a feudatory Df 
the $upgas. But thIs view is not general y accepted. 

Another inscription found at Besnagar (Bhilsa) records the erec
tion of a Garu9a Pillar by a .Yav~ul~_~d Heliodorus wbo des
cribes himself as a native of Taxila aD~ta.. HeWas 

epute as am assador by the reek king Antialcidas to? the India.n 
.king named Bh~a_Q_hadra~utra 'who was prospering in his four
teenth regnal year.' This Bhagabhadra was most probably th~ 
sun~1!S Bhadraka. His identification with the ninth Sunga king 
named hiigavata in the PuraQas cannot be upheld, as a secQnd 
Q_ar@8 Pillar at Besnagar is dated in the twelith regnal year of king 
Bhiigavata, and the Bhagabhadra of one pillar cannot be taken to 
be the Bhagavata of the other. The tenth or last $uU.ia king ac
cording to the PuriiQas was Devabhiiti or Devabl;;i!mi. Acsording to 
Bfu)a he was the victim of a c02,spiracy engineered by his Brahrnru;la 
minister Vasudeva and was killed by_a slave-girl who approached 
him in the guise of his queen. Altogether ten Sunga kings ruled for 
a period of 112 years, from c. 187 to 75 B.C. -------

Although we know very little of the history of the Sunga 
dynasty, it played an important" part in history. Pushyamitra stem
med the tide of foreign invasion and maintained his authority Over 
a large part of the empire. He thus arrested, for the time being, 
the disintegration of the Magadha empire which, throughout the 
c ntury of sunga rule, extended as far as Bhilsa in Madhya Bharat, 
if not further to the west. T Bactrian Greeks maintained friend
~ The sunga period saw the .revival of t e 
~and t e rowin im ortance of the Bb.iigavg,ta 
rei' hich counted even the cu ture Greeks among its votaries. 
It wa itne ed a revival in art and literature specially in Centra) 
{pdia. The reat grammarian Pataiijali, born at Gonarda in Central 
India, was most probably a contemporary of Pushyamitra, as noted 
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above. 

II. ~AS (75-30 B.C.) 

The...min' va, who had his royal master Devabhumi 
killed I:>.Y a slave- I, usurped the throne and fo,unded a new royal 
dYnasty in Magadha. U was known as the Kanva or Kanvayana 
after his f . or tra me, and c . 0 four ki . 
~WLeY,a Bhiimimitra, Naraya.t;la and Stciarman, who ruled respec
tively for 9, 14, 12 and 10 years. Although the Purfu:las make a 
general statement to the effect that they will keep the neighbouring 
kings in subjection and wi11 rule righteously, we really know 
nothing of their history. The dynasty was oyerthrown by the 
edhrabhri~as or Al!S1.hras. 

I' The chronology of the Ka:Qvas and Sungas is rendered some
what uncertain by the statement in the Pura1)as that the Andhrn 
king not only destroyed the Ka:Qvayanas but also 'whatever was left 
of the power of the sungas; Sir R. G. Bhandarkar' concluded from 
this that 'when the princes of the sunga family became weak, th 
'KkI;l.vas usurped the whole power and- ru like the Peshwas in 
~, not roof the d n st of their masters t uc
inB...the~ t2. t.!!.e...charact~f nominal soverejgns'. He therefore held 
that the period of 112 years, assigned in the Purfu)as to the rule of 
the SUJ:lga dynasty, also inel ed ears' ule of th va 
In other words, the K.al)vas were the :!e facto rulers during the last 
45 years of the SUl).ga rule. This view has not, however, found gene
ral acceptance, and is opposed to the categorical statement in th 
Puril)as that th_! .ie Sunga king was killed by the first :Kfu:tva 
king:...,.. 1'he Puranlc tatement probably indicates that even after the 
death of Dev bhum and the overthrow of the sunga dynasty, some 
members or scions of the family continued to rule som where, such 
as the VidiSa region or that the KiI)vas, while exercising de facto 
authority, allowed some rois taineants of the Suilga dynasty after 
DevabhUmi to continue nominally as kings. The Andhras finally 
extinguished their power along with that of the KiQvas. We may 

1. EHD, Section VI. 
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therefore hold that the four I<.fu).vayana kings, named above, ruled 
for 45 years, i.e. fpm '1-5 B.c. 0 30 B.C.· 

III. THE SUCCESSORS OF THE KAl:N AS 

Although, according to the Purfu]as, the Andhras succeeded the 
Kfu}.vas, lwe have no independent evidence that the former ever ruled 
as far north as Magadha. The history of Magadha, f.ro.rn the end-of 
the ~va rule to the rise of the Guptas, three hundred years later, 
is very_.obscijre. Reference may be made in this connection to a 
large number of coins which are supposed to be associated with 
some of the SUllga and Kfu:Jva kings. A number of copper coins (of 
Lhe so-called MiLra kings) have been found in Rohilkhand with the 
names of kin~s Agnimitra, Bhadra-ghosha, Jethamitra and J3hiimi
mitra. The first may be identified with the Sunga king of that name, 
ancrthe next two may be identified with two Puranjc Sunga kings, 
namely, Ghosha, the seventh king, and Vasu-Jyeshtha or Su-Jyesh
tha, the successor of Agnimitra. Bhiimimitra was probably the 
second Ka.l).va king. But these identifications, though plausible, are 
not quite certain. 

The su-called ~ have been found in re
gions outside Pafichala, in Oudh, in Basti District and even in pa~li. 
putrs. The names of two -Mitra kings, ~rahmami!ra and Jodra
~, ate inscribed on two pill~ at ~E..~ as also t)n coins 
found at places like Mathurii , Paficltiila, and Kumrahar (Patna). 
Thus the Mitra rul rs of Pafichala were not a local dynasty of North 
PaficlWla, as was thought by Cunningham, but probably held sway 
over extensive regions in Northern India, and if som~ of these kings 
were identical with kings of th Kat;lva or Sunga dynasty, we must 
hold that there was the semblance of an empire during the rule of 
th s two dynasties. Some, if not all, of these kings might have 
rul d in Magadha after the KaJ:!vas.' But in any case we must hold 
that a large numb r of indep ndent states flOUrished in North ~ndia 
during their rule, as will be described in Chapter XI. 
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CHAPTER VII 

THE YAVANAS 

1. THE YAVANAS IN INDIA 

One of the factors that led to th extinction of tll.e dy..na£1y o{ 
the imperial Mauryas was the advent of the Ya,vaJU).· ade.rs 
tlu:ough the north-western gate of India. Indeed the most interest
ing feature of the post-Maurya period of Indian history is the esta
blishment of foreign supremacy in JJttarapatha, AparAnta (Paschad
deSa) and the adjoining region of Madhyad~a, 1 successively by 
several alien powers, and the Yayanas were the first among them. 

Tbe word Y4vana was used in medieval Indian lite(ature as a 
s~LI!L.0f ml~hchha and indicated any foreigner.:? But as late as 
the early centuries of the Christian era it meant, to an Indian, tHe 
Greeks only. The word was derived from the Old Persian form 
~J signifying originally the Ionian Gr eks, but later, all people 
of Greek nationality. The G.t:eeks of Ionia in Asia Minor, between 
the Aegean Sea and Lydia, and the people of north-western India 
certainly came into contact with each other as subjects of the Achae
menian emperors of Persia since the time 0lDarius I (522-486 B.C.). 

The story of the employment of Scylax of Caryanda (in Caria) 
by Darius about the end of the sixth century B.C. fQ! the exploration 
of the route from the e..unjab rivers to Persia as well as of the Indian 
archers who fonned an important element in the army of Xerxes 
a d shared the Persian defeat at the battle of Plataea in 479 B.C. 
no doubt suggests that the people of Uttarapatha at least 11 

1 . In~had ~e tra~itiQnal divisions, the largest of which was. Dikshlni1lya or 
D ~ a. indicating lJiat part of the country which lies to the IOUth of 
the Vindhyan raP.l!e or of the Nannnda. .Mftdh~-deia comprieed the central 
part of north.e.rn India lying ~tween thlma ay.. and the Vindhy.. and 
~tween Allihibid or Banaras in the east and some locality l ike Prlthiidaka 
(pehoa) in the eastern Punjab in the west. ~_ern IndiA including the 
adjoining region of Central Aaia was called __ !!__. • which was 10m times 
used in a wider sen!le to indicate the whole 0 ryavarta or north rn India. 
Priichya or ~[Vadsa lay to the east of AllihiblLd or Banaru, while. Aparinl! 
or PaSchaddesa was ihe land to the west of Devasabb.i. which fa the same .. 
mod rn Dewis. about 25 miles to the south-east oC Ujjain. In a narrow IC!rue 

Aparinta indicated only the no~~ -QL.t.h.e KDnbn with Its caDUal at 
~Urp8raka, modern - - in Thini D let. 

2 Th;"Muslim ruJertI oC India are often called Yavana. but aometlmes &110 &aka 
or even Yavana-Saka in medieval inscriptiona. 
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knowledge of the Greeks as early as the sixth and fifth centuries B.C. 
It is not improbable that officers of Greek and Indian origin in the 
service of the oAchaemenian Governmeru as well as merchants of 
the empire belonging to both the nationalities often met one another 
at the metropolis and the provincial headquarters.' There is there
fore no wonder that the very word Yauna, meaning the Greeks, used 
for the first time in the records of Darius I, was borrowed by the 
Indians withou any mo lfica JOn c. aJuibhiirata, XII, 207, 43). 
Th_e earliest use of the Sanskritised form Yavana can be traced in 
tE~£A~hu<!1i.i of...!32in.i (c~.) and that of the Pra
~ X9!:<lJ.n the inscriE_hons of AS_2!.a. 

( The conquest of north-western India in 327-325 B.C. by Alex
anQer and the !_oundation by tha Macedonian kiIlg of such cities as 
Alexandria sub-Caucasum (modern Charikar or Opian near Kabul), 
Alexandria amongst the Arachosians (modern Kandahlir),2 Buce
phala and Nicaea (on the banks of the Jhelum not far from the 
modern city of that name), alexandria (at the confluence of the 
Chenab and the Sindhu), and Sogdian Alexandria (in northern Sind), 
peopled partially by some of the Greek followers of the conqueror, 
must have led to an intimate association between the Yavanas and 
the Indians. Of these the Greek element in the population of Alex
andria sub-Caucasum seems to have remained conspicuous even after 
its inclusion in the Maurya empire. 

~e story of the Mauryan occupation of north-western India, 21 
the foundation of the Seleucid monarchy on the ruins of the Achae
menid empIre that had been shattered . by Alexl.nder, and of the 
~urrender QLthe Kabul reiion to Chandragupta Maurya by Seleucus 
has already been told in a previous chapter. For a century from 
c. 305 B.C., when Seleucus measured his strength with Chandragupta, 
down to~B.C. w_hen Antiochus III led an expedition against 
~ia, the relations of India with the Seleucid empe
rors were very friendly. The Yona subjects of ASoka referred to,in 
his own records as well as his viceroy of Surashtra.....who was a Yavana 
~ according to an inscription;f the middle of the second cen
tury A.D., appear to have been inhabitants of the district round 

-----------------
1. k soldiers and offlc:ials are ac.tu lly known to have b en a very important 

el JUeIl 1n ih-e Aemremetlian administration. The traoiUons of ourth 
ceutw:y B.C. regarding ancient Greek colonists at...fu:ii, may probably be 
explained by as.~uming the appointment of Greeks- in tlie-mdian districts of the 
Achaemenian empire. 

2. na e of Kanda -r is a corruption of Greek Alexa '4 and has nothing 
w' aT!. Ora as some e -
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Alexandria near Kabul, which is often mentioned in the Pili lite
ra the di ab. otAlasanda. Some versions of 
the Thirteenth Rock-edict of ASoka say that there were no Brah
ma.I}.as and $ramllz:las in the Yona country. The Buddhist canonical 
work Majjhimanikiiya (II, 149) also says that in the land of the Yo
nas and the Kambojas there existed only two vaM,UlS or social grades, 
viz. iirya and dasa, instead of the traditional chatur-vary.a division of 
the society prevalent in other parts of India. As early, however, as 
the time of Patanjali:.s., Mahdbluishya, the Yavanas as well as the 
~ found ;Place in the Indian socjety as aniravasita (pure) Sudras 
while the Manu-samhita: regards them as degraded Kshatriyas. 
Although th~re is an apparent discrepancy between the views of the 
two authorities, the social position of a pure Siidra and a degrad
ed Kshatriya would practicalJy be the same. The Mahiibhiishya and 
the Manu-sa1nhita: appear to speak of the Greeks of Bactria and 
Afghanistan who established themselves in India in the early years 
of the second century B.C. These Yavanas gradually became India
nised by adopting Indian names, religious beliefs and customs, and 
were ultimately absorbed in the Indian population. 

II. THE BACTRIAN GREEKS 

Parthia (Khurasan and the adjoining region to the south-east of 
the Caspian Sea) and Bactria (district round BalKh, ancient Bahlika, 
in northern Afghanistan beyond the Hindu Kush) wers..tw.o..di!itricts 
,of the ~eleJJ.cicLempire. Some time about 250 B.C. both the coun
tries revolted against their e euel over or ntiochus (II) Theos 
(261-246 B.C.); Parthia under a native of unknown ori in n 

and < i3FlIUnder its Greek overno . Neither 
Antiochus II nor any of his immediate successors, Seleucus II (246-
226 B.C.) and Seleucus III (226-223 B.C.) , was powerful enough to 
suppress the rebellious provinces. The next emperor, Antiochus 
(III) the Great (223-187 B.C.), was engaged for some years in an 
attempt to regain both Parthia and Bactria, but, having found the 
subjugation of the newly founded kingdoms quite hopeless, he con
cluded peace with them and practically acknowledged the indepen
dence of both the countries. 

1. Diodotus I and Diodotus II t_ J ,... rr ' '> 

r of the inde endent Hellenic ki 
co ntry probably along with 

time, first as governor of the Seleucid emperors 
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and then as an independent monarch. It has been suggested that he 
was the satrap of Bactria who, according to certain Chaldean docu
ments, sent twenty elephants to assist Antiochus I in his struggle 
with Ptolemy Philadelphus of Egypt about 274-273 B.C. He was a 
powerful king who was feared by his neighbours. According to 
Justin, Diodotus was not on friendly terms with Arsaces of Parthia 
who, after he had conquered Hyrcania on the Caspian, was compel
led to keep a large army on a war-footing for fear of the Bactrian 
enemy. 

The statement of Justin that f >iodotus was succeeded by his 
son of the same name seems to be supported by numismatic evi
dence. Diodotus II reversed the anti-Parthian olic of his father 

of Parthia. This enabled the 
'-----~----------------~--~---Parthian monarch 0 concentrate his forces against the emperor 

Seleucus II when he attacked Parthia some time between 240 and 
235 B.C. The frustration of the Seleucid attempt by the Parthians 
not only saved their own land but also the kingdom of Bactria. The 
foreign policy of Diodotus II was thus eminently successful. The 
duration of the rule of this king cannot be determined with precision. 
According to Polybius, when Antiochus III appeared in the east 
about 212 B.C., the Bactrian throne had for sometime been occupied 
by a Greek named !uth_ydem.E_S who was a native of one of the cities 
called ~or. The Bactrian king is said to 
have represented to the Seleucid emperor that he happened to be 
king after having put to death the children of those who actually 
rebelled and that he, who was not a rebel, should not be interfered 
with. From this it seems that Diodotus II, son of Diodotus I , who 
revolte against Seleucid authority, was ov~hro~n -l?Y Eutfiydemu~ 
The fact, however, that Agathocles and AntimaCI1us of fue Euthy
demian house claimed descent from 'Diodotus, the Saviour' may sug
gest ~hat (Euthydemus was related to Diodotus I or II at least by 
marrlage~ 

I 

2. Euthydemus 

(!..fter conclusion of his struggle with Parthia, ~och II 
turned his arms a ainst Bactria about 20~ .C. and soon b~ieged 
Ellth:¢em s in his capitaLcity called BMtra or Zariaspa which has 
been identified with the Ill9dew Ba]kh. e siege lasted for two 
years, but neither side gained any decisive victory. At last, Teleas, 
whom the Bactrian king sent to the emperor to negotiate a 
settlement, was successful in convincing Antiochus III about the 
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-encouragement that the struggle might give to the barbarian hordes, 
hovering about the northern fringe of Bactria, to fall upon the 
·country and destroy all traces of Hellenic cjyUizatio,p.. The Seleucid 
emperor, whos; presence in the western part of his dominions had 
by that time become an ur~ent necessity, was too glad to be out of 
the embarrassing situation. ) 

( Ultimately Demetriu~ t~e young son of Euthydem~ was sent 
to the emperor's camp as an official envoy of the Bactrian king, and 
a formal alliance was concluded (c. 206 B.C.). Antiochus III agreed 
to the use of the royal title by Euthydemu,s- and Illso ~ve one of his 
dapghters in marriage to Demetrius. 1 lSoon after ~to'ssed the 
Hindu Kush, marched down the valley of the Kabul river, and reach
·ed the country ruled by Sophagasenus (probably Sanskrit Subhii
gasena), Ising of the Indians, who is not known from any other source. 
It has been noted above how, after the death of ASoka about 236 
B.C., the unifying power of the Maurya empire declined, and the 
provinces, especially the outlying ones, were assuming independence 
one after another under ambitious provincial governors, one of whom 
was probably Subhagasena himself or one of his predecessors. Antio
chus III went back to Mesopotamia after having accepted the...§.!!Q.
mission of the Indi n k· ~ who paid an indemnity and surrendered 
a number of war elephants) . 

( The abundance of Euthydemus's coins and the great variety of 
his portraits on them suggest that he had a fairly long reign over an 
extensive territorYI He is usually supposed to have died about 190 
B.C. ( His silver coins have been found in large numbers in Balkh 
(Bactria) and Bukhara (Sogdiana) , to the north of the Hindu Kush; 
but they are less common in the regions of Kabul, Kandahar, and 
Seistan, wA~Fe I:lis-brorue issnelii a);8 very-common. Scholars believe 
that towards the end of his reign, possibly after 197 B.C. when 
Antiochus III became hopelessly involved in his struggle in the west 
and was unable to interfere in the affairs of the east, uthydemus 
extended his sway over southern Mghanistan and the adjoining urea 
-of Iran and also over parts of north-western India~ But the man who 
!;.stablished Greek supremacy on Indian soil see~ to have been his 
'Son Demetrius whose early expeditions in India he may have led 
.as commander of his father's armies . . 

'1 . This marriage seems to have actually taken place, as king Agathocles (a son of 
Demetrius?) of the house of Euthydemus and Demetrius is known to have 
claimed descent from 'Antiochus the conqueror'. 
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3. Demetrius 

( According to Strab~ )(c. 54 B.C.-A.D. 24), who refers to the autho
rity of Apollodorus of Artemita, the Greeks of Bactria became 
masters of Ariana, a vague term roughly indicating the eastern dis
tricts of the Persian empire,1 and of India. It is ~aid that th~ Bac
trlan chiefs, particularly ¥enander.. conquered more nations than 
Alexander and that these conquests were achieved, partly by 
Menander and partly by Demetrius who was the son of Euthydemus, 

ing of the Bactrians. Strabo further says: "They (i.e. the chiefs 
of the Bactrians) got possession not only of Patalene (the Sindhu 
delta) but also of the kingdoms of Saraostos (Surashtra i.e. Kathia
war or South Kathiawar) 2 and Sigerdis (probably sagaradvipa 
meaning Cutch), which constitute the remainder of the coast. They 
extended their empire even as far as the Seres (i.e. the land of the 
Chinese and Tibetans il)- Central Asia) and Phryni (probably another 
Central Asian tribe)." ( The statement regards Menander and QeDle-... 
tl'ius as t~ gre~est of the Yavana ki~s of Bactrian origin, but9J:t 
f=teli~ot s~if¥ fue individual achieygroents of tb~ 
rykr,s. 

The mention of Demetrius, king of Bactria, Afghanistan, and the 
western part of northern India, after Menander, who actually 
flourished later than Demetrius and had nothing to do with Bactria, 
seems to go against chronological sequence and partially mars the 
historical value of the statement. But Indian literature also appa
rently refers to the exploits of the Bactrian Greek.s under Demetrius. 
about the beginning of the second century B.C. The Yuga-purfu:ta 
section of the Giirgi-samhitii speaks of Yavana expeditions against 
saketa (near Ayodhya in the present Fyzabad District, U.P.), Paii
chala (Rohilkhand in a narrow sense), Mathura and Kusumadhvaja 
or Pushpapura (the same as Pat.aliputra) after the reign of the 
Maurya king $iilisiika (c. 200 B.C.) who, according to the Vish'l).'U.
purii'l).a, was the fourth in descent from ASoka and third in ascent 

1 . The name Arillna appears to be associated with Iron and apparently also 
with A'I'ia (monern Herst region) . Ariana usually embraced the provinces of' 
Parthia (Khorisiin) , Aria, the Paropani!'anae (Kabul ree:ion), Arachosia 
(district round Kandahar) , Dram{iana (Seistan), Gedrosia (Baluchistan) and 
Carmania (Kirman) . Some writers think that by Ariana only Aria and 
Arachosia were meant. 

2. While describing these regions the author of the Periplu6 says: "In these places
there remain even to the present time si~s of the expedition of Alexander 
such 8S ancient shrines, walls of forts and great wells". Although Alexander 
did not penetrate 50 far south as Kathiilwilr, this region carne into contact with 
the Greeks as early as the time of ASoka's Yavana governor Tushaspha. The 
author of the PeripluB also speaks of later Indo-Greek rulers such as 
Apollodotu5 and Menander whose coins were in use in his time at Broach. 
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from the last Maurya king Brihadratha. overthrown by Pushyamitra 
about 187 B.C. 

( Evidently, the Yavana invasion of !Wteta and MadhYl!!Pika. 
(modern Nagari near Chitor. Rajputana). referred 0 iri e ahii
Q}ujshya as events that happened during the lifetime of the gram
marian Pataiijali, should be assigned to the same epoch) ~hough 
the Mahabhiishya seems to contain some later interpolations,' Patafi
jali was probably a contemporary of Pushyamitra and presumably 
also of some later Maurya rulers who suffered defeats at the hands 
of the Bactrians. The.. overthrow of Brihadratha by Pushyamitra 
seems to have been one of the consequences of the success of the 
¥allanas against the Maur as. According to the Giirgi~samhitci, the -Yavanas w 0 eSle e ushpapura' did not stay for a long time in 
MadhyadeSa because of "internal dissensions" leading to "a cruel and 
dreadful war in their own kingdom which arose amongst them
selves." The Greeks appear to have lost MadhyadeSa and temporarily 
parts of thePUrijab and the lower Sindhu valley to Pushyamitra.2 

Demetrius' association with India is proved by literary as well 
as archaeological evidence. He issued some coins of square shape 
with G!eek.J.eiend. on the obverse and .KhamshtUl on th e. 
Scholars have identified im with kin Dattamitra~
~the "grete Emetrius, the King of Ynde" mentioned in Chau
cer's Knightes Tale, and ~of a seal found at Besnagar.3 (The 
extent of his Indian possessions, after his withdrawal from Mad ya
deSa, cannot be determined with certainty; but he seems to have held 
sway over considerable parts of the Uttarapatha and Aparanta (Pas
chaddeSa) divisions of India and probably reasserted Greek authority 
in the 8akala region. ) We have seen that, according to Apol1odorus 
and Strabo, the Ind~Greek power extended over the lower Sindhu 
valley and Kathiawar. It is interesting in this connection to note 
that certain Sanskrit grammatical works mention ~ called Datta-
~ which belonged to t,pe CQunto: oLSauyira (lower Sindhu valley 
to the east of the river).4 

1 . The passage seems to indicate th;'lt the Yavanas blockaded the city by a mud 
wall and confusion set in throughout the dominions. 

2. The expulsion of the Greeks from the eastern part of the Punjab and the 
adjoining region is indicated by references in the Mdlavik4gnimitra and Divyci 
vada,n.a mentioned above (pp. 95-97) . 

iI. Dr. P . C. Bagchi equates Demetrius with_ Krimis!!. the Yaksha. who destroyed 
Pushyamitra, according to a story in the~Divyiivadiin.a (lHQ XXII, 81 (fl . 

4 . Inhabitants of this famous city which seems to have been founded in the vici
nity of the ancient Patala, capital of Patalene, near modem Brahmanabad (six 
miles to the west of Mansuriya in Sind), are often referred to in Indian literary 
and epigraphic texts as Ddttamitriyaka (Dd1dmit;vaka in Prakrit). 
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Some other cities in India and Afghanistan appear to have been 
named after pemetrius and his father Euthydemus. There was a 
city ca1l0d pe.!!!_etri~o~ in Arachosia according to Isidor of Charax, 
while Ptole~ography recognises EuthYmedia, usually believed 
to be a mistake for Euthydemia (a city supposed to be named after 
Euthydemus), as another name of Sagaia or 5akaIa, modern Sialkot 
in the Punjab. According to Indian_Buddhist traditions,-Silkala WllS 

t e c ital the Indo- ek kin Mil' d er) who either 
belonged to, or was intimate y associated with, the house of Deme
trius. 

4. Eucratides 

/ The Indian conquests and struggles of Demetrius, necessitating 
no doubt a long stay in this country, must have loosened his hold on 
Bactria which soon after revolted under an exceptionally vigorous 
leader named Eucratide~. The occupation of the Bactrian throne 
by' Kucrat1d6S," who foupded.lhe city of Eucrat~ea in Bactria, 
seems to have taken place about 171 B.C. Justin, whose work is 
a compilation from that of Pompei us Trd'gus (a contemporary of 
Augustus), says: "Almost at the same time that Mithradates (the 
first Parthian king of that name who reigned, according to many 
scholars, from 171 to 136 B.C.) ascended the throne among the 
Parthians, Eucratides began to reign among the Bactrians ....... . 

( Eucratides carried on several wars with great spirit and, though 
much reduced by his losses in them, yet when ~e was besieged bX 

)1 .~emetrius, king of the Indians, with a garrison of only 300 soldiers, 
he repulsed by continuous sallies a ~s". Being 
harassed for about four months Demetrius was compelled to raise 
the siege. Strabo (a contemporary of Augustus) says that Eucra
tides made himself master of the thousand cities, possibly those of 
Bactria, while Justin says that "he reduced India (probably the land 
on the Sindhu) to subjection." 'India' seems to have been subjugated 
after the death of Demetrius that may be roughly assigned to about 
165 B.C.! ' 

Some scholars have pOinted out that Timarchus, satrap of Baby
lon, who revolted against the Seleucid emperor in 162 B.C., issued 
coins in imitation of the Indian coinage of Eucratides and that there
fore 'India' must have been conquered by Eucratides some time b~ 
fore the above date. f ut Eucratides's success in India was only 
partial and, in regard to some areas, temporary_) There is evidence 
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to show that he had to fight hard with several princes of the Euthy
demian house who maintained their hold on parts of India and 
Afghanistan. Certain copper coins of a king named ollodotU$ 
~r were restruck by Eucratides and no doubt point to the atter s 
victory over the former. Th~ reverse of these coins representing 
Zeus enthroned with the s~bols of a mountain and elephant's h~ad 
and ontain.ing th Kharoshthi le~nd KaviSiue naga a-devata (city 
divinity of KapiSi) shows that Apol.!,odotus was actually ousted by 
Eucratides from the,JbiPi@: coun.!!:YJ i.e. Kafiristan and the valleys 
of the Ghorband and Panjshir. He is also supposed to have been 
deprived of Arachosia and Dranglima by Eucratides. Two other 
members of the house of Demetrius are known to have issued com
memorative medals claiming relation with earlier kings (which was 
far-fetched in some cases) either to point out that Eucratides was a 
usurper who had no claim for kingship like themselves or to counter
act his claim of Seleucid blood. We have medals issued by king 
~gathQcles in the name of 'i}lexander son of Philip', 'Antioch us the 
conqueror', '~odotus the saviour', 'Euthydemus the Divine', and 
'Demetrius the unconquered'. Similar medals of another king named 
Antimachus issued in the names of Diodotus and Euthydemus have 
also been discovered. 

~Agathocl§ and another ruler named Panta1eoR, Who appea to 
have been closely related to each other, issued coins of square ..§hape 
(in Imitation of the Indian punch-marked coins) with the reverse 
legend in Brahmi Instead of the usual Kharoshthi prevalent in Uttara
patha and the adjoining region. Although the coins are found in 
Afghanistan, they apparently(point to the claim of these rulers to 
have been successors of Demetrius, especially in regard to some dis
tricts of northern India with which they may have been associated 
during the latter's reign. It is possible that Eucratides had to fight 
with all these champions of e cause of the De~a se. As 
uto give a rep y to the commemorative medals of his rivals, Eucra
tides issued some propaganda coins· the iUlme 0 elioclts nd 
J_.agw.ce. Numismatic ~enca..suggests that ~Qs:les was the SQn 
aii'd succes of Eucratides. It was therefore supposed by Droysen 
an on aUet that the commemorative issues of Eucratides were 
struck to celebrate the marriage of his son with Laodi.ce, who was pro
bably the daughter of Demetrius by his Seleucid wife, the daughter 
of Antiochus III. Cunningham and Gardner, however, believed that 
Heliocles was the father, and Laodice the mother of Eucratides. The 
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fact that, in the representation on the coins, Heliocles appears with 
a bare head but Laodice with a diadem shows that she belonged to a 
royal family, probably the imperial house of the Seleucids. ' It is 
not improbable that Eucratides came to Bactria as a champion of the 
Seleucid cause. 

According to Justin, even during the early part of his reign, 
Eucratides had not only to fight with Demetrius but also with the 
~(people of Sogdiana or the Bokhara region to the north 
of the Oxus). It is probable that Sogdiana was then under the bar
barian hordes (vaguely called Scythians by classical authors) about 
which Teleas spoke to Antiochus III. [When Eucratides was totally 
exhausted owing to continuous wars, the_Pa!1hians under the great 
ISng Mithradates I (c. 171-136 B.C.) at_!;acked the Bactrian kingdom 
and ~nnexed two districts of the ountn'. The names 
of t ese dis ricts are given as spiq,nus and TuriYfI, supposed by some 
scholars to be meant for Aria (Herat) and Arachosia (Kandahar). 

( About this time it had become difficult for Eucratides to attend to the 
administrative necessities of his big empire and he had made his son 
a colleague in the kingship. Justin records that when Eucratides 
was on a march homewards to Bactria, he was murdered (c. 150 
B.C.) by his son. The name of the parricide is unknown; but he may 
be no other than Heliocles who next ascended the throne. ~ ) 

5. The End of Yavana Rule in Bactria 

( ,.Heliocle was the last Greek king who held sway .over Bactria.' 
Justin says: "The....Bacirians harassed by various wars lost not only 
their dominions but their liberty; for having suffered from conten
tions with the Sogdians, the Drangians and the Indians, they were 
at last overcome, as if exhausted, by the weaker Parthians." The 
reference to the struggle of the Bactrian Greeks with the Indians and 
Drangians, especially the latter over whose land also they had ex
tended their power, is ~nteresting. 

It is evident that~he anti-Bactrian policy of the Parthians, ~tro
du_cf@ by Mithradates r with the occupation of two districts of Bac
triana, was pursued with vigour. A Roman historian named Orosius -- --- --- - --------- --_---- ----
1 . Tarn, with his usual power of imagination, conjectures that Laodice, mother 

of Eucrntides, was n dSl!(!hter of Seleucus II and a sister of Antiochus III. He 
further assumes that Eucrat ides was orilZinally the governor of the Upper 
satrapies under his first cousin Antiochus IV and fought with the Euthydemians 
on the latter's behaU. 

'2 . Tarn's conjecture that Eucratides was killed by a son of Demetrius may not be 
unwarranted. Cf. certain medieval European traditions regarding Eucratides's 
death quoted in JRAS, 1950, pp. 7-13. 
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(c. A.D. 417) says that Mithradates I conquered all the peoples who 
lived "be~n the.liydaspes a,nd the...Ind,ys. ' This Hydaspes is pre
bably ~, bu~rs~ called Medus Hydaspes 
by Vir_g:il...:._ Thus we haveprobaoIY a reference to the expansion ° 
,.parthian power to tbe lower Sindhu from. their bases ilLEast Iran. 
(ACCording to Strabo, "the best known of the nomad tribes are those 
who drove the Greeks out of Bactria-the Asii, the Pasinni, the. 
~ and the Sacarauli, who came from the country on the other 
side of the Jaxartes j over against the Sacae and Sogdiani , which 
country was also in occupation of the Sacae." The lost history of 
Pompeius Trogus, according to its Prologue, is reported to havc des~ 
cribed how "the Saraucae and the Asiani (probably the same as the 
Sacae and the Asii) seized Bactria and Sogdiana." According to some 
writers, the Saraucae-Sacae and the Asii-Asiani were respectively 
the sakas and the Yueh-chi.-

( Whatever be the correctness of these identifications, it seems 
that the Bactrian kingdom was occupied partly by the Parthians and 
partly by the northern nomads. We learn from the Chinese sources 
that some time after~t~oc~ 
to the north of the J artes.lnd a~o t~whole.....of Sogdiana lying to 
·the sou -west and south of the river, dtivil}.g the Sakru; be{Qre Jhem 
toto Ta-~or Bactria t~ the so~.cl the Qxus. Some years later 
the ~e~hi £rOSs~OJill.s, dispersed the Sakas §lld conQll.e.{~ !.he 
who~~ the-Hindu Kush in the south. According 
to Chinese evidence, therefore, parts of the Greek kingdom of Bactria 
were »Ccupied by the Sakas who were later overthrown by the Yueh
chv. ll!elioo~~, the last Greek king of Bact!:ia~ had apparently to {aU 
back, after the loss of Bactria, on his dominions in the Kabul Valley 
and India (c. 125 B.C.). H~ success in India is believed to be indi
ca ed by the fact that the coins jointly issued by Agathocleia and 
Stratg,.l, who belonged to the house of DemetrilOl;, are sometimes 
found restruck by a king named HeliocleS) 

III. INDO-GREEK RULERS 

After the loss of Bactria the Yavanas continued to rul.e..in_centr 1 
atU( so thern Afghanistan and in north-western India. The history 
of Yavana rule in these regions is characterised by internecine fight
in!! amongst the variouLtlti!!£es be10nglng to the houses of Demetr~ 
~. M~s of the-lnde-Bactrian Greek 
rulers are known from the coins, most of them being unknown from 
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any other source. Thus we have the names of Agathoc1eia, Agatho
cles, Amyntas, Antialcidas, Antimachus, Apollodotus, Apollophanes. 
Archebius, Artemidorus, Demetrius, Diodotus, Diomedes, Dionysius. 
Epander, ~s, Euthydemus, Heliocles, Hermaeus, Hippostratus, • 
Lysias, ,Menander, Nicias, Pantaleon, Peucolaus, Philoxenus,.Ela1o.. 
Polyxenus, ~, Telephus, Theophilus and Zoilus. Of these the 
names Antimachus, Apollodotus, Demetrius, Diodotus, Eucratides, 
Euthydemus, Strato and Zoilus are believed to have been borne by 
two kings, a father and a son or a grandfather and a grandson. All 
these rulers are assigned to a date earlier than the establishment of 
the suzerainty of the ~s and the Kushanas in north
western India and Afghanistan. 

The fact that about thirty rulers , who flourished after Demetriu 
and Eucratides, have to be placed in the comparatively short period 
of less than two centuries suggests that some of them ruled contem
poraneously with others in different parts of the Yavana dominiony 
It thus appears that the Puranic estimate of Yavana rule in India IS 

much near the truth. "There will be Yavanas here," observe the 
Pur.'il:las, "by reason of religious feeling or ambition or plunder; they 
will not be kings solemnly anointed but will follow evil customs by 
reason of the corruptions of the age. Massacring women and children 
and killing one another, the (Y ki s w'U en'o the earth at 
t.!!;~d of the K!_1i l!8e." - - -
1. M.enander 1 .'. 

I r \. J ,.1 -y 1" 
\. 

We have seen that Strabo, on the authority of Apollndorus, re
gards Menander and Demetrius as the greatest of the Indo-Greek 
kings. The author of the Periplus (c. A.D. 70-80) says that "to the 
present day ancient drachmae are current in Bazxgaza (!lroach) -baring inscriptions in Greek letters and the devices of those who 
r Ign daft r Alexander, namely, Apollodotus and Menander." The 
Broach region possibly formed part of the Yavana dominions during 
the rule of Dem trius, Apollodotus and Menander. Apollodotus and 
Menander ar also mention d as Indian kings in the title of the lost 

/' 

forty-fourth book of Justin's work. ( Plutarch tells us that Menander 
was noted for justice and enjoyed great popularity with his subjects 
and that upon his death, which occurred in a camp, diverse cities 
cont nded for the pos ession of his ashes (cf. the story of the distri
bution of Buddha's a hes) . Curiously enough, of all the Yavana kings 

-I 
of India. Menander alone has found a prominent e!ace in Indian 
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Buddhist tradition as a scholar and patron of BuddhisW. He is identi
fied with king Milinda who is one of the two leading characters in the 
kUlinda-paiiha, 'Questions of Milinda,' a famous Byddhist text written 
in the lonn or a dialogue bet\veen the king and the Buddhist monk 
.t:laga§eQ!l' The monk is represented as solving all puzzles put to him 
by the king and as ultimately succeeding in converting the latter 

(Tbe Indian form of the king's nam~ is given as Milindra in Ksbe
rg,endra s Ava£Uinakalpalatg and the Tibetan Bstan-hgyur collection, 
while the7Shinkot inscription gives it more correctly as Menadra (i.e. 
Menamd1'a; Menandra), which is found on the coins. According to 
the Milinda-pa7iha tradition, Me ande! was ~ 
K si-grama ~ .~ or_Doab of Alasa..o® (Alexandria near 
Kabul), an b~ the modern Siiilkot in the 
Punjab. It is said that Menander handed over the kingdom to his 
son, retired from the world , and .e_ecame not only a Buddhist monk 
but an Arhat. This fits in with Plutarch's story about his ashes. ) 
Kshemendra refers to Menander a story which is sometimes also 
told about Kanishka, while an Indo-Chinese tradition associates him 
with the most famous statue of Buddha in Indo-China. Of cour'e 
such legends are not always authentic; but the most interesting thing 
in this connection is the impression the foreign king must. have 
made on the Indian mind. 

Menapder is usually assigned to the middle of the second century 
B..c., out h~ seems to have ruled at a later date, probably about 
115-90 B,C j Some scholars, perhaps relying on the vague traditiotl 
ascribed to Apollodorus , believe that Menander was the Vavana ruler 
who invaded Sciketa and Madhyamiltii during the lifetime of Patafijali. 
a contemporary of Pushyamitra. They apparently ignore the fact 
that the -1' i-samhif4 assigns the Greek invasion of MadhyadeSa and 
eastern India to a date soon after the reign of the later Maurya king 
SaliSiika and probably before the accession of Pushyamitra about 187 
B.C. As Menander's reign is unanimously placed by scholars after 
Demetrius's death which took place about 165 B.C., he may have, at 
best, been a 1st contemporary of P 'tol, and could not have 
been the Yavana king invading MadhyadeSa and eastern India in the 
first quarter of the second century B.C. It may of course be suggest
ed that Pushyamitra had to fight with the Yavanas, first under Deme
trius before and soon after his accession, and for a second time under 
Menander about the close of his reign. There is, however, an Indian 
tradition which seems to assign Menander to a date later than the 
end of Pushyamitra's rule. According to the Buddhist traditions of 
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north-western India as recorded in the Milinda-panha, Menander 
flourished 500 years after the Pari ni rvfu)a , i.e. in the sixth century 
after Buddha's death. 1 

Other authorities have suggested that Menander was a later con
temporary of Eucratides, because "some of their square copper coins 
are so similar in style that they may reasonably be assigned not only 
to the same general period, but also to the same region-a region 
which must have passed from one rule to other." But similarity or 
dissimilarity of coin types appears fO be due mOre to local and other 
reasons than to contemporaneity. As Menander probably flourished 
after the immediate successors of Demetrius, namely, Apollodotus, 
Agathocles and Antimachus, who fought with Eucratides, the begin
ning of his rule has to be assigned to a date later than the middle of 
the second century B.C. If it be true that he succeeded in establish
ing his suzerainty over all other Indo-Greek potentates of his time, 
the absence of Bactrian issues would rather place his reign after the 
Yavanas had lost Badria }md probably also Drangiana and parts of 
Arachosia. 

The wide extent of Menander's dominions. is indicated by the 
great variety and wide distribution of his eoi~5'wh1Ch -are ound in 
large numbers not only in the valleys of the Kabul and the Sindhu 
but also in the western districts of the U.P. His coins again are ~nown 
to have been current. in Klithiiiwar in the first cent r ·A~D . Accord
ing to a tradition ascribed to Apo110dorus of Artemita , Menandel' 
"crossed the Hyphanis to the east and reached the Isamus." The 
Hyphanis is very probably the same as the Hyphasis or the Beas, 
while Isamus seems to be the Greek corruption of Prakrit Icllchumai 
(Sanskrit Ikshumati), a river of t.he Paiichiila country often identified 
with the modern .. Kiilinadi running through Kumaun, Rohilkhand and 
the Kanauj region. 

The ~ containing two groups of Kharoshtbi 
inscriptions, the arHer of th m referring to the re~Menander, 
was discovered in the Bajaur tribal territory about twenty miles to 

1. Hiu n Tsnng speaks of four different traditions about the epoch of the Pari
nirvana, vi.:. (1) about the end of th 31'd century B.C., (2) about the middle of 
the 6th c ntury B.C., (3) about the middJe of the 7th century B.C. and (4) 
about the middl of th 9th century B.C. The first, second and fourth epochs 
are either t.oo early or 100 late for Menander. The third epoch would place 
the Yavnnn king b twccn the middle of the second and the middle of the first 
e ntury B.C. It is interesting to note in thls connection that Kielhom suggested 
an poch of th Pnrinirvimn fallinJ! in 638 B.C. with which the astronomical 
detaLL of the dat of an inscription (List of Northern Ins. No. 575) work out 
satlsf ctorUy. 
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the west of the confluence of the Panjkora and the Swiit. Some relics 
of Sakyamuni Buddha are said to have been installed in the casket 
for worship first by a prince named Viyakamitra, apparently a feuda
tory of Menander, and afterwards by a chief named Yijayamitra who 
may have been the son or grandson of Viyakamitra. ' The discovery 
of the Shinkot record points to Menander's hold over the Peshaw8.1' 
region and possibly also over the upper Kabul valley. There could 
therefore have been no independent Yavana ruler at TakshliSilii. and 
Pushkalavati during this period. f Menander's dominions appear to 
have comprised the central parts of Afghanistan, North-West Frontier 
Province, the Punjab, Sind, Rajp tana and Kathiawiir, and probably 
also a portion of the western U.P. 

2. A ntialcidas 

I Besides Menander another Iodo-G~ king is prominently men
bo~n an Indian pigraphic record found at Besnagar. e in
scription records the e!,ection of uaTusia-dhvaja (a column with its 
capital adorned by the figure of Garu9a) iD honour of Lord Vasudeya.. 
h-X a Yavana of TrudIa named 1leliodQrus wl!o had become a bM.qa
vata (devotee of Vasudeva or Vis}u:lu) and had come to the court of 
Rajan !£autsiputra Bhagabhadra in his 14th regnal year as an envOY 
of Mahiird~talikita, no doubt the same as Antialcidas known 
from coins. It is usually believed that the Ind.Q:Greek king Antialci
das had his headquarters at Taxila which was the home aI..his .am
bassador. He is- also supposed to have belonged to the Eucratidian 
nouse and to have been the successor of Eucratides in KapiSa region 
as he is known to have issued coins with the type of the city divinity 
of KapiSi,2 with which Eucratides restruck the coins of Apollodotus. 
It may be pointed out fii""this connection that the domimons 0 {he 
Eucratidian princes are supposed to have comprised a number of 

1 . EI . XXIV. 7; Sel. Ina. I, pp. 102-04; NIA, January 1940, pp. 639-48; Num
Chron. 1944, pp. 99-104. The intervening period between the establishment of 
the reHcs by ViyakamitTa and its re-establishment by Vijayamitro wu estim ted 
by N. G. Majumdar to be about hall a century and by the writer of these pages 
to be only a few years. But the reccnt discovery of coins of Indravarman, son 0' 
VijayamjtTa, and !tis identification with Indravarman, father of ASpavarman 
who was a feudatory of Azes II (c. A.D . 35-79), 5Ugl(est that Majumdar is riltht. 
Sten Konow's theory that the relics were established by Menander lind thnl 
Viyakamitra and Vljayamitra are identical Is quite unconvincing. 

2 . The KipiSi coins of Eucratides have on the reverse the le~end KavUille fUlgara
devata and the representation of enthroned Zeus with the forepart of an elephant 
in the left and a mountain symbol in the right. Zeus in this cn no doubt 
stands for the Indian god Indra, who WB.! therefore the tutelary deity of th 
capital city of KapiSa. In Indian traditio~ Indra is associated with the elephant 
called Airivala and the mounlain of gold known 88 the Sumeru. 
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kingdoms including KapiSa, Pushkalavati and TakshaSiHi, which have 
been identified from their coin types.' 

Antialcidas's relation with Heliocles, son of Eucratides, is indicat
ed by th~ commoll-Coifu_t.¥pe-bust of king on the obverse and ele
phant on the reverse-with which Heliocles restruck the coins of 
Agathocleia and Strato I. Sometimes it is even conjectured that 
Antialcidas was the son of Helioc1es and grandson of Eucratides. But 
on some coins, whose origin is attributed to the TakshaSilB region, 
Antialcidas is associated with a senior ruler named Lysias who was 
probably his father . Lysias's rule seems to have intervened between 
the reign of HeJiocles and that of Antialcidas. Although it is often 
suggested that these princes may have been ruling at the same time 
(about the middle of the second century B.C.) in different provinces 
like Kapisa , Pushkalsvati and TakshaSila, there is reason to believe 
that Antia1cidas has to be assigned to a little later date. 

We have seen that an embassy of Antialcidas was received at 
the court of VidiSa in the fourteenth regnal year of king Bhaga
bhadra. As this corresponds to about 113 B.C.,2 the Indo-Greek 
king seems to have been reigning about this time. It is not im
probable that Antialcidas sought the friendship of the Indian king in 
his struggle against the contemporary Euthydemian monarch Menan
d r who, as we have seen, must have subdued the Eucratidian princes 
in the Taxila and PushkaLavatI regions. 

3. End of Yavana Rule in India 

There is an interesting group of Yavana rulers known only 
from their coins. They very probably belonged to the house of 
Euthydemus and Demetrius. Some of the coins were issued by a 

ueen named athocleia jOintly with a king of junior rank c~ed 
tra o. Scholars have suggested that these coins were struck when 

-the queen was ruling as regent during the minority of Strata who 
was probably her son. _Strata, called So~r, afterwards ruled alone 
and issued coins with his own name only; but at the fag end of his 
long life, he is found associated on some coins with another ruler 

1 . While the 'city goddess and Indian bull' Is the type of the Pushkalivati coins, 
th 'pUci (caps) of the Dlo$Curi' Is associated with the city of TakshaSila. Simi
I rly 'ox-head' is regarded as the type of Bucephala and 'Nice to right' that of 
the city of Nlca a. 

2. As. according to the Puranas, the first {our kilUls of the ~uil$i!a dynasty 
ruled for 61 years, the flIth k.inR Bhagabhadra, called Bhadraka in some Puranic 
texts. ma to have Q!lCended the throne 61 years after Pushyamitra's accession 
(about 187 B.C.), i.e. about 126 B.C. His fo~nth reenal year thus seems to 
correspond to c. 113 B.C. ~ above, p. 98. 
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of inferior rank called~trato...Ehilo~r who was his~ (Sanskrit 
pautTa), i.e. son's son. It has been suggested on the basis of the simi
larity of names and coin-types that Agathocleia, mother of Strato I 
Soter, was the daughter of king Agathocles and the ,..,Ytife of king 
Menander. ) Although there is nothing absurd in the suggestion 
itself, it has to be admitted that even if it were not irreconcilable 
with the date of Menander accepted in these pages, it would go 
against the evidence of the coins of Agathocleia and Strato I restruck 
by Heliocles with his own devices. This Helioc1es is usually 
believed to have been the son of Eucratides who, however, seems to 
have ruled earlier than LYSias and A~lcidas and probably also 
Menander. But the difficulty is explained if we regard Heliocles, 
contemporary of Agathoc1eia and Strato I, as a later Eucratidian 
prince, probably a successor of Antialcidas, and not the same as 
Eucratides's son who ruled about the third quarter of the second 
century B.C. A king named Archebius, sometimes associated with 
the Taxila region, was connected with or ruled contemporaneously 
with Heliocles who may have been the earlier or later prince of that 
name. 

~ter Menander's death, his descendants prObably lost their hold 
on Gandhara and Afghanistan . Agathocleia and Strato I appear to 
h we r ed only over the -eastern part of the Punjab. The facts 
that Strato I possibly began to rule as a minor and that his latest 
coins represent him as a very old man with sunken cheeks go to 
suggest that his reign covered a period of more than half a century. 
Thus Strato I appears to have ended his rule not much earlier than 
30 B.C. The later Euthydemian princes, viz. Dionysius, Zoilus, 
Apollophanes, Hippostratus and Apollodotus (II or III ) may be 
roughly assigned to the latter half of the first century B.C., and 
Hippostratus and Apollodotus, whose coins were restruck by the 
Sa a king Azes c. 5 B.C.-A.D. 30), may have actually been des
cendants of Strato I . 

f 

The de ed "tyle f the latest issues of Strato I and the joint 
issu trato an trato II point to the evil days that befell the 
pri{lces of the Euthydernian house) The .:bthene ~chos' type Qf 
~ of the rulers of this family was imitated not only by 
Scy~ satraps"Jike....RaitiY~ but also by Indian kings like Bhp
drayaSa.§.. who may have had some share in the overthrow of the 
Yavanas of the eastern Punjab. A ¥avana-raja, whose name is 
sometimes doubtfully reaE as Dimita in the Hithigumpha inscriptjon 
p! Kh.ji ra vela , seems to have flourished about the close of the first 
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century B.C. The record refers to Mathura which probably formed 
a part of his kingdom. Nothing definite is known about the Yavana 
possessions of western India during this period; but large parts of 
those regions must have been overrun by the Sakas of East Iran be
fore the closing years of the first century B.C. Gandhara and 
Afghanistan were apparently in the possession of princes of the Eucra
tidian house. Amongst them Diomedes, Epander, Philoxenus, Arte
midorus and Peucolaus may probably be associated with the cit 
Pushkaliivati, which seems to have been the provenance of coins with 
the humped bull on the reverse. 

An interesting coin-type actually represents on the obverse the 
city goddess of PushkaUivati (pakhaZavadi-devada) wearing a mural 
cl:own and hoI<liiig a lotus (pushkala) in her right hand, and on the 
reverse the Indian bull. ( The Eucratidian princes of the TakshaSiIa 
and PushkaUivati regions were ousted by the Sakas of the lower 
Sindhu valley u!_lder their king Maues) (C . • 20 B.C.-A.D. 22 ) about 
the beginning of the first century A.D. Maues imitated the 'Artemis: 
Indian. bull' type of the coins of kintCArtemidor:ur probably of 
PushkaUivati. 

( Another branch of the house of Eucratides was possibly repre
sented by Amyntas and Hermaeus who appear to have held sway 
over the Kafiristiin and Kabul regions. Hermaeus is found associated 
on some coins with his wife Calliope whose marriage , if she was 
really an Euthydemid princess, may have been the result ('f a peace 
ending the struggles between the houses of Euthydemus and Eucra
tides. On some other coins of Hermaeus, he is found to be in asso
ciation with the ',Xueh-chi or KJ:.lshana chief Kujula Kadphises , who 
probably acknowledged, during the earlier part of hIS eventful career, 
the suzerainty of the Yavana king. We have already referred to 
th occupation of Bactria first by the Sakas and then by the Yueh
chi. It will be seen from our subsequent discussion on the KUSMt;laS 
that , about the time of Kujula Kadphises , the Yueh-chi were in 
actual possession of parts of the KAbul District. Hermaeu who 
flourish d in the first half of the first century A.D. was the last 
Vavana king of the Klibul alley which soon pas ed to the Parthians 
and then to the Kushiin.as. 

Ref rene has already been made to the extension of Parthian 
power up to the lower Sindhu during the reign of Mithradates 1 
about the middle of the second century B.C. About a century later 
a tern Iran (the Drangiana or Seistiin country) , originally governed 
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by the viceroys of the Parthian emperors, became on independent 
kingdom. Arachosia (Kandahar region in southern Afghimistan) 
formed a province of this new kingdom and must have passed from 
the Greeks to the Parthians long before the time of Hermaeus, pro
bably in the reign of Mithradates I himself. As will be shown in the 
next chapter, the Parthian king Gondophernes (c. A.D. 21-50), origi
nally a ruler of Arachosia, extirpated Yavana rule from the Kabul 
region ; but soon after the Parthians were themselves overthrown 
by the Kusha~as about the middle of the first century A.D. 

We have traced above the gradual disappearance of Yavana 
suzerainty from Bactria, north-western India and Aighimistan . 
But the relation of the Yavanas with Indian politics did not nd 
with the establishment of Scytho-Parthian and KushiU)a supremacy. 
There is evidence to show that the services of qualified Yavanas were 
gladly accepted by the new lords of the land. There must have also 
existed numerous petty principalities under Yavana chiefs acknow
ledging the suzerainty of the Scytho-Parthians and the Kushfu:las. 
The . §!avahana- king Gautamlputra setaka~ (c; A.D. 106-30) 
claims to have com .into conflict with the Sakas, Yavanas and 
Pablava;;. The territory of these Yavanas probabJy lay not far from 
Kathiawar and Malwa, which formed the northern provinces of 
Gautamiputra's dominions. The same Yavana prinCipality is prob
ably referred to in the !.9:!lhuvamsa by__Kalidasa who lived in th(> 
fourth and flUh centuries A.D... While describing Raghu's dig-lli,iaya . 
Kalidasa pI ce~ountry of the Yavanas on the land-route fr 
Aparanta (northern Konkan) to the Ian of the Parasikas (i.e. Persia) , 
probably in the lower valley of the Sindhu. A_ NcigiirjunikoJ;Xla 
inscription of the second half of the third century ~.D. Teters to the 
Yavana country which. among other lands, was visited by som 
Ceylonese nuns; but in this case we cannot be sure that th r f r nee 
is not to the Graeco-Roman colonies that existed in the Far South 
of India in the early centuries of the Christian era . 1 
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CHAPTER VIII 

THE SAKAS AND THE PAHLAVAS 

I. SAKA SETTLEMENTS 

In the lists of foreigners who played an important part in Indian 
politics, the literary and epigraphic texts of ancient India often 
mention the Sakas (Scythiaw and the Pahlavas (Parthians) toge
ther with the Javanas (Greeks). As a result of tribal movements 
as well as of the aggression of neighbours, the Scythians, who were 

. originally a tribe of Central Asian nomads, "appear to have founded 
various settlements in different regions even in very ancient times. 
In the records of the early emperors of the Achaemenid dynasty 
of Persia, reference is made to no less than three settlements of the 
Sakas who were subjects of the Achaemenids. These were the Saka 
Tigrakhauda (Sakas with ointed lmets), Saka Haumavarg~ and 
Saka Taradaraya ( akas over, or beyond, the sea). The Sakas with 
pointed helmets are probably also referred to in the Achaemenian 
records as those who lived beyond Suguda or Sogdiana (modern 
BukhAra region) and in the work of Herodotus as the neighbours of 
the Bactrians. 1 They are supposed to have lived in the plains of 
the Jaxart s or Syr Darya "of which the modern capital is the city 
of Turkestiin."2 The Salta Haumavarga have been identified by 
ThQJll.aS with the Scythian settlers of Drangiana in the Helmund 
vall!D' , which afterwards came to be ftnown as Sakastan (the land 
of the Sakus; Sanskrit SakastlWna; medievr1 Sijistan; mod~rn 
Seistan). The Sakas of the land beyond the sea are usually believed 
to have b en those who dwelt in the Russian steppes to the north 
pf the Black Sea. ------.:;_;.._ 

As r gards the S,llka s ttl ment in eastern Iran , some scholars 
beli v that, after th disp rsal of the Saka tribes from the Ox us 
vall y by the Yueh-chi, their main movement, checked by the Greek 
kingdom or 1ahUI, went westwards in the direction of Herat and 
th nc southwards to Seist.iin. It is further pointed out that the 
tide must hav been actually flowing from the time when the Sakas 

1. According to Arrian. a chi C named Mau ces or Mav ces (i .e. Maues) who 
lerl th S cianll ($aka), a &v1hjan tribe dwelling in Asia not far from 
Bactrla and Sogdiana, w s an lly of Darius m. 

2. PHAro 358. 
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had been displaced _Qy the Yueh-chi from their home beyond th 
JaKartes in the second century B.C. The Parthian emperors who 
were then in possession of eastern Iran struggled hard with the 
S<;ythians, and Phraates II (138-128 B.C.) and Artabanus I t128-123 
B.C.) lost their lives in the strife. It was Mithradates II (123-88 
B.C. ) who finally subdued the Sakas. The tide of Scythian move-

. mept, thu~ed br the Par tbjans, ultimately flowed towards the 
valley of t e indhu. ~ut many of the Saka chiefs appear ta..Jwye 
accepted the suzeraint of Parthia. It is again probable that some 
of the aka chieftains entere e arthian army and came to ea ·tern 
Iran in the train of the Parthian governors of those regions . 

There is no doubt that Saka occupation of the _wcstern r1 
ot-Northern India was principally the work of the $akas of eastern 
Iran. It is interesting to note that the name of Sakastan in Iran 
and of its capital. the city of Min, which are mentioned by !sidor 
of Charax about the beginning of the first century A.D., are both 
found also in India. The PeTiplus (c. A.D. 70-80) mentions the dis-
1Q£t of Scythia, from which flows do~n the river Sinthus (Sindhu), 
and its capital Min-na_gara. ' The same district is also known from 
the Geography of Ptolemy (c. A.D. 140) as Indo-Scythia, i .e. the 
Indian Sakastan, which comprised Patalene (the Sindhu delta), 
Abiria iAbhira country between Scythia on the lower Sindhu and 
the coast country of ~grene according to the PeripZus) and 
Surastrene (Kathiawar). 

The nomenclature of the early $akas in India shows an admix
ture of Scythian, Parthian and Iranian elements. This no doubt sug
gests that the §akas. before their entry into India, lived for a con
s,iderable period of time in the Iranian Sakashin under Parthian 
rulers, when they must have also received a good deal of admixture 
of blood. In India the Scythians soon adapted themselves to their 
new environs and be an to adopt India n s a.nd J:e_ligiQ!ls bel~. 

They are also known to ave contracted matrimonial relations with 
Indian families. It is therefore no wonder that as early as the 
time of Pataiijali's Mahiibhiishya,2 the Sakas, like the Yavanas or 

1. The Pt"riph,! re/prs to another Min-na$!ara which was the capital of the 
ScY!hlcPa,rthia!l.......killll: Mllmharus. For thiJ ruler, see the section on the 
Scythian-rule In westemIiidia. 

2 . Pataiijali was a contemporary 01 Pushyamltra SUJiga (c. 187-151 B.C.); but his 
work, which appears to have und~one revisions at the hands of later gram
marians of the same lIChool, probably contains some interpolations. As the 
$akas could have got a place in Indian society only lOme time alter their advent 
into India, the Mahdbluiaht/(l passage In quelltlon may be a late addition to 
Pataiijali's work. See IHQ. March, 1929, pp. 38 If. 
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For the early history of the Sakas we are specially indebted to 
the Chinese and classical writers. The Chinese encyclopaedia of 
Ma-twan-lin (thirteenth century) observes: "In ancient times the 
tHun -nu havin 1 defeated the Yueh-chi the latter wtt9t to the west 
to dwe I among the Ta-hia, and the kin of the Sai' the Sakas ) went 
southwards to live in Ki-pin. The trib s 0 the a1 di id d and dis
persed, so as to form here and there different kingdoms." According 
to the Ts'ien-I-lan-shu. (History of the First Han Dynasty I also, 
"formerly when the Hiung-nu conquered the Ta-Yueh-chi (the 
Great Yueh-chi) the latter emigrated to the west and subjugated the 
Ta-hiu; whereupon the Sai'-wang (the saka king) went to the south 
and ruled over Ki-pin." 

The suggestion of fcholars that by Ta-hia the Chinese indicated 
the kingdom of Bactria seems to be justifiable; but the Chinese name 
might actually represent the Tukhara country, which probably for
med a northern province of Bactria.2 The sakas were hu succ~ 

sivel driven b the Yueh-chi from the va e 0 the Jaxartes to that 
q! e xus, and J,hence to Ki-Eln. 3 The location of Ki-pin is difficult 
to deternu-ne, some scholars favouring its identification with KapiSa 
(Kiifiristin) and others with Kashmir. It is not improbable that 
Ki-pin of the Chinese vaguely indicated the wide region known in 
earlier times as the Malui-janapada of Kamboja which, as noted 
abov ,4 seems to huvc extended from the Rajauri valley in Kashmir 
in the east to Kllfiristiin in the west. As, however, Ki-pin is placed 
to the south of Ta-hia, the land actually indicated appears to be in 
the Kafiristan region. 

The earliest Saka ruler of Ki-p,in known from Chinese sources 
is ~ whose son was ousted, with Chinese help, by Yin-mo
iu, son of the prince of Yung-kU. Yin-mo-iu the Scythian king 
of Ki-pin, was a contemporary of th)-cnmes~ emperors HsUan-ti 
(73-48 B.C.) and YUan-ti (48-33 B.C.). His successor seems to have 

1. The Pohlovos (from old P rsian PaTlha,'n) nrC' rCl(nrded as the Parthi~5: but 
wh n th Pnrodos (armor ntly. the Pnrthians) aTe separately mentioned the 
term P~hl4l)a po ihl.v incl!cntes the SnsSllninns or Persians in general. ' 

2. Accor_dmg to early Musinn authors, Tukhiiristan usually indicated the old 
Bactrlll to the south of th Oxus; but, properly speakinll: it was the mountainous 
country on both sid s of the river n far as Bndakh han. 51!(! J . Wellhausen. 
The Arab Kingdom and iu Fall, Calcutta, 1927, p. 470. 

3. 5 ahov, Ch. VIl, ~5. 
4. S p.15. 
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sought without success the help of the Chinese emperor against the 
Yueh-chi. The relations of the Sakas of the Ki-pin country, men
tioned by the Chinese, with India proper as well as with the Sakas 
of eastern Iran, who occupi ~ide regions of western and north
western India, are unkn 

II. VONONES AND HIS FAMILY 

We have already referred to the P;ut.hian conquest at easteOl 
..lIA!l. ancl.--the adJoiniBg_parts of India under Mithradates -L Direct 
contr ese lands by the government oi Ctesiphon (the Parthian 
capital on the left bank of the Tigris not far from modern Baghdad), 
however, lasted only for a short time. The struggle of the Parthians 
with the Scythians, in which two of their emperors lost their lives, 
must have led to relaxation of the grip of the central Parthian gov
ernment on the remote provinces. This naturally led to the estab
lishment of independent or semi-independent states in the eastern 
part of the empire under the leadership of governors of Parthian 
or Scythian or mixed Scytho-Parthian nationality. 1 

Th~ earliest local ParthiaILruler of east Iran, 
from his coins to ave a~sumed the imperial title " 

__....;o.;;...;;;~...:.;.:.;a;.=. 

kin s" was Vonones (Persian Vanana ). It has be 
amongst the Parthian emperors the a ov e was for thL.fi..m 
t ' W1).ed b ·thra 123 .C.)2 and that, therefore, 
Vonones, who may have origi~en the viceroy of Dran.lliana 
(east Iran), must have flourished after that monarch . The n;n:}e of 
Vonones is Parthian, but his brothers (probably step-brothers by 
the Scythian wives of his father ) bore names having Persian and 
Scythian features . Vonones seems to have ruled southern Afghii
nistan and the eastern parts of his dominions through viceroys. 

An interesting feature of the coins of \!QPopes' family is the 
association of the suzerain, the "great king of kings", whose name is 
given in the Greek Jegend on the \werse, with the viceroy whose 
name occurs in the K.ha.!:oshthi legend on the reverse. Sometimes 
two subordinate rulers ere simitaiTy associated, the name of the 
senior one occupying the obverse of the coins and that of the junior 
the reverse. The family relations between the king whose name 

1 . Thomas says: "It would seem probable that the tribes from eastern Irin who 
invaded India included diverse elements mingled indistinguishably together

b 
10 

that it is not JlOssible to assert that one dynany was definitely Parthian w j] 
an.other was Salta." (JRAS, 1906, p. 215.) 

2 . Cf. CHI, I. 567. 
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occupies the obverse and the ruler who is mentioned on the reverse 
are often indicated in the coin-legends. Vonones, the great king of 
kings, is seen to have ruled conjointly with his brother or step
broth r .spalahora and his nephew Spalagadama, son of Spalahora . 
.spalahora and his son probab1y ruled over Arachosia (southern 
AfghanisUln). On the early coins of another ruler named Spalirises 
(Spalirisha) the prince is described, without any royal title, as the 
brother of the king who is usually identified by numismatists with 
Von ones. 

If this identification is to be accepted , Spalirises was another 
brother or step-brother of Vonones and ruled as the latter's viceroy 
over a territory (probably about South Afghanistan) _where the 
'~:t standill(. c~n-~of Heliocles prevailed. In another series 
o coins of the sa...roe Hp'5. Spalirises, as the senior using the Greek 
leg~ncJ Q.tl the obv rse, is associated with a r\,lIer named Aya (Az§) 
as the junior using the Kharoshthi legend on the reverse. Both-of 
them b ar the subordinate or viceregal title 'the great king' and were 
probably ruling under Vonones. Spalirises later issued coins of the 
~~' (known from the issues of Heliocles Hermaeus 
ana others) as the successor of Vonones in the suzerainty of east 
Iran. This type of Spalirises is sometimes found restruck on some 
coins of Vonones. This fact probably indicates that Vonones, in 
his old age, was overthrown by his younger brother or step-brother 
SpaUrises. It is interesting to note that Spalirises is also known 
to have restruck some coins issued jOintly by Spalyris (identifi d 
by som scholars with Spalahora) and Spalagadama, ~who were 
probably oust d by Spalirises because they w re loyal to the cause 
of Vonones and did not submit to the usurper of his throne. 

The easternmost districts of the old empire of Mithradates I 
appear later to have be n under rulers of Saka nationality, who 
were probably either s mi-independent viceroys owing allegiance 
to Vonon s or subordinate allies of that king, uut appear to have 

s urn. d complete independence by disregarding Spalirises' claim 
of suzerainty after his usurpation of Vonones' throne. The earliest. -
~eD ~ ~th.if!n king of ID~Scythia §!terns to have .heen 
Mau s iMoa. M?j1!2 who is not only known from his coins but al 0 

rOlU..!.Iaxila il!§.c.rie.!.l.2.P dated in the year 78 of an era apparently 
of Scytho-Parthian in titution. There i reason 0 leve that the 
or) the eta was asso tated with foun 
~ enl. 'ng om in Drangian!J" and that it wa~ carried 19 India 
by the Scythians and ultimat ly. after many ceOturi s, cam~ 
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~~wn as ~ _7jkram~rhvat. ' Vonones seems to have begun 
his viceregal career in 58 B.C., the epoch of this era, quite early in 
life. Later he assumed independence and probably ended his career 
about 18 B.C. He was succeeded in the sovereignty of eastern Iran 
by his brother or step-brother Spalirises (c. 18-1 B.C l. 

III. MAUES AND HIS SUCCESSORS 

The Saka ruler ~ues (s_.!O B.C.-A.D... .... 22J_not only sever d 
his relations with the Great King of Kings of east Iran soon after 

1. Early Indian rulers used to date their records accord.i.ng to their own regnal 
reckoning, which fact points to the @sence of any popular era in ancient Jodi» , 
The use of an era is first noticed in 'IillHa in the records of the Sc:t;th0-Part!lians 

~~n~~K~~te~:S~~~ ~~~O~;t r~:;sl~::~~r~ts ~:r~ar~d~~n th~o~~ 
lands where the use oC two of the earliest er 5 in the history oC the world- the 
SeJ.eucid era of 312 B.C. and the Arsa.l:ld (P1u:!hioill)4:CJ!..lli. iW! B c .-must have 
been qultetammar. 

As, moreover, the name of the month in the date of the Trudia inscription 
of 78 is Parthian, it has been suggested that the era is of Parthian origin and 
that it probably marks the establishment of n new kingdom in ast Iran 
(d. CHI, I, 570) . It is therefore quite probable that the ~u--fW"_w.L.....,~....., ... 
o~noJ:ll!lj, the earliest independent Parthian ruler of Dranginna, cam to 
regaroea -as the beginning of a new r£Sk;oning that was instituted to oust 
fnlpe~at;rrTIithn lira... of ~. As Vonones seems to have flourished about 
the nu e 0 erst century .C., it is not unreasonable to place his accea Ion 
in 58 B.C. which is the epoch of the earliest extant Indian reckoning of a his
torical character. 

It is thus possible that the Scytho-Parthian era starting from th ace 1-
sion of Vonones about the middle of the first century B.C. is no other than thE' 
so-called ~ama-Saritva.t. of 5!! B.C .. which was known in early times Q5 tho 
!{rita era or tlle reckorung associated with the republic of the Malava tribe. 

"l'fie M:iifavas originally lived in the Punjab and apparently su6mllt:ed to th 
Greek and Scytho-Parthian conquerors of that land. Under foreign pressure, 
they gradually migrated to Rajputina and ruled ov r the district round Nagar 
(ancient Milava-nagara) in old Jaipur State. Ultimately they gave th it name 
to Malwi (Milava) in Madhya Bhirat. It was therefore ~w.ho. 

r I i - ' a 0 58 .C. from the Puniab- to 1tai~ 
pu - an - t. The era came lie known in etC IOns as 
the rec onlng aSSIOCia with the Milavas and with who ms to have 
been an illusgiQ~ wader of ibe Milan tribe . See infra, aection on the 
Milavas. In some parts of central and western India the Scytho-Parthian era 
became a rival of the reckoning of 78 AD. used by the &ika rulers oC those 
regions, who were ousted by ChandrlliUpla n Vikramiditya about the beainning 
of the fifth century A.D. 

With the development of the legend of ~ramadityQ _Bakari, the rival of 
t).e ~ak.a era became, about the eighth century An., assoc1aGid with the name 
of Vikramidltyn, the extirpator of the foreigners. As we ahaU presently , 
the identification of the old Scytho-Parthian reckoning of Drangiana with th 
Vilaarna-Sarilvat of 58 B.C. is remarkably supported by th.e Takht.-l-bahi in
ICTiption of Gondophernes dated in th.e year 103, appar ntly of the aame era_ 
The progressive career of the Scytho-Parthian era was checked in north
western India by the establishment of a new reckoninl from th aceeulon of 
K.an.i.Ihb; but it did not die out bealUN of itt popularity with lOme of the 
Scythian families that often used it even during the IOvereignty of th K~ 
of Kanishb's bolla. 
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the usurpation of Spalirises, but extended Saka suzerainty over 
large parts of north-western India and himself assumed the dignified 
title of 'great king of kings." The coins of Maues are cQ,pied from 
those issued by princes of both the Indo-Greek houses, th~ Eucra
tidians ruling in the upper Kabul valley and the Euthy_demians in 
the eastern Punj.ab. The occupation of§ - b Maues, as sug
gested by the axila i scri tion ot the ar 78 of the Scytho-Parthian 
era, corresponding to A.D. 21 accor ing to the system of chronology 
followed by us, shows that by his conquests Maues drove a wedge 
between the two Indo-Greek kingdoms. Although the extirpation of 
the Indo-Greek kingdom of the eastern Punjab seems to have been 
left for his successor, the Sakas extended their power, during Maues' 
rule, ~ in the east. T e Mathura re io as con
q re Ion before the ea-r 2 corr~15, which is 
the date of an inscription of the time of the Saka MahakshatTqpa~ 
S~~~. -

Numismatic evidence suggests that Maues was succeeded by 
~. This Azes seems to be no other than the 
ruler of that name who was a c~ in the rule of 
a territory about southern Afghanistan. A~ the conjoint rule of .a 

. g and a sub-ki of nio nd a 'uni r r and_of a governor 
an a su or iniite ve.rnor was an im . tant c c1erist'c of 
S~ ian r~e in I,npia, and as the relation was not usually indicated 
when theJunior or subordinate ruler was the son of the senior ruler 
or sovereign, it has been suggested that zes as t son of S ali
~. If this suggestion is accepted, it has to be assumed that Azes 
became the 'great king of kings' of the Saka possessions in India 
after Maues, by virtue of conquest or more probably by some rela
tionship that may have existed between himself and Maues. It is 
not improbable that Azes, son of Spalirises, was the son-in-law 
of Maues. Azes is known to have restruck the coins of the Euthy
demian kings Aru>llodotus nd Hippostratus and imitated some 
of th ir distinctive monograms. Th ost notewortl!y of his co~ 
tY'pe i 'Athen Promacho' on the re e e, which was, again , 
characteri tic 0 th coins of Menander and his successors in the 
ast rn Punjab. It ha therefore been supposed by numismatists 

that Az s not only ruled over the empire of Maues but extirpated 
th indep ndent rule of the Euthydemian house. 

1. Th earliest coins of Mall s have the legend Bulli6. M4UOU in Greek, some
tim s with Mnh4!'(l;B84 M0B84 in Khnrosh~. But his later issues have Baaite6a 
Bull 6n Megnlou Mauou and Ra;4dira;nan Mahatnan M_. 
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Some coins were iss<:Ui::e::::d:.-..::b~y:_..;...c:::es=--~o,:,<:iL._o.:..;:;:=-==::?~=;p 
~ Both the rulers are styled the 'great king of kings', 
~ of Azes as the senior is given in the Greek leg nd on 
the obverse and that of Azilises as the junior in the Kharoshth] 
legend on the reverse. Thus~. A.D. 28-40).1. who was E_rob
a~the.JQn of Azes, ruled for some time conjointly with the latter 
whom he ultimately succeeded on the throne. There is another 
group of coins on which the name of Azilises occupies the place of 
honour in the Greek legend on the obverse and that of Azes is given 
in the Kharosh~hi legend on the reverse. Most scholars now believe 
that this Azes (c. A.D. 35-79) was a second ruler of that name who 
was probably the son and successor of Azilises and ruled for some 
time conjOintly with his predessor. Thus, according to the chro
nology and order of succession followed above, the Indo-Scythian 
kings may be represented in a table like the following:-

1 ..... Maues_fMoa, Mogal. c. 20 B.C.-A.D. 22. 

~es (Aya) I , c. 5 B.C.-A.D. 30; son (?) of Spalirises of east 
Iran and son-in-law (?) of No. 1. 

3_. Azilises JAyilisha), c. A.D. 28-40; son (?) of No.2. 

4. Azes (Aya, Aja) II , c. A.D. 35-79; son (?) of No.3. 

Some numismatists believe that Azes and Azilises are two forms 
of the same name, while another group of scholars suggests that 
Azilises I was succeeded by Azes whose successor was Azilises II. 
But these theories are not quite convincing. A ordin to 
'1r· er I was the lounder of the Vikrama-
It is, however, more proba Ie that the Vikrama era is identical with 
the Drangian reckoning that may have been started to indicate the 
independent status of east Iran and to oust the Arsacid era starting 
from 248 B .C. , when Parthia itself threw off both the Seleucid yoke 
and the Seleucid era of 312 B.C. 

Azes I, even if he was the son of Spalirises, seems to have little 
to do with the kingdom of east Iran. It is probable that after he 
hacl succeeded Maues in India, the relations of Azes I with Spali
rises became unfriendly. The hostile relations between the two 
neighbouring kingdoms of Drangiana (including Seistiin and Ara
chosia) under the Parthians (or Scytho-Parthlans) and Indo
Scythia under the Scythians are indicated by numismatic and other 
evidences. According to some scholars, the 'Heracles seate ' t 
coins of Azilises poin~ to his dire;t control over t e (Tis ri 
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southern AighAln1stan. Epigraphic and numismatic records of 
Gondophernes (c. A.D. 21-50), t1'!e Eanh' ler of Arachosia, 
prove that he conquered large parts oi 1lerth-westem-india-p.r.Qj>
ably during the reign of Azes II. 

About the beginning of the first century A.D., when Isidor of 
Charax wrote, the easternmost provinces of the Parthian empire 
are said to have been Aria (Herat), the country of Anauoi (Farrah), 
Drangiana and Sakastan (the districts between the Hamun and the 
HelmundJ, and Arachosia (Kandahar), although these territories 
had formed a separate kingdom about the middle of the first cen
tury B.C. It is not known whether Sakastan in this case indicated 
the wide regions then under the sway of the Sakas. In A.D. 43-44. 
however, when Apollonius of Tyana visited Taxila, that region 
was occupied by Phraotcs, no doubt a Parthian. The Periplus 
(c. A.D. 70-80) refers to the Parthian occupation of Min-nagara. the 
capital of Indo-Scythia . 

IV. GONDOPHERNES 

~{Persjan Vindapharna , 'Winner of Glory ' ) seems 
to have been originally J>ar!,b.iau, viceroy Arach si under 
the 'Great KinS of King ;_ Ort agnes ersian Verethragna , 'the vic
torious'), who was probably the S\l£cessor of Spalirises on the. throne 
of Dr iana.' As a viceroy Gondophern s was associated with 
another subordinate rul r named Gu~a or Gu~ana whose name some
times appears alone on some coins of OrtFiagnes. Gondophernes 
gradually extended his power in different directions and becdme an 
emperor. He used some of the coin-types of Orthagnes, which may 
point to his control over east Iran. The distinctive sign of Gondo
phernes found on his coins is sometimes found countermarked on 
the issues of the Parthian emperors Orodes I (57-38 B.C.) and 
Artabanus In (A.D. 10-40). This has been taken to indicate that 
h conqu r d certain districts of the Parthian empire. 

10 the nort.h, Gondo_E.herncs se m.s to hav. ou ermae\l$,-the 
la&t kiIUt of the upper .Kabul aIley, in spite of the help the 
latter r ceived from his Kushfu)a ally, Kujula Kadphises. As re
gards the Parthian occupation of Kabul , we have seen that Isidor. 
about the beginning of the first. century, does not include that region 
in the list of the eastern provinces of the empire of the Parthians. 

-------------------
1. It is not improbable that Ortbll,ltnes was a Parthian and that he ousted Spaliriscs 

who may hay h d Scythl n blood in his "elM. 
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although Philostratus refers about A.D. 43-44 to the extension of 
Parthian rule to this land. The Chinese historian Fan-ye seems 
to refer to the Parthian conquest of Kabul before its occupation by 
the Kushfu}.as, i.e. about the middle of the first century A.D., when 
he says: "whenever any of the three kingdoms of Tien-chou (India 
proper) Ki-pin (Kafiristim and the adjoining eastern region) and 
Ngan-si (Parthla) became powerful, it brought Kabul under subjec-
tion. When it grew weak it lost Kabul. ........ Later Kabul fell 
under the rule of Parthia." It seems that the rulers of the eastern 
provinces of the Parthian empire, even after their assumption of in
dependence, were sometimes regarded as nominal subordinates of 
the Parthian emperors. 

Gondophernes' success against the Sakas in India was more 
conspicuous. The discovery of a record of his reign at Takht-i-bahi 
in the Yusufzai territory near Mardan in the Peshawar District, 
coupled with the tradition of a Parthian named Phraotes ruling in 
Taxila in A.D. 43-44, points to the Parthian occupation of Gandhira. 

Kiug. GondQpbeme& j& assnciated ... o.n..Jus-eoins not only with his 
ne hew Abda es (who never ruled independently but only as a 
viceroy, probably of Seistin and Kandahar), but also with his gov" 
ernors Sapedana and Satavutra and his stratega (Greek stratego. 
corresponding to Sanskrit Seniipati) or military governors Aspa
varman, son of Indravarrnan", and Sasa, son of Aspavarman's brother. 
The style of Sapedana and Satavastra, viz. 'great king, king of kings'. 
possibly shows that even during the lifetime of Gondophcrnes, 
'the great king, supreme king of kings', the allegiance of the gover
nors was becoming nominal. Indravarman is known from his own 
coins on which he is described as the son of Vijayamitr , probably 
the chief of that name mentioned in the Shinkot or Bajaur casket 
inscriptiOns. His son.Awavarman (Sanskrit_ASvavarman) .is no 
doubt the '..cDins 
with 10, appaNntly es II, It.is clear that Aspavarman Jirst 
ruled over a district in north-western India as a Viceroy of the:Gtika 

JOn&: A:r.es n and next transferred his allegiance to the Parthian con
queror Gondophernes, and that he was succeeded in the vi~yalty 
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by his nephew Sesa (Sanskrit SaSsn), who later served Pacores, the 
successor of Gondophernes. It, however, cannot be said that the 
entire Indian possession of Azes II was conquered by Gondophemes. 

But the loss of the western provinces may have encouraged the 
feudatories ruling over other parts of the empire of Azes II to be
come practically independent. In this critical time, the Saka king 
seems to have sought the help of the Kushat}..as, then established 
in Afghinistan after having ousted the Pahlava successors of the 
Greeks. The Kush.a.I)as ossibly gave shelter to Azes II and. gra
dually drove out the Parthians from e andhara region. Kushava 
war- or s a e enSlVe conquests in the wes ern parts of northern 
India and the conquered lands were soon consolidated and annexed 
to the KusllAl),a empire. Azes II, the protege of the Kush.a.Q.as, was 
probably never again in actual possession of his lost kingdom. 

The above outline of events leading to the establishment of 
Kush.at).a domination over the Scythian possessions in India appears 
to be the most probable in the light of the scanty data available to 
us. Although it cannot be regarded as a definitely established fact, 
it is supported by evidence that will be more elaborately discussed 
in the next chapter. 

The Takht-i-bahi inscription of Gondophernes is dated in the 
year 103 of the Scytho-Parthian or Vikrama era and in the year 26 
of his own reign. The king thus ruled from A.D. 21 to Sit least up 
to A.D. 46. According to Christian tradition, Giidnaphar (Syriac 
version) or Goundaphoros (Greek version) was ':'the king of India" 
at whose court the Apostle Thomas was received shortly after the 
Crucifixion in A.D. 29 or 33, that is to say about the middle of the 
first century A.D. ' Scholars have identified this king with Gon
dophernes (Guduhvara of the Takht-i-bahi inscription) who has to 
be assigned exactly to the above epoch, if the date (year 103) of 
his r~cord is referred to the Vikrama era. The Kushfu;la occupation 
of the Gandhiira region is indicated by the Panjtar (on the borders 
of th P shiiwar and Hazara Districts) inscription of the year 122, 
and the Taxila (Rawalpindi District) inscription of the year 136, 
both the dates being referable to the Scytho-Parthian era and cor
responding respectively to A.D. 65 and A.D. 79. The Kushi.t,las thus 

1. Th _tory of the conv rsion of Gondouhern to Chrlstian.Ity and the martyrdom 
of St. Thomas ia given in d tail by "1/. A. SlnJth but thoullh CUlT(!flt as eariy u 
the 3rd century AD., It truth Is doubted by many, d. EHI4. 246-50; CHI, t. 578. 
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It is also to be noted that the Taxila inscription is dated in the 
year 136 of Aya, just as the Kalaw~ epigraph, which does not refer 
to the ~ushjnas, is dated in the year 134 of Aja . a a.wi-A;a
a both Indian forms of the name Azes, w ~o~in~t~h~e:!!sse~I>U:"""~""'" 
be Aze The rla'iiie of Azes II Occupies the same position in these 
dates as does that of Moga (Maues) in the Taxila inscription of th 
year 78, the only difference being that, while the name of Moga is 
endowed with royal titles, Azes II is mentioned without any marks 
of royalty. The omission of the Kushfu;la ruler from the Kalawan 
record and of the personal names of the Kush.al)a rulers in the 
Panjtar and Taxila epigraphs, coupled with the mention of Azes II 
in two of the above epigraphs without any royal title, no doubt 
points to an indefinite political situation. R.robably th Ku hiJ;tas 
conquered the land on behalf of Azes II who was now living with 
them as their protege; but they did not for some time formally 
claim to have been the actual lords of the territories. 'Iha-Panjt.ar 
iIlS.cri . on uses the_ word fa . to..indicata t.he de acto role 0 he 
l£ushanas; 'Qll of the de.Ju,r.e reign 0 AzeLlI may ve 
been restricted to certain localities and to Scytb.ian..!amil.i 4.evoted 
to the Salea king. By A.D. 79, the Kushfu;las must have become 
absolute masters of large parts of northern India not only at the 
expense of Pacores, the successor of Gondophernes, but also of a 
number of independent or semi-independent Scythian and Indian 
princes. 

A remarkable hoard of coins from Taxila was found to contain 
two t s of GondQ2he es ane_oi PACOres. ADd Dlle_ ot ... ~ 
K.aqphises, SQ.n of the Kushana king Kujula Kadphises. The.. first 
two s bear t . and symbol of. Gondophe.rn.eLwith th 
names respectively his viceroys Sapedana and Sa a.s1ta who. 
as already noticed, are styled 'great king, king of kings' and were 
apparently reigning practically as independent rulers. coins 
of Pacores llav n tb versa t.he....naJne of the Feat king' Sas~ 
soq of ~~he!:. who bad originally been a vic roy of Gon
dophernes, the predecessor of Pacores. Tb of the f 
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Wema Kadplmes, "the -great--'Kitl, upreme king of ...kings, the 
Ku.t_har,la chief", along with those of Gondophernes and Pacores may 
be regal' e as indicating the extirpation of Parthian rule from the 
Taxila region by the Kus~s. 

The exact relation of Gondophernes with Phraotes, apparently 
CI Parthian whom Apollonius of Tyana is said to have seen, according 
to Philostratus, in possession of Taxila in A.D. 43-44, is unknown_ 
Phraotes was not only independent of the Parthian emperor Var
danes (c. A.D. 39-47) but was himself powerful enough to exercise 
suzerain power over the satrap of the Sindhu valley. It seems that 
Phraotes was for some time the semi-independent governor of Gan
dhiira under Gondophernes. Philostratus refers to the perpetual 
quarrel of the "barbarians" (no doubt the Kusruu;tas) with the Par
thian king of the Indian borderland. That Parthian rule continued 
in the lower Sindhu valley as late as the eighth decade of the first 
century A.D. is evidenced by the Perip!us which says: "Before it 
(Barbaricum on the principal mouth of the Sindhu) there lies a small 
island and inland behind it is the metropolis of Scythia, Min-nagara; 
it is subject to Parthian princes who are constantly driving each 
other out." 

A l!Ilrthian king, known trom his coins with a purely Greek 
legend, was SanabaresJ who probably ruled in east Iran a~-a suc
cessor of Pacol'es. Some coins discovered in the Jhelum District 
have been attributed to the son of a chief named Bagapharna, prob
ably an' Indo-Parthian. Numismatic -source di.sclas.es the name of 
an Indo-Scythian kil18_called Athama who is supposed to have be
longed to the 1amily-of zes 1I. A~hama, however, was a subordi
nate ruler. Some other rulers known from their coins may be 
mentioned in this connection. They are Miaus or Heraus, Arsaces 
Theos, Arsaces Dicaius, Hyrcodes, Sapaleizes and Phseigacharis. 
But nothing definite is known about their history and nationality . 

V. THE SATRAPAL F AMIUES 
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We have a1re~dy referred to the ~~~~!:'~ 
~e~~ 8~S ~: and Gondoghernes, and to 
&pa's nephew Sasa who served under Gondophernes, and Pacores. 
Mention has also been made of Sapedana and Satavastra who ruled 
over an Indian district as semi-independent viceroys of Gonda
phernes. All these satraps are usually assigned to the Taxila re
gion, although the provenance of coins can hardly be regarded a 
a very satisfactory evidence in this respect.' 

belonge to the a arita 
a sa (modern Chach, north-west 
of Taxila ) a: ·eec.oy of Moga IMaues) in the year 78 (A.D. 21) . 
His son was the MahAi-ddnapati Patika. A Mahakshatrapa named 
Kusulaa Padika (i .e. Patika Kusuluka) and a Kshatrapa named 
Mevaki Hiyika are mentioned in the Mathura Lion Capital inscrip
tIons of the time of Mahllkshatrapa Rafijuvula and his son Kshatrapa 
SOI)~.2 

As $at:l~sa is styled a Mahakshatrapa (to which position he 
must have attained after his father's death ) in another Mathuri 
igscription of the year 72 (A.D. 15 ), the Lion Capital epigraQhs hav 
to be assigned to a slightly earlier date, probably about A.D. 10. 
The Mahakshatrapa Patika Kusuluka, known from the Lion Capital 
records, therefore, cannot be identified with the Mahdddnapati 
Patika, son of the Mabakshatrapa Liaka Kusuluka mentioned in th 
TaxiJa inscription of A.D. 21 , even if the MaMdiinapati became a 
Mabakshatrapa after his father 's death. It is not improbable that 
Patika Kusuluka of the Mathura inscriptions was the father of Liaka 
Kusuluka and the grandfather of Patika of the Taxila record . Th 
satrapaJ houses of TaxiJa and Mathura were possibly related to each 
other. 

Q other eo witli n 'Ab, was 
Zeionises Jihunia), sop of the Kshatrapa Ma¢gula;-wno known 

"" 
1. The Shinko inscrlotion of the pandfath r of ASpavannan IN est. that the 

t rrltory ruled by Aipa and Sua Ineluded th Bajaur tribal area. 
2. lb. naul .aund in the twn BaJijuvula and~ .. baa often been linored. 

Another form of Rafijuvu!a's natne was RljUla. 
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from his coins and is supposed on numismatic grounds to have been 
a contemporary of Azes II. A Taxila inscription of the year 191 
(A.D. 134), refers to a Kshatrapa of Chuksha named Jiho:t;rika 
(Zeionises) who was probably the son of a Mnhiiriija, whose name 
cannot be read. Sten Konow's suggestion that Jihox;lika was the 
son of a brother of Azes II is based on a conjectural restoration of 
a defaced portion of the inscription. Zeionises of the Taxila record 
was probably a grandson of Zeionises, son of Mar.rigula. An inscrip
tion from Manikiala mentions a Kshatrapa, probably of KapiSi 
(capital of KapiSa in Kafiristan). He was the son of another 
Kshatrapa whose name, sometimes read as Gr~vhryaka, is doubt
ful. A .Kshatrapa named.Siv: s J1Lis .k.nown..fr.9m a copper seal dis
covered ip.. the PunjAb. His ascription to the city of Abhisara
prastha is based on a conjectural reading. It is probable that these 
satraps were all viceroys of the Kushin:l8.s. 

Another Kshatrapa named Kharaosta or Prakharaosta, son of 
Art.a._ is kno~s coins. He is usually identified with the 
Yuv~ja Kharaosta who was related to the satrapal house of 
Mathura and is mentioned in the athura Lion a ital . s ri . ns. 
He was proba ly t e so of a daughter of Mahii-kshat 
vula. Sten Konow's suggestion at araosta was the father-in-law 
OT'Raiijuvula and that he was inheritor to the position of 'king of 
kings' after Moga does not appear to be convincing. 

M;athurft, capital of toe ancient Su.rasena Muh4-junapada, pro
bably b c8';ile the headquarters of a lIitraDal fru:nily of Sakas as early 
4lS the time of Maues. The earliest Scythian KShatrapa of Mathura 
seems to have been l!.aiijuvula who firsLruled s -.!~hqtrapa, and 
then as a Mahakshatrapa jointly with his son SOI;lQasa as Kshatrapa.' 
The l{shatrapa SOI;lQasa became a Mahiikshatrapa after his father's 
death. A Mathura inscription of the time of the MahAkshatrapa 
SOI;lQ,asa is dated in the year 72 of the Scytho-Parthian or Vikrama 
era corresponding to A.D. 15. Some scholars refer the date to the 
aaka era of A.D. 78. But this is improbable if the Saka-kAla is iden
tified with Kanishka's reckoning. 

1. Raftjuvula's arller coins bear leg nds in Greek and Khnrosht}lI, but his later 
iss\! have lell nds onlv In Brahm'!, which was the lICl'ipt prevalent in Mathuri. 
His son ~c;li.sa as well as the other Kshatra~s of Mathuri used BrihmI only 
in th Ir coin-legends. The lacts that Raiijuvula 5 coins were lound In the Punjab 
and in the western part of the U.P. and that his commonest type is copied from 
the coins of Strato I and n, whUe his rarest issues are imitated from the colm 
of the loc I rul rs of Mathura. show that the &aka chief, who seems to have 
been ami-independent g neral of Maues, tabUshed hUnseU at Mathuri late 
In liIe. For th local rulers of Mathur., see infrl1, Ch. Xl. 
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An interesting fact about Raiijuvula and SO.QQasa is that no 
overlord is mentioned in the records of their time. On his coins 
Ra:iii.!!,vula is re resen Q i ~end e a ratiha -
c1}akra Kshatra a and in the corrupt Greek legend as Basilei. 
Basileos SoteTos, probably indicating 'king of kings, the saviour' . 
These satraps therefore appear to have ruled the easternmost pro
vince of the Saka empire as semi-independent chiefs. On coins 
issued by SOI)9asa as a Kshatrapa he is represented as the SOD of 
Raiijuvula or of the Mahakshatrapa. 

There are some coins of a Kshatrapa named Tarat}.aQasa or 
Bharat}.aQasa, who was also the son of a Mahakshatrapa. This ruler 
may have been a SOD of SO:z:lQasa. A later Kshatrapa o~ Mat;hura was 
Ha~a who issued coins jointly with another _..2hat~pa named 
Hagamasha. Coins issued by Kshatrapa Hagamasha alone are airly 
common. A satrap named Gha1aka, who belonged to the Ksha
harata family, is known from an inscription found at Ganeshra near 
Mathura. His relations with other satraps of the locality are un
known. We have also coins of two Kshatrapas named Sivaghosha 
and Sivadatta, who were probably Hinduised Sakas. The Scythian 
satrapal dynasty of Mathu.ra seems to have been overthrown by the 
K'Ushfu:ta king Kanishka about the beginning of his career. 

The suzerainty of the Kus~as in India, who supplanted that 
of the Scytho-Parthians, however, did not totally uproot the nume
rous Saka principalities under subordinate chiefs. We have already 
seen that even 10 the second quarter of the second century A.D. , 
when Ptolemy wrote his GeogTaphy, the principal Indo-Scythian 
possessions, apparently under the sovereign rule of the Kush8.z;las. 
covered large parts of Western India including the lower Sindhu 
valley and Kiathiiw8r. The Saka satraps of Western India, owing 
allegiance to the Kus~s, continued to rule in those regions for a 
long time after the decline of the KushAl).a imperial power in India. 
It will , therefore, be convenient to discuss their history in a later 
chapter along with that of the other states that flourished on the 
ruins of the Kushir).a empire. 
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CHAPTER IX 

-
THE KUSHANAS 

I. ORIGIN ANO EARLY HISTORY 

The KushiQas, who played such a dominant part in Indian poli
tics, WeI: a branch of the famous...Yu .. e whose early history 
is noticed in several Chinese istorical workS. ' The Yueh-chi origi
nally dwelt in the land between the Tsenn-hoang or Tun-huang 
country and the K'i-lien or Tien-shan range in Chinese Turkestan, in 
the province of Kan-su according to some scholars. There they were 
defeated and expelled from the land, about 165 B.C. according to 
most authorities, by a neighbouring tribe called the Hiung-nu,~ 
ill the leader of the Yueh-chi horde and made a drinking vessel 

out of his skulL The WI ow of the s ain ruler now came to pow§ 
~d guided the tribe in the CQurse of its westward migration. 

While the Y.ueh-chi we~ passing through the..land to the north 
of the l:aklamakan , into conBict willl a llXie 
known as t~Wu-sun who occupiesl the- v.alleys of_j:h . 'ver and 
its southern tributaries. After having defeated the Wu-sun and 
slain their chieftain, the Yueh-chi marched on westwards, beyond 
Lake Issiq Kol, in search of a suitable home. small section of 
the peo_Ele, however. went to the soutb to ~ settle on the Tibetan 
fr.Q!!,t1er and becam known lfS "'th iWe Yueh-chi. The main 
branch of the tribe, the Ta-Yueh-chi or Great\Tueh-chi, in the course 
of their w,emward march, met the Sse, Sai or Sek (Saka) dwelling 
in the plains on the northern bank (boththe north;m--and southern 
banks, according to some writers) of the Jaxartes or Syr Oarya. 

The Sakas were defeated and dispersed2 and the Great Yueh
chi settled in their country. But the ~h-chi occupati of the 
a lut long~ The son of the slain king of the Wu
su...n, who had now grown to manhoOQ under the protection of the 
Hiung-ny_. attacked the Yueh-chi with Hiung-nu help and drove 
them out of the land which they had wrested from the Sakas. The 
Yneb-~bi, thus forced, moved further west and south to the valley 
of the Oxus or Amu Oarys, dele the Sakas alld ~ tl . 

] . Some of the have been mentioned abov L.P, 122. For other Chinese passa s 
d . lAo 1908. pp. 26 if; JDL. 1920, pp. 71 if; lYum. Supp. XLVll. 

2 . Ante, p. 122. 
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~ntey ~, which isnUSUISU1aHatt,y,...j·~~· ~:!2!:SJ~~ 
natives of this country, who were unskilled 
to commerce and were wanting in cohesion, 

The 

and the Yueft..chi-.estabiisbett-~M'-;:S~~~Jl&~~!!t~~!!!_ 
~ion-(aftcient Sogdiana) t 
envoy Chang-kien visited th·T-e-:;;';-.--.-:----:7~-:in 

about 125 B.C. 

From Pan-ku's history of the firs dynasty dealing with 
the period down to A.D. 24, we learn that the Yueh-cbi capital to 
the north of the Oxus was Kien-chi or JGen-she and !bat Ki-pin2 
lay on the southern border of the Yueh-chi kingdom. We also know 
that the Y_yeh-chi were no longer nomads and that their country 
had become divided into five pringpalities,3 one of them heini the 
Kuei-shuang or .l{ushiina. 

According to i"an-ye's an, more 
than hundred years after this division "the Yabgou (chief; the same 
.as Yavuga of the coin legends) of Kouei-chouang named K'ieou
tsieou-k'io attacked and vanquished the four other Yabgous and 
~led himself king (wang); he invaded Ngan-si (the Arsacid king
dom of Parthia) and took possession of the territory of Kao-fu 
(Kabul), overcame Po-ta (not far from Kabul) and Ki-pin (KAfiri
stan and the adjoining eastern region) and became completely mas
ter of these kingdoms. K 'ieou-tsieou-k'io died at the age of mor 

f 

1 . "nlc Perip114l which desaib:es lhe Bactl'iaA&...",a wa.tl.lke nation. poulbly refers 
to the Greek population of the country. As hal air ady been aug d, 'l'a
hUtl probably represented, in a narrow sense, the Tukhara country whlch seems 

. to nave been a northern province of Bactria. The fact that the Yueh-chl are 
aid to have had their capital to the north of the Oxu., po ibly aft r thtir 
settlement In Ta-hia, may suggest that the Ta.;hla C(tunfe' u known to the 
Chinetl&, lay on both sid of that river. Ii a Ohenbeleved that the Saku 
had been driven only from Sogdlana by the Yueh-chi before Chang-It! '. vlalt 
to the Yueh-chl capital, CHI. [. p. 566, But cr. CII, Vol. n, Pt. 1. xxll. 

2. AnU, p. 122. 
3 . These were Hieou-mi or Heo-ml (supposed to be th same as Wakhan), Chou

ang-mi or Shuang-mi (aften identified with Chltral), Kouel-chouang or Kuel
shU&ni {the K~ principality IOmetim located in the land betw n Chltra} 
and the Panjshir) , Hi-tun or Hi-thoun (id ntifted with Parwan on the Panjshir) 
and Kao-fu (Klbul). The Hou-H4n-.hu or 'Annals of the Later Han Dynasty' 
(dealing with the history of the period from AD. 25 to 220) by Fan-ye, who died 
in AD. «5, gives an aceount of the Great Yueh-chi and some other w .tem 
powers, chl.efty bued on the report of Pan-young (c. AD. l2S) . We learn from It 
that Kuel-shuang or Ku.shi.r:ta was th name of one of the five Yueh-chl aub
tribes and that Kao-fu is a mistake for Tou-ml. This authority lISIigna the Yueh
chi Or KushiJ;1a occupation of Kabul to • later date. The d~repancy between 
the t",o aeeounta u regards th extension of Yueh-ch1 or KuahlJ;Ia rule ov r 
Kabul, however, vanish if It is held that Tou-ml orlgJnally formed • part of 
the Kibul Dlstrlct still under the Greek k~ and that Pan-IN only refers to 
the partial occupation of the Kabul country by th Yueh-ehJ befor A.D. 24. 
This is probably suggested by th fact that Fan-ye refers to the later m.utery 
of the K~ ov r three kinldoma Including 'Kao-fu as complete. 
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than eighty. His son ~o-tcheft. succeected him as king. In 
his turn he ~c: - !Landia ~r~~ndieeting. 
the .eunjab region) and established t ere a chief for governing it. 
From this time the Yueh-chi became extremely powerful All the 
other countries designated them Kushfu;ta; but the Han retain e 
old name and called them T - ueh-chi." 

K'i_eou-tsieou-k'io is apparently the same al. Kujula (i.e. KU8'U~ 
luka),' a-diStinguishing title of Kadphiseslwho is known from coins 
struck in the land to the south of the Hindu Kush. On some coins 
the name of~. the last..GFeek xttlex of K.abul, is mentioned 
in the Greek legend on the obverse and that of Kadphises I in the 
Kharoshthi legend on the reverse, which runs: Kujula-kascu;a 
Kushii:t:ta-yavugasa dhrama-thidasa. "of ~a, the Kushfu)a 
chief who is steadfast in the faith ." In some cases we have sacha
dhrama-~hita (steadfast in the true faith) instead of dhrama-thida. 
This seems to refer to his adoption of a new religion, probably 
Buddhism. The fact that the KushaI)a chief is mentioned in the 
Kharoshthi legend without any royal title no doubt points to his 
subsidiary position to the Greek 'king of kings' of Kabul during the 
early part of his life. It is to be noted that the Kush.a~a chief is en
dowed with dignified royal titles in the legends of some of his later 
coins, which run: ~a ~ ~ 
(of the great king, the great Kuyula Kapha, the Kush8.r,la) an~ 

1-aha~sa r~tirai@D. ~u1l!!la-k21iliasg (of the great king, the king 
0 ' kings, Kuyula Kapha).2 It is not improbable tha.t Kadphises I 
su~eJl.!!tUour otbe.r. Yu~-chi nrinclJ;lalilies w~. 
As has already been suggested, Hermaeus was ,SlYerthmwn by-the 
~hians in spite of the hel,E he might.ba..ve r eiv-edJrom Kadphises I 
who, however, extirpated Parthian rule from both the Kabul and 
Kandahar regions after a short time.3 

1 . Cf. e of a Scythian lWmal !amUy of Ta Ua (ante, p . 133), 
with w Ic K'leou-tsieou-k'io may have been: related on bls mother'. alde. 

2. The IdentiGcatlon of Kadphls 8 I with the early Ku~a ruler Kujula-kara 
Kndphlaes known {rom his coins with the Kharosh~l legends mahdraJIIUG r411G
r4S/4.a deU4ptl.tI'lU4 KUJlulu-k4ra-KllpMIUCl (of Kujula-kara Kaphsa the great 
king, the king of kings, the son of Haven) and Kuvula-l«tra-Kapua Tn4h4r4J,11U(1 
rallGtir4lfCU4 (of Kujula-kar -Kapa, the great king, the king of kings), Is now 
uaually r jccted. S infra. 

l. Some acholarl beUeve that Hennaeu was dead long before Kadphises I occu
pied Kabul and that coins bearlllJJ his !'lame were continued to be struck for 8 
lona tim after be had passed away. Whatever, however, be the length of the 
In rval between the oV1 rthrow of Honnaeus and the KusbiJ:la occupation of 
KAbul:. there seems to be little doubt that Kadpbises I began his long life as a 
Buborcunate ally of Hermaeus and that success against the Parthians of AfRbi
nls.tAn wal achieved by him as a champion of the ca.use of his dead overlord. 
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We have seen that, during the reign of Kadphises 1, Kushfu.ul 
rule extended over Ki-pin and other lands, but not over T'ien-chou. 
As the exact boundaries of both Ki-pin and T'ien-chou are un
known, it is difficult to determine whether the ..Panjtar inscription 
of the year 122 (A.D. 65) belongs to the reign of Kadphises 1 
himself or of his son and successor. Fan-ye places his reign as 
a wang or king more than a century after the division of the Yueh
chi kingdom in Bactria into five principalities. which again has to be 
assigned to a date later than c. 125 B.C. when Chang-k'ien visited 
the Yueh-chi capital. Thus the reign of Kadphises I cannot be 
placed earlier than the first century A.D. Numismatists have pointed 
out that the Roman head on his coins was directly imitated from 
the issues of Augustus (27 B.C.-A.D. 14), Tiberius (A.D. 14-37) or 
~). The reign of Kadphises I, who died at th 
ripe old age of more than eighty. may be assigned roughly to the 
period A. D. 15-65. Konow's suggestion that he is mentioned in the 
Takht-i-bahi inscription of the year 103 (A.D. 46) is, however, based 
on a fanciful reading and its unwarranted interpretation. 

1. No epl,uaphic record of thi6 king hili IfO far been diaeovered. The alCTJption 
of the Khalatse (Ladakh District Kashmir) inecription of th y ar 184 (A.D. 
127) or 187 (AD. 130) to. Kadp~s II rests on the extremely doubtful read
ing of the name of the M4h4Nljct, referred to In that record, .. Ul1imtt K4Vth ... 
The ruler mentioned in the Khalatse pJgraph seems to be • ScythIan Ilovemor 
of »IlI"U of Kashmir under the Kushin8JI of KaniAhka'll house. Aa hall already 
been llUgltested, the use of the Scytho-Parthlan era was popular with certain 
Indo-Scythian families even alter the establWunent of the Kanllhb Ta . 
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b~when the supremacy of northern India passed 
to them. This extensive gold coinage has been attributed by scho
lars to the influx of Roman gold into India during the KusbaQa 
period.' 

On the reverse of the coins of Kadpbises II is often found a re-
resentation of the 0 iv with two arms, hair in spiral top-knot, 

an tiger s skIn over left arm, grasping combined trident and battle.
axe in right hand. The Kharoshthi legend on these coins reads 
maharajasa rajadirajasa sarva-loga-iSvarasa mahiSvarasa wima 
kathphiSasa tratarasa, 'of Wima KathphiSa the great king, the king 
of kings, the lord of the whole world, the MahiSvara, the Saviour.' 
The word mahiSvara. if it is equated with Sanskrit mahiSvara, 'lord 
of the eart11, seems to be rather tautological in view of the expres
sion sarva.loga-i§vara, in spite of the fact that the word logo. 
(Sanskrit loka) may be taken in the sense of 'man.' Probably the 
epithet mahisvara stands for the Sanskrit ~hesva'ra, ~ 
Ma~ara (Siva) '. It there lore seems that~ 
~ unlike his father who was probablY a .J3...l.!ddhig, 

A lar e number of coins .found "all over the Punjab as well as 
in Kan ahiir and in the KAbul valley" bears a particular symbol 
and a corrupt Greek legend Besileus Basileu6n Soter Mega!, 'the 
king of kings, the great saviour,' sometimes with the Kharo
shthi legend maharajasa rajadirajasa mahatasa tratarasa 'of the 
great king, the king of kings, the great saviour.' The issuer of these 
coins is associated with Wema Kadphises by the use of the nomi
native instead of the more usual genitive in the Greek inscription, 
and of the title Soter Megas . as well as by the similarity in fonn 
between certain letters both in the Greek and Kharoshthi in
scriptions. 

This nameless king, as he is usually styled, is further to be asso
ciated with the ~er or rulers mentioned in the 
Panjtar inscription of the year 122 (A.D. 65 as maharaja..Qusha~ 
(tne great king, the KushAQa) and in the Taxila inscription of the 
year 136 (A.D. 79) as maharaja-rajatiraja-4el!!!Bytra-Khusha~1a (the 
great king, the king of kings. the son of Heaven the KushAQa). l'he 
title DAtJj1putra. again conn ct.5 th unnamed K - er of the 
Taxi'fii inscription not only with Kujula-kara Kadphises, known 
from his coins, but also with the emperors of Kinishka's house. 
n is not altogether impossible that the issuer of the Sater Megas 

1. C/. Ch. XXIV. 
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......... ~r.ca>!~ISi...~J,U;:·-.iruiependent gOllerJlO of. djan p"5seision 
o a and is mentioned in the Panjtar inscription of A.D. 65, 
and that K 'ula-kara hises, probably identical with the h-
ruler mentioned in the Taxila inscription of A.D. 79, 

overn '5 son and successor. For a short time after the d ath of 
Wema, Kujula-kara, and possibly also his father, about the closing 
years of his life, appear to have ruled independently and to have 
even extended their influence o_ver the Kabul and Kandahar regiOns. 

II. KANISHKA 

~nishka was the greatest of the Kushana empews. His.c.u.le 
exteftcted over the MadhyadeSa, Uttarapatha and Aparanta divisi s 
of a ient India. His empire seems to have stretched from Bihar in 
the east to Khorasan in the west, and from KhoUn in the north to the 
Konkan in the south. It is usually believed that K.cjpbiscs II 
succeeded by Kanishka, although the data of Wema's death and his 
relations with Kanishka are unknown. The.!!L.is no evidenc~hat 
Kiiii£hk was the sole ruler of the Kush~a possession 10 actria, 
Afghanistan ~d India at his acc~ The most interesting fact 
about Kanishka's rule seems to be that his earliest records have been 
discovered in the U.P., the inclusion of which in the dominions of 
Kac1phises IT may only be conjectured but cannot be proved in the 
present state of our knowledge. Kanishka may have originally been 
one of the several ~ush.a.t;la chieftains who tried to make their for
tune in India and may have come out successful in the struggle for 
supremacy that seems to have followed the death of Wema. If these 
suggestions and those offered above as regards the Soter Migas and 
Kujula-kara Kadphises are to be accepted, we have po sibly to as
sign Werna's death to a date earlier than the extension of Kanishka's 
power over north-western India and the adjoining regions. K.a iahka 
see ~ttered those territori from Kujula-kara 
phises whose tige Devaputra he is known to have appropriated. 
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one of his immediate successors at 8anchi (Bhopal State, Central 
India) near VidiSa, the ancient capital of East Malwa, as well as the 
establishment of a satrapal house of the Sakas in Western India 
about his time seems to suggest that Sind, Rajputana, Malwa and 
Kiithiawar also came under the sphere of Kanishka's influence. The 
find of an inscription of another of Kanishka's immediate succes
sors near Kabul and a tradition recorded by Alberuni paint to 
~~nishka's rule over Afghanistan and the adjoining parts of Central 
Asla. 

The name of Kanishka (sometimes Sanskritised as Kanishthru 
is very famous in Buddhist traditions which, however, may have 
confused the activities of more than one king of that name. He is 
said to have led aJL_ expedition a~nst the Parthians. Chinese and 
Tibetan writers refer to Kanishka's successful expeditions against 
Soked (saketa) and Pa1aliputra, which may suggest the extension of 
Kushm:Ja influence over Bihar. The discovery of Kushaz;ta coins in 
Bengal and Orissa and the possibility of the Kanishka era being 
used by the ~havis of Neel may not, however, indicate any 
political subjection of those territories. The Rd ·atara.ngi1\i and 
some Buddhist traditions fer to Kanishka's rule in Kashmir. 
Hiuen Tsang speaks not only of this king's hold over Gandhara with 
~ura (Peshawar) as the capital but also of his control over 
the territory to the east of the Tsung-ling mountains and of a Chi
nese prince detained as a hostage at his court.' Thi_s tradition no 
doubt points to Kanishka's _relations with Central Asia and China.2 

In JUs old age Kanishka,seems to haveJed an unfortunate expe
dition in the north, probably against the Chinese in Central Asia. 
In an interesting I gend about his death the Kush8J:_l8 king is report
ed to have exclaimed: "I have subjugated three regions; all men 
have taken refuge with me; the region of the north alone has not 
come to make its submission." This tradition regarding KaW.shka:s 
l@ur i!l_ 1. .nw:th no doubt suggests his identification with the 
Yueh-:ehi kinll, who was defeated by the Chinese. general Pan-cil.ao. 

1. It is said thot the king of one of the vassal states of the Chinese mpire 
lying to the west of the Yellow river s nt his son as a hostage. The prince 

nd hi ttendnnts spent the summer in KiipiSa (Kiifirisfin), the winter in India 
(in 0 district called Chinabhukti in th Punjab) and the spring and autumn in 
Gandhira. Th inclusion of KilflristJin In Kanishka's empire and the separation 
of "Indle', t . India proper, from Gandhara are to be noted. 

2. The Khorosh~l record discover d in Chinese '.l\lrk1st8n bear trec 5 of Kushina 
rule in name like Kush n na and in the royal tiUes like DevClp!Ltnlo The 
Kharoshtht script and th Prakrlt language appear to have been introduced in 
those regions during the rule of the K~as. 
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~~~~lJg..J~~tu2~~~~~~~). 
ese intercourse with 'western' kingdoms, 

A.D. 8, was revived in the eighth decade of the .first century as a 
result of the victories of Pan-chao who, between A.D. 73 and 94, sub
dued the kings __ of Kho~ and Kash&!lr, reduced Kucha and Kara
~ruJir, and almost reached the shores of the Caspian Sea and confines 
Of"the Roman empire. The success of the Chinese induced the 
Kusb.al;la king to assert his equality with the Chinese emperor by 
demanding_jn A.D. 87 or A.D. 90. a Chinese princess in marriage. 
The proposal being considered by Pan-chao an affront to his master, 
the Kush.fu;la king dispatched a force of 70,000 cavalry under his 
viceroL§!. across the T~ung-ling range or .Iaghdumbash Pamir. 
Sufferings during the passage of ilie mountains, however, so much 
shattered the Kushfu:w. army that it reached the plain below only to 
be defeated by the Chinese under Pan-chao. 1 

Kanishka must have flourished after, but not long after, Kad
phises II who, according to Chinese evidence, extended Kush.fu:ta rule 
for the first time over India proper. As the reign of Kadphises II, 
who succeeded his father about the middle of the first century A.D., 
may be roughly assigned to the period A.D. 65-75, Kanishka should 
probably be ascribed to a date not earlier than the last quarter of the 
first century A.D. ~as trutjounder of an era in the sense that his 
regnal reckoning was continued by his successors.2 As Kanishka's 
rule may be assigned to lhe dose of th.!:... first cent~ A.D., it is highly 
probable that the Kanishka era is no other than the...$aka-ki14 of 
-------- ---- - --
1 . Some scholars, who are inclined to identify the KU9biu)a, king d { led by 

Pan-chao with Kadphises II, point out that Kanishka "must have been a 
monarch of some celebrity and if the Chinese had come into victorlou. contact 
with him, their historians would have mentioned it." But the weakneu of the 
nrgument ill satisfactorily demonstrated in the following commenl: "If we 
identify Pan-chao's Kushit).a contemporary with Kadphisell II, the IU nce of 
the Chinese becomes still more mysterious and inexplicable, because he Will 
certainly well-known to the annalists. On the other hand, Kanishkn (who be
came famous in Chinese Buddhist literature probably after importation of for
eign legends to that country) wu not known to them and the non-mention ot 
his name, if he weri! Pan-chao's contemporary, cannot be more surprillln, than 
that of ' his predecessor Wema. In favour of Kanlllhka'lI Id ntity with Pan
chao's antagonist we may urge that Kanishka is known to have com into con
filet with the Chinese, but the same cannot be said in reprd to Wema, the 
events of whose r ~l as recorded by the Chinese annalllts, do not Include 
any .finrt class war witn China." (PHAI., 396.) 

2 . In the records of the time of the K~ kingll of Kanishka'. hoUle the reign 
of Kanishka ill associated with the years 2-23, of Vislshka with 24-28t of Huv
bhb with 28-60, of Kanishka, son of Vajishka, with 41, and Visua va with 
67-98. The reading of the date of the Peshiwar ea.sket inscription, 110m time. 
believed to be year 1 of Kan.i.ehka's reign, is extremely doubtful. For a Mathuri 
in8c:ription of Visudeva dated In the year 67, 8ee PIHe., Hyd rabad, 1941, p. 164. 
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A.D. 'lB, which is connected by its very name with foreigners and 
is the second popular era in the history of India.' 

If the identification of the Kanishka era with the Saka-kala of 
A.D. 78, supported by many scholars, is to be accepted, Kanishka 
ruled from A.D. 78 to AD. 101 0 102. It must, however, be admit
ted t at t ere is a good deal of controversy on this point. According 
to some writers, notably Fleet, Kanishka was a predecessor of Kad
phises I and Kadphises II and was the founder of the era of 58 B c., 
which ultimately came to be known as the Vikrama-Sarhvat. This 
view about the chronology of the Kusha.J)as is not favoured by more
recent authorities. 2 There are two theories ascribing Kanishka to 

1 . As has already been su~estcd (a.nt.e, p. 125 n. I)- the use or an-er.a w,ll.ll.int:r.oduc
cd II1ld popularised-in -India by foreign rulers. The..Bak~!i of estern India 
appear to have been ori~in8Hy feudatories.o K:anisbka and nis successors and 
natlll'aYy~ the era of their overlords. The continued use of the Kanishka 
ra by these a as or a ong time even after the decline of KushaI)a power in 

India was apparently at the root of its being famous as "the era of the Salta 
rulers" in Central and Western India and the adjoining territories. That of all 
the hlal.o.tiJ:al and popular eras of an.cicn ..lndill only the VUtrama-Sanwat (the 
Scytho-Parthian era originated in Dranginna) and the Saka.-kila are still in 
use is probably due parUally to the fact that boUi of them came to be used in 
the r gion about W m Mit.lwi where the s;itv of Ujiayini became one 0 
str n cs entr of asfronomica tUdr. 5 in d 'a, presuma r e 

a e 0 e eUlan priests a i who mlgJ'B 
ga-Brihm8l)as of Salta- vipa (Seistin) appear 

wth of the " . . I of m in the 
o~e of the a a . apr II 0 e use 0 the Sa a era over ou n ia was 
to a considerable degr due ~the JaW whose principal centre was in thlt 
Gujarnt-Kilthiiiwilr r gion wit.hlilthe dominions of the Sakas. It is interesting 
to not in this connection that the J4iruI bav. larg Iy contributed to the deve
lopment of th legends about Saka-$iliviihana and VirkTamadjtya who ar.e asso
cliuc4 respectively with the Saka-kiila (later SilUvibana-&ka, the word 

ok in J:hia. case lignifying 'an era') and the Vikrama-Sathvat. 
2. FlcefA.lheot'y.. ac.ema to ~o aga.illa1.. . .videoc:e which makes Kujula or 

Kadphis s I the first Kushina king of the Ta-Yueh-chi, and Kadphises n the 
first Kushil;l8 ruler whose dominions included some interior districts of India. 
Kadphiscs I coined lilUe gold; his coinage thcrc(or could have hudly interven
ed between the extensive gold issues of Kanishka and Wema Kadphises. 
Kanishka was responslbl for t,he innovation of issuing coins with Greek lea:ends 
In... Doth oov rae and r vcr in place of bilingual Issues of 1.h earlier foreiin 
rulera of India with Gr ck lciend on the obverse and Kharosh~ on the 
rev rs. Another int r sting feature of Kaniahka's coinage is the diversity of 
gods repr ented on the r vene. The coinage of Kadph1ses I and Kadphises ll. 
which is bilingual and without the diversity of god., is thus 1'8th r out of place 
alter Kanishka and, for the matt r of that, after Vasudeva, there being no 
br k in th succession between Kanlshka and Viwd va. 

It has also been pointed out in this connection that at the xcavations at 
Taxila, coin. of the Kanishka group of Kushi.t;la kings were found in the upper 
('.e. later) strata of the earth and th.o of the Kadphbes group in lower (t.e. 
earli r) strata. Som numismatists believe that Kanishka's gold coin !lIe was 
sllig ted by the Roman aoUdua and that, therefore, h could not have flourished 
arlier than Titus (AD. 79-81) and Trajan (AD. 98-ll7). The title Kaisara 

(C0U4r) adopted by Kanishka of the Ari inscription of the year 'I also points 
to a d te considerably later than Auguatus who died in A.D. U. The unmistak
able influ n of Sassanian coin. on the col.nai of the later K~ shows 
that Kanilhka'. ace n cannot be lined to lOCh an .. rly date .. 58 B.C .. 
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the third century A.D. One of them assigns Kanishka's accession to 
A. D. 278, while another suggests that Kanishka ascended the throne 
in A.D. 248 and was the founder of the era used by the rulers of the 
Traikii~a and other dynasties. 1 Neither of these views has re
ceived any support from scholars. 

There is, however, an important group of Indologists who believe 
that Kanishka began to rule shortly before AD. 130. Certain Tibe
tan and Chinese documents are cited as placing Kanishka's reign in 
the second century A.D. and the KushaQa kin Vas deva who ended 
his rule about a century after the accession of Kanishka, is supposed 
to be no other than the Ta-Yueh-chi king Po-t iao who sent an ambas
sador to China in AD. 230. Another argument in favour of this date 
for Kanishka's accession (as well as of the date A.D. 248) is believed 
to be furnished by Yu-houan, author of the Wei-lio, a history of the 
Wei dynasty (A.D. 220-64), which was composed between AD. 239 
and AD. 265 but covers the period of the Wei down to the reign of 
the emperor Ming (A.D. 227-39). According to this authority Ki-pin, 
Ta-hia, Kao-fu and T'ien-tchou were all subject to the Ta-Yueh-chi 
during the period of the three kingdoms, which indicates the period 

1 . Both the suggestions have been criticised by scholars who have shown that 
even the earlier of the two dates is too late lor the first of the Ku.~a rul ra 
bearing the name Kanishka. The Kuslliz,la king Vasudeva is known to have 
held sway over Mathuri up to the year 96 of the Kanishka ra which, if It is 
identified with the Traikiitaka era of A.D. 248, would prove VAsudeva's rul at 
Mathuri in AD. 346. The earliest Gupta record at Mathuri is an iJucription 
of Chandra-gupta n dated in the Gupta year 61 corresponding to A.D. 380, 
although the locality seeIrUI to have been conquered from a ruler of th Nqa 
dynasty by Samudra-gupla, father of Chandra-gupla n. Th Puriuas 8UUest 
the rule of no less than seven Naga kings at Mathuri in the period intervenJng 
between the occupation or the Kushfu:ta.s and that of the Guptas. 

The considerable period of Naga rule at Mathuri before the conguest of 
the Guptas probably indicates for Vasudeva a date much earlier than th 
middle of the fourth century A.D. It should be noted in this connecUon th t 
the A1Jihilbad pillar inscription of Samudra-gupta mentions several Naga king. 
of Aryavartta as extirpated enemies of the Gupta monarch, but the Daivaputra
Shihi-Shihinushihi (te., the contemporary Kushi.t;ta king) only as hJa sub
ordinate ally. It has also been pointed out that, according to traditions, 
Kanishka was a contemporary of lUng Vijayakil'U of Khotin (2nd century A.D.) 
and that his successor Huv.ishka was a contemporary of the Buddhist philo
IIQI)bu-N~ "tftecefore of a Silavihana emperor who coula nof hav 
flOurished much later than the second century A.D . Then, again, according to 
the catalogues of the Chinese Tripija1ca, Anshi-kao (A.D. 148-70) trarultated th 
Mcirgllbhumi-.u.tm of Sarilgharaksha who was the chaplain of Kaniabka. The 
earliest of the kings with the name Kanl.shka thus must have ftourished long 
before AD. 170. If Kanishka ascended the throne in A.D. 248, it is difficult to 
find a place amongst his predecessors for Po-t'iao (probably Sanakrlt VcUudeva) 
the king of the Ta-Yueh-chi, who lent an ambassador to ChJna In AD. 230 
according to Chin lIOurces. The fact that the later Kuahil:Iu had to acknow
ledge the &U7erainty of the Sasaanians at leut about the close of the third cen
tury AD. also goes against the ucription of Kanishka to the middle of that 
century. 
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A.D. 221-77, though the $tatement may refer to the time earlier 
than A.D. 239. 

These arguments no doubt go strongly against the ascription of 
Kanishka's accesSW'h-to A.D_ 78, whieh is mainly based onj;he ;groba
ble identification of the Saka and K-antsh1m-eras. But the difficulties 
can be explained away. As to traditions placing the rule of 
Kanishka in the second century A.D., we have actually a Kanishka, 
son of Vl!,jhishka, whose Arli inscription of the year 41 would give the 
date A.D. 119 if it is referred to the Saka era. Numismatic evidence 
points to the existence of a still later Kushfu?a king named Kanishka 
who probably flourished in the third century A.D. The date of a 
~athUrii inscription of Kanish~, written in a developed script almost 
resembling the iiIphabeT of fli'e Gupta records, has been read as the 
year 14. ' If the reading of the decimal symbol is right, this is pro
bably a third century Kanishka who wanted to emulate his great 
predecessor and namesake by trying to establish- a reckoning of his 
own. Thus it appears that the Kanishka legends absorbed the acti
vities of several kings of that name belonging to the Kushfu?a dynasty, 
just as the achievements of a number of Gupta emperors styled 
Vikrarniiditya seem to have contributed to the growth of the saga of 
king Vikrama. 

As to the identification of Po-t'iao with Vasudeva who ruled 
between the years 67 and 98 of the Kanishka era, it has to be remem
bered that numismatic evidence suggests the existence of a Kushfu),a 
king named Vasu, i.e. Vasudeva who flourished much later than his 
namesake, probably in the third century A.D., although it is some
times believed that "coins bearing the name of Vasudeva continued to 
be struck long after he had passed away." Thus Po-t'iao who ruled in 
A.D. 230 may not have been the first Kushfu;ta king of that name. As 
regards the evidence of the Wei-lio, it cannot be denied that, by the 
second quarter of the third century A.D .,~ueee~sors of Vasudeva 
lost actual control over many parts of the original Kusb.fu).a pos
sessions in. India; but their nominal sovereignty seems to have been 
still acknowledged by all feudatories and governors. There is no 
reason to believe that they lost hold even on the Punjab, N.-W.F.P. 
and Afghanistan by the middle of that century. Chinese and Tibetan 
evidence therefore does not preclude the possibility of Kanishka 
having begun to rule in A.D. 78 and being the founder of the 
Saka era. 

According to traditions which appear to be supported by epi
graphic and numismatic evidence, Kanishka was a Buddhist. Hiuen 
1. But cf. India. Antiqua, 1947, pp. 296-308. 
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Tsaag &Be Alberuni halre NCOi'd d gend d 
mOll8st~f'y httiU bor: 1~1IIlishk at PeshAwar, which was not only 
famous throughout the Buddhist world, but is actually known to 
have been a centre of Buddhist culny-~ from an epigraph of the ninth 
century A.D. Kanishka is said to h'ive conVQk d.. on the dyice of 
p~ra 9P Piri'Xika;-the uddhist- Council held in IQshmir 
acc,gr.djn~ to so~raditions, but in Gan bara or an hara accord
ing to obers. E; Buddhist theologians possibly met at a monas
tery called the Kunda] -Yana-Vihliri. chiefly purpose { 
co.l}gcting manuscrip s and preparing commentaries on them. Vasu-
i~ acted the President of th Council, while the famous author 

ASvaghos a, who is said to have been carried off by Kanishka from 
Pataliputra, was appointed Vice-PresIdent .• 

nishka was ua _gr a1rOD Af_ learning. Not only the Bud, 
dhist philosophe,x:s svaghosha, ParSva and Vasumitra enjoyed h\s 
fayour but anot.¥7 learned amed Sangharaksh! is kn wn 
tQ have been lti chaplain. Na ar'una the reat exponent of the 
Mahayana doctrine, as well as the celebrated p ysician haraka pro
bably ftour.ished at Kanisbka's court. - hara a politician of un
usual intell!&ence, was a minister of the Kushlil;)a emperor. Thes 
and other worthies like the Greek engineer Agesilaus "played a lead
ing part in the religious, literary, scientific, philosophical and artistic 
activities of the reign." It is, however, unknown whether the 
BudclbisLcounoil-was .held under the guidance of the first Kanishka 
or one of his successors of that name. The worthies mentioned above 
may not also have all enjoyed the patronage of a single KushiQa 
ruler named Kanishka, 

Although Kanishka is regarded as a Buddhist, the reverse of his 
ccain types represents Greek, Sumerian, Elamite, Persian and Indian 
deities. Amongst these mention may be made of Oosho (Siva), 

a Bo 0 -k am . u a), the ~wind god C ado (Persian 
~Q, Indian Vdta) , the fire-god Athsho (Persian Ata.sn), th~ mOOD
god Mao, the sun-god Miiro, or Miuro or Mioro (Persian MithTa, Min.T ; 
Indi~), the Elamite or S~Dan mo~er-goddess Nana, 

D' or Nana-shao (d. Bibi Nani of Saluchistan and Naina Devi 
o the ulu va ), the war-god Orlagno (Persian Bahram), the 
fire-god tharro (Persian Fa:rr) , the Greek sUD-ggp"tIelios (solI1_!:
times with the moon-goddess Selene), etc. This diversity of defties 
appears to point to a sort of religious eclecticism, although it is USUAlly 
believed that it rather reflects the various fonns of reUlPon that 
pr~vailed in the different parts of the vast empire of KanJshka. A 
striking feature of the coins of Kanishka and his successors, as 
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already noticed, is that unlike the issues of the earlier foreign rulers 
of India, t,Q,ey have no Kharo~nd on the reverse. Although 
the script of the legends is a corrupt form Of Greek, the language is 
~n; cf. the title Shaona.no Shao whi;h is the same 
as the old Persian kshiiyathiya ksMyathillanam, modern Persian 
Shahan Shiih and Indian ShiiMnushiihi.' 

Kalha:Qa's Ra-jatarangi1ri ~8-73) seems..-to Feier-to- Ule joint 
rule ~e kin~ o{ the TUrnshka, race named 
Hushka {probably HuVishka), Jushkil(Possibly Vajhishka who may 
be the same as Vasishka) and""Kanis»ka, who founded respectively 
~i~ (~dern Ushkur inside the Baramula 
Pass), Jushkij?~ - (modern ~r to the north of Srinagar) and 
~h§Pyra (modern KanisRor Oll the Baramula-Srinagar road) . 
Jushka is also credited with the b1l!lding of the town of Jayasvarqi
pura..iIL KashmJ! and all the three kings are said to have founded 
many Buddhist establishments d ma ha and chaitya and to have 
given shelter to numerous wandering monks. As ~egards this tra
dition, it is interesting to note that Huvishka (years 28-60) actually 
ruled jointly with Vasishka (years 24-28) and Vajhishka's son 
Kanishka (year 41).2 Some scholars believe that Kanishka of the .Ara 
inscription of the year 41 is identical with the Kus~a king of that 
name known from his records of the years 2-23. The patronymic 
Vajhishka-putra, however, seems to be used to distinguish Kanishka 
of the year 41 from an earlier namesake. If Kanishka ruled from 
year 1 to 41, it is significant that his numerous records refer only to 
the early twenty-three years of the reign. It is not improbable that 
Kanishka I ruled, during the later years of his life, with Vasishka 
(the same as Vajhishka), probably his brother or son, as his junior 
partner3 who, after his predecessor's death , ruled for some time as 
the senior king with Huvishka, probably his brother or son, as the 
junior. The absence of Vasishka's coins points to his short rule being 
practical1y under the domination of that of his partners. After 

1 . ~ of Xha.tosh~ 1 end is difficult to explain. It is not, how-
ev r, unlikely that Kharosh~j was 1l1v n up, because ' we n Iltood-il:! 
aU par~ th vast empir of Kanisbka, e~!ally in Madhyadeia when 
BrAbmi was ttl .. .ac:rlpt In tIM. The association t IOull'oibfhi with rulers of 
inferior rank in !!Ome of the joint issues may have, moreover, led Kanishka to 
omit it from imperial issue!! and reserve the use of local acripts only for the 
cow of reI rll of subordinate rank. 

2. The date of Huvishka's Mathuri i.nseription of the Maeedonlan month of Gor
paiU9 (corresponding to the Indian Bhidra) of the y ar 28 is arUer than that 
of th ~ehl !n8Crlptloihof Vlsishka dated the .fifth day of Hema1lta. falJJr.c 
in th pU"am~"t4 mon 01 Mli'iiilIraha. of the same year. 

S. Vamatakshama (?) of the MathUI'8 Ins. and Vaskushina of the SinohI Ina. 
(yenr 22) may have been other junJor partners of Kanishka I. 
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Vasisbka's death his son Kanisbka II ruled a.s the junior partner of 
Huvishka. It may be that some of the coins attributed to Kanishka I 
were really issued by Kanisbka U. 

The reference to the KushaJ.ta . y as of Turushka or Turkish 
origin in the Kashmir cbron.lc e is s..1li2RQ tradition recorded 
by Alberu' According to this tradition the Hindus ad kings re
stdmg in Kabul, who were said to be Turks of Ti . ·n. The 
first of them, I\arha-tgkin, came into the country and entered A <lA'llJe 
in KaDu. H WJ)r.e '.Cur' ress, a short tunic open in front, a 
rug hat, boots and arms.' Now people honoured hiro as being of 
miraculous origin, "who had been destined to be king, and in fact 
he brought those countries under his sway and ruled them under 
the title of a ShiihillQ...Dj K4bul. J The rule remained among his des
cendants for about sixty generations. Alberuni was told that the 
pedigree of this royal family, written on silk, existed in the for
tress of Nagarkot (Kot Kangra in the Punjab) and that "one of this 
series of kings was Kanik, the same who is said to have built the 
Vihiira (Buddhist monastery) of Purusbawar (Peshawar). It i 
called after him Kanik-chaitya." There is little doubt that Kanik 
of Alberuni is the same as the Kushfu:;la king Kanishka who, accord
ing to another tradition recorded by the Chinese pilgrims, erected 
at Purushapura (Peshawar) a great stupa more than six hundred 
feet in height.2 In that case Barha-takin may probably be identified 
with Kadphises 1.3 In Indian literature the Kushar;tas are proba
bly referred to as Tukhara , apparently because they had once 
settled in the Tukhara country, which seems to have originally been 
a northern district of Bactria . It is interesting to note that the 
Musalman conquerors of India, mostly of Turkish origin, are men
tioned in medieval works like Vidyapati's KirtilaUi as Turuk-Tokhiir , 
i.e. Turushka-Tukhara. 

III. KANISHKA'S SUCCESSORS 

Much of what we know about Vasilisk", who SlfCce cd 
-K.aoisbka J" has already been discussed. His inscriptions, dated in 

1. Barha-takin's dress as described by Alberuni ill remarkably similar UJ the dre 
of the Kushana emperors known from their rcpr entation on coins a8 well I1lI 
from the headless statile of Ka1'li'lhka tfiscoveren near Mathuri. 

2. F . ue .. 
. The relic casket whit'h it contained has been founr! in ritu in course of 

excavations. It bears an effigy and inscription of Kanishka. For descriptions 
of the Jffipa, d . Ch. xx. 

3. It may be pointed out that barhc iJ a PrakTlt coM'lJpt;on of San.Jcrit brlJ,at, 
while takin ill the Turkish tegin which means the same thinll a. the Pahlavi Kad 
'chief, often supposed UJ be the orliin of the Il8Jne Kadph~e •. 
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the years 24 and 28, corresponding respectively to A.D. 102 and A.D. 
106, have been disco~er~ in t~ M~thur!__District of the U.P. and 
in the ~ho~~tate iil Ce~e may be identjfied vDth 
Ya~ • .1~ Kanishka II of the Ara~tion, and with 
!ils'hka-;-Tounder of JuS1ikapur~mentionecf in the Kashmir chronicle. 
Vasishka ruled, for some time at least, conjointly with Huvishka 
whose dates range between the years 28 and 69, i.e. between A.D. 
106 and 138. The ~k near Kabul proves 
Huvishka's hoI on Afuhan1Stan. He is probably identical with 

us a of the R<ijatara1igi1).i, who founded the city of Hushkapura 
in Kashmir. A Mathura inscription refers to his pitamaha (father's 
father) who is described as sacha-dhrama-thita, 'steadfast in the true 
faith' (probably indicating a true Buddhist), which, curiously enough, 
was an epithet of Kadphises I. In the present state of our know
ledge, however, we are not sure whether Huvishka is to be regarded 
as the grandson of Kadphises I. An interesting reference in this re
cord is to Huvjshka's pitiimaha-devakula which may indicate a 'roya] 
gaUery of portrait statues' containing a statue of Huvishka's grand
father. Huvishka was himself a patron of Buddhism and another 
Mathura epigraph refers to a VTIi.(tra"Diiilt by or named after Maha
raja.. Riijiitiraja Devaput'ra Huvishka. According to an interesting 
record, a cert~in lord of Kbarasaleral!!1d_Vakana (probably Wakhan 
in Central Asia), Who may have been a viceroy of the Kushfu;ta king, 
made permanen~ endowm~nts of 1,100 silver coins called purii7;Uls 
in lavour of a PU'IJ-ya.8illii (an institution for free distribution of food) 
at Matbura fax the IeligioUS .merit. of Shahi HuvishJca. 

The reverse of Huvishka's coin-types represents a number of 
interesting divinities, including some already noticed in connection 
with Kanishka's coins. We have the figures of Roma, Heracles, 
Sarapo (Sarapis), Manaobago (Mao), the goddess of abundance 
Ardoksho, the sun-god Anio, the goddess Oanao or Oaninda, the 
war-god Shaoreoro (Persian Shahrewar) and the Indian gods 
Ooshna (Visht:lu), Maaseno (Mahasena), etc. On some specimens 
we have Skanda, Kumara, Visakha and Mahasena, while others re
present Skanda, Kumara, and ViSakha. On another interesting 
comotype of Huv'shka we have an Inliian g with a bow and the 
conspicuous BIahInlle~nd reading ga7;lesa, probably indicating- Siva. 

I-matrix, generally attributed to Huvishka, represents the king 
as a devot of Vishl)u. 

Huvishka, as already pOinted out, ruled conjointly with 
Vasishk!!l or Vajhiskha and with the latter's son ~ 
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TEe next kin&. ~VQ 9a8 tl pu ty--Indian D!!!?e that offers 
additional eVIdence of the paturalisation of the Kushfu?a family in 
India. His known dates range between the years 67 and 98 cor-

responding to A.D. 145 and 176. The ~ou.s eclecticism..e.videnced 
liy the coinage oi Kanishka and Huvishka is only partially noticed 
in. Vasudeva's coins. As most of his issues exhibit the figure of 
Siva with his bull Nandin, it has been suggested that, li~ Kadphises 
~although his name points to the VaishQava 
faith. 

IV. LATER KUS~AS 

The history of the Kushfu:ias after Vasudeva is obscure. Amongst 
the later Kushfu;las who ruled in the last quarter of the second cen
tury and the first half of the third, the most important appear to have 
been Kanishka (In? ) and a Vasu or Vasudeva lIP) known from 

"" their coins. This Vasudeva is probably identical with the Yueh-chl 
king Po-t'iso of the Chinese annals, who sent an embassy to the Chi
!lese court in A.D. 2.3il. It is, however, possible that more than one 
Kanishka and Vasudeva adorned the Kush.az)a throne in the third 
century A.D. Some of the later KushliQa coins of the third century 
bear enigmatiC symbols like Bha, GaJ Vi anJi Nu. (either mint-marks 
or initials of viceroys) as well as names (probably of viceroys) l.ik.e 
.B1sana nd Shilada. The influence of the issues of the earlier Sassa
nian kings is noticed on these coins, which will be discussed in detail 
in the next volume. 

There is no doubt that, in India, the Kushfu]a power declined 
shortly alter the reign of Vasudeva (A.D. 145-176). The $aka satraps 
originally owing allegiance to Kanishka I began to rule large parts 
of Western and Central India practically like independent monarchs. 
In different parts of the Kushfu)a posseSSions in India, especially in 
the U.P. and Rajputiina, subordinate ruling houses and tribes gra
dually raised their head and KushiiJ)a power was eliminated even 
from MathuIii, where rulers of a Naga family came to power. An 
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account of the numerous Indian states that arose on the ruins of the 
Kus~ empire will be given in Chapter XI. 

In spite, however, of the weakening of Kush&;la power in India, 
the successors of Va deva I appear to have been exercising com
plete cOl}tro over the Punjab, N.-W.F.f and Afghiinistap up to about 
the middle of the third century A.D. This is suggested, as already 
indicated, by Yu-houan, author of the Wei-lio, who speaks of Ta
Yueh-chi sovereignty over Ki-pin, Ta-hia, Kao-fu and T'ien-chou. It 
is, however, difficult to agree with some writers when they assert 
that" he ower of the Kushiina kings was at its climax" in the middle 
fti:rwr~ntE-9 in view of the act t at t e Sassanians were ac-

y extending their power towards<the east about that time. But 
the details of the tradition recorded by the med~va Muslim h~t()
riJ!n,_Firisbta,_ac.cording to which Ardashir I Babagan (A.D. 226-41), 
f~nder of the Sassanian dynasty of Persia, conquered Balkh, 
Khorasan and Kabul and advanced as far as Sirhind beyond the 
Sutlej in the eastern Punjab cannot possibly be accepted in its en
tirety. The discovery of a coin of Ardashir I in the Jhelum District -of the Punjab cannot be regarded as conclusive evidence in sup-
port of Firishta's tradition. In spite, however, 0 f~dgnce 1)f 
the '-lio, it is not improbable that the first Sassanian monarch, 
about the end of his career, claime the contemporary Kushiz}a king 
as one of his subordinate allies. Th,!L Pa,:",~nscr1E..tion, possibly 
to be assigned to the close of the third century, appears to refer to 
several Indian rulers including the kings of the Surashlras, Ayantis, 
~sbanas, Sakas and Abhiras, at. subordinat~llies, if not as fe\lda
tories, of the'Sassanians. The Sassanian emperor Hormazd II (A.D. 
301-10) ~arrjed a~hter of a_!\allshj.na king. On some of his 
coins, he is Q!.l!_ed KushiiJ1."!S.lfca (Lord of the Kushfu:uls) an1;!.YaM~ 
~ Mal~ (lord of the Kushat:ta rulers). His coins, again, bear 
the fiID!re of Siva and his bull as well as the Indian altar, which are ....._. ._...... ..----. 
found on most of the later Kushfu:ia coins. Some later Kush~a issues 
are supposed to have been counter-struck with Sassanian device. A 
Pe~lis inscription in Pahlavi, attributed to the early years of 
fj.hipw: (A.D. 310-79 , ref rs_ to the Sassanian governor of Sakastan 
as}he BakJin Shiih (king of e akas as we as e Dabir- a 
(minister of ministers) of Hind (India) , akastin and Tukharistan . ........_...._ 
When Sbapur II besieged Amida in A.D. 360, his victory over the 
Romans was won with the help of an aged king named Grumbates 
who is usually assigned to the Kushar,a dynasty. 
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Certain coins of Sassanian type and fabric bearing legends in 
Nagari, Sassanian Pablavi and an undecipbered script (probably a 
modification of the Greek alphabet) are attributed to some Snssa
Dian or Scytbo-Sassanian familiesJha t proba ed' the Sindhu 
valley. A Ind~ ( 500) the 
westeOl part Di Mig 0 ersia. These facts 
no doubt suggest that the Kushfu:uls for a time acknowledged the 
suzerainty of the Sassanian emperors. But n 
of. the Kush~a king as the Daitlap~...shcihi..sMJuinu.shahi in a 
<!_ujlta record of the middle of the fourth century A.D. shows that 
they were still regarded as a notable power in the Uttarapatha divi
sion of India. 

V. THE AGE OF THE KUSH~AS 

The KushiiQa period marks an important epoch in Indian his
tory. For~ the first tim~after the fall of the Matgyas there was a 
vast empire which Mtonly embraced nearly the whole of North 
India, but also considerable territories outside it, as far as Central 
Asia. India was thus brought into close contact with the outside 
world. The period :uso witnessed important developments in reli
gion, literature and sculpture, especially the rise of Mahfiy;tnn 
Buddhism, Q!ndhara ert, and the ru?pE!Uance of the Buddha figure . 
It has been suggested that the Ku~ ki Vasudeva is probab],y 
tQ be identified with a king of tnal name mentioned in Raja.sekhara's 
{{atlyami1'TUim.sn as. a patIon of poets....and ~~PE'i. (pres!s!£nt 
of a society of learned men). An eminent writer has justly obS TV

ed: "That the Kushfu:Ja age was a period of~reat literary Activity 
is proved by the works of ~,,:aghosha, Nagarjuna and othe[$. It 
was also a period of religious ferment and missionary activity. 
wit t e ~velopment of $aiyism and th allied cult of Kirtti-
~ oCthe ~yana form of Buddhism and the cults of Mihit:a 
and Vasudeva Kristula and it saw the introduction of Bllddhjsm..jnto 
Crnpaby KiiSyapa Matruiga (c. A.D. 61-61) . The.aynasty of Kani~hka 
opene<l_ the way for In.dian itivjlizatiQn Ja Central and Eastem 
~'1 

y 
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CHAPTER X 

/ -
THE VIKRAMA SAMVAT AND SAKABDA 

The two a~tiH widely -cuPl'ent in ndia,. e the 
Y·k.rama- amva a, s~~5a B.C. and 
A:D_ 'IS... The origin of both these eras is shrouded in obscurity and 
naturally many theories are current on the subject. Some of these, 
now generally held, have been noted in the two preceding Chapters, ~ 
and there are others besides, none of which can be regarded as more 
plausible than the rest. A special importance therefore attaches to 
the traditional account of the origin of these eras, which, though 
generally rejected by modern scholars, should not be altogether 
ignored, so long at least as we cannot arrive at any definite conclu
sion on the subject. 

1. VIKRAMA SANty AT 

The traditions about Epa Yihawid.i.t¥8, the reputed founder of 
the Vikrama Sariwat, fall into three distinct classes. Under one 
category we may include the !egends f91!9d....in.4!'9tQla~i±§gtic 
Qvatrim.s~1ea and other books of this nature desc);ib~g..his 
s~~u lities of head and heart, particularly his charity. 
pa ronage 0 earning, andI"aSQQC~ ' en6wnedo lHePary 
ci own as the Nine Gem or Na.v!f-RatTLa. These have hardly 
any historical value beyond proving that Vikramaditya was regarded 
as an ideal king long after his death. Possibly these legends origi
nally referred to more than one ruler of that name, and later grew 
round one semi-mythical figure. This is best proved by the list of 
persons constituting the Nine Gems, all "at whom certainly did not 
flourish during one reign . The second ....... ~ clu~ 
a hievements _of Vikramadit a such as we find in th~ literature-1!e
rived from the~ 

Far different , however, is the class of traditions ~hich are con
tained partly in standard works of Jain literature and partly in nar
ratives connected with the history of Jain religion. Mput'lPsa's...... 
-- -

1. S pp. 125, 127, 144 if. 
2. Dr. Pusslker hns attempted to prove the historical character of these tales 

(C. lCunlLon Raja PrclIc>ntnUoli Volume) but without murh success. 
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After referring to the reigns of Pradyota, king of A vanti, the 
Nandas, Mauryas and Pushyarnitra, Merutuilga continues his account 
of the kingdom of Ujjayini as follows:' 

"Then came Balamitra and Bhanumitra, whose joint reign cov
ered 60 years, and Nabhayahana, who ruled for 40 years. Then 
came the Gardabh{lla dynruity which was in power for 152 years. 
Gardabhilla reigned for 13 years and was then expelled by the..Saka 
kings who ruled for 4 years. Vikramaditya, son of Gardabhilla, re
gained the kingdom of Ujjayini, commenced the Vikrama era and 
reigned for 60 years. His four successors ruled respectively for 40, 
11, 14, and 10 years. Then the Saka era commenced." 

s the sto .Qf the ~aka uest 
'::::::!:!"!~~~!!.....;~~~:!:IiltAl·~. It may be summed up as follows: 

'~lakacharya had a sister called Sarasvati who joined th 
convent. King Gardabhilla of Ujjayini was fascinated by her beauty 
and ravished her. Kalakacharya, being enraged, went to the west 
of the Sindhu and lived with a Sham (Saka) chief over whom he 
obtained great influence by means of his astrological knowledge. 
Gradually he came to learn that his patron and 95 other chiefs who 
lived in the same locality all obeyed a common overlord. Kalaka
charya persuaded his patron to invade the kingdom of Gardabhilla 
with the aid of his 95 fellow-chiefs and himself joi~d the army 
that marched along Sind and Gujarat, and besieged Ujjayini. 
Ujjayini fell and the Sakas established their supremacy in Malava. 
After 17 years Vikramaditya, son of Gardabhilla, regained his king
dom by expelling the Sakas. Kalakacharya, after defeating Garda
bhilla and releasing his sister, wElJ'lt to the court of king sataviihano 
~" 

The above story is related in various other works, and glithiis 
containing the incident have also been found . In some of them we 
get the additional information that "135 years after Vikrama having 
passed, again the Sakas expelled Vikramaputra (Vikrama's son or 
descendant) and conquered the kingdom." 

The Jain traditions have definite historical background. In spite 
of minor discrepancies in dates, the general account given above Is 

1. JBBRAS, IX. ]47 If. 
2. Ibid, 139 If; Cll. IT. :xxvi ff; JBORS, XVI, 233, 293; Brown, The StM1l oj 

K414k4. The ShibI chiefs in the story are said to belong to Sagakula and 
their overlord is called Shihinushih1. 
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fully in keeping with the known facts of history. For as we have 
seen above, the irwasionp. -1 e ~akaChi rom beyOl3;d 
the.t9~nd)Ju on' which the whole story rests, was undoubte 'sto
ricaf fact. Further, th final establishment 1)f e Saka power in 
Malwa in A. D. 78, the epoch of the Saka era, is supported by the fact 
that the early Saka rulers of Malwa flourished about that time and 
are known definitely to have used the Saka era in their records. It is 
true that we have as yet no definite evidence of the existence of a 
,king Vikramiiditya who defeated the Sakas in 58 B.C. But there is 
nothing to warrant the belief that is freely expressed that Vikrama
ditaya of 58 B.C. is a myth and there was no such king in that period.' 
Further, it should be remembered that the tradition about Vikrama
ditya is a long and complete story in definite historical setting, and 
not a mere vague statement that he defeated the Sakas and founded 
an era. To regard therefore one or other later historical king as the 
Vikramiiditya of tradition simply because he defeated the Sakas (or 
Hfu;tas) or patronised learning can hardly be justified. 

The scholars who regard Vikramaditya as a myth rely chiefly 
011 the fact that the era of 58 B.C. is not specifically associated with 
king Vikramaditya in the earlier period. The view may be summed 
up in the following words: 2 

"For the Jirst five hundrea years, the years of e a are simply 
referred to s Sarnv§.1. In the fifth century A. . the era is for the 

st e calt'ed 'the etA QLthe Mala-vas', and in the eighth century 
A.D. 'the era of1he Malava lord lor s'. The earliest use of the 
word Vikrama occurring in a date, we find in an inscription in which 
the year 898 is referred to the time called Vikrama. Had it been 
founded by king Vikramaditya it would indeed be more than strange 

--- ---_ ------------
1 . In a thesis sl1bmiU d to the Calcutta University in 1912, the writer of this 

chapt I" argued in favour of the old traditional view. A Bengali ttanslation 
of the portion relating to Vikramilditya and the Vikrama era was published in 
a Bengali Journal, PratibM, in 1913. Since then MM. H . P . Sastti (El. XII, 
p. 319) and Slcn Konow (Ibid. XIV, p. 294) have incidentally supported the old 
tradition, but without any detailed discussion. The pres nt writer has recently 
discussed the problem in a paper conttibut d to the volume published on the 
occasion of thl' VikJ'nma Bi-Mill nnium celebrations. 

With the exception of the two scholars mentioned above, almost aU are defi
nit Jy of opinion that ther was no king Vikramiiditya in the first century B.C. 
Dr. Fl ct, for example, remarks: "Later r scarch, however, has shown that 
there was no such king Vikramilditya and that the story (of his founding an era 
in 58 B.C.) is nothing but a myth, dating from the ninth or tenth century 
A.D." (JRAS. 1913, p. 997) . Other writers following him have h Id that "it 
ha been e tabJished that there was no Vikramaditya in the 1st century B.C." 
(IRQ. XI, p . 212) . 

2 . lA, XIX, XX. 
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that no allusion should ever have been made to this for more than a 
thousand years." 

It is not generally recognised that these facts and argumen 
may be urged equally well against the modern theories, according to 
which the era was founded by Vonones, Azes or Kanishka, for none 
of these names is ever found associated with the era. As a matter 
of fact, however, the arguments are of little weight as the exam
ple of the Saka era shows. Here also the era is not associated with 
the Sakas for the first five hundred years or more when it is simply 
called Varsha. After that came into use 'the era of the Sakas' and 
'the era of the Saka king' exactly corresponding to the 'era of the 
Malavas', and 'the era of the Malava lords', which we find in the case 
of Vikrama Sarilvat. The name of the Saka king who founded the 
era never occurs, even after the lapse of 'more than a thousand 
years'. 

The-case of the Gupta era is also similar. Of the first fifty dates 
in that era10und in epigraphic records, only three refer to the era as 

_.-,QlIptalciiJa; the remaining forty-seven call it simply Varsha or abda, 
and none mentions the founder of the era. 

These analogies prove that the so-called peculiarities in the use 
of the Vikrama Sarilvat in earlier periods cannot be regarded as 
arguments against the historicity of Vikramiiditya. On the other 
hand the fact that all the early records, definitely known to be dated 
in the era of 58 B.C., some of them going back to the third century 
of the era, have been found in Malwa and Rajputana certainly sup
ports the Vikramaditya tradition. 

~y of thes~-usHh~lo 
y. ar of tlle ent, and in some cases this occurs together with a 
reference to the Malavas. This word has not yet been satisfactorily 
explained. Some regard it as a technical astronomical term, while 
others think that it was the name of a king who founded the era. 1 

If the latter view be held, it goes a great way in supporting the Jain 
tradition, for we may easily hold that this was the king who assumed 
the title Vikramaditya, as many others did in later times. 

On the whole there is no reason to be dogmatic. The era might 
after all have been founded by a foreigner, as stated above. 2 But 
there is no inherent incongruity in the belief that king Vikram.actit a 
f . in 58 B.C. to cornmemo te ]] 

1. For the dUferent views on the subject d . R. G. Bh4nd4rkD..,. Com. Vol. pp. 183 
ft.: Kl, XII, 319, XIV, 140, XXIll , 49; CIT. II, xxvi. See also ante, p . 125. n. 1. 

2. See p . 125. n. 1. 127, 144, n. 1. 
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II. SAKA ERA 

As regards the Saka era, there is a consensus of OplnlOn in 
favour of the view that it was either founded by a Scythian ruler to 
commemorate his accession, or arose out of the continual reckoning 
of the regnal years of a Scythian king by his successors. Tve iden
tity of the Scythian king is, however, a matter of dispute As the 
era was used from the very beginning by the Saka satraps 0 Western 
Indi~ there can be little doubt that it commemorates the reign of 
their Saka overlord. ( If it can be proved on independent evidence 
that Kanishka flourished about A.D. 78, he can certainly be regarded 
as this overlord and the founder of the era,}a view that is now widely 
accepted. But, unfortunately, as noted above,l there is a great 
diversity of opinion regarding his date, and none of the views com
mand general acceptance. 

The question must therefore be left open until we have a more 
definite idea of the chronology of the Scythian rulers. As already 
meniioned above, the era is not associated with the Sakas till more 
than five hundred years after its foundation. This proves that a 
continuous tradition about the origin of the Saka era was current, 
although there is no recorded evidence of it; and the same thing may 
be true of the Vikrama Samvat. 

- --_ ... _---------
1 . See pp. 143 if. 
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CHAPTER XI 

NORTHERN INDIA AFTER THE KUSHANAS 

I. GENERAL REVIEW 

Numismatic evidence discloses the names of many tribal repub
lics and members of monarchical ruling families, which flourished in 
different parts of the central and western regions of northern India 
in the centuries immediately preceding and following the commence
ment of the Christian era. The dates of their coins are variously 
given by numismatists; but, since the fashion of mentioning the 
name of the ruling authority in the coin-Ie end was' pired. JMld 
pop i ed in India by fOl'eign kings eginmng with..the do
Greeks,..most of the coins bearing such legends should preferably be 
assigned to a date later than the early decades of the second century 
B.C. This suggestion is supported by the palaeography of the 
legends on the coins in question. It is well known that stone inscrip.
tions and coin-legends usually exhibit less developed forms of letters. 
Nevertheless, even the earliest inscribed coins do not appear to be 
earlier than the _B~a~ of the end of the second 
century B.C. The angUrar lorm of letters exhibited by most of these 
coins cannot be much earlier than the age of the A~ya inscrie
~f.Dhanadeva (end of the first century B.C.) an 0 the records 
<>the Sakasof Mathura (beginning of the first century A.D.).1 

In Rajputana and the adjoining regions, the tribal states of the 
~,2 ~.3 _Malavas, ~4 ~6 andJw,l-
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The ~ibi people, robably the same as the- Sivas of the J:li veda, had their ca_Pital 
at :§~PurB, em Shorkot in the Jha Distric 0 '-1>. Alexandel' 
mete Sibis, w 0 a , foot so leI'S, m at region in the fourth century 
B.C. They are said to have dressed themselves with the skins of wild beasts 
and had clubs for their weapons. After their Punjab homeland had been 
threatened by the foreigners, the SiMifaated ~~p~tilna aiig settle<J. in ~be 
d~_j£i aro~d M:tldhYl!._mika (mo1rern agaft1'iear I r, wruc was an ancient 
c~known tOPIitiiiifaTI'S Mahdbhcisfi1l4. Coins of the Sibi tribe found in this 
area have the legend majhamikiilla sibi-ja1l4pada.sa, i.e. 'coin of the Sibi State 
struck at Madhyamika', in a script that cannot be earlier than the-1atter half of 
the first century B.C. A branch of the people probably settl~d in Sind. A 
Si,bi country is located in the Da.Sakum4.Tacha.rita. on the banks of ~e Ki,V;tii; 
but in this case the reference 'fTiliy be to the rand of the Cholas w~ proba ~y 
claimed connection with the ancient tribe. It may be noted in this connection 
that we have an IkshvSku family in the Krislu;l.8-Guntur region and a Kekaya 
family in Mysore. 

5. Coins of the Rijanya ja1l4pa.da, with legends either in Brihmi or in Kharosh1hl 
may be assigned to the latter half of the first century B.C. The Rijanyas 
probably lived somewhere in northern or nortb-westem Rijputana where both 
the scripts were in use. Brihat-llamhitd places them in the north along with 
the Yaudheyas and Trigartas. Certain coins of the first century B.C. with the 
legend trakata.-janapada.sa in Brahml and Kharoshthi have been attributed to 
the Trigartas who inhabited th Jlilandar region. Another republican tribe may 
have b n Agratyas of Agrodaka. identified with modern Agroha in the Hissar 
District, Punjab (JNSI, IV, 54). 

1 . The l.IttaJilllbhl!_Qrali were the neighbours of the Malavas in Rijputana and 
probab~e neighbourhoqg of f¥fetkar~ear Ajmer. Ther were allies of 
the Sakas of Western India and receive ep from The Saka chle Bishabhadatta 
(A.D. 119-23), son-in-law and Viceroy...aLNahapi!na, in their struggle against 
the Malvas. 

2 . A branch of the Ml!JiLa~'i or Madras, known as the Uttara-Madras. were the 
neighbours of the UHara-Rurus and ljved in the Himiilayan region. The Madras 
proper had their Crl2i~JIi ~~a.h (modern Siilkot in the Punjab), which later 
became the capita 0 eo-Greek empire under Menander. The Madras 
w 'obabl sub' of the oun er Porus (Paurava king) in tTie days of 
A e~Bn er. 1e mention 0 e a ra as IS 1 es that came under 
tb Influence of Samudra-gupta suggests that, after many centuries of foreign 
subjection, the people acquired an amount of political importance after the 
decline of the Kushiu:Ias. No coins of this tribe have so far been discovered. 

3 . There were several Abhlta_ sJilllements in different parts of western, central 
and southern India:-'I'he most 1i1ij5Ortant section of the people lived in the 
northerQ KoJ1kip and . o' . . - - coun . Their history 
w~ussed elsew ere. bhir whO-cam.e. er Gupta influence 
a iddle 0 t may. however, have been those of 
central or western In lao 

4. These w~re the . 1'-. s, Sana~~Ki!tu and Khara~1!S mentioned 
in the Ijha - i ri 'on. They WiIrbe di~ COriilectioo with 
the Gup s n Vo . m. 
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and western India, they had to acknowledge the suzerainty of the 
Guptas of Magadha about the second half of the fourth century In 
the western part of the U.P. and the adjoining region of the Punjab, 
the indigenous ruling family of Mathura was subdued by the Sakas, 
while the ~V~A9& 1 a -t 2 ribes that began to rule in-
dependently in the after the decline of Yavana power 
io..11U: ~ ar ert d'\Jm by the ~as. 

The Kushfu;la king Kanishka I aRP 
fQr the subjugati n of the.reigning d nas of Almo ,3 tb.e Audum- . 
b akis4 of the land be ween the Upper Sutlej and the 

1. The distribution of the Kw:tinda coins suggests that the tribe "occupied a narrow 
strip of land at the foot of the Siwilik hills between the Yamuna and the Sutlej 
and the territory between the upper courses of the BeSs and Sutlej." A Mah4-
raja named Amoghabbiiti, who was the Rt'i;a of the Kw:tindas, is known from 
coins of the Indo-Greek module with legends sometimes in both Brahmi 
and KharosbW, but in some cases in Brahmi only. Another class of the 
Kuninda coins of the module of the K\lShaJ.la copper money bears the figure 
of ~iva and the Brahmi legend bhagavatal). chatre8vara-mah4tman~. Siva in 
the form of ChatreSvara (.ric. CbhatreSvara?), lord of Chatra or Chhatra (pro
bably the Kw:tinda capital or a contraction of its name; c/. Ahichcbhatra and 
Chhatravati), appears to have been the tutelary deity of the tribe in whose name 
the tribal coins were issued. It is usually believed that Amoghabhi.lti carved 
out a kingdom on u'e ruins of the Indo-Greek empire about the end of u'e 
first century B.C. and that U,e ChatreSvara coins were issued after the fall of the 
Kush8J:uls at the end of the second or in the third century AD. The suggestion 
is not improbable; but it is also probable that the coins of boU, u'e types belong 
practically to the same period. It would not go against palaeographic evidence, 
if Amogbabbiiti, who had a long reign, is assigned to u'e second or third century 
AD. The KharosbW legend and Greek module of h.is coins may point to the 
extension of h.is power over territories where coins of the Gr k period were 
still in use. There is evidence to show that in ancient and medieval India coins 
never became out of date. It seems u,at the KUl)indas were overcome by the 
Kuliitas some time after Amoghabhiiti. 

2 . Tha IC'Ilutas-Who inhabited the Kullu valler. of the Kingra Dl$tri ~Jl-
tioned in Byihat-80m Ii ana 1: M-udrnni.k.allAM. Hiuen Tsang visit the 
Kuliita CO\U1try in the seventh century A.D. The Kuliita king V-lTayaSas, whose 
coins have been discovered, probably flourished about the latter halI of u'e third 
century A.D. The Kuliita country may have been subjugated by the Guptas. 

3 . Coins of three kings named Sivadatta, SivapiiLita and Haridatta are known. 
They may be assigned to the beginning of the first century A.D. 

4. The Audumbaras are located in the area (ormed by the eastern part of u'e 
Kingra District as well as Gurdaspur and Hosbiarpur Districts, i.e. "u, 
valley of the Beis or perhaps u'e wider region between u'e upper SutLej and 
the Rilvi." They r presented one of the six sections of the ancient ~lva 
tribe, the others being u'e Tilakhalas, Madrakaras (or Bhadrakaras', probably 
related with the Madras), Yuganrlharas, Bhuliilgas and &u-adlU)Qas. The 
earliest Audumbara coins that were issued in the name of the god Mahideva 
or ~iva bear the Prakrit legend, in both Brihmi and Kharosh~i, indicating 
bhagavato mahiidevcuya rdjarajMya. On u'e coins of u'e early Audumbara 
rulers like Dharagbosha (whose issues bear u'e representation of Viavimitra), 
~ivadisa and Rudradisa. we have the legends indicating I'of the king eo-and
so, the Audumbari; of (the god) Mahideva." On some square copper coins 
of u'e Audumbaras there is the representation of a Saiva temple characterised 
by a dhva;a, a trident and a battle-axe (JNSI, IV, 55 ff). Coins of a king named 
Rudravarman, who belonged to the Vemaki tribe associated wiU, u'e Audum-
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Riivi, as well as the royal families of Ahichchhatra, Ayodhya and 
KauSambi. But 1\4Qtbllr.ii, A ichchhatra ~by.a an~bi 
becam centr.es -Oi powerf mqnal'C ica ta tes ~er al of 
the strong hand of the early etl1l'er6rs 1)f Ka' , 
the middle of the fourth century, however, all these re-animated 
kingdoms were gradually absorbed into the growing empire of the 
Guptas.' 

A problem offered by the coins referred to above is that in some 
cases they lead to the attribution of a large number of rulers, asso
ciated with a particular locality, to a comparatively short period of 
time. It is, however, not improbable that some of the kings, usually 
assigned to the same place and family, were actually ruling contem
poraneously over adjoining districts. It also seems that..the..Kushi9a. 
emRero:(S were no especially a.gainst ~on. of -viceregal 
money and local coinage .for. which the sarafs (~nkers and money
chAngers) were mainly responsible. --We have actually coins of the 
saka satraps of Western India as well as the rulers of the Kawambi 
region which have to be assigned to the times of the successors of 
Kanisbka I. If this may be regarded as the result of the weakening 
of the Kushfu}.a hold, after that monarch, on the outlying provinces of 
the empire, it may be suggested that local coinage, if it was effectively 
stopped at all, was stopped only for the duration of Kanishka's 
rule. 

With these introductory remarks we may now proceed to give 
an account of the more important states, both republican and monar
chical, that played a part in Indian history during the period follow
ing the decline of the Kush~ power. 

II. THE TRIBAL REPUBLICS 

1. The Arjunayanas 

The Arjunayana people probably claimed des<:~nt from the 
Pfu:l9.ava prince Arjuna or from the~ of that name. They 
have been assigned to the region lying west of Agra and Mathura 
about the Bharatpur and Alwar States of Rajputana. C~ 

baras (IHQ. xx, 59 ff) , have been discovered. All the coins referred to above 
may be assigned to the end of the first centw'Y B.C. and the first hall of the 
first century A.D. Some other kings. known from their coins and often 
believed to have been Audumbaras, are Ajamitra (or Aryamitra) , Mahimitra, 
Bhilmimitra and Mahibhiitimitra. In this connection it may be pointed out 
that the name of the Adamvira or Admera section of the Johiya Rijputs 
resembles very closely that of the ancient Audumbaras. 

1. This peint will be discussed in Vol. m. 
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.nil e ~yanas bear the gend dt,u~m 
j{l~ ~ i\x;iib*l'i:Y"!ffit of about the closing decades of the first. 
century B.C. The Arjunayanas, like their neighbours the Yaudheyas, 
appe.ar to have begun to grow powerful with the gradual decline of 
the Indo-Greek power about the middle of the first century B.C., but 
were subdued by the $akas about the end of the same century. They 
recovered their political position after the decline of the Kushfu:l.as, 
but had soon to submit to the Guptas about the middle of the fourth 
century. In the sixth century, Varahamihira refers to the Arjunii
yanas as an im~nt ~it of the northern or north-western divi
sion of India. 

2. The Mcilavas 

The name of the Malavas, like that of the Malaya mountain 
range, is probably derived from the Dravidian word malai, meaning 
hill. I liter 'gl"ftpbic-recoras, th Mala's li 
o a number of colllIll.Wliti~ and territorieS' '~nt -parts.-o£-cea-

tral, rn a no 1ld..Ul. In the fourth century B.C. 
w Alexan er in n la, the -lav the land lying 
north of the co 0 - ':-and. the henab, and were probab-
ly confederated with~udrakas. who lived about the Montgomery 
District of the Punjab. The army of the two peoples consisted of 
90,000 foot soldiers, 10,000 cavalry and 900 war chariots. The asso
ciation of the Malavas and the Kshudrakas is also known to the 
Mahcibharata and the early grammarians, who class these tribes 
amongst the ayudha-jtvins, 'those who live by the profession of arms.' 
F;Iom the Punjab, the Malavas, or at least a large section of the tribe, 
migrated to R.iijputana. This movement may have begun during 
the Indo-Greek occupation of the Punjab, but seems to have con
tinued down to the Scythian conquest of that country. 

1 . See p . 125, n . 1. 
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kn~' probably after an illustrious Malava leader of that 
name, who secured the independence of his tribe from foreign yoke. t 

In Rajputana the capital of the Malava republic WAS -MaUwa
naggrp..2 which has to identifted-with...modern Na~r or Karkota
~ in the Jaipur State, lying about 25 miles to the 
south-south-east of Tonk and about 45 miles to the north-north-east 
of Bundi. As early as the beginning of the second century A.D. the 
Malavas of South Jaipur are known to have fought with their 
neighbours, the. Uttamabhadras of t.he..Ajmer region, as well as with 
the latter's allies the ~haharata-Sakas of Western India. But soon 
after the decline of the Kushfu:tas, they appear to have extended 
their power in different directions. This is suggested by the use of 
the !(rita era in the records of the third and fourth centuries, dis
covered in the Bharatpur, Kotah and Udaipur States. According 
to the Nandsa lUdaipur State) inscriptions of A.D. 226, freedom and 
prosperity had returned to the country of the Malavas before that 
date owing to the brilliant achievements of a Malava chief whose 
name has not been fully deciphered. The reference seems to be to 
the success of the Malava people chiefly against the Sakas. It is pro
bable that the Maukhari Mahasenapati Bala, known from the Badva 
inscriptions of A.D. 238, owed allegiance to the Mijlava republic. 

There seems to have been a long-drawn struggle between the 
Malavas using the Krita era and the Ka!9amak~ (Western satraps) 
using the Saka era, in the third and fourth centuries A.D. But both 
the powers had soon to submit to the Guptas. While, however, the 
Saka house was extirpated by the conquerors, the Aulikaras, appa
rently a Malava dynasty, flourished at DaSapura (modern Mandasor, 
formerly in the realm of the Kardamakas) under the vassalage of 
the Gupta emperors. It was probably the Aulikaras, especially the 
mighty Aulikara king YaSodharrnan (A.D. 532), who were respon
sible for -lava bemg app le to a wide region of Central 

1 . For Krita as a personal name, see Mbh. XVlli, 91. 31 ; Hv . I , 20, 42; B hd!'l. P .. 
IX, U. 46; Vayu p ,. 96, 139 etc. For the orillin of the era , see above, p , 157. If 
!{rita was the Milava leader who secured the independence of his tribe from 
forebm yoke, it was easy to COnfllS his achievements with that of Vikra
maditya, 'the exterminator of the ~akas.' Later the era was associated with 
Millava people or their republic. then with the MiUava kings and ultimately 
with the king of Miilava ( i.e. king Vikramaditya of tradition) . Cf. Ch. X . 

2. An inscription dated V. S. 1043 (A.D. 986) whkh has been recently di ~covered' 
at Nagar, calls the place Mi.lava-nagara and describes its prosperity (Bh.irILta.
kGumudi, I. pp. Z71-72) . The name Karkota-nallar, often applied to the city. 
nrobably suggests that, for a tim . it passed to the Nilges. In fabric the later 
Millava coins are somewhat similar to the coins of the Nagas of Padmivati 
with whom they may have been closely connected. 
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and Western India, including the old janapadas of A vanti (district 
round Ujjayini) and Akara or DaSan:ta (district round VidiSa). It 
may be noted that the kings, even when they were subordinate to 
the Guptas, used the Krita era (then also called the era of the Malava 
people or their republic) in preference to the era of the Guptas. 
The favour shown to the Malava family of the Aulikaras and to the 
Malava era in contradistinction to the attempt of Chandra-gupta II 
Vikramaditya, and probably also his father Samudra-gupta Vikra
maditya, to extirpate both the Sakas and their era might have con
tributed to the growth of the .S~ari Vikramiiditya saga attributing 
the foundation.of the eJ:a of 58 B .. to Raja Vikrama. 

CoiM 1tttributed to the Malava tribe have been discovered in 
large numbers at Nagar and its neighbourhood. At Rairh in the 
Jaipur State some Malava coins have been found together with a 

ad stamp seal with the legend. 'I'l'Uilava-jana adasa. Some of the 
- ava coins may be assigned to the first century B.C., but most of 

them are later. The coins are usually divided into two broad groups, 
the first of which seems to bear the legend jayo ma:lavaTUim or 
ma:lavanam jay(1), . The second class of coins bears short legends 
such as Bhapamyana, Majupa, Mapojaya, Mapaya, MagajaSa, Mago
java, Mapaka, Yama, Pachha, Jamapaya, Jiimaku, etc. The real 
significance of these is unknown. They are sometimes taken to be 
names of chiefs of foreign origin. It has also been suggested that 
"they are not names, but in most cases meaningless attempts to re
produce parts of 'I'l'UiZavaTUim jay(1),." Nothing definite, however, can 
be asserted on this point. 

3. The Y audheyas 

Although little is known of the detailed history of the republi
can tribe of the Yaudheyas, there are enough indications of their 
great power and authority and the vicissitudes of their political 
fortune. The forms Yodheya and Yaudheya are derived from 
~ and signify 'a warrior'. In the MahiibJuirata, Yaudheya ap
pears as the na~j,.gf a....son 0.1 Yudhishthira, and it is not improbable 
that the Yauaheya people claimed descent from the PaQQava king. 
They are mentioned in Piil).in¥S hfiidh,yiiyi and are often classed 
with the Trigarttas and other peoples amongst the iiyudha-jivi 
Kshatriyas. Clay seals of the Yaudheyas have been found in the 
Ludhiana Dis ric, while their coins have been discovered in the 
a~rom{Saharanpur to MuWin. Yaudheya coins have 
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been recently found also in the Dehra Dun District.' Some inte
resting coin-moulds of the tribe have come from Rohtak.2 ~ 

heart of the Yaudheya territory may have been the eastern Punjab, 
but they dominated also over the adj 'nin f-tbe. U. and 
Rajputana. 

The Yaudheyas, whose t~el~~as BrahmaJ)yadeva 
~rttikeya), are probably to be ldentifiea with the Mattamayiirak~ 
people of R~ (modern Rohtak District of the Punjab), which is 
described in the Mahabharata as a . 11 f voured t 
~~ttik~. A clue to the extent of the Yaudheya territory is 
given by the discovery of an inscription of this people at Bijay
garh lying about two miles to the south-west of Bayana in the 
Bharatpur State of Rajputana. Another indication is offered by the 
probable identification of the Yaudheyas with the Johiya Rajputs 
inhabiting the tract of land called Johiyabar along both banks of 
the Sutlej on the borders of the Bahawalpur State. 

The Yaudheyas, like many of their neighbours, grew powerful 
with the decline of the Indo-Greek power; but they appear to have 
submitted to the Sakas and the Kush.a:Qas. As early, however, as 
the middle of the second century A.D., when a successor of the 
Kusha:t;la emperor Kanishka I was ruling, the Yaudheyas were 
p.._QWe.t:Wl enough to challenge the authority of the mighty saka 
satra}:).. RUdIadaman. The Kushar;tas soon lost effective control over 
Western India, and the Yaudheyas, like the Kardamakas and Malavas, 
grew still more powerful in the third century A.D. They were sub
dued by the Guptas in the next century. 

We have seen that the ancient Yaudheyas were professionally 
warlike. In the Junagarh mscription of A.D. 150 they are described 
as untamable owing to their pride, resulting from the ~criptian of 
t . eo" ero" to them amongst all the Kshatriyas. The saka 
ruler Rudradaman claims to have defeated them. The Bijaygarh 
inscription of about the third century A.D. speaks of a 'Mahariija
Mahoiseniipati who was placed at the head of the Yaudheya republio 
(Yaudheya-ga1).apuraskrita). 

It is interesting to note that the head of the Yaudheya tribe, 
like that of the Lichchhavis of earlier times, assumed an unpreten
tious viceregal title (ct. also the style of the contemporary Karda
make kings). A large Yaudheya clay seal from Ludhiana of about 

1. JNSl, II, 109 ft. 
2. Proc. N.S.!., 1936; Mem. N.S.l., No.3. 
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the fourth century A.D. bears the representation of a bull and _!!le 
legend Y.£udheyanam jaya-mgn!ra-ahatiill4n:, i.e., the seal of the 
Yaudheyas who were in possession of a victory-charm. In the 
Allahabad inscription of the middle of the same century, the 
Yaudheya people are mentioned as a subordinate ally of the Gupta 
emperor. .A_ later refe 0 Yaudheyas is found in the 
Brih.at-sam 'w which locates them in the northern or north-west
ern division of India along with the Arjunayanas. They are also 
mentioned in the Purfu;las. 

The earliest Yaudheya coins, which may be attributed to a 
period about the end of the first century B.C., bear the legend 
bahudhaiiake Yodheyanam; showing that they were struck by the 
Yaudheya people at Bahudhanyaka. The city of Bahudhanyaka 
has probably to be located in the Rohtak region where the moulds 
of these coins have been discovered. Another type of the Yau
dheya c.oins. ..both i _silver and cO)2perJ was iSl?yed in the_name of 
Brahm~adev~Kumara (i.e." Skanda-'Karttikeya), who was the 
tutelary deity of the people. The complete legend on these coins, 
which may be assigned to the second or third century A.D., appears 
to bE> bhagavatab- sviimino brahma1tyadevasya kUrrulrasya: yaudhe
yiinam. 

In some cases, the god is called BrahrnaI:lyadeva only, while on 
a few specimens the cqins @Pear to be called the dramni/L (from 
Greek drachma) 0 eity. This class of coins, w'tich is connect
ed closely in style and type with the coinage of the KUJ.lindas, bears 
the representation of the six-headed god Skanda. On some of the ---=---coins the &..od Skanda is..lound on the obvers,e, while a goddess with 
six heads is represented on the reverse. 1 '}:'his deity has been 
identified with Shash~ or ~ ~ife of Skanda. 

A.. third class of the Yaudheya coins in copper shows KushaJ)a 
influence in style and types and may be assigned to the third and 
fourth centuries A.D. The legend on these coins runs Yaudh.e.yu
g1tttaSya jayal)" 'victory be to the republic of the Yaudheyas'; but in 
some cases we have either dvi or t'ri (or tri) in addition. It has 
been suggested that dvi and tri are contractions respectively of the 
words dvitiya and tritiya indicating the second and third sections of 
the Yaudheya tribe. One of these sections may have been the Matta
mayiirakas of Rohtak. The resent..gay .rohiyas are also divided 
into three tribes, viz. Lan avira (Lakvira), Madhovira (Madhera) 
an ~\ dmera). -

1. JNSI, V, pp. 29 ft. 
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It has been recently suggested that the Yaudheyas were espe
cially responsible iQr extirpating Kushana ruleJrom the Punjab, 
but the theory can only be partially true. There is no doubt that 
the rise of feudatories and subordinate allies is partly responsible 
for the decline of an imperial house, and also that the weakness of 
the imperial government is partially responsible for the rise of the 
subordinates. The known story of the decline and downfall of -the 
T"unurids.J.n India, however, shows that the eclipse of an empire can
not always be attributed to the rise of a single feudatory. In the 
present state of our knowledge there is nothing to single out the 
Yaudheyas or any of their t@ghbOUI'S in the_£unj~..u.P-. and Raj
putana as ha.ving been solely responsible f,or the collapse. o£..Kusha.l).a 
ryle in _India.' 

III. THE MONARCHICAL STATES 

1. The Niiga kingdoms 

The Nagas were serpent-worshipping !lon-Aryan tribes of 
ancient India. Their great power, culture and political prestige 
are hinted at in such epic legends as those relating to Vasuki and 
Takshw, the death of Parikshit, and t2._e. serpent sacrifice of Jana
~eja.y!- as well as in literary traditions like that of Nilanaga, the 
prehistoric E!'otector of Kashmir. According to some scholars, one 
01 the earliest historical !Jag a.. .royal lines was the dynasty (or 
dynasties) r~ by siSunaga and Naga~ka, Kings of 
M~. S~rpent-worship was a popular cult in all parts of 

-ancient India. The existence of the Nagas in different parts of India 
in the early and medieval periods and of their descendants in the 
present time is evidenced not only by epigraphic, numismatic and 
literary records, but also by numerous localities named after the 
Nagas (e.g., ~agapur.!z ~ra, ~ag~kh3.l).s!a, etc.) and a large 
number of families (including many royal houses) with the cogno
men Naga. In the present section we are concerned only with t.he 

1. The main cause of the decay of Kushiu;l.a power in India seems to have been 
the division of power between the joint rulers as well as the personal incapa
city of the successors of Kanishka I to exercise control over the outlying pro
vinces of the empire. Another strong factor must have been the foundation 
of a strong monarchy in Persia by the Sassanians who knocked at the western 
gates of the 'Kushiu:ta emp\J.e from about the middle of the third century AD. 
But as we know from the Wei-lio, even about this time the KushiI:w 
emperor was regarded as the lord of T'i,I*-chou (probably the Punjab and the 
adjoining regions) and other countries. (The importance of the Kushal:Ia ruler's 
position in Uttarapatha in the fourth century AD. is indicated by his prominent 
mention in the Allahabad inscription of Samudra-gupt&. 
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.Naga dynasties that became powerful at the expense of the later 

.Kus~s and were ultimately suppressed by the Guptas of Magadha. 

According to the evidence of the Puriiz:las, Na a kings ~ourish
·e , apparent! the-"iieeline-orthe Kushm)as, at. y~, Kanti
_IDUi, at ura and Padmavati. Mention is also made of the power
ful Naga rulers of VidiSa named Sesha, Bhogin and Sadachandra, 
surnamed~, who is described as the sec~nd .Nakhavat 
(i.e. , Nahaparw) and may have been associated with the SakRS. 
The prevalence of Naga rule over considerable portions of north
ern India in the third and fourth centuries A.D. is also attested by 
epigraphic and numismatic evidence, and most of the Naga kings, 
known from these sources, have probably to be connected with one 
or other of the Naga centres mentioned in the Puriu:las. 

~ Lahore copper seal of about the fourth century A.D. refers to 
PP.!!~ Mab~a, SEn of Mabarai! Niigabhan<,t;' but the land 
over which the Naga Maharaja ruled cannot be determined. The 
~ak8.t:aka records mention Maharaja Bhavaniil@. as the.. :mater~l 
randfather of R rasen ,wh~se grandson was a contelUPOIary 

0L C~a-guPta (A.D. 376-414) . Bhavanag~ therefore, may be 
.assigne to the end of the third or the beginning of the fourth cen
tury A.D. He is described as beIon.s!ng to the family of the Bhiira
sivas "whose royal line owed its origin to ffie great satisfaction of 
Siva that was caused by their carrying a Siva linga placed as a load 
upon their shoulders," and "who were besprinkled on the forehead 
with the pure water of the Bhagirathi that had been obtained by 
their valour." Thus the name of the Bhiira.sivas, a family of Niillas 
whp were usuallY... Saivas, has been explained bVheir carrying a 
li'lig_a. It is also suggested that their home was away from the 
Bhiigirathi (Ganga) but that they extended their power as far as 
the valley of that river. 

The Bhara.sivas are further credited with the performa!1ce of no 
less than ten ASvamedha sacr' c . The suggestions that the 
Bhiira.sivas were responsl Ie for the overthrow of KushAna supre
macy in India and that tht.P~~edha_GJ!!~ at B,apaw owes its 
!lame to the celebration of the ten horse-sacrifices by the Bhara.sivas 
on that spot may be regarded as fantastic; but there is no doubt that 
the Bhiira.siva-Nagas were one of the most important powers that 
ftou ished on the ruins of the Kusbfu;ul empire. Some coins bearing 
the name of Bhavaniiga (supposed to be styled Maharaja or Adhiraja) 

1 . This seems to be the natural interpretation of the legend 77I4h<ird;a-1Uiga.bhaWl
put1'a.-ma.heiva1'aTUiga. 
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have been discovered at ]>adam Pawayj, the cm.cient Padmavay near 
Narwar in old Gwalior State.T If this Bhavanaga was no other 
than the B1liraSiva ruler of that name, the royal family of the 
BharaSiva-Nagas must have had its capital at that well-known 
centre of Naga power. 'Ph~ 01 EadmavatLhas been immortal
ised -by- Bhallabbiiti (middle of the eighth century A.D.) who made 
this flourishing city the scene of his Malati'l1Uidhava. It was situat
ed in the old Gwalior State on the banks of the Sindhu (modern 
Sind), and other rivers in its vicinity were Para (modern Para or 
Parvati) , Lava.ry.a (modern Luna) and Madhumati (modern 
Madhuwar) . 

The Gupta emperor Samudra-gupta claims to have 'extirpated' 
a number of .A.ryavarta kings about the middle of the fourth cen
tury; two- -oL ihese rulers, viz. G.-.~~naga and Nagasena, were 
Nagas. That the Gupta emperors maintained frie dl relations 
with the suppressed aga ouses IS evidenced by the Qlarriage of 
Sa~ra-g~ta's son wi~uberanMa ~o was a NaSa princ~. 
A l'@ga chief named ;?arvan.ag~as a ointed a ' ~o
vinc:'al governor) and was ruling t"fi:'e""~~~i distric (between 
the Ganga and the Yamuna and between Prayaga and Hardwar) 
1l!!der.Skanda-JtuE!!l.in the year A.D. 466. Nothing is known about 
the particular families to which Kuberanaga and Sarvanaga belong
ed; but both the kings Gat),apatinaga and Nagasena appear to have 
been scions of the house of Padmavati. 

Some coins bearing the name of Mahiiraja G~endra or Gru~apa 
have been discovered at Padmiivati and also at VidiSa and MathUT'd . 
This king of PadmavatI, lY,ho may have extended his influence over 
the other Naga centres, "'S been identifi~ with king Ganapatinaga 
e~j;i.rpated by Samudr.a-gupta.- 1'1o coins of Nagasena have as yet 
been discovered; but the Harshacharita refers to a tradition that the 
confidential deliberations of Nagasena of the Naga-kula..ha..un.g_heen 
divulged by a sarikd bird led to his destruction at Padmavati. It is 
not improbable that, after the overthrow of G~apatinaga, Samudra
gupta placed Nagasena on the throne of Padmavati as his vassal ; 
but later Nagasena himself was also extirpated possibly as a result 
of an attempt on his part to assume independence. 

The Purat;las refer to the :r:!;!le of nine Naga king§, at Padmayati, 
and, as we have seen, three of them may have been Bhavanjga, 
G~ and ~ Some other Naga rulers are also 

1. JNSl, V. pp. 21 ft . 
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known from coins discovered in the neighbourhood of Padmavati. 
They are Maharaja ~himanaga Maharaja Skandanaga, Maharaja 
Brihaspatinaga and Mahardja Devaniiga. A few Padmiivati coins 
have been recently attributed to a Naga Mahiirdja named Vibhu-
~ga. 1 Certain rare coins of the same region with the legend 
vyaghra have been assigned to a king mghranaru!. 

According to a Puranic statement, seven Naga kings ruled at 
Mathuta apparently after the Kushfu::l.as: The issuers or the coms 
attributed to Mathura, however, had names that do not end in the 
word Naga. The earliest coins of Mathura appear to be those issued 
by Gornitra, Brahmamitra, ~a, ~ and Vishnu
mitra who are ~ without any royal title. These coins may 
"beroughly attributed to the first century B .C. Other early coins 
attributed to the locality bear the names of ..Purushad~a (without 
any royal title), llttarnadatta (sometimes called (raja), Ramadat,ia 
(sometimes called reija ) , Rajei ~a, Raja seshadatta, Raja 
Bhavadatta and Raja~. These rulers may have been 
vassals of the Kus~as and flourished about the second century 
A.D., after the extirpation of the Sakas of Mathura. 

Besides the above !l1Jers, a v.ecy o.}Verf.!,!l_king named Vjraseua. 
is known to have flourished after the Kus~as and held large tracts 
in the western parts of the U.P. It is not improbable that he was a 
Naga and had his c~ital at Mathura. The coins of Virasena have 
been found 'a( Mathura and also in Bulandshahr, Etah and 
Farrukhabad Districts. A few specimens have come from the 
Punjab. An inscription of this king, probably dated in his 
thirteenth regnal year, was discovered ~ Jankhat in the south of 
the Farrukhiibad District. King Vfrasena may be assigned to the 
thir.cL.Ql: th-century A.D. One of his successors seems to have 
been ousted by the Guptas. 

2. Ahichchhatra --Ahichchhatra (or -trii) or Adhichchhatra, sometimes also called 
Chhatravati, vy.as. the capitg]. of ..North Pafichala in early times when 
~hiila to the south of the Ganga had its headquarters at 
Karnpiln, modern Kampil, in the Farrukhiibiid District. Ahich
chhatra has been identified with modern Ramnagar near Aonla in 
the Bareilly District of the U.P. and N~rth Paiichala must have· 
comprised Rohilkhand and the adjoining area. 

1. JNSI, V. pp. 26-Z7. 
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A remarkable series of coins, characterised by a well-marked 
obverse inc use containing the issuer's name without royal title be
neath a group of three symbols, is regarded by numismatists to 
have been issued by the kings of Ahichchhatra. As, however, the 
coins of a few of the rulers are common as far as the Basti District 
in the east, some writers prefer to call these kings 'lords of Paiichala 
and Kosala.' Owing to the fact that many of the kings have names 
eQ.di~in~ ~~, they are often:styled ~. 
Asmenuonedabove'1, some of these kings are identified with the 
Suilga and KiiJ:lva kings of these names, but this cannot be regarded 
as certain. 

The so-called Ahichchhatra coins reveal the names of Bhadra
ghosha, Siiryamitra, Phalgunimitra, Bhanumitra, Bhiimimitra, 
Dhruvamitra. Agnimitra, Vishl).umitra, Jayamitra, Indramitra, 
Brihatsvatimitra (usually but rather inaccurately called Brihaspati
mitra), Visvapala, Rudragupta and J ayagupta. ,Recent discoveries 
have added to the list the names of Vangapala, Damagupta, Vasu
sena, Yajiiapala, Prajapatimitra and Vartu;lamitra. 2 So coin.! of 
Vailgapala are believed to have been counterstruck by Damagupta. 
The coins may be assigned to the three centuries following the 
middle of the first century B.C. An interesting feature of the coins 
is that often the reverse device refers to the issuer's name; e.g., the 
issues of Agnimitra exhibit a personification of re (Agni) and those 
of Siiryamitra and Bhanumitra have solar emblems. pparently the 
issuers of the coins were inclined to identify themselves with the 
deities indicated on the reverse of the coins; but the feature may 
have been inspired by the variety of deities represented on the re
verse of the Kushfu:la coins. 

Two kings of Ahichchhatra are known from the Pabhosa (ncar 
Kosam)~ Q..f pri~~<;lhasena, son of the queen 
Gopaliltii-Vaihidari. Asha<;lhasena s fat er was the king Traiva~
putra Bhagavata who was the son of Vangapala , king of Ahichchha
tra. It is very probable that Vangapala was the king of the same 
name known from coins. King Bhagavata's daughter GopalI was 
married to a Kau.sambi king and waSfbe ~other of king Brihatsvati
mitra (probably not Brihaspatimitra) of KauSfunbi. 

There are two types of copper coins found at Ahichchhatra on 
which the n~e Ach~uta is partially preserved. The reverses of 

1 . See pp. 98, 100. 
2. JNSI. II, pp. 115-16; III, pp. 79 ff; IV, pp. 17, 20; V, 17 ff. 
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both the types represent a wheel, probably the sudarsanachakra of 
the god Achyuta (Vishnu). The obverse of o;e of the two types 
has 'head and neck of king to right', possibly imitated from the coins 
of the Sakas of Western India with whom Achyuta of Ahichchhatra 
may have had some relations. K~AcJuaJ,ta l)as_been identified 
wittrihe Aryavarta. J:Ul. of tlii~e, who, according to the 
~llah.abad inscriEtion, was ousted by Samudra-eupta about the 
middle of the fourth century A.D. 

3. Ayodhyii 

1'Jl.e ci~ Ay.odhya was Ute earliest capital of th IDa 
mttara-Kosala) ~da which roughly corresponded to modern 
Oudh. It stood on the river. Saray(i (modern Ghaghra or Gogra), 
and has been identified with modern Ajodhya in the Fyzabad Dis
trict of the U.P. saketa, which is often mentioned in early litera
ture as the capital of Kosala, is sometimes taken to be another name 
Q! ~odhy~, though it is probable that the two cities were adjoining 
like London and Westminster. SravastL modern Sahet-Mahet on 
the borders of the Gonda and Bahraich Districts, was possibly the 
capital of the janapada in the age of the Buddha; but saketa seems 
to have been reinstated in its old position soon after. 

-'Phe early iR8e.r-ibed c~ins, that have been found near the site of 
the ancient city of Ayodhya, may be divided into.w distinct classes 
issued probably by two different dynasties of rulers. I1'!e _!!rst 
class . represented by ,square cast coins without any trace of 
foreign influence in the style and types. The obverse oLthese cojns 
~s a 1m)) (or r*ely an elephant or the G~-lakshmi) before a 
symbol, while the reverse type consists of a group of five or six 
symbols. The rulers represented by this series are Dhanadeva. 
ViSakhadeva, Miiladeva, Vayudeva, Naradatta and Sivadatta. 
Another ruler , whose name is not fully preserved on the coins, was 
probably Praushthadatta (or -deva). None of these rulers has been 
called a king; but it is extremely probable that Dhanadeva of the 
coins is the same as the ha ra ana deva' sala, 
who is mentioned in an {\yodhya inscription.' In this epigraph, 
which may be assigned on palaeographical grounds to the end of the 
first century B.C., king Dhanadeva is represented as the son of 
Phalgudeva (who has no royal title) and as the sixth in descent, 

1 . Set. 1m., I, p. 96. According to some scholars, the expression pu.8h1lDmitr4l1l0 
IIluuhthenll means 'the sixth brother of Pushyamitra ~unga.· This view l. 
quite incompatible with the palaeography of the record. 
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probably on the mother's side, from Senapati Pushyamitra, the per
former of two ASvamedhas. As this Pushyamitra is undoubtedly 
the sunga king of that name, who ruled c. 187 to 151 B.C., his sixth 
descendant may be referred to the closing decades of the first cen
tury B.C. The kings represented by the above series of coins may 
be roughly assigned to the two centuries following the middle of 
that century. 

e s~ class of .Ayodhya coins belongs to a later group of 
rulers who appear to have flourished after the end of Kusha~a rulc 
in the eastern U.P. These coins, which are very distinct from the 
cast coins of the earlier epoch, are "round pieces struck from dies 
leaving the seal-like impression characteristic of early Indian struck 
coins." Tbe usual obverse type is the bull and the reverse type "a 
cock and a post." The rulers represented by this series are Satya
mitra, Ayumitra (sometimes believed to be Aryamitra), Sangha
mitra, Vijayamitra, Devamitra, Ajavarman and Kumudasena. Of 
these Kumudasena alone is called a Riija. It is probably from a 
successor of this king that the Guptas conquered the Oudh region 
and annexed it to their empire. 

4. Kau..§iimbi 

The ancient city of Kausambi, which has been identified with 
the ~m about thirty-five miles to the south-west of 
Allahabad, appears to have been the headquarters of a provincial 
ruler in the age of the Maurya emperors; but, about the end of the 
second century B.C., it probably became the capital of a local 
family of rulers. 

The earliest of the inscribed cQin8--&f.-.KauSambi appear to be 
those with the legend Kosambi i.l! Brahmi characters of the begin
ning of the first century B.C. Next in point of date are probably 
the cast coins of Sudeva and Brihatsvatimitra (probably not Brihas
patimitra as is usually held) which are closely connected with the 
early un inscribed cast coins of the locality in style al}d types and 
may be assigned to the middle of the first century B.C. '-Brihatsvati
mitra also issued die-struck coinS) The struck coins reveal the 
names of ASvaghosha, Parvata, Agnimitra, Jyeshtamitra and Deva
mitra. Some coins recently discovered at KauSambi have been 
attributed to VartlI).amitra, Suramitra, Radhamitra, Prajapatimitra, 
Rajamitra and Vijayamagha. Coins of a king named PraushthaSri 
have been found at Bhita, while those of the kings Bhadramagha, 
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$ivamagha, VaiSravar;ta and Bhlmavarman have come from the 
Fatehpur District. Some unclassified KauSaInbi coins in the British 
museum reveal the names not only of VaiSravaJ:la and Vijayamagha, 
but also of some rulers whose names may probably have been 
Miilahasta, Vis!l:QuSrl and Sailkumagha. A few Kau.sambi coins 
h ibuted -ja named Dhanadeva. J All these coins 
may be referred roughly to the period between the-fir, ntury 
B. . an(1 the fOUL th centaty"1\:.D. 

A number of the KauSambi kings who issued coins are also known 
from epigraphic sources. The earliest of the inscriptions, which 
may be assigned to about the end of the first century B.C., is the 
Pabhosa (near Kosaml record of AshiiQhasena, prince of Ahichchha
ira, dated in the tenth re"gnal year of Udaka. The epigraph repre
sents king Gopaliputra B:rihatsvatimitra,2 a contemporary or a 
predecessor of 'Odaka, as the daughter's son of king TraivaI"lJi
putra Bhiigavltta, son of king saunakayanlputra Vangapala of 
Ahichchhatra. King Brihatsvatimitra is known from his coins; 
but no coins of 'Odaka have as yet been discovered. Varw;tamitra 
of the coins is apparently the same as Raja Gauptiputra Vartu:lamitra 
of a fragmentary Kosam inscription of the first century A.D. 
Varw;tamitra's son was also a king who had the metronymic KohaQ:i
putra. The dynasty of these rulers of Kausambi appears to have 
been overthrown by Kanishka 1. An inscription of the Kushfu;la 
monarch has been found at Kosam itself. 

The records of the later kings of KauSaInbi are characterised by 
the use of an era which seems to be no other than Kanishka's reckon
ing, i.e. the Saka era of A.D. 78,3 introduced in the locality during 
the rule of Kanishka 1. This dynasty of rulers must have originally 
been subordinate to the Kushat:las. As some of the kings of this 
house had names ending with the word Magha, it is probable that 
they are the Meghas (sic. Maghas) mentioned in the PuriiI;tas. The 

1. For the new coins, see ASR. 1911-12, pp. 50 if; JNSr, II, pp. 95 if; IV, pp. 4 if; 
133 if. For a silver coin of ASvaghosha, see JBORS, XX, p. 8. Some Kau
sambi coins have also been attributed to Rajanimitra, Praushthamitra. tlata
mitra, Sarpamitra, Nilvika, Pushva.sri and Agaraja (cf. JN31, IV, 133 IT) . But 
the reading of some of the names appears to be doubtful. Pu,h:I'a6rill(l~ seems 
to be a wronl! readinJ( for pTa.8h~ho.Srill(l~ (Le. pT(lush~h(l·). Agaraja has been 
identified with Gauptipub'a Agaraju (Angiu"adyut), son of Gilrgiputra ViSva
deva who was a feudatory of the !§ut'lgas and is mentioned in a Bhirhut 
inscription (Sel. Ins. I. p. 89), while Praush~hamitra has been supposed to be 
the person of that name known from a KauSimbi inscription (JNSl, IV, p. 134). 
Praushthamitra of the inscription, however, was not a king. 

2 . See below, p. 214. 
S. Some scholars, however. take it to be the TraikUl:aka or the Gupta era, or a 

local era. For full discussion on the subject cf. NHIP. VI, p. 41, fn . 2. 
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wide extent of the Magha dominions is indicated by the find of their 
epigraphic and numismatic records not only in the Anahabad Dis
trict, but also in the Fatehpur District as well as in the Rewah State 
of Baghelkhand in Central India, 

Although the new dynasty may have been founded by a lieute
nant of the Kushfu;las named Magha, the earliest ruler known from 
epigraphic sources seems to be Raja Vasishthiputra Bhimasena of a 
Bhita seal. In the Bandhogarh (Rewah State) inscription of the 
year 51 (A.D. 129) and the Ginja (40 miles to the south of Allahabad) 
inscription of the year 52 (A.D. 130) Bhimasena is credited with the· 
more dignified title of Mahiiraja. Mahiircija Kautsiputra Prau"" 
shthaSri, son of Bhimasena, is known from six records found at 
Bandhogarh with dates in the years 86, 87 and 88 corresponding to> 
A.D. 164, 165 and 166. Praushthasri is no doubt the king of that 
name who is known from his coins. His successor appears to have 
been Bhadradeva of a Bandogarh inscription of the year 90 (A.D. 
168) who is probably identical with BhaQ.adeva of another record ot 
the same place. 

Mahar.aja -KauSikiputra Bhadramagha is not only known from 
his coins but also from several Kosam inscriptions dated in the years 
81, 86 and 87 corresponding to A.D. 159, 164 and 165. It seems that 
Bhadramagha, who may have been a younger step-brother of Bhima
sena or an elder step-brother of PraushthaSri, was the immediate 
successor of Maharaja Bhimasena. But PraushthaSrl. appears to have' 
rebelled against Bhadramagha's authority and declared himself king 
in the southern part of the kingdom about the closing years of the 
latter's reign. Later he extended his power also over the Kausambi 
region. Some scholars are inclined to identify Bhadramagha with 
Bhadradeva or BhaQ.adeva of the Bandhogarh inscription of the 
year 90; but the suggestion is unconvincing. 

Two records from Bandhogarh belong to Raja VaiSravm,a who 
is known from his coins. This ruler, probably belonging to the same 
house, is represented in the inscriptions as the son of the Maha
senapati Bhadrabala whose identification with Bhadramagha, sug
gested by some writers, is, however, unwarranted. VaiSravm,a may 
have at first been the viceroy of the KauSiimbi kings in the southern 
part of their kingdom; but he later established himself on the throne · 
of his masters. A Kosam inscription of the year 107 (A.D. 185) 
mentions him as Maharaja . A later king of Kausambi was Mana- · 
raja Bhimavarman who is not only known from his coins but also -
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from two inscriptions found at Kosam dated respectively in the 
years 130 and 139 corresponding to A.D. 208 and 217.' Kino 
Sivarnagha of the coins is 1104 doubt the same as Maharii;a Gautami
putra Sivamagha mentioned in a Bhita seal and in several inscriptions 
from Kosam. But his exact date as well as his relations with the 
other kings such as Bhadramagha cannot be determined in the pre
sent stage of our knowledge. Nothing definite is known about the 
'genealogical and chronological position of the other kings of the 
Magha dynasty whose names, known from their coins. are referred 
to above. 

A Bbjta seal of .,!!bout the third century A.D. speaks of Mallii1:a,ja 
Gautamiputr.a. Vindhyavedhiina. who is as yet unknown from any 
other sources. He is said to have received his kingdom through 
MaheSvara and Mahasena and had the bull as his banner.2 Whether 
Vindhyavedhana was the founder of a new dynasty cannot be 
ascertained. One of his successors appears to have been Mahiiriija 
Sruhkarasi.rDha who is known from a Bhita seal of about the fourth 
century A.D. The Bhita seab-also reveal the names of Mahddevi 
Rudramati and Ma~apati-Ma1uida~ruiyaka Vism.mrakshita who, 
were undoubtedly associated with the kings of KauSambi. 3 

(. ' 
, . J 

1. For the inscriptions and seals. see Sel. 1M. p. 365; El. XVIII. pp. 159 11; xxm. 
pp. 245 If; XXIV. pp. 146-4.8; 253 ft; Jha Comm. Vol .• pp. 100-14; IC, I, p. 69~; 
m, pp. 179, 183; ASR, 1911-12, pp. 50-53. For notes on the Bandhogarh records. 
see NHIP, VI. pp. 41 ft. 

2. One is reminded of the Nala king Bhavadattavarman who makes a slmJl.a2' 
claim 11$ regards the two gods; but his banner was different. . . 

.3 . Coins reveal the names of many other rulers who flourished in different parts 
of northem India in- the first century B£. and the -early centuries of the 
Chri8tian era. The coins of three kings named Siiryamitra. Brahmamitra and 

'V~udeva pave been ' doubtfully assigned to Kanauj . Other lmportant nam1!S 
known from numismatic source include those of Ajadatta and YQgasena. 
None of these rulers is mentioned in the Puriu,las by name. The onJy king of 
this peritxi, mentioned in the .Puriu,las by name. is the nUlb:.ty V~II5P~1 of 
Magadha. who was very probably of foreign origin. 
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CHAPTER XII 

THE SAKA SATRAPS OF WESTERN INDIA 

We have seen how the Indo-Greeks conquered Sind)- Kathiawar 
and_patl.$ of Ra3Putan ' e second centuryB:C. The Scythians 
of East Iran established themselves in the vlll1ey of the low Slndl1u 
in the following century, when they probably also penetrated as 
far east as KathUiwar and the adjoining regions. Scythian princes 
continued to dominate over considerable parts of Western India as 
late as the time of the early emperors of the Gupta family, till 
Chim.QrA-iUPta 11 finally annexed their dominions to the .Gupta 
mpire. 

I. THE SCYTHIANS IN WESTERN INDIA 

. st r ·er~JJJ!e 1:P S~thian rtUe.in Western India can be 
traced in the Periplus (f. A.D..:...1Q:..8o.1 The lower Sindhu valley is 
mentioned1iiili'is work as Scythia (i.e., the land of the Scythians), 
although Parthian princes are represented as occupying its capital 
Min-nagera, the name usually applied by the early Scythians to 
their Chi;;£ cities. The l'erip~ also refers to a powerful k;ng 
named_Mambar~ who had his headquarters at another Min-nagara 
and was probably a Scythian, The family of Mambarus seems to 
have been originally subordinate to the Scythian em pel\ors , but 
appears to have become practically independent after the Parthian 
occupation of the western part of the dominions of Azes 11 includ
ing the lower valley of the Sindhu. The Periplu.s says: "Beyond the 
~u!Lof ~~ (~) is that ~r~<;.,h) and the coast 
oT the ~ (Ptolemy's Larike, i'~U:E) which is the 
oeguii.l.ibg'-or the "kingdom of Mambarus and of all India. That 
:part of ' it l:ying i nd and ad' oining Scythia is ..called ~a 
"(Abhirar nd the coast is called Syrastrene (~)." The 
'kingdom of Mamblil'us thus seems to have comprised Kathiawar, 
Gujar~t and parts of Rajputana. But the reference in the PeripZu.s 
,t,o ~a (Kalyan in the Thana District) being at first 
in the possession of t elde ' ara anus satakarni) ,""and later in 
ithat of 'andares, when the port was much obstructed and Greek 
;ships ~e taken to · Barygaza under guard, may point to the 
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Scythian occupation of the northern Konkan about the middle of 
the first century A.D. It is not improbable that Sandares was the 
viceroy of Mambarus' in Aparanta, which was conquered from the 
sa vabanas about t time. me scholars suggest that the name 
Mambarus is a mistake fo~, which again is supposed to 
be a Greek corruption of th~ As the satrap Naha
pana is known to have ruled in the period c. A.D. 119-25, the sugges
tion appears to be unwarranted. 

II. THE KSHAHARATA SATRAPS 

About the end of the first century A.D., the Kus~a emperor 
Kanishka I seems to have extended his power over Central and Wes
tern India. The ruling house represented by Mambarus was either 
subdued or supplanted. It is as yet unknown whether he Kshaha
ratas, who probably ruled Western India as Ks atrapas of 
Kanishka I and his successors, belonged to the same family as 
Mambarus.) This satrapal house seems also to have been Scythian 
in origin. 

1. Bhumaka 

Kshahara,ta Bhlimaka-is-the .earliest·knGWn Kshatrapa in eharse 
ot the sout -western- part f the empire of the Ku.sha.t),as of Kani~b.
~QU~ His coins have been found in the coastal regions of 
Gujarat and Kathiawar and sometimes also in Malwa and the Ajmer 
region of Rajputana. Th,e....uSe both the J{haroshjru and 13rmlmi 
s . 14 . h - ka' coin- ege s probably points to the fact that 
the-Kshatrapa territories not only comprised such districts as Malwa, 
-Gujarat, and Kathiawar where Brahmi was prevalent, but also some 
regions about western Rajputana and Sind where Kharoshthi appears 
to have been in use. Traces of Greek legend on the coins of the 
early'Kshatrapas of Western India point to the influence and popu
larity in Indo-Scythia of the Indo-Greek coinage to which the 
Periplus bears witness. Some writers are inclined to associate the 
use of Kharoshthi on the earlier satrapal issues with the northern 
origin of the Kshatrapas. No details of Bhfunaka's rule are known. 
Whether he issued coins during the lifetime of Kanishka I or after 
the latter's death, when the hold of the Kush.aJ;las on the outlying 
provinces of the empire was growing feeble, cannot be ascertained. 

1. For different views d. next chapter. 
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~ . K$1raw 13hfrmaka~ see ! to have , been suc~~eded_b~ NaJur 
~ who belonged to the ~Jlme ~s.haharata family. The exact 
(I:elat~oll betw~en the two satraps, however, is as yet unknown. Naha~ 

.palla is known not only froin his coins 'but also from a number oj 
inscriptions bearing dates ranging between the years 41 and 46 of an 
era. As the era seems to be no other than Kanishka's reckoning, i.e:. 
the Saka era of A.D. 78, Nahapana very probably flourished about 
the period A.D. 119~25.1 In ~r records Nahapana is called 

Kshatrapa, while in the inscription of the year 46 he is credited 
witli hFll_'fle Mahakshatraea. But in all these epigraphs Nahapana 
has the additional title ]wian , which probably indicates a political 
.position superior to that enjoyed by his predecessor, Kshatrapa 
Bhumaka. On the coins Nahapana is invariably called Riijan, and 
on none of them occurs the title Kshatrapa or Mahakshatrapa. It 
should also be pointed out that no . record of Nahapana rE-fers to his 
overlorq_ He therefore seems to have been ruling practically as. 
an independent king without openly disavowing his allegiance to 
the Kushfu:las. The ~ who succeeded the Kshaharatas also 
enjoyed the title Riljan (sometimes referred to also as MaMrilja) 
together with a satrapal designation. 

Nahapana issued b sMyer and cop~ CDl-flS. The silver 
issuei were Iml a e as regards size, werg1it and fabric from the 
hemi~rachmr of the Y ~ and in these respects they set 
a standard which was followed by the Western satraps for about 
three centuries, and afterwards by their successors the Guptas and 
the Traikiitakas. Probably from the same source, as well as from 
the Roman coins imported into Indian ports like Broach (where, 
according to the Periplus, they yielded a profit when exchanged for 
native money), they derived their ob t 'Head Ki 
This type, together with a legend in Graeco~Roman c aracters which 
later degenerated into a sort of ornament, became a feature of these 
coins. 

Nahapana's coins have been discovered in the Ajmer region of 
Rajputiina in the north and in the Nasik District in the south. That 

1_ The JOJ;!althembl hoard shows that Gautamiputra Sitakami restruck the coins 
. of Nahapina and of no other later ruler of the Kshahariita dynasty which he 
claims to have uprooted. Naba ~ a Illl"t Gau i u were ther ante -
~raries_ According to the ev ence a 0 emy s eofr"II.'Il y. autamIoutra S SOl1 

ulumavi was on the throne of Pratisht}lana (the Sitavihana capital) about 
A.D. 140. GautamIt>utra and his contemporary Nahapina therefore Mlletf about 
the first quarter o( the second century. See the teCtion on the Sitavihanas. 
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his dominions actually comprised the wide area from Ajmel' to 
northern Maratha country is indicated by epigraphic evidence. 
~ inscription of Aryaman, who was an amcitya of Nahapana, has 
been found at Junnar in the Poona District. A number of inscrip
tions recording the pious gifts of the Hinduised Saka chief Risha
bhadatta (Ushava~) , son of Dinika, have been discovered in the 
rock-cut caves at Nasik and at Karle in the Poona District. ~isha

bhadatta was the husband of Dakshamitra, daughter of Nahapalla, 
anJi was the viceroy in the southern province of his father-in-law's 
dominions. There is no doubt that the iihiiras (districts) of Govar
<!hana (Nasiltl and Mamilla (Poona) were in charge of l;tishabhadatta; 
but he may have iiso ruled over southern Gujarat and the northern 
Konkan from Broach to Sopara. In connection with I;tishabhadatta's 
benefactions, inscriptions refer to such localities as Kapiir-iihcira 
(Kapura in the old Baroda State), PrabhAsa (in southern Kathwwiir), 
Bhrigukachchha (Broach), DaSapura (Mandasor in western MaIwA) , 
Siirparaka (Sopara in Thana District) and Pushkara (near Ajmer) as 
well as to the rivers Tapi, BaI1).asa (Banas, a tributary of the Cham

.bal)".r~~9!_(Par in the Surat District),~n~(Damanganga near 
Daman) and Dahanuka (near Dahanu in the ThinA District). It is, -however, likely that I;tishabhadatta visited some of the holy places 
outside his viceregal state as a pious pilgrim; but it seems very 
probable that Malwa, KathHiwar, Gujarat, the northern part of the 
Konkan and the Maratha country, and large parts of Raj putlma , 
probably including a portion of the lower Sindhu valley, lay within 
the dominions of his father-in-law. 

one of the N~sik cave inscrhrtion§._ .liiWahhaQ.iUa is said to - -have gone, at the command of the Bha«Aralea, to relieve the chief 
of the Uttamabhadra tribe, who was besieged by the Malayas (Mila
vas, settled in the Jaipur region of Rajputana). After inflicting a 
crushing defeat on the Malayas, the Salea chief is said to have gone 
to t~ Pushkara lake for ceremonial consecration. It is not known 
whet,her the word bhatpiraka (lo.rd) indicates the Satrap Naha~ 
or his Kush~a overlord. But whichever interpretation is accepted, 
it cannot be denied that the Ajmer region in Rajputana lay within 
the sphere of Nahapana's influence. The Nasik and Poona Districts 
h bee co ered from the satavaha~s of Pratish hana eithe;t;y 
Nahapana himself or by one of t e earlier Scythian rulers of Western 
India who appear to have extended their power 'over the northern 
~nkan. · , I' • 
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In the latter part of, or shortly after, the Saka year 46 (A.D. 124-
~, which is the latest known date of ~haparia the satrap seems 

have been defeated and killed by the satavAhana-king Gautami
putra satakar,l)i, w 0 annexe t e southern provinces of the 
Kshaharata dominions. G~iputra is not only said to have 
t~e haharata-ayn~ty an~ted 
the Sakas together with the vanas and the Pahlavas, but is 
also describe as the lord of many countries including Surash~ra 
(KAthiawar), Kukura (in the Gujarat-Kathiawar region), Aniipa (the 
MandhatA or MaheSvar region on the Narmada), Aparanta (northern 
Konkan), Akara (east Malwa) and Avanti (west Malwa). Gautami
putra's inscriptions in the Nasik and Poona Districts show ho~ 
pana's vicero ,aishabhsdatta was ousted by him from those regions. 
TIl large hoard of Nahapana's coins, discovered at Jogalthembi in 
the Nasik District, shows how the Satavahana king captured the 
satrap's treasury and restruck the latter's coins for re-circulation . 
Blit even after the loss of the southern provinces to the satavahanas, 
the Sakas appear to have held the northern provinces of the 
Kshaharata dominions. The Kshaharata family, however, seems to 
have become extinct with Nahapana's death. In the south-western 
satrapy of the KushA.Qa eropi.I:e_the Kshaharatas were succeeded by 
the Scythian i 'l) th ..Kar,damakas:- - - . 

III. THE KARDAMAKAS 

The authority of the new family was established in Western 
~n y sop of Ys~otik~' of the Kir ama a -family . 
On the earlier ~()ins_of Chash~ he-..is-CaHed-a K.shat.x:ap~ and in 
later issues a Mahakshatrapa; but in all cases he has the additional 
title Rdjan. His father Ysamotika, however, has no ruyal title. The 
early home of the Kardamakas is unknown; but Chashtana may have 
been ruling in the Sind region as a feudato of the Kushfu;las. Mter 
Nahapana's death Chashta_na seems to have been appointed by the 
Kushlll)aS viceroy of the south-western province of their empire in 
place of the Kshaharata ruler with instructions to recover the lost 
~istricts of the satrapy from the satavAhanas. 

1. The name is sometimes read Ghscimotika; the Andhau inscriptions, however, 
appear to support Ysdmotika. The value of the first conjunct of the name 
seems to be that of I. 

2. The name Kiirdamaka has been derived by some from the Kardama river in 
Bactrla (PHAI. 363, fn. 3) . 
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In some provinces of the Scythian and Kushfu;la dominions the 
~ceroy with the title Mahakshatrapa was associated in the adminis.l 
tration with a subordinate ruler called Kshatrapa. When Chashtana, 
probably in his old age, became a ah- pa, he seems to have 
select 's son Jayadaman as ra a who, however, . died carll 
an w CCi 's so Rudrada n l~ Inscriptions discover~ 
ed a~dhau_in Kachchha show that in the Saka year 52 (A.D. 
130-31 ) Rajd Chashtana was ruling jointly with his grandson Riija: 
Rudradaman. It seems that at that date Chashtana was the Maha
kshatrapa, and Rudradaman, the Kshatrapa. Thus the Kardamaka's 
~ere at least on the borders of the expanded empire of Gautamiputra 
satakan;ri within a few: years after Nahapana's death. 

But there is evidence to show that the sakas under Chashtana 
and Rudradaman defeated the satavahana king and recovered most of 
the northern districts of the latter's dominions originally conquered 
from Nahapana. In the Geography of Ptolemy, written about A.D. 
140 with materials gathered a few years earlier,~en~i.e. Ujjax!ni~ 
c~ (west Malwa), is mentioned as thel!eadquarters 01 
Tiastenes, undoubtedly a Greek corruption of the name Chashtana.. 
iii the lunagarh inscription of ~daman, that ruj;r is represented 
as the lord of many countries including Akara , Avanti , Aniipa~ 
Aparanta, Surashtra and Anarta (Dvarakii region in Kathiawar), 
which had all been conquered from Gautamiputra (c. A.D. 106-30), 
probably when. Rudradaman was a Kshatrapa under his grandfather, 
Rndrad;;man _further ~s to have twice defeated satakarn!, lord 
ofPaksbmaeatha, whom he did not destroy as he was a near relative. 
This sataka~i seems to be no other than Gautamiputra. The close
ness of relation between the two rulers is explained by the Ranheri 
inscriptio!) which refers to a Kardamaka princess as the daughter ot 
~ahAkshatraj>a Ru (dra) who is generally identified with Rudra~ 
daman, ano a~ wife .-2L.Vasishthiputra SiitakaJ11i, apparently a 
co-uterine brother of Vasi hi utra Pulumavi and a son of Gautami
)?utra. udra - an's claim to have reinstated deposed kings may 
have reference to the reinstatement of certain feudatories of Naha
~na, ousted by Gautamiputra 5atakan;ri. 

Tl}e early cOins of Chashtana bear the t e 'crescent and star' to 
which RiH-{chaitya of some writers)Symbol was -added later. As 
the hill is intimately associated with the northern issues of Gautami
putra satakan;ti and Yajfia Sataka~i, it has been suggested that 'it 
signifies some extension o'f Chashtana's power at the expense of the 
~tavaliaI]aS, "some reconquest of territories previously ·taken b'y 
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t,hem from his predecessor Nahapana." the 
lJie of Kharoshtru- w discontinued, although he -Graeco-Roman 
legend continued to appear as a sort of ornamental frin~e 

"<ib\!erse of the coins. The omission of Kharoshthlmay be a result 
of the transference of the Kardamaka headquarters from the 
Kharoshtru area to Ujjain. On the coins of Jayadaman, who was a 
Kshatrapa for some time during his father's rule as Mabakshatrapa 
before A.D. 130-31, the satrap is called Rajan and Kshatrapa. 

2. RtLdradaman 

Some time after A.D. 130-31, Chashtrula was su.cceeded as 
Mahakshatrapa by his grandson Rudrad.aman I. All his known coins 
belong to the period when Rudrar;laman was a Mahiikshatrapa. For 
the history of Rudradaman's reign we possess one exceptionally im
portant document in the Junagarh inscription dated in the Saka year 
12 (A.D. 150-51). The subj.ectjgr the prasasti is e. rec,Qnstruction 
~ the dam-of...the~e, crea by storing the waters 0 

stre 1!&t. the Suvar£.~ and a - ini runnmg from the 
Urayattmodern Girnar) hill. The lake was situated far froII+ 

e Cl 1 -na ara (modern Junagarh), the old capital of 
Surashtra. A2rge dam for the storage of wate; was.constructed by 
?ushyagupta, who was Chandra upta Maurya's vicero in Surash rat 
wliii~' 'gation l:a~als. ftom the la e were excavated by YavaQa
~ usbaspha OJ} behalf of his master, the Mau a em eror '0 • 

e lake remained a boon to the cultivators 0 urashtra for several 
centuries. Shortly before A.D. 150-51, a terrible cyclone caused a 
~~rious breach, as a result of which the Sudatiana lake ceased to 
exist. When the peasants were fearing failure of the annual· crops, 
Ru Pa - t his councillors anll e utive officer tb.!Lre
pair of the dam and the reconstruction of the lake. A1Ube {)fficials 

. ~ 

h.av~ mlcoossful in he task, Pahlava _§u:y~ha, son of 
~ulaiDaf- was appointed -governor of Anarta and Surishtra. The 
~fforts of this Parthian official.in the employment of Rudradaman, 
wer cr.owned with success, and the reservoir was again brought into 
being. 

, \ ' We . have seen how Rudrada . 
s~atha nd conquere Malw8, Katbiawar, Gujarat, the nor

thern onkan and the Mabishmati (modern Mandhiita or MaheSvar) 
l'eg·ion on the Narmada. The Mahakshatrapa/s territories also com. 
pl'ised other districts such as Kachchha (Cutch); svabhra (the S:abar. 
mati v~l1ey:) ; Maru (the Marwar region), Sindhu (western. part of the 
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.tower Sindhu valley), Sauvira (eastern part of the lower Sindbu 
valley) and Nishada (about the western Vindhyas and the Aravalli 
range). Thus Rudradaman appears to have ruled over the whole of 
the Kshaharata dominions with the only exception of the Nasik and 
!:'oona Districts. He claims to have conquered all these territories 
by his own valour. 

~dradamQR i~a'\l&-infiieted a-cru§bing defeat on the re
p . a . of the Yaudh as who inhabited southern Punjab and 
the adjoining regions. It is probable that he tried to subdue the 
insubordinate Yaudheyas on behalf of his Kush.al).a overlords. But 
that he ruled almost as an independent king is indicated by the 
absence of any reference to the Kushfu:tas in the records of his time 
as well as by his claim that ~ himself asswned=th title-of.Mahi
~~. Rudradaman is said to have enjoyed royal fortune even 
when he was in his mother's womb. The exact significance of the 
claim, however, cannot be determined in the present state of our 
knowledge. His good rule, we are told, rid his dominions of disease, 
robbers, wild beasts and other pests. 

Rudradaman was not on!y a g!:!t con~uer<?Land admi . tr , 
b a' a ron ssic Sanskrit. He was himself a pastmaster of 
mtP~~d logic, and w~ reputed fornie ex~l-en~ 

. mpesitloft 10 ns rit, both 'n pr'()S&-and verse. Un the 
-rdamakas, the- city of l:}'jjallni became one of the most impot:tant 

sf.IUs of learning in..alllncUa. According to the -!ynAgarh inscription, 
.Rudradaman attended several Svayamvar4S and won the hands of 
a number of princesses. These matrimonial alliances of the Karda
makas point to the gradual absomtion of the Scythlans into Indian 
iociety. There is evidence for the marriages of Kardamaka iirls 
10 the families of the 8atavMlanas 01 Dakshil;lapatha, the.JkshyiUws 
of Andhr.apatha and probably also the bichchhayis of YaiSili. 

3. Successors of Rudradaman 

pima\¥6iada (Damaghsada according to some writers) or llAma
jada.§ri I, son of Rudra - issuecLcoins as Kshatr pa.-during his 
father's lifetime. 1S sort of joint administration by the king as 
Manaltshatrapa, with his son or brother in the junior capacity of 
Ksbatrapa, seems to have been a fairly regular practice in the family. 
Some time after A.D. 150-51 he succeeded his .father as Mahaksha-

of hinJ~, TeP\e8Eflll~ the~., rtZ"da. , 
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The name of Damaysada does not occur in the official genealogy ot 
the time of his brother and nephew. Although there is nothing un
natural in the omission of a collateral branch in epigraphs which 
often record only the direct descent from father to son, Rapson sug
gests that this omission is the result of a struggle for the throne, ~ 
t~e death.. 01 DamaysadaJ between his brother RudrasiIhha I and son 
Jlvadiiman. 

No coin of Jivadaman as Kshatrapa is known and it is therefore 
probable that he did not exercise any administrative function dur
ing his father's reign. Jivadaman succeeded h' aha-
kshatra a but.. w n - e -his e ud 
the time of Jivadaman and RudrasiIhha I onwards 
coins, especially their silver issues, have the year of their issue re
corded in Brahmi numerals 011 the obverse behind the king's head. 
Jlvadaman seems to have issued coins as Mahakshatrapa in 100' 
(A.D. 178-79). 

R~rasiri1ha I issued coins as Kshatrapa in the Saka year 102' 
(A D 180-81) an?, ccording to th~ GllIl~a insctiDtigp, he was still 
a Kshatrapa at the beginning of the next year, evidently under his 
nephew Jivad1'lman. During the latter part of the year 103 (AD. 
181-82), however, RudrasiIhha I assumed the title of Mahakshatrapa 
and issued coins in that capacity in the periods 103-10 (A.D. 181-89) 
and 113-18 (A.D. 191-97). It is strange that in the intervening yea'rs 
110-112 (A.D. 188-91) between the two periods of his rule as Maha
kshatrapa, Rudrasirhha I issued coins as Kshatrapa. . 

Rapson is inclined to ascribe his temporary degradation to the 
success of Jivad1'lman, who is supposed to have again attained to the 
status of Mahftkshatrapa during the period in question. Altekar 
rightly points out that the king's bust on the coin dated the year 100 
represents a youthful figure, while the other issues of Jivadaman 
dated 119 and 120 portray him as an old man. Jivadaman should 
therefore be regarded as having ruled as Mahakshatrapa for the first 
Hme 'i~ his youth, and for a second time 'in his old age. But we have 
no coins of Jivadiiman in the period A.D. 188-91. Bhandarkar may 
therefore be right in associating Rudrasimha's degradation in A.D. 
188-91 with the .rise ~aradatta) whose coins issued as Mahaksha
trapa during the regnal years 1 and 2 are said to have been dis
co.vered in KAthUiwar. Nothing definite is knQwn about Isvaradatta 
whom some writers calI an Abhira. . 
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About the e~tu .D.-the §itavahana king 
Yajjja satakan:ti is Itl'l9wn te- have deprived -the-Kardamakas of-some 
of .the S(}utheI:n. provinces of tbeir dominions. It is probable that 
the success of ~aradat**-was mainly due to the lwlp he receivec! 

-from-tbe Satavanana--ruler. But both of them appear to have ex
ploited the situation resulting from the struggle between Jivadiiman 
and RudrasiIhha I. 

Epigraphic and numismatic records of the time of RudrasUhha I 
have been discovered in Kathiawar, Malwa and Rajputana . The 
inscription from Gunda (north Kathiawar) records the pious work 
of the Abhira general Rudrabhiiti, son of the general Bapaka. 

l\udt:asirilha 1 was succeeded by Jjvadaman, who again ruled as 
Mahakshatrapa in the period A.D. 197-99. His brother Satyadaman 
(another son of Damajada.sri I) issued coins as Kshatrapa. But the 
dates of these issues are uncertain, and we do not know whether this 
Kshatrapa ruled under his uncle Mahakshatrapa Rudrasirhha I or 
brother Jivadiiman who ascended the throne in his youth, but lost 
it and again became Mahakshatrapa in his old age. 

The next rul£:1' wa~ Rudrasena.-J, sO.ll of RlldrasiJhha I. Rudra
sena issued coins as Kshatrapa in the year 121 (A.D. 199-200), but 
according to the Mulwasar (Pear DWiirka) inSCription, dated in the 
month of Vaisakha of the year 122 (A.D. 200-201), he had assumed 
the dignity of Mahiikshatrapa by the beginning of this year. 

s belonging to Mahiidevi Prabhudama, described as a daughter 
of -Mahakshatrapa Rudrasirilha I and a sister of Mahakshatrapa. 
Rudrasena I, have been discovered at Bas§rb (ancient VaiSali) 
in the Muzaffarpur District of Bihar. It is not improbable that 
she was married to a chief of the Lichchhavis who appear to have 
flourished in that region before the rise of the Guptas. 

. !he Garha (near Jasdan, KiithHiwar) inscription of Mahaksha-
~s probably dated in the year 127 (A.D. 205-206). 
He 'ended his rule in the year 144 (A.D. 222-223), when he was suc
ceeded by his brother Sanghadiiman, another son of Rudrasirhha I, 
as Mahakshatrapa, CoIns of the Kshatrapas of this period are rare. 
In the year 144 (A.D. 222-23), however, Prithivisena, son of Rudra
sena I, is known to have been ruling as Kshatrapa , under his father 
Or his uncle Sailghaclaman. Mahiikshatrapa Sanghadiiman had a 
short rule of two years {$aka 144-45) and was succeeded by his 
brother Mahiikshatrapa Damasena, third son of Rudrasirhha Y. , 
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Damasena's coins have dates ranging between the years 145_and 
158 (A.D. 223-237); but it is probable that he died not long ~efore 
the year 160 (A.D. 238-39), ' the earliest known date of the coins of 
ya.soclaman issued as Mahakshatrapa. During the rule of Maha
kshatrapa Damasena, his nephew, Damajada.sri II, son of Rudrasena I, 
ruled as Kshatrapa and issued coins in the years 154 and 155 
(A.D. 232-34). The successor of Damajada.sri II in the office of 
Kshatrapa was Viradaman (Saka 156-60 or A.D. 234-39), son of 
Damasena. Afte he reign of M~trl!.Ea Damasena the potin 
coinag~ of the Kardamakas, which is usually attributed to mIwa 
or some district of that country, seems to have discontinued. This 
currency is associated with the Mahlikshatrapas; the Kshatrapas, 
who probably held sway in Kiithiawar and Gujarat, and not in any 
part of MalwA, did not issue coins in potin. The discontinuance of 
this coinage is suggested to have denoted that about this time a part' 
of Malwa was lost to the Kardamaka Mahakshatrapas, or that the 
potin currency previously circulating in that district was superseded 
by the more widely used silver coinage. 

Rapson is inclined to favour the latter suggestion, as the esta
blishment in Ma1wa-o e silver coinage of the Kardamakas is pro
bably presupposed by similar coinages subs_equently introduced in 
this ~on by the GUE~ an . the Hfu)as. It may, however, be 
pointed out in this connection that about the middle of the third 
century there were not only internal dissensions amongst the Sakas 
of Western India, but they were also threatened by the Malavas from 
the north and the Abhiras from the south. According to the Nandsa 
(,old Udaipur State) inscriptions dated in A.D. 226, freedom and pros
perity had returned by that date to the country of the Malavas as a. 
result of the brilliant achievements of a Malava chief. This pro
bably indicates the loss of the northern part of the Kardamaka 
dominions. 

In the south, the Abhiras appear to have established a powerful 
kingdom in northern Maharashtra and the adjoining regions and 
started an era of their own in the year A.D. 248-49. Somewhat 
later we find a $ak abadaQ.r;lana.yaka named Sridharavarmgn, 
oUginally , overnor of the Kardaroakas in east Malw8, pmctically 
tuling-e~ an- independent king. The Sanchi inscription of Sridhara
varman, dated in his 13th regnal year, also. contains a Saka year, 
which i!$ read by some as 201 corresponding to A.D. 279-80, and by 

1. RApson places Mahikshatrapa ISvaradatta betwee~ the years 159 and 161, te l 
In A)). 237-240. r 
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others as 241 or A.D. 319-2(1 He called himself -a clhannati;ayin 
and a devotee of the god Mahasena: The Nagas of 'Yi~ and 

~P.adinavatj must also have become aggressive neighbours of the' Sitka 
satraps in the second half of· the third century A.D. . 

Numismatic evidence refers to four sons of Damasena who 'ruled 
.as Kshatrapa or Mahakshatrapa, or both as Kshatrapa and Maha
kshatrapa. Kshatrapa Viradaman seems to have died early in the 
Saka year 160 (A.D. 238-39) and was succeeded as Kshatrapa by his 
brother YaSodaman, another son of Damasena. Yasodaman, how
ever, assumed the position of Mahakshatrapa in the same year. 
leaving the Kshatrapa status for his brother Vij ayasena. But 
YaSodiiman ruled as Mahakshatrapa only for about one year 
(Saka 160-61= A.D. 238-39), since Vijayasena's coins issued as Maha
kshatrapa are known to belong to the period Saka 161-72 (A.D. 239-
51). Vij~aseAa's coins are found in large... n1lmber s i~ Gujtuat, 
Rajputana._and ...Kathiawar. The next Mahakshatrapa was Dama
jadaSri III, a brother of Vijayasena and another son of Damasena. 
Whether DamajadaSri ruled for some time as Kshatrapa is not known. 
The dates on his coins range between the years 173 and 177 (A.D. 
251-56). We have no coins issued by a Kshatrapa in the period 
c. A.D. 240-75; but whether the office of Kshatrapa was ill abeyance 
cannot be ascertained. 

:Qjm.ajadas - II was succeeded as Mahakshatrapa by his nephew 
Rlldrasena II, son of Viradaman. The coins of Mahiikshatrapa 
Rudrasena II, which are found in great abundance, bear dates rang
ing between the years 177 and 198 (A.D. 255-77). It is, however, 
not unlikely that he ended his rule a few years later than the date 
suggested by numismatic evidence. Rudrasena II seems to have 
been matrimonially allied with the lksbvfjkl1 king Vjrapuryshadatta 
oJ Andhripatha, who probably married Rudradhara-bhattarika, des
cribed as a daughter of the Maharaja of Ujjayini. Rudrasena's son 
ViSvasirhha issued coins as Kshatrapa in the years 197-200 (A.D. 275-
79) and later assumed the title of Mahakshatrapa. ViSvasi.rhha was 
succeeded as Kshatrapa in the year 200 (A.D. 278-79) by his brother 
Bhartridaman. The earliest definite date on BhartTidiiman'~ coins 
issued as Mahakshatrapa is the year 204 (A.D. 282-83). He ruled as 
Mahakshatrapa at least up to 217 (A.D. 295-96) . Bhartridaman was 
suc(,peded by his son ViSvasena whose date as Kshatrapa ranges from 
215 to 226 (A.D. 293-305). He did not assume the title Mahii
kshatrapa, which office seems to have been in abeyance till 270 
(A.D. 348-49). Visvasena is the last Kshatrapa who is definitely 
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known to have belonged to the family of Chashtana, for in the year 
226 (A.D. 304-05) we find as Kshatrapa RudrasiIhha II, son of Jiva
daman, who bears no royal title and whose relationship with his 
predecessors is not known. The history of this new line of the 
Kshatrapas will be related in the next volume. t is probable that 
Mahakshatrapa Bhartridaman and his son Kshatrapa ViSvasena were 
overthrown by the Sassanians whose political influence in Western 
India has been noted above.' It must be mentioned, however, that 
the theory of the Sassanian rule in India, explaining the vicissitudes 
in the political fortunes of the Kardamakas or Western Satraps, 
though not improbable, cannot be regarded as certain, for the inter
pretation of the Paikuli inscription, among others, on which the 
theory primarily rests, is very uncertain. 

GENERAL REFERENCE 

E. J . Rapson-Catalogue of the Coins of the Andhra. Dy1148ty, the We.rtern 
Kshatrapas, the Tratklltaka. Dynasty and the Bodhi Dynasty. 

D. R. Bhandarkar-Sarvania hoard (ASr. 1913-14, pp. 227-45) . His reading 
of the dates 149 and 206 respectively on the coins of Sanghaciaman (p. 187) and 
ViSvasena (p. 189) is, however, very doubtful, and has not been referred to in the 
text. 

1. See p. 152. 
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CHAPTER xrll 

THE SATAVAHANAS AND THE CHEDIS 

.U!;!:U.w&.J.U.L-¥l:Ll.,l....LU~~t,..ub""erLJn~:uu'ldia. . h the e ceptinn of a few 
~_..,0Lt.'~:u_·0 sore foIJD.ed. part of the..Maucya 

em ire du . eign...oL.ASolta. The relations of ASoka's succes
sors with the subject peoples of the Deccan cannot be ascertained. 
There is some reason to believe that the outlying districts of the 
1iouthem part of the empire soon ass med in e ence unde 10 1 
~. I~criptions, discovered ~t Bhattiprolu in the Krishl} a 
District and assignable to about 200 B.C.!J, refer .!2 _ a Rajan n~ed 
Kuberaka 1 who appears to have ruled i~dently Of t~auryas. 
~ter Mauryas probably continued to exercise sway over 

certain districts of the Upper Deccan for, as noted above,2 V' arbha 
(i.e. , the Berar region) was not only governed b~e 
1as~atha, buLalso acknowle ed the sovereign
~ during the rule of Push1amitra (c. 187-151 B.C.) . 
In the fir century B.C. two southern powers became predominant 
in t:rnns-Vindhyan India. Th~ the satav~ of the Upper 
O"ccan and the~. The power of the Chedis was 
shortlived, but the Sfltavflhana power endured for nearly three 
centuries. 

I . THE SATAVAHANAS 

1 . Territories of the Early Satav<ihanas 

;. Kin s of the Satav_ahana famil were style<\,:lor f DakshiQ,a-
_..patha." The name Dakshil).apatha, however, was not always used 
""'liitlie same geographical sense. Sometimes it indicated the whole 

of trans-Vindhyan India, but often only the prese~ 
.with the adjoining eastern and western regions. Although a later 
satavahana king is known to have claimed a sort of vague suzerainty 
over the whole of South India, the aforesaid title, at least in re~rd 
:to the eady satavahanas, appears t9 point to their hold on parts of 
Daks~patha in the narrow sense. According to Indian literary 

1. Liiders lJst No. 1338; Set 1m. I, pp. 215 if. 
:'2. See p. 96. 
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tradition, which is supported by the fWidence of Ptolemy's Geogra
~hUl the~he sata_x!lhana kinw was at the=city of PratlSh
..th~na'; identified with modern Paithan . oI\....!!l.e Godav~he 
~angabad !;llitrict o~tate RecQrdS_QLt~arly 
members of "the familY' have ~been discovere<l at N~_and-N~ghat 
(a pass leading from t e ' Konkan to Junnar in the Poona District, 

,Bombay State) -i oMher -r8Gh.tra, one of the rulers being also 
'known from an epigraph found in the vicinity of VjdiSa, the anc,i.ent 
cgpital of ~asj..Malwii.. It should be noted in this connection that 
the territories under the direct sway of even the powerful later 
sataval:uma-kffig Gautamipu Saiaka~i (c. A.D. 106-30), who 
clai uzcuinty over trans-Vindhyan India, did not extend be
yon(:i the Krislu;la in the south and Malwa and KilthHiwar ip. the 
north. 

Especially significant seems to be the fact that the districts, 
afterwards known as 'the satavahaniya province' (the modern 
Bellary region) and Andhrapatha (about the mouths of the KrishQa) , 
which have been taken by different scholars to have been t e ori
~me of the Satavilhana familY, qi,d not.Jarm_Jl1lY gart of 
~lLutra's emE_ire:- That these countries were not the heart 
of the dominions of the early satavahanas is also suggested by the 
Hathigumpha inscription, wh' ch laces the kin dom of the Siita
vahana <:9l1temQQrary_of K~la second half of the first cen ury 
B.C.), to the west, and not to the south, of Kalinga (the coast country 
comprising the Purl and Ganjam Districts and the adjoining area) . 
There is reason to believe that the southern districts were annexed 
to the ~tavahana empire about the middle of the second century 
A.D. The theory tha V'darbha (Berar was the ori 'nal home of 
t e tavAhanas is hi hI 1 as there is not t.he slightest 
evidence to connect the founder of the family and his immediate 
successors with that country. Equally untenable is the suggestion 
associating the satav8.hanas with the ~tya) 
country en' ed' th . scri tions 0 ASo a. 

2. The Name of the Family 

The kings, represented in epigraphic records as belonging to the 
Siitavahana-kula (SatavAhana family) , are mentioned in the Pu~s 
as ndhra or Andhra-llhrit a. The expression andhra-bhritya is 
sometimes mterpreted as "the A11dhras who were originally servants 
of some other power such as the Maurya or the Sunga. II Some 
writers, on the other hand, take the expression to indicate 'the ser
vants of the Andhras', and suggest that the satavahanas ~ 
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~a~ orj,gin and that they at first owed allegiance to some 
Andhra rulers. Neither of the interpretations appears to be satis
factory, although it is probable that the predecessors of the SUta
vahana emperors were feudatories of the .Kfu:ivas. By the expres
sion andhra-bhritya, the Purfu:las appear to have actually indicated 
not the satavahanas who, according to most of them, ~.r.e Andhw, 
but the dynasties (e.g. , the Abhiras) that were subservient to the &1ta
vahanas but assumed independence after the latter's downfall. Some 
scholars believe that the Siitavahanas are wrongly called Andhras 
in the PurcU;l.as and that "the name Andhra probably came i.o be 
applied to the kings in later times when they lost their northern and 
western possessions and became a purely Andhra power governing 
the territory at the mouth of the river Krisht;tii." It may, howevE"r, 
be pointed out that satav~na_was the name of !!.... kula or familL 
apparently so called after a prince of that name, l while Andhra was 
the name of a jdti or triQ.e. The.first king oi. the sa ~ n amily 
is actually described in most of the Purfu;las as andhra-jiitj.J,IJl 'belong
ing to the Andhra race .' The Puranic testimony may be reconciled 
with epigraphic evidence, if it is believed that the members of the 
Satavahana family i.e. , the descendants of a prince named Sata
vahana, were Andhras by nationality. It is interesting in this 
connection to note that the author of the Suttanipata commentary 
(fifth century A.D.) refers to a tradition mentiOning the ASmaka and 
Miilaka countries (which lay in the heart of the sataV'ahana kingdom) 
~ (from Sanskrit Andhraka, i.e., Andhra~2 

3. The Andhras before the Rise of the Siitavdhanas 

The Telugu-speaking inhabitants of the northern part of the 
Madras State and the adjoining area no call thems lve Andhras 
~. The heart of this country round the mouths of the 
rive_r Krisru,a is callecl.Andhrapatha in an inscription of about the 
end of the third century A.D. There is, howevet, reason to believe 

1. Both the personal names Sdta1-'Cihana and Sdtaka~i may be of Dravidian 
origin. But their meaning is not known. Przyluski connects them with some 
Austric words sign.iiying 'son of horse.' But the interpretations of the words, 
so far offered, are all unsatisfactory. For Siitavihana as a personal name, el. 
Sel. Ins., I, p. 185. sataviihana-kula was also the name of the Lohara dynasty 
of Kashmir, cf. R4j. VI. 367, VII. ]283, 1732. The Loharas were either <ies
cendants of a prince named satavihana or claimed connection with the sata
vihanas of the Deccan. Ibid, Tr. by Stein, II. pp. 79, 258n. It seems that the 
satavihana family of the Deccan was named after Simuka-SitavahaDQ or one 
of his anct!stors. The second alternative is supported by the fact that Krishl)a, 
brother of Simuka-satavihana, claims to have belonged to Sataviihana's kula. 

2. .Cf. Paramatthajotikd, II, p. 581. 
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that the Andhra tribe, which had great numerical strength, orginally 
lived in the Vindhyan region and in the northern part of the Deccan. 
but that it pushed gradually to the south in later times. In the 
Aitareya Bra:hma~a (VII, 92, 18), which is usually assigned to a date 
not later than 500 B.C., the Andhra.s are mentioned together with 
the Puruiras, eabara.s, Pulind~s and Miitibas as Dasyu or non-Ac::an 
tribes living on the borders of the land occupied by the Aryans in 
India. As the later authorities are unanimous in locating the Andhra 
people in South India, the Aitareya Br(ihma~a apparently points to 
their home about the southern fringe of Aryavarta,' the land of the 
Aryans, the southern boundary of which was the Pariyatra (the 
western Vindhyas and the Aravalli range), according to the 
Baudhiiyana-Dharmasiltra, the Vindhya according to the Manu
samhita .. and the Narmada according to later authorities. The sug
gestion that the A~riginal!l. inhabited the Ylndhyan re_$ion 
and the adjoinin art 0 t De n is probably supported by their 
assoc' tion with th Punlin as who were another Vindhyan tribe 
living, as 1a e as the sixth century A.D., in a tenitory to the south
east of Dasarl,la (East Miilwa) and in the south of the kingdom of 
1!abhala (Jubbulpore region).' 

ns&k e to ace the land' of 
t ras no very far from the country of the Bhojas who in
habited some districts of the northern Deccan including Vidarbha 
or Berar. :2liny (first century A.D.), who is usually supposed to 
hav.e utilised the information supplied by Megasthenes (c. 300 B.C.), 
speaks of a p :we ful king of t d r countr possessing 30 forti
fied towns as well as an army of 100,000 infantry, 2.000 cavalry and 
1,000 elephants. 

This no doubt points to the large extent of the land occupied by 
the Andhra people, and it is not improbable that Pliny actually 
received the information from a later source referring to the OOta
viihana kingdom. ~a c~ed Setakannik,!. 
often believed to be associated with an early ootaviihana king named 
~ on the southern frontier of the~a (Madhya
desa), 'I..e .• in the Vindhya region or the Upper Deccan. 

1. PHAI, pp. 79, 258n. 
2. The land of the Andhl'ss and of the other peoples mentioned in the record 

formed parts of the rdja-vishaya, i .e.. dominions, of the Maurya emperor, 
although the peoples may have enjoyed some sort of autonomy (above, pp. 78-9) . 
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o~, identified with the m~ (a tributary of 
the Mananaai) in the eastern Deccan. The valley of the Tel as well 
as the Telugu-speaking Vizagapatam area does not appear to have 
ever come under the rule of the satavahanas of Pratishtbana. We 
know little about the settlement of the Andhras in the southernmost 
districts of the present Telugu-speaking area; but the saJ..a.v- !l 

p~ robs en uita:QuoQnd the mouths of th 
I}risbna nd also over the ...8ellary Dist'Rct during the f 

hi utra Pulumavi (~, when the newly conquered 
provmces appear 0 ave come to be known respectively as Andhra
patha and 'the satavahaniya district'. 

4. Chronology of the Sdtaviihanas 

There is difference of opinion amongst scholars as regards the 
problem of sataviihana chronology, although the P~to 
s4lWly U$ D&finite ue. According to the Puranic lists of the 
'future' kings, the ten rulers of the Sunga dynasty, that came to 
power 137 years after Chandragupta Maurya's accession about 324 
B.C., reigned for a period of 112 years, and the.Jast..Suilg mg-JleYa
bhrui was overthrown hy his amiitya, Vasnde'Va, he founder .of the 
~va or K.fu:}.v.ay_ana dynasty; the four Kanva kings in all ruled for 
4~ years and the last of them, Susarman, was ousted by the founder 
of the Andhra satavahana) d nast wh~s Simuk.,& 
iu_!_nscr!E_UQ_ns, ut variously as SiSuka, Sipraka, Sindhuka, etc. in 
the Puranic texts. If these traditions are to be accepted, the over
throw of the ~va king SuSarman by the Andhra (satavahana) 
Simuka may be assigned to a date 137 + 112 + 45 = 294 years after 
c. 324 B.C., i.e., .a~ut ~O ~.~ Simuka, who reigned for twenty
three years accordingtoth.e Pur~as, may be supposed to have 
ruled about the third quarter of the first century B.C. and to have 
extirpated the K~vas about the close of his career. This date is 
supported by the palaeography of the Nanagbat, Nasik, 8anchi and 
Hathigumpba inscriptions referring to Simuka and his immediate 
successors &~ and satakaroi. The characters of all these records 
are more developed and therefore later than those of the Besnagar 
epigraph of Heliodorus which cannot be much earlier than the end 
of the second century B.C.1 As regards the chronology of the later 

1 . It should, however, be remembered that earlier epigraphists had no knowledge 
of the Besnagar inscription. They usually compared the script of records like 
the NanagMt and Hathigumpha inscriptions with that of the Asokan epi
graphs and assigned them to the beginning of the second century B.C. The)' 
also relied on the Puranic statement giving about four centuries and a half 
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S8.tavahanas, it has been fairly satisfactorily established on the basis 
of their relations with the early Saka satraps of Western India. 

5. Rise of the Sataviihanas under Simuka 

According to the Puranic passage referred to above, Simuka "of 
the Andhra race will obtain this earth aft ex: having violently extir
pated the Kfu;lvayana SuSarman and having als.Q destroyed the 
remnants of the of e un as.'" The region which ~a 

uagas .and. Kau_vas have included the ---- -dis\ iet round"yigiSi, which was probably the capital of the lat~ 
~gas. There is no reason to connect the satavahanas, whose 
dominions lay principally in Dakshi.Q,apatha, with Magadha or any 
other part of Northern India excepting probably parts of Central 
and Western India. If any district of Western India really belong
ed to Simuka's empire, it may have been conquered either from the 
Indo-Greeks or from the 8ungas or Kfu;lvas. 

In some Puranic passages ~m~ seems to be called the J!hritya 
or ~, and !t is not improbable that he himself, 
in the earlier part of his life, as well as his immediate ancestors 
were eud tori a e kin s. Of the ancestry of Simuka 
nothing definite is known. He is called RajG...Sim~avaMn ina 
~~h.at i~t1on. This suggests that ~~na was his second 
~, although the expression may perhaps also mean 'Simuka the 
descendant (son or grandson?) of satavahana.' Like Chandragupta, 
the founder of the Maurya dynasty, th first king of the satavahana 
family is represented in Indian tradition as a Vrisha.tQ, wb1c S -

as the duration of the reign of the Andhra kings and, as the Siitavahanas aTe 
known to have ended their rule in Andhripatha about A.D. 225, placed 
Simuka's accession 450 years before that date, i.e., about 225 B.C. These 
scholars therefore i~nored the unanimous Puranic tradition regarding the 
contemporaneity of Simuka with the latest ruler of the Kat:lvayana family, 
who flourished abont two centuries after 225 B.C., when the immediate suc
cessors of ASoka Muuryo were ruling. It may also be pointed out that the 
Puranic statements regarding the duration of Andhra rule and the number 
of the Andhra kings are not unanimous. The number of kings is given in 
some versions as 19 and in others as 30, while the duration of rule is variously 
given as 300, 411, 412, 450 and 460 years. It is interestinl( to note that in some 
cases, e.g., in most MSS of the Vayu P1Lm~ta, the duration of Andhra rule is 
given both as 411 and 300 years. Some writers therefore suggest that about 
nineteen kings belonging to the main branch of the Andhra or Sitavihana 
family ruled {or about three centuries (c. 75 B.C.-A.D. 225). but about thirty 
rulers of several collateral lines of the dynasty reigned collectively for more 
than four centuries.-R. G. Bhandarkar, EHD, Section VI ; D. R. Bhandarkar, 
lA, 1918, pp. 69 1f. 

1. See p. 99 above. As noted there, there is nothing to support the view of 
those who favour an early date for Simuka, that the 45 years of Kat:lva rule 
should be included in the period of 112 years allotted to the ten Suitgas. 
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unfortunately an ambiguous term. It is not only used in the sense 
of a Siidra, but also of a Hinduised or Aryanised foreigner or nOll
Aryan, characterised as a member of the higher order degraded to 
a lower social rank owing to the non-observance of specified duties 
and to want of regard for the priestly class. The epithets eka
bamhana, i.e., eka-brdhma"tW-~a) and ~hatriU!!
~rpa-1J1.('ina-~rdarut (d~stroyer of the _pride. and conceit..of the 
~, applied to The later s,atavahana king Gautamiputl: 
Sitakan:n tn _!_~~~, pr babl su est that t - 
v~nas cl~Tt~~.l But as stated 
above, the..A.RdWa~lled Das.YllS--ie-.tke.,4.'tl:I'e!1a-B~na. A ... ~ 

trad ' 'on recorded in tbELlJUlitrimsat-puttalikii presents 5ali~ana 
(<. Salavahana <Sitavahana) as. of mixed Brahlha.t;Ui an 'rtaga 
origin. The association of the 8atavahana kings with the Nagas and 

"'also with foreigners like the Sakas is proved by epigraphic evidence. 
It seems, therefore, that the Satavahanas, who were non-Aryans, 
claimed BrahmaJ).ahood as a result of an admixture of Brahma.t:la 
blood in the family, but that they were regarded by the orthodox 
BrahmaJ).as, owing partly to their non-Brahmanical ways and asso
ciations, as .. yrishalas, i.e. , degraded Brahmanas or utc stes.2 

6. Krish"tW- and SlitakaT1).i I 

According to the Pur~as, Simuka was suc~ed by.his brother 
j{rishna who ruled fo~s. The next king of the Puranic 
l~sts is Kt~~~i, who also appears to be given a 
reign-period of 3hte~s... Both these rulers are known from 
inscriptions. An epigraph in a cave in the Nasik hills says that it 
was excavated during the sovereignty of king Krislu:ta of the sata
viihana-kula, 'the family of 5atavahana'. In the Nanaghiit pass there 
were some relievo figures, n destroyed, with label ins~riptions 
above their heads. The second 0 ight lab~ ~ the-'Tflfme.s 
~ (~ag-anniJta)3 and king 5atakarl].i in the genitive 

1. According to some scholars, however, Prakrit eka-bamha114 stands for Sanskrit 
eka-brahma1.tya which, like the well-known expression parama-brahma~lIa 
merely shows that Gautamiputra S3tak&n:li claimed to be a Brahmanical Hindu. 

2 . It is interesting to note in this connection that, in the arbitra-ry scheme of the 
Indian society found in the Ma'lttL-rntriti and other works on law, the Andhras 
are assigned to an exceptionally low rank, while their neilthbours the Dravi(ias 
(Tamil people) are regarded as degraded Kshatriyas. This may have been 
due to the fact that the heart of the Andhra country was an important entre of 
Buddhism during the early centuries of the Christian era. Cf. IHQ, XVI, 
560-66. 

3 . The actual name seems to have been Nagii. For the Dravidian name-suffix 
a"('~ka and its feminine form a"('"('ik4, see Sel. Inll., I, p. 18!ln . The queen was 
evidently born in a Naga family. 
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case-ending, while the other labels contain the names of persons, 
related to the royal pair, in the nominative. The label above the 
head of the first figure shows that it represented the illustrious king 
Simuka-satavahana. The absence of any representation of king 
KrishI;ta between the figures of Simuka and satakarJ.li has led some 
scholars to suggest that the latter was pro~a, 
a~, as~ It may, however, be 
pomted out that two out of the eight label inscriptions are totally 
lost and that Krishl)a might have been actually mentioned in one 
of them. 1 

A votive inscription found on the southern gateway o~e Great. 
Stupa at San chi in the Bhopal State, Central India, records a gift 
of Vasi h~ - u a, the foreman of the artisans ~ king 
Siita a:rJ:li. This king, whose name points to his descent from the 
sataviihana lineage, is usually identified with the sataka:rJ:li of the 
Niinaghat inscriptions, but may actually be the second king of thai 
name. 2 The 5anchi record can hardly be regarded as proof of the 
5atavahalla occupation of Malwa, as the chief artisan of Siitakarl.li 
may have visited the monastery on pilgrimage.3 

But the Puranic account of Simuka's success against the su4gas 
and - v f probably in Central Ip.dia as well as the discovery of cer
tain c ins of the so-caned '~ a fabric' with the legend indicating 
"of the illustrious king Siita' ,-l may suggest that the Miilwa regIOn 
was within the sphere of early 5ataviihana influence. The Hiithi
gumpha inscription shows that the eastern boundaries of the doml-- ' 
nions of satakart:\i I abutted on the western frontier of the kingdom 
of Kaliilga under Kharavela. The epigraphic passage in question may 
be differently interpreted, and may suggest either that thEl.._relations 
!?etween the two kings were friendly or that Kharavela1s army 
attacked) a city on the KrishJ.lii in the southern part of SiitakaTl)i's 
kingdom 5atakaTl)i I thus seems to have exercised sway over wide 

1 . The lost figure at the side of that of MahirBt}1i Tra1,Ulkayira, supposed to be 
the father of the queen, may have represented Krishna, the father of the king. 

2. In the Puranic lists Sitakarl)i II is sometimes placed immediately after sata
karni I, but sometimes one or two kings are represented as having intervened 
between the two. 

3. Cf. Thomas Comm. Vo!., pp. 291 If. 
4. The form SoJa is knO!to have been a contraction of both the names sata

viihana and Sitakal~i. The coins of Siita are usually attributed to Sitakarl)i I) 
although Silta's identi tion with Simuka-Sitavihana, can.not be regarded 
as impossible. Certain coins of the 'West India fabric' bear the le~end indi
cating 'of king SitakarI:\i.' This king may be~identified with satakarI)i I or 
any of his successors bearing the same name. The name satavahana has been 
recently read on certain coins which were p bably issued by SinlUka Sata
vilhana. ) 
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regions of the Upper Deccan including probably a portion of Central 
and Western India. Th rthe onkan and also Kit iaw-r may 
have been within the sphere of satavahana influence durin rule 
o~takarI}i I and probably also his immediate predecessors. 

A long Nanaghlit inscription, much of which is damaged, speaks 
of the Kumiiras VediSri and SaktiSri and of their mother who claims -to have celebrated numerous Vedic sacrifices apparently as the 
saha-dharmi1ti (lawful partner in religious performances) of her 
royal husband. Kumiira saktisri has been identified with the prince 
Sakti-Kumara, son of kin 8alivahana of Pratishthlina , mentioned in 
literature. He is also believed to be the ~m. i{). 
(probably a Dravidian corruption of Sanskrit SaktiSri) of the Nana-
ghat label inscription, who is supposed to have been a -
kan;ri 1 and Nayanika. Th~ actual performer of the . ce.s. w...h!.ch 
iQclu<Iea ~a.-a ~, us appears to have 
been the powerful monarch SiitakarI}i I, husband of Nayanika. One 
of the horse-sacrifices may have been performed about the beginning 
of SiitakarI}i's reign to commemorate the recently acquired sove
reignty of the Siitavahana family and the other to celebrate bis own 
exploits about the end of his career. 

7. Temporary Eclipse of Siitaviihana Pow& 

'nI eripltts orthe E y raea 
k:B. :ndJU),1 while.1:e£erring to e- difterent m - own e 
co~tr called Dachinavades (Dakshu:wpatha), mentions Suppara 
(modern 0 :r~ District, the same as ancient Siirparaka, 
capital of the Aparanta country) and Calliena (Kalyfu:la near Thana) 
"which in the time of the elder Saraganus became a lawful market
town; bllt since it came into the possession of Sandares the port is 
much obstructed, and GreQ hi ading-t ce 0 be 
taken to Ba aza (modern Broach near the mouth of the Narmada) 
under ~uar '. a a s ay be re rded as a Gr e corru . n 
o~ and the elder Saraganus of the Periplus, who appears 
to be the earlier of the two rulers of that name, may be no other 
than satakarI}i I of the satavahana dynasty; but the language of the 
passage seems to suggest tha t the northern Konkan passed from the 
elder Saraganus (or bis successor, a younger Saraganus) to Sandares 
shortly before the time of the author, i.e., some time about the 
middle of the first century A.D. This SiitakaI1)i, therefore, may 

1 . Cf. EHI, 1924, p. 245n. 
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have been a descendant of satakan;ri I who ruled about the end of 
the first century B. C. The troubled condition referred to in the 
PeripZus may have been caused by the conquest of Aparanta by the 
Sakas.' 

In the lists of Andhra kings found in the Purfu).as, many rulers 
are placed between SatakarI).i I and Gautamiputra satakar.Q.i, the 
number of them being variously given in the different lists as 10, 12, 
13, 14 and 19. It has been suggested that some of these kings may 
have belonged to collateral lines and ruled at the same time in diffe. 
rent parts of the Deccan. Only a few of these rulers, such as Apu-
~a, ~ and Hala, are known from other sources; 
but they do not appear to Jii(v';belonged to the main line of the 
Satavahana family. Apilaka seems to have belonged to a branch of 
the family holding sway in Madhya Pradesh, while Kuntala-satakar1.li 
and Hala probably belonged to another branch ruling in the Kuntala 
country comprising the North Kanara District of the Bombay State 
and parts of Mysore, Belgaum and Dharwar. The period of about 
a century that seems to have jntervened between the reign of Sata
karI).i I (end of the first century B.C.) and that of Gautamiputra 
8atakarI).i (beginning of the second century A.D.) witnessed the 
temporary eclipse of the satavahana power, owing to the encroach
ment of the Sakas who came from east Iran and settled in the lower 
Sindhu valley before the end of the first century B.C.2 The Scythian 
ruler t»caha , Rose ascertained dates range between A.D. 119 
and 125,3 is actually known to have been in possession of the nor
thern parts of Maharashtra and the Konkan as well as of Miilwa, 
Kiithiiiwar and southern Rajputana. It seems quite probable that 
the immediate predecessors of GautamlPu ra 8atakar.Q.i, who re. 
established the fallen fortunes of the family, continued their pre
carious existen~e merely as subordinate allies of the foreigners. 

8. Gautamiputra Siitakan:r-i 

Gautflmiputra\. satakati).l is said te-hav beenJhe--des-~ 
t~s, Indo-Greeks and Parthians (saka-yavana-pahlava
ni.rudana) and th~r otnie friin'Fofthe family of Siitavahana 
(siitaviihana-kula-yasa1J,-pratishtMpana-kara). His outstanding 

1. See above, p . 179, where it has been suggested that Sandares was a §aka 
Viceroy. Some scholars, however, prefer the identification of Sandares with 
the Andhra king Sundars SiitaksrJ:1,i, who is placed in the Puranic lists a few 
j!enerations earlier than Gautamiputra Siitakan:ti (c. A.D. 106-30). 

2. See above, pp. 178-9. 
3. See above, pp. 180 ff. 
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.achievement, as noted above,1 was the '~ation of the Kshaharata 
~ynastt to which the Saka chief NahaI@la beloM_ed. Nahapana's 
-overthrow must have taken place in or shortly after the eighteenth 
regnal year of the 5atavahana king and in or soon after A.D. 124-125 
which is the last known date of Nahapana. A Nasik inscription of 
the eighteenth year of Gautamiputra's reign records the grant of 
.some land that is stated to have been in possession of lUshabhadatta, 
who is undoubtedly the Saka chief of that name who was Nahapana's 
son-in-law and governor of the southern provinces including the 
Nasik and Poona Districts. It is interesting that the order regarding 
the grant was issued from a "victorious camp of the army that was 
gaining success'? and that the 5atavahana king is represented as 
s1aiioned...a the time at a lace called Bena ka (probably situated 
on a river called BeJ}.a 10 e Govardhana (Nasik) district. 
Apparently Gautamiputra's presence in that region at the head of 
an army was connected with his campaign against the Kshaharatas, 
which led to the liberation not only of the Upper Deccan but also of 
considerable parts of Western and Central India . ~.ant ~ a 
vill~g~ c~~ ~ Mam~a Ahara (mOCIern--POona 
Disfnctr,---onginally, made by J:tishabhadatta and afterwards by 
Gautamiputra, further points to the transference of authority in 
northern Maharashtra. Of the territories which were under Gau
tamiputra's rule according to the Nasik praSasti, Aparanta, Anupa, 
Surash1ra, Kukura, Akara and Avanti must have been conquered 
from Nahapana.3 

In the list of countries over which Gautamiputra held sway 
mention is made not only of the above countries but also of J:tishiko 
(district round J:tishika-nagara on the Krislu_ta),~ (territory 
about Bodhan, ancient P~a, in the Hyderabiid State) __ Mulaka 
(with Pratishthiina, moaern Paithan on the Godavari, as its capital) 
and V~Berar). The direct...I:ul of this 1ting therefore seems 
to have extended over the whole land from the Krislu)a in the south 
to Malwa and Kathii'lwar in the north and from Berar in the east 
to :the"KOi1kan In th& west. But Gautamiputra apparently claimed 
a sort of suzerainty over the whole of trans-Vindhyan India, as he is 
desc i a the lord the 'ndh a (the central and eastern 
Vindhyps as well as the Satpura), ~ (portion of the Vindhyan 

1 . See p . 182. 
2. For the interpretation of the relevant passage see Sel. Ins. I, p. 191n; JNSI. 

rn. pp. 7:l-Sl . There is here no reference to the city of Vaijayanti as Sen art sug
",ems (EI, VIII. 72). 

3 . See above, p. 182. 
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range to the south of Malwa), ~ri:ya!g (western Vindhyas and! 
the Aravalli), ~~ (Western Ghats to the north of the Nilgiri 
hills), Malaya 1Travancore hills), Mahendra (eastern Ghats) and 
other mountain ranges encircling the peninsula of South India. The 
idea may have originated from a conventional claim of dig-vijaYQ 
indicated by Gautamiputra's epithet tri-samudra-toya-pita-viihana, 
i.e., one whose charges drank the waters of the three seas in the 
east, west and south, viz. the Bay of Bengal, the Arabian Sea and 
the Indian Ocean.' 

We have seen that the eighteenth year of Gautamiputra &ita
kan:li's reign roughly coincided with A.D. 124-25. The latest 
epigraph~ecord of .nautamiputra, which is d~ted in pis twenty
fourth.regnal year, was is~tly bt the king with his motb_er 
~,who is Significantly styled "one whose son is living." 
It is probable that the charter was issued when the king was an in
valid. He seems to have died soon after and was succeeded by his 
son ~asi~~~.2 His reign, therefore, may be assigned 
roughiytothe periodc. A.D. 106;,aO. 

Before his death Gautamiputra satakan:li appears to lost 
most of the districts he had conquered from the Kshaharatas to.. 
another dynasty of Scythian rulers known as the Kardamakas.3 

The Geography of Ptolemy speaks of_Bajtb8na (Pratishthlina) as 
the capital of Sir~ema,i.Qs (sri-Pulum8.vi, son of Gautamiputra sata· 
kan:li) and ~ (Ujjayini in West Malwa) as that of Tiastenes 
(Qha~). This no doubt points to the Kardamaka occupation of 
MlIWa during Chashtana's rule and proves that PUlUtllavi was not 
in possession of the northern provinces of his father 's empire. Thal 
~utra himself lQst...l2arts of bjs...dD.mjnjo~ to the Kardamakas 
is suggested by the J unagarh inscription of Rudradaroan dated 
A.D. 150.4 This record'shows that the whole of the land conquered 
from Nahapana. with the exception of the Govardhana and Mlimala 
iiM:ras, probably forming parts o~, Wl\S co~red b¥ Ru~· 
..tLama~ apparently as a colleague of his aged grandfather, from 
satakar~i who is no other than Gautamiputra. The closeness of 

1. We know that the sphel'es of influence of a Chnkravarth~ both 'of the digvijayill 
and disdmpati types was supposed to comprise the Whole of India according to 
one view, but only Aryiivarta for the North Indian monarchs and the Deccan 
for South Indian kings according to other conceptions. Southern powers like 
the Chalukyas of Badami claimed to be lords of the whole land bounded by 
the three seas. For the conc ption of the Chakravo.rti-kshet'rCl, see JRASBL. 
V, 1939, pp. 407-15. 

2. The name is also written as Pulum.ii.yi. 
S. See above, p. 183. 
4. See above, p. 184. 
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relation that is said to have existed between Satakan;ri and Rudra
daman is indicated by a Kimheri inscriJ:!tio__{l representing a certain 
~-:- verY'"PrObably a co-uterine brother of 
Vasisp~iputra Pulumavi and a son of Gautamiputra satakar¢, as 
the ll~band~ a d~~f a Mahakshatrapa whose name appears 
to hav~~rad~n.1 Thus Gautamiputra seems to have 
made an attempt to save a few of the conquered territories by con
tracting a matrimonial alliance with the Kardamaka Sakas. 

We have already discussed the achievements of Gautamiputra 
as a conqueror. ~ is described as a handsome person with a 
charming and radiant face, with beautiful gait and with muscular 
and long arms. As regards his temperament, Gautamiputra is cre
dited with readiness to impart fearlessness to all, obedience towards 
his mother and reluctance to hurt even an offending enemy. He was 
t.he refuge of the vir~ the~ of fortune an~ fountain 
~ gOOd JPBnners. As a king he was not only a unique controller 
o eyed by the circle of all kings, but he evinced interest in the 
weal of his subjects and sympathised with their woes, a a s levied 
t~ in conformit~ with justice, hejped J._he higher as well as t e 
lo~ and to ed he social eVil caned ~a1.!!kl!!..a (inter
m.ingling of the four social orders). 

It is sometimes suggested that Gautamiputra satakan:ri is iden
tical with the celebrated Vikramaditya of Indian tradition and 
folklore. The theory is untenable in view of the facts that Vikra
maditya of Ujjayini and Salivahana of Pratishthana are always 
distinguished in the legends and that Gautamiputra, whose successors 
are known to have used not any era but their own regnal reckoning. 
cannot be regarded as the founder of the Vikrama-Sarhvat or any 
other era. Gautamiputra is never known to have assumed the title 
Vikramaditya.2 The suggestion that he was the satavahana con-

1. See above, p. 183. Some writers are inclined to identify the Siltaviihana con· 
temporary of Rudradaman with Pulumiivi, whJle others prefer his Identlfica· 
tion with the saka king's son-in-law Visish~iputra Siltakarni of the Kanher i 
inscription, who is supposed to have succeeded his elder brother Pulumavl 
The first suggestion is untenable as the two names, SitRknmi and Pllhlmiivi. 
are never known to have been borne by a sinille individual. The second Identi 
fication is also improbable as Visish~iputra Sataknrni. if he ruled at all as II 

lord of DakshiJ;UIpatha, appears to have reigned after Pulumiivl (c. A.D . 130-59) 
and thereIore after the date of the Junilgarh inscription of Rudradaman 
(A.D. 150-51). 

2. Gautamiputra's epithet 1)(1"a-"ci,.a~a-vikr4T114-cM""L-vikTama, 'one whose jlalt 
is as beautiful as that of the choice elephant: has nothin~ to do with the title 
Vikramaditya, 'equal to the sun in valour.' The title was assumed by 
Samudra-gupta about the middle of the fourth century. Titles ending with the 
word ciditlla as in Vik.ramiditya seem to have become popular only after that 
date. 
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temporary of Nagarjuna seems also to be improbable. According 
to the tradition recorded by Hiuen Tsang, this king held sway over 
South Kosala which is, however, conspicuous by its absence in the 
list of countries forming parts of Gautamiputra's empire. Equally 
unwarranted is the suggestion that Gautamiputra satakan;U ruled 
conjointly with his son Va.sish~hiputra Pulumavi. The absence of 
any charter and coin issued conjointly by Gautamiputra satakaI'1].i 
and Pulutnavi as well as the mention of Pratish~hana as the capital 
only of Pulutnavi in Ptolemy's Geography renders the theory of 
conjoint rule highly improbable.' 

9. Successo'1'S of Gautamiputra 

According to the Purfu:ias, Puloma, i.e. Vasish~hiputra Pulumiivi, 
ra1ed for twenty-eight or twenty-nine years. His reign may there
fore be tentatively assigned to c. A. 0-59.. Pulumiivi's inscrip
tions have been discovered at Nasik (years 2, 6, 19 and 22), Karle 
in the Poona District (years 7 and 24) and Amaravati in the Krishr,la 
District. Although Pulumavi was not in possession of the northern 
provinces of his father's empire, he was probably responsible for 
the extension of satavahana power in the land about the mouths of 
the Krislu)a. This is suggested by the discovery not only of his ins
c,!iptiQ!l at,hmarav!!,t"i but also of a large number of his coins in the 

1. Sir R. G. and D. R. Bhandarkar (op. cit.), who are the principal advocates of 
this theory, believe that the inscription of Gautamiputra's twenty-fourth 
r gnal year, which is engraved on the east wall of the verandah of the Niisik 
Cave No. 3 and which records a grant made by the king and his mother in 
favour of certain monks dwellinp; in the cave that was a pious gift of theirs, 
presupposes the gift of cave No. 3 mane by Gautamiputra's mother and record
ed in the inscription of Pulurniivl's nineteenth regnal year, incised on the back 
wall of the verandah above the entrance. It is suggested therefore that the 
twenty-fourth year of GautamIputra's reign was later than the nineteenth 
regnal year of his son. It is further pointed out that in the Nilsik inscription 
of Pulumivi (year ]9), Gautami BalaSri is described as the mother of a MahO. 
raja and the gl'andmother of a Mah<"iro;ct, both of wltich she probably was at 
the sam time, and also that the above record. which deals chiefly with the 
exploits of Gautamiputra and speaks of none of his son's, renders it inexplicable 
why a king dead for nineteen years is extolled and the reill1ling monarch 
passed over in silence. None of the arguments, however, appears to be quite 
convincinp;. The inscription of Gautamiplltra's twenty-fourth year apparently 
refers to th grant of the verandah only, while the record of the nineteenth year 
of Pulumivi speaks of the gift of the cave with or without the verandah. As 
regards BalaSri's representation as the mother of a king and the grandmother 
of a kinll, it is to be noted that in the same context she is also called a MahO.
devi, 'wife of a king'. This shows thRt the lady c1Rim~ to be on(, of the fpw 
that see not only their husband and son but also their grandchild on the 
throne. As to the pTa.sasti of Gautamiputra in an inscription of his son record
ing a gift of his mother, it is not unnatural for a mother in her old age to 
T count the glories of her dead son who was associated with her in a previous 
gift, not unconnected with the new gift, especially at a time when most of 
that son's conquests were lost again to the foreigners. 
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same area as well as in the adjoining regions. The Bellary District 
seems also to have been annexed to the satav<1hana empire during 
PultlIlUivi's reign. As has already been suggested, probably the two 
newly annexed provinces came to be styled Andhrapatha and '5ata
vahaniya district' from this time after the tribal and dynastic desig
nations of the conqueror. 

According to the Puranic lists, Pp_lumavi's immediate ucc ssor 
was_SivaSri - akarni (c. A.D. 159-6fi.) , who is no doubt the same as 
V~si~i satakani~ coins discovered in the Krishl)a 
and Godavari Districts. The king is usually identified witD Vasish
~ son-in-law of Rudr dam8 , who is known from 
the ~tion. According to the Junagarh record, however, 
Aparanta, in which Kanheri is situated, formed a part of the domi
nions of Rudradaman and not of his sa a ahana contemporaries. It 
is therefore not improbable that V~islithiP~ satakancL was his 
fa~-in-law's ~oy in ABar~ta or conquered that region from 
the Scythians after Rudradiiman's death. His identification with 
Siv~ri, however, cannot be regarded as certain. 1 

The next rulers according to the PurAr,las were Qivaskanda 
satakami (c. A.D. 167-74) and ~i (c. A.D. 174-203). 
S~a is unknown from any other sources, although his name 
reminds one of S~ta (satakar.Qi) of an Amaravati inscrip
tion and Skanda satakan:ti of the Tarhala coins. It may be suggested 
that Sivaskanda is the Sanskri,tized form of SivarnalsIl.2 The real -name of the Puranic Yajiiasri was Yajiia sataka~i who is known 
from inscriptions a~ (year 7), Kin.b.eri (year 16), and .,Chinoa-

a 'ct (year 27), and from coins from the 
Krishz;l.a and Godavari Districts of the Madras State, the Chanda 
District of Madhya Pradesh, Berar, Northern Konkan, Baroda and 
Kathiawar. Sil er c ins of Yajila found at Soplh'<1 (ancient Siirpa
raka, capital of Aparanta) ar.e closely imitated as regards types, size, 
and weight from the ord"inary silver coinage of Rudradaman. Of all 
satav.ahana coins, only this series has the head of the king on the 
obverse, while the reverse type is a combination of the Ujjain and 

1. It may be suggested that ~ivaSri was the coronation name of Vasishthiputra 
satakarni. Gopalachari speaks of a silver coin, modelled on the Kshatrapa 
coinage: on the obverse of which he finds the word vMtthiputlUa and thc king's 
head and the wl'lrd JuitakaT).i8a probably on the reverse. The coin has been 
ascribed to Vasish~iputra Siltaka~ of the Kanheri inscription (EHAC:. 
p. 67); but the case is dou btfuJ. 

2. Sivamaka may be a variation of Simuka. 
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hill symbo wit the rayed sun. It is well known that tJ:e king's 
head an the ra ed sun associated with a hill are constant features 

th ins of the akas of Western India . .xaiiia was therefore ~ 
great king-who ousted_Scythian rule I)Qt only from Aparanta, but 
probably also fEom parts of ~Indi and the Narmada valley. 
His success against the _$ kas may have been partially due to the 

~ 

s~ e between Jivadaman an.Q_ Rudrasirhha I and the rise of 
~ akSIlatr8:Ea isvaradatta.1 If Yajiia may be identified with the 
Siitaviihana contemporary of Nagarjuna, he probably further extend
ed his power in the eastern par t of Madhya Pradesh. But .Yajiia was 
the last ({reat king of the family, and soon after his death the empire 
seems to have been split up into a number of separate principalities 
under different princes of the royal blood. 

10. Decline of the Siitaviihanas 

The successors of Yajiia 5atakart)i, according to some of the 
Purfu)as, were Vijaya (c. A.D. 203-09) , Chandra.sri or Cha.t;lQa.sri 
(c. A.D. 209-19) and Puloma (c. A.D. 219-27) . Vijaya is probably the 
king whose name is doubtfully read on a few coins of the Tarhala 
(Berar) hoard as Vijaya 5ataka~, but whether he ruled over the 
whole empire is unknown. CbandraSri or Cha"QQa.sri has been iden
tified with king ~a (i.e ., Chandra or Cha.t;lQa 5atakal'l)i) of 
an 'nscription discov ed at Kodavali in the Godavari District. 
Some of t e coins discovered in the same region were issued by king 
Vasishtruputra Chada Sati (Chandra 5atakal'l)i) , while others give 
t he name of the king as ChaQa Sati (Chandra or Cha.t;lQa Satakal'l)i ). 

Chada and ChacJ.a are usually believed to be different forms of 
the name of Chandra 5atakal'l)i, who is identified with the king. 
~th!:..Kodavali insctiRiion. But the coins may have been 
actually issued by two different kings named Chandra and ChaI].Qa. 
According to some writers, the second year of Cha4a sata, when the 
Kodavali inscription was incised, corresponds to A.D. 210. The 
Puranic Puloma seems to be no other than king Pulyroavi who is 
known from an inscription of his eighth regnal year found at 
~doni in the Bella!y District. We do not know if these kings 
held sway over territories outside the southern provinces of Yajiia's 
empire. Another SStavahana king known from coins, found in the 
heart of the Andhra country, was ~Rlli!ra_satak.arni who is not men-
io in the Puranic lists. And~palha passed to the Ikshvakus 

1. See above, p. 187. 
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before the middle of the third century and the Palla vas of Kaiichi 
.conquered both Andhrapatha and the Satavahaniya district before 
tbe end of that century. 

A king named MathariE.!!tra Sakasena is known from an inscrip. -lion of his eighth regnal year found at Kanheri in the Aparlmta 
country. He is sometimes identified with the issuer of certain coins 
-discovered in the KrishI;lii and Godavari Districts, whose name has 
been doubtfully read as Sakasena or Saka sata. The coins, however, 
may actually belong to king Saka Satakar1,li known from some 
specimens of the Tarhala (Berar) hoard. If Sakasena may be 
identified with Saka satakan;U, this king must have ruled over wide 
dominions. What relation Sakasena of the Kanheri inscription 
might have had with Vasishthiputra Chatarapana satakarQi of a 
Nanaghat record of the thirteenth year of his reign cannot be deter
mined. The names of these rulers, who are not mentioned in the 
Pur~s, have traces of their Scythian affinity.' 

11. Branches of the Sdtaviihana Dynasty and the Vicereaat Families 

Indian literary traditions speak of a branch of the 8atavahana 
family ruling i!L_ Kuntala, comprising the North Kanara District and 
parts of Mysore, Belgaum and Dharwar. .~aSe~a's _Kiilmami::, 
m4' - efe to ld of -tav- a. The Purfu:tas 
as well as ~ay~a's !§maS1.it~~~ a~!ruL!!!med Kuntala
~ ... 'The Puranic lists make him a predecessor of Gautami
putra 5atakafI.li, and a commentator of the Kdmasiltra explains the 
name as being due to the king's birth in the Kuntala country. 
Another king called Rala (8ata), whose name is known to be a con· 
traction of Siitaviih""o.rni>~ is called 'Kuntala' or 'lord of 
~' in traditions. His name is associated with the celebrated 
~ called ~thiisa~a.Satt Hiila may have been 
ident~n;U, although they are separately men
tioned in the Purfu)as. 

::t , As Gopalachari suggests, Chatarapana may have been the Dravidian corruption 
o{ a name like Kshatrapa1)l).aka. 
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Coins of a king named Mur,iananda and of another named 
£!;uJuka2ananda have been d~ and are connected 
by type with those of ~Satakart:li) &_alli.1'a Maharathi, the 
semi-independent governor of the Slitavahanas in the Mr' n. 
Chutuka nanda, whose name possibly refers to a place called 
Ch..ut~~a_ll:f. !lliojaka~), seems to have been associated with the 
Ch\ifukU"lrnandas--orTrlscriptions. It is not improbable that the 
semi-independent Satavahana governors of Kuntala were ousted by 
MUQ,ananda when the Slitavahana power declined after Yajiia Sata
kan:ti and that Mu<;fananda's family was overthrown b Chu 
~. The an asi inscri tion of -ritiputra Vishr:lUka 
~~nd~ has been assigned, on palaeographic 
grounds, to~a, i.e. to the end of the second century 
A.D., but may actually be a little later. ' The record refers to a 
lady styled Mahiibhoji (wife of a Mahiibhoja), who was a daughter 
of the Mahiirdja, i.e., the king, and to her son named Sivaskanda
niigaSri. Rapson is inclined to identify SivaskandanagaSri and his 
mother of this epigraph with §kanda~ 5atJlka (Sataka~i) and his 
mother ~ (NagamiilatpJ.ika) of a Kanheri record in 
which the lady is described as the .. w~~r~ and as a 
daughter of a Mahabhoji and the MaMraJa. - - -

It is further conjectured that the name of king Visht)ukaQ.a 
Chutukulananda Slitakart:li must have occupied the damaged initial 
part of the Kanheri record just as in the Banavasi epigraph, and 
that he was the father of the lady mentioned in the above records. 
But the identification of Sivaskandanagasri and Skandanaga Slitaka 
is extremely doubtful. Even if it be suggested that they were tW() 

sons of the daughter of Vism:lUkar,ia Chutukulananda Slitakar~, the 
Chut.u occupation of Aparanta cannot be regarded as an established 
fact in the present state of our knowledge. The identification of any 
of the two princes with the king S~askan~rm..!~of Vaijayanti 
(modern Banavasi) ca ital of Kuntala, as suggested by Rapson , is 

---------
1. A comparison of the letters of the Banaviisi record with those of the Ikshvaku 

inscriptions would suggest the first half of the third century A.D. to be the 
date of the former. VishnukaQa or -kata may have been a place like Chutuka~ 
and Bhojaknta. The Malavalli inscription reads -ka~~a which probably stands 
for -kot~a. 
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also improbable. Sivaskandavannan and his predecessor (probably 
father) Vislu;lUka<;ia Chutukulananda SiitaksnP of the Malavalli 
inscription flourished shortly before Kadamba MayiiraSarman's 
occupation of the Kuntala capital about the middle of the fourth 
century A.D. 

The Chutu king who issued .the Malavalli charter in his first 
regnal year seems to have ruled at l€ast about half a century after 
his namesake of the Banavasi inscription. It is probable that 
V~kada Chutukulananda Siitaka~i II ... was a feudatory of the 
Pallava king Sivaskandavarman and named his son aiter his over
lord. The suggestion is supported not only by the Pallava occupa
tion of Andhrapatha and the Siitavahaniya district about the end of 
the third century, but also by the fact that the founder of the 
I\,adamba ~la is said to have received the feudatory 
state bounded by the Arabian Sea and the Prehara or Prahara 
(either the Malaprahara, i .e. , Malaprabha, or the Ghataprahara, i .e ., 
Ghataprabha) from the Pallava king of Kaiichi. 

CQins is ed the.Jti.ngs..Sa.takaf1.l\, Pul~vj, Yaji'lli satakar,~ 
anq K,risb.Da SB.takan;li, have been discovered in the Chand Dietrict, 
Madhya Pradesh. In the absence of metronymics, it is with some 

iffidence that we propose to identify satakan_,i and Pulumavi of 
these coins with Gautamiputra 5atakan_li and Vasishthiputra 
Pulu.ma.vi.1 The palaeography of the Chanda coins of Pulumavi 
seems to be earlier than that of the ordinary issues of Vasishthiputta ' 
Pulumavi ; but, as Rapson has rightly noticed, the palaeographical 
test is not quite reliable in these cases. Krislu:la Siitakan_li was pro
bablya successor of Yajfia Siitakan_,i in the eastern part of the empire. 

In the year 1939 a hoard of 1,525 coins of some of the later 
members of the Siitavs.hana family was discovered at Tarhala2 near 
Mang-rul in the Akola District of Berar. They bear the names of sata
kan_U, Pulumavi, $ivaSri PulumAvi, Skanda Siitakan_,i, Yajfia Siita
karI)i, Vijaya (?) satakaI'I)i, Kumbha satakart)i, KrishI).a3 Siitakart).i, 
$aka Siitakan_,i and Pulahamavi. Apparently the kings satakami. 
Pulumavi, Yajiia Siitakan;li and Krish:I).a Satakami of the Chanda coins 
are identical with their namesakes of the Tarhala hoard. Some of the 
other rulers known from thls hoard have already been referred to 

1. Rapson is inclined to identify Siitakarr:ti of the Chanda coins with Yajfia 
Satakaml. 

2. lHQ, XVI. 503; INSl, IT. 83; PIHC, VIT. 104. 
S. MirashJ suggests K4M:\4 instead of KrUh.~. 
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above. $ivaSri Pulumavi and Pulahfunavi (a variant form of the 
name PuZurniivi) appear to be two different rulers, none of them 
probably identical with Vasishthlputra Puluroavi and his namesake 
of the MyakadonUnscription. Kumbha is unknown from any other 
sources. It seems that some of the successors of Yajfia sa takan;li , 
who may have extended Siitaviihana power in eastern Madhya 
Pradesh, ruled primarily oln Berar and Madh Pradesh. This 
bran ahana family appears to have continued to rule 
up to the second half of the third century A.D. when its authority 
w anted by the Vakataka,:>. 

The existence of a line of Siitavahana kings holding sway over 
South Kosaia (modern Chhattisgarh and the adjoining region) is sug
gested by a tradition recorded , among others, by ~ 
~. According to this tradition, when Nagarjuna (c. second 
century A.D.) lived in a monastery built by ASoka to the south of 
the capital city of Dakshir).a KosaIa , the king of the land was So-to
~i.e.,~.1 It seems that Madhya Pradesh w~
quered by the Sc'itavahanas during the rule of one of the immediate 
successors of Gautamiputra satakaI"I,li, probably Yajfia Sc'itakaI"I,li 
himself. That Dakshir).a Kosaia in eastern Madhya Pradesh was once 
under the Satavahana kings is possibly supported by the discovery 
of a copper coin of king SivaSri Apilaka in Chhattisgarh. Although 
the PurID).as place king Apilaka long before Gautamiputra Sc'itakaI"I,li, 
he may have actually been a successor of Yajfia Sc'itakan,i, in the 
eastern part of the empire. On numismatic grounds some writers 
ascribe Apilaka's coin to a date earlier than Gautamlputra, while 
others prefer to connect it with the later Sc'itavahanas. 

An i~rest~ groYI2~ kings holding swD_ over the KolhaEur 
region of the South Maratha country is known from coins. The 
group is represented by ~ers, viz. ~asisNhi~t~
~, ~ who restruck 1l1eCOinsof the previ
ous king, and ~iputra Vilivayak~ who restruck the coins of 
both the other rulers. Rapson is inclined to take kura as a Prakrit 
fonn of Sanskrit kuZa; but in it we have probably a dynastic name. 
If this suggestion be accepted we may speak of these rulers as be-

l. According to I-tsing, the personal name of the king was Shi-yen-te-ka ,(S"an
t'~-ka of a previous translator) and his style was Sha-to-p'o-han-na (Sita
vahana). Shi-Yl!n-te-ka and Shan -t'e-ka appear to su!!vest an oric:r;"nl like 
~4ntika~a or &1ntttkarna. the Puranic corruptions of the name Sdtakarnl 
Snme traditions speak of Vi"arbha instead of South KnsaJa in connection with 
Nagiirjuna. But the tradition recorded by Hiuen Tsang, who visited the 
mon8!tery in question, appears to be more reliable. . 
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longing to the Kura (or @kura) dynasty of Kolhapur. Some scholars 
believe that the kings of the Kolhiipur coins represented a branch gJ -... 
t~, while others attempt to identify them with 
some of the known members of that family. The identification 
of Mathariputra Sivalakura with MAthariputra Sakasena and of 
Gautamiputra Vilivayakura with Gautarniputra satakarJ:li is, how
ever, entirely conjectural. There is no evidence to connect these 
kings, who appear to have been local rulers of the Kolhapur region, 
with the satavahanas. 

II. THE CHEDI (MAHA-MEGHA VAHANA) DYNASTY 
OF KALINGA 

1. KctLinga and the Chedis 

';l'he ~cienl.Kaliilga count!}' roughly com.£ri~ the e:esent ~ 
a~anjiim Dis.1ti~ and ~rts of' The ~uttack Dis~ of Orissa 
with the aejoining region in the north and the north-west; but 
sometimes it also included certain portions of the present-day 
Telugu-speaking area of the south. Reference has been made above 
to the conquest of this country by the Nandas and the Maurya 
emperor ASoka. The Mauryas..probably ivided the country into 
two halves, bQtb-for political and administrative purpeses, g,na..with • 
i~li (modern Dhauli near Bhuvaneswar) afUi 
the pther w.i1h SamaQii (near modern JaugaQa) as its chief city. 
Pliny (first century A.D.) says: "The tribes called Calingae are 
nearest the sea; the royal city of the Calingae is called Parthalis 
(probably a corruption of the nam~ii). Over their king 60,000 
foot soldiers, 1,000 horsemen and 700 elephants keep watch and 
ward in precinct of war.'" 

Whether Pliny derived his information from the accounts of 
Megasthenes (end of the fourth century B.C.), as is usually supposed, 
or from a later source referring to the time of the Chedi kings, 
~nnot be determined in the present state of our knowledge. But 
we know that, in the first cent\!!Y B.C. Kalmga became one 0 

the strongest powers in ndia under the vi orous rule 0 kin s be
lo!}&ing to_ e MJlhii;Neghavahana f~ily" of the Chedi clan. The 

1 . Pliny probably refers to the i{aliillla people as a wl'lely diffu~ race, for he 
speaks of the Macco-Calinpoe (0 branch of the Bro('hmanae)' Callngae (sup
posed to Inelude the Gangaridae in one passage) and Modogalingoe. 
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early history of the Chedis has been discussed above,1 and it is not 
improbable that some Chedi princes migrated from Madhy~deSa or 
Magadha to Kalinga where they carved out a principality, which 
ultimately became a mighty empire.2 

The history of Kalinga after the Maurya conquest is obscure in 
the extreme. We do not know when it threw off the yoke of 
Magadha or came into the power of the Chedis. But, from a 
damaged inscription on the overhanging brow of the Hathigumpha 
cave in the Udayagiri hill near Bhuvaneswar (Orissa), we know 
some details of the a ievements of a _mighty Chedi ruler named 
~3 who re resented the third eneration of the riija-vanl.SG 
~ The king is not only described as an offshoot of the 
Chedi-riijavanl.Sa, but is actually said to have been a descendant of ____________. 
t e ancient Chedi mona h u (i.e., Vasu-Uparichara).4 Mem
bers 0 this family, called both Kalmga-rajava.th.Sa and Chedi
rajava.rhSa, styled themselves Arya and also Miihii-Meghavd"hana , 
which apparently indicates '~scendant of Maha-Meihavahana.'G 
Maha-Meghavahana, therefore, seems to have been the founder of the 
Chedi ro house of Kalin a. Whether he represented the first of 
the three generations of Kalmga kings referred to in the Hathi
gumpha inscription, and was therefore the grandfather of Kharavela, 
cannot be determined. The epithet arya possibly points to the Aryan 
origin of the family established in the land of the non-Aryans. 

The lower story of the ~anchapuri cave in the Udayagiri hilI 
was excavated by a Mahiiraja, probably n~, who was 
a lord of Kalinga and belonged to the Arya Maha-Meghavahana line
age.s The upper story of the cave was excavated by the chief queen 
of Kharavela who seems to have been the third king of the family . 
If the excavation of the upper story of the cave may be attributed 
to the reign of Kharavela and to a date later than that of the 
construction of the lower story, it is not improbable that Vakradeva 

1. See p. 9. 
2. PHAro pp. 75, 96-97, 250-51. 
3. The name is sometimes believed to represent Sanskrit Kdla-vela. For the 

Hiithigumphii. Inscription, d . JBORS, m, IV, XIII, XIV; EI, XX, 72 ft.; Set. Ina., 
p. 206. 

4. See Vol. I, p. 296. 
5. Cf. the personal and dynastic name Sitavihana. Meghavihana as a personal 

name occurs in the R4jata,.a1i.g~;:. . 
6. The name of the king has been doubtfully read as Vakadepa, Kiidepa or 

Kadampa in his Prakrit Inscription. For the inscriptions cf. IHQ. XIV, 159 If. 
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represented the second 
ther of Kh.aravela . 

2. K1uiravela 

eration of the royal family and was th 

Ma1ui_:_a~K...haravel~ one of the most rem~able figures of 
ancigpt Indian histoQl. The events of 11' . are recorded in con
SIderable detail ,iJ.l....tbe ..ij3ithigumpha 12!a.Sasti. The first fifteen years 
of Kharavela's life were spent in games befitting a young prince, and 
in the study of matters relating to writing, coinage, accounting, 
administration and legal procedure. In his sixteenth year, the prince 
was installed as Yuvaraja. WJlan he completed . t ent:y-fourth 
year, he was allQio o-hGroja K~lm-ga. Khiira"Qla assumed the 

t~ bf§jiR!l'idhipatbi or KaZinga-:e.ha.kmuartin.,; md no doubt claim
ed the status of a chakravartin or universal ruler. He was possibly 
also styled Ma1uivijaya. He married a daughter of the great
grand so of 'n Hastisimh~ , probably of the Lalaka lineage. Khiira
~as a devout Jain an~s ,ev£u can hik 1m=1'jla, t.e. t e 
monk-king. But he was not a bigot, as he is said to have honoured , 
like Maurya ASoka, .e_ll rel!giQus sects (pdsa 7]tc,ia from Sanskrit 
piirshada) dwelling in his realm. 

Immediately after his accession to the throne, Khiiravela 
launched on a career of a dig-vijayin (conqueror) . In the second year 
of his reign, he is said to have sent a large army to the western 
countries without even thinking of &taka.rx.ll, who apparently ruled 
the country to the west of Kaliilga. In the course of thii QXPQdjtjon, 
the Kaljp,ga army i§,.iurther said to have r~ac bank 
KrishI;labena (i.e. Kris}u;la) w~ere the city ~~ika-!'!S@~ 1 

was threatened . As there is no indication that Kharavela's army 
came into conflict with SiitakarJ),i or that I,tishika-nagara formed a 
part of the latter's dominions, the Kaliilga king's claim seems to 
suggest that friendly relations existed between the two kings and 
that the Kaliilga army passed to the I,tishika country on the KrishQi 
through SiitakarJ),i's territories without difficulty. But a sug
gestion that Kharavela's army attacked a city on the KrishQ.a in 
t he southern part of satakaI'l}i's kingdom cannot also be regarded 
as altogether impossible. King SiitakaI"1')i seems to be no vther than 
an early Siitavahana ruler of that name, very pro~~t~~~r:ti f . 
I~ fourtsR yt;,ar of his ;eig~a ~::!:!:'s !Q have 9.S£llpied the 

] . The Prakrit original has Arik4-n4gaTa which has sometimes been read as 
M1L3ika-nagaTa. 
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~~~:::;""::""8:;;~::;;=:.::::--:.Y~i.Q~Ii;:l:lM:=h==@=~; in the same year he also 
Bh . ak s probably of the Berar region . 

. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~·~i, a hill fortre£S 
cit of Rajagriha (modern 
e news of these exploits of 

Kharavela caused so much terror. in e art of a Yavana_$ing that 
he fled away to Mathura. The Yavana ruler, whose name is some
times doubtfully read a~ ( ? Demetrius), was pro-
bably a later Indo..Gree~aster Pun·a. ----.::.._ 

In his eleventh year Kbat:.aY.ela-dest.r.o¥fd the city of Eitb u4a 
(probably from Sanskrit Prithuda; cf. Ptolemy's Pitundra, metropolis 
in the land of thE> Maisoloi), the capital.of a king of tb Masuli
patam region in the Madra State. He reatened the rulers of 
Ut arapa ha probably north-western India) in the next year, and 
also defeated.....1he king- of the..Magaciha pe Ie, prG~b~a~b!.l1 ~o~nl!J.jLll:-Uc1.I.J.A:> 
of the~~. The name of tlie Magadha king is give in Prakrit 
as ~ which seems to stand for Sanskrit BrihaUuatimit,m 
rather than for Brihaspatimitra as is usually supposed. Brihatsyati
mitr a n ora f Kharavela, seems to be the king of that 
name mentioned as the sister's son of Asha~asena of the Pabhos 
inscri tions2 and as the father of the queen of a Mathura king 
re erre to in the Mora inscriQ!ion. He.seems 0 Utve been--related to 
the-Mit-ra ings oLMagadha whose records and coins have been found 
in the Gaya District. To av e the .. tion a£-K-aHng~r-
ing the time of the Nand nd the ...Mauryas, Kh!r.avela 'ed 
away much booty from Anga and Magadha together with certain 
Jain images originally taken away by a an a king from !liga. 
In the same year ILhara~lso -def~~ t~e ~~~f the 
Fa~. 

As a ruler, Kharavela always thought of the welfare of his 
subjects and spent large sums of money on their account. Himself 
~c, the king often entertained the P;;pTe by 
arrangmg dancing and musical performances as well as festivities 
and merry gatherings. H~ e~n -qnti._otigin_rlly 
excavated a Nanda . ~ thr ent· MO. Kharavela was 
also II ~der. On one occasion the capital city of Kaliilga3 

1. The passage of the Hathigumphi inscription may also suggest that Kharavela 
killed a king named Gorathagiri and plundered his capital R8.jagriha. 

2. See above, p . 98. 
3 . It is called KalillJla-nagari. According to some epigraphists the actual name 

of the city was Khibira; but this is uncertain. 
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w~vastated by a terrible ~,and the king had to rebuild 
numerous ga es, walIS and houses that had been damaged, and to 
restore all the gardens. ~ a magnificent palace call~ 
:M{lMyijaya-priis8~. As a devout Jain, he excavated a numbe5 of 
cave.s--in- th ~arv~ (KhaJ:l9agiri hill). Kharavela robably 
~ built !!::::?,!? at ~lace cane~a not far from ese 
caves. 

There is a controversy as regards the date of Kharavela. Some 
scholars are inclined to assign him to the first half of the second 
century B.C.;1 but there is reason to believe that he flourished at a 
later date. His title Maharaja, which like- Ma1uintjiidhir~o 
have been ins ired and . eel _by the fOl:~ign R; ef buiia 
and was first used by the.ln.dQ-Greeks in the first half of the second 
ceRt1J.!Y RC., suggests a later date. A king of Kalmga, far away 
from the sphere of influence ·of the foreign rulers, could have assum
ed it only at a later period. Kharavela's Magadhan contemporary 
BrihatsvatImitra, who cannot b~ identified with any of the Sunga 
and K.a1)va kings mentioned in the Purfu:J,as, must have flourished 
long after Pushyamitra Sunga (c. 187-151 B.C.) , The script of 
the Hathigumpha inscription is later than that of the Besnagar 
inscription (end of the second century B.C.) and points to a date in 
the first century B.C. This late date is probably supported by the 
developed Kan:a style exhibited by the p'ra.§a.sti. It should also be 

1 . The theory is based partly on Khilravela's contemporaneity with the early 
SitaYih~king_ sa~karl}J I, who is sometimes given an early date (cf. above, 
p: T!J5, r.:n. ~ac1VOciites of this theory are inclined to identify Khiravela'a 
Magadhan contemporary, whose name is taken to be Brihaspatimitra, with 
Pushyamitra Suilga (c. J87-151 B.C.) on the ground that Br ihaspati or Jupiter 
is re~arded as the guardian of the Pushya or Tishya constellation of stars. But 
the identification, to say the least of it, is hopelessly unconvincing. Thes 
scholars also identify the Yavana-rilja, who was another co~porary of 
Khilravela with th In - . etrius (c.J90-165 B~c.), so th~ 
de . u e readmg of tJie Yavana king's name as Dimita or Dimata Is 
extremely doubtful. The interpretation of the expreSSion tri-vaT8ha-'aUl in th 
passage nanda-roja-tri-var,ha-8atodghdtita as "one hundred and three years" 
goes not only against the traditional Indian way of reckoning by hundreds, but 
also against known facts of history. Even if the aqueduct in question had been 
excavated about 324 B.C. when the Nandas were overthrown by the Mauryas, 
the year 103 after the excavation, corresponding to the ~ar 5 of Khiravela's 
reign, would fall in c. 221 B.C. Kharavela's installation as Yuvardja would 
then fall in c. 234 B.C. and the dynasty would appear to have been founded by 
Khiiravela's predecessor's predecessor about the middle of the third century 
B.C. But we know that Kaliilga was an integral part of the Magadhan empire 
in the days of ASoka. It is sometimes believed that the Hatbil{Umphii 'l)Ta..<asti 
refers to "year 165 of the Maurya era (supposed to be counted {rom Chandra
gupta's accession about 324 B.C.)" and points to a date about the middle of the 
second century B .C. But what is, in this case, read as munllll-k.iila (mau.rya
kala, 'Maurya era') is really ~khiU1!c~d (mukhya-kalii. 'the principal nrt') . 
(For the different views see referei'!'etisunder f.n. 3 on p. 212, nnd PHAI, 310 ff). 
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noted that, according to students of Indian art, the sculptures of the 
Manchapuri cave excavated during the Maha-Meghavahana rule 
"are considerably posterior to the ~ (belonging 
to the $u.nga age).'" The most important evidence as-to Kharavela's 
date is- supplie b the passa ~t:riug to e enlargement of a 
canal, tha' was excavate b a Nanda king three centuries earlier 
(nandaraja-tri-varsha-sat-odghatita ), in the fifth regnal year of the 
Kaliilga king. 

There is no doubt that the same Nanda king is also mentioned 
as an earlier ruler in connection with the Magadhan campaign of 
Kharavela. He has therefore to be identified with a ruler of the 
Nanda dynasty of Pataliputra. There is, again, no doubt that "three 
hundred years" has been used in the well-known Indian way of 
reckoning by hundreds, illustrated so often in early Buddhist lite
rature, to signify "the fourth century". As the Nandas held sway 
over the Magadhan empire in the fourth century B.C., Kharavela, 
who flourished more than three hundred years after a NandaraJa, 
should be assigned to the first century B.C., most probably to its 
latter half. It may be pointed out that we have placed the early 
Satavahana king sataka1"l).i I, who seems to have been a contempo
rary of KhAravela , at about the end of the first century B.C. That 
was apparently also the epoch of Kharavela. 

The nd of the Mana~ e havaha-mrs- of Kalmga is obs e . A 
~ is known to have excav ~ves 
i he Udayagiri ill . But -we do not now if he was the son and 
successor 0 ltharavela. Not long after, the country seems to have 
been split up into a number of smaller principalities. But whatever 
be the political condition of Kaliilga after the passing away of 
Kharavela, the eo Ie of this count are known to h ve la d 
brilliant role in the_Qi usion 0 ndian cul!ure in the lands beyond 
~ interesting to note that the Kaliilga kingdom is not 
mentioned in the Peripl-us (c. A.D. 70-80) or Ptolemy's Geography 
(c. A.D. 140), although the latter authority refers to the apheterion 
near a city in Kaliilga where vessels bound for the Golden Land 
ceased to follow the littoral and sailed for the open sea .2 

1. CHI, I. pp. 639 ft. 
2. The city is called Palourn (nenr modern Chicacole). which is often identified 

with Dantapura (J A. 1925, pp. 46-57); but the identification is doubtful. The 
Golden Land is the SuvarI:labhiimi or SuvaM)advipa of the Indian Literature 
and signified the lands to the east of the gay of Bengal. Cf. Ch. XXV. 
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CHAPTER XIV 

THE DECCAN AFTER THE SATAVAHANAS 

1. THE EARLY V AKATAKAS 

The death of Yajiia Siitakarlfi about the beginning of the third 
~ntury A.D. led to the decline and dismemberment of the Siita
vahana empire. Several branches of the imperial family appear to 
have been ruling in different parts of the Deccan in the early part 
of that century; ' but they were gradually ousted by powers many 
-of which had originally been subordinate to the Siitaviihana emperors. 
La~ parts- of Madhya pradesh .and Berar, which.. a pear to have 
~n under a branch of the sataviihana family in the first alf 

of 'rd century, are later found to be in the occupation of kings 
belonging to the Viikataka dynasty. Th Vakatakas were the most 
i~Qrtant... oower=*ha4; flelci.. swa.y oyer parts_of the :QecWln some
times with portions of Central India) aft~.r the jan of thILSit,evii 
~s and ~ the.. rise of th~h-aluky'as @.Qut 1 e middle of tbe 
~ixth century. 

Nothing definite is known about the ancestry and original 
h.ome oi YindhyaSakti. founder of g~~ Vfjkataka d¥nasqr. His name 
no doubt associates him with a territory about the Vindhyan region, 
and the name of the family may possibly be derived from that of a 
person or, more probably, a locality called Vakjita 2 The Vciyu 
Purii1,tO. refers to VindhyaSakti with a ~ign of 96 (sic.) ~eaIS, his son 
Pravira (doubtless Pravarasena I of inscriptions) with a reign of 60 
years, and the latter's four sons who are said to have become kings. 
~aS~ti is....me~ioned in assQ_ciation with a people called the 
_~kil~ who are styled ~ in the Purfu:las and 
may have b~elate~ the~kas of Western India , and 
also with th~ in East Malwa. PravIra is said to 
have ruled at a city called Iqfichapka., (or at Purika and ChanaM) 
and performed a

o 
number of Vajimedha or Vajapeya sacrifices. 

Curiously, however, while VindhyaSakti is mentioned after the 

] . See above, p. 206. 
2 . There is as yet no definite evidence to support the sugllestions that the 

Viikitakas hailed from the vilJalle of Bljnaur-&gat in Bundelkhand. and that 
the Puranlc Kilakilas had something to do with the modem Kilaldla river in 
the Panni State. 
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Kilakilas, the Nagas of VidiSa .md other rulers are mentioned 'be
tween VindhYaSakti and his son, and the relation.. betw.,epn pravira 
and the king of Puriltii ailed SiSuka, mentioned immediately before 
him, is not specified. Reference is further made to the end of the 
Vindhyaka family , possibly indicating the dynasty represented by 
VindhYaSakti and his descendants. 

It is difficult to determine the precise meaning or authenticity 
of most of these Puranic details about the Valtiitakas. But the des
cription seems to indicate that VindhyaSakti flourished near about 
East Miilwa when, in the third century, the authority of the Saka 
Mahakshatrapas was being gradually weakened in that region by 
the rise of s~ ·-·nde endent Saka chiefs like StidharallBrrnan and 
b~enou~nces such C!§ the Nagas 0 Vid~. It may be sug
gested that Vindhyeeakti-Bt his osition and extended his 
power across the Vindhyas at the expense of the later 5atavahanas. 
But most of the records of VindhyaSakti's descendants have been 
·found in Madhyb Pradesh and Berar and the adjoining regions 
of the Deccan, and only a few epigraphs of one of their feudatories 
have been discovered in Bundelkhand in Central India. 

It should also be remembered that, so far as epigraphic evidence 
goes, the Valtii aka kings had their head uarters in the Nagpur Dis
trict oLMa hya radesh and the ~kola ~trict oOle.rar, an~
~ed ~ a vicerox or a feudatory. Inseriptions thus 
appear to indicate that fne founder of the Vikataka dynasty was a 
feudatory of the later 5atavahanas of Vidarbha and he became power
ful with the decl~ hi~asters. One may suggest, if such was the 
case, that Vindhyasakti and his son extended Valtiitaka power over 
parts of Central India. It is, however, difficult to be definite on this 
point, as the possibility of the transference of the Vakataka head
quarters to the Deccan, when the Guptas advanced in Central India 
in the fourth century, is not entirely precluded. Some scholars be
lieve that the origin of the Vakatakas should be traced to the Deccan, 
because the word Vakdtaka occu in an earl inscri· t ra
~i. But Vdkataka is in this case the name of a person who visited 
the Buddhist establishment at Amaravati on pilgrimage. There is no 
evidence to show that the personal name of the pilgrim had any
thing to do with the dynastic appellation of the Vakatakas or that the 
home of the pilgrim was in the Deccan. 
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The records of the Vaka~ka kings are dated in their regnal 
year and not in any era.' There are, however, several clues to 
determine the age of the rulers of this dynasty. The compilation of 
the historical sections of the Pur9.I;1as, which do not mention any 
Gupta king by name but speak of the Gupta kingdom comprising 
only the Prayaga-on-Ganga, 8aketa and Magadha areas, is usually 
assigned to the second quarter of the fourth century before the sub
jugation of wide regions of Northern India by Samudra-gupta about 
the next quarter of the century. It is interesting to note that the 
same Puranic account not only refers to Vindhya.sakti, his son and 
grandsons, but probably also to the end of Vcik.8taka domination over 
parts of Central India. This suggests that at least Vindhya!akti 
and his son ended their rule before the second quarter of the fourth 
century, and that the former probably flourished in the second half 
of the third century. Again we know that V:indhyaSakti's great
great-grandson ithi~ I was more or less contem orar of 
Samudra-,gupta, or his son marrie a dau hter of Chandra- ta II 
(A.D. 376-414) ,~. Prithivttshel;la's rule may 
therefore be assigned roughly to the third quarter of the fourth 
century, and if we count, as is usual , 25 years to a gen ration, 
VindhYaSakti, the great-great-grandfather of this king, may be 
placed in the corresponding quarter of the previous century. TPe 
l&te&Lreference to the Vakatakas is traced in the records of the 
Vi~kUI}Qins according to which Madhavavarman J. (c. A.D. 535-85) 
of the Andhra country married a princess of the VA'klltaka family. 
The VAkataka kings therefore, ruled from about the middle of the 
third to about the middle of the sixth century. 

VindhyaSakti, the founder of the Vakiitaka dynasty was a 
~to the V~u:vridd.l!a 1l..ot~. The Puranic state
ment that he ruled for 96 years seems to be a mistake, or probably 
refers not to his reign-period but to the period covered by his long 
life. No inscription of his reign has been so far discovered; but he 
is mentioned in the ~ of the time of Harishet;la. 
VindhyaSakti is described a~ a __C!vii~.Jl~:~~) and a banner of the 
Vakataka family and is credl'ted-with the conquest of countries, with 
victory in many battles, and with great liberality. He is given no 
royal epithet in the AjaI:lta inscription; but the record being frag
mentary and in verse, it is uncertain whether the founder of the 
Vakii~a dynasty ruled without royal titles like Senapati Pushy a-

1. The theory that the Vilita)tas founded the era of A.D. 248-49 is not supported 
by any evidence. No coins can be attributed to the Viikitaka kings. 
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mitra. Vindhya.sakti appears to have been a powerful ruler who 
extended his sway at the expense of his neighbours. Little, how
ever, is known about the actual extent of his dominions. 

Vindhya.sakti was succeeded by his son Mahii:riija .Haritimrtr.a 
~alled Pravira ill the Putapi o-aeeount. Although 
no inscription of his r~ as yet been discovered, his achieve
ments find a place in most of the records of his family. He is the 
o~akalaka.rule;.._who has ~n described as a samnit (a universal 
monarch) in some records. In many epigraphs, the Viikiitakas are 
styled samrii<!--Vakiitaka ( no doubt pointing to the imperial position 
of the family ), with special reference to the age ·of Pravarasena I. 
The Puranic account assigns him a reign of 60 years and credits him 
with the performance of a ~a (or ASvamedha) sacri
~. That he was a ~.mpion of the Brahmanical reli~ is 
also evidenced by the inscriptions of his family. He is said to have 
celebrated, besides the Vajapeya, not oniy such Vedic sacrifices as 
:1gnishtoma, Aptoryama, Jyotishtoma, ~rihaspatisava, sadyaskra, 
UkthY..a, ShodaSin and Atiriitra, but also no less than four 
ASvamedhas. Th~ [lorse-sacrifices_ were performed .£!obabl;r to com
memorate the.recent :faunaa of-the...:v:ak.ataka eQlPir e on the ;\loins 
of the earlier...empj.re....o the -satavahanas. The BriibmaJ:).a king 
Pravarasena I secured his position in the north by giving his son 
Gautamiputra 1 in marriage to a daughter of the powerful Niiga king 
)3havanaga C}f the BharC!Siv.a family: that held ....sway over consider
able parts of Central India . It is not improbable that PrayarasPIlll 
received geat help from his BhiiraSiva [elatiyes in exten£li ng his 
dominions in Central India as well as in the Deccan, and that he 
per.fo~~.s'\lampdhas in imitation of the ten horse-sacrifices 

lebrat~d y he hik~s. It we s-1;6-hay been 
thE!. real founder 0 'V8k~ ire exten ' fro Bundel-
khlWd in the north to the Hyderabad State in the south. It should, 
however, be pointed out that there is absolutely notbing to justify 
the theory of Jayaswal and his followers attributing to the early 
Viiklitakas a pan-Indian empire and representing them as the suc
cessors of the Kush~as . Most of Jayaswal's suggestions about 

1 . As the epigraphic passage pnwarasenasy a rullO~ runo~ .... . ... . . bha1,aniiqa-
da.uhitrasya uau tamiputrltSya put1'asya .. . . ... . .. .. ... ... . . .. .. MLdrltSenl13ya 
may be differently interpreted, it is somE-times suggested that Gautamiputra 
was the son's son of Pravarasena and daughter's son of Bhavanalla. This 
interpretation is untenable in view of the facts that it leaves unexplained the 
non-mention of the name of Gautamiputra's father , and that in the Pattan grant 
(EI. XXIII, p . 85) we have gt1utt1miput1'l1-putrasya (instead of cautamiputrcuya 
putrasya) , which cannot be doubly interpreted. 
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Vakiitaka history do not deserve serious consideration. Pravarasena 
I probably died about the end of the first quarter of the fourth cen
tury. The history of his successors will be dealt with in the next 
volume. 

2. THE ABHfRAS 

. .The Ahbjra s 8f:tpear to hl!lv~ been:ayre!s:~ p~~ wbo entered 
IndIa sbo.t1ly..hafOF&-() IOAS witbtiv.~i~
('!~J'\_-+"""'- It is tempting to connect their name with the locnlity 
called Abiravan between Herat and Kandahar. The Pur~as speak 
of the ~hIras amongst the su££essors of the Sata..va~s . Although 
we have an Abhira settlement as far east as Ahirwar between Bhilsa 
and Jhansi in Central India, t~ Abhira people is usually associat«;.d 
lYith Aparanta, which indicated in aWl er sense {he western division 
of India and in a narrow sense only the northern part of the Konkan. 
In one context the Mahabharata places the Abhiras in Aparanta; but 
in another it associates the people with the~and assigns both 
the tribes to the ~ where the Sarasvati lost itself 
in the sands of the Rajputana desert.' The Abhiras are also found 
in ass~tion with the .. Sudras in Pataiijali 's MaMbha .. s.hlLa. The 
PeripluS of the Erythraean Sea and the Geography of Ptolemy locate 
Aberia of Abiria, i .e., the Abhlra country, between the lower Sindhu 
valley and Kathiawar, apparently in south-western Rajputiina and 
the adjoining regions. The dominions of the Abhira kings referred 
to in the Purfu:J.as, however, lay in the north-west region of the 
Deccan and may have sometimes included the northern Konkan as 
far as the Broach area in the north . 

In early epigraphic records the Abhiras figure as generals of 
the Saka Mahakshatrapas of Western India. IDe GWlda (North 
Kathiawar) insc . tion A.D. 181 belon 'n to the ti e of Rudra
s.!! ords tlle..digg!n 0 a a e hir ene al udra
b@li. son of the g.ener~ fiiipalsa . An adventurer named_lSvaradatta._ 
issued silver coins of the satrapal style actually with the title 
Mahakshatrapa, and must have been in possession of the major part 
of the Saka territories for about two years. The coins of this ruler, 
dated in the first and second years of his reign, have been assigned 
by Rapson to A.D. 237-40, but by Bhandarkar to A.D. 188-90. The 

1. In the second half of the fourth century B.C. when Alexander Invaded north
western India, the Sudras called Sodroi by the Greeks, lived in northern Sind 
to the south of the Punjab rivers. The mediaeval lexicographer Purushottama 
identifies VinaSana with Kurukshetra in his Trikci'(l4aie.ha. 
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latter view seems more reasonable. That Mahiikshatrapa lSvara
datta was not a Saka is evident from his name, which does not re
semble that of any of the satrapal rulers, as well as froni the inde
pendent way of the dating of his coins. I1e is usually regarded as 
~; but this conjecture is not supported by any positive 
evidence.' 

We now only of one Abhira king who may be regarded as a 
successor of the satavahanas and the Sakas in the north-western 
Deccan. He is Ra' a Ma ha I utra varasena, son of Abhira Siva
~!!lt menti e the asik' sc . ti n of his ninth regnal year. 
The inscription records two investments, one of 1,000 Karshiipa1}-aS, 
and another of 500 Kiirsluipattas, in trade-guilds at Govardhana (old 
Nasik) for the purpose of providing medicines for the sick among the 
monks dwelling in the monastery on the Nasik hills. The benefac
tress was the lay devotee Vishl:l.Udatta, who was a Salcini, mother of 
GaJ;Uipaka ViSvavarman and daughter of Saka Agnivarman. As the 
king's father Sivadatta is.-credited with no royal title in the inscrip
tions, king isvarasena may be regardeg. th~ founder of the Abhira 
dynasty of kings. There is no doubt that this king flourished some 
time after the <ieath of Yajiia satakart:li, which took place about the 
beginning of the third century. It is therefore not improbable that 
the so-called Kalachuri or Chedi era starting from A.D. 248-49 was 
counted from the accession of lSvarasena.2 Although the Purfu).as 
refer to ten Abhira kings ruling for 67 years, nothing is known about 
ISvarasena's successors. 

The inscription of ISvarasena proves that his dominions com
prised the Nasik region in northern Maharash~ra; but the actual 
extent of his kingdom is uncertain. If he was really the founder 
of the era of A.D. 248, it may be suggested that the Abhiras extended 
their political influence over Aparanta and Lata wher~ the erafs 
found to be in use in later days. Tb.it Kalachuris, originally of the 
Aniipa region on ~Nauna.d8.. probably use a e era after their 
conquest of territories· belonging formerly to the kingdom of the 
Abhiras.3 

1: There is no reason to believe that lSvaradatta and the Abhira kinR M8.~atiputra 
ISvarasena ruled over the same territories. The absence of the tribal name and 
of any patronymic and metronymic in fSvaradatta's coin-legend appears to be 
simificant. The identification of the two rulers is improbable in view of the 
difference in thei.r names. 

2. Cf. ABORI, XXVII, 1 ff. . 
3. Prof. Mirashi has recently suggested that Khindesh was ruled by the M4hd

miG.! Svamidisa. Bhulunda, and Rudradasa respectively in the years 67. 107 and 
117 of the era of AD. 248-49 as feudatories of the Abhiras (ABORI, XXVI, 159. 
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The Abhiras continued to rule as late as the middle of the fourth 
century when, according to the ~n, 1 they came 
into co~h the ~ba king MayQr@rman. Although the 
Traikiita}tas, who flourished in the northern Konkan in the fifth 
century, may have been a branch of the Abhira tribe, MayuraSar
man's inscription points to the separate existence of the Abhira and 
Traikutaka kingdoms in the fourth century . ...The Allahabad pillar 
inscription of Samudra-@Pta mentions the Abhiras in the list of 
tribes sUOQue the Gupta emperor; but it is uncertain whether 
the .reference here is to tbe AOhira ldngtlom in the north-western 
Deccan. 2 T_pe Abhira territories in this region appear to have laler 
passed to the Traiku~akas. 

3. THE BODHIS 

TIle Bodhi gynasty seems to have held sway over some parts 
of north-western Deccan probably in the third eentury. A[. the lead 

. of he B his ar t~ hil!.JiYlXlbo!.Ell...!he re~in common 
with the issues of the Western Satraps, it seems that they flourished 
in a territory that was once within the sphere of Saka influence. 

There are some coins which belong to ~ 
~e beenJ.hejounder of the family. It is not improbable that 
the word indicates the Bodhi tree and that the Bodhis ~ 
in faith. This is probably suggested by the tree within railing found 

IRQ, XXI, 79) . It should, however, be pointed out that these kings, whose 
territories have not yet been satisfactorily located, are styled Maluirii;a and are 
described as meditating on the feet of the ParamabhaN4raka. As the Parama
bhaN4raka. overlords of feudatory Mahiiriijas are unknown before the age of 
the imperial Guptas, the three I\1ah(lrcijas in question appear to have acknow
ledged the supremacy of the Gupta emperors ChB,ndra-gu1?,la II and ~rafe':ta I, r~ther than of tb unknown successors of an ~I:) ir& RA;4 med 

The dates of their charters should better be referred to the Gupta era arid not 
to the era of A.D. 248-49. The use of the Gupta era pointing to the expansion 
of Gupta power to the south of the Vindhyas (ct. reference to the Nannadil 
as the southern boundary of a province of Budha-gupta's empire, Set 1nll., p. 327) 
is probably also indicated by the Barwani grant or Maluira;a Subandhu issued 
from MShishmati-nagara (modern Mindhati. or Maheswar) in the year 167 
(A.D. 486) . 

The {act that no ParamabhaffAiraka is referred to in this record lndicates the 
decline of Gupta power in this region about the end of the fifth century. It is 
not improbable that the Maluinljas Svimidilsa (A.D. 386), Bhulun9a (A.D. 426), 
Rudradilsa (A.D. 436) and Subandbu (A.D. 486) belonged to the same royal 
family flourishing in the Anupa region under the nominal supremacy of the 
Gupta emperors. Some scholars believe that the so-called Kalachuri or Chedi 
era was in use in different parts of India even in ·the early period. There is, 
however, no evidence to show that the era was used in early times anywhere 
outside the territories originally under; Abhiras and TraikUtakas. 

1. Some scholars regard this inscription as a modem fake (NHIP. VI. 238), but 
it is difficult to accept this view. 

'!. .see above, p. 160. 
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on some of these coins. Other coins, possibly of a slightly later date. 
disclose the names of three kings. of this family, viz., Sivabodhi. 
Chandrabodhi or Srichandrabodhi, and Virabodhi or ViraT)odhidaffa_ 
NOtbTiii," hOweve;, is known of the relations that anyone of these 
rulers might have borne to the others. The end of the dynasty is 
also wrapped in obscurity. 

4. THE IKSHV AKUS 

TIle heart oL the Andhra country . . ricts a ut the 
mouths of the Kpislu;l.a and the Godavari was in the possession of 
the main branch of the satavahana family , which seems to haye been. 
ov~akus ab0it the end of the first quarter of 
the ~ uncertam Fhether these Ikshvakus of the 
Andhra country represented a branch of the a~ient Ikshvaku family 
qf.l\yodbya that mi~ to the Deccan and settled on 
the lower Krislu]a. 

The founder of the Ikshvaku dyna~1.y of-the Afidhra eeuntry 
seems to have been Santamiila (ChS:rhtamiila) I, who may be assigned 
to the second quarter of t e thIrd century. He is known to have per
formed an ASvamedha sacrifice, probably tQ_ceJebrateJhe overtprow 
of the -tavahanas whose suzerainty the Ikshvakus and other ruling 
families of the Andhra country must have acknowledged in the ear
lier epoch. 

The Ikshvakus, who are probably referred to in the Puranas a~ 
the srlparvatiya Andhrl!§, appear to have ru1 om the Sity of 
~~~situated in the ~ni.kcm.Qa valley in the Nallama~ 
.rani , the ancient name of which wa§ Sriparya~. As no records 
of the time of Santamiila I have so far been discovered, little is. 
known about the events of his reign and the extent of his dominions. 
He was a ~taunch follower of the Brahmanical faith and is described' 
as "~a (i.e., the god Skanda-K.arttike~)." 

.8antamUla I is known to have celebrated not only the ASvamedha , 
but also the~a and some other Vedic sacrifices. This revival' 
of Brahmanism after the fall of the later satavahanas, who probably 
had Buddhistic leanings, was, however, short-lived, as 8antamiila's. 
immediate successors leaned again towards Buddhism. 

Two of SintamUla's sisters are referred to in inscriptions, the
first of them being married to' a ~hasenapati-Mahatalavara of 
~ faJDlly. The Pukiyas ha;e-,;een4OC'iited by some writern 
in· the-t'ungi District comprising parts of Nellore and the-
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adjacent area . The king s daughter A\avi-SantiSri was married to a 
Mahasenapati-Mahad8J;lQa,nayaka beronging to the lli18 D aka family. 
Another family related to the Ikshvaku kings was that of the Hirall: 

Jakas. who probably dwelt in the Hir8.J;l.yarash\ra covering parts of 
Nellore and Cuddapah and the adjoining regions. 

I\ing 5antarofJ]a I was-sueeeeEleQ 0 ,Mitha~tra Vjra-
~6ftaJLatUrL whose rule of about twenty years may be roughly 
assigned to the ~hird quarter of the third century. Cross-cousin 
marriage, which is prevalent in South India even today and which 
is sanctioned for the southerners by such an early work on law as 
the hiiyana Dharma.su.tra c.Jiftb..centu&y B.C.h S!,s favoured by 
~ lkshy- us. Three of Virapurushadatta's queens are known to 
have been the daughters of his father's sisters. Mahlidevi Rudra
dhara-bhattarika, very probably a queen of the same king, is des
cribed as a daughter of the Maharaja of Ujjayinl. This queen seems 
to have been related to Rudrasena II (c. A.D. 255-77),..the contem-

'---~~-pOI' SaM -ksh f estern India. Virapurushadatta. 
gave his daughter in marriage to a Mahariija of Vanavasa, who was 
probably no other than one of the Chutu-satakan:ti rulers of KWltala. 
The position of the Ikshvakus must have been strengthened by 
these matrimonial alliances with the powerful rulers of Ujjain and 
Banavasi; but whether both of them were contracted during the 
reign of Virapurushadatta is uncertain. 

Records of V"rrapurushadatta's reign have been found at the 
B~st sites of AmaravatI, JaggayYapeta and Nagarjunikonda, the 
latest recorded date being the king's twentieth regnal year. The 
inscriptions record private donations to some Buddhist establish
ments and are not official documents of the IkshvAku king. The 
Nagarjuniko:t;l9a inscriptions are mostly records of the benefactions 
of some female members of Virapurushadatta's family in favour of the 
MaMchaitya or Great Monastery lying in the vicinity of Vijayapurf 
which, as already suggested, was probably the Ikshvaku cIDJi~ 
These ladies, whose anxiety to attain to the bliss of NirvalJa is exhir 

bited by the epigraphs, were no doubt Buddhists by faith; but 
whether V1capurushadatta himself and his son were Buddhists is 
not quite certain. It, however, seems to be significant that unlike 
santamiila I, these kings are . described neither as .performers of 
Brahmanical sacrifices nor as favoured by !h_e ,.4tod Mahasena. 

The son of Vlrapurushadatta was ~uvula santamiila II, who 
succeeded his father and ruled at least for about eleven years. An 

.~ 
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inscri tion at Gurzala in the Gunt r District reveals the name of 
Maharaja Rulupurushadatta. The name of this king embodying the 
expression purushadatta, as well as the palaeography of his record, 
seems to connect him with the Ikshvaku king Virapurushadatta. It 
is not im robable that :&mupurushadatta was the successor of santa
mula II. lITh~:Je. . dependent rule of the ikshvakus in the lower valley 
of the~, owever, seems to have terminated by the end of the 
third cent . This is evident from the ~ayidavolu copper-plate. 
inscription which records an order of the Pallava crown-prince 
Sivaskandavarman, stationed at Kaiichi, to the vyaprita or provin
Cial{£VernOr of Andhrapatha residing at Dhanyakataka in the pre
sen Amaravati-Dharanikota area of the Krishna District. There is 
diff nce of opinion as to the date of Pallava Sivaskandavarman 
and his father, whose name is unknown but in whose tenth year of 
reign the Mayidavolu grant must have been issued. There are, how
ever, reasons to believe that Sivaskandavarman flourished about the 
first quarter of the fourth century and that the Palla va occupation 
of the heart of the Andhra country was not much later than the end 
of the third century. 

The Ikshvakus of the Andhra country lingered as a local power 
lor many years after the PallaY!! conquest of Andhrapath The 
A~ inscriEti.ol!., of about the fifth century A.D. speaks of a matri
monial alliance between the Ke aya kings of Mysore and the sa ntly 
rulers of the Ikshvaku famil . There is little doubt that the 
referenc 's to the dynasty of the Ikshvakus of the lower Krislu,la 
valley. V gue references to these Ikshvakus have been traced in 
the Dharmiimrita, a late KannaQa poem by Nayasena. 

5. THE BJ,UHATPHALAYANAS 

According to the Geography of Ptolemy (c . A.D. 140), the 
country of the peple called Maisoloi had its metropolis at the city 
of Pitundra (probably from Sanskrit Prithilda), which seems to be 
the same as Pithuda of Hathigumpha inscription, ' and Pithunda of 
the Uttaradhyayana. The Maisoloi lived about the present Masull
patam or Bandar taluk of the Krishl,lii Distr' , and their chief city 
may not have been situated very far from . . In the 
second half of the first century B.C., Khara ela, kIng 0 J(aliiu~a, 
claims to have devastated this royal cg About the end of the third' 
<;entury A.D., the Masulipatam area was in the possession of kings 

1 ~ . See .Dove. p. 214. 
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of the na ho very probably had their head-
quarters at the same place. 

(Qnly one king of the Brihatphalayana dynasty is known to us, 
viz . .JayavarmaI}>who is called a Rajan in his Kondamudi (lIant but. 
a M~the seal attached to the charter. The charter was 
issued in the tenth regnal year of Jayavarman, who is described as 
a devout worshi per of Ma v ra and as belonging to the Brihat
p!la~na ~tr~. It records an order of the king from his camp of 
viCtory if Kunura to the governor of the Kudur-ahara in regard to 
.a grant of land in favour of some BrahmaJ;las. Kudur, headquarters 
of the ahiira or district of that name, is often identified with modern 
Guduru near Masulipatam, but sometimes also with Koduru near 
~la, the same as ancient KantaJtaSaila or ~~akaSaula and 
Greek Kantakassulos. Some scholars believe tha~udiira was the 
~ital of .Ia~rayarr;p~ 

Nothing is known about the predecessors and successors of the 
BrihatphaUiyana king Jayavarman and about his relations with the 
Siitaviihanas, Ikshvakus and, the Pallavas. It is probable that the 
earlier kings of the Brihatphalayana dynasty acknowledged the 
supremacy of the later Siitavahanas and of their successors, the 
Ikshvakus. Towards the close of the third century, Jayavarman 
seems to have thrown off the yoke of the Ikshvakus and ruled for 
some time as an independent ruler. Very soon, however, both the 
Ikshvakus and the B:rihatphaHiyanas appear to have been subdued 
by the Palla vas of Kai'ichI whose empire, about that time, is known 
to have extended over Andhrapatha, the 'Siitavahaniya province' 
(Bellary District) and Kuntala in the north and the north-west. 



CHAPTER XV 

SOUTHERN INDIA AND CEYLON 

I. SOUTHERN INDIA 

J. The Tamil Land 

Southern India, i.e. , India south of the KrishI;la, was known 
from the earliest times to have been divided into three major king
doms and a number of smaller s!!!tes subordinate to them. These 
three important kingdoms were:~, occupying the Kaveri delta 
and the adjoining region; the Pat}.Qya to the south of it, extending 
from coast to coast, the northern boundary being marked by what 
was the old Pudukkottai State, or rather the river Vallaru which runs 
across the middle of the State; and the Cherat extending along the 
west coast right up to the Konkan in the north~ 1l'he region above 
the Ghats and in the plateau, constituting t present State of 
Mysore, together with some of the adjoining districts, contained 
many subordinate states, whose number varied at different periods 
from seven to fourteen and which often attempted to throw off the 
yoke of the three kingdoms. The boundary line on the north was 
definitely fixed at Vel).gaQam, the hill of Tirupati. Crossing the 
Tiru ati boun a accordin to the T mils, was symbolical of lelU'
ing the nd for regions where the spoken"tanguage changed. 

In historical times, however , we are able to distinguish a central 
core where pure Tamil was spoken, and a number of outlying dis
tricts in which mixed dialects were employed. The whole of the 
northern borderland of this region was occupied by a tribe of people 
whom the southern Tamils called adavar ~r, speaking a 
dialect differing from Tamil. .At a somewbat later period, Tamil 
literature locates the Telugu and KannaQa-speaking peoples further 
to the north of the VaQavar or the VaQukar, occupying a block of 
territory on the northern border of the peninsula. 

2. Contact with the Outside World 

The division indicated above became a normal feature during 
historical times. Contact between the north and south seems to 
have been fairly frequent. Not only do we hear of people migrating 
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from one portion to the other; but we have also evidence that thert" 
was regular communication between the Deccan and Southern IndiA 
as well as between these two and Northern India. The earliest 
instance of contact between the northern Aryans and the southern 
Tamils goes back to the tradition of the ,!Ilission of the ~ishi A_gast~ . 
He is stated to have made b.!s .h~quarters on a hillock in the 
Western Ghats known as the PQdil!l Hill o!Lthe Madura-Tinnevelly 
border. He brought his wife and disciples and a band of peasants to 
~the nucleus of an Aryan colony. 

Whatever value there may be in this tradition, e earlies~ 

ac~nts ~ Dravidian culture aIe credited to AE@stI! There is 
also a persistent legend, which still continues to hold the field, that 
during the Great War of the Mahabhdrata, the armies on both sides -were fed.__maintained and conditioned by the PAJ;l<jyan_!dn..&:. Thert! 
are, again, stories of settlements of Dravidian tribes coming from 
the north-west, chiefly Gujarat and Kathiawir. There is even today 
a living tradition that at one time our people did actually come from 
these regions with the permission of no less~rson than Krishna . 
~ fact Agastya is said to have brought his agricultural population 
from the homeland of Kris~a . Not only that, but we hear of com~ 
mercial intercourse between southern and northern India, and we 
can trace references in the Art haSastra and kindred works to the
exchange of commodities such as cotton fabrics between Kalmga 
and the PAr,lr,iya country . 

Similarly we find reference to the 2ar1s obtained from tho 
o~n corner of the PfuJdva country. We also find allusions to 

pilgrimages from the Deccan to the acr d bathin lace at Ca 
~. Apart from these general references, we have an explicit 
statement b~es that the country in the extreme south 
was r~d by" a P~d~....9ueen who maintained an orderly govern
ment and an organised administration. He further remarks that the 
queen's territory consisted of 365 village§... each one of which brought 
its revenue to the State Treasury on an appointed day. Whatever 
truth there may be in this, ther1:ds no doubt that Megasthenes had 
heard of the P~9ya country. ~The three kingdoms of the South 
were certainly ~wn to AS~ as mentioned above. ' Maka does 
not claim authority over them but regards them as neighbouring 
kingdoms: He had to maintain the same relationship with them as 
with distant western allies like the GreekS. 

-------~- - - -----
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-:r 
During the centuries immediately preceding and following. the 

Christian era, the commercial activit of th India was ve reat, 
ith a creditable lume of forei A lively commerce in 

agricultural and industrial commodities, cluding spice~ was car-
ied on with the Roman E r and there was a correspondingly 

brIsk tra e wit the East, going as f~ as Kattigara (or Cantol]), the 
!D0st important J?~ou~a. 1he voyages were long and 
even dangerous. Regular and brisJ('communications with these 
foreign lands as well as the different parts of India seem to have 
been generally maintained. We can gather continuous evidence of 
this both from Tamil literature and from the writings of foreign 
travellers. 

3. The Three Kingdoms 

Generally speaking, the history of South India consists of the 
ascendancy of one or other of the three powers of the South, viz. 
Chola, P~Qya or Chera. The chronology is very uncertain, but it 
would appear from the literary evidence that the ~ aney 
began in the first century B.C. and continued'tt> the end of th~ first 
century A.D., perh9J>s a little later. Then it passed to the Pfu}Q_ya 
and Chera dynasties.) 

It is impOSSible, at the present state of our knowledge, to deal 
with the history of any of these states in the form of a connected 
narrative. We can only glean a few facts concerning some great 
rulers of each of them, mostly from Tamil poems of a later date. 

The most distinguished of the early rulers of South India was 
hoI k ' Karikala ound whom has gathered a host of 

romantic legends. Having been put into prison by hi enemies, he 
--------...::;. 

not only managed to escape but made himself ruler and defeated the, 
joint 'ore of the Pfu},Q a and Chera kin s wit~n 
minor chieftains in the famous attle of Venni, Q.miles to the .east 
~e. is great victory gave him undisputed supremacy over 
the Tamil states. He also fought with many predatory tribes and 
forced them into submission. 

~n important incident in the career of KarikAla, which de!ierves 
to trea ed in some detail,'s e invasi n of Ceylon. Althou h 
not mentioned in the ~& later chronicles of Ceylon refer 
to it. The great 0 a Karl -a ,., 0 exerted himself to establish the 
dominance of the Chola kingdom in Tamil India, had apparently good. 
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reasons to carry on war against Ceylon. On one of these oc:casion~ 
he seems to have defeated the Ceylonese so thoroughly as to have 
caz:ried away 12,000 of the Ceylonese inhabitants and put them to 
work in his fortification of the sea-port town of the Chola country, 
Pub.ar L at the mouth of the !{averi, set over against the island of 
~(Ceylon). 

The Tamil poems naturall magnify the achievements of Kari-
kala and credO him with the n uest of the whole of India. . 
said to have p~strz..and.-.t.ta e and is praised for his 
im artia . . d e and fo~atro~ the ahmani~ 

. T IT ·terature. At the same time, we get a vivid 
picture of the king ~oying the jOl§ of life to the fl!!!:_ On the 
whole, KarikAla stands out among the early Tamil rulers as a strik
ing personality, great alike in the pursuits of war and peace. 

Reference may here be made toWT~~~~~~~~~-4 
r~ at Kaiichi and was a y unger contem 
According-to '"'Sotne sc 0 ars, e was a rand 0 

~ appointed by the latter to rule over 'Kaiichi. Others, bow· 
ever, .re~ard him as an independent ruler of TOl:u;lai which, like 
Chera, Chola and Pfu:l~ya, designated both the country (round 
y..anchi) and its ruling dynasty. It has been suggested that TO~Qai 
was "the name of a creeper, and to this fact must be traced the 
name Palla va (s rout) of the rulers of Tonc,iaim 

~ 
But the relation between the TroxIaiyar kings and the later 

Pallavas is uncertain. Of the ruler ~ we know nothing 

1 . NHIP, VI. 222. 
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except vague references to his righteous conduct and poetic .abillti~. 
About his power and status we get contradictory views. He is said 
to "have commanded the respect of the three crowned kings of the 
Tamil land;" but some writer 'counts him as a princeling not of full 
regal rank.11 Nothing is known about his predecessors or successors, 

U 11 wni Peruvalu . u' ....... '"""'-
nscri th ceutury A.D., a9ooi!8R~r.w.,g...I~ 

. gina:lgtaJ~or-'I""~llage. J::W,.is~a11ed Par.ameSvara ilnd is said to 
have fought many battles and perforrrred _a n.J!!llbeL~. 
More distinguished, however, was a later 'krilg or--¥S~~::i±t1e;.:-Ned.uij: 
~ Having ascended the throne at an early Age, he had to 
1iCethe invasion of a powerful hostile confederacy consisting of the 
Chola and Chera rulers and five minor chieftains . . 

The enemy advanced ahnost up to the gates of Madura. But 
NeQuiijelyan rose equal to the occasion, and not only drove them 
out of his kingdom but even pursued them beyond its frontier. The 
<1ecisiV€ en 6lmfer took place_at~iy?)Qn:gam[m (about 8 miles to 
the north-west of Tiruvalur) anNe PA1;lQya king obtained OID- , 

lctOry. This~ :-w:ning l'0in.Wn -th& caJ:ee 0 

~jel' an who "Was henceforth distinguished by. the proud epithet 
"~rious ill the battle of TalaiyalanganaII}'" Its memory was long 
«;henshed and even a P~Qyan charter of the tenth century A.D. 
alludes to it. NeQuiijeliyan also defeated the chieftains of Kongu 
and NiQUr and annexed some territories of the latter. Himself a 
~ he was a patron of a large number of poets who have immorta
Jised him in their songs. He.-.was-aJolJ.~1 

-l'rt1-~~for 

1. NHIP, VI. 222, 
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efeated the Yavanas and brought them home as captives, "their 
hands tied behind and oil poured on their heads." These were pro
bably Greek or Arab merchants, as we are told that the king obtain
ed from them a large quantity of diamonds and many costly vessels. 
The king also conquered Kadaml:rn, near the sea, perhaps th~e&Wn 
n~<2anav~ later formed-t~ ~&9om. 

e loe' Q.f..ibe...Chera capital X-ap;,i h n a subject I 
k n roversy among ~cholars. Some place it at Kari:ir near 
Trichinopoly, while others identify it with ... Tiruvanjikulam. on the 
west coast of Cochin. The latter view seems more probable. 

The Pfu),\lyas and two or three successive Che ers are said 
to have e editions to the north as far as the Himalayas. ~ey 
ellen claim to have planted emblems on th .Jiima1ayas. Whatever 
we may think of these claims, we have at any rate definite evidence 
of inter-communication between some of the northern countries and 
the South in the centuries immediately preceding and following the 
Christian era. . 

4. PaZlava Ascendancy 

~Pa1~, which transfoLmed their capital --chi into a cent!!, of 
~nslUit culture a,! well as the Brahmanica1, ~and Jain reli
~ TItis ems also to be the a e of acti~on t with the 
outside world through commerce with the countries of the West, ~ 
and by means of e~li hment f colonies thr~noughe ;east. 

In the general movent fro be t 
ca ed Kalvar--QJ:, KalaVar f the Ta 'ls seems to h e la TO

~~~pa:lrt. They seem to have been t e people occupying all the 
<:ountry along the northern border of the Tamil land. from Venga\lam 
in the east to the north-west frontier of the Mysore State in the west, 
making its frontier outposts against the north. The southward 
advance of the Andhras brought about the movement among these 
people in the south. The en 0 his -peopl .subve the 
dyytasties ruling the country round KAiichi ca~dajrpap(ialam. 
While we are no posse~~tailsi it is clear that it 
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was the~e ~var~gain that upset the political order e~v:.Jllooll~~ 
south. Tn.ey esta~d-tbem':S'em _ gdo!!l, 
perhaps in the Pat;1Qya as well, and brought about a complete change 
in the ancient political conditions of the south at the commencement 
of the fourth century A.D., which we can trace from the ~ailgam 
literature of the Tamils. The Tamils took time to recover from this 
movement and we find the whole of the territory round Kaiichi, 
Twxlaim8I)Qalam, cCE.p-ied.,J2l0h..~as. The southern outposts 
of Chola and Piit}.Qya were also overrun, but they regained their 
freedom after a generation of struggle. The Pallavas ruled in Kaiichi' 
for several centuries more and stood as a bulwark against further 
invasion from the north. Their origin and history will be dealt with 
in the next volume. 

II. CEYLON 

1. Colonisation by the Aryam 

The island of Ceylon is traditionally identified with the island 
of Lanka. t ~asas according...1o...t Ramd GJ,la 

and other accounts. But according to the detailed statements in the 
Ramiiya\la, the island, which contained the capital ~va.I,la, has to 
be located far away from Ceylon, and on the basis of astronomical 
statements it ought to be situated on the equator immediately to
the south of Cape Comorin. It has sometimes been asserted that 
Lanka was a large island, a considerable part of which has now 
sunk under the sea, leaving only the remnant which constitute! 
modern Ceylon. 

Unlike India, Ceylon possesses chronicles which narrate its his
tory from the earliest times. Events from the death of the Buddha 
were recorded by the Buddhist Church after its introduction in 246 
B.C., and later incorporated into h~4Titsa"&nd ~ahdW1msa_ 
compose pectively in -the fourt sixt entury...AJ). Both 
these works are Wllitte' aIi and -based on a common source BOW 

lost, 1'iz. the -Atthakathii-Mahdvamsa of the Mahi_vih.ar~, 

composed in old Sinhalese prose mingled with verse in the P"ali 
language. "Of this work the Dipavan1.sa presents the first clumsy 
redaction in Pall verses. The Mahdvamsa is then a new treatment 
of the same thing distinguished from the Dipavamsa . ..... by more 
artistic composition and by a more liberal use of the material 
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contained in the original work.'" oovamsa was com 
Mah2pBma but the author of the Dipava . 

The aboriginal inhabitants of Ceylon, described in the Chroni-- _" cles lia , were proba y ances ors of the modenl 
Veddahs, a primitive people of pre-Dravidian origin still found in the 
Eastern Province. 

The earliest historical tradition that we ve is oLthe colonisa
tion of Ce :..eLDe92!e-Wlin -ge~e~tHead of. VijayC\, as 
n~~.1n tne Mahavarilsa. "I'Jli;(;ny Is saIto have started from 
the well-known port of Tamralipti, the. Tamluk of modern times. 
The occasion for this emigration from Bengal was the banishment 
of p~ Vi~_, for his evil conduct, by his father. Vijaya sailed 
with seven hundred companions and, after a long voyage, landed in 
the north coast of the island. They settled there, !2_unding nume
rous towns Sllch as TambaPanni, Anuradhagama. UijenI, Uruvew. 
etc. 

Since these adventurers were all of the male sex, they felt the 
need for women folk. As the story goes, they applied to the nearest 
kingdom across the sea, and had 1,000 families along with a number 
of maidens sent across. They entered into marital relations with 
them, and thus both north and south Indian elements constitute. 
according to tradition, the more civilized elements in the population 
of Ceylon. F:,rom S4:hbavahu or_§irhhala, th!, father of Vjj~a, th~ 
island receive~me SiIDhala-dvim!, the Arabic Serendib, the 
Po~eseCeiHiQ, and the modern Ceylon. -

Apart from the story of Vijaya in the MaMvamsa, there ar 
indications in Indian literature of a close relation between India and 
Ce.!2!!. Indian literature gives the name .Nagadvi£..a-the island of 
t}ie Naglls-to Ceylon, and relates incidents in which the Nagas play
ed a part. There is the story of a jewel throne, for which an uncle 
and a nephew fought, and, at the end of it, made a present of it to 
the Buddha. That throne remained in the island with miraculous 
power and people went to it on pilgrimage. Another connection with 
South India, which is often referred to, i~he I2tesence of the foot
~ the Buddha on the hill Samanta -tam. 

The story runs that, having accepted the invitation of Mani 
y'akshaka .. Jht ruler of ~iil)i, ~helalhin S~lon .. the Buddha 
left his footprints on the top of the Ill. at had remained ever 

1. Geil!er, M4h4114m..t4 (Eng. Tr.) pp. x-xi d. G. C. M~The PaU Chronic: 
of Ceylon (Un{verrity of Ceylon Revtew, October, 1946, pp. 1 If). 
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since a place of pilgrimage to which Indians often went. One thou
sand families of the 18 guilds from the P~c;1ya country are said to 
have arrived at a place called Mhatitta .lMahat'irtha}, now _Manto.na. 
opposite the Isle of Mannar. P\lhlic s uares ' Ceylon bear the 
name Naga-Chatukkam, which seems really to be on the analogy of 
the Indian nomenclature for public squares, such as the well-known 
Bhuta-Chatukkan in Puhar. 

By way of connection between India and Ceylon, we might 
mention the alms-bowls of miraculous power. one of which is con
nected directly with the name of the Buddha. and another is referred 
to in the Ma1)-imekhalai as having come from the Pfu;lc;1ya country, 
Apart from these legends and traditions. the migration of the ~n.s 
fx:9..m. India into the island of Ceylon as well as their settlement there 
is pro ed.-by. inscriptio . e A an dialect (~ from 
which modern Sinhalese developed. As the s~ of these inscrip
tions res~tho di1;l. in the second or third centu.ry 
before Christ, the Aryan settlements must have commenced at a 
much earlier period. According to the MaJuivamsa, ~ 
landed in Ceylon on the very day that the B dh i . Whatever 
we may thm of this. there is no m erent improbability in tho 
assumption that the Aryan settlements date back to the fourth or 
even fifth century B.C. It would appear from the find-spots of the 
inscriptions that the Acy . .noxthe.tIly south· 
eastern and the easter arts of island be{ore the beginning of 
the Christian era . 

2. History 

1. It looks as if the Ceylonese king sought for investiture at the hands of Aioka, 
though tht' rt'n.~on is not apparent (d. Codrington, 12) . 
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Shortly after, ASoka's_ son (or brother) ~d[a, who had becom-e a 
was sent to Ceylon a SQddhist_mjs~. The king and .. -

the people accepted the new religion and the Mahdvamsa gives a list 
of the sanctuaries built by him, including the famous Mahlivihara. 
A branch of the Qri,Sinal Bod . Tree-wa brought rom Bodh Gap 
a,!ld ~ted at the capital, ¥!lradhapUra, in ~e ej,~ ~ f 
~ign. 

The contemporaneity of Devaoarilpiyatissa and ASoka gives us a 
fixed point in Ceylonese chronology. The Mahiivamsa places Vijaya 's 
accession in year 1 of Buddha's Nirv~a and gives the length of each 
succeeding reign. There is no doubt that at a later time Buddha's 
Nirv.iI;la was regarded in Ceylon as having taken place in 544-4.3 
B.C., but with this starting point the reign of Devana:rnpiyatissa fall s 
during the period 308-7 B.C. to 268-7 B.C. and the accession of ASoka 
(according to Mahiivamsa which places it in 218 A.B.) in 326-5 B.C. 

As this is not generally accepted, the date of Buddha's Nirvru;w 
has been computed from 483 B.C. ' According to Geiger, this date 
for the Nirvil:Q.a era was current in Ceylon up to the close of the fourth 
century A.D, after which the new reckoning with 544-43 B.C. as thE.' 
epoch of A.B. was adopted. According to this view, which has been 
adopted here, I?eya ampiyatissa ruled from 247 to 207 B.C. 

H cceeded y his three brothers, the last of whom 
(Sfuatissa) ruled from 187 to 177 B.C. In the course of the reign of 
this prince,JwQ.,.Tamil usurpers, sons of a horse dealer red the 
~~ and ruled in sus_ces§.ion. Some time after the restoration of the 
01 ruling dynasty, there entered an enterpIising person from the;
T.amil land by...name_EJ~ of Jw ble descent .. Wb2 overcame the ruler 
.A'Se1iland~ed over the Mand for 44 years (145-101 B.C.) "with 
even justice to friend and foe." Indian tradition-ha r~ence to a 
person SQJD.eWhat-similar, by the OJ) lar name 1 in an. This 
ruler is said to have carried out the execution of his son for having 
killed a calf by aCCidentally running over it. This incident is allud· 
ed to in th~ Silappadikiiram and other pieces of Tamil literature. 
Another story relating to him is somewhat similar to the Jataka 
story of Sibi, who gave his own flesh to save the life of a dove. 
There are other similar legends. In response to the complaint 01 
an old woman about the unseasonable rain damaging her paddy, he 

1. For further discussion cf. pp. 36-7 above, where 486 B.C. has been regarded as 
the probable date of the NirvAna. On account of this difference in views about 
the date of the NirvQJ:ul, the dates of the Ceylonese kings are differently given 
by modern .cholars (ci. e.g. NHlP, VI. Ch. xm, Sp. Appendix on p. 262). 
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is said to have brought Imira h~elf to a sense of his duty to his 
people. This ruler is said ave introduced~, a 
fanuliar story in th eh<tla~untry as wellas-the Pan ya. The fact, 
however, in respect of Ejara to enoted was that he was a Tamil 01 
noble descent from the Chola country. Whether he was an ancestor 
of the great Chola Karikala is not known for certain . 

This T\lmil usurper was, however, defeated and killed by ki!!B 
:Ourthag- - (101-77 B.C.) who once more established a free and 
um ed gdom in eylon. He construct~d the Great Stupg. and 
there was a large assembly of priests for its consecration. The 
MaMvamsa gives a long list of the countries in India from which 
monks came to attend this ceremony. DuHhagama.r.u was succeed
ed.._by bi!,br.oJ;her Sas;l.dhatiss,9 (77-59 B.C.). On his death, his younger 
son Thiilathana was selected king by the counsellors and Buddhist 
monks. But Lan'atissa the elder-son, defeatea his oun ~r b er 
and ascended the throne. He was succeeded by is ~ounger_~her, 
who was killed by the commander of troops after a rule of six years. 
The rebel was killed in 43 B.C. by the king's younger brother named 
~ w~ried !he widowed qUien and . d~ ted her 
y2._ung son. 

Soon after his accession to the throne, this ruler had to face 
simultaneously a Tamil invasion and a rebellion by one of his gov
ernors in Ceylon. He put down the rebellion by setting the invaders 
against the rebel, but then found the former too strong for him, and 
had.J..o flee the count.ry, leaving them in possession of the kingdom. 
He had to abandon his se£2!!~n_§9!!!.~.~.!:~"i, as well as the royal 
crown and the alms-bowl of the Buddha, which was maintained as a 
royal treasure. The queen and the alms-bowl were carried away 
by two of the seven invaders, who returned to India, and the re
maining five ruled in the country (43-29 B .C.). The first of them 
is given the name Pulahatta Brihasta) . It is doubtful if he is 
the person addresse by a nar in the Tamil oem Kurun ·ipa~. 
Then followed in quick succession four kings eac of whom forcib
ly occupied the throne after overthrowing his predecessor. The last 
of them was killed by Vattagamru:u. Some of these names sound 
like those of well-known Tamil chieftains, but no definite identifi
cation is possible. 

Wh~ Vattaga.mat;li l'eeovered his kingdom;- he destroyed the 
Jains an_d built a Buddhist vihiira in the name .9f the queen Soma

evi. The one remarkable featur..e of his reign (29-17 B.C.) was the ........ .. - . 
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writin~ down of the Trm~kas o~e Buddhists and the Atthakathii. 
Tw~ tlje~ of this Vattagamru,i succeeded one after the other. 
Ma~~~ {he eldest, reigned for 14 years (17-3 B.C.). The 
'SeCOncr;--name<L,~~ (3 B.C.-A.D. 9), was one of the few 
kings of Ceylon %7..Q: ;re liostile.. to J3uddhism aIt tro;%ed 
Buddhist sanctuaries. He was poisoned by his wife Anula, who also 
killed by the same means the next king Tissa, son of Mahiichuli. 
According to the Maluivamsa this wicked queen next raised four of 
her favourites to the throne, in quick succession, removing each by 
poison to make room for the next. She then ascended the throne 
herself but was slain b~(A.D. 16-38), the second son 
of Mahachilli. 

After five kings had ruled in succession the-.throne was occupied 
b Sivali.. the sister of th .ig (A.D. 93). Sivali was, however, 
det roned by her cousin Ilan.aga. The Lambakai:u:la c an rebelled 
earry in his reign and he Had to be an eXl'le in India for three years. 
He returned at the head of an a;my from India, regained his throne, 
and ruled for six years (A.D. 96-102). Ilanaga was succeeded by 
his son £t~ukha Siva (A.D. 103-112), who was killed by his 
younger brother~ He ruled for about eight years 
(A.D. 112-120) ano ~h him ende_d the royal d~J.sty f2unded by 
Vija~. 

~bha, the gatekeeper of king Yasalalakatiss,R.. slew his master 
a~ as.s..ellde.9... the throne in A.D. 120. But he was overthrown after 
SlX years by Vasabha of the Lambakalflla sect, who founded in A.D. 
127 a -new dynasty which ruled for more than three hundred years. 

The Lambaklll'.U.l8s, who had already made a bid for the throne 
during the reign of IJaniiga, wete an ancient and powerful clan. 
Later writers assert that the scende from the Mau ans who 
accompanied the Bodhi Tree to Ceylon, but no such statement occurs 
in the early works including the Maluivamsa. Vasabha. who estab
lislted the supremacy of the cllfn , has left numerous inscriptions all 
over the island. He ruled prosperously for 44 years (A.D. 127-171) 
and wa succeeded by his son Vail.kan.iisikatissa. W1)ile g 
w~ AnuriidhaDura, the capital city of the north, his two 
brothers set up lndependent kingdoms in the rest of the island. 

~ 

It was probably ~rin_g_ tbis period of ~vided rule :hat the ChQ}s 
k!._ng KarikaIa invadedthe isTand, as mentioned above. Vankanasi-
1catlSS'a's son Gajabiibu or Gajababukagam8l)1 (A.D. 174-196), how-
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ever, not only united the whole country under his rule, but even 
eaded the Chola co~ . . This fact is not mentioned in the 
Mahiivamsa or other early sources, but is found embellished with 
marvellous legends in later literature. As the story has it, an old 
woman was so distressed by the abduction of her son that she be
wailed the calamity every night. The sovereign took notice of it 
and found on enquiry that Ceylo.rWlad sdelo"QQ gi'eat...P&Ya-ges-- during 
the Chola invafti.an. He in turn undertook a cO\1llt-eF-invasion in 
great force, and is said to have so far s1,lcceeded that he as in occu
pation of the Chola capital of Ural near Trichino for a time. 
The story is embelhs e y details of his having taken with him 
a giant nttendant who caused great havoc among the Chola warriors, 
and did great damage to their reputation. The two parties seem at 
last to have come to an understanding. A treaty was concluded, 
which made arrangements for the restoration of the Ceylonese pri
soners of war to their native land. 

In connection with this story it is also stated that friendly rela
tions were .established between the two countries which Ie 0 e 
buildi~g of Hindu temples in Ceylon including those for Pattinidevi, 
t!te virgin martyr of the-8i~adikaram. This in a way confirms 
the statement made in the Silappadikaram that among the foreign 
princes who attended the consecration ceremony on the completion 
of the temple of Pattinidevi in the Chera ca ital, a number obtained 
permission 0 install the image 0 the "chaste lady" in shrines built 
in their own capitals and constructed lemples to her. Many Indian 
rulers are mentioned in this connection and, along with lhem~au-
bahu e kin 1an. This visit of Gajabahu constit es _____,,__ 
specific datum, which establishes the chronology of Tamil liteIf!ture. 
In fact, a temple of PattinidevI still exists in Ceylon, and it would be 
carcying scepticism too far to deny that it had been brought into 
existence as detailed above. 

For seventy-two years after the death of Gajabahu, ~ had 
on the whole a peaceful and prosperous time under six rulers. 'ng 

..!:l£::a \"bo reigned frow ADo 291, w~s an _enlighteneEi l'tIier 
who oolished-m~ti1ati.o~ as a penalty ansi omequently recei:ved_the 
name VOliAriita"'Rssa. His...r.eigrr_wi1nessed.a &teet reH~ -- ; Ce.y.loR. The Mahayana doctrine, called Vetulya in the Mahiivamsa 
aI}d Vit~9a-vada in the Dipavarl1.S~ f2_und favour with the..Abhaya
giri-vihara u was opposed by-ihe Mahiivihara. The king persuaded 
by the latter to hold An inquisition, suppressed the new doctrine and 
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banished its followers. But this merely sowed the seeds of. future 
dissension. 

tragic end. His brother Abhayaniiga car
ried on an 'ntrigue with the queen and, being discovered ln his 
guilt, fled to outh India. The assistance of the Tamils and the 
treachery of an uncle enabled him to invade Ceylon and defeat and 
kill his brother. He..married the widowed queen, I\Scended the 
throne (A.D. 291) and ruled for eight years. He lIta F

, a8weve , uc
Ceeded b Sid aga II and V-ijay, e son..and. grands ~ peetively 
o issa, who ruled for a total period of three years. The 
death of Vijaya was followed by a troublesome period in course of 
which the kingdom was seized by two rebels. Though they belong
ed to the Lambak~a sect, their relationsllip, if any, with the pre
ceding kings is not known. Then he tb:{oc.e was occupiAA.-nv
G~bh!rya:'fA...U._ 309-:g2). He is also represep.ted as a re el and 
aaventurer in the Mahcivamsa , but it appears from more reliable 
epigraphic records that he was a son of Sirinaga II. 

The heteroaQ V~ulya.. doctrin again came- in prominence 
d t i reigIl, ana ~lIp~~ the monks oi-Abhay~
'QMra. G,£thabhgya not only proscrib~ct, but branded si:l£1:y 
of its leadin followers and banished them. The fled to So th 
In4ja..and the story 0 the barbarous cruelty inflicted on them rq.oved 
Sailghamitta, a pu il ~ of t!tes~o take vengeance. He came 
t.o ~ylon, won royal favour., .lind was appointed tut - two 

rinces. ~enhatissa ~' the elder of the two, ruled for ten yea,rs 
(A.D. 323-33) after is father's death, and was slJcceeded b his 
YQJJnger brotbeLMahasena. lie was g~tly attached to Sailgha:: 
milia and., on ..his a..dvice, persecuted the monks of Mah8vil -r ·for 
refu!ting to ~pt th Vetulya doctrine. He confiscated the property 
of the Mabavihiira and destroyed many oJ its establishments, and 
the plung..ered w~e-bestowed on Ahhyagw"v.ihara. Th king 
also JOet p the Jetay na-vihara and built a magnificent stupa in it. 
whjch was the 

1. Cf. the preceding footnote. The chronology of the Ceylonese kingS ;ven ;bove 
is based on the revised chronology of Geiger (Chulavam.a.. Eng. Trans). Part n. 
p. IX). 
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the two _great Chronicles of Ce:y:lon which are-the;»'ineipa-l-sources 
of the early history of the island, end with his reign, though a sup
plement was added to Mahava1h.sa at a later period. These chroni· 
cles refer in great detail to the building of various Buddhist sanctua
ries by the kings mentioned above as well as their works of public 
utility such as roads, tanks and irrigation canals. It is not possible 
to refer to them in detail, but enough has been said above to indi
cate the great and far-reaching influence of Buddhism in Ceylon and 
the high state of culture and civilization in the island mainly brought 
about by its close and intimate association with India. 
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CHAPl'ER XVI 

LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE 
The period succeeding that of the Upanishads and Siitras was 

characterised by a many-sided outburst of literary activity in both 
northern and southern India . Ill.. the first p)a~ it saw theJise of 
Dra .. n literature in t outh. Secondly, th~Q£P::! of eYoh~: 
tion ill,~ nWit l~gu* gaye. r~j;Q v,J1ious.1o!ms..of Pl'8kril 
which had a distinctive literature of its own. Apart from this 
classification according to language, th~teratu.re of the eriod may 
be adl divided into three;_. classes-....religious, philoso.Phical and 
secular. e rise of (f' erent religious sects, each with a rich lite
rature, was a characteristic feature of the time. Two of these, the 
Buddhist and Jain, will be dealt with in Chapter XIX. As regards 
the Brahmanical religion, thSLJll.08t-importan literary-~ 
~ !-wo gE_ea4-eRics_and...t.b~~ Both of these, 
however, may be said to be on the borderline between religiOUS and 
secular literature. Then there were the :puran~s and the Tantms. 
Although the beginnings of these two types of composition may be 
traced. to an early age, the extant texts, as we have them now, do 
not belong to this period and will be dealt with in the succeeding 
volume. The rich philosophical literature will be dealt with along 
with religion in Chapter XIX. As regards secular literature, the 

·most important are the dramas and poems. Next in importance are 
works on Grammar, Law, Polity, Medicine and sundry other sub
jects. We shall first deal with Sanskrit literature under the different 
classes enumerated above and then briefly review the development 
of the language culminating in the evolution of the various forms 
of Prakrit. Finally we shall deal with the Dravidian language and 
literature. I) 

A. SANSKRIT LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE 

PART I. LITERATURE 

I . THE EPICS 

1. Origin 

It has been customary with scholars tQ_Eac~ll 
fa s of Indian a e Vedas. ~pic has been no 

• See Pref~. 
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exception, and many scholars have tried to show that the germs of 
the epic can be found in the Samvada hymns, such as the one con
taining the dialo ue between Puriiravas and UrvaSi. ' Others, again, 
have discovered the germs of dramatic literature in the same hymns. 
Whatever may be the truth in these theories, the fact remains that 
the Vedic poets, while writing hymns in praise of deities of nature, 
also took delight in the versification of old popular legends. Though 
the Samviida hymns and the epics can be brought into connection, 
for both of them have a narrative to tell, they have essential differ
ences from the point of view of their form and purpose. 

To the Brdhma"tUls, however, we may fruitfully turn to find some 
form of literature which offers a parallel to epic poetry. We have 
particularly in view the legends of $unahSepa in which "the gatha..<; 
or verses scattered among the prose" approach the epic in language as 
well as in metre."2 We may also turn our attention to the gathii
niiriiSamsis, CI glorifying in flowery language the deeds of warriors and 
princes, which may have added not an insignificant quota to the deve
lopment of epic literature. We have, moreover, evidence in the 
Briihma"tUlS and the Grihya-sUtras that the recitation of such lauda
tory verses formed part of certain ceremonies. These .. gdt'lliHtiirii
~ perhaps small in extent and simple in subject-matter, must 
have soon developed into lengthy ballads and even song cycles in
volving more or less intricate plots. As has been the case with the 
other forms of literature, so even here, we have, in ·the Riimiiya~ 
and the Mahiibhiirata, only the finished products of an activity which 
had a long previous history. Some other epics, like that of Nala, 
,)riginally independent works, are incorporated in the Mahiibharata. 

The essential difference of the epic from the earlier literature 
lies in its origin. It arose not among the priestly classes but among 
traditional bards caled Sutas. These Sutas also served flS chariot:. 
eers. who witnessed the actual battle-scenes and described them at 
first-hand in their ballads. In character again, as has been already 
noted, it is martial poetry, concerned not with the praise of deities 
but of kings and nobles, not connected with the details of sacrifices, 
but with events like wars, and imbued not with higher philosophi
cal motives, but with the practical purpose of gaining some reward 
from the audiences before whom they were recited. In this latter 

------.- ._---
1 . ~igvflda, X. 95. 
2. Winternitz, HIL, I, p. 211. 
3 . Cf. ~a.taP4tha Bnihmll1;Ut, XI. 5, 6. 8. These gUhis are connected with the 

Diinastutis of the ~igv('da. and the Kuntiipa hymns of the Atha.Ml4veda. 
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process of carrying the epics from the courts to the people, and thu 
popularising them, the ~ust have been helped....byjhe ~uSil~as~ 
the travelling singers. From these two points of view it is worth 
whn.e toremember that it is Saiijaya, the Suta, who describes the 
battle-scenes to Dhritarashtra in the Mahdbharata, and in the Rdmd
ya~,_KuSa and Lava, the two sons of Rama, are said in a later 
interpolation, to have w.swder¢ from :olace to__pl~ singing in a§.; 
semblies the Ra -a-s h ' b they had learned from Valmiki. 

But these two great epics have unfortunately not come down to 
us in their original form. They are not even compilations of original 
songs such as we have in the Sa1hhitiis of Veda, un tampered with 
by the hands of later redactors. They have now become, and espe
cially so the Mahdbhdrata, great repositories of knowledge contain
ing diverse matters such as religion, philosophy and morals, added 
to by different hands at different periods, so that in certain places 
the thread of the original nucleus seems to be altogether lost. 

2. The Mahiibhiirata 

The word Bharata signifies "battle of the Bhal'a t.as" 1 and thus 
the word Mahabharata means "the great narrative of the battle of 
the Bharatas". We hear of the tribe-ot"theJ3haratas alrelldy-1n the 
~§ida: and its home was bet~n the Yppet Gaflgft and the 
y~~ The ~uE~~ so called after king Kuru, a descendant 
of the Bharatas, ruled over the territory for a long time, and made 
~eir habitation famous under the title Kurukshetra. 
The germs of the Mahabhiirata lie in the family-feud which resulted 
in the overthrow of the Kauravas at the hands of the Pfu:l.t;lavas, 
who are represented in the epic as their cousins.2 Such a great event 
must have given rise to many detached heroic lays which were later 
on strung together by some unknown poet. 

To this nucleus were added, at a st ill later period, many piece:. 
of the ancient bardic poetry containing legends connected or un
connected with the life of the epic heroes, of sacred poetry deal
ing with numerous myths and legends of Brahmanical origin , and 
large sections devoted to philosophy and ethics, cosmologies and 
genealogies in the fashion of the Pura"t;las, legends of the Siva and 
Vishr).u cult, and also fables and parables. These additions indicate 
on the one hand the great popularity which this epic has enjoyed 
at all times and, on the other, the zealous spirit of the compilers to 

1. Pil:tini, IV. 2, 56. 
2 . Cf. Vol. I. p. 296. 
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bring together all that could be collected in an encyclopaedic form, 
and declare "YQ:d ihasti tad an~atra yan nehasti na tat kvachit" 
[whatever is (included) here may be found elsewhere; (but) what 
is not to be found here cannot be got anywhere else]. But though 
the great epic is a compilation extending over centuries, it is ascribed 
to the venerable sage Vyasa, who is also c!edited with the authorship 
of the Puranas and the s:ompilation of the Vedas. 

Thus the MaMbharata, as we have it today, . was never the 
work of anyone author nor as it writ en down at one time. In 
po~a single book but a whole literature, and in 
point of time it stretches along a vast period. It is only in a very 
restricted sense that we may speak of the MaMbMrata as an "epic" 
or a "poem". Indeed, in a certain sense, the Mahiibhiirata is not 
one poetic production at all, b t rathe a whole literature.' 

It is hardly necessary to recount here the main narrative which 
fonned the kernel of the original epic, for it is well known and has 
been related above. 2 Among the additional matter may be men
tioned, first of all, heroic legends of ancient kings which had some 
distant connection with the subject-matter of the epic. As an exam
ple may be cited the story of Bharata in the unartistic and rather 
mutilated ~akuntalii episode.3 What strikes the reader here is that 
~ays stress not so much on her own rejection as on that 
of her son. She tries to impress on the mind of the king the impor
tance of a son and warns him to guard himself against the grave 
error of abandoning a male offspring. ~~!:k~g "l~ 
in its pl'eseI)t fonn appeal'S mor.e..!ik~~tive than a_heroic 

1. Wlntemltz. HIL. Y. p. 316. 
2. Vol. I, pO. 300 ff . 
3. Mbh, I. 62-69. 
4. Mbh. I. 70-88. 
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1~~~~e 
~1 may' ~'nde . 
Its inclusion in the epic is due to the love of ancient story-tellers of 
embedding one narrative within the framework of another. The 
reason given in the epic itself is the similarity in the fate of 
Yudbishthira and Nala, who had both lost all their possessions by 
gambling. The hero of the poem is known to the ..satapatlw. 
~~ as N'aQ.a Naishadha .. and hence the story glorifying his 
deeds must have been very old. The Rama episode2 is an unartistic 
abridged version of the ancient Rama epic. Its inclusion has been 
occasioned by the similarity in fate of the two heroines, both of whom 
were abducted. 

But, of them all, the ~3 is m~ truly reminiscent 
of the warrior-spirit which must have animated the heroic poetry . 
The hero-mother ViduIa chastises her cowardly s2!,l Saiijaya and 
exhorts him in forceful language to take up arms and fulfil his duties 
as a warrior. 

Of the Brahmanical myths and legends, which betray the hand 
of the priests rather than of the bards, in the Mahabh4rata, mention 
may be made of legends connected with the at snake-sacrifice of 
Janlilme3Q~a. Interesting is the st avaolt otA. 
~p.s, ..restOIe!Lto ~uth. The same story is told in de.l.iiw....w.~~ 
Sata atha and the JaiminWa Briihma-Wl. The MahdbMrata version 
is told with such deviations from the earlier versions as are calcu
lated to show the ascendancy of the BrahmaJ:lQs. This characteristic 
of the Brahmanical poems is apparent in many other legends where, 
for instance, it is pointed out that even Indra is afraid of losing his 
throne, owing to the austerities of the BrAhm~s. Very old also 
are the narratives of Manu, the Flood, and the Goddess of Death. 
The last propounds that originally human beings were immortal, 
but later on became subject to death, due to disease and sins such 
as greed, anger, jealousy, hatred and infatuation. 

The beautiful story of the devoted wife savitri tolP in the 
S~r!l.tLpakhyaw.4 is of a very high order. "On account of the 
boldness and independence which SAvitrli shows ~n her actions. 
Dr. Winternitz suspects that this oem rna have formed art of the 
~ry. As regards the igh merits of the poet, ho 

1. Mbh, m, SO-78. 
2. Mbh, m. 257-276. 
3. Mbh. V. 131-136. 
4. Mbh, m. 277-283. 
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remarks: "Only a true poet could have described in such a touching 
and elevating manner the victory of love and constancy, of virtue 
and wisdom, over destiny and death, without even for an instant 
falling into the tone of the dry preacher of morality.'" The extent 
of the deep impression this legend has made on Hindu life can be 
seen from the fact that even to the present d devout Hindu wom n 
celebrate uall a festival in honour of -vitri in~der to secy;re 

married life. 

Many fables and parables have also found their way in this 
gigantic work as they illustrate the rules of worldly wisdom and 
morality, Thus a minister advises Dhritarashtra to follow the 
cunning of the jackal who, having secured the help of the other 
animals in seizing his prey, schemes to keep it for himself. On the 
other hand Vidura warns him not to follow the example of the king 
who, havin~ the birds~d, lost both. It 
is Vidura again whO'ti'arrates to Dhritarashtra the almost univer
sally known parable of the "~n in.1he well". It is calculated to 
exaggerate the dangers with which human existence is beset in this 
world and thus promote the ascetic ideal. Ernst Kuhn has traced 
throughout world literature the "circulation 9f this truly" non
sectarian ara e hich h served e-uail for the e 'fication of 
B~uddhj,.<;ts, Muslim~ C ristians and Je~."3 

\ 
he ito~udgala~ illustrates the~nd 

also the ligher ideal of the ascetic, who not only renounces the 
pleasures of this world but also those of heaven, and has only the 
one ideal of attaining the highest and eternal bliss, This doctrine 
of karman, again, which traces a man's happy or woeful condition to 

1. Winternitz, HIL, I . p . 398. 
2. Mbh, m. 80-153. 
3 . Quoted by Wintemitz, HIL, I. p. 409. 
4. MbIL, m. 246 It. 
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his past actions is at the bottom of many narratives. In the story 
of the BrablllaJ.l.a woman Gautami,' the God of Death himself de
clares that everything good or bad happens through the agency of 
Fate (here identified with Kala or 'time'). 

Most of these narratives, found in Books XII and XlII which 
have little connection with the main plot, are very important for 
the history of Indian asceticism, its ideal and ethics, and Brahmani
cal morality. They are even sometimes contrasted to show the 
superiority of the former over the latter. ::> Though in some respects 
the thoughts contained in the e narratives bear resemblance to the 
Buddhist or Jain way of life, they need not necessarily be derived 
from them. These two Books (XII and XIII) are primarily intended 
to include the didactic teachings put in the mouth of Bhishma, deal
ing with such subjects as the duties of a king, of the four castes and 
the four stages in life, politics, and the doctrine of liberation. 

Of all the philosophical tracts in the MaMbhiirata the Bhagavad
ifitO. ('Song of the Lord') is indubitably of the highest merit. It has 
become during the past century and a half the subject of numerous 
editions, translations and discussions, not only in this country but 
outside it. It contains the e~liest exposition of the 12hilosophy_.2f 
the Bhag_avata cult, Which later developed ~ and 
witfbe discussed in detail in Chapter XIX. There are differences of 
opinion about the Gitii being a genuine part of the original MaM
bh4rata. The adherents of the view that it is a later addition to the 
epic hold that the orig!nal...!ill<i.must have been composed as earll' 
a~he second ~~ury B.~ and assumed the form in which it appears 
in the Mahiibhiirata today, in the early centuries A.D. 

The .. Hari~arh.sa, which forms an appendix (khHa) to the MaM
bhiirata, has more or less gone through the same vicissitudes as the 
great epic itself. It is by no means the work of a single poet, nor 
even of one compiler, the text being a mass of legends and myths 
collected together for the glorificati<).!! of Vislu:m. The title of the 
work means 'the genealogy of Hari'. t The first part is entitled Hari
vamsaparvan and begins in the PtLra~14 style with an account ot 
creation. Besides the 10 of the YAdavas it also contains 
my-tholQgical narratzves. The second section, styled Vis~uparvan, 
deals with the feats and of the cowherd god Kris:h.Qa, 

1. MOh, xm. 1. 
2. Cf. Mbh. XII. 175. 
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the incarnation of Vis}U~.u. e third part is the~I._a~ 
conta~ning, like the Purat)as, certain prophecies regarding the Kali 
age aDd also much other matter which goes ill with the title. 

Mahiibharata that we have today has come down to us in 
t~ions, the r.thern an(i Southern. These two recensions 
can again oe further subdividec}--into versions according to the scripts 
in which the text is written. ~e Northern recension is thus made 
up of the~ t~, tlle Maitlilli, 1ge Bengali and 
t~vana~ri versions. The Southern recension comprises the 
~ tb..e Grantha and t~ Ma~alam ~rsjw1s) There are many 
differences and discrepancies in ese two recensions, and on the 
whole the Southern recension is longer than the Northern. This is 
not only due to the fact that there are numerous additions in that 
recension, but also because it contains numerous detailed episodes. 
"The Southern recension thus impresses us by its precision, schemati
zation, and thoroughly practical outlook. Compared with it the 
Northern recension is distinctly vague, unsystematic, sometimes even 
inconsequent, more like a story rather naively narrated, as we find 
in actual experience." 1 

Among the complete printed editions of the MahiibMrata three 
alone are important, viz. the Calcutta, the Bombay and the Kum
bhakonam editions. But none of these can be taken to represent 
any of the two recensions referred to above. The difficult work of 
bringing out a critical edition of the MahiibMrata, based on all the 
available manuscripts, is being most systematically done at the 
Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, Poona. The ideal of this 
critical edition is given by the late General Editor, Dr. V. S. Suk
thankar, in the following words: "What the promoters of this scheme 
desire to produce and supply is briefly this : a critical edition of the 
MaMbharata in the preparation of which all important versions of 
the Great Epic shall have been taken into consideration, and all im
portant manuscripts collated, estimated, and turned to account. Since 
all divergent readings of any importance will be given in the critical 
notes, printed at the foot of the page, this edition will, for the first 
time, render it possible for the reader to have before him the entire 
significant evidence for each individual passage . . . . ... ... . . Another 
feature of the new edition will be this. Since not even the seemingly 
most irrelevant line or stanza, actually found in a MaMbMrata 
manuscript collated for the edition, is on any account omitted, this 

1. V. S. Sukthankar, SuJeth4nk41" Mem(lri41 E,zition, Vol. I. p . 48. The remark. 
though made with reference to the Adiparvan. applies to the whole receruion 
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edition of the Mahiibhiirata will be, in a sense, more complete than 
any previous editioD. It will be a veritable thesaurus of the Mahil
bhiirata tradition". 1 

The conclusion drawn from the huge conglomeration of matter 
of the most diverse type, viz. that the text of the present epic has 
no unity of authorship or of time, is further strengthened by consi
derations of style, language and metre. All these show a curious 
mixture of earlier and later characteristics. It is therefore extremely 
difficult to speak of the age of the epic except in a general way. 
Scholars hold widely divergent views on the subject, but we may 
accept for all practical purposes the one expressed by Dr. Winternitz 
in the following words: "The Mahiibhiirata cannot have received 
its present form earlier than the 4th century B.C. and later than the 
4th century A.D."2 

This conclusion is based on the facts that on the one hand we 
have numerous references to Buddhism and to the Yavanas in the 
present form of the epic and, on the other, the works of such classical 
authors ~a and Kumarila and the epigraphic records of the 
fifth century A.D. onwards testify to the epic having at that time 
assumed a form of a Sroriti, or religious text-book. These inscrip
tions further refer to it as containing one hundred thousand verses, 
with which the present text closely agrees. 

It is now generally accepted that the great battle between the 
Kauravas and Pandavas was a historical event which occurred some 
flme between 1400 and 1000 B.C. It is equally true that the Slits
tradition and the narrative literature are of a very early date. It 
is, therefore, not unreasonable to assume that the great battle and 
at least some of the ballads of the kings who took part in the fight 
were nearly contemporary. It is, however, extremely difficult to 
fix the date when these floating ballads were first unified in ic 

em called t -Ma,hcibhiirata. Among the - rks, . theh~ 
uta-siitra is the first torefefto Hie ur kshetr e, 

and t e va -yana . hya-su Ta ows b th Bhiirata an~aM
bzY;tmta. ~ ooKs. oming to the early grammatical works 
we find that Patafijali deft itely knew a Pfu;lQu epic, and that. Pl'lQini 
explains the formation of the names of the epic personages and thc 
word 'Mahabharata'.3 Moreover, the acquaintance, though partial 

1. S"kthankar Memcrlal Edition, Vol. J. p. 13. 
2. Wlnt-emltz, HIL, I. p. 465. ~f. Parlliter, AIHT, p. 77. For the trustworthlneu of 

the Puranic account d. AIHT. pp. 119 ft. 
3. For the dates of Pil;Uni and Patanjali see s~Uon VI. 1 of this chapter. 
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of the MaMbhiirata, betrayed by the Pali canon, suggests that ao!> 
early as the fourth century B.C. the knowledge of the epic which ori. 
ginated in the west had begun to spread to the east. All these facts 
seem to indicate that the origin¥- epic poem, around which grew the 
enormous mass contained in th~ present MaMbhcirata, probably goes 
b!:ck to the Briihma1).a perio~ At the same time it must be admitted 
that the silence of the Vedas about the Mahiibhiirata is incompatible 
with this view of its early date. 

~i. The Rtimiiyu1)-CL 

~miiya?;la, ic ' ~ya~ ' ~t rnat oe ' 
according to inalgenous estimati;n, is ascribed by tradition to Valmiki, 
the iidikavi or 'the first author of ornate poetry'. That the Ramii
ya~ deserves to be styled as the iidikiivya will hardly be quest~oned , 
for herein we do find the characteristics of the later Sanskrit 
ornate poetry such as the descriptions of nature and the presence 
of the figures of speech, both of word and sense. It differs, even 
in its present form, from the Mahiibhiirata, not only in its external 
appearance but even in spirit. Whereas tht_M~bJui1'ata_has ak 
~os_!_..!_os!_i!~_~c ~rI!1 the Riimii ana still retains its ori inal 
~. ThOughthemetres are a most alike, in the Rtimiiya1)4 they 
appear more polished. In spirit , on the other hand, the MaM
bhiirata reflects the enuine feelings of its characters without any 
artistic embellishment, w erens in the Riimii a?;la the seem to bend 
~er e pen of t e poet and therefore appear less natural and 
~r~onscious. The sacred character of the Mahiibhiirata is 
not so much due to its heroes as to the didactic sections added to it 
at a later stage; but in the case of the Riimiiya1)4 the sanctity attach
ed to it is due to the inherent purity of its hero and heroine, who 
in their deified character have ever represented the ideals' of Indian 
conjugal love and faithfulness. Both the epics have undoubtedly 
influenced the thoughts and actioris of the Indian ,.1!eo,Ple for two 
~. Their universal popularity is evinced by 
the fact that not only the dramatists of the classical period, but also 
writers in the medieval Indian languages right from the beginning to 
the present day, in all parts of the country, borrow their plots from 
them. Even the cinema borrows freely from this source, and various 
popular festivals celebrate the victories of Rama over the demon 
Rav8l}.a, with the aid of his ally Haniitn.an, the monkey-king. 

The Riimiiya'lJ(l , in its present form, is made up of seven books. 
and SO~ ~lokas. The principal contents of this epic, too, 
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are too well known to need any treatment here. J30Qk I, the B4lq,· 
ka~ a, but it is complicated by 
the insertion of numerous Brahmanical legends and myths, some 
of which appear in the other epic also. Here, for instance, we come 
across the ij.j.sbyaSrmga legen~ the stories woven around the sages 
Vasishtha and Visvamitra, and also the myth of the descent of the 
Ganga from heaven. The_real sto,;y of the Rama eEic be~ 
Book II and ends with Book VI. The one difference between the 
two epics that strikes the reader, as he follows the main narrative, 
is that in the MahdbMrata, as far as the nucleus is concerned, the 
characters are all human beings and we live in the world of reality, 
but in the loo:rniiyal,t.O. , from the third book onwards we meet with 
demons and monkeys, and have to stretch our imagination to feel 
secure in the world of make-believe. Hi . tain~ 

num&r.QUS rrwtb&ofmd legends dealing witb-ihe-origin "'Of-the--Ra'""kshasas 
and-. the Rglltlt of their leader RaV8.® ~th Ineira, the earl life 
ofJianiiman, the les._ends of Yayati and Nahusha, and the Siidra 
ascetic Sambiika. As regards the Rama story, this book narrates 
that part which relates to Rama deserting Sita in the forest, her 
giving birth to the twins KuSa and Lava , and their singing the Rama 
epic in the court of Rama. 

As in the case of the MaMbMrata , the RamcIya1.t.O. has not com 
down to us in its original form . The whole of Book VII and most 
of Book I are undoubtedly later additions to the main Rama e ic 
for these two books contain anum er 0 topics whlC ave no, or 
very slight, connection with the main story. It is, again, only here, 
with a few interpolated ~ions in Books 11-Y.I~ that Rama 
appears as an incarnation of vishiiu, v.t!?ereas elsewhere he is only 
a mortal hero, and iQ the _senuine sections tM Vedic god Indra, 
and not Vislu:lU, is given the highest place in mythology. The 
l";inguage-ana style of the two later books also betray the hal1d of a 
different author. 

The text of this epic has come down to us itl three different 
recensions, one current in northern and southern India, the other 
in eastern India, and the third in north·western India. These 
three recensions vary amongst themselves very widely and hence 
it is difficult to speak definitely of the original form of the Rii:mii
ya1)4. Obviously these differences must have been mainly due to 
the oral transmission of the text for many centuries, during which 
the .J!t!1?sodists must have taken some l~erty in adding or deleting 
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certain passages to cater to the taste of their audiences. It was 
only when the epic was written down that it must have assumed 
a definite form to which there were no substantial additions or 
changes. 

From the numerous references to the Rama:ya~ and its author 
Valmiki in the Mahiibhiirata, from the abridged version in the same 
epic of the Rama story as we find it in the present Rama:ya~, 1 and 
also from a mention in the Harivamsa of dramatic . on 

the Riimiiyana., it may be conc u ed that the Ramaya~ in its 
present form must have existed a~ two hundred years before 
tpe ~urth~~ntu!.l__ A~, the latest date by which the Mahiibhiirata 
must tiaVe-arrained its final form. But the nucleus Qf the 

to the nucleus of the 

II. THE DHARMA-SASTRAS OR SMI;tITIS 

. The Dharma..sastras, ae..ca.!.!_ed S!!ll'it~, have played a very 
important pa"fflil'H1ndu life during the last two thousand years. 

1 . For Rimooikhyiina as an epitome of OUf' RiimiiYllJ).a, see V. S. Sukth4nkar, 
"Epic Studies VIII," Kane Comm. Vol. pp. 472-87. 

2. For tI detailed discussion see Wintemitz, HIL, I, pp. 500-517. 
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Although the V~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
in practice it is the roriti works to whic t e In us 
turn for the real exposition of religious duties and 

lso re arded as the onl authentic sources of 

In re -expan<fetl and 
metrical versi~ ? 0 to which reference has 
b"eei"i' made above.' Some scholars believe that each Sroriti was 
really based upon a Dharma-sutra, though it may not be always 
possible to trace this original source.2 The Sroritis have, however, 
incorporated the contemporary local customs and usages of the 
Sishtas (learned and cultured). In this way they have tried to keep 
abreast of changing times and reflect their spirit. The Smritis also 
owe much to the Mahiibharata which has particularly influenced the 
fonn of this literature, for , unlike the prose form of the Sutras, it is 
written in poetry. 

AS noted above, the Dharma-sutras cover the period from about 
the sixth to third century The ~ti works fol!Qw almost 
immediately afterwards, and extend over a period of eiiht hundred 
years or even more. As in the case of Dharma-siitras, we have a 
large -IWmber of works of this class which are ascribed to. ~ rishis 
but lll'e-O' eompal'ativel: - igin. -

~,a...DJuu-ma- ~Qr, Manu-smriti iscpot only the-oldest 
wor~o£ his eiass, but is also the most we -known, and held in the 
~even toda_y all over In_dia. Such ~ 0 ulajjty 
is no doubt, due mainly to the comprehensive-character of.the-work, 
and 18 also perhaps partly to be explained by the new theory of the 
origin of this class of work. Th~ iharma-wtras we~e manuals 
written by the teachers of the Yetna:schOoLil~ ce If tIrni 
~ . rM~1ir-s estric tbesa..schoo s 
&nel. and it was not till a later period that they were acknowledged 
as authority all over India. The Smritis, on the other hand, were -declared to be of divine origin, and hence claiL!!'0m the ven 
be~ to he authentic ~es of law fOr a_ ans. This is 
best illustrated by the case of Manu-smriti. As already noted, this 

1. Vol. I, p. 475. 
2. Introduction to BUhler's English translation of Manu-amrlti (SBE, XXV). Kane 

however, holds a different view (KHDS, I. 79) . The most elaborate account of 
the Dharma-Sistras or Smptis is given by Kane (KHDS, Vol. I), whose chrono
logy of the texts is adopted in this chapter. 
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metrical Smriti was probably based upon a Miinava Dhalma-sii,tra, 
which is now lost, but quotations from which have been traced 
in ~. e Smriti, however, contains a mytho
logical legend to the effect th these Institutes of the Sacred 
Law' were originally com osed by the Divine Creator who taught 
them to Bbrigu and other sages. t i ,igu. (or his pupil, accord-
ing to ~sions) . . This theory 
of divine origin undoubtedly gave a sacrosanct character to Manu
smriti and at least partially explains (or is explained by?) its im
portance and popularity. 

Though nothing definite can be said about its date, it is now 
generally agreed that the text was formulated some time between 
200 B.C. and A.D. 200. It was possibly revised several times. As we ----have seen above, the Smriti itself admits more than one redaction of 
the text, and the ~ says that the original text by Manu 
was successively condensed by Narada, MiirkID:lgeya and Sumati. 
The Smriti deals with t~~ i!!._!he four stages of 
~ those of the king and~s and husband and wife, ~ 

and cri~e or!.gin of the variou~s forms 
~~ -of oenances ana some philosophical doctrines. '{he commentary of 

ed - rmu-8tnyitt ~tOQiS 0 tha. .ninth century, _of 
GOVl dar~a to the eleventh, and of Kulliika, prob~ Ao the 
J!iirlee];iiLc~tury. 1 There are many other Smriti works of a more 
or less similar nature of which those of Yishnu, Yiiiiavalkya, ~a, 
Brihaspati and Katyayana are more important than others. They 
are all very import;;;t sources of law and social customs and will be 
more fully dealt with in Chs. XVIII and XXI. 

The Vaish~va Dha'rma-Siistra or Vish~tu-smriti is said to have 
been revealed by VishDU, It appears to be an old Dharma-sutra 
of the Ka1;haka school which was subsequently remodelled into a 
~ wrnten partly in prose and partly in verse, by a member ot 
the Bhagavata sect of the Vais~vas. The present text, however, 
probably originated not earlier than the third century A.D., though 
some would place it between A.D. 100 and 300. 

There is considerable difference of opinion among scholars re
garding the date of the other Smriti works mentioned above. We 
place below, side by side, the views of Jolly, 2 who represents the 

1. According to BUhler and others Kulliika ftourished in the fifteenth century AD. 
2. mndu Low Cl'l\d Custom by J. Jolly. Tr. by Dr. B. K. Ghosh. 
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older school of scholars, and Kane,l the latest writer on the subject. 

Name of the Smriti. Jolly's view. Kane's view. 
Yajiiavalkya 4th century A.D. A.D. 100-300. 
Narada A.D. 500. A.D. 100-400. 
Brihaspati 6th or 7th century A.D. A.D. 300-500. 
Katyayana (Later than Brihaspati) A.D. 400-600. 

The dates given by Kane have been adopted in this work, and' 
all the above Smritis, except that of Katyayana, have been treated 
as authorities for the period dealt with in this volume mainly in 
respect of law and social customs. In general the Dharma-siitras 
and Dharma...sastras have been regarded as sources of information 
about these topics, respectively in the two successive ages dealt with 
in Vol. I and Vol. II of this series, though probably most of the extant 
texts of the Dharma-siitras were put in their present form in the 
earlier part of the period dealt with in this volume, and some of the 
Dharma-sastras were not compiled until after that period. It is also 
important to note that though the term Dharma-sastra generally 
designates -the metrical Smriti work of the later period, it is .also not 
unoften applied to the Dharma-siitra work of the previous period. 
~ Dharma;zy.tra of :y~shlha, for example, is actually named 
V astshtha lfharma-S<istTa. 

III. DRAMA 

1. Origin 

In spite of all efforts to discover the origin of the Sanskrit drama, 
no solution has yet been found which commands general acceptance. 
Different theories have been put forward by scholars like Hille
brandt, Konow, Oldenberg and A.B. Keith. ~harata's Niitya.sii.str~ 

t~t extant ~!i. on Sanskrit dramaturgy, ~scl'ihes t.he-dr..ama 
~ssi ns to it a high place b reco nisin it as the 
flf!;b Veda ... and a: e _.sam . throws it 0 t& he 
·~iidr-as. The ear lest elements of the Sanskrit drama, however, may 
be discerned in the dialogue hymns of the lJ,igveda. Some of the 
yedic rituals also, like the Mahavrata ceremony which involved 
~e, may' have directly \!ontrihutcd to the develop
ment of the drama. 

Still the drama, in the full sense of the word, cannot be thought 
of till we come to the perioQ when epic compositions were largely 

1. Kane's views are summarise<J in KHDS, Vol. ll. Part I. p. xl. 
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sung by rhapsodists in popular gatherings. Prof. Keith observes: 
"One very important point in this regard has certainly often been 
neglected. The Sanskrit dram~ not consist .. .... of song and 

.prose aLits vital elements; the vast majority of the stanzas which 
are one of its chief features, were recited,~ung, and it was doubt
less fro.!!! the epic ~e practi~ recitation was in the main 
derivea.'" Thougff it is difficult to assert that..!3nini knew of the 
drama on the basis of his having used the word 'Natasiitra', Pataiijali 
(c. second century B.C.) ~ cez:!ainly be credited with the kn..Q.w
l~dge of drama~ re.Q_resentati~ast e.ven1s. "The balance of 
probability, therefOre, is thatthe Sanskrit drama came into being 
shortly after, if not before, the mid~2f the.....second centu!:y B.C. , 
and that it was evoked by the combinations of epic recitations with 
the dramatic moment of the Krisht;ta legend."2 

The treatises dealing with the theory of the Sanskrit drama un
fortunately date from a late period. The most ancient and, at the 
same time, the most important of these is the NiitYaSiistra of Bharata 
which will be discussed later in this Chapter. The nex or f. 
importance is the Dasct?'ii12_a. of Dhanafijala whD' flourished in the 
tenth century A.D:~he other works are of a still much later date. 

"____ -
. . The Sanskrit dramas were certainly meant to be enacted on the 
stage, and not merely read privately. The occasion for the perfor
mance of the drama was usually some festival in honour of a deity 
or a royal marriage or victory celebrations. For purposes of the 
theatre, generally, the quadrangle of a temple, the hall or courtyard 
of a king's palace, or sometimes even a cave of the type found in the 
Ramgarh hilP was u_!ed. 

2. ASvag11.osha 

ASvaghosha, the famous Buddhist oet and a cOll~mporary of 
Kams a, IS cre ited wit thorship ofllie thr,_ee BuCtctliist 
dramas-di~ at T-ul:fan__in_ Central Asia:5 ASvaghosha's 
authorship of one of them, the Sariputra-prakara1}a, a Praka
r~a in nine acts, is proved beyond doubt by the mention of his 
name in the colophon of the last act. Apart from being the oldest 

1. Keith, SD, p. 27. 
2. Keithl SD, p. 45; also cf. R. G. Bhandal'kar, "Allusions to Krishl)a in PataiijaU's 

MahiitJ1W.llhya," lA, m, pp. 14 if. 
3. ASI, 1903-4, p. 130. 
4. See p. 147 above. 
5 . See Ch. XXV. 
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extant Sanskrit drama, the SdriplLtra-prakara'tUl has an importance of 
its own, since in its formal aspect ASvaghosha mostly follows the 
rules laid down in the Ndtyasiistra for the composition of a Prakar8l).a. 
The benediction at the close of the drama, however, is uttered by 
Buddha himself, and it is not preceded by the usual phrase (at~1 
paramapi priyam asti' (Is there anything more pleasing than this?) . 
T e s b' ect-matter of the drama refers to the conversion Ma 
®uana an d1§ripntrp,_J:he he~ by Buddha, which involves some 
philosophic discussion. 

The ascription of the fragments of two other dramas to .~va
ghosha rests on the rather slender ground that all three of them are 
contained in the same manuscript and that in a general way they 
have the appearance of ASvaghosha's works. One of them seems to 
be an allegory, for it introduces such fi ures as Buddhi (wisdom), 
Jgrti-.{fame), ancLDhriti_ rcmness), all of them speaking in Sanskrit. 
The other drama is perhaps more interesting and humorous. The 
characters found in the fragments are ~, hetaera, lL Vidiishaka 
whose gluttonous nature is already in evidence, a rogue (dlLshtahJL. 
Qrince, ~r.iEPtra, and Maudg_al'ya.1ana. The very scanty material 
offered by these two dramas does not permit any conclusions about 
them. 

On the whole the Sanskrit of these fragments contains very few 
errors, some of which like Somadattassa can be easily attributed to 
the ignorance of the scribes. Among the genuine errors may be 
mentioned the use of krimi, pratigrihita and drttha. Among the 
Prakrits used in these fragments three different varieties can be 
traced. These prakrits seem..to hase been the JOIerunnefS of=th..e 
gr!upmaPians, Magadhi, Ardha-Magadhi and Saurasenl' The speech 
of Dush~a has all the three salient features of later Magadhl: it 
changes r to l, reduces all three sibilants to s, and the nominative 
singular of masculine nouns in -a ends in -e. But so far as the other 
features of phonology are concerned, like the sonantisation of hard 
consonants, elision of intervocals, cerebralisation of n, it differs from 
Magadhi. Even in the treatment of clusters like rj > .1i and not yy , 
ksh > kkh and not sk, sht and sh~h > tth and not st, it has nothing 
in common with the standard Magadhi. 

t clear beyond 
th letieJ:S -Gaba.m., shows the features Ardha-Maga hi. It 
has 1 for rand -e for nominative singular quite regularly and reduces 

1 . For details see Liiders, Bruchatucke buddhisticher Dramen, Berlin, 1911. 
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all sibilants to s. The Ardha-Magadhi of the grammarians, however. 
has both rand land -e and -0. 

The third variety of the Prakrit is instanced in...the language 
of the Vidiishaka and th.e-hetaera. It preserves r and has the only 
dental sibilant s; the nominative singular ends in -0; ksh > kkh, and 
not chchh. Thus far the dialect admirably agrees with the later 
Sauraseni, but its reluctance to soften or drop the intervocals and 
its preservation of n give it an appearance of old Sauraseni. Among 
other deviations may be noted the change of the clusters jn and ny 
to nn and not ?J.?J., and of dy to yy and not jj. 

3. Bhiisa 

Until the year 1912 when the epoch-making discovery of the 
thirteen TrivandruID plays was announced, the dramatist Bbasa was 
to Sanskrit scholars a mere name, celebrated by later writers like 
Kalidasa, ~a, Vakpati and Rajasekhara. But since the publication 
of these plays by the late T. Gana at· sastri, .Bhas eems t havp 
left th ran s Qf his former eoUeagl:!es.like Saumilla' and.Kaviputras 
ana joined those of the oetter known masters of S:inskrit belles
lettres. The text of these plays offers no direct evidence to settle 
the problem of their authorship. By ascribing them to Bhasa the 
learned 8astri gave rise to an animated controversy which does not 
seem to have ended even now. 2 

The whole Bhasa controversy really hinges upon two issues : 
(1) Are these dramas the works of one or more authors? and (2) Who 
is the author (or authors) of these plays? As regards the first of these 
two questions, scholars are now agreed that all the plays were writ
ten by one and the same author. The conclusion is based on strong 
internal evidence clearly pointing to the oneness of authorship: there 
are structural similarities, like beginning the play with the words 
nandyante tatab- p>raviSati Sutradhiirab-, or the use of the word 
sthiipana for the more common prastiivana, running through all the 
dramas or a large majority of them; _several of these plays disregard 
the rules of the Nii aSiistra, e.g. representing deaths, battles, sport, 
or sleep on the stage; there are similarities in single words and whole 
phrases as well as in ideas; even some of the stanzas are sometimes 
repeated in full; there are also similar grammatical irregularities and 

1. To Rimila and Saumilla, RiiaSekhara ascribes the Sudrakakatkci. Certain verses 
are ascribed to them and to Kaviputras in anthologies; cf. sarngadharapaddhati, 
133, 40; SubMshitiivali, 1698 and 2227. 

2 . For a recent and learned discussion see Pusalker, Bhasa-A Study. Lahore, 1940. 
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Prakrit archaisms. All these considerations point unmistakably to 
a single author, whoever he may have been. 

If, therefore, we can ascribe anyone of these dramas to Bhasa', 
his claim for the authorship of the rest of them may reasonably be 
conceded. To achieve this end the references to th Sva navasa -
~~!::","~""'Ioel:_:w.I:iters offer great help. Thus those sc 0 ars w 0 --=---favour the ascription of the plays to Bhasa argue somewhat as fol-
lows; the famous stanza 

Bhiisandtakachakre'pi chhekai~ kshipte pankshi tum 
Svapnavasavadattasya diihako' bhtin na pa:vaka~ 

clearly shows that Bhasa wrote not only the SvapnaV<isavadatta but 
a whole group of dramas; ~. in t.!!!;. introdu..£_tion 0 hie Harsha
~BI. mentions the following as the characteristics of the Bhisa
plays: they are begun by the SQtradhara, they cont i merous 
cl\aracters and are marked by the patGk.a8. Now the Trivandrum 
plays more than bear out all these features.' Then again the inci
dents in these dramas fully justify Vakpati's description of Bhiisa as 
iciZanamitta thlL_frienUf_1i.r.e- Ramachandra and Gunachandra in 
th:et:t ~aTPaf!-O. ascribe the Svapnavcisavadatta to Bhiisa and 
quote a stanza from that drama. Though this stanza does not occu,r 
in the printed text of the said drama, the fourth act in it contains 
a situation which easily envisages the possibility of such a stanza 
being once present in the text. 

The whole argument seems to be well constructed, and f a 
practical pprpaselil Bhisa may he til 0 be ~ of the Trivan
drurrf"p ays. Again the question of the date of Bhasa has also been 
a matter of prolonged controversy. Kiilidasa's reverential reference 
to him as a poet of established repute makes Bhasa's date hinge 
upon that of Kiilidasa. Of the two theories referring Kiilidasa to 
the first century B.C. and the fourth century A.D., the latter seems to 
be more plausible, and in that case Bhiisa's date may be placed in the 
second Or third century A.D.2 This also agrees well with the fact 
that Bhasa's Prakrit is later than that of ASvaghosha who flourished 
in the first cent.ury A.D. 

The plays ascribed to Bhasa...number thirteen3 and, except ehii
~l of them are preserved intact. They can be convenIently 

1. In the AvantuundarikatM also appears a stanza giving a few of Bhiisa's charac
teristics which are borne out by the present plays. 

2 . For an attempt to place Bhii!';! in the 5th or 4th !'l'"turv B.C. ~ee P,'~alker, 
B1wi&a-A Study. For making Bhisa a predecessor 'of Kauti}ya on linguistic and 
historical grounds see V. R. R. Dikshitar, Kane Comm. Vol., pp. 165-67. 

3. Ddmaka .. r 0 more d("mas ascribed to--BAasa. 
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divided according to their sources 

The dramas based on the Riimiiya~ show little ingenuit y on the 
part of the author. They vary from the original only in unimportant 
details and no effort at characterisation is in evidence. The Pratimri
ru'itaka derives its name from the tatue (pratimii) of Das ratha 

"tnat was placed in the statue-hall after hIS dea t describes 
Rama's exile and his return to Ayodhya after Rava~'s destruction. 
The incidents in the A.bhishek~niita1ca begin with the death of Valin 
and end in Rama's c~ka) . 

The Mahdbhiirata plays show the dramatist in bette r relief. 
The departures from the original show skill and intelligence and the 
characters are more lively and vivid. ThELMaJ1uttf1iUt-vUiilI0.fl_J:l <!e~ls 
with the trick plQ,ye_d_ upon Bh.ima._by HidimMl1{Ord~ empel 
the former to pay a visit to her. The self-sacrifice of the middle 
(madhyama) son is somewhat reminiscent of the Sun8}_l.Sepa legend 
recorded in the Aitareya Brahma1.la. In the ~ 
Ghatotkacna is seen as a messenger (duta) warning the Kauravas 
who are delighted at the death of Abhimanyu. In the Kcm;wbMra 
the hero 1 eprived of his armotn"'-by Bra 
The ~ . SWOllen rOllnd tUol;:.-U..Lll:lJUJ..:.1~::w,!!.-..u..u~~_w 
~. as an ambassador (duta) of the Pfu:lQ_avas, undertook to 
avoid the great battle. I e 'Orubhan a Dl.lI")'odhana is ~ as 

tl:l.l@-~Irc·O, though in the end his thigh is broken y . dversary. 
T Pafi'eA.amt.uu::.e. e incjdents- that red when the u-
~ -ra;yas tried to steal th ws of Virata. Its title is enved from the 

promise given uryodhana 0 bl).a to hand over half the realm 
to the Pfu:lQ_8vas if they were heard of within five days (or nights) . 

The....Ba.J!tc~,:i~epiclHhe ~ploits-of th ul Kris a. It 
shows many departures from the KrishQa legend known from ot 
sources, and has peculiarities of technique also. It commences with 
the birth of KrishQa. narrates some of his exploits, and ends with the 
r tablishment of Ugrasena at Mathura. 
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The A~~ derives its name from that of the hero, and 
dep1cts iIi a'f8lherunpolished style the love story of the hero and 
t~c~ss Kllr.aRgi. The starting point of the romance is the 
daring rescue ofth(;princess from the clutches of an elephant by the 
hero. The stumbling block in their marriage is the ~ s~ status 
of ~ which is temporarily thrust upon him due to some 
curse. The drama ends in happiness when the true identity of 
Avimaraka is re by Na da. 

Of th~e have only a~. It seems 
to have been based on the story which also forms the plot of the 
later ~ I revolves round th_e love affair bet ~.the 
het~era Vasantasena and the iIllPovm-lsne.-Hnercha h~tta. 

The ~~ara:w~ and _~~a~att~ .... ue 
Qased. Q t~ These two dramas are complemen
tary, the latter pickmg up the thread of the narrative where it was 
left in the former . King Udayana was taken captive to Ujjayini 
by the clever use of a stratagem. 1 Hie- nlinisteF Yau8and~a 
then took a vow (pratij1w) to release his master and succeeded in 
doing so. He also took away from Uj ' 1m rincess tii 
who had fallen in love with Udayana during the period of his capti
vity. The Svapnavasavadatta, which by the way is the best of the 
Bhasa-plays, shows king Udayana deprived of his kingdom by a 
certain ~ Vasavadatta and the minister are then re
ported to have died in a forest fire . This paves the way for the 
m~ -between.Udayana a admavtti the .E!~ss oLMagk~ha . 
With the help of his new relative;:tfdayada wins back his lost mg
dom and then meets his queen and the minister. The play derives 
its name from an incident in the fifth act where the king obtains a 
glimpse of the lost queen and thinks it to be a dream (svapna). 

c.r..-having writ ar es er of extant 
Sa ramas easily goes - . In technique he sometImes 
flagrantly violat r e oi"the Na: ·-stra. His plot-construc
tion is quite crude, and certain incidents are simply repeated. The 
magic and the divine, which give the plays an air of unreality, are 
introduced quite freely. Bhasa's style, however, is simple and direct. 
It does not involve the use of long compounds and too frequent 
em bellishments. 

1. See pp. 9-10 above. 
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the irregularities, and especially those of sandhi and vowel-quan
tities, are due to metrical requirements. Confusion in the activ~ 
and middle exists (e.g. garjase, slishyate, aprichchhiimi, parishvaja); 
absolutives of the type of grihya are found; the particle mil is use<! 
with gerundive (mil ... chintayitva); vachii, a form sanctioned 1:zy 
Bhaguri in nom. sg., is used; the form avachaya, used by Kalidasa 
also, appears for avachiiya. 

B~a's Prakrits'.-al'e later than those of ~31"lieP
tllan th~~he Prakrit normally used by Bbasa is Saura
seni. In it -t- > -d- and + > -(l-; intervocalic consonants are occa
sionally dropped; n > 1;l both initially and medially; aspirates like kh, 
gh, etc. often lose their occlusion; the cluster jfi shows either fin or 
1;l1;l but ny and 1;ly > 1;l1;l in all cases; the nom. acc. pI. term. of neut. is 
sometimes used for acc. pI. o~ mas. nouns; the Pratijiiiiyaugandha-; 
riiya1;la and the Chiirudatta on the one hand and the Biilacharita and 
the Pancharatra on the other also show two varieties of Magadhl, 
the sh and -0 of the latter alternating for the sand -e of the former. 

4. Sudraka 

19~Ud~ka, whom._. tradition ...credits ith the authorship of 
the la~e~Mri('hchhakatika, has remained so far, like king 
Vikramaditya, a mere legendary figure. The drama itself speaks of 
him as a person versed in many sciences and as one who died by 
consigning himself to fire at the age of a hundred years and ten days. 
He was known to the authors of at least half a dozen Sanskrit works 
like the ·~kanda pm'iina, Kiidambari, Harshacharita, DaSakumiira-
~----~ ~, ~ andl§is£S!!.!!:!j,gjJii. But nothing aefinite 

can be said either about the author or t~e date of the play. It is even 
difficult to say whether the play was written before or after Kiilidasa ; 
but the former view is more generally accepted. 

Th dramatist is indeb1ecLto the Chiirudatta. of Bbasa iol:...the-pl.ol 
is lay. But j.n the Mrichchhakapika the love story of Vasanta

se~atta is combined with a political event in which 
Aryaka, the friend of the hero, overthrows the ruling prince Palaka. 
The play is full of incidents of varied interest, which show the nobi
lity of Charudatta's mind and the selfless love of Vasantasena. The 
play derives its name from a scene in the sixth act where the young 
son of poor Charudatta complains of having to play with a toy-cart 
(sakata) made of clay (mr,it). All difficulties are overcome, and the 

1 . For details see W. Printz, Bh4sa'~ Praknt, Frankfurt. 1921. 
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<ir.am.a ends in happiness, for V~santasena was freed from her low 
,position and enabled to become the lawful wife of Cbarudatta. 

. The drama is technically L Prakara:J:Ul in te~ ~ It bears 
ample evidence to the author's capacity to invent incidents and depict 
varied characters. The Vidushaka, for instance, takes keen interest 
in delicious food; but his steadfastness to his friend in times of adver
sity and the warmth of his heart distinguish him from his fellow
characters in the Sanskrit drama. The drama also offers a trust
worthy picture of the everyday life of the people in those days. The 
author's style is simple and effective; he gives us many utterances 
full of wisdom. 

The Prakrits of the play are more important than the Sanskrit, 
which in general agrees with the norm. These Prakrits evince a 
large ' number of variety not to be witnessed in any other extant 
drama, viz. Sauraseni, A vantikli , Prachyli, Magadhi, sakari, Cha~~ali, 
and I;>hakki or Takki. This distinction in the use of the Prakrits 
.mostly agrees with the rules laid down in the Nii~ya.Siistra. The 
dialectal differences among them are quite minor, so that they are 
mere variants of either sauraseni or Magadhi. Only the Takki seems 
to have enjoyed some individual existence. It preserves the palatal 
and the dental sibilants and changes sh > s and in this respect it may 
be compared with the European and Syrian dialects of Romani. 1 

IV. SANSKRIT SECULAR POETRY 

1. Origin of the Sanskrit Kiivya 

Of Sanskrit secular poetry we have unfortunately no exact 
"work dating back to the days preceding the Christian era,2 a period 
marked by fervent activity in Prakrit literature. This once gave 
.rise to a theory that the Sanskrit Kavya originated in Prakrit
a view now definitly rejected on good grounds. That the seeds for 
the growth of Kavya were already sown in the 1;tigvedic period be
-comes clear from the use of apt similes in the earliest hymns. The 
dana-stutis composed in praise of patrons evince that exaggeration 
which contributes so much to the elaboration of later epics. Coming 
to the epic period we find in the Riimiiya1}.a the earliest specimen of a 
'Court-epic. In the Riimiiya1}.a is also to be found some indulgence in 

1. For details see Mehendale, "Takki or J;>hakki," BDCRI, I. pp. 190 ft. 
~. To Pinini, however, tradition ascribes the Jcimbavativijayam or Pd'cila.v!jayam. 

There are also some verses ascribed to Pfu;lini in the anthologies, but the identity 
of the poet and the ~ammarian Pil;Uni is by no means proved. cf. Krishnama
chariar. HCSL, pp. 84-85. 
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the formal aspect of the poem to the detriment of the matter-a cha
racteristic which became so salient after the period of Kalidasa. 
A Vararucha kiivya is mentioned Pataii 'ali who also offers unmis
t~or the cultivation of lyric and gnomic verses. 
Lastly, the early Sanskrit inscriptions show the transitional stage
between the simple and flowing Kavya on the one hand and the orna
mental and slowly-moving Kavya on the other. They testify also 
to a tendency towards using long compounds and efforts at achieving 
the sound effects. 

2. A.svaghosha 

ASvaghosha, whose dramas have been discussed above, is the 
author of several political works. Of these the Saundarana~ and 
the ~~ai written in._th lat~r~.st.yl&," are easily the best. 
The ormer describes in~ the conversion of Buddha's 
half-brother_Nanda 12Y.2?udPea h~lf. Nanda was too much attract
ed by the beauty of his wi e and the pleasures of worldly life to be
come a convert. But he was persuaded to lay aside the thoughts of 
his wife by his attention being drawn to more beautiful heavenly 
nymphs, and he was further told not to value the heavenly life too
high, for even that was transitory in character. 

As regards the original length of . the Buddhacharita, we are 
informed by I-tsing that it ran into twenty-eight cantos, and this is 
independently proved by ~ prepared in the flfth 
century A . D. But the text that is available today shows only 
seventeen cantos of which, again, only the first thirteen are genuine, 
the rest being added in recent times by Amritananda. The text 
narrates, in accordance with the traditional account, the life of 
Buddha. The poet's originality is, however, seen in his selection 
of incidents and depicting them in a touching manner. The influence 
of the Rdmaya'l_la on this work is unmistakable. ~Y 
r'eminasus of Dasaratha, and Sundari of Sita. Even a few incidents 
like the lamentations of the p~e sight of the chariot without 
Rama in the Riimaya'l_la and without Siddbartha in the Buddhacharita. 
show a close resemblance that cannot be overlooked. 

To the same poet and philosopher are ascribed the MaMya'1!!
~h~2 which discusses t!:l-e early Mabaya~w I the alr~-

, m g a vehement attack the- caste ystem the-----~ which bears ample witness to ~ !!J,1t.hor's skill in 
metre and his sense of sound values. Reference may be . made in 
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this connection to the~utTiilankaTa or Ka.~aWi· ~ 
ce ascribed to Aivllg osha. "'Tne aTscovery of the fragments of 

this work in Central Asia is important on more than one account. 
In the first place, it clearly shows that the title Sti.triiZankiira given 
to this work by a Chinese version was a misnomer; and, secondly. it 
lays at rest the problem of the authorship of the work by ascribing it 
to ~ta (and not to ASvaghosha) who may havEt flourished 
a Ii Ie later than ASva osha. The fragments bring to light some 
eighty narratives and ten parables. The form of the work is prose 
mixed with verses, a style which was given a sort of ~ 
~Wk@niiUi. 

ASvaghosha's style belongs to that variety which later on caml.~ 

to b~ It is simple in diction and clear in mean· 
ing, in spite of the author using certain words which later became 
obsolete in their peculiar nuances. The language of ASvaghosha 
fai rly agrees with standard Sanskrit though a few irregularities like 
the epic gerund grihya are found . 

3. Arya Sura and other Minor Poets 

We owe to Sura the San rit vex:sioll of the Jitaka tales 
in-the form of the 'dtaJeam.a1.ci, written in prose lOterming ed with 
verses. Most of the stories in this work are those included in the 
Pali Jfltaka ook or in the..Eha~ifaka. They narrate the life of 
Buddha in his former births and also illustrate the paramita8, the 
various perfections, ascribed to the Buddha to be. The style of 
Arya Sura, like that of his predecessors, is simple and clear. His 
language in general is free from blemishes. The JdtakamiiUi was 
translate into C in e' A . 434, and Arya Sura therefore pro~ 

bably lived in the third or fourth centu 

To the philosopher ~~juna (c. second century A.D.) we owe 
two bilosoph.ica..L.wL}1'. .e -Madh~1lli!kakarikci and the. S1Iohzil
lekoha, -the latter summarising the Buddhist doctrine in the form of 
a letter. The ~tu~ati~ of A1)':a Deva, perhaps of the third 
century A.D., criticizes the Brahmanical practices. The Ma1uiy<ina~ 
siA.triilanJcara of Asanga, showing the mastery of Buddhist writers -----.:.:.. 
over Sanskrit, perhaps belongs to the fourth century A.D. 

V. THE AVADANA LITERATURE 
The nature of the Avadana (Pali Apadana) literature will be 

discussed later in connection with the Pali canon.2 Of the Sanskrit 

1. Wintemitz, HIL, TI, p . 276. 
2. See Ch. XIX. B. VI. 
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Avadanas he A It may be 
pl~d in the second century A.D. as it is reported to have been 
translated into Chinese in the third century A.D. These is nothing 
artistic in the arrangement of the tales, their principal purpose 
being edification and not mere amusement. The DivyavacUina, 
too, may have belonged to the same period as that of the AvacUi
naSataka. The origin of the work seems to be complex as its style 
also suggests; simple prose with equally simple gathiis is found along
side prose with long compounds and verses in elaborate metre. In 
certain sections Prakritisms like the loss of the final consonants are 
to be met with; there are also to be found a few rare words and 
words with rare meanings. 

VI. SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE 

1. Grammm' 

Though the beginnings of grammatical studies in India can be 
traced back to the period of the Brahm8.9-as, the first important 
treaHs on the sub 'ect is Yaska's N ' The ~th 
etvmoJoiY ~b ' ect in~lu e n tlie six Ved.ail , taking into 
;_~ount only the VediC-;-ords. The earliest work, therefore, deal
ing with the grammar of the contemporary spoken language is 
P~s Asht4dhYMii. The author refers to h' redece . e 
~ ~kaJ which indicates the existence of a long 
tradi'o of matic.al lUll s before the days of Panini. The 
great grammarian. as the native of villa~le~$w.itYu. in the 
~. His woit{,' the~ consists of some 
~ed, as the title suggests, into~. The 
principal aim of the work is to describe the bhiishii, or the current 
medium of expression. The Vedic usages are marked out by such 
terms as ~hhandasi, nigame or ~ The date of Pfu:tini is not 
definitely known an~een variously estimated 'between the 
seventh and ourth cen ries B .C. On the one hand he was later 
than Yaska, and on the other earlier thim Pataiijali and Katyayana. 
The langua~e, of which he taught the ~rammar, was .m_ore akin to 
the rose of e .a a than to the Classical Sanskrit literature, 
and this explains the absence in later literature of many forms and 
expressions explained by the ~reat grammarian. Moreover,r9 
does ot indicate any knowled~e of Southern India which the Aryans 
certainly knew from the days of oka. And if the city of Sank ala 
'mentioned by Pfu:tini' can be identified with Sail gala, a city said 
--------- - ----------~---

1 . IV. 2.75 
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to have been destroyed by Alexander, Pfu;Uni must have certainly 
lived before this event. On the whole, we may place the great 
grammarian aboEt the fifth century B.C.l 

The next important figure to f w as Kat - a who 
flourished about tpe tbjrsl century B Q. During the period that elapsed 
between these two grammarians some forms recorded by Pat,lini 
had become obsolete and some other new forms had come into vague. 

-t a ana tes 1 these_:.cha_!!Ses i~~n ... lan£uag~· th 
fo of his Va . The object of his work was to ex-plain and, 
support"'the u .ras of ~m and also to amend and supplement them 
wherever necessary. 

fKM,.Qyal't!ylae £oU~n 
H~ahdbhds!wJt i ~a~m~o~r~e~ex~te:!n~s~iv~~:",*,~~~~~~ 
ti1'fte~ e~~iitras. Sometimes e agrees with Pru:uni 
where fityayana fiiIds fault with him; and on other occasions he 
upholds the view of Katyayana as against P~ini. In accordance 
with the changes introduced in the language by the lapse of time, 
Patafijali also gives certain sup lementar rules ish ·s). The 
Maluibhdshya is perhaps the earliest specimen of a commentary, a 
mode of writing which came to be extensively employed in later 
days. The presence of proverbial expressions and references to every-
day life make the work interesting reading. ai ata's co nt 
o~ Mahdb~hua belongs to the twelfth centu 

2. Dramaturgy 

- ~,;a ascribed to tBharata I is not only the earliest 
extant work on dramaturgy but, incidentally, it is also the earliest 
work dealing with the topics of poetics. The work, thJ)'1Sb- mostzy 
compo ·n....Sl.oka8,paakes of some of the features of the sutra 

". 

style. It has come down to us in a rather badly preserved form of 
which two main recensions may be noticed. The Northern or the 
later recension consists ~s, while the Southern or the 
earlier recension~s. Nothing definite can be said about 
the date of the NiityaSdstra. It has been assigned by different scholars 
to various dates between the second century B.C. and third century 
A.D. ~ta..1....whom tradition make~contemEorary or id~ 
~th ~das.! (fourth century A.D.), s~o haxe writtelLfI com
~ary OD it. The Prakrits recognised by the Nii~yaSii8tra are later 

1. R. G. Bhandarkar, ]BBRAS, 16, p. 340; Keith, HSL, p. 425. For still earlier date 
(700-600 B.C.) ascribed to Piu:Uni cf. Belvalkar, S'll6temlJ of Sa1l4krit Grammar, 
p.15. 
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than those of ASvaghosha. It recognises the ~ 
which is not found in the dramas other than those ... of ASvaghosh@, 
and Bhasa. On the other hand, Q ignores the Maharashtx:i ~ 
IS freel used in e I ter classical dramas. Th ~_ ...... at ..... ____ _ 
violates some of til r-ulea htrrata su!?gests that in his days the 
Nii~yaMstra had not obtained sufficient sanctity. All this evidence 
goes to suggest the third century A.D. as a probable date of this 
work.' 

The~a8i8tro . 
on Sansktit dramaturgy. 
se~ms to have been held in high veneration so that later writers 
have merely followed this old work. Speaking of the drama, it says 
that the ~ of Brahma himself. It further 
assigns to drama a very high status by ranking it as the fifth Veda. 
It then goes on to discuss in quite an elaborate manner the plot, the 
characters, and the sentiments which constitute the essentials of a 
drama. In this connection it mentions the different divisions of the 
drama and gives their distinguishing characteristics and construc
tion. The NatyaSiistra also deals with such other relevant topics as 
the gestures of the actors, the mode of delivery, and the dress and 
other equipment. It says that the dress and the make-up should 
always be appropriate to the rasa or bhiiva, and also suggest the 
correct way of speaking in the drama, which should be appropriate 
to the different emotions intended to be conveyed. It may be noted 
here that the NiityaSiistra gives a detailed account of the use of the 
languages, especially about the assignment of the various forms of 
Prakrit to different characters. reU ious eremOllY, called t~e 

ar . b .... t recede-th . described in detaIl 
~, but it has practically gone out of vogue in the classica 
drama. 

The theatre and the scenery are also given proper attention by 
the author. He mentions three kinds of theatres, one for the gods 
and the other two, the rectangul!! and the trianijllar , evidently 
mea~t f~ h~!.!!~~~s. The author has not forgotten the role 
whici1£he audience plays in the successful representation of a drama, 
and says that the audience should be clever and capable of appre
ciating the feelings and emotions expressed by the actors. 

The Niityal>({istm deals with poetics, metre, music and dance as 
they affect the composition and representation of the drama. It is 

1 . Keith, SD, p. 292. 
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..responsible for the development of an important doctrine of rasa or 
~ It accepts rasa as th esse ce .._ and relegates 
QU7)4 and amnkara to a subordinate position. It recognises eight su.b
divisions of the....sen~, which is just a condition prod~ced in the 
mind of the audience as a result of the emotions of the characters. 
It enumerates ~ ta~ or embellishments of poetry (Kavyavi
bhiisha1;Uini) , four poetic types, and ten poetic merits and faults. It 
does not distinguish between the ~ an~ but 
mentions the ~ (with five sub-divisions), t,he Ru_palsG, the 
~and t~asthe~. 

The author, however, recognises that the theorist can give only 
a few suggestions, the people themselves being the final authority 
<>ver the drama; and as human nature affords immense variety, no 
hard and fast rules can be insisted upon by theorists. 

3 . Metrics 

~ The ~ of ~ics is supposed to have ~ated _.!Vith 
~g!!JaJapd, his ... Cl~~..-St1tTn is even believed to VedjAga. ' 
It is generally agreed, however, that it wa"Sprobably -40il,Aj' ~~~~ 

a sure foundation to this s . nee. He started the practice 
of measurm a metrical line with the help of the Trikas or the 
eight ~o~s of three ~tters each. From very old times the 
~ ~ 

Sanskrit metres in the Vedas were distinguished from each other by 
the number of letters contained in each line of a stanza. In the days 
of the ~, ~ of this type were already noted; but 
as the science progressed and metres came to be harnessed to a new 
kind of music, each one of these 26 varieties yielded many different 
metres, according as the order of short and long letters in their line 
changed. This new kind of music is the ~ as distin
guished from the ~ of the Vedic and the Tala Sangita 
-of the purely Apabhrari:lSa metres. This rna San -~ 
a sound-var' ation , unlike t Svau- Sailgita which is based upon 
a ur; modulation of the ice unconnected it variation of 

_.,I 
sho and long sounds.2 

the Classical Sans):u:ii;.. with the Anush ubh, 
are baaed upon thfs Va . . gita. The earliest and most success
ful attempt to define a few among these many sub-varieties of the 
main 26 kinds is found in Pin la's Chhandas Sutra, and this is 
very likely the reason why fi:iU~ela is §.llppO~e 

1 . Vol. I, p. 478. 
"2 . PO, VllI, p. 202. 
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Sanskri~s. Along with these Va0)8. Vrittas, which are based 
~n a positive form of the Va~a Sangita, Piilgala mentions three 
other main varieties of metres which are based upon a negative 
form of that Sailgita. These are the Arya, the Vaitaliya and the 
M.atrasama~ In later metrical works they are all counted as the 
Matra Vrittas; but Pingala does not call them by this name. Even 
the enumeration of the five Matra Gal)as of four Matras each, which 
are necessary for these metres, is peculiar in the case of Piilgala. He 
describes them as though they were only another group of the 
Akshara Ga.l).as, where the usual ta, na, rna and ya are dropped and a 
group of two long letters and another of four short letters are added. 
Among the Varl)a Vrittas, Piilgala does not define metres whose lines 
contain less than six letters. Jayadeva and Bharata also do the 
same so far as the Sanskrit metres are concerned; but the latter 
defines and illustrates the shorter metres from Prakrit poetry. This 
is really noteworthy. 

I1.,..W.auld also be noticed that Piiliala mentions only four of the 
...si_x-Pra'!yayas; he completely d~s th~ad7ivan and does not at all 
r1fer to the graphical representations of long and short letters as is 
done by writers who came after him. This would perhaps indicate 
that at his time the writing down of metres was not much in vogue. 
Piilgala's date is uncertain; yet it is clear that he belongs to a period 
which is posterior to the full development of th~ epic Anushtubh and 
Tri~bl} or the.. U~ati.. He is nevertheless an ancient writer and is 
me~ in his Bhashya on the Mimamsa Sl1tras . 
He may thus be assigned to the first or second century before Christ . 
Pingala himself mentions earlier authorities like Rata, M.al)s!avya, 
KaSysEa and others while defining the classical m~ which shows 
that the development of the classical metres had begun long before 
Piilgala. 

_Bharata's NiitYaSiistra also contains two chapters on metres, 
namely Chs. 16 and_32.' I the former, the names of the metres at:e 
introduced by Mudra, while this is not done in the latter, where the 
illustrations are mostly in Prakrit and seem to have been composed 
by Bharata himself. At least, the Prakrit illustrations do not appear 
to have been extracted from any sustained poetical composition. 
Bharata makes a distinction between the 'metres described in Chs. 16 
and 32; the former are to be used for the general type of poetry to be 
employed in dramas, etc., while the latter are exclusively to be 
employed for purposes of singing and for the Dhruvas. A Vritta ii 
1 , Edited in Kashi Sanskrit Series. 
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~thYa. (to be recited), while the Gitas in Ch. 32 are geyc). (to be s~g) , 
acEOWlfr£ to Bba;ata Usually the metrical definitions are glVen 
in a whole stanza in the metre which is being defined ; but some
times they are given even in an Anushtubh stanza. As noted above, 
metres containing less than six letters in a line are defined and 
illustrated by Bharata under the Gitas in Ch. 32. Bharata's 
notable deviation from Fmgala is that, whereas the latter uses 
merely a Sutra for the definition, he defines the metres in a full 
stanza, composed in the same metre which is being defined. When 
this was done, there really was no need for an additional illustra· 
tion; but Bharata invariably quotes a stanza in illustration afte r 
defining a metre. Fmgala gives no illustration at all. 

Ja i met~s. He 
closel ~ow.!..the plan of Pm~a, giving the Vedic metres in the 
first three chapters, and then the Matra Vrittas (Ch. 4), Vishama 
and Ardhasama VaJ1:.la Vrittas (Ch. 5), the Sama VaI'J)a Vrittas 
(Chs. 6 and 7) and lastly the six Pratyayas (Ch. 8). He, however, 
differs from Ph'1gla in two important respects. He mentions 
ftdhvan among the six Frat~ which was not even hinted at by 
Pmgala. Adhvan is the space occupied by a given metrical line 
when written down, the rule being that each letter, whether short 
or long, shall occupy the space of an Angula, and that so much space 
shall also be left between any two letters. This indicates that by 
Jayadeva's time writing had come to be employed, though it was in 
its early stages when the letters were required to be rather big in 
view of the writing material, which could not have been either birch 
bark or palm leaves, but merely big wooden, stone, or metal boards. 
The second point in which Jayadeva differs from Fmgala is that the 
former employs in his metrical definitions single lines of the very 
metre which is being defined, whereas Piilgala used only the Sutras. 
As contrasted with Bharata, Jayadeva has i~y by 
making the definition itself serve the purpose of illustration. a-
deva' uoted b Abhinava u (himself lJuoted 

y .. H~~andra), and " own even to arahamih ra. 
He may roughly be assigned to a period w Ich Immediate y-==~=-
Bharata and, therefore, to the secon r thi:;d. Qentu A 
d"" H :1ctVlldevttChhtmd6~J'S so far known to exist in a --siMI scri ,which also c~ 
o~a, sOll of Mukula. Jatladeva.chhandcts has recently been 
published with Harshata's commentary.' 

1. See pp. 1-40 of Jayo.ddm4ft, edited by H. D. Velankar. Bombay. 1949. 
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4. Science of Polity 

~ was known by various names, Arthasastra, 
~::tinIt~;;Niti.Sastra=, etc. ~nd.d It not onI . 
tlaa.ldH':(m~ a org~ahon atlv 
~~.hut also vatiousJD.a1ters connected with State and-sotiety-wftich 
w w esu' '~. 

A t these..subjects-Wel'e ..treated in a section in the I>~s 
an ter in harma - ti. But independent treatt :re 
also written at an early date. The A'rthaSastra ascribed to ~u=ri 
($0 ~;Qnnl!g_upta) is the_ earliest extant WQrk of this class, 
but it contains references to a large number of treatises which were 
regarded as authoritative in his days. These were the products of 
no less than ~ls and thirteen individual writers on the 
science of polity. Many of these are also mentioned in the aha.
boorata which d~a~ with the subject uncle e name Ita·a. ar a. 
Kauplya's ArthaSastra, however, gradually came to be regarded as 
the standard work on the subject and, as often happens, the previous 
works were cast into shade and completely lost by the pre-eminence 
and the well-deserved reputation of this masterly and comprehensive 
treatise. Ever since its publication in the year 1909 this work has 
provoked a prolonged controversy as regards its authenticity 
and date, which does not seem to have been finally settled even now. 

Indian tradition is unanimous in holding the A1'thaS<istra as the 
/ 

,work of Kau~ilya, and the work repeatedly ascribes itself to ~tily~ 
(or Visln;lUgupta) , also styled e ak)CQ.. who is reported to have 
been the minister of Cjlandhgup ay,cra. The work would thus 
belong to the't§!t~~ury B.C. T ose scholars who favour this 
traditional theory point out that lliaQ~nJand the author of the 
,Panchatantra ascribe the ArthaS<istra to Vislu).ugupta or ChfuJakya, 
~ is certainly aware of a treatise on political science 
by Kautilya ; that the Nitisdra of Kamand is based on Vis1u).u
gupta's work on pOlity and iUs ayana seems to have modelled his 
wqrk on the Art ha.siistra; that both Kiilidasa and Yajiiavalkya seem 
to be indebted to Kautilya 's work; that the picture of the society 
portrayed by Manu and Yajiiavalkya is in many respects later than 
the one depicted by Kautilya; that the divergences between the 
·Kaupiliya and the Manu-smriti show the antiquity of the former; 
and that the civil and constitutional laws explained by Kautilya are 
similar to those recorded by Megasthenes. 
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The opponents of the traditional view, however, maintain that 
the ArthaSastra is a later wor)t, which may have been based on the 
'teachings of Kautilya, but cannot have been a work by his own hand. 
In support of this theory they point out that the mode of citation 
'iti Kauplya{l.' or 'neti Kauplya{l." in the text speaks against the 
authorship of Kautilya; that the very name Kautilya, which means 
'falsehood', is nothing to be proud of and hence is highly suspicious; 
that the close agreement between the ArthaSdstra and the K(ima~-utra 
~nd the fact that they both quote the same rare authorities suggest 
closeness of their dates; that the reference to China in the A'rtha.S<istra 
points to a later date for the work; that the Purfu;las and later works 
are siient about Cha.I:utkya's literary activity; that even in the latest 
-parts of the Maooboorata Kautilya is not referred to, o_nly Brihaspati 
a~Sukra_being mentioned as the ~ of NIti; that though 
Pa~efer.s to ..th,!kMauryas and the saboo of Chandraguuta. he 
if sile.m--about Kautil~; that not onI does Me as e t refer 
to him but also that in matters of essential details the two authors -----entirely differ; that in the A'rthaSa.stra there is no E!fe~nce either 
t~drague§:Qiio his=capjta[~a; t~ 
government laid down b the ArthaSastra pertain to a small state 
and not a vast em~re as that of Chandr~\!E!a; that the ~ 
o~ and tEe use of the word surtL1iga (Greek syrinx) suggest 
contact with Greeks over a long time; that the metre and the language 
a re regular and have no special archaic features; and that, on the 
whole, the work seems to have been w~ aEd not 
by a statesman. According to this view, therefore, the ArthaSdst7'a 
~~r than the time of Chandragupta Maurya 
and may ev as te as A.D. 30 The question has been further 
discusse in the Appendix. 

The work is divided into....!§. adhikara~ with JJ!9_prakarf!.~as . 
It is also divided by another device, perhaps a later one, into 
~ separated from one another by the insertion of verses 
summarising the subject of each adhyaya, The form of the work is 
::.aid to be a combination of~ and BMshya (commentary), The 
t erm S1ltra probably applies to the heading§. of the...E.rakara~as, and 
the rest is a commentary on it with a certain mixture of verses. The 
purpose of the work is stated to be that of laying down means for 
the acquisition and maintenance of domimon over the earth. The 
various topics that are dealt with in the different adhikara1J4s are 

-------------------------
1 . ''This Is (or is not) the view of Kau~ya." 
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briefly as follows: ~e education and discipline of princes; the 
qualincation of ministers; the different kinds of spies; the daily 
duties of a king; ~e superintendents of different departments and 
the departments themselves; the administration and fortification of 
towns, industrial establishments, regulation of prostitution, etc.; ~ 
civil law; ~emoval of dangerous elements and criminal law; W 
methods to remove state-enemies and till the treasury of the king , 
salaries of government servants; (6"'"and'7) seven elements of king
ship and the six lines of policy; ~vices of the king and calamities, 
such as floods, fire, etc., to the State; (hnd--1O) military campaigns; 
(l.}t corpora tions and guilds; (J.2'-and -l'3) methods to win wars and 
become popular in a conquered country; OAJrecipes for preparing 
powders and mixtures to produce illusive appearances, spread 
diseases, etc.; (u1description of the plan of the work. 

The style of the ArthaSiistra, though generally simple, is enig
matic in places. The presence of many obscure and technical terms 
renders the work at times difficult to understand. Its language is 
c~ though a few un-Pfu.linian forms like Tochayante 
and papishthatama occur. 

S. Medicine 

prescr' es s. 
canonical literature to topics concerned with medicine' and Patafi
jali's reference to Vaidyaka speak for the development of this science 
in the early centuries preceding the Christian era. But only a few 
works on medicine have come down to us in the form of Sarilhitas 
dealing with various topics. The oldest among them is the Sarilhita 
ascribe Charaka. His date is uncertain, though tradition makes 
him the h sici 0 the rea ki ni . The available text 
of this Sarilhitli is not the original one but that which was revised by 
Pr!Qha_pal~a Kashmirian of the ninth century. Dri~abala himself 
SdmitsOf'having added certain chagters to Charaka's work. It deals 
with such topics as the eight principal diseases, .diet ru;d remedies. 
patholo81, anatomy, embryoloi"y, etc. Its p~pularity can be gauged 
from its early translations into Persian and Arabic. 

'Fbe-Salil.bitB._ascrib.ed tQ SuSruta is e ual~a.mous. From the 
Mahiibhiirata we learn that Swruta was the son of ViSvlimitra. This ......,__._____ -
1. Cf. particularly the story of Jivaka in the Vinaya Texts of the MUlasaryjati

vidins (Gilgit M41lUlCTipts, Vol. ill, part 2, pp. 1-52). 
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Samhita also has not come down to us in its original form. We are 
told tha~ Nagarjuna worked over SuSruta's treatise, and we have also 
a text in a revised form by Chandrata. The treatise deals with such 
topics as pathology, anatomy, embryology, therapeutics, and toxi
cology. It also contains two chapters on surgical instruments and 
the mode of operation. 

Th.e Bhela Sazhhitij is preserved in a defective manuscript. It is 
mostly in metrical form with some mixture of prose. 11: shows 
acguai:atilaGe with S\.lMuta and_ has the same divisions as jn tbe 
Ch:araka Samhita. 

The so-called Bgwer manuscriet ' discovered at KBShgar in 
1890 contains certain tracts on medicine. Palaeographically it has 
been assigned to the fourth century A.D. and special importance 
therefore attaches to a number of previous authors cited, viz. Atreya. 
Ksharapfu:li, Jatukal'1}.a, Parasara, BheQa, Harita and SWruta. It 
deals with the qu~i~ of ~c, elixirs fo~ro~~in.£ life, recipes 
for external and -fnternruapplication, and many other topics. The 
tract called the Navanitaka fQ.rms the cream of earlier wrks and 
discusses powders, decoctions, elixirs, etc. Another manuscript in 
fragment and written on leather was discovered ifLEast Turkestan. 
It dates from c. A.D. 200 and expounds the doctrine of ei~bt of ten 
~ as opposed to the six found in the works of Charaka and 
SuSruta. The language of these treatises is Sanskrit, but it shows a 
marked influence of the current Prakrit tendencies_ 

VII. GENERAL REVIEW 

The literary activity of the period shows a great advance over 
that of the preceding one. The religious literature has grown in 
content and diversity, and the vast canonical literature of the 
Buddhists throws into shade anything attempted before or since in 
this line. Philosophical literature has also been systematised and 
developed. the Dharma-siitras and Dharmawsastras contain the last. 
~ V£Qic £jvj]js~hich 'Y~s::raj?1di"y Rassigg_awax.: They 
also orm the foundation of modern Hindu law and customs, the later 
works on the subject being mere imitations or digests. The epics 
represent the monumental literary effort of the age which was des
tined to exercise a unique influence upon the whole Indian nation 
for untold centuries. The dramas of ASvaghosha are only fragmen~ 
tary, and those of Bhlisa are no doubt thrown into the background 

1. So called after its discoverer. Edited by Hoernle in 1914. 
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by the later masterpieces of IK.alidas~ and !Bhavabhuti,] but ~ 
Mrichchhaka~ika of Siidrak has ever remained popular on account 
of its variety of iiiCfcfents and quick dramatic appeal. The poems of 
ASvaghosha, though not widely read these days, had strength enough 
to influence the diction and ' incidents in the works of Kalidasa. 
These works are happily free from the elaborate styles adopted by 
later Sanskrit writers. The authors of this period do not show the 
same fondness for sound-plays and double meaning as, for instance , 
evinced by 3a and Subandhu, or Bharavi and Magha. They aU, 
whether they are Brahmanical or Buddhist, show unmistakable in
fluence of the epics on their style and language. It may be men
tioned with regret that in this period we very much miss lyrical 
works for which Sanskrit poetry is so famous. The achievement.s 
of this period in many departments of technical or scientific literature 
have remained supreme throughout the history of Sanskrit literature . 
There did not appear at a later stage any grammarian who had the 
critical acumen of Pfu:l.ini or the remarkable observation of Pataiijali; 
and whatever the merits or demerits of the ArthaSastra, no work of a 
later period has been able to oust it from the high position adorned 
by it in the branch of polity. Similarly in medicine most of the im
portant works were written in this period. Important works were 
written on astronomy, the knowledge of which was considerably 
advanced by contact with the western world. But they are all lost 
and their names alone survive in later texts as will be noted in the 
next volume. On the whole there was a general efflorescence of 
literary activity, which reached its climax in some branches during 
the period under review. 

PART II. LANGUAGE 

1. SANSKRIT 

In the continuous development of the Sanskrit language the 
period that came after the Br!hmanas and the early Upanishads is 
m~&-f-9Fm\:lllltioD of the Classi~ 1 Sans~rit. The Brahma
Qas have no doubt done away with some of the Vedic terminations , 
the variety of the infinitives, and the subjunctive mood, yet their 
richness in the use of the different verbal forms taught by Pfu:l.ini 
gives them a pre-classical character. 

The language of the epics shows a popular tinge in it, for it 
contains more ~sms than are to be met with in any other form 
of literature. An this is just as it should be, for the original com-
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posers of the epic ballads were the Sutas who were outside the 
priestly circle. The language of the epics, and especially of the 
MahabooTata, does not show a clear uniformity, and we cannot speak 
of the 'epic dialect' except in a general way. The language, no doubt, 
conforms generally to the standard Sanskrit norm of the period, but 
it also betrays many archaisms of the Vedic period, Prakritisms of 
the Middle Indo-Aryan period, and also ungrammatical forms show
ing the hand of uneducated authors. It is true that some of these 
irregularities and especially the unwarranted shortening or lengthen
ing of the vowel quantities are metri causa, and they are so regarded 
(chhandovat b Patafi·ali· but it is also true that most of the irre
gularities giving analogical forms show the influence of the popu
lar dialects. 

But the language which Pfu;rini aims to describe was strictly the 
spoken language, at any rate very much akin to it, among the hiera
tic classes. No one now doubts that the bMsha of P=~i,h;" 
~noken language of hi~. The colloquialisms like ~ eLi 
kMdati, atra khiidatamoaata vartate, expressions with ~mul forms 
like hastagraham grih~ti jivana.sam naSyati, precise instructions 
as to the intonations of questions and commands, of forms used when 
addressing people at some distance, etc.,-all point to a spoken 
language and not to a mere literary medium. The differences that 
i!Ie..noticed in the language of the Vedas and the b -sha 0 p' .n! 
a e c earl ue 0 the rocesses whic normally overo the deve-
1f>.E.me~ of any language. The contact with t e abongina tribes 
may have accentuated to a certain extent the process of simpliflca
tion of the older language. Mter the period of Pfu)ini and his fol
lowers, Kiityayana and Patafijali , Sanskrit became more and more 
~ litera~ngua~ and its sphere as a spoken language gradually 
decreased, with the result that after the beginning of the Christian 
era, Classical Sanskrit ceased to develop as a language and assumed 
a stylized form . This was also due, to a certain extent, to the cele
brity, almost religious, accorded to the three great grammarians. A 
few un-Pfu:Jinian forms are, no doubt , found in the works of early 
classical writers like Asvaghosha and Bhasa. But the number of 
such forms is so small that it merely shows the last phases of the 
influence exerted by the popular speeches on the sacred Sanskrit 
language. The archaisms and irregularities that are met with in the 
Purfu:Jas are only due to the influence of the epics and the lack of 
learning 00 the part of their authors. Partial acquaintance with 
grammar is also responsible for the confusion and errors, sometimes 
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bewildering, found in the works of Buddhist and other non-Brahma
meal origin (cf. for instance, the language of the works like the 
~and the tracts in tbe Bower Manuscript). 

The bluishii of Pfu}.ini has the following features:-In phonology 
there is evolved a strict system of ~o~c~s .... sandhj, 
which, when carried to extremes, lendS anartmciaf character to the 
language; the sound l, in place of the older T, is recognised, and this 
is probably due to the ~e; the ~igvedic changes of 
~ > ~ and cJ.h > lh are completely set aside; and there is a marked 
tendency towards cerebralisation, in all probability a further deve
lopment of -an inherent tendency accentuated by the contact with 
the aboriginals. 

In declension we find more simplification; in the singular of -a 
stems -en a has removed the older variant -a and in plural -<is, ani, 
-ais and -anam have wiped out -asas, a, -ebhis and -am respectively; 
in pronouns the nom. yuvam and abI. yuvat are eliminated; in con
jugation -masi of the first pI. active, -e of the third sg. middle, -dhva. 
of the second pI. are all lost; the whole subjunctive goes out of use, 
and in optative and infinitive the rich variety is seriously lost; of 
the Vedic gerunds in -tva, tv'i and tviiya only the first prevails; on 
the other hand, only a few new forms like the two periphrases and 
the formation 6f perfect with auxiliaries are developed. 

As we come to the period of Kiityayana we find that the differ
ent verbal forms , though taught in the grammar, were not actually 
used. His Varttikas asti aprayukta"Q" etc. show that in his time some 
verbal foz:ms, for instance, the perfect ilsha, te1'a, chakra, etc., had 
become obsolete and their place was taken by participial expressions. 
Thus the way was gradually being prepared for the later nominal 
or attributiv.e style in place of the earlier verbal style. Kiityayana 
also notes certain innovations in the language after the days of 
P.fu>,ini: thus he gives b'Tahma and tuima also as voc. sg. forms be
sides ~ and nii.1!!:._ani. by the extension of optional forms to 
masculine in words like dvitiya we have both dvit'iyiiya or dviti
yasmai, dvitiyat or dvit'iyasmiit, etc.; in feminine forms, additions 
like miituw.,. upiidhyayani, arya7J-i and kshatriya,7)ii are noted. 

Th Mahiibhiish1 a of Pataii' ali gives us the earliest extant spe
cimen of a somew at developed nominal style. So far as the deve
lopment in the language itself is cnncerned Pataiiiali does not show 
any great advance over the stage arrived at in the days of Katyayana. 
He notices the ~s like nivachane-kri (to be silent) , 
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4nvaje- or upaje-kri (to strengthen); similarly the pronominal base 
t1la, infinitive in -tavai, and perfect participle middle in-dna are dis
used; there have also occurred a few changes in syntactical peculia
rities. It is significant to note that Pataiijali ascribes the correct 
usage of Sanskrit to the SishtaS of his times, who are described as 
~ i~~~rta ..They_.could speak correct 
Sanskrit, e'\Cell-Without stud' ..E-'" mar; in fact it was 
the use of these Sishtas that decided the correctness or otherwise of 
a particular form. Other persons, though they spoke Sanskrit, made 
certain mistakes which are clearly attributable to the influence of 
Prakrits. Thus in their speech kasi appeared for 1qishi, disi for 
driSi, gavi, g~i, etc. for gatLS, and, among the verbs, ii1U1payati for 
ajillipa-, vattati for vart-, and va~hati for vardh-. 

Later classical writers strictly conformed to the norm set up by 
i!a"?i ni and as revised b~Uana-and--P--atafijali. Here and there 
they commit such errors as the confusion of -tva and -ya in gerunds, 
of active and middle, and the loose use of the past tenses. But the 
real change that affected the later writers was not in language but 
in style. They developed a fondness for the use of participles in 
lieu of inflected forms, of gerunds for subordinate clauses, and of 
compounds to give the style an element of brevity. In vocabulary 
Classical Sanskrit has lost many of the Vedic words and roots, and 
this loss has hardly been compensated for by a few borrowings from 
the indigenous Prakrits and the language of the later invad~rs . 

II. PRAKRIT 

The grammarians leave no doubt in our mind as regards the use 
-of Sanskrit as a spoken language in their days. But at the same 
time they afford evidence that gradually there had appeared in the 
spoken medium ~corrupt forms and us~ and hence it had 
become essential to turn to the Sish~as, the cultured and the educated 
persons in society, for a knowledge of correct Sanskrit. When we 
-consider this state of affairs and add to it the fact that the founders 
of Buddhism and Jainism propagated their faiths among the masses 
with the help of the Prakrits and not Sanskrit, it clearly follows 
that, as time went on and as the Aryans spread in different parts of 
lndia, Sanskrit lost its position as the medium of expression among 
all classes of society and was restricted to only the highly educated. 
That even in this period and for many years to follow Sanskrit had 

ot become uninte Ii 'ble to the lower st at i . is amply 
shown by the Classical anskrit dramas, the earliest of which belong 
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Philologists have traced in detail the successive stages of this 
linguistic evolution , but we can only briefly refer to them. The old 
Indo-Aryan stage of the Aryan speech, as typified by Vedic and early 
Sanskrit, altered imperceptibly and became transformed into Middle 
Indo-Aryan and Prakrit. The rate of change of this progress-or 
degeneration-was not the same in every part of India. The lan-

ua e was more conservative in the north-west , the origitUiT nidus 
o the Aryans in India , and more advanced or modified in the east. 
Already in the period of the Brahmal)..as, long before Bud a, we 
find indications of at least three distinct dialectica t s in North 
India just when_Middle Indo-Aryan Ise-Udis;bua. (north
~n), Mad'fw,adesiua (I!!!ddk_) an~~Jgasternl- The Classi
cal S§Jl5krit, which £ame-to he established as a literary language 
after Pfu:lini, was ~ed prim~~ on Udicl}ya (£anini's 0~n.....£W.
lect) an~s. But although the Brahmll:l).as used 
the Classical Sanskrit, the dialects continued their development un
checked and gradually the gulf between the two became wider and 
wider. This was e prominently marked in the east whe se 
t~and ~ ~oc&re i,gJ9uS and philosophical 
movements like Bu hi and ainism. It was symptomat ic of the 
attitude of the lollowers of Mahavira a.l.1d Gautama that they .sh9u1d 
address the masses in their own diale t and not hieratic Sanskrit . 

a s to the exertions 0 the heterodox sects, the Prakrits (verna
culars) gre~s and eca e we ul iv Is to 
Sanskrit. ~ earliest literary products of these Prakrits were the
~l texts of the Buddhists and the Jains, to which detailed 
references wiU e m8(lelater. Apart from these, the inscriptions 
~o~ us the first..definite knowledge about thcmt. They prove 
the existence of at least three different dialects, viz. those of the 
east, west and north-west. The eastern dialect, as the language of 
the im rial ity of Patali tr , was undoubtedly the most popular 
and widely prevalent all over the Maurya Empire. 

The dramas of ~vaghosha Ie. A.D. 100) show the next import
ant stage of development when we can distinguish the older forms 
of the first three of the four ell- nown Prakri . lec of later 
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date, viz . • Ardha-Magadhi, Magadhi, $aurasepl 
It is probable, though not definitely proved that bO ....... -'oIA.W.-...uAo_ 

an a aVlra preac e err ductrin in OJ 
~aiadhj djakct, but the extant canonical texts of their sects 
are written in a language which shows great divergencies from it. 
The early Jain scriptures are lost, but even the earliest preserved. 
texts, viz. those of th~, which go back to the 
middle of the fifth century, show a strong influence of the Milha-

------~~~--~~~~~~~~~ rashtri Prakrit. As regards Buddhist canon, the best preserved is ___._ 
that of the IJinayana school Theravada) in Pali and now used in 
Ceylon, Burma an Siam. But the origin orPa 1, or in other words 
the particular Prakrit dialect from which it was derived , is a matter 
of dispute among scholars, and no unanimous conclusion has yet 
been arrived at. While some derive it from the Prakrit dialect cur
rent in Magadha, others find a closer association between it and th t. 
dialects of KauSambi or Avanti , i.e. the Midland or Madhyadesa. 

The theory that Pali was originally a dialect of Avanti has much 
to co n 1 se . When ASoka quotes fro hist scriptures 
in his Bhabra Edict, he quotes from a version in the eastern dialect 
which was evidently current in his day. Literary PilIi was evidently 
unknown to him. The Buddha as an easterner can only be expected 
to have used the eastern Prakrits and these, as we find from the 
eastern inscriptions of ASoka. agree in some vital matters with the 
Magadhan Prakrit. Pali, however, does not at all agree with the 
Magadhan Prakrit. It rather agrees with the Sauraseni or mid
land dialect, particularly with the old Sauraseni which e in 
~. The Buddha enjoined upon his disciples that 
his teachings should be studied by the people in their own dialects 
(sakAi nirutti) and we have definite evidence that the Buddhist canon 
was redacted if not wholly, at least ~rt, in no less than four 
d~s of speech, viz . .... Eastern Prakrit (ASoka's inscriQ_tion) . 
N.-W. Prakrit (Central Asia), Buddhist Sanskrit (Gilgit and Nepal) 
and PaIi. It seems that almost immediately after the death of 
Buddha, his sayings were rendered into the midland speech from 
the original one by persons who were connected with U.ijain and 
Mathura. A parallel case happened nearly two thousand years later 
when the discourses of Kabir, who belonged to Banaras and spoke 
Bhojpuri, appear to have been rendered into a midland literary 
speech consisting of Bra;bhakha of Mathura and the incipient 
Hindustani of Delhi. It should be remembered that the PaJi canon 

1 . See above, p. 259. 
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mainly survived in Ceylon where it was presumably taken by 
Mahendra, who was born in Ujjain and had his training there before 
he took Orders and came to his father's court at Pa~liputra. 

But whatever may be the origin of Pali, there is no doubt that 
the growing popularity of the Prakrits, due mainly to the patro
nage of the Buddhists and J ains, gave a temporary set-back to Sans
krit. This is clearly evidenced by the epigraphic records of the 
period. It is significant that all the inscriptions of ASoka through 
which the great Maurya Emperor addresses his subjects or officers 
are written in Prakrit dialects. This inscriptional activity started 
by ASoka was ~n by many others, whether kings or 
donors, and we get a large number of Prakrit inscriptions-about 
~er-throughout the length and breadth of India and 
.covering a period of no less than seven centuries. The fact that not 
more than a dozen inscriptions were written in Sanskrit during the 
s ame period proves incontestably that Prakrit ~inued to be ~ 
~inant languaEe in popular uSru{e up to the beginlli~ .Q.{__the fourth 
.century A.D., after which, however, not many Prakrit inscriptions 
a re to be met with. In the literary field , on the other hand, the 
Prakrits did not long continue to enjoy the same status, and even .-
~ain writers from the second centu!:Y, A.D. onwards 
showed their reference for Sanskrit to the ne lect of Prakrits. It 
must, however, be admitted that t e non-canonical literature of the 
B~dhists and Jain§__continued to be writt~li and Jaina-

_Mahiirashtri till a very late date. Similarly, the .Prakrit Dhamm.a
pada...acguired from Khotiin in 1892 and the use of a variety of 
Indian Prakrits in the Kharoshthi documents discovered in Chinese 
Turkestan speak for t~ attained by these languages out
side India in the early centuries of the Christian era. 

The Prakrit languages were, besides, employed by the Sanskrit 
-dramatists for their female and secondary characters. Thus the 
-<!._ramas of ASva,ghosha, Bhasa and §3ld!aka are replete with 5pe!!chSS 
-com osed in Maharashtri $auraseni. Ma~adhi ana the secondary dia-
lects erlved from these. Generally ahiirashtri IS em 10 ed for 
~s, ~, and Ma adhi for the speeches of menials 
~ras~ri is indeed regarded by srammarlans as the model Prakrit 
.and it fs ite evident that this articular Pra r' was a eat favou
r..! e of po~d a2!_thor§. 

A very large amount of stray lyric poetry was undoEdi§ 
.composed by poets and even poetesses during this period. -la's 
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q&thnsapWati is a collection of such stanza~ properly arranged, 
edited, and often supplemented by Hala himself. All these verses 
are composed in the Arya metre; but surely there existed even others 
that were composed in the Classical Van:ta V rittas as is evident from 
Sva.yantb quotation . ~etre. 1 

The most important Prakrit work of this period, however, is 
~Q.hB-'~~whi~ the PaiSacbj lau_ 

~ and which contained an inexEaustible treasure of romantic 
tales as can be judged from its Sanskrit versions of Kshemendra and 
Somadeva in later days. The work itself is irretrievably lost, but 
has supplied themes to many a work of later times. 

APPENDIX 

NOTE ON THE DATE OF ARTHAsASTRA 

As noted on p. 274 above, there are widely divergent views on the date of 
KaupIya's ArthaSdstra and a considerable literatw'e has grown up on the subject. 
It is not possible to traverse the whole ground and discuss the different views In 
detail,2 but a few salient points bearing on the subject may be noted here. 

1. JBBRAS, 1935, p. 26. 
2. In support of the fourth century B.C. as the date oC the Artha8cistra. see Shama

sastry's Preface to his edition oC the Arthasa.stra; Fleet's Introductory Note; T 
Ganapati Sastri's Introduction to his edition of the ArthaSastra ; Jacobi, lA , 
XLVIl, p. 187; K. P . Jayaswal, Hin.du Polity, 1. Appendix C. pp. 203-215 ; N. N. 
Law, CR, Sept., Dec. 1934; D. R. Bhandarkar, ABORI, VII, pp. 65 ff. Radha Kumud 
Mookerji's Introductory Essay on the "Age and Authenticity oC the ArthaSastrn 
of KaupIya" in N. N. Law's Studies in An.cient Hindu Polity. See also H. C. 
Ray, lA, LIV, pp. 170,201; Kane, ABORI, VII, pp. 85 ff, KHDS, I, p. 85. L. D. 
Barnett in his "Indian Antiquities" does not commit himselI but works on the 
basis of the same hypothesis. V. A. Smith (Early History of India, 3rd and 4th 
editions) and F. W. Thomas (Cambridge History of India, I) use the ArthascbtrCl 
in connection with the Mauryas. 

For a date about the beginning of the Christian era d . R. G. Bhandarkal', 
poe, I, Vol. II pp. 24-5. 

For the tnird century A.D. as the most probable date oC the ArthaS4.!tra, 
see Introduction to Jolly and Schmidt's edition of the Artha..iiistra, pp. 1-47: 
Jolly paper "Kaut.alya and Chiu:lakya" submitted to the Fourth Oriental Con
ference, Allahabad, 1926; Winternitz, CR, April, 1924; A.B. Keith, JRAS, 1916, 
pp. 130-38; HSL, pp. 458 ff. 

Hlllebrandt ascribes the composition of the ArthaS4stra to a school of 
Kau~i1ya's disciples, and Keith ascribes it to some follower oC Kau~ilya. But 
KauWya is really in line with Hindu tradition in introducin~ his name in his own 
work. It may be stated, in reply to Keith, that Ach4rya~ is only the customary 
honorific plural; that on p. 263 (Shamasastry's edition) Kau~ilya distingulshe~ 
the view of Ach4rya~ from those of Kaut,ilfilLand Viitavyjdh~ and that on page 
322 the views of Achdryd~ are disUngulS ed from those 0 Bhiiradviija. On 
p. 255, the criticism of KaupIya by Bhiiradviija and that of the latter apain by 
Kau~ilya only bring together the opinion of two schools of thought. The facl 
seems to be that the ArthaS4"trCl, like the Dharma-wtra, had several traditions 
and that KaupIya represented one, perhaps the most powerful, of them. 

For references to Kau~ya in Hindu literature, cf. Kiimandaka, II. 4-7, 
Dat:lQin, DaSakum4racharita, II, 8 and other works cited by Shamasastry, Gana
pat! Sastri and Jolly in their introductions to the editions of the Artha8cUtrll. 
The Jain NandisUtra placed the Kau~mtlll among the false sciences; though 
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The Artha8d8tra certainly existed before ~ (seventh century A.D.), the Nandi
jUtTa of the Jams (not later than the fifth century A.D.) and possibly the Jiit4ka-
111414 of Arya Sura (third or fourth century AD., see p. 267 above). In the Junigarh 
rock inscription of Skanda-gupta reference is made to the testing of officials by 
upadhiu, as we find in the ArthaSaBtra. Again verse 10 of the same record re
minds us of Artha8Ci6tra I. 1. 

The prevalence of the study of Arthavidya in still earlier days is proved by 
the Junigarh rock inscription of Rudradaman I (second century AD.), which 
mentions such techniCal terms as pr(1)4ya, vishti, etc. Attention may be drawn in 
this connection to the fact that the KautiLiya Artha8ci8tra, which purports to be a 
~ompendium of pre-existing ArthaSastras, does not quote the views of previous writ
ers in the chapter on Ko.sabhtsamhar(1)4m which deals with pr(1)4ya (Book V. 
Chap. II) . It is, therefore, not unlikely that the knowledge of the term in the days 
of Rudradaman 1 was derived from the KautiLiya itseU and not from any 
pre-existing trealises. An early date is also suggested by the absence of any 
reference to the Denarius (Bk. II. Chaps. 12 and 19) in the sections dealing with coins 
and weights. 

Regarding the terminus a quo there are grave doubts as to whether, in its 
present shape, the famous book is as old as the time of the first Maurya (c. 300 B.C.) . 
It is, for example, not clear why in the matter of dating ASoka should ignore the 
system of Kautiliya Artha.8a.stra (II. 6; 20; IX. 1), if the work really proceeded from 
the pen of his grandfather's chancellor, and prefer the Persian model as urged by 
some writers. ASoka's daling, it may be remembered, not only pertains to the 
issue of proclamation of edicts (as in the case of the Achaemenids), but also to 
military campaigns (R. E. XlII), tours (R. E. VIII), appoinbnent of officers (R. E. V.), 
and gifts (Barabar hill cave inscr.). Some of the dated orders relate to the Yuktas 
(R. E. Ill) who had duties in connection with state-funds and accounts. 

The following points, too, deserve attention:-
1. None of the writers, whose evidence is usually cited in favour of a date for 

Kautiliya in the fourth century B.C., can with certainty be definitely placed before 
c. A.D. 300. The interval of six centuries is wide enough for the growth of legends. 

2. The official language contemplated in the .§(isaruidhikara (II. 10) is Sanskrit 
and not Prakrit used by the Mauryas, the sataviihanas and the earliest Pallavas. 
Cf. use of prefixes like Pra and passages like agramYaSabdabhidhiinam-audciryam 
" the use of words other than colloquial (griimya Prakrit according to Monier 
Williams' Dictionary) is dignity." The number of va~ (letters of the alphabet) 
according to Kaufiliya 63 (akdriidayo vaTClal,l. trishashtil,l.) . It would be interesting 
to know if all these sixty-three letters were known to the scribes of the Maurya age. 
ASokan scribes seem to have been acquainted with about 41 letters. 

3. The prcikara of Kau~ilya's durga is to be made of brick. He had a horrol' 
for wooden stl'Ucture "as fire finds a happy abode in it" (II. 3) . Arian, apparently 
on the authority of Megasthenes, the Greek diplomat in the court of Chandragupta, 
informs us that "such cities as are situated on the banks of rivers or on the sea
~oast are built of wood instead of brick", and Strabo definitely states that the city 
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-<l1 Plitalipulra was "girded with wooden walls" (McCrincile, MeglUthme. aM ATrian, 
revised edition, pp. 65, 67). 

4. There is no reference in Katlt\lit/(l Artha.Sciatra to royal tiUes characteris
tic of the Maurya age. On the contrary, Indra-Yam4-st1l4nametat (1.13) cannot fail 
to recall Dlumada-varu1:l-cndrcintaka-sama of the Allilbabiid pTaSasti. 

5. While some of the official designations in the Katlfilit/G ArthcU4&tra are met 
with in Maurya inscriptions, epigraphic references to the samahartri and sannidll4tyi 
.are definitely late. 

6. The geographical horizon of the Kau~iliya ArthaSdstra embraces Parasamudra, 
ChinabhUmi. (the land of Chinapa~) and Kambu (II. 11,13). l{ Piirasamudra stands 
for Palaesimundu of the classical writers, the name cannot claim as high an antiquity 
as Taprobane i.e. Tiunrapan;li which is the designation of the place in question 
known to Maurya epigraphs. The Periplus in the drst century AD. mentions 
Palaesimundu as the name, current in his days, of the island which ··the ancients 
called Taprobane". China silk, as is well known, occurs frequently in Classical 
Sanskrit literature, and finds prominent mention in the work of Kosmas Indi
kopleustes (Bom. Gaz., I. I. 547; McCrincile, Ancient India, p. 162). China and 
Cambodia were clearly outside the horizon of the earliest Mauryas. There is no 
indisputable evidence of any contact between India and China before the Han 
period (206 B.C.-AD. 220). Among other geographical or ethnic designations 
which possibly point to a comparatively late date are Nepii.la (II. 11) and Hiirahu
raka (II. 25). 

The points mentioned above show that the problem of the true date of the 
KautHiya ArthaScistra still awaits solution. Taking all relevant facts into considera
tion, the theory of interpolation or identification of well-known places like Chlna, 
"the land of Silk," with obscure localities on the borders of lndia, as is done by 
.certain writers on the subject, does not carry conviction. 

B. DRAVIDIAN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURE' 

I. Generat Review 

Tl}e Dravidian group of languages _comprises Tamil, KannaQp., 
Telu and Malaxalam. To this group also b't1ong(iiiiects like T~, 
!S?dagu, Gondi and some others including~uiln j!aluchistan. 
The IJravidiaii'languages are today spoken by about 75 millions in 
India, roughly 20 r, of the population of the country. As Mr. E. P . 
Rice remarks, "a line drawn from Goa, on the West Coast, to Raj
mahal, on the Ganges, will approximately divide the Dravidian 
languages on the south from the Aryan languages on the north.":.:! 

While the filiations between the Dravidian and the Sanskritic 
(or Aryan) groups of languages are obvious enough, it would not 
be correct to assume that the Dravidian languages are but vikritis , 
i.e. la ua es derived from Sanskrit or Prakrit. These two groups 
of languages have existed side by side for several centuries. It 
is not surprising, therefore, that a large number of Sanskrit words 
are now found in the Dravidian tongues. But Sanskrit, too, has 
borrowed many words of Dravidian origin and incorporated them 
into its own texture. There is also a further category of words like 

1. For the origin of the Dravidjan lanlWage, its relation to other speech famllies 
and its early history d. Vol. I. Ch. VIII. 

'2 . Kaftare.e Uterature (1921), p . 11. 
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mina (fish) and mukhil (cloud) which, from the beginning, belonged 
4 to both. It should be remembered that it is the root that fixe~ 
the common stock, and not the words borrowed or annexed from 
one language to another. A language can borrow freely from other 
languages, it can coin new words to express new concepts, but it 
cannot fundamentally change the character of its grammar and its 
syntax. If we take into account the striking grammatical peculia
rities of Sanskrit vis-a-vis the Dravidian languages, we mark the 
following important points of difference:-

" 

(a) In the Dravidian languages, all inanimate things and non
human creatures are classified under the ~ut~~ender. In 
Sanskrit, this is not necessarily so. 

(b) The Dravidian languages use ~, unlike the 
languages of the Indo-European group, which use pre
pOSitions. 

(c) In Sanskrit the a~ are declined: but they are not 
~ in the Dravidian languages. --

(d) The existence of .. two prono,lJns of the first person plur~ , 

like the Tamil, nam, nangal, is a peculiar feature of the 
Dravidian family of languages, and is absent from Sanskrit. 

(e) The governing word in Sanskrit precedes the word govern
ed, while in the Dravidian languages i,t follows, and the 
result is that the principal verb comes last. 

We may therefore conclude that the Dravidian languages art' 
not just by-products of Sanskrit, although they have doubtless been 
considerably influenced by it. 

The successive waves of Sanskritic influence may be enumerat
ed as follows:-

(a) Soon after the early Aryans penetrated into the South. 
many Sanskrit or Prakrit words gained general currency. 
This was before the Christian era, and may have extended 
over a period of some centuries. 

(b) In the second period, the period of Buddhist and Jain influ
ence, many more Sanskrit words were freely used by Tamil, 
Kanna9a and Telugu writers. 

(c) In the third period, the period of the Alvars, Nayanmars 
and other religious reformers, Sanskrit influence was a 
palpable fact, and in the latter half of the period, roughly 
between the eleventh and fifteenth centuries, a large num-
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ber of Sanskrit works were translated or adapted into the 
various Dravidian languages. 

Tamil, Kanna<;la, Telugu (Andhra) and MalayaIam are the pr~ 
sent active members of the Dravidian group. Tamil leads the rest 
chronolo . cally no less t an iE. respect of its recorded achievement, 
being in Dr. F. W. Thomas's words "the greatest Indian literature" 
next to Sanskrit. ' Besides, Tamil is the representative language 
of the family, as it reached maturity earlier than the others, and 
was able, with its vocabulary, systematized grammar, and spirit of 
independence, to inspire its junior sisters in the Dravidian family. 

Th~1Jest e!!a!!!Y9E! !P Kan~~~ ~~~ripat.wlga!s~~a
miirfla a trea~i~e _0 po~;;j;; th nmth eentufY1 tfiQugh 
toqda;;inldbQ;;d a recen.t.l¥ discovered prose wQrk attributed to tlle 
~thor..SivakotyaCh~, is presumably of an earlier date still. 

ikeWiSe, the earliest extant works in Telugu and Malayalam are 
respectively t3-.nnayya-Bhatta's Bb.4mtQ (ele enth_Ceptll~) and 
~Rama's Rtlmachcu:itam Uourteenth cen.tJ.lr.¥). But from inscrip
bons we can conclude that both Kanna<;la and Telugu flourished as 
full-fledged literatures even before the time of Nripatunga and 
Nannayya-Bhatta. As for Malayalam, prior to the tenth century 
it was Sentamil or pure Tamil. 

II. (Tamil' and 'Tamilakam' 

The word 'Tamil' is often used as !:!. synon:ym for 'Dravida'. It 
is said that the Sanskrit word 'Drayida' was corrupted into 
'Drami<;l.a' and 'Damila' and ultimately became 'Tamil'. But Pandit 
R. Raghava Iyengar thinks that 'Tamil' was in all likelihood origi
nally a Tamil word, accreting to itself an 'r' and becoming 'Dramil' 
and 'DramiQa', and ending up as 'Dravi<;la'. From the root 'dhru' 
(to drive out) , we may derive the meaning of 'Dravi<;la' as that 
which is driven out, the implication being that 'Tamil' was driven 
out by the northern Sanskrit. Even the expression 'Tenmoli' 
(southern tongue) , which came into currency in oppOOItion to 
'~ern tongue or Sanskrit) , is said to have been 
applied to Tamil with a mischievous intention, for the southern 
direction is synonymous with the abode of Yama, the ruler of our 
Hell! To dispel thi,s insinuation, some Tamil writers have taken pains 
to show that even the word 'ten' (in 'tenmoli') is used in man laces 
to signify sweetness. The -, . , h.as""been made to yTe'ld 
t .meaning of sweet~s or 1lOaiiness. Also, from (tami' the 

1 . The Legacy of India (ed . by Garratt) (1937) p. 214. 
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~ has been derived, and 'Tamil' is therefore said 
to suggest lsolated grandeur. These views are, however, hardly 
reasonable and the more probable origin of the name Tamil has 
been discussed above.' 

~ is the land of the Tamils-the land where Tamil 
is the current language of the classes as well as the masses. The 
geographical limits of Tamilakam have been thus defined in an old 
work: ~m (i.e. the Tirupati Hills) in the north, Kumari in 
the sOlUh, and the sea on the east and west. 'Kumari' is said to 
refer, not to Cape Comorin, but ~t name, now lost in 
the Indian Ocean. 

The beginnings of every language and literature must neces
sarily be wrapped in obscurity; and Tamil is certainly no exception 
to the rule; but the Tamils have been busy with myth-making, and 
all sorts of stories are told in connection with Agastya, the supposed 
lather -2i the ~ngulU.!e anli!. its ~t gra~an. We summarise 
below the most important of these traditional accounts. 

In bygone times, when God siva celebrated on Mount Kailasa 
his marriage with Uma, people migrated from the south to witness 
the celebrations. This circumstance threatened to tilt the earth's 
balance. The assembled elders therefore prayed to the divine bride
groom to send to the southern corner of India a saintly personality 
who could attract men and thereby restore normal conditions. Siva 
chose Agastya for this task ; for Agastya, though a pigmy in statur~ 
~. In a fit of temper he had once drunk up the oceans 
- so great were his powers! Agastya 's _Wife was the renowned 
Lopfunudra, the beacon light of chastity, Certainly, Agastya and 

'Lopamudra were almost , if not altogether, on a par with Siva and 
Uma. 

Learning of his new mission , Agastya begged Siva to guide 
him into the mysteries of the Tamil language and literature, as he 
felt that a knowledge of the country in which he was going to reside 
was an essential condition for the success of his mission. Siva 
thereupon summoned the two rishis, Agastya and Panini ... and 
started beating a drum with his two hands. The sounds that came 
fro the left were the ba 's for t Tamil Ian ua e and the sounds 
that came from the ri ht were likewise the b is of the nskrit 
language. The r~shis took the cue, and Agastya in due course reached 

t 

1. Vol. I, Ch. VIn. 
2. The word is usually pronounced Tamilaham. 
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the f.odhikai Hills from which flows the river Tambravar.Qi (in the 
Tinnevelly District). There, in the cool mountain fastn~s, A~ 

PrM~ il ~ . -t.r"t!t5 1be-stIppOsed 
~anguag.e ~Dd--lltet ure. 

It is difficult to say whether or not this mythical tale had any 
kind of historical basis. It may, however, explain-or is perhaps 
the result of-the Agastya cult which is wide-spread and popular 
in the south. 

@gastyaml (or Akattiyam as it is commonly called) is supposed 
to have consisted of 12,000 sii.tras or aphorisms. Excepting for a 
few incorporated in later works, Agastya's aphorisms are all 101lt. 
One of the extant aphorisms enunciates the close tie that should 
exist between language and literature, or rather between form and 
substance: 

There is no language without literature, 
Even as there can be no oil without seed; 
But as oil is extracted from seed, 
So is language (grammar) evolved out of literature. 

Putting aside this mythical work, the history of Tamil litera
ture has necessarily to -be in wi _an CCount of the so-called 
fsa~..r Tradition tells us t at there were three of these San
gams in antigui!:,y. Sangams were societies of learned men and 
fE_nctioned presumably in the manner in which the great French 
Academy has been functioning in recent times. It appears that the 
word 'sangam' was used by the Buddhists and the Jams as a 
eUplroniouS' subsfitute for the e:rtlier Tamil word 'kudaL All three 
$ail"IiiPS. are said to have flo and 
to have be~tronized bY.. Its kings. 

Tpe 'Sang,a~ Age' in Tami was, according to the 
popular view, a period of great literary glory, never to be surpassed 
in the history of any literature whatsoever. It saw the production 
of a colossal volume of Tamil poetry in its pristine purity. Works 
were prod~ced in every department of knowled~,-though, alas, 
most of them are now lost to the worH. The age was, besides, a 
period of national awakening, when the arts and the sciences 
flourished alike, when the people obtained all social amenities, and 
when far-flung trade and commerce secured to the Tamils prosperity 
and power. 
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The traditional story is thus succinctly set forth in Nakkirar's 
commentary on Iraiyanar's AhapE-_orul:---The ftrst-Sairgam ha~sear-tn oTa'Madura-the Madura that 
is~submerged in the Indian Ocean. It included celebrities like 
AgCl§tya ills !7~i9j!Di), TE'm.uram""e . . Siva). 
~~gavel (Mur~~ or u ., d Muran-
:-ryur Mudina arayar (AdiseshaJ ,_ 'rhe memhel'sh4~demy 
or col ege totalled 5 0 ess than 4,499 authors submitte heir 
writing the-SaiIgam and obtainedits approval for them. !liBhty-
nine ~ seven of them oets, atronized st. 

~~~~~--~~~~~~~~ 
. The standar works of the first 

The second Sangam had its seat 'n another submer~ed tOWll 

,called Kapatapuram (or Alaiv~i) and included Agast_ya , Irundayur 
~u~, V~ I!!ld others, forty-njne members in 
ali. ThIS sangam set its imprimatur on the works of 3,700 poets, 
received the support of ~s, and flourished in 
unbroken continuity~. The classics of this period 
were 4._kattiyam, ~ Mii12uriinam, Isai-Nunukkr!:!!1 , 
Bhii.ta-puranam, Kali, Kuruku, Vendali and Vya:lamakri. This 
Sangam housed in its libra~s, but all were swept away 
by the sea. Since ,Agastya (Akattiyar) is common to both the 

angams, it is obvious that the second w~ but a continuation of 
the firsl, though held in a different place owing to the loss of old 
Madura. The works of the second Sailgam are also now lost, except 
Tolloo:ppit,am ,' the great Tamil grammar attribl,!ted to Tolkappiyar, 
one of Agastya'Uwel~rec1.....disciples . 

The third Sangam had its seat • ...in Northern Madura ~ 
~adura known to us. Its membership totaired forty-nine but~ 
Qoets submitted their works to it for approval. Forty-nine Pa~ 
kings patrortized ~t, and it contlOJJed for 1 ,850~rs. The major 
lights oL this sangam were Nakkirar bits PresidentJ Iraiyanfir, 
J<:apilar, Paramr. ~i ~attana.r.. a the PWyan. l$ing U~ra . 
The classics of this period were Nedunthokai, Kurunthoktti . N[ri---- -...!!:ID. 4_inkurunu~ f!!E.itruppqttu , ~u, ~ri-51q~.LIT_OJ. 
~ yarL P~nd Sitri~i. While many of these are now 
totally lost, some have fortunately survived to give modern readers 
nn idea of the richness and variety of Sangam literature. A com-

1. Most of the extant works of the third ~angam. as also Tolka.ppiyam, have been 
published by the South India ~aiva Siddhiinta Publishing Society, Tinnevelly. 
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~ list of the fort,I:nine members of the third Sangam is give~ 
iilJiie-U6artand of':!l'.iruvaUu~," included at the end of his im
mortal workL,... Ku:rat 

On the face of it, the traditional account of the first two SaJi
gams seems to have little historical value. The promiscuous men
Eion of gods and human beiMs as members oL!be first S~m, the 
inclusion of Agastya in bath of them, the inordinate stretches of 
E"'ine involv~, and the .Joss of almost everything.. prody,c.e.d,-all 
these point to the conclusion that the story of the first two sangams 
at any rate is a pure fabrication. On the other hand, it could be 
argued that there might be some truth after all behind this mytho
logical scaffolding. The names of gods were perhaps meant to refer 
to certain deified celebrities of the time or were mere interpola
tiODS. It is highly probable that the sangams were more or less 
continuous, although they are now described as three, because of 
the £_hanges in the capital from Old Madura to Kapiitapuram and 
again from The atJ;ei..J.o Northern Madura. --Since the traditional dates are of no use to us, scholars have 
tried to determine the actual period of the three Sangams, though 
there is hardly any unanimity among them. From the available 
evidence, however, it seems to be reasonable to assume that the three 
Academies-the Sangam epoch, in short-comprised a period of 
about ~s, instead of the traditional ten thousand; 
and we shall not be far wrong if we fix ~OO as 
the e~ of the Sangam Age. ' 

We saw that none of the works of the first sangam has come 
down to us. From the secon4t..apart from stray verses cited by later 
writers , only one work, viz. :£olkii..Epiyam.. has suryived. As 
Tolkiippiyam is a ~mmatical treatise, it must obviously have been 
preceded by centuries of literary activity. It may be supposed that 
~ppiyar, being j. close disciple.. oLA_gastya, was faithful to his 
master in the grammatical work he has bequeathed to posterity. 
This great wor ZkJippiyam, is in the form of s1j.tras, and is divided 
into tree parts of nine sections ea~ These three parts deal res
pectively ~i~ Elut1l,.u (Qrtho_graJJ.hy), Sol (e~mology), ang Pond 
<matter) . The book is truly encyclopredic in range and masterly 
in treatment. Rhetoric and prosody, the expression of subjective 
experiences like love and objective experiences like war, the lan-

1. The question is discussed in detail by V. R. R. Dikshitar (Studies in Tamil Lite1"a
ture and History) and S. K. Aiyangar (Ancient India a.nd South India.n History 
and Culture, Vol. II, Part II). 
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guage of flowers, contemporary manners and customs,--ail these 
are discussed in detail in the book. It is thus as much a treatise on 
language as a manual on d~~t~~ or e-rll:!tP~ 
inbam-vidu. This masterly worK nas- been annotated Oy many ...........--.. 
writers, the most famous of them being~. Some 
of the other disciples of Agastya also wrote treatises of their own, 
of which references to Avinayam, Naththatham and Kakkaipiidi
nayam (bearing the names of the respective authors) are found in 
the works of later writers. 

IV. The Third sangam 

Some of the principal- works of the third ganga have come 
down to us in the shape of anthologies. Of these three are especially 
known to fame : f'a u -tt (The en Is), Ett1.ftho~i ~ 
E~ns), and ~in1!11:kilkanakku (T~ 
D~s). We shall briefly refer to them. 

1. The Ten Idylls 

Two of these are by Nakkirar, two by Rudran Kannanar, and 
the remaimng six are by Maruthanar, Kanniar, Naththathanar, 
~" Kamler and ~ respectively. The idylls, 
excepting the fifth, are dedicated to var' s in s ...... i -1 -
Ch , ~ eduii-Jeliyan ~e P~yan, and Ilan_$raiyan. The idylls 
are all meritorious descriptive poems, snapping nature in her most 
characteristic moods. 

Of the two idylls by Nakkirar, ~murukattruPEadai isjn gr~ 
~e ggd Muru,n and of the varIOus shrines in which he is wor
shipped, while ~na~ is a singulRt' study in contrast, des
cribing side by side-in the modern Hollywood "look-upon-this 
picture-and-on-that" fashion~ in his camp on 
the battle-field and his lonely queen pining in her bed chamber. 
The latter poem is the more consistently beautiful of the two idylls ; 
as Mr. Purnalingam Pillai remarks, "the taste and tact with which 
every line is made to subserve to the one single artistic effect of 
presenting the king and his queen spending the dreary winter night 
alone and apart and away from each other, cannot but arrest the 
reader's attention.'" In addition to these two poems, Nakkirar 
wrote many other minor works as well. The influence his per
sonality exerted on his contemporaries and successors was greater 

1. TamH Literature (1929) p . 40. 
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than his actual literary achievement; and he thus holds a position 
analogous to that held by Dr. Johnson in English literature. 

~ ~annanar's Per1.Lmpa1Uitt1'U~a.cia:i is a poem of five hun
dred verses and con'tlins, among other interesting descriptions, a 
m~morable a~unt of K.aii.chi~rat;n. ~ppalai is a mOlling 
son a-Tove and it Is saldtoave obtained for its author a reward 
of a J.ar~ sum of money from Karikala. Torn between love and 
the call of battle-drums, the hero at last succumbs to the former and 
decides to remain with his beloved. InCidentally, we have in this 
poem a graphic and raJher detailed description of Puhar, once the 
great capital of the Chola kingdom. 

Of the remaining six poems, M!,f.mhanar's MadUraikkan.chi 
glotifieUhe_ Pfu:}.dyan...kin dom at the time of Neduii-Jeliyan and 
mirrors the civilization of the ancient Tamils; Kanniar's Porun.u
rotruppadai gives a convincing picture of the average impoverished 
man of letters moving about in tattered rags; and N thth - 's 
SinlpQ'Rgtnlwgdai is f1lll of JVeferetlC'es to coi'lte~ social -G~ 
~ In the last poem, under the guise of describing the virtues 
~f Nallia-Kodan, Naththathanar pictures in fact his vision of the 
ideal king. 

Napputhanar's Mullaippcittu describes in the course of its one 
hundred felicitous verses the ardent longing of the queen for her 
absent husband. She is anxious, she is impatient, she consults the 
omens, she is a prey to gloomy forebodings, but the long night of 
separation comes to an end at last, she hears the lusty sound of the 
trumpets-her lord will soon ~ith her! K~ar's Ku ·n.c~tu 
i mountain-chief an a Charming irl faUin in .!2Y..e at.. 
first sight, triumphing over all obstacles and being united in happy 
wedlock. The last of the ten idylls, ~n.ar's MC!l!1iEa<Lu/;cgwim. 
is a long poem of nearly six hundred verses. Amidst much admir
able description of nature the poem also ~ a critical account of 
the art of dancing. ---------...... 

These ten idylls constitute a literary heritage of no mean order. 
The poets have an eye for nature's shifting movements. they are 
attracted by its opulence of colour and sound, and they read the 
human heart like an open book. Two of t.he poems are dedicated 
to Karikala-Chola and two to Nedufi...Jeliyan. We can therefore 
conclude with reason that these poems were composed in the second 
century of the Christian era. 
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2. The Eight Collections 

The rst of the Ei ht Colle hons Ettuthokai) is called Natrin 1.
and brings ogether 400 short lyrics in the ahaval metre~ The 
second, ~, likewise consists of about 400 stanzas on love, 
written by about two hundred different poets. The third. ~ru
~ a collection of 500 love poems composed by five different 
poets. Tolkappiyar has discussed in the third part of his grammar 
the ~-fo~ ~ects of love, viz. , union, separation, ~g, lament
ing and su kingj he has paired them off with the corresponding 
facets of nature, viz. mountain (kurinchi) , desert (pal.ai) , jungle 
(mullai) , beach (neithal) and fields (marutham). The 500 verses of 
Ainkuruniiru are similarly divided into five centuries of verses, 
each by a different poet, and each devoted to one of the five aspects 
of love enumerated above. 

The fOllIth collection in the Ettuthokai is- called Paditrupa.tty 
or t '~e~.1 It originally consisted of ten poems containing 
ten staitzas each, but the first and the last are not now available. 
The remaining eight poems commemorate the military prowess or 
other virtues of va:r:ious Chera kings. The kings referred to seem 
to have lived during the second and third centuries of the Christiall 
era. We can therefore assign these poems-and their authors, 
Paranar, Kapilar, Palai Kauthamnar, Kakkai Padiniar, and the rest 
-to the same period. These poems are of considerable historical 
value, and they are also of great interest to the social historian , 
who will find references in them to many curious customs such as 
women braidin their hair into five arts, soldiers wearing garlands 
?.!_ginger an flowe.§ th~burial 0 t e dead in urns aUhe foot of 
..!Eees, etc. As Mr. M. Srinivasa Aiyangar points out, Padifrupattu 
is "a museum of obsolete words and expressions, archaic gramma
tical forms and terminations, and obscure customs and manners of 
the early western Tamil people who were the ancestors of the 
Malayalis."2 The fifth of the grou is a song in praise of Cheran 
Sen uttuvan the reates 0 th ki gs. The sixth of the 
group was written by the woman poetess -Kakkai It is 
worthy of note t at Pa t ruppii:tt s few Sanskrit words-hardly 
a dozen words of Sanskrit origin in about 1,800 lines.3 

The fifth eollectioll, Pal ipiitiaZ, seems to have originally consis
ted of 70 poems, but only twenty-four have survived the ravages of 

1. The standard edition is that of Dr. V. Swaminatha Aiyar. 
2 . Tamil Studies (First Series), p. 264. 
3 . Ibid., p. 280. 
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"time. Some of the pieces are hymns in praise of some deity or other, 
hut the descriptive ones are no less striking. Here, for instance, is 
.a description of the peacock's dance: 

"On either side 
Raising up his wings 
Which seem like uplifted fans 
Which people wave 
To dry the painted sandal , 
With the spotted tail 
Dances on the slope 
To the rhythmic rumble 
Of the rolling clouds.'" 

Th sixth collection, Kalithokai, <;9mprises 150 love songs ill 
kali metre, the songs, as in Ainkurunt"irtt, being grouped under the 
<:lassical Tolkappiyam categories of kurinchi, palai, mullai, neithaL 
and marutham. This collection is supposed to be the work of Kapi
lar and four other poets. 

The seventh collection, Ahaniinii.ru .. also kno n as Nedunthoka i, 
is a choice anthology of four ~ove yrics, the work mainly 
.of ~naT an Mamiilanar. These lyrics also are divisible under 
the classical categories, though the number dealing with pa.lai or 
separation are far more numerous than those dealing with the other 
four . 

The last collection) Puraniinu.ru, brings together 400 pieces 
gleaned from any sources spread over a considerable period. No 
wonder some of the poems are attributed to the poets of the first 
Sailgam! Of the one hundred and fifty poets who are represented 
in this collection, the most important are Kapilar, Avvai, KOvUr
Kilar, Perunthalai sattanar, Perum-Sittiranar and Uraiyiir :Enicheri 
Mudamosiyar. This collection is a mine of useful informtion re
garding the life of the Tamils of about two thousand years ago. 
Apart from the intrinsic merits of the pieces as poetry, they also 
,constitute an inexhaustible source-book of early Tamil social history. 

3. The Eighteen Minor Didactic Poems 

One of these 'minor' didactic poems is the world-famous classic, 
~u~var's_Kural:2 which i:_i~e_ f the corn~rstones~i 

1. Translation by P . N. Appuswami Aiyar (Free India, Dec. 194.1 ). 
2. Various English renderins;(s of the Kural are available, of which the most im

portant are those by G. U. Pope, V. V. S . Iyer, H. P . Popley & K. T. Paul, and 
C. Rajagopalachari. 
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TamilliteratuFe.. It is, besides, a touchstone of taste and an invaht
able guide to~~d ~~ T@ditio1_!jells us..that Tiruval
luvar was a avatara oT Go(fBrabma. Very many interesting stories 
are told about Tiruvalluvar and his poetic sister, Avvai. It appears 
he had much difficulty in getting his Kural approved by the third 
Sangam, but in the end it was acclaimed as a masterpiece and 
posterity has more than reaffirmed that verdict. The poem is made 
up of 113 sections of ten couplets each, and the whole territory of 
knowledge is amazingly comprehended by these poetic aphorisms. 
Virtue, wealth, love, morals, prosperity, happiness,-these are Tiru
valluvar's themes, sung in verses that have the beauty, brevity and 
finality of a Japanese haikku in which whole worlds of significant 
suggestion or pOinted advice find their glittering place. Ethics. 
statecraft, kingcraft, citizenship, married love, the art of life in all 
its raroifications,-all these problems yield their secrets to Tiruvallu
var. His work is not therefore inaptly called 'Veda in miniature', 
"a mustard seed into which is comprehended the riches of the seven 
seas." It is impossible to bring out in translation the brevity, bril
liance and beauty of the original verses, but some of the ideas may 
be rendered as follows:-

"When a man is blessed with a good wife, he wants nothing in 
this world; when he is not so blessed, he lacks everything." 

"Wounds inflicted by fire may be cured; those caused by a biting 
tongue can never be cured." 

"To forgive trespasses is good, to forget is even better." 

"Only those who haven't heard the prattle of their children 
find music in the vi~ and the flute." 

~ Kural is one of the few Tamil works that form a constituent 
o~~r cult~ of the Tami_s. t is also the only Tamil 
c~asslc nt has been translated into many modern Indian and Euro
pean languages. 

While the Kt£ral ' the eleventh of the Ei hteen Minor Poems. 
!itl~ is th~rst, being an ant ology of 400 venbas or quatrains 
composed by-variouS Jain writers. Unlike the Ku:ral, the Niiladiyar 
is an unequal work. But it includes a good deal that is first-rate , 
justifying the common saying in the Tamil country: "Just as the 
banyan and the neem tree are good for one's teeth, NiHadiyar and 
Kural are good for one's speech." 
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The second item in the collection, Naganar's Niinmanikkadaikai, 
contains a century of quatrains full of felicitous parallelisms like the 
following :-

The diamond comes out of the quarry; 
Happiness comes out of the beloved's speech; 
Virtuous action comes out of a generous heart; 
And all come out of wealth. 

The next four items are called jointly lYii-na)yathu or the "Four 
Forties." Of these, Kar-niirpathu deals with mullai and depicts the 
leelings of a lady who is separated from her beloved. It is inset with 
striking descriptions, and is a moving love poem. __ Kalavali-nii;pathu 
is-a YiviQ_description of a battle between a Chera king and a Chola 
~The author of this war hymn is identified by some with 
Poikai-Alvar, one of the great VaishJ:lava singers. The remaining 
two "forties," Iniavai-niirpathu and Inna-niirpathu, are comple
mentary, and consist of positive and negative exhortations res
pectively. One of the latter may be rendered thus: 

The desire of the destitute to act generously is vain; 
For the poor, to dwell in a city of palaces is vain. 
To feast upon the sight of a kitchen is vain; 
To hug the friends who desert you in need is vain. 

The next group of four anthologies is called A.inthinai. They 
are all love poems based on the Tolkappiyam parallelism between 
love's vicissitudes and nature's changing facets . The poems contain 
between fifty and one hundred and fifty stanzas. 

7:irikadukqm and Sirtmancham1llam' the twelfth and th 
fift~nth in the series, are similar in conception, and each consists 
of a century of pointed verses. Tirikadukam is a sequence of verses, 
each of which is built upon three correlated thoughts, as for example: 

The three sure ways of impoverishment are-
Arrogant exhibition of your riches, 
Excitement for no purpose, 
And an inordinate need to possess the whole world . 

Likewise, each verse of Sirupanchamtilam is built upon five 
correlated thoughts: 

A chaste wife is ambrosia to her husband ; 
A genius to his people; 

1. Rao Saheb Vaiyapuri Pillai has recently published an authoritative edition of 
these two poems (Madras University, 1945). 
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An industrious subject to his king; 
A pillar of strength to his country; 
And a loyal servant to his master. 

The remaining items of the Eighteen Minor Didactic Poems are 
Acoorakuvai, Palamoli, Mudumolik-kanchi, lnnilai and Eltidi. All 
these are bunches of exhortations on problems of conduct, and thus 
supply choice quotations for every occasion. A specimen from 
Acoorakuvai is : "These four--one's body, wife, trust money, and 
means of maintenance-must be treasured like gold, lest irreme
diable evil should follow." 

V. THE EPICS 

The three collections of the third Sangam are not the sole sur
viving monuments of the literary activities of the Tamils of that 
bygone age. Indeed, the ~f the Christian era seems 
to have been a ~lden Ag~ (or 'Augustan' Age) in Tamil letters. 
The poets of the time were drawn from different parts of the Tamil 
country and belonged to diverse faiths and castes; they represented, 
besides, the various professions. Thus, in the Tamilakam of seven
teen hundred years ago, men and women of different faiths--Jains , 
Buddhists, Saivites, Vaish1}avites-seem to have lived together in 
understanding and harmony. One of the greatest writers of the 
t . d Sail gam, Sittalai sattanar~ was a corn merchant and a Bud-
~---~ many or tne mmor dldactic poems already described were 

composed by Jains; and the Hindu poets praised Siva or Vislu;1.U 
without flying at each other's throats. Two at least of the "Five 
Major Epics" were composed during the Golden Age, and the others. 
and perhaps the Five Minor Epics as well, were composed not much 
later; and most of these epics were the work of Buddhists or Jains. 
Some of these epics cannot now be traced and are perhaps lost for 
ever; but even the extant works give us a fair idea of the glory 
of that great age in Tamil literature. 

The five major epics are Silappadikaram, Manimckhall1i, Ji 'vaka
chintamani, Va~ti and Kundalakiisi. Of these, only the first r----- _____ 

three are now available.' The fi~cs are Yasodharo 
l{iivlJam., 0!:_ulamJL1li, ~m, Niigakumiira Kiiv1Jam and 
N i lak(' si. Of these, again, the fourth is lost, but the others have 
------------------------------------------------------

]. The standard editions of Silappadikdram, Manimekhalai and Jivaka-Chintii
mani are the fruits of the late Mahiimahoplidhyiiya Swaminatha Aiyar's monu
mental industry and scholarship. More recently, V. R. R. Dikshitar has 
published an English translation of Silappadikdram (Oxford University Press 
1939). 
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been either published or something at least is known about them. 
YasOdhara Kavyam, based on a Sanskrit work, consists of 320 stanzas; 
Chulam.ani by Tholamolithevar is a longer and a better poem; Nila
kesi is a philosophical poem, written perhaps as a reply to Kundala
kesi a Buddhist work. 

1. Sil.appadikciram 

._gangO-Adigal, the younger brother ~f the ce1ehrat'Mi CheNll 
~n~a , ecame a monk in order to allay the fears of Senguttu
van, the reigning king. Kanakasabhai and Purnalingam Pillai think 
that llango became a Jain monk, Swaminatha Aiyar thinks he re
mained a Saiva, while Ramachandra Dikshitar describes Ilanga as a 
follower of Hinduism "in its broader sense.'" In the course of his 
wanderings, liango m~et, Sittalai 8attanar, who 
read out to him his poem Manimokhalai. Thereupon, !,lango wrote 
Silappadikciram, taking 8attanar's story a generation backwards. 
Whether there is any truth in this tradition or not, it is evident that 
I!ango and 8attanar were contemporaries. A princely ascetic and a 
merchant-humanist-a Hindu monk and a Buddhist householder':_ 
but poets both, poets who bore the burden of poesy with ease, tole
rance, broad humanity and with mellowed wisdom! ~ad.i.karam 
an~ ax: the ILiad aneL the Odyssey of Tamil ~try 
a~s impos~bleJ..~rate_Qleir i!J)portance. -

Silappadikdram tells movingly the star-crossed story of Kovalan 
and Kannaki. The story is highly dramatic and moves human hearts 
profoundly even to this day. Kovalan forgets his sweet and chaste 
wife, Kannaki, being infatuated by the courtezan, Madhavi; after 
exhausting his fortune and that of his wife, the penitent husband 
and the forgiving wife leave Puhar for Madura . A tragic error 
leads to Kovalan's execution on the orders of the Pa.t:l9yan king. 
Under the stress of this final overwhelming sorrow, Kannaki the 
angelic and uncomplaining wife excels herself and towers above 
king and queen and petty humanity. The sight of K6valan's dead 
body makes her cry out in her anguish: 

"Are there women here, are there women? Are there women 
who can endure such injustice done to their wedded husbands? Are 
there such women? 

"Are there good people? Are there good people here? Are 
there good people who nurture and fend f'::>r children born of them? 
Are there good people here? 

1 . Introduction to the Silappadikiiram, p . 69. 
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"Is there a god? Is there a god? Is there a god in this Kudal, 
whose king's sharp sword killed an innocent man? It there a god?'" 

In Medusa-like splendour, Kannaki freezes the royal couple to 
death and pronounces the doom of Madura. In a deathless scene 
in this immortal story, she twists and plucks out her left breast 
with her hand, and in her extremity of pain hurls it across the street. 
The city of Madura is accurst, and is soon a heap of charred remains. 
The lovers, however, are at last reunited in heaven, and Kannaki is 
henceforth worshipped as the goddess of chastity in the land of the 
Tamils. Silappadikiiram, besides telling us a moving and poignant 
story, amazes us by its perfect sense of form, its harmonized blend
ing of iyaZ (poetry), isai (music), and natakam (drama), its gorgeous 
and picturesque descriptions, epic dignity and sublimity. 

2. The Other Epics 

Manimekh~i, although chronologically considered to be the 
earlier work, is in effect a !>eq~el~Si~a~m. Its heroine 
Manimekhalai is Kovalan's daughter by ~adhavi, but spiritually she 
is rather Kannaki's daughter! She sees through the limitations of 
human love and consecrates herself to the service of Buddha, Dharma 
and Sangha. The poem no doubt lacks the intensity and tumult of 
SiZappadikaram, but it is not lacking in incident or humanity. The 
vicissitudes of Manimekhalai's terrestrial fortunes signify rather the 
evolution of the human soul into a state of perfection. It is true 
Silappadikiiram and ManimrkhaZai read here and there like sec
tarian special pleadings; but we are never made to forget that 
humanity is the main thing, and that poetry is one with humanity. 

t 
TirlL1ba ath· r's Jivaka- int- ani is the work of a Jain 

uthQJ:.,-perhaps a young Chola convert to the Jain faith, a poet who 
was young a5"WeU as wisely austere. A minister usurps his master's 
throne; the king dies; his chilclJjvaka, undergoes many tribulations, 
but at last regains his father's throne after killing the usurper. In 
his forty-fifth year, king Jivaka renounces the world, lives the life of 
a Jain ascetic, and gains bliss at last. The story of a soul's pilgri
mage from birth to liberation is told in over three thousand stanzas 
of chaste and flowing verse. It is rightly considered one of the 
major Tamil epics. Another Jain W'oTk, ~velir's Perunkathai, 
detailin the star of Ud a beats marked resemblances to 

J~ 
1. The Silappadikc'iram, pp. 244-5. 
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CHAPTER XVII 

POLITICAL THEORY AND ADMINISTRATlVE 
SYSTEM 

I. STUDY OF POLITICAL SCIENCE 

The period under review is very rich in data concerning the 
political theory, administrative organisation, law and legal institu
tions. F.Q.I:.~olitical theory we have the Raiadharma section of Sanii
~r~a in the MaMbhcirata, KauW a's Arth.aSa$t,·a. and the S~ 
sUCfi" as those onvIanu, Y~ii.avalky.a, Narada and BrihasQ!lti. E.Dr the 
administrative organisation our chief sources are the Greek accounts, 
Kau. ya s arthasastra and the Smritis. Th i£iS ea ·n 
detail withJa..Y![_ and_ legaLiii""stitl!!!.<>ns. Some light is thrown On all 
these topicsby tIleiiiSCrip~d literature of the period includ
ing Buddhist and Jain canonical literature. 

A number of treatises dealing with the science of polity were 
written during this period. The most important of them is Kauplya's 
ArthaSastra. This was long regarded as the standard text on the 
subject and we have many references to, and quotations from, it in 
works of ancient authors. But the text of this important work was 
discovered only at the beginning of the present century. It ascribes 
itself to the famous Brahm~a Kautilya, also named Vish1).ugupta 
and Ch.fu:lakya, who, according to tradition, overthrew the last Nanda 
king and placed Maurya Chandragupta on the throne. At the end 
oliach of the 15Q chapters of the work the author subscribes himself 
~ Kautilya and refer..§., in a concluding verse, to the overthrow of 
the Nanda d nast as One of his exploits . . 

R. Shamasastry, who published the text (and also an English 
translation), regarded it as the genuine long-lost work on polity 
composed by Chfu:lakya, the prime minister of Chandragupta Maurya . 
This view was at first endorsed by many scholars who held that 
"though the existing text is perhaps not absolutely word for word 
that which was written by Kautilya, still we have essentially a work 
that he did compose.'" But, gradually, doubts arose about both its 
authorship and date of composition. Many scholars now refuse to 
accept the view that the work was really composed by Kautilya or 
any statesman of the type, and they regard it as of a much later date. 

1 . Fleet in KAT. p. ii. 
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Some bring it down to the third century A.D., though others would 
prefer a date three or four centuries earlier. The whole question 
has been discussed in detail in Chapter XVI. 1 

But, whatever be the date, it would be convenient to deSignate 
the work as Kautiliya ArthaSastra or ArthaSastra composed by 
Kautilya, without implying in any way his identity with the prime 
minister of Chandragupta Maurya. References in this work prove 
beyond doubt that there were many works on the science of polity 
at the time Kautilya wrote and these were fully utilised by him. 
The very opening sentence of the book states that "this ArthaSastrii 
is made as a om endium o~n the ArthaSastras which , in 
view of acquisition and maintenance of the earth, have been com
E?s~uncient teachers." The book itself contains quotations from 
works of ve di ere s Is and no less than j:hirleen individual 
aut or~ The existence of many treatises on the subject is also con-

fumed by the story, contained in the Mahabhiirata, of the origin of 
the science of policy- how it was originally written by Brahma in 
one hundred thousand chapters and underwent successive abridg
ments by different authors. The importance of political science is 
also indicated by Kautilya in his enumeration of the different 
sciences. Different schools of thought quoted by him regarded the 
number of sciences as four, three, two or one, but each included 
Dandaniti or the Science of Government in his list . The school of 
Usanas declared that Dan aniti was the only science for "it is in that 
SClence that all other sciences have their ongin and end." 2 

Everything thus indicates that political science was assi
duously studied during this period and it had attained a high rank 
among the subjects of stUdy. No wonder, then, that the political 
thought of the period is rich in content, richer probably than that of 
any other period of Indian history. It centres round various topics 
such as the~l and mundane ob'ectives of society, ~ 
~, p~es, il!tex:.:.stat~ f~and fe'tdaL,relatiQn: 
~s, organisation o~ve, judicial and. executive autho:: 
,tit!es, ~p, ministers, administrative l!_ierarch_y, local and 
r~ns~e. 

II. POLITICAL THEORY 

1. The King and State-their Origin and Nature 

The origin of State or kingship forms the subject of an important 
inquiry by the writers of this age.3 In the Mahiibhiirata, Yudhish~ 

1. See pp. 274-76, 285-87. 
2 . KAT. 6. 
J . Cf. Bhandarkaf. CL, I. 119 ft . 
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t}lira asks Bhishma: '~ence arosEL!._he pow~ of _!.]gpg? Possessed 
of physical and mental qualities similar in every respect to the other 
men, how does he govern the rest of the world?' The two replies, 
put in the mouth of Bhishma in two chapters, really elaborate the 
t,heory of ~ne oIjgin o.!.Jtip_gship and th~ theory of social con
tract with which we are familiar. As already noted,1 the theory 
Ofdivine origin can be traced in the Brahmana period. It is stated 
in its most developed form in the following verses in Manu
Samhita2 :-

"The Lord created a king for the protection of this whole 
creation, taking (for that purpose) eternal particles of Indra, of the 
Wind, of Yama, of the Sun, of Fire, of VarW).a, of the Moon, and of 
the Lord of Wealth (Kubera). 

"Even an infant king must not be despised, (from an idea) that 
he is a (mere) mortal; for he is a great deity in human form." 

But although this extreme theory of divine origin was destined 
to prevail in the long run, the theory of social contract also exercised 
great influence during this period. Its genesis may be traced to the 
Siitra period for, a<:.£.ording t~aJldba¥ana,3 'the king was to prgtect 
hi ...sub' ec Ieceivin as his a a sixth art (of their grains).' t 
IS ted more full in the Mahiibhiirata an w sao own to 
I\autily~ He briefly expresses it as fonows: "People suffering from 
anarchy first ele ted Manu to be heir kin and allotted one-sixth 
of the grains grown and one-tenth of merchandise as sovereign dues. 
Fed by this payment, kings took upon themselves the responsibility 
of maintaining the safety and security of their subjects."4 The 
theory is also repeated in the Buddhist canonical texts, according to
which the people elected , not Manu, but 'the most handsome, gra
cious and powerful individual from among them on condition of 
giving him a portion of their rice' :; ':ple ~eneral rule. found in_the 
Sutras, Smritis -and A.rthaSastra, that if the king cannot recover 
~tolen groQ!:rty, he musUompensate the owner , may be regarded as 
~cal corollary to this theory. Its influence may also be seen in 
the exClamation of the 13uddhist monk Aryadeva towards a haughty 
king: "What is thy pride worth , 0 King, who art a (mere) servant 
of the ga7)4 (multitude, i .e. body politic) and receiveth the sixth part 
as ,wages?" 

1. Vol. I, p. 430. 
2. VII. 3, 4, 8. 
3. I. 18. 1. 
f . KAT. 26. 
S. Bhandarkar, eL, r. 121. 
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According to both the theories, State and kingship evolved out 
of necessity caused by the evils of anarchy and of wickedness in
herent in human character. Hence special stress is laid on the 
importance of dam a term which is difficult to translate, but-more 
or less refers to the power of punishment or chastisement vested in 
the ruler. T e da~, accordin to Manu 1 'alone over all creat d 
e,.eings, protects them, ~watches over them while they sle~, and the 
~decI~e ii"""{to 'b._e ideeal with) the law.' According to Kautilya 
'on da~ de ends the pro ress of the arts and scien<:es and the 
we -being of mankin '. ence the science a government is called 
by ~ All political writers agree that the king must 
exercise this dawa judiciously. "If the king," says Manu,3 "did 
not, without tiring, inflict punishment (datl4a) on those worthy to 
be punished, the stronger would roast the weaker, like fish on a spit." 
Kautilya also echoes this sentiment. 

But while the necessity of a strong king is stressed by all, none 
is prepared to vest in him the absolute authority of doing whatever 
he likes. The theory of divine origin did not carry with it the divine 
right which the Stuart kings, for example, claimed to exercise over 
their subjects at their pleasure, being accountable to none but God. 
Thus Manu4 declares that while a just king pros~s, one who is 
volu tu~artial and deceitful will be destro . ...!h_e very da1.l4a, 
y! 'ch 15 theE mba a royal aut ority, '~ down the king who 
~, together with his relatives." It is fully 
recogmsed that~sla is har~e administered by men with un
improved minds and both Menu and Kau~ilxa, as well as other poli
~iters • ..Rive ela_J:>orate directions for the proper education and 
~ining_jd.lli!! king. Kautilya even goes so far as to say that if the 
only son of a king proves to be of perverted mind and devoid of intel
ligence, he would even "t£I to beget a son on his wife by the system 
of levirate. but never shall a wicked and only son be installed on the. 
r~yal throne." 5 This has been a cherished theoryO£ political writers 

-and has been s\1mmed up by Kamandaka when he says; "'I'he-king, 
who is virtuous, is a part of the 0 • He who is otherwise is .a..part 
o the demons. onsequently the right of the people to rebel against 
a ~d or tyrannical king is not only recognised but held up as a 
~re consequence to a vicious king. Though we do not hear so much 

1. VTI. 18. 
2. KAT. 9. 
3. VII. 20. 
4. VTI. 26-28. 
5. KAT. 39-40. 
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of direct constitutional checks against the arbitrary exercise of power 
by the king, the political writers repeatedly enjoin upon the king 
the <!l!tl. of fo~the Dharma or ~al ~rinciples of law laid 
down by the sages, and warn him agalnst domg thirigs which are 
likely to incur the wrath or displeasure of his subjects. They also 
quote with approval many instances of kings falling a victim to pub
lic uprising on account of their tyranny and unjust rule. 

The t-ate 
w~ conceive as an orgaruc woe, 1 s 1 eren constituent parts 
being. ca ed miga or limbs, evidently on the analogy of a human 
lw.d These ; are generally described as 'the king, the minister, the 
country, the fort the treasury, the army, and the friend'. In other 
words a fixed territory, organised administration, economic self
sufficiency, adequate means of defence, and recognition by other 
states were regarded as essential requisites of a state. The desirable 
qualities of each of the elements are also described in detail. Manu 1 

felt that injury to any of the preceding elements was to be regarded 
as more serious than to the following one. But in the next two 
verses he recognises that none of the organs is really superior to the 
others. "Each limb is articularly, ualified f.Q!....t~ fulfilment of a 
distinct purpose and hence each is declared to be the moc;t important 
in reference to that purpose which ~lfilled..hy ·ts...means." 

2. Scope of State Activity 

But although the conception of a State is surprisingly modern, 
the scope of the State's activity is widely different. In order to 
understand this we must have some idea of the Hindu view of life. 

As is well known, the ~ had a_£rofoundly spiritual out
~ Their civilisation is distinguished from that of Greece, 
Rome and modern Europe, pre-eminently by .. its i~dnes.!t !!§_ 
c~nt stress on the inner cQ!lsciousness, the im eratlve nee 
inte ratin it with the totali of the universe and with the spiri
tual rinciple embo . d in it. Dha'rma is t e principle that sustains 
a exis ence, embodies the whole truth, and covers all the forms, 
institutions and practices of social life. It upheld an ideal that ele
vated the soul to the loftiest heights. Dl!_a7'1"!!:2- in the :gractical sense 
stan for eli f ritual and conduct. Itwasfeit that Dharma stood 
above all the rulers of the world and was binding upon them. 
DlJerma was conducive to the highest w,od. Dharma is easily equated 

1 . IX. 295. 
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with the totality of social relationships. At the same time, it was 
perceived that identification with society was an aspect of, or a 
step in, the identificatibn with the universe. ~ ~y 
inevitable, but also desirabl ; for it assisted the development of 
£fie psyche and ought to be an instrument of elevating the human 
soul. Accordingly, the social aspect is comprehended in the spiri
tual, and Hindu social theory approaches all problems from a pro
foundly spiritual standpoint. 

Inter alia, the spiritual approach served to impart breadth and 
integration to all social speculation. It furnished a criterion for the 
tenor of individual life and social institutions as well as the political 
apparatus. It implied that every detail might be subjected to one 
supreme test : was it or was it not conducive to the lasting welfare 
of the ' soul? All Hindu thought assumed that man must try to 
achieve salvation or heavenly bliss and that social institutions exist
ed to further the end. Political institutions existed to sustain the 
social order and hence to-subserve the spiritual aim. 

It is clear from the foregoing propositions that there was never 
~n a priori limit set to the activity of the State. The State was 
integrated into the vast institutional apparatus for the realisation 
.Qf the se.iritual life, and could not, therefore, be restricted to merely 
police functions, or the administration of justice. fIindu govern
l!!.ent could not be mer~ative. It had to adopt a positive attitude 
towards all the main concerns of life--religion, ethics, family, eco
nomics, culture, etc. We find accordingly that the Hindu State 
touched the whole of life. 

This is the reason why the duty of the State is frequently 
summed up as protection. T~t2te prot!,=cts the religion, ~he 
morality, the C]lstOIDS.JUld-ih tradition which have been derived 
from the goas or evolved by society. It is totalitarian in the sense 
that it embraces the whole of life. But it is not totalitarian in the 
sense of dominating all other associations and enacting statutes for 
wholesale regimentation. T~te holds the rwg for the inter
play of social forces, intellect6al influences, economic enterprise and , 
above all, the spiritual tradition. Prote lion -also means that it is 
one of e ptime_iunctions of the..state-te defend its territory against 
all possible enemies and to protect the people against internal dis
order or injustice. It undertakes accordingly to maintain law and 
order and to administer justice. Thirdly, it must-protect the people 
from th.:_~s of natural calamities like floods , e~thquake.: and... 
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It must protect them against famine, disease, fire, etc. t 
rotect ~e-ag.a.inst .their-ow.n...foll~raBCe. In short, 

protection covers not merely hindrance or hindrances to good life, 
which the German and British idealists have defined as the proper 
sphere of the State, but it is also stretched to comprise-th le 
progrannne of- spiritual, cultural and economic welfare. 

The best practical illustration of this view is the picture of the 
State activity in Kau~ilya's ArthaSdstra which includes practically 
everything. The State should,.promote true reliiion but~a 
w~nts_it also 0 regulate the a e and condi.tions-under which _one 
might renounce e orId. he State should see that husband and 
w' e, fat er and son, brother and sister, uncle and nephew, teacher 
and pupil, are faithful to one another and do not play each other false. 
The State itself should provide support to the poor, the pregnant 
women, their new-born offspring, orphans, the aged, the infirm, the 
afflicted and the helpless. Kau~ilya tells us when it was legitimate 
to use witchcraft to gain the affections of wives or sweethearts and 
when, for instance, in case of perversion, it was to be punished wit.h 
mutilation or death . He rescribes- conditions of divorce, sepua
~n, second Er s!tbsequent ~ges ~s 
t,Q__I~~. Del_ailed and minuteare- his provisTonSTor 
saIeguaroing- the honour of women, the safety of immature girls, 
relations of lovers, as well as the profession of prostitutes. The State 
should facilitate, regulate and control public amusements and enter
tainments, including gambling. 

The three-fold motive of regulating life, detecting thieves and 
spies, and securing some revenue for the State underlies }{au~ilya's 
excise policY.:, In town and country, camp and fort, the State should 
Ttself establish liquor shops at suitable distance from one another 
or license private individuals to do so according to the laws of 
supply and demand. KauPlya would furnish-public houses with beds 
and seats and enhance their attractions with scents, garlands of 
flowers , water and other comforts. Stringent regulations on the sale 
and use of liquor and other fermentations are given, but the~ 
of temperance was to _be relaxed for four days on occasions of festi
vity, fairs-ana pilgrimages. OO-the slaughter of animals and the 
sale of meat, Kau~ilya is equally minute. 

According to the Arthasastra, all professions and occupations 
~e to be c ontrolled by the State. -:For instance, physicians should 
report all cases of grave illness to the government. If death 
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occurred in an unr~ported case, the physician should be punished 
with the first amercement. ILin any case death WAS due his care
lessness.,_he..should receive the tniddlemost amercement, while posi
tive ne Ie in . erence was to be treated as assault or violence. 
Simi arly rules with an amazing fullness of detail are given for the 
conduct of goldsmiths, weavers of various descriptions, washermen 
and others, while a series of veritable draft statutes of labourers 
prescribe, inter alia, that artisans must fulfil their engagements as 
to time, place and form of work, and obey the instructions duly 
given, on pain of forfeiting their wages or paying damages or both. 
The State itself appears as the biggest of all busi ess concerns ' 
and was entitled to regulate the whole of the economic life 
in order to promote prosperity. Kautilya would license wholesale 
business, fix the prices and all~ro t of 5 % on home commo
dities and 10% on foreign ones. He would fi~ ra~s of inter~t on 
loans and 'Inirtgages a!,_15 1q,_ and ~ An imports and expor~s 
a.;:.:_!.o be ta~. 

For relief of famine, the State granaries should open their 
doors, the rich should be compelled to yield up their hoards of 
grain, heavy taxes should be levied on wealthy people, hunting and 
fishing should be resorted to on a grand scale; emigration to the 
seashore, and to the banks of lakes, rivers, etc. should be encourag
ed; wherever possible, grains, vegetables, roots and fruits should 
be intensively cultivated. Relief should be sought from friendly 
States in the neighbourhood; prayers should go forth to the higher 
powers ; tl:!.£... gods l\!!.hakachchha and IndIa as well as the gods of 
the mountains and the holy Ganga should be worshipped during 
drought. 

Accordin~ to KauPJya the State. is to provide, manage and regu
late the Riijamiirga or the king's highway,~or the State 

_road, an~r animals, paths for asses and camels, cart-tracks, 
foot-paths , pasture-paths, shop-paths, defile-paths, cremation-paths. 
etc. On the main thoroughfares , pillars at intervals of half a kos 
should be set up to serve as signposts. 

3. Forms of Government 

It is impossible to describe Hindu government in Greek terms 
which have been taken over by modern political science from Plato 
and Aristotle. Ancient India ,knew of republics, but they differed 

1. For details see Ch. xxm. 
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in texture and form from the city-states of the Greeks and the 
Romans. The Hindu State, for the most part, was a country State. 
It could not be a democrac because direct democracy implies a 
primary assem ly of ap. citizens and was a physical impossibility 
in an extensive State. lHere the democratic element is to be found 
at the bottom, in village communities and in group organizations on 
the basis of kinship or function, all over the country. But demo
cracy at the centre, either in the Greek or in the modern European 
sense, was, except for small tribal republics, ruled out by the facts 
of geography and the difficulties of transport. 

~ Hindu g_overnments be aristocratic in the sense in 
which a number of Greek cities in antiquity, Venice during the 
Middle Ages, and Britain, Prussia and Hungary in the seventeenth 
and the eighteenth centuries, were aristocratic. Here in India caste 
forbade a combination of the ower of wealth with that of office. 

here never was an organized c urc in India comparable to the 
Roman Catholic or Protestant churches, but there was a sacerdotal 
caste, some of whose members, though not 1, functioned as priests. 
preceptors, writers and political advisers. They enjoyed high pres
tige of birth but were mostly poor. They were expected to lead 
austere lives and depended on gifts of offerings from prince and 
peasant alike. True, there was supposed to b~a ruling and milita!): 
c!lste in India kno~jis the Kshatriyas, but it had had ~o share social 
coni'i%rwlth the- Rr'lthmS1).8S, who represented the braID power, and 
the VaiSya...s.. who represented the economic strength of the commu
nity. Secondly, ma.Il.Y Ksbatrivas had nothing to do~ith functiQns 
o~t. Thirdly, 1I).0ny non:Kshatriyas, ineluding $udras, 
occupied important positions including the throne in some regions 
~nd ages. Accordingly, there was no concentration of the prestige 
of birth, influence of wealth , and political office which imparts an 
aristocratic tinge to social organisation and sustains aristocratic 
government. There was no aristocracy in India in the Greek or 
European sense of the term. 

The normal form of government in India was monarchical, but 
it~ from that which flourished in Europe during the 
!toman Empire, for the most part during the Middle Ages, and in 
the modern period up to the outbreak of the French Revolution. 
The Hindu State rarely presented that high degree of centralisation 
which is associated with the Roman Empire and the modern 
nation-State. 
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But it had a centre whose main features demand attention. 
This was the king, ~sually hereditary in accordance with the rule 
of primogeniture, living in hIgh style and a blaze of glory, in enjoy
ment of an immense revenue from private and public property. 
Political theory which usually, though not uniformly, approached 
political questions from the ethical standpoint, expected the king 
to lead a blameless life, disciplined to ceaseless administrative labour 
and consecrated to the public good. It laid heavy responsibilities, 
temporal and spiritual, on him, promised him lasting bliss in 
heaven or threatened him with all the tortures of hell in accord
ance with his success or failure in the great moral and political 
venture. In practice, doubtless, the absence of constitutional, as 
distinct from conventional, checks left many a crowned head com
paratively free to indulge in luxury and vice, caprice and injustice. 
But it is only fair to remember that all despotic authority was 
tempered by rebellion or assassinations. So long as he was on the 
throne, the king presided over the executive and judicial depart
ments of government and was expected to take the lead on the 
field of battle. The part he played in the promulgation of law will 
be described later. 1 

The machinery for executive admi 'stration was well or a
nized. It was the special care 0 the king, assisted by ministers and -a number of high officials. Below the great functionaries stood a 
host of minor officials, military officers, diplomats and spies, secre
taries, clerks, technical employees and so forth. 

There was no separation 01 the executive and ju . 'al fUDctions . 
But in practice there were a nurn er 0 men w ose primary function 
was adjudication and who were assisted by a set of minor func
tionaries.2 indu theory laid the .highest em hasis on justice. In 
theory and practice alike judicature was one of the mos important 
aspects of governance. 

Such was the machinery in outline that normally worked at 
the centre. But it was difficult to ensure its extension to the pro
vinces, districts and towns or villages. It was necessary to devise 
m,.~ans for reconciling central with local government and adminis

·t·ration. Three lines were struck by political theocy_ In the first 
place, a _ great deal of autonomy was left to feudatories and sub
feudatories. In the second place, the king or f_:_udatory o~anizcd 

1. For details see next Chapter. 
2. See next Chapter. 
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In .ib& 

This territorial organization contai ~emeni$ of federali8tn, 
fe m an utenomy. But it did not exhaust the whole 
subject of social regulation. There existed parallel organizations, 
on the basis of function, in the form of village communities, kinship 
associations, and guilds of manufacturers, merchants, bankers or 
others. They enjoyed considerable autonomy in the management 
of their affairs. Their customs or rules were recognised by the state 
and upheld by the law-givers. It will be observed that in India the 
principle of function dovetailed into that of kinship and habitancy 
and was, therefore, often vested with greater significance than in 
medieval Europe. In any case, it was the basis of an important part 
of the machinery of social control. 

Thus, <ll;~njzation was bOth horizonta and vertical, and com-
rise umber of local and functional jurisdictlOns and int~-

mediate associations standing in various, more or less- ill-defined , 
relations with the State. Incidentally, the vocational association 
often cut across lines of caste' and locality. For instance, Jreni or 
a ~ consisted of persons fOllowinfh; sale craft though be
longing to different castes, while the ai am formed a guild of 
traders belonging to various towns. 

4. Inter-State Relations 1 

The _Qrganization of the Hindu State was determined by its 
geogz:ap_hl an irOIUnlilllt. The extensive plains 
favoured the growth of large States, but the difficulties of transport 
and communication were so formidable that the Central Govern
ment could not usually make its power felt at the circumference. 
So began that i~ ~t~tal and centrif,1!gal forces arou!!.? 
w~od deal of the history,Q! India, ~f even: other country , 
seems to revolve. Every State tended to encroach upon its neigh
bours. It was not long before opinion and philosophy held up to 
admiration the ideal of the "big kingdom" , "the kingdom extending 
up to the sea", "the universal dominion". On the other hand, such 
an empire could not last long. The outlying regions were constantly 
tempted to cut adrift from the main body, to start on an abso
lutely independent career and, in their turn, to make a bid for 
supremacy. 

1. On this topic cf. N. N. Law, InteT-State Rel4tiorur in Ancient India. 
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Normally, a compromise was struck in the interests of peace 
and harmony. A kingdom or empire came to mean a fusion of two
features which, for want of perfectly suitable terms, may be designat
edJederalism and feudalism. There was a king or emperor at the 
centre claiming suzerainty over a number of princes who offered 
allegiance to him, subordinated their foreign policies to his diplo
matic moves, usually served him in war and offered him tribute, 
but who retained their autonomy in internal administration. These 
Princes in their turn might have feudatories who stood towards 
them more or less in the same relation in which they stood towards 
their suzerain. So there might be a third, a fourth, and even fur
ther ~ the _E.QIitical h_!;rarchy. 

All these tendencies are reflected or exaggerated, systematised 
or unduly simplified, analysed or synthesised in a very logical and 
abstract manner by thejoctrine of }~18lJ.2ala which imparted a very 
symmetrical form to the relationships resulting from the quest for 
suzerainty and the consequent need of astute diplomacy and 
alliances. The M8lJ.Qala is supposed tCL consist usually of tw~ 
fin[s:-

(1) The Vijigishu or the would-be conqueror, i.e. the sovereign 
in the centre. 
Then, next in geographical order, were five kings in front 
of him, viz. 

(2) Ad. the enemy. 
-'Z) Mitm. the friend of the Vijigishu. 

/

(4) Ari-mimz, the friend of the enemy . . 
(5) Mitra-mitra, the friend's friend of the Vijig"'z.shu. 
(6) Ari-mitra-mit~, the friend's friend of the enemy. 

In his rearward stood in geographical order: 
(7) ~ or a rearward enemy. 
(8) ~ a rearward friend. 
(9) ~shnigr4h.affiUL friend of the enemy in the rearward . 

(10) ~, friend of the friend in the rearward. 
The circle was completed by: 

(11) Madhygma or the intermediary. 
(12) Q_dii..!inG or the neutral. 

Within this circle the Vijigishu was to maintain a sort of 
balance of power or to assert his own supremacy. It is assumed in 
the above enumeration that two adjacent states are normally hos
tile, and consequently two states with another intervening between 
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them would be friendly, being common enemies of the latter. The 
~na is t~ strongest ~ in the neighbourhood, which nor
mally can rely on its own strength and need not enter into any 
diplomatic relationship with the neighbouring powers for protec
tion. The Madhll!!ma is intermediate in strength between the 
UcUisina and the other powers. 

'!'he_ga~ower-politics naturally lowered the tone ~ 
craft and imparted to it a Machiavellian tinge. For instance, all 
the writers enumerate the four instruments of policy, viz. Siima 
or conciliation,~ or gift, Dawa or chastisement, and Bheda or 
sowing dissensions. Kautilya recognises deceitfulness and secret 
punishment among the legitimate means of statecraft. There were, 
however, a few writers who repudiated the whole doctrine of reason 
of State. Thus .baa Deva.:'...9.eglare~ th!_t morality:, i.e.~ 
~ m~~verywhere be supreme, in..J>ublic as in grivate _ille. 

It was a natural consequence of this state of things that there 
should grow up conventions and rules on relations between suze
rains and vassals as well as on those between independent sove
reigns. There is accordingly a regular network of doctrines and 
maxims on what may be called foreign affairs or inter-state rela
tions and client states. 

The most comprehensive account of this is given in Kautilya's 
!?,haSastra. It enumerates the following six-fold policy deter

/ ... ning the relations of States with one another:-

1. Sandhi (Treaty of peace or alliance); 
2. Vigraha (War); 
3. Asana (Neutrality); 
4. Yang (Making preparation for attack without actually 

declaring war); 
5 . • Samsraya (Seeking the protection of another); 
6. Dvaidhibhiiva (Making peace with one and waging war 

with another). 

Kautilya points out in detail the most important conditions 
that should influence the decision of a ruler in the matter of adopt
ing one or other of the above policies. This discussion shows a 
penetrating insight into affairs of State. The sole guiding principle 
in making the choice is th~ material welfare of the ~te. "A wise 
king," says Kautilya, "shall observe that fonn of poHCY which, in 

1 . Chatul;lSatika, pp. 462-64. 
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his oplDlon, enables him to build forts, to construct buildings and 
commercial roads, to open new plantations and villages, to exploit 
mines and timber and elephant forests, and at the same time to 
harass similar works of his enemy." 

Kautilya is not en it is not 
conduciVe To the materialjnt_erest T~when _a .·weak 
king is attacke by a PQwerM king, ek protection 
of a _poweclul li~combine with a number of his equals or even 
inferior kings, or shut himself up in an impregnable fort. Failing 
all these means he should, according to one school of writers, rush 
against the enemy like a moth against a flame, with a view to secure 
death or victory. But Kautilya is definitely against this. Accord
ing to him, the weak king should rather accept the most humiliat
ing terms, biding his opportunity to free himself from this servi
tude. The details given by Kautilya about these terms indicate 
the extent of a suzerain king's authority over his vassal. Without 
the permission of the former the latter could not undertake, among 
other things, to construct forts, celebrate marriages of sons or 
daughters , hold the installation ceremony of his heir-apparent, 
purchase horses, capture elephants, perform sacrifices, march against 
foes or even go out on excursions for amusements. 1 He was not 
free even in his dealings with his officers and subjects. Even on 
occasions of worshipping the gods and making prayers he should 
invoke the blessings of God on the suzerain king. He should help 
the protector as much as he can, and always proclaim his readiness 
to place himself at the disposal of his suzerain. 

Various kinds of treaties between independent kings are dis
cussed by Kautilya. One of them was an alliance with another State 
with the ultimate object of ~ against an enemy. 
The others have for their objects acquisition of land or gold, colo
nization of wasteland, and construction of forts . 

also enumerates various t of treatie.s conclude.c:L 
be owed w er state when the latter is threatened 
by the former. These are divided into three broad classes according 
as the essential conditions are the cession of territory, paym_:,;t ~ 
~, or Eornise of military hel~State:. here 
are various sub-divisions in each class. In the first, 'for example, 
there may be (1-2) cession of only a part of the kingdom or the 

1. This is the interpretation of Ganapati Sastri (IL 341) which is somewhat 
different from that of Shamasastry (KAT, 377; KA. 310). 
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whole of it without the capital, or (3-4) the payment of the product 
of his lands, or of more than his lands produce. In the second class 
the amount of indemnity may be large or small and paid in one or 
more instalments. In the third class, it might be stipulated that 
the troops to be sent for the assistance of the superior king were to 
be led in person by the king of the inferior State, his son and COffi

mander-in-chief, or by some other person. In the first two cases a 
pe~ of !!!gh l'~.a @man,:was to be given ~ hostage, evi
dentl DSUi'e-the_pre~ce of. the king OT he il"ince with his 

oops, which was naturally regarded by them as the most humiliat
ing. These various kinds of treaties indicate in a general way the 
relation between States of unequal power. 

The enf reaty __prQYe iiIiooJ. problsIn. -in 
a 'tion to the promises of the two parties, sometimes an oath w~s 
taken or ue u ment of -the terms of the treaty. "Honest 
kings of old", we are told, "made their agreement of peace with this 
declaration: 'We have joined in peace.' In case of any apprehension 
of breach of promise, they made their agreement by swearing by 
fire, water, plough, a fort-wall , clod of earth, shoulder of an elephant, 
horse-back, seat of a chariot, weapon, precious stone, seed of plant, 
fragz'Int substance, rasa (mercury, poison, or milk) and gold , and 
declaring that these (i.e. the thing or things by which the oath is 
administered) will desert and kill him who violates the oath.'" 

One school of political writers thought that mere honesty and 
oath were not sufficient, but hostages were necessary for the due 
fulfilment of the treaty. Kautilya differs from this, though he enun
ciates the principle that "whoever is risin in power rna brealt the 
agreement of--l2e~." In general, moral considerations have no 
place in Kautilya's statecraft, its sale guiding principle being the 
";-elfare of the State. 

It is difficult to say whether there was any definite body of 
rules regulating the relation between different States, such as we 
have, for example, in the international law of the present day . 
Some such usage as the inviolability of ambassadors, or the personal 
safety guaranteed to cultivators even in times of war, may be re
garded as corning under this category. The humane rules of war
tare laid-down by Manu" '1llight also be reg~ed as eeDerally re£2lt 

1. N. Law. Op. Cit . SO-51 ; cf. KAT. 381 ; KA. 314. 
2. VII. 90-93. 
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nised by States. T rbid u e of pons, which are con
"Cealed, ~ or barbed, or the points of which are blazed with 
fire, and also striking down an enemy who is wounded, engaged in 
fighting with another, has offered submission, turned to flight, broken 
his weapon or lost his coat of mail. But the elaborate directions of 
military campaigns laid down in Kautilya's ArthaSastra 1 do not take 
into account these hu anitaria rules of warfare. He recommends, 

means fair or oul that may bring success 

Kautilya however, agrees generally with Manu in recommend
ing mild and beneficent measures to ~ards a conquered 
country. The conqueror should "follow the friends and leaders of 
the people", and "adopt the same mode of life, the same dress, 
language and customs as those of the people. He should follow the 
people in their faith with which they celebrate their national, reli
gious and congregational festivals or amusements."2 J4a.tu,J, how
ever, further re nds th ~ tiy tluj vanq_W.sbed ruler, 

/a~Pt£yed by th~:-people ... ~b put o~QII~on s&wated 
~ -

That there was a more or less regular diplomatic intercourse 
between different States is proved by Kau~ilya's long dissertation 
on the '~S.'3 Tg env~ are .divided . three 
8J'a~s, according to status, and probably also, as their names imply, 
with reference to the powers vested in them. 0 the hi he ate-
g.a.cy _be~ ~sado ve~ with.. full ~et.iona.q_powers.: 

d QSS had....lim· ed owers. and ~ Eo...Qably deseatc~ 
~th a ll!rt~ject .in view. The envoys of the 1 . as 
mer@' cauied a ~cfinj1e meu§.2.e. -

The envo s sent to a foreign_State were expected to secure in
formation about its internal condition including its military strength, 
the state of parties and Eublic_QIlinion. For this he should employ 
~and use £y~~s. The duties of an envoy, enumerated 
by Kau~ilya inClude thetransmission of messages, observance of the 
du lfUment of treaties, conh:acting atljance,-intrigue IAld sowing 
diss~nsion _among allied powers, gathering information about the 
mov~ments of spies, secunng re ease hostages, etc. 

1. Book X. 
2. KAT. 491-92. 
3 . KAT. 34-7. 
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m. SYSTEM OF ADMINISTRATION 

1. Monarchll 

(i) The king 
Strictly speaking,lrundu political thea!}, vests sove~i_gn!Y in 

the Dhanna or law in the wi<I"est s nse of e te ' But dmi n is
tration was entrusted to the king. Accordingly the kingly oBle is 
,extolled to the skies. The theory of his divine ori~ and absolute 
'power has been referred to above. iestly functions pertained to 
the- Brihmaoas. not to the king, b all egr ml - iugle 
stream of social and spirItual life. It is often stated that protection 
of the people on the part of the king was equal to the performance 
of the greatest sacrifice (Yajiia) and was conducive to bliss and 
prosperity. 2 Similarly, Narada observes that the king att ins to 
his position through austerities. By way of prescribing a high 
standard of conduct to the king, u3 observ that "wh Rnoth r 
~on man would be fined one Kars~~. tm: king ball b fined 
~o~. UW !i~ nt1~ One of th most valuabl 
ideas that run through Sanskrit literature is that power or the kingly 
office is~. 

The king, on his part, must be h~ble and modest, versed in 
sacred and secular lore. The absence of constitutional checks on 
the kingship was an additional reason for moral exhortation and for 
stress on duty with a supernatural sanction behind it. All the 
writers hold that the conquest of internal enemies by the king, i.e. 
the attainment of perfect self-control and equilibrium, was n condi
tion precedent to his successful government at home and conquest. 
abroad. As already observed, some of them go so far as to ob crv 
that rulers who lacked culture and were victims to folly. gre d ond 
sensuality were incapable of wielding the rod or punishment. M.i.I..nll4 
and Yajiiavalkya5 insist that the king must be versed in Viirtd or the 
science 0 econoziiTC;-;;d S"hould develo the resources .911be.St.a1a. 

His duties are described by Manu and Kautilya in wide terms. 
e must have ~og,_-!~cation~ and. undergo Qsoro~ trainig,g in 

disci me. ay and night he must strenuously exert himself to 

1 . See Vol. I. pp. 430 f. 482 f. 
2. Cf. Manu, VII. 84. 
3 . VITI. 336. 
4. vn. 43. 
S. m . 1U. 
6. See Ch. XXII. 
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conquer his senses; for he I alone), who has conquered his own senses. 
can keep his subjects in obedience. e m all 
which spring from sensuality, greed and wrath. He must actively 
encourage agriculture, improve the highways, exploit the mines, clear 
the forests, colonise barren lands, tame elephants, build fcrts and 
bridges. ' He must be unremitting in the performance of his duty. 
He must rise in the last watch of the night, perform religious cere
monies, ~ the ...!3rah~s, and then commence the business 
of government by entering the hall of audience and gratifying all 
who have come to see him. Then he must proceed to consult his 
ministers. 

The daily pro ramme_ wl!!£b M~u and Kau~ilya prescri~ for 
the .king follows the line of tbe MaMl.lh4ra4h_ Narada2 observes 
that "it is not permitted to advise or rebuke a king or a Brabm8l).a 
on account of their sanctity and dignity, unless they should swerve 
from the path of duty." This evidently implies that rebuke wa!i 
~ermissible for dereliction of d~y. The king is to follow a rigid 
time-table, in oraer to be able to discharge all his duties, including 
deliberation on state affairs, administrative planning, review of 
finance and revenue, inspection of the cavalry, the elephant force . 
the armoury, etc., supervision of spies, receptions, etc., in addition 
to ordinary administrative and judicial business. 

iii) The Ministers 

All the writers on polity agree that in order to carryon suc
cessfully the heavy work of administration, the king must have 
assistance. As Kautilya so characteristically puts it, "sovereignty 
~ossible only with assistance," for "a single wheef can never 
move."3 According to Kau~ilya, thtV'efore, the king shall employ 
ministers ~ and also have a council (~ntri..Earishgg).4 

Kautilya starts with the general proposition that "all kinds of 
administrative measures are prec ded by deliberations in a well
form d council." It would be of interest to know something definit E' 
about the constitution and powers of the council, but Kautilya 's 
account is somewhat vague. He quotes the opinions of preceding 
writers who suggest the n~asE,.1E.t or 20, but 
himself recomm nds that it 'shall consist of as many members as th 
n ds of his dominion require.' That it consisted of members not 

1. Manu, VII. 154. 
2. xvm. 122. 
3 . KAT. 14. 
4 . For th two top! d . KAT. U-20, 30-32 . 
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usually resident in the capital city appears from the direction that. 
the king shall consult those that are not near by sending wri . Th" 
powers of the council are described in very general terms. There 
is, however. one important point that requires careful consid ration. 
HI!!.. works ~ emergenc;y", says Kau~ilya, "the king s~ll c 11 b;Qth 
the ministers and the council," and after discussion, "shall do wh t
~ of th embers su est or whate er cou of 
action leading to success they point out." If we accept this int r
pretation, we must hold that the king's power wns effectiv 1y check
ed by the joint body of ministers and councillors. Some, how ver, 
interpret the passage differently and take it to mean that th kin~ 
should either accept the view of the majority or follow that cour t: 

of action which (in his opinion) leads to success. 

an important 
parishad in 

t d al or im-. 

As compared with the vagueness of his account aboul th coun
cil. Kau~ilya gives a comprehensive account of the minist rs. The 
first point discussed is the ~od_~ selection . A discllssion re
corded by Kau~ilya, though avowedly theoretical, throws interest
ing light on this point. He dwells at length on the opinions of pr -
ceding writers and the criticism urged against th m. Thus w al'U 

told that ~a advised the king to elect ministers from amon~ 
his old fellow- tudents. but ~ demurred to it li atel 
d stru tive of royal p lige. ~~itlw~m~JAli.ii18(h~~~QIt--t!\~ 
!.oremost qualification, but~ pointed out that cap city, int 11 c· 
tual and administrative, was tne es ential desideratum. ~. 
~ laid stress on fami1y traditions and recommend d th appoint. 
ment of those whose fathers and grandfathers had been mini tenl 
before. but y!ta~adhi explained that new men ver ed in th scicnc(> 
of politics were safer. ~,howev r, decried mere th 0 -

retical knowledge and laid emphasis on high bjrth aud capacity 
Kau\ilya generally agreed with the last view. He holds that 'th" 
minisW"ial aePQintment shall wholly de~nd on guailli.£t.t.jQA\l· an 
describes in detail what these qualiflcnt.ions ar Ilnd how to ascertain 
them. One possessed of the n ce ry qua1i6c tion hould b<> sub· 
jected to various tests--the four allurem n B r 11 jo mone . lov 
~ as Kau~lya calls th m. ose who 5uccC55fully pas 11 t 
the t should be selected as ministers. while tho who p8 on 
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or more of them will be appointed to high offices according to the 
test to which they were put. 

~on the whole holds the same view, though expressed more 
briefly. Thus he lays down that the king should ':appoint seven or 
eight ministers whose nce tor ave een ro al servants, ,lYho are 
~erse m t~ s~s, eroes skilled . n th us of e ons, ~ 
cended fio_!!l--(.nobl~famiJ.W; and who have been tried.'" Kautilya, 
Jfter a long discussion, concludes that the king should discuss matters 
of State not with one or two, but with three or four ministers. For 
'a single minister proceeds wilfully and without restraint, and in 
deliberating with two ministers the king may be overpowered by 
their combined action.' According to Manu, however, ~ng~ 
first ascertain the 0 inion of each minister se r t , ancftilenthe 
VIews 0 all together'.2 

Among the ministers, ~ho~ld be...~lac~ as the chi~f. But 
though Manu directs that he shOUld be BrahmanaJ 

3 Kautilya does 
not lay own any such restriction. 

(iii) Other Officers 

Every minister seems to have controlled one or more depart
ments. The precise number of the departments is not stated by 
Kautilya, but his work, as a whole, gives an idea of the working of 
the ~£_tme.nts...Q!_Audi.1 and ~cco~, ~, Store_§, ~, 
~, Vi!=.,aving, ~gricu!1.u~ P__asturej,.all.ds, Cows, Slaugh-
er- a es Weights and Meas~, G~ ~ O-~, 
~, r®lt. S!lt. W~ ~e, ~ ~ Pas~orts, 
~ etc. On the military side the chief departments are those of 
~, }l:legbants, l:{Qr..ses. C~ and ~. 

Each Qf thesen ptl1'tn1en~ ~ uru!_er a Sl!E.erinte.nde~ who ~ 
assisted by 'accountants, scribes, corn-examlners, stock-takers and 
additional secret overseers (i:e. SJ2~).' Kau~ilya, however, observes 
that 'each department shall be officered by several temporary heads' 
and also that 'elephants, cavalry, chariots and infantry shall each be 
plac d und_!! many chie!!.' It has been very plausibly suggested· 
that these passagesrefer to a system of administration by the Board 
described by Megasth es in connection with the municipal and niili
tary organization in the time of Chandragupta Maurya.6 

] . VIT. 54. 
2. VIr. 57. 

VII. 58. 
4. PHAro 233. 
5. abov , pp. 63-65. 
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the Samahartti. ThEt--'oc;Q8l~~MC!!~MM1ifA11~IIl-.UU:~u,y .... U!:.!~ 
he ever..a1.tendS 11p9D the ktng, seems to E:$ry, ineludin 11 kin . Tb 18 
~ of In describing their duties Kaulily 

comprehensive account of the manifold sources of re enue nd 0 

the various kinds of stores collected by the State. Among other im
portant officials may be mentioned the_rurohito., Senapati, Dauvdrika 
(gate-keeper), the Antarvamsil£g (leader of th harem gu rei ), 
~ (Governor of forts) and An~J!!. (Go ernor of 1.h 
rrontier ). The uperi~ ~ Lth City was also anoth r impor
tant officer wboseduty and metbod of administration are described 
in detail, throwing much li£ht on t.he~e.!.lse oLcivic..d: nd res n
sibility in th . Another cIa of officers, who formed an in
dispensa Ie part of the administration, wcr th pi s. Th m thod 
of recruiting them and the nature of their training and work consti
tute an important chapter ' in Kau\ilya's work and trongly upport 
the views of those who hold that there was a compi tc divor 
between morality and statecraft in those days. Many other views, 
situations and their remedies, described in th Arth.a.sastra., would 
lead to the same conclusion. 

1. KA . Book I. Cbs. XI-Xli. 
2. vn. 115 fl. 
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y K-autnya has led some scholars to hold that he was 'not a paid 
servant of the crown but an .. e1flcted .£..fficial of the villagers." Ac
cording to Manu, the king appointed lords of ten, twenty, hundred 
and thousand villages. Similar divisions are also hinted at by 

. ho mentions a 1'0 a1 offici Called Sera. ~€d Ufter 
~ an another called Sthdnika. WhGoj!tlper wised ~ne
"ual'tel ot ! ~=Fi!!id. J S uch a regular gradation of 
o~cers, under 1eCentnll State authority, must be regarded as an 
essential feature of administration of a large kingdom, though the 
names of officials and other details varied. ~u~ilya refers to -

ha~ (Collector-General) ""iste<! by ~7'S;;, (C~rsJ 
a~ In reme charge, an~!8 find fh;': n .tiOIl Rlt's 
inscriptions along with . iikas anct er officers. ACCO«)in 
KaUlilya the Commissioners appointed by the Collector-General 
smrn~lt"'ttm pI oceedinga.oi. SuperiE_tendents and their subordinates 
and inflict punishment on them. Kau~il~nds that 

t.I..s~~2:ad~ ~~d ..f 
mea e 0 su ress disturbance to eace (lit. removal of thorns) .-

/ orne regard these 0 ies as so many tri unals appointed , in addition 
to ordinary law-courts, to deal in a summary manner with various 
abuses and malpractices of administration. They were also autho
rised to take cognisance of various high crimes and also offences of 
a miscellaneous character. 

On ttrn wj;).ola, ~utnya gives rnnrpicture-ofllJlighly organized 
~tem of a@linistrB.~$!der a powerful bureaucra2_ at tile centre , 
tttough much scope was left !or 10 al self-government. How far it 
was a theore lcal scheme, and the extent to which it reflects the 
actual system of administration in any particular age or locality, it 
is difficult to say. It is, however, reasonable to hold that the system 
laid down by Kautilya was followed, at least in general prinCiples. 
during the period under r view and perhaps also in subsequent 
times. 

(iv) Sources other than A,·thaSdstra 

The political data supplied by presumably contemporary Tamil 
literatur tally with the ArthaSastra. The relevant passages . 
Kanakasabhai's Tamils Eighteen Hu.nd1-eO. YeCU's A 0 based on lite
rature, often remind one of Kau~ilya. The same remark holds true 
of the ~l or the ... Kurat cO.,!!lposed.. by TiruvaUuvar. He insists 
on the ame qualities in the king as Kautilya-fearlessness liberality . 

- ----------
1. PHAr,:UO. 
2. KAT. 253. 
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wisdom, energy, vigilance, learning bravery, virtue in gen ral, fr 
dom from pride, anger, lust, avarie and low plea ures, and c paclty 
and readiness to hear unpalatable words.' The king must be c 
ible to tbe people, must personally conduct the administr tion, 

examine cases and give decisions.2 The need for con ultat.ion i m
phasised and the qualifications and duties of the chi f officers of S tc 
are dwelt upon in the manner of the ArthaStistro .3 On amb sad rs, 
the Kura14 reads like an echo of the Artllet.<'fist'7·o . On forts(' nnd on 
the armyc the Kural is feeble, but in line with the Artha.Sdstro . Tiru
valluvar's sl!.V!!Ss on espionage might, with light alterations. p s 
for those of Kautilya: 'A spy and a book of law are the e es of u 
~"7 Though avow ]y an ethical treatise, the Kura , when d al
ing with diplomatic or foreign affairs, betrays the same lack of mol' } 
considerations as Kauplya . Its opportunism and Machiavelli n 
plecepts are exactly parallel to the maxims of the Artha3dstro .h 

The political theory of the Artha5astras, the Dharma~ - tras and 
the epics, as well as the administrative structur r (erred to in til 
inscriptions, foreign accounts and other data are r flected in the CIa -
sica] Sanskrit literature. ThWi ASvaghosha in his SaundarallGnda
Kiiv a testifies to the su feme n~d and indispensability or kingship, 
and wa,n.1$ it-to-ft.metion..as the-iu!de and t nch r. IQ.._th ",'Ta rik4ra . 
. ~goo8ha :prescribes n veR' elaborat curr!cullUn for the prio , 
comprising grammar, writing, rhetoric , eloquence, the V das, lit. 
rature, astronomy, medicine, sacrifices ; mu ic and ong. playing on 
the tambourine, playing on the conch, dancing and laughter, com
putation, chess, dice, the science of precious ston sand valuabl 
materials for clothing, silk , sealing, weaving, wax work, strategy, 
"ewing, sculpture, painting, arrangement of garlands, int rpretation 
o( dreams, interpretation of the flight of birds, reading horoscopes; 
the training of elephants, domestication of horses, wielding th 
lance, jumping, running and fording a river, archery, rules of battl 
a rray, strategy, etc. 

1. Kural, Ed. Launla, 382-84, 387-89, 390, 431-432, 436. 
2. Ibid, 520, 547-50, 561, 568. See nlllO 551-55· 563-67 on r ighteoul rul . 
3 Ibid, 631-35, 638-4.0, 643, 648, 655, 600, 675. 
4 Ibid, 681-82, 685-86. 
S. Ibid. 742-50. 
6 . Ibid, 761-62, 764, 766-80. 
7 Ibid, 581. 
8 Ibid, 471-74, 488-90. 
9 See pp. 258, 266. 
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Unfortunately, we have very little knowledge of any actual 
system of administration, save that of the Mauryas, which has been 
described above. Of the States that ftourished before them we have 
scattered references to administrative organization in literature, but 
it is not possible to draw up any definite outline of it. Thus I?ali. 

ClMvag a refers to 80 000 townshi s of kin Bimbisara and ~ 
assem ly attended by their overseers (gramikas). Whatever we 
might think of the number, it testifies to the importance of the village 
as an administrative unit, and aD-administrative organization based 
on democratic~cU>les. The Buddhist Pall texts also refer to some 
high officials like Mantris .. but do not say anything about their power 
and function . The system sketched in the Dharma-siitras and al
ready described above 1 must have formed the basis of administration 
at the beginning of this period, and gradually developed into the 
highly elaborate structure of the Maurya period which has been al
ready described .2 This development is largely reftected in the 
Dharma~sastras and specially in Kautilya's ArthaSa.stra, though thE' 
latter may not form its very basis. 

Of the administrative system of the many States that ftourished 
after the Mauryas, our information is very meagre, and we get only 
a few isolated references in epigraphic records. 

The ~as comprised man'!, feudatories, some 
of whom at least enjoyed, inter alia, the right to sta.!!!.E... their own 
~ An il1§.£!.il2!ion of ~mavi of the second century A.D. shows 
mili ar om ers holdin lar e are 0 land. Coins and inscriptions 
rev al a number otJili.h ..Q.fficers mled MaharathiL MaMbho;as , 
~~tis, ~ ~-a~d ~. They 
acted as ministers, treasurers and heads of departments at the cen
tral, provincial or feudal capitals. There w war secretarial 
staff, comprising ~Q.s oI...clerks. 

K trapa and Maha..IUhatrapas, who ruled over South 
RajputAna, Surash~ra and contiguous districts) had numerous feuda
tori s und r them. Epigraphic evidence shows that they attended 
to irrigation, observed r ligious toleration, built rest-houses, con
structed wells, tanks and gardens, established free ferries at many 
places and fOJ,Ulded a;1~tras,Q halls for meetings, etc. On the 
oth r hand, d la our . ex cted for ubli w . 
a~new taxes were often im.pru;ed Th! digging of salt, ~ 

1. Vol. I, pp. 486-88. 
2. S e pp. 62 ff. 
S. Rond-side sheds for free supply of drinking water. 
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~e~ed, seems to hav~ h!!'2 !.royallD2.no,£?ly. The higher officials 
m. o""'fi.i; been divided into.wo grades ati-.$ochivas. i.e .• conn-......_.. _ :c 

cillors or ministers ana K(mnayQChivAS executive om 
c::- - -

The Kushit:la empire was founded like it pred 
cessors on the baSes ot au1onomy nd feud lism. Th 
i~cription 1 refers to QadanayagQ. (-Da.Qdanhakn), p';;;'e";";rh~a-ps==;;:;"en=-e. 
ral or probably a iEdici.al official. Navalca.nnillG superintendent. 0 

bUildings, and ViMra·l/WU"Ohaena ( itect 1) ¥.ihii.ras. 

:t,hedunagarh inscription af Rw4:,.adiman ~b ws th t the foreign 
rulers were wely..~ersed in the Indian SCience of polity and adopted 
the general administrative machinery described in it. aut side b 
sid.a with ..many familiar otlicial names e ~ eet with foreign 
ones such as .satrap Qfovmcial goveDlor), ,M,erid!rch (probably dis· 
~) and .. Strategos rmilit!l!l' goxeQ1AI1U. 

An important feature of the administration of the period is th(' 
a~ion Qf neaund dear Lelations of the king, like son, grandson . 
b,rother_or nephews with t~ government. Sometimes, these had 
equal powers and status with the king, ci we find , among otheNJ, 1n 
the cases of Lysias and Antialcidas. Agathocleia and Strata I , Strata J 

1 . JRAS. 1~. p. &G. 
2 . See abovt!, p. 151 . 
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and Strato II, Spalirises and Azes, and.£has~na anc!...Rudra~ 
Sometimes the relations probably held the position of subordinate 
colleagues. The best examples of this are furnished by the coins at 

_ Y.onone~.' --1t ma be noted that this practice a1so prevailed among 
tb~ and, later, also among the~in South India. 

(v) Taxation 

To defray the expenses of administration an elaborate system of 
taxation is prescribed by the writers on polity. .Incidentally, Manu 
has a remarkable idea on the origin and validity of property. "and 
belon s to him who c1e rs fT he' r, and a forest animal to hilll""-----o owns.1he....a.rr.QF." It reminds one of Locke who sees the be..-
grnni~ of property in the mixing of human labour with natural 
substance. But in Manu 2 the idea is not followed up to establist. 
taxation on consent. The maxim is: ":ro taxation without prote.s;-
~ A king who levies taxes but does not afford protection ta es 
upon himself "all the foulness of his people" and sinks into hell. 
Duties and taxes must be fixed after full deliberation so as to pro
vide an adequat.e revenue to the State and an adequate return to the 
workers. "As the leech , the calf and the bee take their food little 
by little, even so must the king draw from his realm moderate annual 
taxes." .~e lan~h~ 0 e-sixt.h, 2 n 2Bhth, un~OUl"Jl1 
._!:h cr~i.e, of the gross.producc . '! fut.·eth of cattle and gold 
~ be taken by the king," sa s Manu . There was hardly an mg 
which the State did not tap to increase its resources. ~nu award ' 
he 'n n ixt rt f "trees meat, hone clarifie tter 
~ &J.lbstances u~_Lor flavouring iood , flowers , 
~ f leaves, pot-herbs, rass ( b'ects made of cane , 
. j 5, of earthen vesse 5 an all (arti cs) made of 

should be fixed on a consideration of the ..... ----~-"'-rates of sa e an purchase, the means of communication, the charges 
of securing goods and the necessary expenses of the dealers. Else
where Manu pr scribes on tw ntieth 0 th value of ~ saleable 
commodity as calculated by e ·perts. All who live by traffic must 
annually pay something, be it a trifle. Those who ,violated these 
~1L1O.. suffer the confis9!tion gf_!beir whole _property . An 
nttempt to defraud the customs-house was to be punished with a fine 
of eight times the amount due. There was another species of con
tribution to which the State was entitled from those who hld 

-------- --
1 . See abov , pp. 123 f . 
2 . For taxation d. Mnnu, vn. 127-139. 
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Treasure-trove i pointed out as nother sourc of income. The 
king was entitled to on sixthr one-tenth Ol" at 1 l ODe-twC]f 

th property lost and afterwards foVnd . Such property w s to be 
deposited temporarily with special officers. If anyone of th m tam
pered with it, he was to be trampled under the feet of an elephant . 
If the king, i.e. the Sta -di ered.any old t.reasu h d!'r'l under
ground. one-half of it must go to the royal xehe!Ju 
.J:gUf be distributed amon£. Brahm Not only of ancient hoard!> 
but also of the metals underground, the king was entitled t 
half, on the ground that he was the lord of the soil. Hefl 
eems to susgest that,· the ultim.at t 

o of the laneL Numerous petty dues wer levied at ferries . 
Their classification is curious. ALa ferry, an (empty) cart shall be 
I1}ade to pay one ~ m~lf"s noaa, }ntH a PQ.J,_U1, an unload d man 
o~halLQf a quart!,... Carts laden with merchandi e paid accordin ", 
to the value of the goods. 

Manu 1 exhorts the king to appoint experts to look after thl:' 
mines and inspectors to attend to concerns which yi Ided r v nup 
to the State. A later work, Brihat-PariiAara. Smrih X) admils tht, 
right of a kinjl to rum o.priate the wealth pf hC[i:lics. usurers. I lld 
public women. Vishnu exempts Brahwanas Ir..o.m taxation Jl tJH.' 
groW1.d ttlllLt.he!&act · t an AAm §U..conID,bu1ion. He assi n d 
~o the State aJipb of the._~-.produce of the lanel. le.n~~a~T~f!!:OIll 
~les within the counkY.-4!!d five,2er cent on that of commoditiru: 
sold by his subjec_!s in foreign cOijnlrles. e cent on cat 1 old 
a;~21-9 per cent on roots, fruits, liquid, and condimen1l>, 
wood, I aves, skins earthen pots, stone vessels and anything madc' 
of split bamboo; two days' labour in a month from artisans, manual 
labourers and $iidras, and the whole produce of the mines. Trca
sure-trove, if discovered by the BrahmaI}as, belonged cntirely to them ; 
otherwise, it was to be divided in varying proportions between th 
discoverers, the State and Brahmat;las. Beside numerous fines th(' 
S!B~ wa§ entitled ,!g_tep. per cent ot the debt which might fonn th 
sUbject of law-suit. 2 

--------------
1 vn. 62, 81 . 
2 V"h~u, m, 23-32, 55-64: VI. 20. 
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For every suzerain ruler tributes and presents formed a regular 
source of income. It may be observed that ~fin~e!_!iffil~~~~~~ 
c! law.ionneQ.....()Q8~l'al.!.ources of t:elC8~ 

lOJ:tt1;Uy also elaborately deals with taxation. While he taps 
all possible sources for ensuring an ample revenue, he warna the 
king against fiscal tyranny whO leads to po,Puly_ discontent and 
ou r !beH!on. Kautilya enumerates various sources of reve· 
nue, the more important of which may be noted below. 

1. Land-tax of various orms. Th~..w.er.e..c.rg -lands which 
were either w rk by hired labourer Dr let out to tenants wba got 
a share (normally one-half) of the produce. As regards other lands. 
the king received a tax [or protection though in some cases they were 
given to officials free of rent in lieu of service. TQe rat ...tax W 

nQXJD.a.lly ~.SiJgh..oi.~e..Rroduce. Th ere also taxes on ho 
m. cilie~ contributions levied ror the maintenance 0 roopsTpro
babJy at the time of an actual campaign), and also aopecial and~ 
siona1 _xes such as those paid on the birth of a prince. 

~ Duties on sales of oods in market and taxes on .,.u.u.w:~~ 

3. .fu>ad-ccss, canal-dues, ferrY-dues, tax on loa 
taxes levied by toll-houses, fee from pas~ports. 

variou;~ 

4. Tl\1'es 1 vi!;d on a~s, fishennen, prostitutes, g.amblin_g 
~s, wine houses, slaughter houses, etc. 

5. I~ derived from royal properties such a~ forests~c; 
and manufactories attached th reto, and the monopoly of salt and 
oth r commodities. 

6. Forced labour. 

7. Fines from law-cQurts. 

8. Incomes from escheats. lost articles, treasure-trove. 

IV. NON-MONARCHICAL CONSTITUTION' 

1. There lit • vast literlltuf't' on the subject. ct. Bhandarkar. cr.. I , pp. loCO if; 
CLAr, Ch. m; Jayaswal, Hindu PolltV. 

2. See abov • pp. 2~3. 
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seem to imply the existence of oligarchic or republican clans we 
cannot come to any definite conclusion on the point. 

So far as the period under review is concerned, th r is abund
ant evidence that monarchy was not the sole Ionn of gov rom nt. 
The classical writers refer to many ~lican cl os who fought. with. 
Alexander, and some of these, as noted already, 1 are referred to in 
Pc1Qini's grammar. A ordin to them N a was an . 
~ by a ealiide.o,t and a governing body of 300 memb rs. patl:l
!!:ne had a political constitution resembling that of Sp rta. It had 
two hereditary kings of different houses, who led th arm, nd a 
council of elders with paramount authority. According to Me a-

enes democratic constitu ion replaced monarchy 1n most of th 
.. . Strabo refers to an 'aristocratic form of government consist

ing of five thousand councillor.' According to Arrian ther wren 
large number of oligarchiC states to the east of Hypha is. Quintu ' 
Curtius refers to the big republican 8.1! te of the Sabarca \! hich had 
extensive territory and an army consisting of 60.000 foot, 6000 
cavalry and 500 chariots. It is to b noted that th majority of 
Indian States with which Alexander came into contact were non
monarchical. 

The QD..-monarchical states are also referred to in Indian litera
tur ch as the MaMbMrata and Kau1ilya's Arthwiastra. But by 
far the most interesting account of them is prescrv d in th Buddhist 
lite;ature. According to AvaddnaJataka n f w m rchants from th 
central part of North India (Modhyadetn), who visit d th D ceon. 
replied, being asked about th form of government in th ir country. 
that 'some Stat are under kines hi t b ana&,' 
This indica es __!t the non-~onarc ical constitution. referred to a!; 
ga1).O. was a ~eDera) tur or the political system of til country . 
This is fully borne out by the political condition of North India at 
the beginning of the sixth century B .. described above.' 

1. See pp. 2-3. 
2 . See pp. 1-3. 17. 
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as the ~e...f... executive offi~r. There are good grounds to believe 
that the MaUas and Lichchhavis, and probably also others, had an 
e~ecutive council of nine members. The head of the State and the 
members of the assembly were called Raja..! which bore here the 
same sense as Consul and Archon. The..h.9use where the Assembly 
~ was ca~d Santhagara. ... ~ 

A few details of the Supreme Assembly are preserved in ~ 
storieS which are 01 a later date than the canonical texts. According 
-to them the Lichchhavi assembl co isted of 7 707 Ttl'as or mem
bers who ha a ceremonial consecration, like the king in a kingdom , - ....._ . and an important feature of the ceremony was a bath m a tank 

I 
reserved for the purpose. We are further told that each of them 

I 
had a...!1cerQYj_twarcUa), ~and~er. In other words, 
the Lichchhavi State was divided il!to a number of sEUlll admi@s"
trative units, the heads or which composed the supreme assembly 
"if the centre. This has a strong resemblance to the Cleisthenian 
constitution of Athens, and perhaps in both cases the locality was 
substituted for the clan as the administrative unit, which meant 
in effect the transition from the principle of kinship to that of loca
lity or residence. 

Whatever we might think of the number 7,707, there is no 
doubt that he supreme assembly of the Lichchhavis ' consisted o~ 
a large number, and as such may be regarded as a popular body:' 
Some scholars arc, however, of opinion that these numbers were 
recruited from the nobility.' In any case the assembly fully dis-
cussed all important questions, and its conduct of proceedings and 
the management of affairs of State drew the highest encomium from 
Gautama Buddha. Indeed he was so deeply impressed by the 
Lichchhavi and other republican states that he adopted a democra
lic constitution for his own church (Sal1gha) . 

The Buddhist texts give us a detailed account of the rules and 
r gulations of th democratic government of the Sangha (Buddhist 
Church), and many cholars hold that these are identical with, and 
probably ba ed upon, the democratic constitution of the republican 
Stat s. This is very plausible, though not an established fact. If 
w assume this, we can formulate the following general principles 
in r gard to the republican constitution.2 

1 . For cUff r nt vi W II on the constitution of the Silkyas and the Lkhchhavia cf. 
lfIQ . XX (334), XXI (1) and the references contained therein. 

2 . Bhandarkar, CL. I. 179 If. 
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1. ~ite ruleL were laid down regarding the method of 
moving resolutions in the Assembly. Generally the ~osal was 
~peated thric~ and if no objections were raised it was taken as 
passed. In case of objection, the sense of the assembly was d ter
mined by the votes of the majority. Definite rules were laid down 
for the counting of votes and there was a special officer for th 
purpose. Ymin~ was in use. 

2. G.2.r;nplicated guestions were referred to committees. 

3. Definite rules were laid down about qu rum, votes of ab
sentees, subsequent legalisation of acts done by an illegally consti
tuted assembly, etc. 

,J3uddhagbosha's commentary h § preserved a unique account 
,~ the administration of justice among the Lichchhavis and othel' 

clilOS forming the confederacy of the Vajjis. According to it ther 
was a reiular chain of eight courts presided over by eight officers 

'fr~hchayamah1im4tta at't~ bottom to the rui/! at... the top. 
An acc~sed person could be discharged by anyone of them, if found 
not guilty, but otherwise he had to be brought b fore the next 
tribunal; he could thus be punished only if h was found guilty by 
all the successive eight tribunals. The truth of this account has 
been doubted on the ground of the late date of Buddhaghosha, but 
it is not unlikely that he relied upon old tradition . In any case, it 
upholds a democratic view of the liberty of a citizen which has 
probably no parallel in the history of the world . Whether literally 
true or not , it reft.ects a general belief in th ultra-d mocr ti c ----character of the Lichchhavi constitution. 

There is a remarkable passage in the old Buddhist canoniclll 
t Maluiparinibbcina Su!!a ' in which Buddha giv s loquant ex

pression to his views about the constitution of the Vajjis. "S long. 
Ananda ," said he, "as the Vajjians hold these full and frequent 
public assemblies, meet together in concord and carry out th ir 
undertakings in concord . . .. . . and act in accorclance with thl' 
ancient institutions of the Vajjians .... . . ..... so long as they 
honour and esteem and revere and support the Vajjian elders and 
hold it a point of duty to hearken to their words . .... ... . , so long 
may the Vajjians be expected not to decline but to prosper." Thus. 
while convinced of the inherent str ngth of a democratic constitu
tion, Buddha was not oblivious of it two chief dangers, vir. iii
~, and the tendencr of the younger secti n to dlBreg~ 

] . SBE, XI. 3-4. 
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.Elders and established usae;es, a _ sweepin~ oi ~ 
radi~J::harad:er. These dangers of the republican States are more 
fully ~scribed in the Mahabhara!Q; 1 which offers suggestions for 
remedying them. But Ifautilya urBes upon the ki!!,gs to destrol_ 
~hese States by exploiting J!leir weakness, £ttiefly by sowing_, dis
s~ among tIle members of the assembly-a _policy anticipated 
~ AjataSatru in dealing with the Lichchhavis. .. _ 

.. K.autilya and the author of Ch. 107 of santi Par~n in the M~ 
~ta represent two distinct schools of political t~t. The 
former was in Uvour of a strong monarchy and regarded the repub
lican States as the chief centres of opposition to his policy. Hence 
he recommended their destruction by all means, fair or foul, of which 
a lurid account is given in the ArthaSdstra. The other school was 
in favour of the democratic forms of government, and was anxious 
to preserve them from the dangers to which they were naturally 
exposed. The chief of these were disunion and dissension and lack 
of secrecy. Hence they recommend forbearance and toleration as 
the guiding principles of members, and the formation of a small 
cabinet of select leaders. "The ga'TJ-a leaders," we are told, "should 
be respected, as the worldly affairs depend to a great extent upon 
them. The spy and the secrecy of counsel should be left to the 
chiefs, for it is not fit that the entire body of the ga~ should hear 
those secret matters". In conclusion it is said that "it is the inter
nal danger that is chiefly to be guarded against; the external danger 
is not of much importance. The ga~s are torn asunder by the 
enemies ......... . by creating dissensions and offering bribes; so it is 
said that unity is the chief refuge of the gar.ms." 

The long passage in the Santi Parvan from which the above 
extracts are quoted shows a thorough comprehension of the essen
tial features of a democratic constitution. The existence of ~ 
liemocr tic States in rnd'a for more than a thousand ears 600 B.C . 
.to A.D. 400) gave rise to a political phi osop y of which only a faint 
echo has been preserved in this remarkable passage in the Great 
Epic. 
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CHAPTER xvm 

LAW AND LEGAL INSTITUTIONS 
The period with which this volume deals saw the beginning of 

the systematic treatment of Hindu law, as well as its full develop
ment. ILis. in...Ma~ti. at we.Jir me -tteross 8 r lar -4i1X

posW.on- o .e- legal ystem which was urihel' followed in. he 
l_!!ter Dharma-sastras especially in those of Yijilava!kya, NAnlda 
awl Bfiliaspati.. Although the dates of these works are not definite
ly known, there are good grounds to believe that they were aU 
(lompiled during the period under review or within a century after 
that.' In order to understand the historical development of the 
legal system of the Hindus, it is necessary to treat s parately the 
four Dharma-sastras mentioned above. 

'the Artha.8dstra of Kau?lya also deals with legal topics, and 
adds considerably to our knowledge of the subj ct. But it was not 
regarded as an autbentic source of law, and has not exercised much 
influence upon later writers. It has not, therefore, been thought 
necessary to refer to the details given by Kau\ilya, which are fairly 
comprehensive and deal with both judicial procedure and exposi
tion of law. But some general principles of a distinctive charactcr 
have been referred to by way of comparison. Kautilya was pro
bably not far removed from the time when Manu.-smriti was put 
in its present form, but the differences between the outlook of the 
two are both interesting and instructive. This is, however, beyond 
the scope of the present work. 

1. MANU-SMJ;tITI AND ARTHASASTRA 

1. Sources and Topics of Law 

1. For the dates of the Smritia. see above, p . 257. 
'2. n. 6. 10. 12. 
3. n. 13. 
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~...---.:.: .... each of which is of superior validity to the one previously 
named." This is an important innovation by which the king be
comes the highest authority for promulgating law. Still more 
revolutionary is KauWya's dictum that '~henev~ :ficresL law 
(~ is in conflict wj!~onallaw (Dharma""ydW!), t en reason 
shall be Id thoritative.' This is denied by most of the Dharma
sast'ras which place t e sacred law above all, even above the royal 
decree.' 

The custom or law which bound the king and all other organs 
of government thus represented the ~ as well as the 
~i~om ~~ It was both written and unwritten, to be 
g~d from the scriptures and the codes as well as from oral. 
tradition, transmitted from generation to generation in variou:i 
localities, and among various groups. But it was necessary to bring 
it abreast of the times and resolve doubts through fresh enactments 
or interpretations. This imperative necessity was fulfilled by two 
means. The first was the composition of new texts on custo 
law, or the interpolation of new assa es into 0 te ts, or the com

'"§ition E! commentaries which elucidated the te?51_ in the ligh!..~ 
~s, stated and resolved doubts, and offered 
fresh interpretations. That is the purpose underlying a good many 
Dharma...siistras and Arthasastras, their editing and re-editing, as 
well as (in later times) a plentiful crop of .Q_1'!&htla8, ~ or com
mentaries. This stream of literature can be traced to the fifth ot" 
sixth century B .C. and has not yet ceased to flow. It constitutes a 
feature of the first importance in Hindu thought and life in the long
range perspective of history. But the process was slow and had to 
be supplemented by another means to cope with immediate neces
sities of legislation and interpretation . A pa,-ishad.., or as~mbly for 
law-making was accordingly -prescribed b..Y_ the Dha.1ma-sa8tras. 
The parishad would also serve to forestall mo.narchic despotism and 
:-urround the legislative process with investigatio.n, discussion and 
promulgation in appro.priate form . lhus. ~ Qrescribes a pal'i
sha.d of either t n o.r three p.e.tsons. '1Jle latter was <;,o.~ of 

eraons wllo ea h knew on of th~ .r.e& Ve~" a'us and 
~ e ormel' mc u e , in addition, three persons conversant 
respectively with logiC, Mimihitsa and Nixukta, o.ne who. recites (the 
Institutes of) the sacred law. and three men belo.nging to. the first 
three Orders. 2 

1. Cf. PIHe. VU. 43. The four terms donoting four legs of law are di.fJerently 
interpreted by Niil'8da and Brihaspati. Cf. below, pp. 349, 354. 

2. XU. 110-1]2. 
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Manu, for the first time, gives a regular classification of the law 
under eighteen heads or titles. These are ~non-payment of debts, 
~ deposit and pledge, l.3t" sale without ownership, k't) concerns 
among partners, ($f'resumption of gifts, «t}non-payment of wag . 
(7) non-performance of agreements, 8) rescission of sale and pur
chase, (9) disputes between the owner (of cattle) and his servants, 
(10) disputes regarding boundaries, ( 11 ) assault, (12 ) d tarnation, 
(13) theft, (14) robbery and violence, (15) adultery, (16) duties of 
man and wife, (17) partition (of inheritance), and ( 18) gambling 
and betting. 1 Almost all these items occur in Kau~ilya s A'rtha
sastra, but are not specified in a systematic manner, though some 
scholars have also divided them into eighteen tit1~ of la~2 

~ -
2. Criminal Law and Punishment 

As regards punishment, Manu recommends, in order of seve
rity, (gentle) admonition, (harsh) reproof, a fi.n~ , and lastly corpora.l 
punisbrtlent.3 To this may be added banishment, actually pre crib
es! ri many cases. "The king having fully ascertained the motiv , 

; -the time and place (of the offence ), and having considered the abi
lity (of the criminal to suffer) and the (nature of the) crime shall 
cause punishment to fall on those who deserve it. "4 '::"y"!&u~ 

unishment destro s reputation among men, and fame (after death) , 
and causes even in the next world the loss of heaven ; e him, 
£herefore beware of inftiern iV' The same c;nsequ~nces ensu 
to "a king who punishes those who do not deserv it and punishes 
not those who deserve it."-

Calle E!ivileges and disabilities are reflected in criminal la..'!" 
es ~ n Illatters of morality and soc~l hygiene. Differ nt 
punishments are laid down for identical offences in accordance with 
the caste of the criminal and the victim. As a general rul B - h
m~!!6 v'!re to be exegm.ted frOID ~pi191 pWlishment.. "No gr a r 
crime is known on earth than slaying a Brahma~ ; a king, th l' -

fore , must not even conceive in his mind the thought of killing a 
BrahmaJ:la." At the worst a Brahmat:la was only to be banished , 
and even then he must be allowed to take away all his property with 
him. KauWya also makes similar distinctions, though in general 
his punishments to th ~ 

1. VIll. 3-7. 
2. N. C. Bandyopadhyaya, Ka.II~itlJ(l. p 219. 
3. vnr. 129. 
4. vm. 126. 
5. VIII. 127-8. 
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~(b 
~.i.b...,trepQn. 

C.~~~~~~~ __ 
de~amation. 
a hu dre ..... "' .. ,.,...--
~w ' 
other han , a rCl 

for debuni 

. ty of 

for d _ing a caste- ello'j'; a·u ra even mentions the names 
castes-or the #e'-born with contumely, "an iron rail ten 

fingers long, shall be thrust red-hot into his mouth." If he insults 
a twice-born man with gross invective, his tongue shall be cut off 
"for he is of low origin". If he is arrogant enough to teach Brah
maQas their duties, "the king shall cause hot oil to be poured into 
his mouth and into his ears." Even harsher and sometimes un
speakable are the punishments prescribed for insults which a Siidra 
may chance to offer to men of superior castes. It is more than 
doubtful if these brutal punishments were ever actually awarded. 
Perhaps they only embody th~.Q9ox theo!)' of the supe
riority of the twice-born and the supremacy of the Brahm8l)a. 
~~me penalties and procedure of 
justice as Manu, out his treatment of insults and offences is extra~ 
ordinarily minute. For example, a fine is prescribed for omitting 
to invite a Brahmal)a neighbour to a feast or for offering him no 
food when he has been invited. On the other hand, if the guest, ...--
having duly accepted the invit~tion, refused to eat, he should )'>&y 

~d M.as~kg__~e spd double the amount of food to the..hQ.S~ 

Similar distinctions are also made by Manu in the case of 
assaults. "With whatever limb a man of a lower caste injures a 
man of the three higher castes, even that limb shall be cut off.'" 
Among other punishments for less serious offences under this head 
are prescribed branding on the hip, banishment and fine. For 
adultery various penalties are imposed according to the caste of the 
accused and the ravished woman, and the circumstances under 
which the crime was committed. These include fine, forfeiture of 
property, imprisonment, and even death (except for a Brahm8l)a) . 

ral unis ent was resc 'bed for tho'" Ie 

1. vm. 219. 
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Manu prescribes ~pi~nishm~t f2r the murder..2f Brab· 
~asJ- w~and_chlld!~, tampering with the loyalty of rniOls. 
ters, treason and ations.· 'ODS ar . ed 
~bers, ~t-pur~ and for those who obstruct po e 1. 
being or s . cows belon . Br- ~s. ~ent is p 
~for_destroyi:ng t e wall or @te of a town or filling up 
the ditch, or acts which were calcwated to endanger public safety. 
'Ole- sa nalty was also pr cribed for _gam ,dancers .aud 
sin ers cruel men, men belonging to a heretical sect, those follow
ing or 1 den occupations, and sellers of spirituous liquor. Damages 
and....fines- ar r mmended iOI destroying a bridge, the flag of a 
temple or royal palace, a pole or image, stealing rope-or wtter-po( 
hom a well, or damaging a hut erected for the distribution of water.' 
Manu allows that the law may be taken into one's own hand on 
certain occasions, as in self-defence, and permits recovery of debt 
by artful management or even by force. 2 

Kau~ilya also refers to capital punishment being awarded for 
various offences.3 ~ring,_ another.....man in a guarrel the 
offender was to be tortured to death . .!ia!!B~ i th ~n lt~ 
various crime§.. ~!!R!ng from .. murder to ~c trivial oifen£,es us 
~ns false_r.umour, committing house-brea'king, theft, and caus
ing hurt to royal elephants, horses or carriages. "Any person who 
aims at overthrowing the kingdom, who forces an entrance into the 
king's harem, who instigates wild tribes or enemies against tho 
king, or who creates disaffection in forts, borders, or the army, shall 
be burnt alive." "When a person breaks the dam of a tank full of 
water, he shall be drowned in that very tank." "Any woman 
who murders her husband, preceptor, or offspring, or sets fire to 
another's property, shall be torn asunder by bulls, no matter whether 
or not she is big with child." After mentioning these and other 
barbarous forms of capital punishments and mutilation Kautilya 
observes: ::§Y...ch painful punishments as the above have un laid 
down in the Siistras of great sages; but it has been declared as Lus.t 
~ put to death those offenders whO have not been gull!! at 
eruelty". This is an important statement, inasmuch as it shows a 
• 
1. Manu, VIT. 319; IX. 225, 232-242. 270-293. 
2. VIII. 48-SO. 
3 . KAT. 286-88. 
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general repulsion against e unishments laid down in 
heory, -and an attempt to modify them in practice. Perhaps some 

of the penalties provided in Manu-smriti and other law-books be
long to the same category. 

3. Civil Law 

As regards civil law, which is also dealt with in an elaborate 
manner, reference may be made to certain interesting points only . 
TQ._e__l!lonth!l. jp,terest O!l... debt... is all.2wed at U!,e rate of 2. ~ 4 0.I.2-
e..er-,£nL~rding to the rder of the castes- ~ en~ 

toperty for ten ears iv a prescriptiv:e right W it, but 'a pledge, 
a oundary, the property 0 mfan s, an (open) deposit, a sealed 
deposit, women, the property of the king and the wealth of a 
Srotriya' are exempted from the operation of this rule. 1 "A con
tract made by a person intoxicated or insane, or grievously disorder
ed (by disease and so forth), or wholly dependent, by an infant or 
very aged man, or by an unauthorised (party) is invalid"; and so 
also is the agreement which is "contrary to law or to the settled 
usage of the virtuous."2 As regards inheritance, minute rules are 
prescribed to meet various contingencies and different usages. In 
general the sllyision of propertr took place only after the death 
of the father, ana: ffie eldest broth~t, as his share, either the 
whole property or a larger share than t~ other ~rs. Maide 
s1 ters also g_ot a share

J 
which was normally one-fourth of the 

brother's. 

4. Administration of Justice 

All Hindu theory lays the greatest stress on the administration 
~ as an essential part of the protection to which the people 
are entitled from the government. ~anu2..~rsonifies~a~r 

unishment as a bein of dark com leX{' ~s inspiring 
terror and t rea enm na 1 . e thinks that Dat;lQ.a is born out 
of the glory of Brahma and is the real ruler .4 It is implied here 
that unishment was both retributive and~krrent. Maml:; expressly 
lays down that "the king shall establish prisons all along the public 
road where the suffering and disfigured offenders might be seen ." 
In actual practice, punishment does not always seem to have been 

1. VllI. 145-149. 
2. VIII. 163-164. 
3 . VU. 25. 
.. . vrr. 14 fr. 
~ . X. 288. 
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harsh. As noted above, there was great insistence on justic and 
equity. Manu 1 observes: "Where justice, wounded by injustice, 
approaches and the judges do not extract the dart, there (they also' 
are wounded (by that dart of injustice) . Where justice is destroyed 
by injustice, or truth by falsehood, while the judges look on, there 
they shall also be destroyed. Justice, being violated, destroys: 
justice, being preserved, preserves; therefore ~ 
vjolated, lest.Yiolated_j~. 1 

According to Manu, the. king should normally ,preside 0 er th 
law-courts, and be assisted by BrahmB);V-1S and experienced coun
~.2 In the king's absence the court should consist of a learned 
Brahrna.J.Ul appointed by the king, assisted by ~hree councillors who 
were normally Brihm~ versed in the Vedas. A popular element 
is introduced into the trial of disputes on boundaries betwe n field 
or villages. If the inspection of various marks such as tanks, w lis, 
cisterns, fountains and temples failed to furnish decisive evid nce, 
the case had to depend on the ~mQU..2.f witnesses. These must 
be examined "in the presence of the crowd of the villagers and 
also of the two litigants. As they, being questioned, unanimously 
decide, even so he (the king) shall record the boundary." If no 
witnesses were available, the case should be left to the d cision of 
people from four neighbouring villages.3 

Acc . 0- ltauttlya., ea~lr important cia .and 10calitI shall 

~~~ustice,.C8rW.S~ members a~nted wfffi 
cr "!'!" Niijo-mastha£ and_ ~ __j~ters of the l!':' __ 4 

5. Evidence 

According to Manu, if the defendant denies the charge, the 
complainant must call witnesses or adduce other evidence. Trust
~ who know their whole duty and are freefrOm 
covetousness, are admissible as witnesses irrespective of caste . 
Interested persons, friends, companions, enemies, those convicted of 
perjury, and persons of several other categories were not admissible 
as witnesses. 

As a rule , ~ll. twice-~n men, ~udra§Jlnd men of the 10w4!:.r 
castes should give evidence onion behalf of eo Ie of the same 
~ ut any person who has personal know edge of a murder 

1. VIn. 12, 14-15. 
2. VIn. l. 
3 . VIIT. 253-258. 
4. KAT, 187. 
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case, or of acts done in the interior of a house or in a forest , 
could be called as a witness. Indeed, on failure of regular wit
nesses, anyone could b~ned to bear evidence--women, infants, 
pupils, relations, slaves or hired servants, for example. Particularly 
in cases of violence, adultery, defamation and assault, the compet
ence of a witness should not be examined too closely. The witnesses 
were strongly exhorted to speak the truth and severe penalties 
were laid down for giving false evidence. 1 It appears that witnesses 
did not merely report facts; they also shared a little of the character 
~f a~ This is the hypothesis w ich best explains the follow
fil'g" verse in Manu:-

"On a conflict of the witnesses the king shall accept (as true} 
the (evidence of) the majority; if (the conflicting parties are) equal 
in number, (that of) those distinguished by good qualities ; on a 
difference between (equally) distinguished (witnesses. that of) the 
best among the twice-born. " 2 

In case there were no witnesses the judge could ascertain the 
truth by means of oath or ordeal. A religious sanctity was attach
ed to oath, for he who swears an oath falsely is lost in this (world) 
and after death.3 "Let the (judge) cause a BrahmQJ)a to swear by 
his veracity, a Kshatriya by his chariot or the animal he rides on 
and by his weapons, a VaiSya by his kine, grain and gold, and a 
Siidra by (imprecating on his own head the guilt of) all grievous 
offences." "Or the (judge) may cause the (party) to carry fire or 
to dive under water or severally to-touch the heads of his wives 
and children. He whom the blazing fire burns not , whom the water 
forces not to come (quickly) up, who meets with no speedy mis
fortune, must be held innocent on (the strength of) his oath. III!. This 
method of taking oath really amounts to ordeals. 

Kau~ilya mainly follows Manu, but has some new suggestions 
to offer. "If witnesses differ", says he, "judgment may He given in 
accordance with the statements of a majority of pure and respect
able witnesses; or the mean of their statements may be followed , 
or the amount under dispute may be taken by the king. ' ~5 He also 
lays down, somewhat differently, the words of oath or admonition 
to be administered to witnesses of different castes. Kau~ilya does 

1. Manu, vm. 60-100. 
2. VIII. 73. 
3. VIII. 109- 111. 
4 . vm. 113-15. 
5. KAT, 225. 
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not refer to ordeals but gives gruesome details of eighteen kinds of 
torture to elicit confession of guilt.' 

Mention may be made of one remarkable suggestion of ~ 
~tft-abeuLdep.asi1s· t .ence. Q d.tnesse. 
judg.e IiIhewftrt ith the accus· 
~lf after some time, when the deposit is emanded back, th 

accused refuses to return it. he shall be held guilty of thp first 
charge also and compelled to return that deposit. 

Reference has been made above to the solicitude expressed by 
Manu for the impartial administration of justice. It is interesting to 
note that ~mi"!ya E:~es R.unishment to judge&. for dereliction 
Q! duty, which includes, among other things, unjust punishment. 
improper treatment of the disputants, failure to do everything pos
sible to ascertain the truth, interfering with witness, delay in th~ 
disposal of cases, undue help given to one party, etc. Even the clerk 
of the court is liable to punishment if he does not correctly record 
statements in taking down what has been deposed by both parties. 
enters what has not been deposed, and similar acts.3 

P~lso_EXovided l~~opeTinteTldent jails.;wh 11 

he puts any person in the lock-up without declaring Hie grounds of 
conviction, maltreats a prisoner by torture, beating or depriving 
him of food and water, or receives bribes from him.' Severe 
punishments extending to death are prescribed for violating the 
chastity of women prisoners under ills charge.4 ---

1. KAT,278. 
2. vm. 182-184. 
3. KAT,281-82. 
" . Ibid, 282-83. 
5 . ll. l f. 
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Manu. Y3j~ltta, however, strikes a new note when he. arranges 1 

the other courts . ustice in an order of descending importance 
as fonows:../)(f officers_ appointed by the king, (b) ~es 
o in abitants of the same villa e or town), (c) 8T~is (associat~ns 
o(ddercents an cIiftsmen) and (d) ~las ~nllIies)~ With the 
three last-named courts we may well compare the . village, castes 
and family ~ of modern times. 

Unlike Manu who only hints incidentally at the processes of 
judicial procedure,3 Yajiiavalkya describes them systematically, as 
we find also in Arthasastra.4 He refers6 0 four 'feet' (i.e. sta es) of 
vyavahiira without mentioning them by name. The plaint, he says, 
~h particulars relating to the year, the month and the 
day, as well as the name and the caste etc. of the parties, is to 
be put down in writing in the presence of the defendant.6 The 
answer is to be written down in the plaintiff's presence after the 
defendant has heard the plaint.7 The evidence offered by the plain
tiff is to be written down immediately afterwards.s In regard to 
the plaint and the answer, there are some wise provisions. Until 
the plaint ' is disposed of, a counter-claim (or counter-charge) is not 
allowed except in cases of delicts j._kalaha ) and crimes of violence 
~. Similarly no one is allowed to file a complaint against one 
who is already under a charge.9 

In certain types of serious offences including sahasa, theft and 
assault, as well as those in which women are concerned, the parties 
must plead immediately. In other cases they may be allowed time 
at the discretion of the court. 1 0 Sureties for satisfaction of judg
ment have to be taken from both parties at the beginning of the 
suit. ' , 

After the parties have submitted their plaint and answer, evi
dence has to be presented before the court. S~i:~i1ig MhntN; 

1. II. 30. 
2. Th terms kula, ~~l, pitga (or gana) in the Smritis are differently interpreted 

by diff r n1 commentators and authors of Digests evid ntly because of lack of 
continuity of th ir g nuine interpretation. In the prescnt section the terms 
hav b n translated as above for the snke of uniformity. 

3. VIn. 53-57. 
4. Book m. 
5. II. 8. 
6. n.6. 
7. II. 7. 
8 . II. 7. 
9. II.9. 
10. n. 12. 
11. n.10. 
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sub'ect, ' Y-'_ u! 
~-------~ e i nesses nd posse.ssiQD, e adds 

thater~al is ~ ki~~oJ. ~f 
th~ In the context of the law of debt Yajiiavalkya explains the ------law relating to documents and witnesses. The latter closely resem-
bles that of Manu. The elaborate requirements of written docu
ments are illustrated by Yiijiiavalkya's description of the content 
of a ~itten contl]!_ct bet~n the debtor and ~r. Such a 
contract, says he,3 if written by another hand, must state the name 
of the parties along with their caste and ~ and the 
names of their fathers), and it must also mention the witnes s as 
well as details about the year, the month, the day, etc. Afterwards 
it is to be signed successively by the debtor, the witnesses, and the 
writer in a specified form. A writing in one's own hand, though 
unattested by witnesses, is still valid, except when it was caus d by 
force or fraud . Should the genuineness of the document be in 
question, it is to be established by comparison with other document 
written in the party's own hand , as also by presumption, by dir cl 
~f, ~ ~ks, ~-E!evious conn~n, bl_.probabilityof title, 
an~~ 4 Coming t.o th~ last point, yajiia.valky m ntions 
no~dS~2!d 1 _]>laCt! 01 the. thTee~m:!d 
t~u.(J These include o,£deals by b~lan~e , ~, lu. wa~ 
~, and b..i:....§..acred libation. Ordeals are to be used in cases 
of serious charges where the plaintiff has undertaken t.o pay a fin 
or suffer corporal punishment if defeated, or else by mutual consent 
of the parties. In cases of high t.reason and sins of aggravated t.ype, 
however, ordeals may be restored to even if the other party refuses 
to abide by the result. 

In Yiijfiavalkya, as in th other Smritis, the law n{orced by the 
courts of justice is, first and foremost, that of the Smritis. But this 
is supplemented by equity and custom. {\s the author says,7....m 
case of conflict between Smritis, the princi les of e uit as determin-
~ popular usa~re to Er!yID, but whgr_e Dharma.-scistTa and 
~!!..aldStTa are in c~.1.he forme~ followed. 

1. WI. 73t. 145£, 168, 255, etc. 
2. n.22. 
3. n.84£. 
4 . n . 92. 
5. n . 95£. 
6 . vm. 114-115. 
'i 1L 21. 
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2. Civil Law 

Yiijiiavalkya 1 amplifies the law of prescription and ownership 
as laid down by Manu2 and observes3 that title is superior to 
possession in all cases except where possession has descended from 
a line of ancestors. Again he says that title would have no force 
if there had not been possession even for a short time. In other 
words, while possession without title creates no claim except irr 
cases of long continuity, title with t ssession has no force. We 
shall see in a later volume how the two texts of Y-' - ted 
a mleO. the ~ impOTtan dfscussions by 
and other jurists. 

We may best approach Yfljii.avalkya's ~)....of ~rti.li..on a~l}.: 
{>.eritanc~El by considering his view of the son's share in the ancestral 
property. The father and the son, he says, ha_v~eq~l ownershi12 
in the land acqu~d bl:. _1he grandfather as well as corody and 
chattels-a doctrine which was afterwards to be the cornerstone of 
the view of th~itiiksh~a school on this_point. Proceeding with 
the subject, Yiijfiavalkya systematises Manu's rules9 relating to 
partition. The partition, he says, may take place either during the 
lifetime of the father, or else after his death. If the father divides 
the property, he shall give the best share to the eldest son or else 
e ual shares to all sons. In the ~t of partition after the~ 
death, the sons s 8J aivi<ie equally both ets and deb s, the 

1. II. 24. 
2 . VIII. 147-48. 
3. II. 2:7. 
4. n.37. 
5. VTII. 140-142. 
6 . vnr. 151-152. 
7 . VIII. 48f. 
8. II. 114f. 
9 . IX. 104. 215. 
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_ot~r~~an «:9w1l s~r and tee sis _f.o~ lU\rt of.the 
~nss §h._are. the absence of sons the order of succession is to be 
as Uows:-the wife, the daughters, both parents, brothers and 
their sons, the gentiles Jgotraigs), the agnates (bandhus), the pupil 
and the fellow-student. Comparison of the above with the parallel 
text of Manu reveals important differences between the two autho
rities; for M etel silent ab th . ts. tb , 
while he gIves' the 0 er of heirs after the sons as 'appointed 
daughter,' her son, her husband, the father, the brothers, the mother 
and so forth. I " the wiqow the full ri t to 

Amplif ing Manu2 Yajiiavalkya3 describes six kinds 0 st"i
d~-~'!!~~~~!y'l. These are ) woa was gIven 0 a 
woman by her father, mother, husband or brother; (2) what was 
received by a woman at the n1.!.Qtial fire; (3) what was presented to 
a woman on her husband's mifriage with another wife; (4) what was 
given to a woman by her kindred; (5) a ~.::!1'S bridal e.ric ; and 
(6) what was bestowed upon a woman after her marriage. The 
woman's complete right to her stridhana is implied in th n gativ(' 
clause4 that the husband is not liable to make it good when it was 
taken by him during a famine, or for performance of r ligious duty , 
or during illness, or while under restraint. In Yajiiavalkya, as in 
Manu, stridhana is subject to its distinctive law of succession. If 
the woman dies childless, says Yiijiiavalkys"' agreeing with Manu,o 
her property is to be inherited by her husband or her parents, 
according as she was married after the four approved, or the four 
disapproved, forms. . 

3. Criminal Law 

Coming to the law of crimes we find that Yiijiiavalkya is mostly 
in agreement with Manu.7 A branch of Yiijfiavalkya's law of crimes 
is concerned with what may be called ffe ces ainst Ii 'us 
A comphtinant trying to establish his claim by non-judicial means 

1. IX. 127, 130-35. 185. 217. 
Z. IX. 194-
3. II. 143-44. 
4. n.147. 
5. n. 145. 
6. IX. 196-197. 
7. VIII. 274. 
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as well as a defendant who absconds when a claim is established 
against him or fails to say anything when summoned to court, is 
declared to be a false litigant and punishable as such. 1 The suborner 
as well as the false witness is to be punished with a double fine , 
while one who, having sworn to give evidence, conceals it under the 
influence of passion is to pay an eight-fold fine. 2 A person not 
giving evidence is liable to pay the en.!!_re debt to_gether with _!.n 
a~ while he who knows the facts of the case but 
refuses to give evidence is liable to the same punishment as a false 
witness.3 

III. NARADA-SMJ;tITI 

The N<irada-smriti is admittedly based upon the extant Manu
smriti, but it has a number of original features. 4 The description 
of the courts of justice in Narada is more elaborate than in Manu 
and yajiiavalkya. According to Niirada's t e ei ht 'members' of a 
~e are the king, his righteous 0 cer (satpurusha), the 
assessors (sabhyas) , the law (sastra), the accountant and the scribe 
(counted as one), gold, fire, and water. The full import of this some
what enigmatical statement will be explained when we come to 
deal with the fuller description in Brihaspati. Narada, moreover, 
systematises Yajiiavalkya's list of courts of justice by arranging them 
in the following ascending ordere:-~~families), ~ 
ciations of merchants), ~ (assemblies, in place of Yiijiiavalkya's 
pilgas) , 't~n,' and t~. In the above, it will 
be noticed, the king's representative has become a permanent judi
cial functionary instead of being a mere temporary substitute. 

1. Judicial Procedure 

As in Kautilya's Artha.sastra, 
(j udicial proceeding) 

1. II . 16. 
2 . II. 81-82. 
3 . II. 76-77. 
4 . For Narada's relation to Manu, see JolJy, SBE, XXXIII, Introd., pp. xli-xv. 

The Narada-otmriti exist" In two versions. viz. the shorter version translated 
by Jolly (In8titute. of N4rada , London, 1876) and the longer and authentic 
v rsion roited by the same author (The Institutes of Naracia togethe-r with 
COpiOUB Extracts from the N4radab1wUhlla of Asahciya and Othe-r Standard 
Commentaries, Bib. Ind. S ries, Calcutta, 1885) and translated by him (Tht' 
Minor Law-Book., Part I, SBE, XXXIII, Oxford, 1889) . In the present section, 
r fer nce is made throughout to Jolly's edition of the longer version, while his 
translation of the same work has generally been followed . 

5 . Introd. I. 15. 
6 . Introd. I . 7. 
7 . Introd . I. 10-11. 
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process) harit"o, 
l!tJlCttlrne~-:"" 1I!liCl 71ifa.mso,nq [royal edic ), e ing supe-

rior to the reviously named, 1 Here, for the first time according 
to a Dha'rma..sastra, we find the king's voice regarded as the final 
authority in judicial trials,2 

As compared with Manu and Yajiiavalkya, Narada introduce 
us to a highly complex judicial procedure, Narada's list of the suc
cessive stages of a judicial triaP helps us to understand Yajiia
valkya's cryptic reference to the four 'feet' of vyavahara quoted 
above, Narada declares the stages to be connection (scil, of the 
case in hand with the whole system of law), the title of law, the 
cure (scil, by means of the four parts of a trial) and the decision. 
~e plaint, according to Narada, i.t_!.he essence ~ ludicial proceed-

_ i~, The plaintiff is defined by Narada 4 as qne whQ...fiI'§! presents 
nis- claim before the kin in res ct of various s citied sub'ec of 
~ispute:5 his is in accordance with the general Smriti rule that 
he who first approaches the court with his plaint is the plaintiff. 
A plaint may be amended at any time before the answer of the 
defendant has been tiled. Narada gives the plaintiff the right of 
keeping the defendant under legal restraint !asedha) of four kinds J 

till the arrival of the king's summons lest the defendant should 
abscond when the case is about to be tried, or does not heed what. 
the plaintiff says. 

After the plaintiff has submitted hi claim (or charge) th 
defendant has to put in his answer. Accordi j: the 
ans er m be of tour kind , n8mely,-!!L!t~ .c.onfessiQP, a $pecigJ 
.£lea and a plea of previous judgment,B In suits relating to debt 
and the like, says Narada after Yajiiavalkya,a the answer may b 
delayed "owing to the recondite nature of law-suits and weak
ness of human memory." But the answer must be given at onc 

1. Above, p. 335. 
2. Asahiya, commenting on the text of Narada quoted above, cites a remarkable 

dictum, viz. "What has be n decided in a vilJag goes into th town. What hIlS 
been decided in the town goes before the king. What has be n decid d by th 
king, though wrongJy decided, cannot be tried an w". 

l. In trod. 1. 36. 
4. Introd. U. 38. 
5. For emendation of Jolly's translation as 'defendant' in the above into 'plaintifT', b('{' 

Kane, Kdttl4yona-mlritl-.aroddhara, 139, n . 122. 
6 . As Kane observes (Kcitt,dyona-nn!'iti-.aroddhara , 136, n. 1(4) lh lie (OUI' kinds 

include such modem processes as attachment 01' arrellt before judgm nt, and 
temporary injunction . 

7 . Introd. U. 4. 
8 . The last corresponds to the pi a of rei judil'ala in modern jUl'18prudenc . 
9 . U.12. 
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in cases of theft, crimes of violence and so forth. 1 The plaintiff 
as well as the defendant may appear by agent, but one who appears 
at a trial without being a relative or an appointed agent is liable to 
punishment.2 

After the statements of the plaintiff and the defendant have 
been recorded, the evidence has to be placed before the court. 
Narada repeats the ~f specified by Yajiiavalkya, 
namely,~ts, ~and~ As regards witnesses, 
Narada3 amplifies and explains the view of Manu4 and divides them 
into eleven classes, as will be noted later. --

Where both witnesses and documents are wanting, Narada 
would allow as a last alternative recourse to the ordeal.6 Narada 
indeed classifies ~ under two.J>rQild headings, namely. human and 
divine, the former comprising documentary and oral evidence, and 
ilieTatter, ordeal by balance and the rest. Narada increases Yajiia
valkya's five class~ by adding the rice-ordeal 
and the o~ a hot piece of .£.clld. Narada's long and detailed 
account of the different classes of ordeals8 is matched only by 
Brihaspati, but it is unnecessary to quote it here. 

The last stage of a judicial proceeding is concerned with the 
judgment pronounced by the ~ The victorious party, says 
Narada,7 is to receive a 'document of victo ' ('aya tra) , while 
the defeated party is to be punished by the king according to thp 
§astra. When a man loses his case through dishonesty of witnesses 
or of sabhyas, the ~h, but not when he has 
been cast out through his own fault .B 

In regard to the law applicable to vyavahara, Narada's rules 
recall those of Yajnavalkya above mentioned. In general, the cases 
are to be decided according to Dharma-.8iistra. But there remains 

1 . In trod. r. 44 f . 
2 . Introd. II. 23. In the former clause is conta ined the germ of the modem institu

tion of appearance by pleaders. Indeed, according to Asahiiya, it appHes when 
a party is prevented from personally aUendin~ court throu#!,h illness, or when 
the pArty, not b in j:! a Ilood speaker , appoin ts an agent . The second clause 
resl'mhles the n ile of English Law against champerty and maintenance. 

S. I . 149 (. 
4 . VITI. 62 f . 
5 . r . 2.'I9. 
6. I . 260 f. 
7 . Introd. II. 43. 
8 . Int"rOO. II. 40. 
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in the background the view that reasoning is to be observed, "for 
vyavahiira is all-powerful and overrides the sacred law"J' 

Under the head partition and inheritanceS Narada likewise 
makes some important contributions to the law on the subject. If 
the father divides the property, b_e shall take two shares for himself 
and distribute the rest among his sons either in eQ.ual or unequal 
shares according to his inclination. After the father's death, says 
Narada, the sons shall divide his property equally <!fter payment of 
his debts. But even the legitimate son who was hostile to his father, 
or is expelled from caste, or is guilty of a minor offence, is not entitled 
to inheritance. In the absence of sons the daughters are to inherit, 
the sl:!!ete:"WWow ~:&rapted only",the rjgbt 'if """"teeence tm 
~ A ~hbie-rtHe which cuts at the root of the strict 
law of primogeniture allows even the youngest brother, when capable, 
to take charge of the family management. 

3. Criminal Law 

The penal law in Narada partakes of the complex character 
associated with it in many of the Srnritis. ~e recognising crimes 

---
1 . Inlrod. I . 39-40. Commenting on the last plUlS8ge, AsahAya quotes a text to 

the effect that the usages of different countries whjch have been handed down 
from generation to generation cannot be overruled by the SIler d low. This 
illustrates the tendency to identify equJty with custom, to which YilJiinvulkyn's 
text bears witness. 

2. vn. 47 f. 139 £. 
S. I. 102 f . 
4. vm 153. But they are approved in Gaut417l4 Dk. S. (Xn. 34-35) . 
5. For this interpretation, reconciling the apparent contradiction between Nii radll 

i. 4 and 1. 6, see the long dL'IC\1!1'1ion In KAne fKdtt.dll<lI'l<l-nnyitl-e4roddhdra , 
229-32 n) rejecting the view of Jolly (SBE, XXXIn, 43-44 n) . 

e. xm. 1 f. 
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mainly a.ff~~.s..ains!::-1! Sta punishabl nd 
the like, Narada holds in some cases that they are likewise sins 
expiable with penances, as well as private wrongs requiring pay
ment of compensation to the party injured. His rules relating to 
various crimes systematise and amplify the previous law on the 
point. Treating theft as a separate offence from saluwl (violence) 
Narada divides it ' into three gradE;_s according to the value of the 
~rty stolen. Not only those who give food or shelter to thieves, 
but also those who do not offer assistance when asked for help or 
when property is being carried away, are accomplices in the crime. 
Local responsibility for maintenance of the King's peace is enforced 
by the clause that the inhabitants of the village, pasture-ground 
or deserted spot, to which the foot-marks of a thief can be traced, 
shall make good the loss caused by the theft. Finally, the king's 
responsibility is enforced by the clause known to other Smritis as 
well, namely, that he must make good the loss from his own treasury 
in case the thieves are not caught. Persons who give food aud 
shelter to thieves or buy or receive their property are to be equally 
punishable with them. The punishment for theft varies from 
fine to corporal punishment, mutilation and death, according t~ 

the amount (or value) of the object stolen, and is explicitly said to 
be the same as that ordained for sahasa. The idea of theft being a 
private wrong is reflected in the clause that a man receiving stolen 
property must restore it to the owner, or make good its value besides 
paying a fine. The view of theft as a sin is illustrated by the clause 
that ~. thief roaching the king and confessing his guilt is freed 
from sin. 

IV. BJ;HHASPATI-SM1;tITI 

Close as is the conn~tion of Narada with Manu , Brihaspati 's 
connection is still nearer. ~ fact Brihaspati's work has been prov
ed to be a Viirttika on t nu-s 'ti , as he not-only gives the 
Manu-sa1hhitd the first place among all the Smrit~ but explains. 
amplifies, and occasionally modifies its rules on various topics of 
law.2 

] . XIV. 12 f. 
2. For th relation of Brihaspali to Manu, see Jolly (Tagore Lau> Lecture3. 60-62 ). 

followed by Buhler (SBE. XXV, Introd. cviii) , and Kane (KHDS, I, 2(7). A 
small coil clion of the (ragmellts of Brlhaspati's work Oil VlIat/(lhcirCl was
translated by Jolly in SBE. XXXllI. A very much enlarged edition (By;hC13-
pati-6'1It),iti Rcco,,-,tructed) has recently been published (GOS. No. LXXXV. 
Baroda, 1941) by K. V. Rangaswami Aiyangar. who arranges the 
work under five heads. t·i::. Vyllt'ahiira-kiill<;la. Sa,ilskii.,.a-kii'.l~ . Achiira-
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1. Courts of Justice 

The courts of justiC~ Brihaspati have the same comple. con
stitution as in Narada . ._13phaspati I expands Narada 's list of eight 
(really nine) 'members' of a court of justice into ten by including 
the ~g's own offieerin the catego~while he substitutes the autho
rised person (adhikrita or the chief judge {adhJ!!!ks!JJV for Narada's 
'righteous 0 cer' ~. Explaining the functions of these 
members for the first trme, Brihaspati observes2 that the king in
flicts punishment, the 'S4hU!!k:sha pronounces the senWce. ih 
s~hyas investiga~ the case , the accountant computes th sum in 
dispute, tile scribe records the proceedings, th~ kin_g's officer co..!!!.
Ptls the attendance of the ...E.I~, .witnesses and sabhyas, the 
Smriti decides the judgment, gold and fire are requiredfor adminis
tering oaths and (quaintly enough) water is required for quenching 
thirst. Whatever we may think of the above list, it undoubtedly 
shows that the decision of cases rested with the .i!!dge and the 
assessors, while the king carried out the sentence. (!.he number of 
sabhyas, according to Brihaspati,3 should be seven. five or three. 
Elsewhere'" Brihaspati mentions the ministers (anuitya.s) and tb 
Purohita as members of the court, but he gives no indication o( 
their functio s 

Like Narada, BTihaspati contemplates a chain of courts a 
spreading throughout the kingdom. eaw:u, says Br ihaspati," are 
of.l!2ur kinds, namely, fixed , !!lQ.Y!!lg. meeting under the king's seal, 
and directed by the king himself. The first of these courts meets 
in town or village, the second is itinerant, the third is presided over 
by the adhyaksha. and the fourth is attended by the king. The last 
two claSses of courts have their counterparts in the other SmritiB. 
but the first two have no precise parallel elsewhe~Besides the 
above, Brihaspati contemplates6 £ourts for foresters to be held in 
the forest , ~ to beheld in the camp, and ~ 
~ in the caravan. Again, courts consisting of learned 
Brahm8l;las alone are to decide the disputes among ascetics as well 
as those versed in sorcery and witchcraft, for otherwise the king 

1c4~, $rciddho-Icci~ and A;ouchll-klin40. In the present scction thl.' 
references throughout are to AiYll1lRar's edition, while Jolly's tran. laUon in 
SBE, XXXIII. has been generally followed. 

1. 1. 1. 87. 
2. I. 1. 88-90. 
3 . I. 1. 63. 
4. I . 1. 22 and Ibid 70. 
5. I. 1. 57-58. 
6 . r. 1. 73. 
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would rouse the resentment of the parties.' Finally, we are intro
duced to the five grades of courts known to Yajiiavalkya and Narada, 
namely kulas, sr~is, ga1l-as (in place of Yajiiavalkya's pilgas) , the 
authorised person and the king, each succeeding court being com
petent to hear appeals from the one immediately preceding.2Uhe 
ample jurisdiction of these courts is illustrated by the rules that 
kulas, sr~is, ga7J.as and so forth, which are duly authorised the 
king, shall decide all cases other than those relating to sdhasa.3 

2. Judicial Procedure 

In the richness and complexity of his rules of judicial proce
dure, BrihaspaU surpasses Manu and Yiijiiavalkya, and approaches 
the level of Narada andJ}iityayana. Brihaspati, to begin with, dis
cusses in two contexts4 ~arada's list of the four modes of decision...... 
namely those according to dharma, vyavahiira, chiiritra, and riij<ijiiii,..) 
(for Narada's riijaSiisana). But his twofold exposition of this dictum, 
given in two different quotations, differs not only from the explana
tion of Narada, but from each other. According to the quotation in 
the ~ ~ means a decision based on the Siistra 
alone, chiiritra means a decision given in accordance with local usage, 
with inference and with the opinions of merchants, while riijiijnii 
refers to the king's decision in disregard of usage. It will be ob
served that while Narada takes vyavahiira and charitra to refer to 
judicial processes based on two distinct kinds of evidence, Brihaspati 
understands them in the sense of processes of law founded on two 
distinct classes of authorities. Both Narada and Brihaspati , how
ever, agree in qecl~_g_ the k~ vl'ice (riijaSiisana or riijiijiid) to be 
the fi~in legal decisions. 

comple~l different from the above is Brihaspati 's explanation 
of the dictu ac ording to the quotation in the Viramitrodaya. Here 
Brihaspati d vldes each of the four modes into two kinds. Decision 
by dharma according to him, takes place when the matter in dispute 
has been ecided after due deliberation, according to equity and after 
tendering oaths. Again, it arises when the defendant admits the 
c im (or charge), or else his innocence is proved by m~ls. 

en the judgment was passed after examination of the evidence 
and, again, when the defendant told a lie or made no answer, it is 

]. I. 1. 76. 
2. I. 1. 75, Ibid 93-94. 
3. I . 1. 92. 
.. . I. 1. 18 f and I. 9. 1 f . 
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known as decision by vyavahara. When the judgment was based 
upon inference and, again, when it was passed according to usage, it 
is known as judgment by cha~ Finally, judgment by the king's 
edict takes place when the evidence is equally balanced and, again, 
when the law-books and the sabhyas are at variance. The above 
classification, it will be observed, simply refers to ditTerent melhods 
of deciding a suit-by equity, by oaths, by confession of the accused, 
by proof, by inference, and finally (in case of conflict of evidence or 
of authorities) by the king's order. 

In so far as the decision by vyavahara is concerned, Brihaspati 
enumerates a category of its four 'feet' (i.e. stages), which may be 
compared with a similar list in Narada. (According to Brihaspati' 
~ygvaha~rises fo~r "@rts, namely, p~paksha 5plaint)~ 
(answer), ~n~ (adducmg of proof), and ntrnaya () udgmeW A 
variant of this list is found in 1. 2. 1, where the four 'feet' of 
vyavahara are said to consist of bltiishii (declaration) , utta'ra (answer), 
~oof) and pratyiikalita (deliberaj:ion~ to. burden 
of proon. 

3. Evidence 

Brihaspati's rules relating to various kinds of evidence are 
ampler than those of Narada. Brihaspati expands Narada's eleven 
kinds of witnesses into twelve by addinlt lekhita (one caused to be 
written) to his list. What is more, Brihaspati describes, for the ...._.. -
first time, the characteristics of the c es. 'A subscribing wit-
ness', according to him, is one who enters in a deed his own as well 
as his father's caste, name, etc. and his place of residence. 'A witness 
caused to be written' is one whose name has been entered in the 
deed together with the details of the agreement by the plaintiff when 
writing the contract. 'A secret witness' is One who, having listened 
to the speeches of the debtor from concealment, relates them just as 
they were spoken. 'A family witness' is one who is appointed by 
both parties as being connected with them to witness a deed of parti
tion, gift or sale. 'A messenger' is a respectable man appOinted by 
both parties who has come near to listen to lheir speeches. 'A sponta
neous witness' is one who declares of his own accord what he has 
witnessed in a transaction under trial. 'An indirect witness' is one 
who repeats from hearsay previous statements of actual on-lookers. 
The king, having heard the speeches of both parties, may act as a 

1. L 1. 17. 
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witness if they contradict each other. The chief judge and the asses
sors may act as witnesses only when a fresh tri.al takes place after 
decision of a suit. The villagers may give evidence on what has been 
spoiled or damaged on their boundaries.' 

However pedantic the above classification may seem, it at any 
rate shows the variety of ways in which witnesses could be employ
ed in judicial trials. Their importance is also illustrated by the list 
of 'incompetent witnesses' (including relatives of various degrees, 
persons morally wrecked and so forth) , which Brihaspati gives2 

after Narada. Unlike Narada who is content with a minimum 
number of 3 witnesses, Brihaspati3 gives their number as 7, 5, 3 and 
(in case of Srotriyas) 2. That this rule was not meant to be rigidly 
followed is proved by Brihaspati's declaration that the number/in 
case of 'subscribing' and 'secret' witnesses shall be 2 of each sort 
and in case of 'spontaneous', 'family' and 'indirect' witnesses it shall 
be 3, 4 or 5 of each class. 4 Again, a single witness is permissible if 
he is a king or a chief judge (adhyaksha) and so forth .G Brihaspati 
agrees with Yajiiavalkya in imposing a drastic penalty upon recal
citrant witnesses. A witness not attending court without the excuse 
of illness, he says, is to repay the debt and pay a fine after the lapse 
of a fortnight. G Brihaspati, moreover, seems to provide for the first 
time for the examination, cross-examination and re-examination of 
witnesses . It is valid testimony, he observes,7 when the contents of 
a plaint have been fully corroborated by witnesses. Again, he says,q 
the faults in a witness as in a document must be exposed at the time 
of the trial but not afterwards. Finally, he declares9 that he whose 
documents or witnesses are objected to in a suit cannot gain his 
cause till he has removed those objections . 

Brihaspati gives l O a systematic account of documents such as 
is unknown even to Narada. ~mplifying Narada's classification 
quoted above, he observes' 1 that documents are of three kinds , 

1. I . 5. 4 f . 
2. I. 5. 39 f . 
3. I. 5. 1. 
4. I. 5. ]9. 
5. I. 5. 20. 
G. I . S. 45. 
7. I. 5. 44. 
8. I. S. 22. 
9 . I . S. 29. 
]0 . I. 6. 1 f . 
11 . I. 6. 4. 
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namely, those written by the king, tho e written in a particular 
place (scil. bY~ po . I scribes), and those written by a man 
with his own h . . . descri~s 1 tbr class ing' . 
writings, namely, 'r . t which records in sufficiently complete 
form the king's grants of land and the like, 'wr~ 
~g'9 fa:ll.aur' which records grant of provinces etc. by the king to 
a favourite, and 'd~-ePy' (jayapatra) which contains 
the record of the whole proceedings of a trial and is sealed with tn 
royal seal. Brihaspati also describes2 seven classes of pri ate 
documents, namely, deeds of partition, gift, purchase, mortgage, 
agreement, bondage and debt. This list is sufficient to illustrate the 
preponderance of written documents in the legal system of Brihas
patio As a logical corollary of the above, we find Brihaspati con
veying a warning against forged documents as well as defining the 
characteristics of valid and invalid docllments. 3 Brihaspati ~kes 
great pains in emphasising the need of giving publicity to docu
ments. A document, he says,4 should be shown, read out and retold 
to kulas, Sre7,lis, ga~s, etc., in order that its validity might be esta
blished. A document, which has neither been seen nor read out 
for thirty years, loses its validity although the subscribing witnesses 
be still alive.6 Other passages point to the supreme importance 
of presenting documents in court. He who has acquired property 
shall establish his written title, although his son need establish the 
fact of possession alone. G When a creditor does not produce the 
bond and asks his debtor to repay the loan after cessation of in· 
terest, the bond itself becomes suspect. 7 

In the spirit of Yajiiavalkya and Narada, Brihaspatil:- recom
mends recourse to ordeal when a doubt arises with regard to a do
cument or statement of witnesses and when inference fails. (Jrri
haspati9 expands Narada's list of seven ordeals into nine by adding 
the ordeals by the plough-share and by dha~ 

4. Civil and Criminal Law 

____ .!je..oei'Pt~-to the eighteen title£ e- classic~l-by. 

rvtanu, rihaspati classifies them for the first time 1,Wder two broad 

1 . . 6. 20 f. 
2. 1. 6. 5 f . 
3. r. 6. 31 f . 
4. I . 6. 49. 
5. I. 6. 47. 
6 . I. 6. 39. 
7. I. G. 48. 
8 . I. 4. 17. 
9. 1. 8.3-4. 
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heads. The fourteen titles oj law, he expla~ comprising money
~g, d¥Sits, invalid gifts, c_smcerns of Partnership, :t;).on-pay
ment of wages, n.on-performance of service, disputes about lan.J.l, ~ 
with<mt o~nershi:e, :rescission of salEL_and purcha~e, breach of COD_ 

~, r.elatiQns be.twee..ll husband _IDld udfe, theft and inheritanc.e, ~ 
well as gambling, sprim: out of wealth. On the other hand, the 
four titles of~a\£: comprising the two kinds of insult (parus h1l!!) , 
Violen~ (sahaw) and cri~l connection with another's wife spring 
0.£t_9i in@ to others. This c sification is an im orts land
mark in the histo of Hindu for it implies the first clear re
cognition of the division between civil and criminal law. 

Dealing with the head 'recovery of debts ', Brihaspati declares2 

that the creditor shall lend money after s~g_a .12ledge (iidhi) of 
adequate value, or a cteposit (bandha) , or a trustworthy security, or 
a bond written by the debtor himself, or else attested by subscribing 
w~ses. To Narada's four kinds of interest (kiilika, kiirita, kiiyika 
and chakravriddhi) , Brihaspati ~dds3 two oUlers, namely,~
vriddhi ('hair-interest') and _phogaliibha ('interest .by enjowent'). 
~lled because it grows constantly like hair and does 
not cease till the cutting-off of the head (i.e. payment of the prin
cipal), while the latter is based upon the use of a mortgaged house 
or the produce of a field. 'Hair-interest', 'corporal interest' and 
'interest by enjoyment' are to be taken so long as the principal 
remains unpaid, but the use of pledge after twice the amount of the 
principal has been realised from it, as well as compound interest 
and the exaction of principal and interest (together as principaH 
is reprehensible.4 

Dealing with the law of partition and inheritanc;fBrihaspati 
saysS that the fat r and the sons have equal shares iii' the pro
perty acquired by the grandfather, but the sons c!._nnot claim a 
share of the father's own property without his conseny This dictum, 
like that of Yajfiavalkya quoted above, became in later time the 
corner-stone of the view of the ~ on the subj~ 

Passing to the penal law in Brihnspati, the plea of first provo
cation is forcibly illustrated in the striking ruleo that a man who 

1. I. 1. 11 f. 
2. 1. 10. 5. 
3 . I. 10. 9 f. 
4. I. 10, 16, 21. 
5 . 1. 26, )0. 
6 . I. 21, 19. 
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having been abused returns the abuse, or having been struck returns 
the blow, or having been attacked kills his assailant, commits no 
offence. Compensation to the aggrieved party is provided by the 
clause' that he who injures a limb or divides or cuts it off must 
pay the expense of curing the wound, and that he who forcibly 
carries away property in a quarrel must restore it to the owner. 
An interesting clause2 provides that in case a number of persons 
joined in beating a man to death, he who struck the fatal blow shall 
receive the prescribed punishment, while the first aggressor and his 
associates shall receive half the punishment. In Brihaspati, even 
more than in Narada, punishment for theft or violence is propor
tioned to the gravity of the offence without reference to the caste 
of the offender. 

1. I. %1. 15. 
2. L 23. 14-15. 
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CHAPTER XIX 

RELIGION AND PHILOSOPHY 
A. GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

'ts 
iD-tlie ear was iod 
~~.t;aUhe main pre-occ,!!?ation of me!Lwho belonged 

", ~Hta es of life fo' ical 
~' ~is class 0 wandering ascetics, freed from the~a
tOIlSOPrevailin reU ious ideas and practices thought out ~ 
tEe fun amen a _E_ro lems of li e. Their number increased in this 
period, and their constant movements brought them into frequent 
associations with one another. The result was a vigorous reorienta
tion of religi~li~-:The Vedic religion lost credit and a twofold 
reaction ensued an !!h~stic movem~nt which frankly denied the 
necessity, if_.n also the reality, of the Vedic gods together with the 
pre-eminence of the Briihmat:Uls in spiritual matters, and ~ 
theistic movement which accepted ~ as the only way 
~rsonal God. 

[ We thus find in the sixth ETIen~B.C. an upheaval of new ideas 
leading to the rise of new p ilosophical tenets and religious sects"l 
often of a revolutionary character, such as India has never seen~ 
fore or since. Many of these philosophical dogmas or religious sects 
had a merely temporary vogue, and gradually faded away. A few, 
however, came to stay, and left a permanent impress. A review of 
the religious condition of the period must, therefore, first take note 
of the new religiOUS sects and philosophical doctrines which pro
foundly modified the outlook of the future, before considering the 
further progress of the Vedic religion, or the multiplicity of other 
religious beliefs and practices which had little in common with Vedic 
rituals. 

\of the new religious sects four alone played an important part 
in ~sequ:sn history. These are Jainism, Buddhism, Vaishnavism ---an~. T~three were founde~by the Kshatri~s, and 
had their origin in th~rn a!ll:! westem Parts of India which were 
outside the pale of Madhyadesa, the homeland of orthodox Vedic 

J . See above. Vol. I, pp. 493-94. 
2 . A long list of these, given in A,iyuttara NiJ«iya and other Buddhist texts, is 

ghren on p. 462. 
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culture. SaiviStn had also a non-Vedic, proh bly t pre-Vedic, origin 
iiiddeVeloped as a sectarian religion in Western India. All of them 
had as their common ground tl'lerepudiation, explicit or implied, of 
the Brahmanical claim that the Vedas were the infallible source of 
spiritual truth, and the rituals prescribed. therein the sole means of 
salvation or emanCipation. 

But there was a fundamental djfference between them. While 
the last two were ~tic and centred rOjlnd two Vedic deities
Vis~u and Siva-t~fi.rst two hl!d M venem,tion for Vedic gods, or 
for the matter of that, any god at all. They laid emphasis on a .!!_go
~us~em of disc.!Eli~ based on a...£ode of ffiW.Jll and ~iritual b~
~ and a loving faith in the founders of the religion took the 
place of devotion to particular gods like Vish.t.lu or Siva. They were 
also averse to the iniquities of the caste system, especially to the 
high pretensions of the Brahm8J?8s. 

Although, therefore, all the four religious sects mark consider
able departure from the Vedic cult, Buddhism and Jainism alone ar 
looked upon as heterodox, while VaishI!avism and Saivism are, by 
contrast, regarded lDeIely as ~forms of the orthodox religion. 
Hence the religious doCtrines of these two sects form the subject
matter of Brahmanical works such as the Epics, the later Upanishads 
and the PuraI!as, while the Buddhists and Jains have altogether 
separate canons of their own. 

The common essential elements in the two theistic religions, 
Vaish.t.lavism and Saivism, are bhakti and.....ETasd.da, The former 
·means intense love and devotion of the worshipper to his beloved 
god, even to the extent of complete self-surrender. The latter means 
the grace of God which brings salvation to the devotee. The fol
lowers of Siva and ViShlfU formed two rival sects with many points 
of contact between them. We hear of claims and counter-claims on 
behalf of the one or the other god, and of combats and other tests to 
prove their relative strength. Legends grew round the gods, and 
they became incorporated in the great Epic poems. The followers 
of one god would naturally shower the highest praise on their d ity; 
and this, as a matter of course, would be called to question by their 
rivals. But it must be said at the same time that there were also, 
even in Vedic times, some thinkers who realized that though God 
was called by different name5, Siva and Vishr,lu were only aspects 
of the one.' 

J . See the Creation Hymn, I;ligveda X. 129: "God is One, thoueh men apeak of 
Him by many names." 
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. Buddhism and Jainism had also many elements in common. 
Whilosophically they both started from the same fundamental prin
ciple that the~, and th~!?iec.!..of relieicm is to 
find means of Cfeliverance trom the endless c c e of births and deaths 
which bring men a ain an a ain into this wor! As ]{arma, or the 
in ivi ual's actions, is t e root-cause of rebirth, emphasis is laid 
upon ,-co;!._duct and the ~ in varying degrees of 
severity as the chief means of salv@on, rather than sacrifices or 
l'r~rs to a ~rsonal god. Both"believe that complete emancipation 
mm - rebirth is only attainable by the homeless ascetic, but both 
regard the life of the layman as an initial and preparatory stage in 
the process. The community of monks (Sangha) and of laymen form 
in both the chief objects of disciplinary regulations, but different 
moral and spiritual codes are prescribed for each. 

These resemblances are so close that it was held at one time 
that ,isl!!.... w!!.. a branch of Buddhism. But this is certainly erro
neous, as we can now trace the different historic origins of the two, 
and detect fundamental differences in their philosophic conceptions 
and essential practices. Their ideas on the subject of the soul, for 
example, differ considerably. Besides, Buddhists did not favour the 
extreme forms of asceticism and abstention from taking life advo
cated by the Jains, or some of their practices like going naked. 
Buddhism advocates the golden mean in all these matters. The 
common elements are easily explained by the fact that bQth arose. 
~and~about the same time, and drew -upon many 
of the views, ideas and practices whtch were more or less common 
property, 

(l"ainism and Buddhism both imply a ~ of philoso.E!ry and 
a~l organ~~, with a_code of morality and cult of their ow I 

which together gave to their followers a sense of religious solidarity. 
They both possess a common background of Aryan culture, and are 
'ns ired b the ascetic ideals and the hilosophy of the U anishads, 
thou h in var in de rees. Bot of t em owe t eir origin to 

mdred forces, whether intellectual, spiritual or social, and may be 
vjewed «llther as a revolt against the Brahmanical religion, or as an 
~ and,modification of it by overstressing the ascetic side, such 
as renunciation of the world, self-denial and ahimsa, In both we 
may also detect the influence ofa pre-Aryan culture in eastern India 
which , though gradually submerged, probably preserved -some latent 
traces which germinated at a later date. It has been noted above, 1 

1. See Vol. I, Ch. VITI. 
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how the~, even when Aryanised, ~~~ con
siderable differen m the midlands in point of Ian a ,~ 

ements and culture, and this undou y exp ains the origin of 
the two heterodox sects in this very region, The Sikya clan h d 
erobabll a MonS2_lian_strain in their bloo~ -

In the field of philosophical ideas the heterodox religions show 
a number of points suggestive of either a borrowing irom, or a sur
vival of, the thought-currents of primitive peoples. Jacobi has 
shown how, in spite of drvergent growths in later days, there are 
s~ ~tilial fgature~ com_Elon to Jainism, Buddhism and the 
sankifa-Yo_g_a phi~sop~, which go back to the 'primitive currents 
of re Igious and philosophical speculation'.' All three share a kind 
of ~ssimi~, a convicti0!l th~..h..uman life is full of misery, no trac 
of which is to be found in the optimistic attitude of the Vedic Aryans. 
The doctrine of transmi ation, unknown to ' the early BriihmEll'}as. 
suddenly emerges in the Upanishads and forms an essential lement ---..-. 
in these three systems. What is more important is the fact that this 
doctrine assumes its peculiarly Indian form by its association with 
the doctrin~of ~rman. and we know that the most primitive ideas 
of Karman are found in Jain metap!!ysics. An atheistic attitude 
and a kind of duatiS'm GetvJeen spi;If and matter characterise all th 
three systems of thought. 

To the same primitive influence must also be attributed anothel' 
important feature in the development of religions during this period. 
viz. ~roduction _2f !!!e practice of image-worshie. The g1yptic 
and other antiquarian remaIns of the pre-historic sites of the Sindhu 
valley seem to suggest that it was in vogue among the earliest inha
bitants of this region.2 As noted above,3 t e Sind u valle 0 e 
been re ard b ost scholar as r -Y ic and ui distinct rom 
t Ar an immi ants. The question whether this form of religious 
worship was known to the latter has long been debated: and diffe
rent scholars have held quite contrary views on it. Some sug~est 
that the Vedic Aryans did not make visible representations I)f their 
gods and goddesses as, in the particular form of sacrificial reli~ion 
which was practised by them, divine images had no part to play: 
Others, however, hold that these people made icons of various divi 
nities such as Indra, Rudra, Vayu, Var~ and others, and these. if 
not actually worshipped, were used for ritualistic purposes. They 

1. ERE. vn. 4G5. 
2. See VoL I, p. 187. 
3 . See Vol. J, pp. 158. 194, 203. 
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p'rincipally_rely on the anthroEomD!phic descriptions E!. these deiti~ 
i_!l t~ edic h_xmns. In assessing the truth of these views, it should 
be borne in mind that Vedic literature is almost exclusively con
cerned with the~and -EBtcti£es of the Aryan invaders. ~ 
~s or a~inal inhabit@!_s ar~ scornfully referr~d to as wor
sh!,ppers Qf the llic emblem la er associated with Siva. There is 
t ere ore very little justification for the supposition that the higher 
classes were iconic; the anthropomorphism of the Vedic gods and 
goddesses was vague and variable and does not seem to rest on any 
<!oncrete basis. 

One unanswerable argument in support of this view is the fact 
that in most of the earlier and more authoritative Braluruu;las, which 
lay down in meticulous detail the rituals of the various sacrifices, 
there is no reference to images, which would certainly have been 
explicitly mentioned had they been regarded as necessary. In the 
subsequent period, when image-worship had come to play a definite 
part in Indian religion, detailed descriptions of these are never lack
ing. But the cult of symbols and images seems to have been current 
among a large section of the population, who continued the tradi
tional religious practices of the pre-Aryan settlers of India, some of 
whose cultural remains were unearthed in the Sindhu valley region. 
Reference may be made in this connection to the .. images of Yakshas 
~nd N~~e of whom_, the Mal)ibhadra Yaksha from Pawaya, is 
actually called Bhagavan. 
~ 

The early Buddhist convention of representing the Buddha by 
means of various symbols such as foot-prints , the Bodhi-tree with 
~ beneath it, a parasol, a stiipa, etc. and the subsequent in
tt£duction of his figure in th~ Hell_snistic art of Gandhar!-}ed many 
European scholars to suggest that the In~ians learnt the art of making 
images fro,,!!l the idolat.r.ous Gre.elss. But this theory no longer holds 
the field . It is now generally held tha the practice of making images 
of the B.uddha grew Uj1 independently at_j\1:athura a~, 
with the development of the Maha~na doctrine under the Kl1sba-

G...~tama was no longer regarded as a dead teacher but a Saviou! 
Contact with the West might have given an impetus to the 

development of iconographic art in India, but it was certainly not 
its origin. It was already there as a social undercurrent dating 
from pre-Vedic times, and it became an almost general practice when 
different sectarian religions such as Vais~avism (Bhagavatism), 
Saivism, Mahayana Buddhism, Jainism, etc. were formulated. It 
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was developed principally owing to the spiritual need of the various 
sectaries, who wanted images of their respective gods and goddesses 
to whom they could offer single-minded devotion ekcitmikci bhakti) 
through the medium of these concrete symbols, -as will be noted 
later. 

B. BUDDHISM 

Since very ancient times every convert to Buddhism has been 
solemnly invoked to take refuge in the Triratna (the three jewels), 
viz. the Buddha, Dhamma, and Sangha. This emphasis on the three 
aspects of the religion viz. the Founder, his principles, and the 
monastic order, forms an essential characteristic of the sect. We 
may also adopt this broad classification in the delineation of 
Buddhism. 

I. THE BUDDHA 

We possess no authentic accounts of the life of Gautama, the 
founder of Buddhism. Two poems in the Sutta Nipiita and a few 
early Suttas supply us with some data, but we have to rely for de
tails mainly upon comparatively later works, which appear to have 
preserved older traditions handed down in some form of ballad 
poetry. The following short sketch of the life of the Master is re
constructed on the basis of these different sources. 

1. Early Life 

Gautama. alias Siddhartha, was born ~ 1 in c. 563 
~ in a lonely corner of India on the border of Nepal. His father 
Suddhodana was the chief of the sakya clan, which hadJis capital 
if Ka~il~stu_:..3 His_ mCill:!_er_l@ya died seven days after his birth, 
and he was brought up-by his mother's sister Mah.ii.j>raj~ati Gotami. 
Many miraculous events are sard to have heralded his advent. An 
ascetic called Asita, who lived in the Himalayas, came to the royal 
palace to pay his respects to the new-born babe. He lamented the 
lact that he would not live to listen to his teachings, and so he 
enjoined tEs disciple Nii_!!ka (If.lter known as Mahiikachchayana) to 
become a follower of the new Teacher.4 
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In the earlier sources there is no mention of his early education 
or training. The Lalitavistara gives a legendary account of his 
~ 

schooling and of his extraordinary proficiency in archery and other 
princelyattair!ments. As was the wont with the sons of the nobility, 
Gautama lived a life of ease and luxury, and ultimately settled down 
as a householder after marrying Bhaddakachcbana ~odh~), 1 

aughter of the sak an Su abudaha and sister of DevadatYl. A 
~ -------son was orn of the marriage and he was called Rahula. 

The idea of renunciation, according to the later texts, came into 
his mind from seeing four persons in four different stages,-an old 
man, a cripple, an ascetic and a corpse. His disgust for worldly plea
sures was aroused by the sight of dancing girls sleeping in ugly 
postures. In the early texts like the S Ni -ta or the Ari apari
yesana.-sutta there is no reference to the above-mentioned causes or 
retrrement.- It is simply stated that Siddhartha realised that home 
life was full of hindrances and impurities and that the life of a 
recluse was free and open, and so he decided to retire from the 
world and refrain from committing wrong in thought, word or deed. 
At the age of twenty-nine he left the palace secretly at night on his 
~, doffed his princely robes, and embraced the life of 
a wandering hermit. 

He traversed a number of villages, till at last he reached the city 
of ~ on the outskirts of which lived the teac er AraQa KaUima. 
He stayed at his hermitage for some time and realised the seventh 
stage of meditation ( ii~inchanyciyatana=sphere ~r 
~only from the Buddhacharita that we learn that 
Arasla Kaliima eW.l.lsed th.e_$.ii.lkhYfi. scllool of philoso~. 2 It is 
very likely that Siddhartha, hailing as he did from Kapilavastu, had 
some knowledge of the 8ail.khya doctrine, and that he became a dis
~a to improve his knowledge of it. Evidently 
he was not satisfied with the teachings of the 8ail.kbya school and 
left the hermitage of AraQa to become a disciple of another teacher, 
RUsU:_aka Raml!Putra, who was then living in the outskirts of 
~ih~ . --

It was on his way to this teacher that he met. at the Paodava 
tillJ,....J9ng Bimbi~ra who tried to dissuade him from giving up his 
princely life. Politely declining king Bimbisara's request, he pro
ceeded to the hermitage of Rudraka and became his disciple. He 

1. In the Latitavi&tara, the name given is Gopi, daughter of the ~yan 
Dat;l~a~i. 

2. Bllddliacharita , XII, 17-65. 
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iound that the stage reached by this teacher was that of the highest 
meditation but did not lead to final liberation. He accordingly left 
him, and bad recourse to rigorous practices along with five other 
BrahmID;la ascetics. One day he was almost on the point of death, 
when he decided to take food just sufficient to sustain his body for 
the strain of extreme mental exertion. On account of this he was 
deserted by his five BrahmlU_l.a companions. 

He then took his seat under a pi al tree at ru ela, when he 
was offered milk by a milkmaid na . - - who took him to be 
the ~ spid.._~ aka). After accepting this nourishment, he sat 
cross- egged in meditation, with the resolve not to rise from his seat 
until he had attained Enlightenment (Bodhi). With full confidence in 
his powers of resistance, he remained unmoved by fear of tempta
tion (personified as Mara). In the autobiographical Ariyapariye
sana-sutta,l there is "ii:07eference to SujaUi's offering or his experi
ments in asceticism, though the latter is mentioned in other Lttas 
of the Majjhima Nikiiya . In the Ariyapariyesana-sutta, 't' stated 
that Gautama, after leaving Rudraka's hermitage, went t}.' ,ruvilva 
where he found a charming spot with river water almost overflow
ing the banks and within easy reach of villages. Seated at thi 
spot, after intense exertion, he fil.:@lly realised the Truth . H tbus 
became...tha Bnd~ha (the Enlightened One). He attained both in
sight and knowledge, and knew for certain that he had achieved full 
emancipation and would not be reborn. For seven weeks, it is said, 
he remained in blissful contemplation of his newly-acquired know
ledge. 

The Truth realised by him was so deep and subtle that at tirst 
he thought that it would not be worth his while to try to expound 
it to the world at large. Then, we are told, at the intervention of the 
god Brahma himself, he agreed to preach at least for the benefit of 
those who were spiritually advanced. At first he thought of his 
two teachers, AraQa Kalama and Rudraka Ramaputra, but found that 
they were no more. He then turned his attention to his five Brah
maI).a comrades who were then residing at B.Um!E_ttana (5a!1l!lli) 
~13ana~nd made up his mind to enlighten them. He proc ed
ed there ana delivered before them.hl§ fiqt sermon, wh~h is met.a
phorically represented in Buddhist literature as ':turning the V{be<,l 
~'.2 

-------
1. Ma1;himG N110411a, I, p. 164 f. 
2 . Most of the biograohiell end their account with the discourses delivered to th 

five Br~. There is no connected account of Buddha'. career after th 
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2. Missionary Ufe 

Buddha thus b~n his career as teacher a Uana, where 
he converted the five Br- a ascetics. With them he went to 
Ban as and convert Yasa hi's son, and a number 01 
his friends, among whom were the distinguished monks Purp;ulji 
and Gavampati.. - .._.._ 

From Banaras, Buddha went to Rajagriha where he passed the 
sec nd thir ouiffi vassas retreats). At that tIme there were 
in agadha many Brahmanical and non-Brahmanical teachers 
~ and wandering monks (pg.rivriijakas ), and much of 
Buddha's time and energy was spent in refuting their doctrines and 
convincing them of the excellence of his teaching. He succeeded in 
making a large number of converts, including a few distinguished 
householders as lay-devotees (upiisakas). The notable among the 
converts were Sariputra and Maudgalyayana, who were formerly 
disciples of Safijaya Belatlhiputta; the Brahmanical ascetics, the 
Ja~ilas; Upali gahapati and Abhayarajaku.m.ara, staunch followers of 
NigQl)tha Nataputta; the rich merchant AnathapiQ9ika of fabulous 
wealth; ~s Bimhlsara and AjatiiSatrn, and, later~. 

Besides Rajagriha, Buddha visited Gaya. Uruvilva , N.alandii , and 
pataliputra. 

Though the foundation of the religion was laid in Magadha, its 
full development took place in Kosala (5avatthi) w_bere Buddha 
spent the ~~enJ:y-one vassii$ delivered the largest number c()f 
discourses, and framed the greater part of the disciplinary code. 
Brahmanism was strong in Kosala , and it was with the help and 
munificence of b-na...1.hapinslika that Buddha was enabled to gain a 
footing there. His favourite resort was the famous Jetavana monas~ 
~ which was purchased for him by Anathapi1).9ika at a fabulous 
price. King Prasena'it Pa na i) _beCAme _j! devout listener of 
Buddha's Iscourses, while nis queen Mallika and his_1wo=iisters 
~ beca'ilie" !al:devofees. Knofuer influe . sup
porter was Visakha ... who built the Pubbar.ama monastery for him . 
and who was particularly interested in the welfare of the nuns. 

Buddha once visited Kapilavastu while he was staying at 
Rajagriha and converted the members of his family, including his 
son Rahula and foster-mother Mahaprajapati Gotami. The Sakyas,. 

attainm nt of Bodhi. There is. however. ample material in the Nilotiya.a. the 
Vinaya and the introductory portions of thc Jiitaka.a for compiling a.n authen
tic account of Buddha's peregrinations. The commentaries furnish us with . • 
list of the places where Buddha pent his VIU.o. or rainy season retreats. 
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it is said, were not at first very well disposed towards Buddha, but 
after an exhibition of his miraculous power they showed him due 
respect and invited him to consecrate their newly built assembly 
hall~. 

Buddha spe t v V . ,- i. AmbaWu.. the famous 
courtezan of VaiSali. became a convert, and offered her mango grov 
tq_the Sangha. While staying at VaiSlili Buddha gave his consent to 
the formation of an order of nuns at the importunities of Ananda 
and Mahaprajapati Gotami. The latter came there all the way on 
foot from Kapilavastu in the fullness of her grief at the demise of 
king Suddhodana. 

The MaUas were not in favour of the new r. Once they 
jssu a mandate that any person welcoming him would be fined 
500 kahiipanas. In spite of this order a few MaUas became convert.s. 

Buddha spent the ~th vassa at KJiuSlimbi. :{{in d . 
__loo~o.D..-the new T..eer with favo!!J b t queen ~V8!:l 

bees a j;PA~ a~ His other queen Magandiya took 
advantage of the king's antipathy towards Buddha to bring about 
the ruin of 5amlivati. Her machinations were, however, discovered; 
the king became repentant and ultimately appreciated the teachings 
of ~ola Bharadvaja, a noted disciple. 

The westernmost country visited by Buddha was Veraiija (near 
Mathura) where he seent the twelfth vassii. Once he was invited 
~ P~ota of Avanti, but he declined to go to his city and 

deputed hakachchayana, a native of the place, to impart his 
teachings. Mahiikachchayana made onJy a few converts in AvantL 
Buddha did 'ilot pass any vassa in Anga though he dwelt at times at 
Champa, Apana , Assapura and Kajangala. 

lp the Mahiiparinibbdna-sutta :He have not only a graphic ac
count of B~a's lastj0.l.l..rney to Kusinara, the..ca.e.ital of the MIAUas. 
and his fatal illness, but also a detailed description of his cremation 
and the division of his relics. This sutta is particularly important 
for a summary of his teaching, as also for the list of countries where 
the largest number of devotees existed,' and the names of claimants 
to the relics.2 From the account of Buddha's peregrinations given 
above, the names of places mentioned in the Mahaparinibbdna-sutta. 

1 . The liat is as follows :-Champi.. Ra,;agaha, 5avatthi, Siketa. Kosambi ;-nd 
Virinasr. 

2. The claimants .were ~c;;,~ 0) ~ ~as-!h§r.pIlDxatthu, Bu~ oC 
A!!llkappa. K~8!! 0 BL~_a. !J!:_~~_~_PD' Malian of K_'SI-
J!Jti. Do~a B~ maJ;lD, and Moriyu 0 JPp uvana (See Ch. n. 
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and the local habitations of the claimants of the relics, we may con
clude that during the lifetime of the Master, the religion spread all 
over the central belt of India from Kajangala and Champa on the 
east to Veraiijii and Avanti on the west, and from Rajagriha and 
Varfu:lasi to Kausambi, Sravasti and saketa on the north, as also to 
the various tribes inhabiting the Himalayan foothills. 

II . DHAMMA 

The earliest available source for our knowledge of Buddha's 
teaching is tne ~ consisting of the Eve Ni~a.s. vi .... 
Digha, Majjhima, Samyutta, A1iguttara and Khuddaka, as also the 
few fragments of tFleir ~ discovered in Central Asia 
and Eastern Turkestan. The Sutta Pitaka which has come down to 
us contains many additions and alterations made by succeeding 
generations of disciples, for which Mr Rh ayjds states that the 
teachings cm~djed in the Sutta Pitaka should be attributed not only 
to qaut&ma'lt3ut also to his iQllOcdiate disciples whom she would 
designate as the "~ounders" of Buddhism. It is not a homogeneous 
work containing, as it does , statements which are not always con
sistent and are capable of being differently interpreted. In view of 
this lack of homogeneity it is not possible to state definitely wh:lt 
were actually the original teachings of Buddha, and so we shall have 
to satisfy ourselves with what can be elicited from the Piili Pitaka 
as it now stands. 

Buddha's repeated instruction to his followers was to pursue 
ctical m thods in order to arrive at the Truth, and not to distract 

emselves h ad ic s ecul tions about the Beyond, the 
~ ~ltimate. fhat is most needed is the ~ce, thirst. 
~ etc. by the comprehensions of the fpur Aryasattlas tNobk_. 
IxuthsJ viz. (1) that worldly existence is full of misery (duhkha). 
(2) that thirst. attachment, etc. are the causes of worldly existcnce 
(~~:z,~, (3) that worldly xistence can be ended (g.irodh.u.l by 
t~ destruction of thirst, etc. and (4) that there is a Path (1~ga 
for the destruction of thirst, etc. The Path is the well-kno~n Eight
~, viz. ~h, ~, and ~t means of li_veli
~, then _ri~t ~x~ ~s, ~ht meditation, and 
lastly right resOlutIOn and~. The first three pra('
tices lead to physical control (mal. the second three to mental con.
trol (£!titta) , and the last tviO to intellectual development ~'TajnaLl, 

----- -- -- ---~ 
] . cr. Dil1ha NikO.ya. n. p. 123:-

Swnn s4nuidhi paTina cha ",mutt, cha antlttarii 
Anubuddlwi (me dlaamma Gotamena lIa.cusind. 
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There is nothing particularly Buddhistic in seven of the eight prac
tices. It is the eighth ernc ·ee-.W~CQ.ll~5 t2; Buddhis~, 
for all views about the ultimate except those of the Buddhists are 
wrong Lmithyci}. By observance of .mci tmoral rules codified in th 
~ the adept becomes a perfect~, by that of chitw 
I medita tional practices detailed in the Sutta and A bh.id hamma 
Pitakas) the adept attains full mental concentration, and by that 
of ~ (intellectual culture provided in Suttu Pitaka) the adept 
realises Truth or Reality, which may be summed up as follows: 

The phenomenal world has no real existence; to the unenlight
ened certain causes and conditions (hetu-Erat~) make a thing 
appear to exist, like waves on the sea. As waves are not different 
from the sea, yet the common man differentiates them, so ther are 
no individuals though, to the unenlightened, different individuals 
appear to exist on account of certain causes and conditions (pratityu
samutpcida). It is only the spiritually advanced who can compre
hend this truth. 

Still more difficult and subtle is the conceQtion of.-l'i.irvana . 
Thjyfs incommunicable, for the Infinite cann~be described by finite 
words. The utmost that we c n do is to throw some light on it by 
recourse to negative terms. irvana (Nibbana) is the final result 
of the E<xtinction of the d~.ar thirst for r.£.birth. In the Ariyapa1'i
yesana-sutta, it is described as not subject to decay_iajara), dis ase 
tavj/cidlli) or death ..(amritg.); it is free from grief (culoka), and im
Purity (~); it is the incomparable~ and highest 
goal (y~akshema). It is the relinquishment of all worldly ti s, 
cessation of the effects of past actions, eJ..ld of all things, removal of 
desire, severance of attachment, quietude.' In the Nikiiyas generally 
any definition of Nirva~a has been avoided as far as possible with 
the remark that it is indeterminate (avyiikrita), but here and ther 
a re stray passages which describe it as the blissful reward of a long 
course of exertion-a haven of peace and rest. Buddha purposely 
discouraged questions about the reabsorption of the individual soul , 
as being of no practical value in the quest for salvation. 

The.. ex osition of the Eightfold Path forms the theme of til(.' 
I rma-chakra- ravartana gUtra, ~hlCh is said to be the Buddha's 

first discourse. It is also widely known as the Middle Path 
(~d1wama pratipat) as it keeps clear of the two extreme ways of 
life, one being that of ease and luxury and the other of rigorous 
asceticism. This path allowed a monk to live a life of moderate 
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comfort, with the bare requirements of food, clothing and residence, 
but with the mind intent on achieving the goal. 

The-second- discourse said to have been delivered by Buddha 
strikes the ke f his teachings, viz., that the five consti_tuants 
which make a being are without a self (1Wd1m.ci.) , impermanent 
(anitya) and are not esirable (du,1).kha) . He who realizes the 
absence of soul or substance in the constituents knows that he does 
not exist as an individual, and as such there can be no relationship 
between himself and the objects around him. There is nothing in 
this world to make him happy or sad and so he is free (uiWllktA)', he 
isan~1 

Such, in brief, is the doctr.ine oLBuddhi.ml.asJinally developed 
in the Tri i a~a. There are, however, good grounds to believe that 

u dhism, like Jainism, was originally a moral code, rather than a 
metaphysical or religious system in the western sense of the term. 
In its earlier phase this moral code was marked by an underlying 
note of pessimism. There is so much evil and suffering in the world 
that life cannot be considered a blessing. It has been said that if 
the tears shed in sorrow since the beginning of the world could be 
collected together, their volume would far exceed the waters of 
all the seas put together. 

:Ii [ This suffering, however, can be escaped by a correct life and 
corre thinking. But when you talk of thinking, you must also say 
what it is that one should think of. To Buddha, it was, in brief, the 
contemplation of the impermanence of the world we live in. Igno
rance of this produces desire' desire leads to action (karma): actiou 
(~maUo the impulse to ~ b~again and ~a!E in order to satisfy 
desire. This chain of transmigration leads to further actions, which 
in their turn lengthen the £!:ain _gi rebirth . But this chain can be 
snapped once the seeker realizes the truth that the world of things 
is ~ that there is not even a erman nt so 1. The uni
verse is a ceaseless flow of events and the soul is not identical with 
itself and is not a unity . It is merely a flux of experiences and dc
~. This pe!'pe~ux is caused by a~ka7ma) and ended b;.' 
knowle.Q.g~U¥n~ \ here is no_p~rsonal deity (Atman), hence the 

1 . Ther are four , I;tbgel of sanctification in the Buddhist code. The first is 
Srolapc.llfla, i.e. one' who is in the stream leading to NirviJ:la. The second is SaJcrj
d4giimi, i.e. one who will be reborn once more in this mortal world to reach 
the goal. The third is An<igiimi, i.e. one who will not come to the world of 
men but will be rebom among the gods to attain NirviJ;la. The fourth is 
Arhat. i.e. on who has destroyed all impurities and attained NirviJ;la and 
will have no more rebirth. 
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It will appear from the above account that th metaphysical 
element, properly so called, did not playa prominent part in the 
earlier phases of Buddhism. But a philosophicaL baS}s.ground gr~
dually became necessa not onl for i ro a tion ~ 
~ exi....§.tenc_!!. There 1S a parallel to this phenomenon in the history 
of Christianity. In the beginning, Christianity like Buddhism was a 
creed intended to bring to mankind a message of hope and solace in 
its sufferings. But when the simple faith of Jesus planted itself in 
Hellenic soil, it could not take root until an alliance had been effect
ed \¥ith the ~!!?SOPhY of Plato and Aristotle. Similarly Buddhism 
also had to a opt a policy or give and take with the acute Brahmani
cal thinkers of the day in order to save itself from their assaults and 
to compete with them. 

ThJ first sign of this development and adaptation appear in 
the hism betweelL wh t has been called Hinayana and, MaJuit«ina 
(or the small vehicle and the large vehicl~). The first school look
ed upon the sa~ of the i~·du I-M_tJ!~ goal, whereas the 
other school took the salY.!.tio~f a!! ~eings as.lts~. The first 
was thus a lower lhina) aim thant11e second. Th .first kep.t.10 E.t:a~ 
k.,rit as the lans_ua_ge of its eXP2§ilign, while thesecond soon betook 
its ittJhe lal1iu iit Uear~ng. This development will 
be treated in a later section. 

In conclusion it must be pointed out that, while the fundamental 
teachings of the main Upanishads were taCitly accepted by the 
early Buddhists, their attitude towards Brahmanism was one of un
disguised hostility. The Vedas have been repeatedly referred to 
in the Nikii as as com ositions of certain rishis (sa es), but the Vedic 
belief of union with Brahma by means 0 good works or performance 
of sacrifices was rejected as misleading and baseless. On the other 
hand some Buddhist suttas preached that one can attain rebirth in 
Brahmaloka by practising the~.!... eX.k_ellen.i... .E!actices (brahma
viJuiras) , viz. maitri (love), karu~ (compassjon), mudita (elation 
at others' success), and upeksJui (eguanim·ty) towards all beings of 
the four corners of the world. There are also bitter criticisms of 

-
1 . This view is strongly contested by Mrs. Rhys Davids. Se What u the orl,

ginal Doctrine of Buddhllm? (1938) . 
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the belief that merit or happine s can be obtained by means of ani
~cr~~~, Pli~ameC1Aa ~r---Vajapeya. 
The Brahmanic claim of superiority in caste was challenged, but the 
caste system was tacitly admitted with the proviso that ... Kshatriyas 

su erior caste to the Brahmanas 

Without admitting the existence of the soul, the earl Buddhis,! _ 
accepted the Upanishadic theory of karma; in other words, the in
eVl abtlity of the eJfects of deeds in regulating future births, and 
that of the existence of heavens and hells. The theories that the 
worldly existence is full of misery, and that the cessation of worldly 
existences must be sought for, were also inherited by the Buddhists 
from the previous thinkers. 

III. SANGHA 

In the earlier stages, Buddha's disciples led a wandering life , 
residing in caves and forests, living on alms, and dressing themselves 
in rags collected from dust-heaps. They assumed the title of bhikkhu 
Ot beggar. Buddha, as already stated, was ot 'n favour of extr me 
eu~r~ he permitted his disciples to live in monasteries specially 
6Uiltlor them, accept food and robes offered by the fa ithful, and 
take medicines prescribed by the physicians. To prevent novices 
from abusing their privileges, he framed a number of rules for thei r 
guidance. These were codified in the Piittmokkha. In course of 
~e were many additions to the rules made by the Teacher 
himself and his disciples. These supplementary rules have been in -
corporated in the other parts of the Vinaya Pitaka. The rules may 
be classified under seven heads, viz. ordination ; monastery ;.~, 

jQQ9 and medicinej the fortnightly assembly; the rainy season retrea~ 
and its closing ceremonies; special rules for nuns ; the ecclesiastical 
constitution. 

1. Ordination 

Buddha at the beginning personally ordained his disciples by 
uttering the words: " Ehi bhi kkhu" (Come, 0 monk). He then dele
gated his power of ordination to his disciples, after laying down 
certain rules for their guidance. A person seeking first or lower 
ordination must obtain the consent of h' arents , attain the age of at 
least 15, and must be free from certain disab~ He is then to ------ , 
s~lr and moustache, put on yellow robes and choose a 
~ho~ll pr~befOre a panel of at least ten monk§., 
If none of the monks dissent, he is given the lower ordination 
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(pravrajua). He becomes a Sramana (novicel and is asked to ob
serve the ten precepts.' On his attaining the age of 20, if he is 
found fit, he is given the higher ordination (upa,sampadG') and i 
enjoined to abide by the rules of the Pcitimokkha. 

2. The M e>nastery 

There are detailed rules for the selection of the site of a monas
tery and also about the size of the rooms. Larger monasteries wel' 
usually provided with dwelling rooms, a service-hall, star house. 
cloister, well, bath-room, and rooms for walking exercises. Th 
ownership of the monastery vested in the Sa.,igha of the Four Quar
ters. The monasteries were allowed to be furnished with certain 
articles of furniture. 

3. Dress, Food and Medicine 

Three garments lchivara) viz. an upper robe, a lower one, and 
a sort of cloak worn over these two were allowed to the monks . 
These garments had to be made out of pieces of cloth cut and dyed 
yellow. For food and alms, .beggin~s the usual rule, but the 
monks were allowed to accept invitations to meals or offerings sent 
to the monastery by the faithful; ~re prohibited from expr~s
i_pg__.!Eeir wish,Jor any particular kind of food. Regarding m dicine, 
there was practically no restriction and the monks were allowed to 
benefit fully by medical science. They were, however, repeatedly 
warned that in the name of medicine or under the plea of illness 
they must not drift to excess. 

4. The Uposatha or Fortnightly Assembly 

Every fortnight all the monks living within a parish, which had 
a defined boundary, had to attend the assembly, the sick attend
ing by proxy. After the election of the president (Sanghatthera. 01' 

Sa~. two speakers, one 0;;' Dhamma and the other on 
VinaW!. 'W..e~ sel~ed. Then the rules of the Piitimokkha wen' 
recited, and every monk was asked whether he had committed any 
breach of the rules in the preceding fortnight. If the offence was 
of a light nature, absolution was given on his confessing it in public; 
if it was serious. the offender was order d to leave the assembly 
hall and appear before a panel of monks on a subsequent day for 

1 . The ten precepts are: Abstention from (i) killing. (ii) Iteallng. (Iii) adult ry, 
(iv) speaking falsehoods, (v) drinking intoxicating liquor, (vI) afu-moon 
meals, (vil) witnessin~ dances, music. tc .. (viii) the use of Pllrlands, unguents. 
etc., (ix) the use of high beds, and (x) the Ilcceptanc of gold and i1ver. 
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reprimand. After finishing the business of the assembly, re!igioU9 
discourses were delivered for the benefit of the monks and the laity, 
if any, present. 

5. The Vassiiviisa or Rainy Season Retreat 

During the three months of the rains, commencing from the day 
next to the full moon of Ash.d{lha (June-July) or Srcivana (July-

~ -...---'--
August), the monks were required to take up a fixed abode and de-
pend for their subsistence on the neighbouring householders. At 
the close of the Retreatment, the monks met together to confess their 
offences, if any, committed during the three months. :!'h~ce~~ 
is called PavaraJlj. At the end of the ceremony they accepted gIfts -from the laity. 

6. Special Rules for Nuns 

There is a special code of rules for the nuns entitled Bhikkhu~i
Piitimokkha. It contains certain extra restrictions, which generally 
relate to movements and re5rdence, and a gene~ ~ of the 
nuns by the monks. 

7. Constitution 

.!!.uddhism is the only Indian religion to have departed from the 
ancient practice of the Teacher nomina tin a disci Ie to take his 
~lace a ter his death . Buddha did not nominate a successor, and 
enjoined iliat the monks living within a defined boundary (sima) 
were to elect their chief who would be the §anghatthera or Sangha
pa1·i1)iiyaka. Besides the election of the Sanghatthera, there were 
also the systems of formal moving of resolutions (jii.iipti), ballot voting 
by means of wooden sticks (salcikii), formatiOll'Of'Sub-committees, 
and so forth.' For the different kinds of ecclesiastical acts like 
inflicting of punishment for an offence, restoration of the privileges 
of a monk, admission or readmission of a monk into the Sa1igha, the 
minimum number of members required to form the panels was fixed, 
and any reduction in the number made the ecclesiastical act invalid. 
In certain cases even the absence of a single member made an act 
invalid, and the resolution had to be passed unanimously. In every 
Sa ha ffice-bearers were elected, and that by unanimous -consent, 
for carrying on its various functions, e.g. distribution of food and 
dress, provision of beds, erection of monasteries, etc. 

] . See obove. pp. 332 It. 
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Monastic institutions Jliere !he most remarkable contribution of -Buddhism..to Indiaru;y}ture. Their original object was to give suit
able accommodation to the monks for carrying on their studies and 
meditation. These gradually developed into academic centres for 
producing the right type of men well grounded in religion and phi
losopby, to propagate the teachings of Buddhism. The ruins of th 
monasteries so far unearthed in the various parts of India give us 
some idea of the magnificence of these educational institutions nnd 
of the liberal gifts of the lay-devotees to further the cause of reli
gion. These institutions grew up not merely as organisations for 
training misSionaries, but also as great centres of culture, to which 
teachers and students flocked from far and near. 

IV. HISTORY OF BUDDillSM 

Having described the essential features of Buddhism we may 
now briefly trace its growth and development as a powerful factor 
in the culture not only of India but also of a large part of Asia . 
Broadly speaking, it may be said that the four General Councils 
mark the first four stages in the history of the Buddhist religion and 
literature, and it will therefore be convenient to begin with tl1em, 

] , First Council-Close oj the First S tage 

The first Buddhist Council , which closes the first stage of the 
history of Buddhism, was held soon afte~ha's death J,mder .the 
au ice of kin AjIitasatru':T An account of this Council appears 
in all the inaya texts of different sects and runs as follows:-Mahii.
kassa a a distin uished disci of ud a co . of 
~ ,who were al arhats} to put together the scattered sayings of _________.. 
the Teacher relating to Dhamma and Vinaya. While Mahakassapa 
took the chair, ,6nanda recited the discourses delivered by the 
Teacher on Dhamma, and Upali recited those on disciplinary matters. 
The monks present committed them to memory, and th~..a.~APlo<= 
n' was made of the two P$kas, Sutta nd Vina It is not 
possible to determine w ich portions of the two Pi\akas were com
piled in the Council, but in view of the close agreement that exists 
in certain t.exts and passages between the PIili and Sanskrit versions, 
it may be assumed that the texts and passages common to the two 
versions, as also the passages which are repeated in the Suttas, form
ed the nucleus of the Pi~kas as rehearsed in the Council. 

1 , See above, p. 28, 
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Many scholars have expressed their doubts about the authenti
city of the account of the Council, but the latest opinion is in favour 
of the view that the Council was an enlarged PiHim0kkha assembly. 
This view is supported by the story that Ananda was made to confess 
before the assembly certain minor offences committed by him while 
acting as the servitor of Buddha. In the fortnightly assemblies, as 
already stated, a president is elected as also two expositors, one of 
Dhamma and the other of Vinaya. Hence, this Council complies 
with all the conditions of a Patimokkha assembly, and we can there
fore take the account of the Council as fairly authentic, except that 
portion which deals with the recitation of the complete Pitakas. 

It is not possible to determine how much of the Buddhist religion 
and philosophy and monastic organisation developed during 
Buddha's lifetime i.e., before the First Council. The details given 
in the preceding pages have been collected from the PilIi Pitakas, a 
large portion of which must have been composed after the First 
Council. It will not be wide of the mark if we attribute aU the 
developments detailed above' to the century that elapsed after 
Buddha's death. During this period the Sangha remained intact. 
and whatever differences occurred among the monks were either 
settled by persuasion or by application of the rules laid down in the 
Piitimokkha. There are statements in the Nikiiyas and Vinaya 
hinting at the possibility of dissensions in the SaiLgha , and Devadatta 
actually made an attempt to create a dissension, but probab1y withou 
much success. 

2. Second Stage 

It is in the account of the S~nd...CQlInciL,..h.e.ld about a century 
after Buddha's death qQder the ausE,ices of kinl...Kalasoka or Kjju
varnin at Vaisali. that we come to know for the first time that a 
sh~~p dlV1Slontook lace between the..!:vo grouEs of~nks ~e.§_cribed 
as easterners and westerners. The former nved mostly, at yaisall 

.. ~ PKtaliputra, and The latter at Kausambi, Pa~he a and Avanti. 
According to the tradition recor e In le maya Pitaka, the diffe
rence arose in connection with the ten rules of discipline which the 
easterners adopted against the protest of the westerners. The ten 
rules are as follows:---{.i.1-'storing of salt for use when needed, ~ 
taking food after mid-day, (;m over-eating by taking a second fore
noon meal in a "neighbouring village, (.;.crf observance of uposatha in 
different places within the same parish (sima:) , ~ taking sanction 
for an act from the Saligha after it has been done, UR-r use of prece-
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dents as authority for an act, (~rinking whey after meals, (vHiJ"' 
the use of a seat without a border, ~drinking of unfermented palm 
juice, and ~the acceptance of gold and silver. The westerners 
came in a body to dissuade the easterners from adopting these rules. 
but failed to do so. A sub-committee was then formed with four 

embers from each of the two roups. This sub-cornmittee of eight, 
compose mostly of senior and learned monks, discussed the rules 
and declared them unorthodox in open assembly . Th easterner , .... 
who were known as the Vajjiputtaka~ did not abide by the decision . 
convened another Council which they called Mahiisa7igHi; and adopt-
ed all the niles valla. 

In a few late texts on the history of Buddhist sects, the diff . 
rence between the two groups is attributed to the flv do' 01 
M@badeyR, four of which assign certain imperfections to an aTltat. 
who is regarded by the westerners as perfect and fully emancipated. 
It is very likely that there were differences between the two groups 
both in doctrines and disciplinary rules, and the former is not men· 
tioned in the Vinaya Pitaka as these were out ide its scope. 

The D'ipavamsa adds that the seceding monks made certain 
changes in the texts of the TTipitaka and excluded the Abhidltammu 
Pitaka from the sayings of Buddha. The easterners came to }p 

known as the Mahasan ' and, in contras 0 le esignution of 
sterners as Theravada they were known as Achariyavaga. 

Once the dissension in the Sa1igha started, it began to multiply . 
TEe Theravada became gradually divided into eleven sects, and..!!!£_, 
Achariyavada into seven. All the ei hteen se wer fun me tal · 
~y~ a Yew sub-se£!.s of the Achariyavada group later on 
intrOdt.iCed · new do~ aved the wa for Mahuyanism. 

eSl es the eighteen there came into being a few more sects at a 
later period. As it is not possible to speak here of the doctrin s of 
all the sub-sects, we shall touch only the principal doctrines of some 
of the major sects. 

The oldest and the most orthodox sect was the Theravada 
(=Sans. St'haviravada) which, accordll1g to the 'l'lbetan tradition , 
claimed Mahakachchayana, a native of Ujjayini (Avanti), as its 
founder. This sect had iI$ centre at Rausambl and uj jayini anCl 
do ted PilIi as the language of its PhaJ..a. It ~as propagat d in 
~ylon by 0 a s son a ell ra or a mda, who chrried with him 
the PilIi Pitaka to Ceylon. There were two very large monasteries 
in Ceylon, known as Mahavihilra and Abhayagiri ... The former 
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became the repository of the Pall Pitaka and a favourite rendezvous 
of the Theravadins, while the latter (Abhayagiri) became the seat of 
the less orthodox sects. 1 The doctrines found in the Pali Pitaka and 
dealt with above are really those of the Theravada sect and need 
not therefore be reiterated here. 

The most im ort branch of the Thetav.ad.a was the SaLv~i-
vada. According to the Tibetan tradition, the_fomlder m.. tb.i.IMiecl .. 
was -hulabhac.ka, and the language of its Pitaka was Sanskrit . ...lk
e~!!t-~ ~Mathura~ later it moved to Gandhara and then 
to Kashmir.~ very popular all over northern India, and 
weilded gteat..infiuence from the time of ASoka to that of Kanishka, 
who was its staunch su 0 During. the Kushana period it made. 
i!_:; wal. to Central A!!_a ~--1he-;;~ ..... to,_...C1iina. Hiuen T~ang and 
1-t ing carried to their coun r the Pi kas of this sect and the Hina
yana texts at present existing in China are main y translations of 
the Sarvastivada Pitaka. Of the manuscripts and their fragments 
-------------.: 

discovered in Central Asia and Eastern Turkestan, several belong to 
it. In doctrine and disciplinary rules there is a general agreement 
between this sect and the Theravada. The vital difference between 
the two is that the Sarvastivadins held that a being is composed 
of five dharmas, sub-divided into seventy-five elements. These 
elements persist in an individual through all his existences, the 
present complex being the result of the past, and potential of 
the future . This sect contended that when Buddha spoke of imper-. 
manence (anitya), he meant the composite of the elements and not 
~mselves. In short, it maintained the permanence 
of the elements like the to s of the N a a- a" ikas. This sect 
became later known as the Vaibhashikas on account of the fact that 
it attached more importance to the Vibhashiis (commentaries) than 
to the Siltras .i9rigipal sayings); it is referred to in the Brahmanical 
philosophicnl literature by this alternative name. 

Several other sects, such as the Mahisasaka, Sfunmitiya or 
Y~ts~r!~Ts: and ~ differed from the Theravada only in 
mmor pom s. 

T~asaJ.i_ghika sect... as already stated, origin~ at the time 
o~_?econd Council... . eel &lakassapa as its founder. At 
its early stage it had its cenk at Vaisa .. an was scattered all over 
northern India . Later, it became located in the Andhra country , 
having its p.ti_nci~1f-e at Amawati and Nagarjunikonda. The 

1 . See above, p. 240 f . 
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alternative name of this sect and its sub-sects was the Andhaka, evi~ 
dently on account of its popularity in the Andhra country. From 
the NagarjunikOl:t9a inscriptions it is apparent that this sect had a 
complete £utta ~a, Qivided into five NikiiyClS, and a Vinaya 

_E.itaka, w ich is now available in Chinese translation. It adopted 
~akrit as the langua_g_e of its Tripita}ta . Philosophically there was 
not much difference between this ~nd the Theravada. The main 
deviation made by this sect was to deify the Buddha, and to assert 
that he was su ramundane (lokottarCl) , so that what passed as 
Buddha in this world was an apparition. Along with this deviation, 
it maintained that the Clrhathood was not the highest or the fully 
emancipated state, and that every individual should aspire for Bud~ 

dhahood, and not Clrhathood, as had so long been preached by th 
Theravadins. 

Among the sects that branched off from the Mahas8l}ghikas, the 
most popular and influential were the PiirvaSailas, Apara.sailas, 
Ut~ and. Chaityakas. Th!_Se are mentioned in the N8.sarju~i~ 
k and - ti i cri tions. Their Pitaka was the same as 
that of the Mahasailghikas, and their views about Buddha and 
arhat hood were identical with those of the Mahasailghikas. They 
add that even the Bodhisattvas are not average beings, as they also 
are possessed of supramundane qualities. The mind, they state, is 
pure in its origin and becomes impure only by contact with impurities. 

There were a few other sub-sects of this group. They did not 
attain much prominence except the Vaitul s (= Pali Vetulla
vflda) who had stronger Ero-Mahayanic views and probably madl' 
their centre in CeYlon at the Abhayagiri monastery.' --
3. Third Stage 

From the above survey of the Buddhist sects, it is apparent 
that the history of Buddhism of the second century after Gautama's 
death was no longer the history of a single monastic organisation, 
but of quite a larger number growing independently of one another 
in different parts of India. The more influential of them compiled 

1 . See above, p. 241. 
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their own sets of Pitakas and claimed these to be the original sayings 
of the Teacher. There was no supreme head of the Buddhist 
Church either to co-ordinate the divergent views or to settle the 
rival claims about the authenticity of the Buddha's sayings. 

A Buddhist monk could reside in any monastery irrespective 
of his adherence to a particular sect. This is also implied in the 
direction that ~onastery belonged to ,!_he Chiituddisasaitgha (monks 
of the four q_uarters) . In some inscriptions, however, tbe donor has 
particularTy muned a sect to which he dedicated his monastery, 
though this was against the general monastic rule. When members 
of different sects resided in one monastery, difficulties arose in th~ 
obsttrvance of the fortnightly Uposatha ceremony, for one of the 
preliminary conaITions' of such 11 ceremony was that all the resident 
monks taking part in the ceremony must declare at the outset that 
they had not committed any breach of the disciplinary rules during 
the preceding fortnight. As the disciplinary rules and regulations 
of the sects differed from one another, a member of a sect complying 
with the rules of his 0wn sect might n9t be accepted as guiltless by 
another sect. A member, e.g. of the Mahasanghika sect, would be 
regarded as pure by the Mahasanghikas even though he took a meal 
after midday , but he would be regarded as impure by the Theravada 
sect, and the latter would not allow him to take part in ceremonies 
unless he confessed his offence. 

It was very likely due to differences of this nature that the 
fortnightly assemblies could not be held in the ASokarama at Patali
~~o~rs. The tradition goes that ASoka wished that 
l11e assembly for Uposatha ceremony should be held at his monas
tery, and deputed a minister to see that his wishes were carried 
out. The minister, it is said, went too far in enforcing the king's 
command, and actually beheaded those monks who refused to com
ply with the king's wishes, Asoka was stricken with deep remorse 
for the brutal meaSureS taken by his subordinate and sought the 
advice of the most learned monk of the time,_Moggalumtta Tissa, 
who was then residing in a neighbouring forest . 8n his advice, the 
story go s, ASoka dismissed from the Sangha all those monks who 
did not avow themselves as Vibhajjayadins (=Theravadins). A 
Council was then held_ 9y. the .V~bhajjavadins under the chairm~n
shi of Moggali utta Tis , who made a attempt to refute the views -of some of the non-.Theravadins in order to establish his 0 as the 
or~sinal~ching of Bu_g.dha. The re utations were compiled under 
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~ ·tIe of Kathiivatthu, which was made the fifth book of the Abhi
dhamma Pi~aka of the Ther vadins. It is doubtful if the effort of 
Moggaliputta had the desired effect. but history shows that some of 
the minor sects ceased to exist r coalesced with oth r sec s.' 

The authenticity of the account of the Third Council has be n 
questioned by many scholars on the following grounds: ti) that it 
i not to be found in the Sanskrit traditions nor in records of the 
Chinese travellers, (ii) that the edicts issued by ruoka towards lh 
end of his reign do not mention it, and (iii ) that ruoka could not 
have lent his support to any particular Buddhist sects to th xclu-
ion of others. The grounds are plausible, though they arc only of 

a negative character. Regarding the authenticity of the accoullt, 
it may be conceded that the Council was a sectarian one meant for 
the Theravadins, and that Asoka or his minister had nothing to do 
, ... ,ith it. After the conclusion of this Council, it is said, missionaries 
were despatched to various countries. evidently for the propagation 
of the Theravada doctrines. 

It would appear from the list of such countries2 that Buddhism 
spread over the major part of India and, if Suva:J)l}abhiimi denotes 
Burma, even beyond its frontier. This is not at all unlikely, for 
we know from Asoka's inscriptions that he sent Buddhist mission 
to the Greek kingdoms in western Asia, North Africa and eastern 
Europe. 3 The amount of success achieved by these missions can
not be determined, but it seems possible that Buddhism ultimately 
gained a footing in some of these regions, as will be relat d in 
Chapter XXIV. 

4. Fourth Stage 

Perhaps as a reaction to the zeal of ruoka for the Buddhist 
faith, his successors were not very favourably disposed towards 
Buddhism. With the exception of Mahinda, th apostle of Ceylon, 
none of the sons or grandsons of ruoka is known to hav embraced 
Buddhism. I~h~mitra~hQ overlhrew th Maurya~ the re
action a ainst~BuddhiSm reached its cl"max. Th~i;te effect 

J . The doctrines of the following sects are discussed in th Kath.iiVBtthu :-
Sarvistiviidins, Siiriunitiyas (Viitslputriyas), Mahasanl{hikas, a HUH 

(= Andhakas), MahiSiisaka, Uttariipathaka, Hetuviida, and Velulyaka ; Iso 
BhadrayBnika and Gokulika. In the inscriptions of th post-Christian ('rIlIl 
appear the names of the following sets: Snrviislivildins. Maha righlkas, 
Siirillnitiyas. Chaityakas. the ~ailas ( = Andhaitasl, Bahusruliyas And Mahi
Sisakas. (See JRAS, 1892, p. 597) . 

2 . See above, p. 84. 
S. See above, p. 84 . 
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of this antipathy upon the spread of Buddhism cannot be precisely
determined, but there is no doubt that for a time it enjoyed wide
popularity. The architectural remains, especially of stilpas and 
monasteries, and the large number of inscriptions m"'Mathudi, sanchi~ 

Bharhut, Bodh-Gaya and other important centres, to which 
reference will be made later, leave no doubt about its phenomenal 
development by the beginning of the Christian era. 

Another important factor was ' patronage by foreign rulers . 
The famous treatise Milinda-pafiha or Questions of King Milinda 
(or ...Menander) and the Shinkot (BaJa~)_inscription of his r eign. 
prove that he esp~sed the Buddhist creed and helped its propaga
tion even in the hilly region between the Hindu Kush and the 
Sindhu. There are evidences that other Greek r 1 followed his 
example. T~hfu;la...r:u.t5 PQFti<:ula~].,y Ka2!~ka. were also ~ 
PJltrons of Buddhism. 

Hiuen Tsang records that ~anishka was at first unsYl!!Pathetic 
~owards Buddhi~ but later embIaced it.1 Being perplexed by the 
variant interpretations, given by the different teachers, of the sayings 
of Buddha, he decided to convenEWl __ Council in Kashmir2 with the 
help of ParSva and invited the monks of all countries to take part 
in the deliberations of the Council.3 V__asumitra was elected its 
chairman. A thorough discussion took pIace about the sense of the 
difficult passages of the scriptures and these discussions were com
piled in the form of "Qwmentaries known as the VibMshn-Siistras. 

Paramartha 4 gives a slightly different account of the CounciL 
He also locates the session of the Council in Kashmir, but gives the 
credit of convening it to KatyayaniEutr_s.. author of the Jiiiinapras
thiina-siltra, the principal treatise of the Abhidharma Pitaka of the 
Sarvflstivfldins. It contains eight sections and was put into literary 
form by ASvaghosha. Then the commentaries (VibhasM-sastras ) 
were compiled and it took twelve years to complete them. 

The Tibetan historian Taranatha also gives an account of the 
Council. He writes that the Council admitted the claims of the 
~n se>ts as giving a correct interpretation of Buddha's say
ings, evidently from a sectarian point of view. 

1. HTW, I. p. 203. 
2. Ibid., pp. 270-1. 
3. See above, p . 147. 
4 . Paramirtha's Life of Va81Lbaudhu, translated by Takakusu in 7"otlng Poo, 

1904, p. 269 f . 
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From all these accounts it is apparent that the Council was 
held in the ~tron,ghold of the SarvastivadinsL and that the leading 
monks of the Council belonged to this sect. Hence the Council 
might have listened to the different interpretations of the teachers 
of the different sects, but ultimately gave preference to the exposi
tion of the Sarvastivadins. It is doubtful if Kanishka had any hand 
in the Council, though it might have been held under his auspices. 
The session of this Council is ignored in the PaIi traditions. Ap-
parently it was also a sectarian affair of the Sarvastivadins. as the 
Third Council was of the Theravadins. 

5. The Rise of Mahayanism 

The session of the Fourth Council synchronises with the emer
~nce of_Ma~iIlis!Xl, \II1hiclt mat"k e"fi~t reat s lit in t Bud
dhist church and its fundamen doctrines. As is usual with all 
s~ovements. its beginnings may be t~aced to a much earlier 
period, although it did not assume any definite shape until about 
the beginning of the Christian era. 

Buddhism retained its pristine originality during the first cen
tury of its existence, but in the second century we notice a change 
in the outlook and the inauguration of a new movement towards a 
more liberal interpretation of the disciplinary rules. The empbasis 
was still on the monastic life, though in the doctrines of the Saila 
schools was incorporated the new Bo.9._hisattva ideal, which implied 
that anyone, be he a householder or recluse, was entitled to perform 
certain meritorious acts -ramitds) ~n order ultimately to attain 
~d. Asoka 's edicts reveal that he wanted good citizens 
and not recluses. He laid emphasis on a heavenly lif~ herea~ 
a~;~ther words, he gave-preference t~he ideal 
~ Buddhists held out to their lay-devotees (updsakqR 
alJd updsikds). It is therefore not improbable that, under the aegis 
of ASoka, the Buddhist monks chan ed their an Ie of vision and dc
~ed ways and means for providing a place in the religion or th~ 
laity. 
~ 

The laity was allowed to take the TriSaraI;la. observe tempo
rarily eight of the ten moral precepts, and offer gifts to the Sangho . 
but there was no provision for organized worship or ritual. For the 
first time we find in the Mahaparinibbdna-sutta directions for erect
jng s!!tpas and c.haityas (burial mounds and shrines), and an account 
of the contesffor relics to deposit in them. The same 8utta further 
enjoins the laity not only to worship at the .t1ipa8 with garlands and 
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unguents, but to make ilgrimages to the four places sanctified b 
~ his attamment _ of Bodhi, his firSt promu gation 
of the Dhamma, and his entry into Nirvana (maMpaTiniT1>a~a). The 
merits accruing were believed to be immense, and assured the re
birth of the performer in heaven. These directions given to the laity 
were undoubtedly interpolations of a later date, which may be 
assigned to the Mokan period. 

In the Nikiiyas there is neither reference to the Bodhisattva 
ideal nor to meritorious acts---the six paramiUis-of the Saila schools. 
In the post-Asokan period, however, t4.e Bbarh an $anchi..sculp-
tures testify to the popularity of the Jiitakas a 1.'~as, th_!L 

aln theme of which is ilie fulfilment of pdramitii. It must there
fore be some time in the third or second century B.C. that the 
~was evolved and, by way of illustration, story 
after story was composed, resulting in the accumulation of the 
huge Jataka and Avadana literature. 

By Paramita is meant the highest acquisition of a particular 
virtue. There were at first six of th.§n., and then the number was in
creased to ten. These are as follows:- liberaliti: (dana); righteousness 
(Sila); forbearance or endurance (kshii.nti); mental strength (virya); 
mental concentration (dhyana) ; realisation of the truth (praina) ; 
skilfulness in expedients ~kausalya); vow or resolution (pra~i
~hdna) ; attainment of certain powers Chala); and knowledge [jnana) . 

A Bodhisattva, whether as a householder or a recluse, or even 
as a non-human being, is required to acquire all the six or ten vir
tues in order to qualify himself for the attainment of Buddhahood. 
Gautama and all other Buddhas had to do the same in their several 
existences. The early (Pali) Buddhists included the Jiitakas in 
their Khuddaka Nikiiya, indicating their tacit approval of the new 
cult. The Sarvastiviidins laid special stress on this literature and 
extolled the cult in the Lalita Vistara. These sects, however, still 
adhered to their old belief that this cult was meant for exceedingly 
rare beings, perhaps one in a kalpa, who, like 8akya Gautama or 
Dipailkara, would ultimately become a Buddha. Hence the credit 
for first popularising it among the masses goes to the Mahasanghikas 
and their offshoots, who preached that every being should aspire 
to Buddhahood and therefore aim at becoming a Bodhisattva by 
a.cquiring the appropriate virtues. 

. Atong with this doctrine, the Mahasanghikas deified the Buddha, 
and so gave an opportunitY... to the masses to satisfy their relig\Qus 
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.!motions, . During the centuries preceding the Christian era de
votees . had to content themselves with making and worshipping 
symbols. In the centuries aiter the Christian era the erection and 
worship of Buddha-images came into vogue, and devotees at last 
found a means for expressing their devotion. They covered India 
with temples and monasteries filled with such images in the belief 
that merit accrued both to the donors and to the artists. Pristine 
Buddhism could no longer withstand the surge of religious enthu
siasm and had to yield to popular feeling. This paved the way for 
the advent of Mahayanism. 

It is difficult to assign any particular date to the rise of the 
Mahayana sect. Even in the Pali Nikayas there are passages which 
inculcate Mahayana doctrines. The crucial test for designating a 
particular form of Buddhism or a particular text as Mahayana is to 
ascertain whether it (i) teaches dharmasiinyatii (non-reality of 
phenomenal objects) besides pudgaZaSiinyatii (absence of any sub
stance such as soul); (ii) incorporates the conception of countless 
Buddhas and Bodhisattvas; (iii) advocates the_ worshiE of gods and 
goddesses; and (iv) recommends the use of mantras for attaining 
emancipation. The earliest text to contain the above-mentioned 
doctrines is the ~ The first Chinese transla han of 
tb.:. text was m.a_de ~. 148 buokaraks~, and so we can assume 
that the original was in existence by the first century A.D.' There 
are several PrajiUiparamitii texts of different dates; of these the 
oldest is Ashtasiihasrikii. 

Now let us examine the traditional evidence regarding the time 
of the emergence of Mahayana. It would appear from the account 
of Kanishka's Council, as given by Para martha and TAranatha, that 
Mahayanism was already a living force. Taranatha also tells us 
that, during the reign of Kanishka's son, the teaching of Mahayana 
had greatly advanced and that various Mahayana texts were com
posed by the younger monks without any dispute with the older 
brethren.2 In the Ashtasdhasrikii-Prajfuipiiramitii we come across 
an interesting statement to the effect that the .... Mahayallil- teachiM 
will originate' DakshiI),apatha (southern India), ~ss t;)" eastern 
cOl!!!tries (vartanua1h) I an ros er the north. There is also the 
Tibetan tradition that the S!ila schogls._(Mahasai!ghika grQUQ) had 

1. According to the Sautrantikas, Taranatha states, the Alhto.«iha.trikii 
PrG.;ii4pdTamitd was composed after the time of Mahapadma Nanda. 

2 . Schiefner, TlirG.1I4tha'lI Gelchichte de, Buddhil11lUI, p. 63. 
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a Prajiiiipiiramitd in Prakrit. aranatha describes Arhat Nanda, a 
~f .Anga, as a gr;!t expounder of M..!.~na do~s. 

Putting all these pieces of evidence together, we may conclude 
that Mahayana Buddhism originated abou~ first centU!:Y B.C. in 
the Andh~ countcy where the Mahasanghikas had their centre; it 
6ecame-: recognised form of Buddhism at the time of Kanishka; and 
then it spread all over northern India in the first or second century 
A.D. to blossom into its full glory under the care of Nagarjuna,~ 
~va, Asanga and Vasubandhu. 

Though Mahayanism had its beginnin_g in the re_:Christian.-era 
wl_len the first PrajiiiiparJlmit4..:was-eotIiposed, it took time to attain 
popularity against the opposition of the well-established Hinayan
ism, the name applied, by way of contrast, to the Erimitive religion. 
The main argument put forward by the Hinayanists against Maha
yanism was that it wa not ex ounde b Buddha, and tha~l 
e_f Buddhahood as attainable !?y evexy being ~s not_practical. In 
most of the Mahayana texts attempts have been made to refute 
these charges. 

Mahayanism, it seems, could not make much headway till the 
advent of the two savant~ Nagaduna and Asanga, whose masterly 
expositions put into shade the Hinayana teachings and made a 
strong appeal to the intelligentsia. The common belief that 
~vagbps~ the conte~ of Kanishka, ~s the earliest eXQo
nent of Mahayana philosoph is based on the confusion made be
tween t e au or 0 the u __£harita and other -vyas and ramas 1 

a~t of the Sraddhotpiida-siitra containing a brief exposition of 
the Yogachara views. There can, however, be hardly any doubt 
that the two were different persons and the latter flourished much 
later than the poet ASvaghosha. 2 

The earliest writer, therefore, q_n oMahayana philosophy was 
!'lagarjuna, about whom the traditions are still more confusing than 
those about Asvaghosha. The accounts furnished by the Chi
nese and Tibetan writers were all derived from an Indian source, 
which had mixed up the ~mo~ alchemist and th~er 
~rJ.!lna , the conte.!!lporary of a satavahana king,3. with the Ehi-
12_sopher l"iagarj~a, the propounder of the Madhyamika philosoahy. 
The information given in Taranatha's and Buston's history appears 

1. See above, pp. 258 f, 266 f . 
2. B. C. Law, A8vaghosha, in RASB Monograph Series, No. 1. 
:I . See Suhrillekhl1 in JPTS. ]886. For details about the alchemist N"agirjuna 

flee Sylvain Levi In BSOS. VI, pp. 417-29. 
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mostly to relate t.o the Tantric teacher and not to the philosopher 
Nagarjuna. Kumarajiva's biography (in Chinese, A.D. 405) doe 
not furnish us with any detailed reliable information. All the tradi
tions state that Nigariuna wrDte the. commentary on the Paiichg
viril£a._ysaha.srika-Pr~i¥~l which is still available in Chi
nese2 and revealsthe master mind of - - . u a It is the gist of 
this sastra that we find in his Madhyamaka-k4rikA.. in which he 
clearly establishes his doctrine of Siinyata or Tathata (= the ab
solute). Several Buddhist texts3 contain the prophecy of Buddha 
that Nagarjuna would be born 400 years after his demise. If Bud
dha's death took place in 483 B.C., the period of activities of th 
philosopher Nagarjuna should be placed about the first century A.D. 
Out of the confusing traditions we may elicit the following informa
tion about the philosopher's life: 

Nagarjuna was b~rn at Vidarbha (Berar) in a Brahmana fami-
.k. and was well versed in the Brahmanic sastras. He became an 

authoritative exponent of the doctrine of existence and non-exist
ence, i.e. $unyatii or Tathatii. Although a Mahayanist, he was 
solicitous of the welfare of the Hinayanists. He was a staunch 
disciplinarian, and it is said that he expelled from the Sa1igha a 
large nun1ber of monks who showed laxity in the observance of the 
Vinaya rules. He became the head of the Sangha at Nalandfl, the 
fame of which put into shade the glories of Vajrasana (Bodh-Gaya), 
hitherto one of the principal centres of Hinayanists. 

While he was the chief abbot of Nalanda,4 it is said, there was a 
division among his followers, leading to the origin of the Yogachara 
school of philosophy. The earliest and greatest exponent of this 
school was Asailga. He also came of a Brahmans family of Pesha-
~ He was at first a Sarvastivadin, and later in his life became 
a Mahayanist (Yogachara). Hi~ brother was Vasubandhu,5 the 
f~mous exponent of Sarvastivada-abhidharma as also Jhe_Yaga
~hara philosophy. 

The growth of Mahayana contributed to the further develop
ment of Buddhism as a popular cult all over India and even far 

1 . Edited by the present writer in the Calcutta Oriental Series. 
2. There is a French Tr. by Lamotte, Le traite de 14 wande veTtu. de lIaoelllle 

de Naqarjuna (Maluiprajnaptiramita Sa.stra) Louvain, 1940. 
3. Lailkdvatara (p. 286), Maluimegharittra (Le Museon, 1910, p . 274), Maii,111.8ri

mil.lakalpa (p. 616), Maluimd)J!irittra (Przyluski, LI!gende de l'empereur Atoka, 
p. 183). 

" . He was succeeded by his disciple Aryadeva. 
5. He is said to have been a contemporary of Chandra-gupta 1, but opinions differ 

Widely on this point; cf. NHIP, VI, 155 £n. 2. 
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beyond his frontiers. The epigraphic evidence furnishes the most 
eloquent testimony to its prevalence in different parts of India from 
the remote N.-W. Frontier Province to the extreme south. Of more 
than a thousand epigraphic records belonging to the first three cen
turies of the Christian era that have so far come to light, by far the 
great majority belongs to Buddhism. 

The monumental remains tell the same tale. Apart from the 
important centres mentioned above, we have many others located 
in south-east India, notably at Amaravati and NagarjunikOI).c;la. The 
famous relic-tower at Peshawar, built by Kanishka, was a veritable 
wonaer for centuries. Even the inaccessible hilly regions beyond 
the Sindhu have preserved numerous relics of a flourishing state 
of Buddhism. In addition to the Kush.fu:tas, other ruling dynasties, 
such as the }Yestern Satraps, 8atavahanas and Ikshvakus, 'Yere great 
e_atrons of~dhism. 

It should not be supposed, however, that all this wide popu
larity was monopolised by Mahayanism. The large number of 
inscriptions at AmaravatI and Nagarjunikol)Qa reveal that a few 
Hinayana sects, mostly of the Mahasailghika group, were popular 
in this region in the early centuries of the Christian era. Of parti
cular importance for the history of Buddhism is the inscription 
recording the dedication of a monastery to the Theriyas (i.e. Thera
vada monks of Ceylon) to whom credit has been given for the intro
duction of Buddhism into Kashmir-G@dbara, China, Chilata, Tosali, 
Aparanta, Vanga, Vanavasi, the Yona coun~s, I5iiiliila, PclUra 
iild TambaJ>ai!m. The inscriptions seem to prove that Bud"dhiSm 
(Mahasanghika) flourished in this area in the early centuries of the 
Christian era, and the Mahachaitya erected at Naga!.iunikQnda..~-
came a place of pilgrimage for Buddhist 11 ndia. 

The first three centuries of the Christian era also witnessed a 
wide spread of Buddhism in a large part of Asia as far as China. 
The first impetus to it was given by the missionary activity of 

..u~~~:' but its further progress was acceler;ted by the patronage 
o foreign rulers like t ree ~ art . n ak d s 
who had intimate as dation with western and central Asia. 
Through these regions Buddhism gradually penetrated into China, 
Burma and other parts of eastern and south-eastern Asia. This 
phenomenon is of particular importance inasmuch as Buddhism still 

1. See above, p. 84. 
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. prevails in many of these countries, though it has practically lost 
hold over the land of its ori in. The history of this outward move-
ment 0 . m will e related in a subsequent chapter. 

V. BUDDHA IMAGES AND BUDDHIST SCULPTURE 

The early Buddhist monuments of Sfulchi, Bharhut, Bodh-Gayii, 
Amaravati and other places of the Sunga and post-sunga periods 
will be described in detail in Chapter XX. These were mostly 
stupas or funerary structures which were encircled by railings 
(vedika) with gateways (to'ra~ attached to them. Different sec
hons 01 these railings and gateways were covered with carvings, 
some of which are intimately associated with episodes in the various 
lives lived by the Buddha, which have been described as Jiitakas . 
The word Jataka meant 'birth:.s.tories' or stories having a bearing on 
the jcIti (birth) t B . - The Tati again not only meant his 
present or last birth, but also the countless previous ones as bird, 
beast and man, in which he was continually qualifying himself for 
the attainment of the final goal (Niroo1Ul). Ip the early Buddhist 
texts, Nidanakatllii .. or a collection of tales connected with this chain 
of divine births, has been principally divided into two sections, viz. 
dure nidana (remote section) and avidure nidana (not-far-remote 
~ former dealing with ~istencc and the 
latter with the last one. Of the latter, again, those incidents that 
occurred after his victory over the ~t~r Mara come under 
the santike nidana (near-at-hand section). Other stories narrated 
in early Buddhist literature dealt with the lives of the former 
Buddhas, a belief in whom was already well current in Maurya times, 
and with the history of the order after the Ma11iiparinirviil.14 of 
Buddha. All these were illustrated in the carvings of the monu
ments mentioned above. 

One very interesting peculiarity of these early bas-reliefs is that 
neither the present ~dha 8ak....xa:!!lunj nor his predecessQl:s are !£
pref!_ented in iconic fonn. Tl:!e extant Amaravati ~liefs, :whi h- mostly 
Qelong to the second century A. . ana 1a er periods, combine the 
earlier aniconic tradition along with the later iconic one, for some 
of them show Buddha anthropomorphically represented. Buddha's 
presence in most of the early sculptures is invariably indicated 
by means of various symbols, such as the flodhi tree wi th the 
V~san~ ben~t!!.. it, the garlanded wheel <pha1-macha7cr_g_.), tne 
concrete representation of the Buddha's walk (Chankramaj and the 
stiipa of the present or past Buddhas. From the strict uniformity 
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with which this practice is followed it appears that there was 
puritanical convention against the anthropomorphic representation 
of the Master, observed by the artists of central India. This was pro
bably due to the fact that, ~e e~rli~Buddhists, the Master wasJ!.. 
Teacher, not a Saviour God an the ~ anxio~ to avoid anl form 
~hip except reverence to his relics. This convention, however, 
~ shortly to aiSappear and ic~aphic tn_>es of the Buddha 
made their appearance apparently simultaneously in the Hellenisiic 
scllool of Gandl]aI.a_@di!0he, !Edjan school of Mathnra.' Both the 
Gandhiira and Mathura Buddha types, however, 'VeTA hasiep.ll de
riv.ed from tbe IIldia}l eeRcepijQ_n of a grea_i.man Qrfahiipurusha) who 
had some distinctive marks on his body (Mahiipurushalaksha1)-aS). 
Early Indian literature, belonging to different Indian creeds, is full 
of references to these characteristic signs of great men, and some 
Buddhist texts of the pre-Christian period ( hii adana- and Lak
klJana-suttiintas of the Digha Nikii a) went so far as to enumerate 
them as thE:!Y-~ ones to which eighty minor ones 
were subsequelilly added (dvatrimsanmahiipur~i and 
aSUyanuvyafijanani). The texts glibly inform uS that the person 
who bears these marks on his body will be a sovereign king 
(riijachakravarti) if he remains at home (aqari ..... really living a 
worldly life), but if he renounces the worldly life (or becomes 
Q.nagari) he will be a Buddha. Now, the Hellenistic artists of Gan
dhara as well as the indigenous artists of Mathura utilised in their 
respective manner whichever of these canonical signs could be re
presented in art . Iconographic and iconometric texts of a much 
later date, such as the ambuddhabhiishita-Pratimal shana, deli
neating the various signs and odily measurements of the ideal figure 
of Buddha, contained relevant references to them. 

The Buddha figures in general can be classified under three 
main types, viz. st hiinaka (standing), tisana (seated) , and sayana 
(recumbent) . Each of these, when it was a part of a composite re
lief, especially the first two, with the hands shown in particular 
poses (ml.l.drii) , was intended to illustrate different incidents in the 
life-history of the Master; a number of accessory figures clustering 
round the central one were sometimes used as aids in this respect. 
The recumbent form was only utilised to represent the scene of the 
great decease (~ni!l@na) at Kusi~~. In this scene 
Buddha is shown lying sideways on a couch, his head resting on one 

J . The relation of these two schools, specially in respect of the Buddha image, 
has been discussed in Ch. XX. 
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4)f his hands, the chief accessory objects, almost invariably present 
in the composition, being the two sala trees indicating the .$ala grove 
4)f Kusinagara in which he breathed his last, the sorrowing VajrapatJi 
and Ananda, the monk Subhadra seated in dhydna pose who is said 
to have been converted by Buddha in his death-bed, and Kasyap!! 
with his monk's garb and staff standing near the feet of the dying 
Buddha. This composition, which we frequently find among the 
.extant Gandhara sculptures, came to be the recognised mode of re
presenting the Mahaparinirvfu;la scene though, in later sculptures, 
the number of accessories was much curtailed. 

OC'::"".:;::.:.::......:::.;:;:~::::::.::...;<-<::::;::;:::-.:_:J-:I,..--, Buddha is usually shown with 
his right hand raised in the abhaya mudrd' and the left hanging down 
by his side slightly projecting out of the garment. This is the nor
mal mode, its variants being rarely found. A favourite theme of 
the Gandhara sculptors is to show eight figures standing side by side 
with halos behind their heads, the first seven clad in monk's gar
ments, the eighth wearing secular dress and holding a nectar flask 
in its hand. The former are the seven past Buddhas including 
.5akyamu~ whose symbolical representation in central Indian Bud
dhist art has already been alluded to. It should be noted that the 
arrangement of the monk's dress in the several figures is almost 
invariably the same, though the position of the hands slightly differs 
in individual specimens. But what is of particular importance here 
is the ~ oJ....Maitrel"~, the futyre Budd~, ':Y,ith a nectar fl~k 
as his special cognisance, which is undoubtedly a new feature. The 
treatment of drapery of these Buddhas of the extreme nor,Lh;.west, 

.9£ India is almost entirely Hellenistic. 2 

The earlier Gandhara Buddhas again show heads covered with 
waving tresses, but the locks are certainly not intended to conceal 
'the disfigurement caused by the ush~'isha (a bump on the top of 
the head regarded as a bump of intelligence)' as was supposed by 
Griinwedel and other scholars. The plastic treatment of hair gather
ed in a top-knot created what came to be mistaken later as a bump, 
and this motif must have been at the root of the later illusion that 
the ush1J,isha was a sign of greatness. The peculiar device adopted 
by the early artists of Gandhara, Mathura and sarnath for protect
ing the fingers was similarly responsible for the rise of the concept 
of another sign of greatness (ma'hapurusha-Iaksha1J,a) , viz. the 
webbed fingers (jiild'/igulihastapddatalaUi). 

1. Attitude of Protection. 
2 . CE. Ch. XX. 
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In some sculptures from Gandhara, Mathura and 5arnath, the 
hair on Buddha's head is shown well-arranged in curls turning from 
left to right, which meant to represent another auspicious sign, the 
~(curls turning from left to right). But the 
treatment of hair in the early Buddha images of Mathura widely 
differed from the usual Gandbara convention; it is indicated by a 
raised plane above the forehead and a thick single spiral coil on 
the top centre turned from left to right. This fashion was misunder
stood by scholars, some of whom maintained that the head of this 
type of M~hura Buddha was _partially shaven with the u.sh~isha 
shown spirally on the top. -

The mudras or the hand-poses of the seated Buddhas of Gandhara 
are usually very few in number, the commonest among them being. 
the ~ (protection), the~ (meditation) and, comparative
ly rarely, the b~a (touching the earth) and the Q!;_armachakra
mudra (turning the wheel of law). ,______ 

The indigenous artists of Mathura and the Hellenistic sculptors 
of Gandhara between them introduced the figure of the Bodhisattva 
Gautama in art. The inscribed standing and seated images of 
Mathura, representing Gautama dressed as a monk, are sometimes 
described in their pedestal inscriptions either as Bodhisattva or as 
Buddha, and it seems that the local artists did not attach any great 
significance to the difference in meaning between the two terms. 
But the Gandhara artists, who illustrated in detail the various inci
dents in the present life of the Master, depicted him in several ways 
as the particular occasions in the narratives demanded. The grown
up Gautama was usually shown as a prince dressed in secular 
~m~. But many of the royal figures, adorned with jewelled 
head-dresses and other elaborate ornaments, and holding either a 
lotus flower or a nectar flask in their hands, undoubtedly stand for 
Bodhisattvas other than Siddhartha. The !uture Buddha Maitra)'8, 
c aracterised by a pecuhar mode of arrang' th hair in d bIe 
~d, as noted above, is not only shown in the company 
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of the seven past Buddhas but is also very often depicted as one of 
the two principal acolytes by the side of Gautama. The latter com
position usually shows Buddha seated in the middle, with Maitreya 
to his left, and another well-dressed figure to his right who either 
holds a lotus flower in his right hand or bears a lotus mark on it. 
ThelaRer undoubtedly stands or a mapat;u or A vaIQJsi,keSvar,, 
one of the most important ' e_ye,lo ed Maha-
yana s ould be noted that Maitreya and Avalokite vara 
be onge 0 erent categories. The former like Siddhartha was to 
become a Buddha in future, while the latter would always remain 
in the Bodhisattva stage. 

The most important characteristic of these divine beings is 
compassionateness, which is strikingly illustrated by a remarkable 
Hellenistic composition recovered from Loriyan Tangai and now in 
the collection of the Indian Museum, Calcutta. The relief shows 
Buddha sitting in Padmdsana on a lotus having two seated Bodhi
sattva figures, one on either side; both are depicted in a sorrowful 
pose, indicated by the heads resting aslant on one of their hands, the 
right hand of the figure on the proper right holding a manuscript. 
and the left hand of the one on the other side a bunch of lotus 
flowers. The attendant on the left is Padmapfu:li-AvalokiteSvara, 
" the all-pitying one", while the one on the proper right can be 
identified, on the basis of the manuscript in his hand, as Maiiju.sri. 
p_!rsonirying knowledge and wisdom. Thus, it is possible for us 
to recognise three different Bodhisattvas in Gandharan art from 
their individua~graphic features, the first of them, Maitreya, 
belonging to one category, and the next two ...... AVIAlokitisv,.ru:a and 
MaiijuSri, to another. Such Bodhisattva figures are, however, ex
tremely ~ among the ruins at M,athura of the Saka-KushB..Qa period, 
only a few figures of _Maitreya and ..... Vajrapfu:li being recognisable 
from their respective cognisances such as an amritaghata or a vajra 
in their hands. 

Another distinct iconographic type in.....CiJwdhijra,-a thunderbolt
bearing fi_gure almost invariably accompanying Buddha in the nume
rous genre reJ?resentations of the life-story of the Master, from 
the time of the Great Renunciation to that of the Great Decease, 
was variously identified by scholars as Devadatta, Mara, Sakra, and 
Dharma; but it was correctly identified by Foucher as Yaksha Vajra
pfu:li, who is described in many authoritative Buddhist texts as one 
of the principal ministerial angels of the Buddha from the time of 
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his MaMbhinishkramatta to his MaMparinirva~. This Yaksha 
Vajra -.' was the prototype of Bodhisattva Vajrapa.!:ti, one 0 e 
importan hyani-Bodhisattvas of the devEililped Mahayana, about 
whom more will be said later on. 

VI. THE PALl CANON 

It has been stated above that the canon of the sacred literature 
of the Buddhists was composed ilL?ali, Magadhi, and other dialects. 
Of these the Pali version alone has survived in its entirety. Of the 
rest, only very small fragments have so far come to light and these 
need not be surv_eyed in detail. 

~ Pali canon ~nsists o~ and is there
fore known as he Ti itaka (Tripi aka in Sanskrit). ~ 
~inaya, Sutta llnd.. AD idhamma_..!.\ekas. The first deals with the 
rules of the monas1i.c...9r~. The second, as noted above, deals with 
the ~ of Buddha's teaching. The third or Abhi
dhamma Pitaka expounds the ~s underlying 
the doctrine. 

There is yet another division of the canon into nine angas 
(limbs) mentioned in several places in the Tipitaka.' They are: 
sermons in prose only ~ sermons in prose and verse ~. 

explanations ~ stanzas ~, epigrams _( ucla!!:!!,), short 
saying beginning with "Thus spoke the Buddha" itivuttaka), stories 
of previous incarnations ~), miracles (~bbhuta ham~), and 
teachings in the form of question and answer ~. This list 
of the angas is a classification of the various texts comprising the 
canon according to their form and contents. It clearly shows that 
all these diverse types of Buddhist literature were already in exist
ence when the canon was compiled in its present form. 

1. Vinaya Pitaka 

The Yinaya Pitaka, which has been placed at the-,h~e:::.:a::O.>d::....=;~~::...... 
~ by the Buddhists thelnselves, comprises the following 
Patimo"kkba, -sutta--Vibhanga, Khandhakiis, and Parivara. 

(i) Piitimok1cha. The~u~of the yinaya is the Piitimokkha, 
which, as' n~ aoove', gives a TID.~ discipline together 
with atonements for trans ressin them. An oft-repeated phrase 
says that the life of a good monk 1S checked by the restraints of 
the Piitimokkha. It originally contained only 152 rul~, which were 

1. See p. 374 if. 
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later extended to 227, divided into ten sections, as we now find in 
the Vinaya Pitaka. 

(ii) ~utta_Vibha~a, i.e. explanations of Suttas (of the P<iti
mokkhaJ, tells in a sort of hist~ow, when, and 
why the particular rule in question came to be laid down. The 
words of the rule are given in full, followed by a very ancient word
for-word commentary, which in its turn is succeeded by further ex
planations and discussions of doubtful points. The Sutta Vibhanga 
comprises (1) Maha-vibhanga which has~dealing with 
~ f ans ressions a ainst disci line, and (2) Bhik
khuru-vibhanga, a much shorter work, being U.Q..mmentar:y on the 
c~ compiled on the lines of Patimokkha for the monks . 
The offences have been divided into those which were punishable 
with expulsion from the Order (piiriijikiis) and those punishable with 
expiation (piichittiyiis). 

(iii) Tp~K~h~) co ri two divisionsJaoa
~ anj. ~a .. -and-form a sort of continuation and sup
plement to the Sutta Vibhanga. 

The l'!!E:M.vagga (greaLsection) in its ten sections furnishes us 
with the sJ:o!:Y, of the formation of the SaN/ha, and la:ys down rules for 
~dmi~o!!.. to th~rd~, observance of the Uposath~ cerem..Q!!y, and the 
~ life during the mo.,!:soon. There are also rules for the wear
ing of shoes, and for seats, conveyances, dress and medicine of the 
monks, and for the regulation of legal proceedings and restoration 
of order in the Sangha. There are some serious narratives which 
embody the ~t Buddh~t morals in their simplest form. The inci
dental notices in the Mahiivagga are valuable as ~eL throw c~ 
derable Ii ht on the everyda life of ancient India. The sections 
dealing wit thefts, sexual offences, crimes, e c. ave a special in
terest as they present a cross-section of the society of those days. 

The Chullavag a (smaller section in its twelve sections contains 
a number of edifying anecdotes connected with the life of Buddha 
and the history of the Order. The first nine sections contain rules 
f~us while the tenth section describes the~es o.!3~ 
The former deal with disciplinary proceedings and methods of 
settling disputes among monks; various offences, expiations and 
penances; the daily life of the Bhikkhus; their residence, furniture, 
etc. The tenth section prescribes the eight conditions precedent to 
the entry of a woman into the Order, and rules for the guidance of 
the~ (the order of nuns). The last two sections, 
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containing an account of the first t~counc.i!§ & Rajag_riha and 
~ are regarded as later additions, and form rather an appendix 
of the Chullavagga. 

(iv) Pariviira the last book of the Vina_ya Pitak'L gives in the 
f~rm of questlOns and answers an abstract of the other parts, and 
appears to be a later production, being probably the work of a 
~ It consists of nineteen sections, catechisms, in
dices, appendices, lists, etc., reminiscent of the anukrama1tis and 
pariSishtas of the Vedic texts. 

2. Sutta Pitaka 

orates t e reate liter works of 
'?"::.::.::::;=...;:;=-"=os::.;e;_.;;a_n;:.:;d;_.....o..;:::e=rse. It comprises the following five co -

lections called Nikayas: {Il Digha, (2) Majjhima, (3) Sarhyutta, 
(4) Ailguttara and (5) Khuddaka. The first four consist of suttas 
or discourses which are either sermons of the Buddha (occasionally 
by a disciple), preceded by a short introduction relating the place 
and occasion of the discourse; or dialogues in prose, occasionally 
mixed with verse. These four are cognate and homogeneous in 
character with a number of suttas recurring in two or more collec
tions. 

(1) The .pi~ha Nikiiya (or Dighagama or DIghasangha) is a col
lection of .~ containing 34 suttas, each dealing fully with 
one or several points of th~ dQ..ctr.l!le. There is no connection bet
ween the suttas. Each is complete in itself and capable of being 
regarded as an independent work. The Digha is divided into three 
books, diverse in contents and character, and containing earlier and 
later strata: Silakkhandha, M.f!hiivafl.!La, and _Piitikavagga. The 
earliest stratum is round in the first book, which mostly deals with 
ethical questions, while the third book constitutes the later stratum, 
the second comprising the longest suttas, grown in bulk owing to 
interpolations. T~ origin of the universe, rebirth, ~lf-cont~ 
~m, w.!YJ:o union with GodL.!lliracles, nirvii~! heretical~
trines artificialit of the caste s ste ,~tc., are some of the topics 
dealt with in these boo s. 

Each sutta has a short preface explaining the occasion when 
Buddha delivered it. Some suttas are dialogues between Gautama 
and an unbeliever. The initial sutta of the Digha,._Brahml!jalasullil_ 
(the discourse on the Brahma:t:l8 net), IS importantTor tIle history, 
not only of Buddhism but of the entire religious life and thought of 
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.ancient India. This is followed by 5amaiiiiaEJ1a1a,.sutta (discourse 
on the reward of asceticism), which is a valuable piece of evidence 
for the life and thought at the time of Buddha, as it speaks of the 
views of prominent non-Buddhist teachers and founders of sects. 
Essentially different in form and contents from the other suttas, the 
Mahaparinibbana-sutta (No. 16) is neither a dialogue nor a discourse 
~ points of the doctrine. It is a detailed and 
interesting account of the later part of Buddha's life, his last 
speeches and sayings, and his death and funeral ceremonies. 

(2) The Majjhima Nika1La (collection of medium suttas), with 
its three 'tooks"ol "5Osuttas (pamuisas) each, deals with practically --------------all points of the Buddhist religion, and throws considerable light on 
the life of Buddhist monks, as also on Brahmanical sacrifices, va.x::.im.ls 
forms of aSCe"1iclsm~e relation of Buddha to the Jains and oth~! 
s~t~ s~persTItion~andlhe socio.:porrtical conditions 
orthenme. There is a long enumerafion orotfences-burglary, 
~ultery, etc.-and the consequent punishments, which in
cidentally reveal the penal laws of the day. Besides dialogues and 
sermons, some suttas are _£_ure na_rratives like the Angulimala. In 
one of the dialogues Buddha cliaractenstically tells an enquirer, 
seeking information concerning subtle metaphysical problems, that 
answering these questions would leave no time for finding the way 
to salvation (sutta 63). 

With regard to the dialogues in the Digha and Majjhima, Rhys 
Davids rightly observes: "In depth of philosophic insight, in the 
method of Socratic questioning often adopted, in the earnest and 
elevated tone of the whole, in the evidence they afford of the most 
-cultured thought of the day, these dialogues constantly remind the 
reader of the dialogues of Plato. But not in style. They have in
deed a style of their own; always dignified and occasionally rising 
into eloquence.'" 

(3) ~ya (book of kindred sayings) has 56 
groups (sa1hyuttas each dealing with various points of the doctrine 
in connection with a certain name or object. The suttas have been 
grouped on at least three..,IDinciEles: ~ose that deal with one 
of the chief points or principal branches of the Buddhist doctrine ; 
42rthose that refer to classes of gods, men or demons; and ~hose 
that have some prominent personality as hero or speaker. The 

1. !B, 11th Ed .• IV. p . 7463. 
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~ is a compilation of 8uttas mainly bearing on psycho-ethical 
and philosophical problems. 

Yet another _ diviAlon of the Samyutta is into.!!!e f9l!.owi~ five 
~s): Sagatha, Nidina, Khandha, Salayatana and 
~. Ethics and the Buddhist ideal of life dominate the first vagga 
and epistemology and metaphysics the other vaggas. There are 
suttas in this collection in which t~uddha and Dhamma are alreadr 
~ while some deal with the life of the Master and 
a -few witllthe discipline of the Order (vinaya). Though there is 
monotonous repetition and tedious multiplication of suttas, which 
was due probably to sound practical reasons in their use for religious 
exercises, there are many things that are noteworthy from a purely 
literary point of view. The first vagga especially abounds in real 
poetry. Many riddles and aphorisms in the form of questions and 
answers are found in the Devata Samyutta and, like Yudhishthira 
who correctly answers the puzzles of a YakSha, Buddha satisfies a 
Yaksha by wisely answering his questions.' The Mara Samyutta 
and the ~ta, which are ballads in mixed prose and 
verse, are of great poetical merit. Winternitz considers such poems 
as "sacred ballads, counterparts of those iikhyanas with which the 
epic poetry of the Indians originated."2 The sayings and episodes in 
this Nikaya impress one successively with Buddha's great good sense. 
readiness to adapt his teaching to the individual enquirer, keen 
intuition, ready humour and smiling irony, courage and dignity, and 
catholic and tender compassion for all creatures. 

(4) 4ng_uttara (or Ekuttara) NikiiJJ.a is a numerical grouping of 
~r~ranged seriSIly ~der. It consists of eleven 
sections (nipdtas) , each of which is further split into several divisions 
(vaggas) . Though similar in many cases tu the grouping or enume
rations of doctrines or prinCiples in the Samyutta, the bearing of the 
Anguttara is on the whole practical. Its purpose is sufficiently to 
emphasise certain doctrinal points by repeatedly dinning them into· 
the ears of the audience. 

TIl! style of the Anguttara is characterised by _Jopriety and 
~ Though following a purely prosaic and mechanical 
scheme, the Anguttar4 presents certain matters which are full of 
interest. Variety of contents may be said to be its special feature. 

1. SamlfUttll, X. 12. 
2. HIL, n, p. 59. 
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A large number of suttas deal with women, mostly in an uncompli
mentary way. The Anguttara also throws a flood of light on_'hnltal ---~~ and on the ~nallaw of the day. 

(5) 'the Khuddaka N~a (collection of smaller pieces), though 
usually tak~ of the Sutta Pitaka, is sometimes 
classed with the Abhid mma P i ka. may tter be called "a 
c~ ec Ion 0 miscellanea" as, besides several short works, it includes 
also a few of the most extensive of the Pili canonical books. It was 
added as a supplementary Nildiya after the Nikayas had been closed . 

Khuddaka is com osed for the most art in vet and contains 
the JllOS: 1m ortant Buddhist works' poet.r. In contents and 
charac er e various tex s compnsmg is collection differ very 
widely. It would appear from a very remarkable sutta, recurring 
several times, that the claim of poetical pieces to be regarded as 
sacred texts was recognised only at a later time.' The works in
cluded in the Khuddaka originated at different periods and were 
not intended to be incorporated in one collection. 

The Khuddaka comprises the following texts : Khuddakapatha, 
Dhammapada, Udana, Itivuttaka, Sutta Nipata, Vimanavatthu, 
Petavatthu, Theragatha, Therigathii, Jatakas, Niddesa, Patisambhi
damagga, Apadana, Buddhavamsa and Chariyapitaka. 

The Khuddakapatha (lesser readings) with its nine short texts 
is a little tract, a first lesson book for the young neophytes when they 
joined the Order. The texts were used as a kind of mantra or prayer 
in the Buddhist cult. It is interesting to note that seven of these 
texts are still used at the Buddhist " Paritta" ceremony (exorcism 
spells) . 

The Dhclmmapada, the best known of the Buddhi5t canonical 
t xts, is an anthology of 423 sayings of Buddha in verse divided into 
26 vaggas or chapters, the stanzas being arranged by subjects. These 
stanzas are mostly taken from the other books of the Pali canon, 
and embody the spirit of Buddha's teaching, if not the very words of 
the Master. The Dhammapada is a fine exposition of the sublime 
e hical teachings of the Buddha and was a very popular text all over 
the Buddhist world. 

The Udiina (ecstatic utterances of the Buddha), containing stanzas 
and narratives, is divided into eight vaggas or sections of ten suttQ.8 
each. Each Butta contains the utterances and the narratives, the 

1. Scun.yutta, xx. 7; Anguttara, IV. 160; cf. Winternitz, HIL, II. p. 77. 
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former being older than the latter into which they were inserted. 
'The style is simple. The outbursts of the Buddha are very terse and 
enigmatic. E ch . concluded by an Uda (ecstatic utterance) 
of the Buddha. 

~ttak4 ("Thus spake the Buddha") is book oLquota
tiq,ns in prose and verse of the ut oritativ ayillgs of Buddha. It 
is divided into five vaggas comprising 120 short pieces beginning 
with "y"uttam hetam Bhagavatii vuttam-arahatii ti me sutnm" (Thus 
was it said by the Blessed One, the Exalted One--Thus have I heard), 
and ending with "Ayam-pi attho vutto Bhagavatii iti me sutan--ti" 
(This meaning was told by the Blessed One--Thus have I heard). 
It expounds the ethical teachings of the Buddha on a variety of sub
jects. There is no excessive verbosity, and occasional similes and 
beautiful metaphors give a pleasing touch to the style. The language 
is simple and natural. At times we come across figures of speech 
drawn from nature, animals, etc. 

The Sutta Nipata (the section of discourses) is a collection of 
poetic suttas in five vaggas (chapters): Uraga, Chula, Maha, At1;haka, 
and PiirayaJ}.a. It is the most frequently quoted text in the works (If 
Buddhism next to the Dhammapada. There are many references 
or allusions to Brahmanical ideas. The Sela-sutta (III. 7) relating 
to the conversion of the BrahmaI,la Sela contains passages remini
scent of the verses of the Bhagavadgitii and Anugitii. On the whole 
the Buddhist ideal is contrasted with the Brahmanical and shown 
as the higher one. The Vasettha-sutta (III. 9) beautifully elaborates 
the idea found in old portions of the Ma1uibhiirata that true Brah
mal).ahood consists not in birth but in good conduct. 

The old dialogue form is occ8.sionally combined with the old 
riddle poetry already found in the Veda and the Epic. The Yaksha 
appears as a questioner as in the Ma1uib1uirata, and a sage answers 
the queries by presenting the ethical doctrines of Buddhism. The 
Niilaka-sutta, the Pabbajja-sutta and the Padhana-sutta are of special 
importance, being the precious remnants of the sacred ballad poetry 
which gave rise to the later epic version of the life of Buddha in the 
same way as the iikhyanas later grew into heroic poetry. T tta 
Nipiita preserves many fragments of the oldest Buddhist poetry. 
Some of the prose narratives forming the framework for the poems 
are, however, later additions, though Fa:usboll's view that all prose 
passages were written later cannot be accepted.' T~a 

1. Preface, p. vii, Editio Princeps of the text; d. Winternitz, HIL, n. p. 98. 
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~~~,w.Io~~ as an ethical religion and 
contains informa . o-n- a"'-o-u't the social, economic, and religious con
ditions of India in the Buddhist age. It refers to the six heretical 
teachers and the Samanas and BrahmaI}.as. 

The Vimanavatthu. (stories of divine palaces) and Petavatthu 
(ghost stories) are short treatises, probably belonging to the latest 
stratum of literature collected in the Pali canon. The Vimanavatthu 
describes certain celestial abodes enjoyed by gods as the result of 
their meritorious deeds while on earth, whereas the Petavatthu 
refers to sufferings after death as the result of evil deeds on earth. 
The Vimanavatthu and Petavatthu. are among the dullest productions 
of monkish poetry, metrical form being their only claim for being 
ranked among poetical works. The profound doctrine of Karman, 
so beautifully expressed in Brahmanical and Buddhist texts, is ex
plained most clumsily in these stories. 

The XMrogatllii and-Phmgiitha-are-eollections of poems, being 
respectively the work of monks ancrnuns. There are differences in 
idiom, tone and sentiments in these two works. The Theragiit1W 
concerns itself more with inner expe!ience, while the Therigiit1W 
deals more with external experiences. With regard to their poeti
cal excellence, Dr. Winternitz is justified in ranking these collec
tions, in point of force and beauty, with the best productions of 
In~ian lyric poetry from the ~igvedic hymns to the lyrics of Kali-

asa an maru. 1 -

The refrain and the repetition of typical phrases are the dis
tinguishing features of these collections. The semi-dramatic dialogue 
appears to be very popular. 

Beautiful descriptions of nature in the The'ragiithii are largely 
responsible in transforming many of these religious poems into real 
gems of Indian lyric poetry. The love of nature finds expression 
also in many charming similes. Despite his supposed indifference 
to pleasure the saint does not refrain from describing the spring in 
glowing terms. 

The Therigiithii more frequently strikes a personal note which 
is not found in the Theragiithii. Descriptions of nature predominate 
in the Theragiithii, whereas pictures of life preponderate in the other 
collection. From the Therigiithii we know that women were attracted 
to the Order owing to the loss of their children. There are also stories 
of former courtesans becoming nuns which artistically portray the 

1. HIL, II, p . 100. 
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contrast between the life and conduct of the two. The contrast bet
-ween extravagant festive joy and the peace of Nirvu1}4 is also 
effectively brought out. There is an elaborate collection of similes 
in the Therigatha, reminiscent of the embellishments of ornate 
poetry. Occasionally we come across very artificial word-plays. 

These collections are very important on account of the pictures 
of life they portray, which give us a valuable insight into the social 
conditions, especially the position of women, of those days. Like 
the other collections in the P<lli ('anon, there is a combination of old 
and new material in these giithas, so that each portion is to be dated 
separately on its own merits. 

Jatakas (stories of the former lives of the B ddha), which 
were t chief ve icle of uddhlSt propa an ,afford an insight 
into popular u dbism. s we possess merely a commentary and 
not the original canonical J<ltaka, it is difficult to say how much of 
the present J<ltaka book belongs to the canon. Each story (or 
J<ltaka) in this commentary consists of the following parts: (1 ) 
p'achchu panna atthu the sto of the resent), relating the occa
sion of Buddha's telling the story; (2) titavatthu (sto of the ast ), 
a prose narrative, telling of one of the former births of Buddha ; 
(3) ~a:tluis ~nzas) which generally belong to the "story of the 
past' but very often also to the "story of the present"; (4) veyu_a
~a~{§!lOrt c~menta!:y) which explains the giitluis word for word; 
and (5) samodhiina (connection) in which the Buddha generally -------identifies the personages of the story of the present with those of th€' 
past. The gatluis appear generally to have belonged to the canon 
and the prose portions appear to have been added later. 

~e Jiitakas, m~er, are very varied in their 
cha~~~ Some are fables aiming at t!achin~ niti (worldly wis
dom). (Q?ly a few have a directly moral aim and not many can be 
classed as definitely Buddhistic. Others are fairy stories, pure and 
simple. Most of the moral narratives, sayings and pious legends 
are the common property of Indian didactic poetry, and are only 
partly of Buddhist origin. About the short anecdotes, humorous 
tales, and jokes in the J<ltakas, there is nothing specifically BuddhiSt.,. 
'the .liitakas also i~u~mances, a~ and narratives. The 
only touch of Buadhism in these is the hero who is alwa s the 
~"l On the whole. more than a half of Jiitakas are of 
non-BuddhTshc origin. --_ -
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" §e Jatakas present practically all forms and ty~ of compo
sitIon. Prose narratives are interspersed with poetry_.j The prose 
and verse are artistically joined and together present a finished 
whole. There are also collections of sayings on different subjects 
and epic fragments. As in the case of the ballads, the prose in these 
is redundant, late and insipid. 

[!?ere are stories bringing out the contrast between grateful 
arumals and ungrateful men) ac -" 
( Sab~d~a) i Jataka 241 has a touch of d . . Many 
<i af with the perpetu and inexhaus 1 Ie subject of the wickedness 
of woman. A whole collection of stories and sayings on the same 
subject is grouped ~6 (KUl}Ala Jataka), and Nos. 61-66 
are such a cycle. A long moral in the form of a ballad is pre
sented in~, which is so extremely dramatic as to appear 
like a short drama. To the Western reader, the stories of female 
demons (Yakkhinis) who lure the shipwrecked mariners in order 
to kill and devour them call to mind the sirens and other beings 
like Circe and Ca.u:pso ilJ the Odysseu of l:Io~. ' There are also 
cons"OlatOry stories, a kind of moral narrative whose purpose is to 
comfort those grieving for the departed. The picaresque and other 
narratives in which robbers, vagabonds, dice-players and courtesans 
figure as the chief characters, though historically interesting, have 
not much that is characteristically Buddhist in them. It is interest
ing to note that the Bodhisattva actually figures twice as a highway
man. The anecdote of the woman who decides in favour of her 
brother in preference to her son or husband (Jiita1ca 67) is particu
larly interesting on account of its relation to a similar story in 
Herodotus. Scholars hold divergent views as regards the origin of 
the motif and Winternitz strikes the correct note in stating that it 
is difficult to determine its actual home.2 

(The view that the rtakas furnish valuable material not only 
for literature and art, but for the study of economic conditions and 
s . manners and customs of Buddha's time, is true in the case 
of Only~me poems and a few prose narratives which go back to 
his time. The major part of the verses is not perhaps earlier than 
the thir entury B.C., whereas much of the prose is later than the 
Christian era. In point of a e the Jatakas bear a close resemblance 
to the MahabMra a in that eve sing e ga re Ulres to be tested 

-=:::~=::::::~~~=-=-:::.:::=-=-to:::_ r s c ronology. The Jatakas give 

1. CE. Winternitz, HIL, II, p . 131 . 
2. HIL, II, p. 135. 
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particulars about the life of people of all classes, about some of 
whom there is scarcely any other information in Indian literature. 

The Niddesa (exposition) contains detailed explanations by 
8ariputta of 33 Suttas from the last two vaggas of the Sutta Nipiita, 
and is divided into two sections: Mahi-niddesa, and Chulia-niddesa. 
From its inclusion in the canon, it is evident that the Niddesa was 
the oldest of the Pili commentaries. This commentary explains im
portant technical expressions, frequently quoting from canonical 
texts. It gives a long list of synonyms to explain a word, the list 
being repeated every time the same word occurs. 

The Patisambhidiimagga (Path to analysis): Each of its three 
large sections (Maha-vagga, Yuganandha-vagga, Paiiiia-vagga) con
tains ten chapters on some important topics of the Buddhist doctrine. 
It treats all subjects in the form of questions and answers in the 
manner of the Abhidhamma texts, and is among the latest of the 
canonical books. It was included in the Sutta Pitaka because its 
form is that of the Suttas, and the traditional opening "evam me 
sutam" of the Sutta Pitaka is found fairly frequently. 

The Apadana (Sanskrit Avadana, heroic or glorious deeds, and 
then, glorious deeds of self-sacrifice and piety) is an anthology of 
legends describing the heroic and pious works of the Buddhist 
saints. It is entirely in verse and contains biographies of 550 male 
and 40 female members of the Buddhist Order. The Apadiinas, 
like the Jdtakas, have a story of the present and a story of the past, 
but the stories in the Apadanas relate to the previous existence of 
a saint, an arhat, not of the Buddha as the Jdtaka. Apadana is 
more closely allied to the Sanskrit Avadanas than to the remaining 
works of the Pilli canon, and is one of the latest works of the 
Khuddaka. 

The Buddhavamsa cjlll1aUl poatiw 4 Buddhas 
suppose e een the E.re ecessors in the last 
twelve kaZpas. Gautama is the narrator. In the case of each in
dividual Buddha, it is related somewhat dryly how he set the wheel 
of religion in motion and the principal events in Gautama's life find 
their counterparts in the life of one of his predecessors (former 
Buddhas). 

llle~~lection of Jitakas in ..... verse, is a post
ASGka ..w.ol:k.--u-rnustrates the modes in which Bodhisattva 
practised the conduct (chariyii) and shows how he had attained the 
ten perfections (piiramitas) in his previous existence. 
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3. Abhidhamma Pit4M 

Contrary to the indications given by its name (A bhidhamma, 
higher religion or metaphysics), there is very little of metapbysics 
in the Abhidhamma Pi~aka (basket of transcendental doctrine). It 
deals witb the same subjects as the Sutta Pitaka, but in a more 
scholastic way. It is written mostly in the form of questions and 
answers like a catechism. The subject-matter of the Abhidhammo. 
is chiefly derived from the Sutta Pitaka in which are found the 
beginnings of the Abhidhamma and the Vinaya Pitaka. The Abhi
dhamma may be said to be merely the extension of the mdtiMS or 
lists mentioned in the Vinaya. The Abhidham a cQmpris &8V 

boo commonly known. as SattapakaraJ;Ul, viz. Dhammasailga.Qi, 
Vibhailga, Dhatukatha, Puggalapaiiiiatti, Kathavatthu, Yamaka and 
Pattbana. All these books are later in date containing a more ela
borate and classified exposition of the Dhamma than given in the 
Nikayas. There is hardly any originality or profundity in the 
Abhidhamma books. There is no trace of any scientific reasoning 
or research in the definitions and classifications; mere dogmatism 
appears to have formed their basis. 

The Kathiivatthu (points of controversy) or the VijfiAn.a 
ascribed to Moggaliputta Tissa, President of the Third Council, is 
the only canonical work claiming definite authorship. Oldenberg, 
Rhys Davids, Geiger and others accept the historicity of the tradi
tion, but Barth, Keith, Minayeff and Walleser reject it. According 
to Winternitz the Kathavatthu in its present form cannot be re
garded as a work of the third century B.C.l It is later than the 
Vinaya and the Sutta and the first two books of the Abhidhamma 
to which it refers. It is valuable for the light it throws on the 
development of Buddhist dogmatics during the later centuries. 

4. Chronology of Canonical Pati Literature 

Canonical Pali literature can be roughly placed between two 
well-defined chronological limits. The death of Buddha, after which 
the formal collection of his teachings was made according to unani
mous Buddhist traditions, affords the upper limit, while the lower 
limit is supplied by the ~5n- vf king va~gamo/,li of ~ during 
whose reign the canon is said to hav ftna:l closed. Thus the Pali 
canonical literature was produced some time between the fifth cen-

1. HIL, n, p. 170. 
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tury B.C. and the last quarter of the first century B.C., but the date 
of some of the canonical texts may be fixed within narrower limits. 

It is' now generally agreed that the canon is not as old as the 
First or even the Second Council; but quotations from scriptures in 
ASokan edicts, references to persons well versed in sacred texts in 
inscriptions of the second century B.C. and scriptures, reliefs and 
inscriptions on the railings and gateways at Bharhut and Sanchi 
suggest that the works on Dharma and Vinaya were current before 
the rise of the Maurya and Suilga dynasties. The Milinda-paiiha is 
the earliest evidenc;!LQ.f the existence of the three Fitakas and._five 
Nl as. 

As regards the chronology of the different texts constituting 
the canon, the Mahiivagga and Chullavagga are evidently anterior 
to the period of ASoka, as they are silent about the Third Council. 
The Sutta Vibhaitga and the five Nikayas which are referred to in 
the Chullavagga are certainly much older. There is no reference 
to the Abhidhamma, which is the latest of the Pi~akas. The 
Kathavatthu, ascribed to Tissa, presupposes the Vinaya, Sutta and 
the other books of the Abhidhamma. This work was probably not 
written till the compilation of the canon by Tissa, and was append
ed to the canon by the Council. The Parivarapiitha, the last treatise 
in the Vinaya, which is said to have been written by DIpa in Ceylon, 
is assigned to the reign of Vattagama1)i, and it refers to the five 
Nikayas, the seven treatises of the Abhidhamma and all older texts 
of the Vinaya as made known to Ceylon by Mahinda after the Third 
Council. As the Nikayas know no place in the east, south of 
Kali.Jiga, and no place in the west, south of the Godavari, the geo
graphy of the Nikayas points to their age being much earlier than 
ASoka. Roughly, therefore, we may say that the bulk of the Vinaya 
Pita1ca and the first four Nikayas of the Sutta Pitaka were compiled 
before 350 B.C. 

Mter discussing the chronology of the Pali canonical texts from 
different points, Dr. Law places them in the following groups in their 
chronological order: 1 

"1. The simple statements of Buddhist doctrine now found in 
identical words in paragraphs or verses recurring in all the 
books; 

2. Episodes found in identical words in two or more of the 
existing books; 

1 . History of Piili Lite-rature I, 42. 
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'3. The Silas, the ParaYSJ.la group of sixteen poems without 
the prologue, the Atthaka group of four or sixteen poems, 
the Sikkhapadas; 

4 . Digha Vol. I, Majjhima, Samyutta, Ailguttara and earlier 
Patimokkha with 152 rules; 

5. Digha Vols. II, III, Thera-Theri-giithii, 500 Jatakas, Suttavi
bhailga, Patisambhidamagga, Puggalapaiiiiatti and Vi
bhanga; 

6. Mahlivagga, Chullavagga, Patimokkha with 227 rules. 
Virnanavatthu, Petavatthu, Dhammapada, Kathavatthu; 

7. Chulla- and Maha-niddesa, Udiina, Itivuttaka, Sutta Nipata. 
Dhatukathii, Yamaka, Pa~hiina; 

'8. Buddhavamsa, Chariyapitaka, Apadana; 
9. Parivarapatha; 

10. Khuddakapiitha." 

5. Non-canonical PiUi Literature 

A vast exegetical literature arose out of the necessity of ex
plaining canonical texts, especially as these travelled to distant 
lands. The major part of the non-canonical PaIi litprature com
prises these commentaries. This commentarial literature not only 
explained the texts by adding critical notes, but classified the sub
ject-matter and added legends. The activity of the commentators 
began in India after the compilation of the texts, and already during 
ASoka's time, his son Mahendra had taken to Ceylon an AHhakath5 
along with the canon. The great bulk of non-canonical PiiIi litera
ture, however, is the product of the Ceylonese monks. The period 
of the great commentators of the PaIi canon comes after the fourth 
century and properly belongs to the next volume. The only Indian 
non-canonical works that pertain to our period are the Milinda-paliha, 
Nettipakara1)-a and Petakopadesa. 

Th!: ~linda-panha originated i~ north-west India about the 
bee-ing of1he Christia!!_ era and was written robabl in Sanskrit 
o~ north-Indian Prakru:-- The ongina ext is lost , and the pre
sent work is merely a Pilli translation of the original made at a very. 
early date in Ceylon. The work is a conversation between the 
Greek Jpn Milinda of Sagala and, Thera ~!!!.a on a number of 
problems an dispute points of Buddhism. In the arguments, the 
Buddhist doctrine of the impermanence of the Ego is expounded and 
Milinda is converted. King Milinda is certainly the Greek ruler 
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Menander,1 who was a scholar as wen as a soldier. Nagasena cannot 
be identified with certainty. 

The problems discussed in the Mitinda-pa1iha find their counter, 
part in those that play a prominent part in the KatMvatthu. The 
style of the Mihnda-panha shows an advance over the speeches of 
the Sutta Pi~ka, while some of the dialogues of the Milinda-panho 
stand comparison with the dialogues of Plato. The language is ele
gant, and there are various eloquent passages. 

The Milinda-pa:nha at present c~ but it 
originally consisted of only a small portion of the first, and the 
whole of he second and t 'rd The work is complete with 

o which forms a fitting conclusion to it, and there is a fresh 
introduction to Book IV. That Books IV-VII have been interpolated 
would be evident from their absence from the Chinese translation 
which may be dated between A.D. 317-420. They differ, again, from 
Book I in character. Mrs. Davids, however, thinks the book is the 
work of a single author, who first edited the conversations (which 
actually took place according to her), then wrote dialogues on the 
dilemmas after about ten years, and, still later, composed the book 
of the similes.2 

In the first book there is a whole series of parables which seeks 
to explain why man is responsible for his actions, though according 
to the Buddhist doctrines there is no permanent ego. In contrast 
to the next two books which deal with the most important topics of 
Buddhist ethics and psychology, of interest even to laymen, there 
is a system of apologetics in Book IV which would interest only the 
well-read students of canonical texts. There are a number of quota
tions from the canon in Books IV-VII, which also contain frequent 
allusions to traditions divergent from the canonical texts and pertain
ing to a later period. 

Contemporaneous with the MJ.Fnda--pa.n.1ut are..the.....l'Uttipaka'ra~ 
and Petakopadesa ascribed to Mahiikachchiina, a disciple of Buddha. 
proclaimed as the best expounder of the word of the Master even in 
the Majjhima Nikiiya. The Nettipakara1).a (book of guidance) is a 
treatise on textual and exegetical methodology. It is to the Plili 
canon what Yaska's Nirukta is to the Vedas. It is the earliest work 
giving a systematic treatment of all the teachings of Buddha. Accord
ing to Mrs. Rhys Davids the Netti is earlier than the last two books 

1. See above, p . 112 if. 
2. The Milinda Questions (London, 1930), pp. 6 ff. 23, 105 ff. 149 if etc. 
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by 

Mahakachchina is said to have composed also the PefakopadesCl 
(Instructions to students of Pitakas). which is a continuation of the 
Netti and is but a different manipulation of the same subject. It 
throws some new light on the points left obscure in the Netti. It 
speaks of the four Ariya truths to be the central theme or essence 
of Buddhism-a point which was emphasised in the literature of 
the SarvastivAdins. 

c. JAINISM -
1. Piirsva and Mahavira 

J ain tradition~peaks Q~foJ!L ...1lr!h~ aras or "ford-makers 
across the stream of existence" , each of whom preached the doctrine 
to his own age. Of these, however, the first twenty-two seem to be 
completely mythical and have no historical foundation. 

The case, however, is different with the~t t~rOPl!ets~il~v:a 
and Ma.hiYira. All that Jain tradition repo S 0 nem is quite pro

ef)il)le.- Tiie contemporaries of Mahavira were well-known and the 
Buddhist canon supplies us with incontrovertible proof of their 
historicity. 

We know very few facts of Plirsva's life. He is said to have 
bee~of_b.Svas~nl!J....king of Banaras, and his wife Viimii. He 
lived for 30 years as a householder, then became an ascetic and, after 
performing penance for 84 days, received enlightenment. He lived 
for a full hundred years and ~ on Mount Sammeta in Bengal, some 
250 years before Mahlivira . He must have been of a genial nature 
as he is always given the epithet pu·risiidii').i ya 'beloved of men.' 

We know, however, something of his teachings. We are told that 
he elieved in the eternit of matter as did Mahavira after him. 
The followers of ParSva preac e t a~l (sati:2ml:!:2 results 
in the ~n of Ka..!..ma (a1l-haga), and penance leads to its anni
hilation. With this Mahavlra agreed as well as with the four vows 
enunciated by Parsva, viz. that life should not be taken, no falsehood 
spoken, nothing should be received which is not freely given, and 
non-attachment should be practised (bahidd1uidii1l-iio verama1l-4m ). 
This last may have reference to celibacy and not to the vow of non-

1. JRAS, 1925, p . 111 ft. 
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The belief in the historicity of-P~va is confirmed by the canon, 
which not only gives us some idea of his doctrines but preserves 
anecdotes about his followers. The account ot Resia one of his dis:
ciples., in the canonical books is quite realistic. Another of his disci
pres-Jiolds a disputation with .Qoyama, t chief disciple of Mah- - a, 
while a third follower of Parsva expresses his deslre to exchange the 
religion of the four vows for the one with five vows of Mahavira. 
Even th~ of MahavIra belonged to the laY..follo~ olP!.rSv~ . 
Moreover, Jacobi has put forward a strong argument to prove his 
historical existence.2 A Buddhist Sutra mistakenly attributes to 
Mahavira the religion of the four vows, which really belonged to 
Parsva, and such a mistake could only have occurred if Parsva actual
ly had followers existing at the time. 

G t is thus highly probable that s~e kind of Jain faith exi~ 
~ and his teachings were based on it) The conver
sation between Kes! al15LQo ama in the Uttariidhyayana3 testifies 
to their friendly relations and points out tat, 10 spite of some minor 
differences, the two were essentially the same. By the very nature 
of the case, tradition has preserved only those points of Parsva's 
teachings which differed from the religion of Mahavira, while all 
other common points are ignored. The few differences that are known 
make Mahavira definitely a reformer of a existin f ith, and the 
addition of a vow, the importance of nudity and a more systematic 
arrangement of its philosophical tenets may be credited to his r e
forming zeal. 

Th),ls , unlike Buddha Ma -vira was more a reformer of an exist· 
ing religion and ossibl of a church, e oun er of a new fait . 

is fact is well brought ou y t e 
lives. We are told that Buddha, at the beginning of his spiritual 
career, lived with some teachers, with whose teachings he became 
dissatisfied and finally found out the truth for himself. The Jain 
tradition makes no such claim for Mahavira . He is represented as 
following a well-established creed, most p.rqbably that of PlirSva. 

1. Schubring, Die Leh'!'e de'!' Jain(1~. p. 25. 
2. SBE, Jaina Sut'I'Rs. II. XLV. xx-xxii. 
~. Chapter xxiii. 
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.Equally significant is Buddha's insistence that his followers should 
remember well his first sermon, suggestive of its novelty. Above 
all, the Pali canon shows that it regarded Mahavira not as a foundf?! 
@ a new sec:h but me.r.ely as,@ leader of a reti'gious comm_!:!nity"alre~ 
~. 

. ~me authentic facts of Mah.al1il:a'slife can be collected frOIn 

the ~ canon.' He was born. in a suburb of VaiSali 
caUea ~ now known as BasukunQa. • ,!k...helonged-to tfi'i 
NaYa clan known as Nata (or ~ata) in Pali and J;'i4U;i in..Sanskrit. 
IDs ;rents were, SiddM a, a wealthy nobleman, "and TriSaUi. i e'r 
of_Che~a, an eminent Lichchhavi prince of VaiSali . radition em· 
phasises the importance of Mahavira'S noble birth and t 11s of thu 
transference of his embr 0 from the womb of the Brahmana lady 
Devananda, wife of Rishabha, a at 0 rlSala. It is difficult to 
ascertain how old this belief is, but the canon ma es Mahavira speak 
of Devananda as his mother and the :tole of HariQegamesi in the 
transference of the embryo. ~ sculpture from Mathura also re
presents this seen::] ThO !!lllipal mupe of the prophet was Ya -
mana, while his more popular name Mahavira is said to have been 
bestowed on him by the gods. The canon also gives him a number 
of suggestive epithets like Nayaputta 'a scion of the Naya clan'. 
Kdsava on account of his gotra, VesnHya after his place of birth, and 
Vedehadinna after his native country. He is most frequently re--ferred to as 'the venerable ascetic Mahavira'. 

G\t'the normal age Mahavir married dB and had j dauihier • 
c~lelr AAoWi or PriYadatiana. She was married to a son of his 
sister, Jamali, whose name is not found in older sources but only in 
the AVaSyaka tradition. The suppression of his name in early books 
of the canon may be due to the ignominious role he plays in church
historY as the originator of the first sc~. 

Not to grieve his parents, Mahflvira became a monk only after 
their death and with the permission of his elder brother Nandivar
dhana. He was at that time 30 years old. He left his home at the 
beginning of winter, which shows his inclination towards severe 
asceticism. Thirteen months after, also in winter, he abandoned his 
clothing and began to wander abroad as a naked monk. This was 
probably the first important step in the reformation of the church 01. 
~arsva, which allowed clothin__g. The fine ballad in the..]"c1laranga 
gives us a beautiful picture of the way in which he performed his 

] . Ach4nUlgd (Uva~asuya, Bbival)ao). KdlJ)48t'iU'd. BMgdV4ti . 
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meditation and spent his days in austerities, and also of the treatment 
he received from the unfriendly people of the neighbouring countries. 
In this period his thought matured. He attributed life (jiva) not 
only to animals and plants, but to material objects like earth and 
water, assumed the real cause of worldly ~ engen
dered by indulgence in sensual pleasure, and the essential misery 
of life to be due to the endless cycle of birth and death. His own 
behaviour furnished an example to be followed by the monks in their 
religious life. The ballad also suggests that, after a period of two 
years and two months, he decided on a wandering mode of existence, 
which lasted for 12 years. Jain tradition tells us that Mahiivlra was 
born with the three..._t~es!!_f k~~ge, ac~red the fOlIT.th at the 
beginning of his moii'khO'O'd,8:ild acnieved omniscience under a sala 
ree at the end of 12 years of austerit ,o~ the ~ 
~not ar rQID t e village Jtimbhikagr~. Henceforth he en
tered on his career as a religious teachex:J 

One important event in this period of MahavIra's life his 
meeting witl:!.__ G~la Mailkha.1.iDutli, the hea 0 e jlvika sect. 
~ the one=sI"ded account of B1iagavaii1 we know that GOsala be~ 
~a in the second year of his monkhood and re
mained with him for six ears. Then came a breach between the 
~ on th oi of re' venation and, ~aybe, also on other points, 
and Gosala went his own way. He soon proclaimed himself a jina 
and lived in Sravasti. The two met again sixteen years later and 
~ quarrelled. Gosala diea soon after, some 16 years before 
Mahavira. 

We have some information about the doctrines of Gosala, from 
the Buddhist writings, independent of the Jain sources, and there 
are some parallelisms between them and the Jain doctrines. Though 
it will be going too far to regard Mahavlra as a pupil of Gosala, and 
assume many points in the Jain creed as borrowed from the Ajivika 
sect, it is quite probable that the r!lles about diet current among 
tQ!_ Jain monks may have come from-fhe cOde orthe Ajivikas, and 
some significance must be attached to the .. coi~nce of Mahavira 
~his garment in the year of his meeting with Gosala. 

The acquisition of perfect knowledge entailed the continuation 
of a wandering mode of life and constant preaching of his doctrines 
to all kinds of men. He wandered for eight months of the year and 

1. Sa'lla, xv. Cf. Hoernle, ERE. t. 259. 
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~pent the four months of the rainy season in some famous towns ot 
eastern India. The Jain tradition gives the names of such places 
&S Champa, ~ Rajagriha. Mithil.a and Sravasti, where he spent 
.oni or more seasons. They give us a fair idea of the country over 
which he wandered propagating his faith, but we must bear in mind 
that the list is neither exhaustive nor chronological, though cover
ing broadly the 42 years of his itineracy. With the spread of his 
fame, he was now better received by the people, and famous kings 
came to hear him preach. At th~a~ oi ~.MahiVlra died in a pI ce 
called MajjEima Pava (which may mean that, contrary to his usual 
foacffce, he resided inside the town on account of his illness) in the 
house of a ruler of the name of HastipaIa (Hatthivala). This place 
is~be ~ern Pava12uri in the Patna District. We are told 
that on the rught of his death the kings of the two clans, tJte...Mal.la.w 
and the Lichchhavis celebrated the lam festival in his honour. 

As noted above, Gosala, the head of the Ajivika sect, appears 
to have had very close ties with Jainism. This would explain to 
.some extent why the Jain canon makes frequent attempts at refut
ing his doctrines in strong terms, while ~t t~es practical_!l no notice 
of Gautama Buddha, the famous contemporary of Mahavira. On 
tbeOther hand, ~_@on often att.empts to refute the teachings 
of Mahavira whom it kno s b the name of Nigal). ha N- tapUt.tll, 
along with Gosala and other Tittbiyas, all 0 w om were elder con
tempories of the Buddha. Neither of the sources mentions any meet
ing between MahavIra and the Buddha, but the Pali Suttas suggest 
that Mahavira died some time before him, if we are correct in accept
ing that Pava, where Ma)lavira died, is the very place later visited 
by Buddha. 

Like Buddhism, t!ilinism also received .roy Lp tronaie from the 
very beginning. ~l).ika, the lUng of MagacihQ, was devoted to 
Mahavira, and was related to the prophet on his mother's side. The 
Jain attempt to explain away the parricidal act of his SQ!l AjataSatru 
otJCiinika would indicate that he was more inclined to J ainism than 
to other religions. Later Jain tradition, without much historical 
support, however, brings nearly all the kings of north India in those 
days in relation to Mahavira by describing their queens as daughters 
of Chetaka, the maternal uncle of Mahavira. 

2. Jainism after Mahavira 
For a few centuries after the death of Mahavira, the history of 

.Jainism means little more than the history of the Jain church. We 
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have a regular account, mostly a farrago of myth and historical re
miniscence, of the Jain patriarchs, with a reference, now and then r 

to some ruling king favourably disposed towards the faith. This 
history, as recorded in the AVaSyaka Sutra, reaches up to.. Yajra and 
Aryarakshita, while agreement between the two major sects covers 

'only a few immediate successors of Mahavira and comes hardly up to 
Bhadrabahu, some 170 years after his death. This period is 
c1laracterised by a constant tendency towards the rise of dissension. 
The church organisation grows more complex. There is also a gra
dual shift of the centre of gravity of the community, which slowly 
spreads to the west and south of its original home. The religious 
dogmas show a development, however slight, and a vigorous literary 
activity results in the formation of the present-day canon of the 
Svetiimbaras and the pro-canonical books of the Digambaras. 

Even in the lifetime of Mahavira, the tendency to form a dis
senting opinion was prevalent, and we know of Gosala's doctrine of 
fatalism! formulated before the omniscience of Mahavira, and that 
of Jamiili after it, which is regarded as the first schism in a list of 
seven. 1 Most of them pertain to minor points in the doctrine, and 
have left no permanent mark on the Jain community. 

In contrast with these earlier attempts at breaking the unity of 
the Jain community, the last schism2 in the two sects of the Svetam
baras and Digambaras was more successful and resulted in a sharp 
division of the church, each section claiming greater authenticity 
than the other. At present, after the division has become well 
established, the points of difference between the two pertain to 
matters of dogma like the number of movable and immovable 
beings, the possibility of women attaining liberation, and the food 
partaken by the omniscient teachers; to mythological events like the 
transference of Mahavll'a's embryo, his marriage, ~he sex of 
Malli, ~ of thuroe_hets, and to practices like the wearing of 
clothes ana going naked. The traditional accounts of the origin of 
this split are puerile and the outcome of sectarian hatred. They, 
however, agree in assigning it to the end of the first century A.D., 
which is quite likely. The evidence of the literary writings of the
Svetambaras and early sculptures goes to show that most of the
differences between the two sects were of slow growth and did not 
arise all at one time. . . 

1 . Glasenapp, Dey Jainikmu., 346-349. 
2. Guerinot, La Religion D;ainct. 48-62; Schubring, op. cit. 38-39. 
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Attempts to explain the origin of this split are mainly based 
UPQ nly one divergent ctice, that of wearing a white robe or 
going naked, which has given the two sects their names. The split 
is sometimes traced to differences between the ractices of Mahavira 
and his predecessor arSva, or the more austere life of his pupil 
Gosala, or to the events caused by the great famine in Magadh 
WE:lcIloccurred at the time of Bhadrabahu and Chandragupta, causing 
the migration of a section of the community to the south. In aU pro
bability, Gosiila's teaching has nothing to do with thi later 
division and is firmly repudiated by both sects. The teachings of 
Mahavira and Far§va on the use of clothes and the practice of nudity 
were somehow reconciled in the lifetime of Mahavira. Orthodox 
teaching allowed option, producing two modes of behaviour known 
as Jinakalpa and Sthavirakalpa, but some sections of the community 
may have preferred the one to the othe·r, and isolated groups insisting 
on the harder course of life may have well existed from the very 
beginning. 

When the. first council was helsL at Pata,liputra to compile the 
canon, n group, given to a more severe mode of life, appears to have 
repudiated it, perhaps due to the migration 'to the coast' caused by 
the famine. Along with such a group there must have also existed 
others holding views which combined the opinions of both the sects 
in various ways. With their disappearance, in course of time, the 
two sects found themselves in sharp contrast and finally fell apart. 
By the very nature of the case. no precise date can be assigned t() 
this process. 

The spread of Jainism was more a case of successive migrations 
than of continuous expansion. In spite of the mechanica scheme 
c---
visible in the traditional account of the different migrations, said to 
be caused by a~mine...2U.2_yea~ duration,J we find them confirmed 
by other evidence, and the tradition agrees with all the historical 
facts of the spread of this religion. The wanderings of Mahavira 
give us a fair idea of the original extent of Jainism. This included 
the kingdoms of ~a, Videha, Ma~ and ~ga:_ One of the 
Chhedasiltras' preserves the memory of the earlier extent of the 
faithin the rule which allows Jain monks to wander as far as Anga
Magadha to the east .,. KauSiimbi to the south, Sthli1}.a to the west 
and _!5:u.niiIa to the north. The additional remark that a monk may 

1. KClptlalUtta, I. 51-52. 
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also go to a country where the faith has taken roots shows that the 
new faith was already spreading in the adjoining countries. 

One early migration led the community to the south-east, the 
country of Kaliilga, as can be seen from the famous inscription of 
Kharavela. 1 Evidence of it may be found in the $vetambara tradi
tion, according to which a dreadful famine in Magadha drove the 
monks as far as 'the sea-coast.' Here the faith took firm root and 
flourished for a long period. Kharavela the Chedi ki~ of Oris, 
though adopting the usual ec ectic attitude assumed y Indian 
monarchs, did show a decjded inclination towards Jainism, as can 
easily be seen from his ;wn ~ord and the inscription of his chief 
queen dedicating a cave for the use of Jain monks. The numerous 
c~ves.,.Qn the U~i and~ testify to the continued 
~XIStence tFie Tain-ratth in thiS" part of the country. 

A similar extension or migration of the Jain community to the 
west must have early brought it to Mathura. 2 We have here the 
ruins of a Jain shrine dating back to the pre-Christian period and 
a large number of small dedicatory inscriptions, engraved on the 
images of the Jinas, votive tablets, and arches, dating from the first 
two centuries of the Christian era. Their references to the teachers 
of the don~rs, their -got'r4j kula, §iikhQ., etc. offer welcome confir
mation of similar inforn1ation found in t~haviraJml.i and suggest 
a flourishing condition of the religion in that region. 

Further south, the country round.. Ujjayini was also a stronghold 
of Jainism. The evidence for this centre of Jain culture is mostly 
found in later traditions. If we believe in the story of ~oka's grand
so king Sam rati3 an hi conversi n to Jainism b Suhastin this 
sprea 0 Malwa must be placed as early as the second century B.C. 
We are further told that Samprati imitated his grandfather in send
ing religious missionaries to the countries of Andhras and Dramilas 
to propagate the religion. The famous story of Kalakacham,4 the 
Jain sage, implies the spread of Jainism in Malwa in the first century 
B.C. 

The Jl1Dagarh in§.5:ription of the randson of Jayadaman (either 
Damaysada or Rudrasirilha I), belonging to the secon century A.D. , 
makes mention of men WhO "had attained perfect knowledge (kevali-

1. See above. pp. 213 ft. 
2. BUhler, The Indian. Sect of the Jainas , Appendix A: V. A. Smith. JaiM Stii:pa. 

and othe'T Antiquities of Mathura: J. Ph. Vogel, Mathura M'lUl!1Lm Catalogue, 
41-3. 66-82. 

3. See above. pp. 89 f . 
4. Brown. The Story of Kiilaka. See above, p. 155. 
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jiiano.) and were free from old age and death {jllnimaTIl'tla), words 
" distinctly suggestive of Jain dogma. The inscription is found in 

a cave, one of a group near the town, which appears to have been 
used by Jain monks, as is indicated by the peculi r . y.mbols 
like the Svastika Bhadr<isanaJ Minayu.gaZa and others. Of nearly 
the same date may be the caves found at Dhank in which the sculp
tures of the ~in proRhets ~Mahavira and others 
have been efinitely identified. It may incidentally be mentioned 
that the Junagarh inscription, referred to above, contains the earliest 
reference to Jain monks claiming the attainment of perfect know
ledge. 

'Ibe exten6io~ JainistIl. 0 South India is a~ociat w,ith the 
mi_&.ratioll of the D' baras to this locality. The problem is com
p cate by the nature of the evidence, which is insufficient to lead 
to any definite conclusion. Scholars ' of South Indian history have 
mostly accepted the late Digambara tradition and have reconstruct
ed the history to the effect that the great famine of Magadha caused 
Bhadrabahu to seek shelter in the south, a~g with his r~al 
~ a Chandragupta and a large following, resulting in the 
establishment of the Digas community in the MYsore terrjtm:y, 
_lh Sravana BelagoJEi as ITs centre. The $vetambara tradition, 

however, makes the migration roceed from U " a int in Malwa, 
which is also corroborated by the early Digambara tradition . A 
close scrutiny of the evidence, however, raises grave doubts whether 
the migration to the south had anything to do with the famous pat~ 

riarch Bhadrabahu or the Mauryan king Chandragupta. The view 
that a second Bhadrabahu forecast the famine and , though he re
mained behind, sent his followers to the so th under the guidance of 
.one Y.iSakhac~a 0 , remaInS re possi 1-

litY. Among thedifferent sects of the south, the Senag~a of the 
Miilasang!la appears to show some intimate connection WI e story 
of migration and may have formed the first migrating group. The 
route of this migration is suggested to be along the western coast , 
from Gujarat , through Mahiirashtra. to Karnatak, and thence to the 
countries of the extreme south, which is quite probable. 

3. Jain Doctrines 

The growth of Jain doctrines was not very rapid, and not easy 
to follow. For one thing, the writings in which these dogmas and 
teachings are preserved have suffered many vicissitudes, and it Is 

] . Rice, MlI.ore and Coorg from the Inllcripti0'n8; Narasimhacharya, EC, n. 
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often difficult to separate the old from the new in the Jain canon. 
Secondly, the starting point of the dogmatic system remains vague. 
We do not know exactly what the preaching of Mahavira was, to 
which additions were made in later days. Lastly, as compared to 
the growth of Buddhist and Brahmanic philosophy, Jain thought has 
remained remarka I co erv' ive and ha~ not develQped. intQ new 
and fundamentall d' er ent streams. Jacobi 1 has convincingly 
demonstrated how all the references to both Jain philosophical tenets 
and religious practices in the Pali texts fully agree with the teach
ing of the Jain canon and present-day practices of the community, 
which means that little change has taken place in the Jain religion 
in the course of centuries. 

As a reformer of an existing religion, Mahavira added a few 
doctrines to those of his predecessor. W.hBe ParivaJaughl-enly 
f.2...ur~ws , M~ , in all probability making chastity 
a separate vow. 'Ihe.. con use of the h asQapach.ehakkhiiM· 
_in describing his religion of the five vows makes it highly p robable 
that confession of sin was an innovation of his. Apart from these 
reforms in ethical teaching, it is difficult to ascertain what additions 
Mahiivira made to the ontological and psychological system of his 
predecessor. Most of the features of Jainism suggestive of its primi
tiveness may be regarded as received by Mahavira as they already 
existed. What he did was, in all likelihood, the codification of an 
unsystematic mass of beliefs into a set of rigid rules of conduct for 
monks and laymen. A decided inclination towards enumeration ann 
classification may be attributed to him. 

No fundamental change in the Jain system is visible in later 
days. The different schisms pertain to minor details, and even the 
dogmatic differences causing the last schism, which broke the com· 
munity into two, are equally insignificant. The full implication of 
this remarkably conservative spirit can be best appreciated by re
callin~ to mind the ramifications in the history of Buddhist t hough t. 
and the rise of various philosophical systems in the Brahmanic reli
gion of the corresponding period. In spite of it, some minor changes 
did occur in Jainism. The drawing up of the list of sub-divisions of 
Karma, the systematic arrangement of the teaching -in the rubrtcOf 
the ~en prin~es.Jf sow, non-soul, influx, bondage, cessation, ex
pur~a lOn, and liberation ; the elaboration of the doctrine of the five 
~as and Saptabhangi and the formulation of the rules 

1. SBE, XLV. xv. 
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of church-discipline and similar matters must have been evolved 
between Mahavira and masvati who wrote his compendium... of 
Jainism in the first or second century A.D. 

4. The Jain Canon 

If the teachings of Mah?n.iH have remained substantially un
changed, their literacy expression in the.._ for of the acred writings 
c~lled the Agama has suffered many violent alterations. The canon 
of the undivided communIty is not available, and the one preserved 
and claimed b~ the Sy~~ was finally settled in its present 
form a thousaoo years a 4: e death of Mahavira 1 in il. ~ouncil 
h eld at Valabhi in the 1llih...c_entury_A.ll, But indications are not al
toget er lacking that even ill t is canon we possess something of the 
ancient books, though necessarily in a modified form, under a differ
ent arrangement and modernised language. From the fact that 
both the Svetambaras and Digambaras postulate the original canon 
to consist of the. 12 ~gas, including the~as a part of the 
last Anga, we may naturally be inclined to accept that to be its 
original extent. But a constantly recurring phrase in the Sv.etam
bara...canon-itselLmakes...the_S~ka the beginning and th~indu-

c;.,sara the end of the canonic a wrl lOgS. This means that the earliest 
canonical writings contained something less than the 12 Angas and 
included at least some works which did not strictly belong to the 
A nga type. 

We are ignorant of the contents of these works. Particularly 
in case of the Angas, we do not know to what extent the present-day 
works of the same name retain their original contents. The older 
parts of the Ac1uz.riinga and Sutrakritiiitga may well claim to pre
serve much original matter, and the same may be true to some 
extent of the Bhagavati-sii,tra. The Scimiiyika prayers, like the 
Buddhist formulae of confession, obviously formed the very be
ginning of the sacred writings, but unfortunately we do not have 
them in their authentic form. We know even less of the P'fi-Tva works. 
The name is often misunderstood to mean the 'earlier books', and 
it is supposed that they formed the oldest canon. This is , however, 
not correct. The traditional scheme places all the Purvas in the 
12th Anga, and another old tradition tells us that the immediate 
disciples of Mahavira composed the Aligas after receiving the ideas 
from the prophet himself. Moreover, all the later works, which 

J . Schubring, Worte Mahliv ira.8; Wintemitz, HIL . II. pp. 294 fr. 
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are said to be derived from the Piirvas, form part of the Angabiihira. 
group. From the name 'pavaya' applied to most of them, we may 
conclude that they contained matter of a controversial nature, pro
bably stating the views of the opponents and their refutations. 
Some of the schismatic views are said to be drawn from them. Their 
place in the Drishtiviida suggests similar contents. 

The further growth of the [hon is intimately connected 
with the the 0 cil of Elders at Patali utra. It 
marked the second stage. According to tradition, a ~ famine of 12 
years' duration, at the time of the patriarch~, rendered 
the existence of the canon precarious. At the end of the period, the 
~ou~ necessary to ~m~togethe~ to rescue .. the sa~ed 
:w.ritings as much as pos~ble. Sthiilabhadra learnLl.rQ_m Bhadra
bahu all the fourteen Purvas but was not allowed to teach the last 
four to his successors. These were consequently lost to posterity . 
Thus it is not possible to know the exact nature of the canon, as 
settled by this Council. 

Fortunately, however, some later books like Nandi supply us 
with a classification and list 0 anQnical books which must be due 

....to-the First CO.llncll, as it is at variance with the present-day plan 
of the canon. The canon, at that time, consisted of the ~2 Angas 
giving the chief doctrines of Jainism, and standing in opposition to 
the remaining works, collectively called egabah~. Though not 
so old as the Angas, works dealing with the discipline of the monks 
in their corporate life must have come into existence early . The 
basis of such works was the ~ and the name points to their 
importance. All other works were put under the category of 
Avassayavairitta. They, in turn, comprised works called Kiilika, 
to be learned at a fixed period of study, and Utkiilika which carried 
no such restriction. 

Many books of this canon are now lost and the names of others 
remain obscure to us. That later additions were made to the canon 
formulated in the First Council is obvious from the fact that a few 
books are attributed to later writers like, sama!:la, Aryarakshita. 
Virabhadra and others. As some of them were lost and additions 

.... -
were made to others, the older classification could not be maintained 
for long, but it may be admitted that a substantial part of the canon 
goes back to those days. The philosophical outlook of the canon, 
which makes little mention of the Buddhist schools like Siinyavada 
and ~~vada, is suggestive of a period earlier than the third 
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century A.D. Even the latest parts of the canon make mention of 
only such works as are earlier than the Gupta era. Further, the canOll 
shows the stronghold of the religion to be yet in the country of its 
origin, Magadha. 

According to statements of the canonical books themselves and 
later tradition, MaJla'i.U:a preached his religion in Ardha-Magadhi, 
which is said to be the language of the canon. The language of 
the available canon, ho~ever, shows a close approximation to the 
st~ard Pra~rits _called Mahal'ash~i and...lain ~hl!!., with 
only two features (like the Nom. sg. in e and the change of l' to L 
in a few words) in common with the Magadhi of the Prakrit 
grammarians. 

According to the Digambara tradition, not only the Drishp.vadct 
but also the eleven Aitgas were lost by degrees in course of time, and 
thus no part of the canon is now available to them. They do not 
know of other works grouped as Upiiitgas, ChhedasUt1'as, etc., which 
are found in the present canon of the Svetambaras. We must, how
ever, bear in mind that the basic works like the ShatkhaTJ4jigama, 
incorporated in the huge commentaries called Dhavald and Jayadha
vaUi, are said to be based on the Drishtivdda.1 A few citations 
from the Anga works are also given by them. Systematic treatises 
by later famous scholars like Umasvati, Kundakunda , Vattakera , 
Yativrishabha and others now serve the community as authorities 
in place of the canon. 

The need of explaining parts of the canon must have been felt 
by the Jain community. In the early stages the explanations were 
mostly oral, and mnemonic verses summarised some discussions as a 
help to the teacher's memory. A collection of such metrical com
ments gave rise to the Niryuktis, ten of which are often enumerated 
and traditionally attributed to Bhadrabahu. Leumann has, however, 
shown that internal indications from the texts make it most probable 
that they were composed in the first or second century A.D. In 
addition, only the Tattviirthiidhigama Sii.tra of Umiisvati can be con
fidently assigned to the pre-Gupta age. 

5. Jain Philosophy 

1. Hiralal. Introduction to Shatkhal.tI;w.gama, I. II . 
2 . Schubring, 01'. ('it . 10-12. 
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According to this logic (Syadviida, or the ~), as 
many as seven modes 0 re ic tion are possible in an given case. 
No definite or absolute statement, therefore, can e made about 
any question. If the question is: 'Is there a soul?', this logic of the 
Jains would admit of seven answers to it, viz: (i) is, (ii) is not, (iii) 
is and is not, (iv) is unpredicable, (v) is and is unpredicable, (vi) 
is not and is unpredicable and (vii) is, is not and is unpredicable. 
There is a sense in which there is a soul and there is also a sense in 
which no soul exists; and a third sense is not inconceivable in which 
we must admit that we cannot describe it; and so on. This is 
equivalent to saying that knowledge is only probable. 

It would, however, be wrong to assume that it only implies 
~ or~. The negative result of such 
a theory of knowledge is apparently agnosticism, but even out of this 
the Jains constructed a philosophy. They had a theory of reality 
also. Their logic was a subtle and disguised rotest a ainst t 
~as, and not intended to deny all reality. The 
world according to them was not altogether unknowable; only, one 
must not be cocksure about one's assertions. The world consisted of 
two eternal, uncreated, co-existing but independent categories, viz. 
the ~ and the~). 

The conscious being or jiva corresponds to what we call the 
soul. It knows and feels. It acts and is acted upon. It suffers by -its contact with matter and i~, ~ly to suffer; 
and its hi hest endeavour is to free itself f~oE:l.._t~e. And 
t s salvation cou be attaine y hlgher knowledge and meditation 
upon the great truth. 

According to some) the term 'j'iva' should Qe taken to mean 'life' . 
We know that modern thought draws a disti~ction between life and 
consciousness. In Jainism, and for the matter of that in ancient 
Indian thought, this distinction is not always present and is never 
emphasised. The 'jiva' could inhabit a plant, an animal or a human 
body. That makes it equivalent to life. And the 'j'iva' is supposed 
to vary in size and shape according to the body it lives in. That also 
makes it equivalent to life. But when we talk of the salvation of 
the j'iva, we <].efinitely imply a soul. Life or soul, there was a 
plurality of jivas in the universe, and each one of them was subject 
to the law of ka'rma and rebirth, and could be saved by knowledge 
and meditation. 
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The 'ajiva' or the unconscious was not exactly what we call 
"matter', for it was e 'valent to the univ e in.us the ·ivas. It 
included matter, which was given the name 'pudgaln', but it also 
,included such things as space and time, virtue and vice, etc. 

G)l~, and man's emancipation from suffer
ing does not depend upon the mercy of any such being. Man is the 
a~ct~ h~~y. By living an austere life of purity and 
virtue~e can es-cape the ills of life. ~est lif~ was the life oj 
~ It was thus the shortest way to salvation. 

Jainism is thus a moral code rather than a reli ion in the 
modern western sense 0 t e erm. It recognize no Supreme eing, 
but there was a whole galaxy of deified men who had been spiritual
ly great. Every soul possessed the potentiality of becoming as great 
as they. And, if the necessity arose, ~ainism was not unwilling to 
admit a god of popular Hin~ism to iIUs gafaxy7 ~es, it ~ 
.a~ not o~e.d. t2 the theo!1_9f caste., It was thus very much less 
hostile and more accommoda in to Hirufuism than the other hetero-
4,?X si'~ms. t m t also be remembered that J ainism did not 
dogma Ise. 4_ccording to its fundamental logic, no absolute affirma
tion or denial was possible. ~When all knowledge is only probable 
and relative, your op onent's view is as likel to be true as ours. 
Th resu 0 thIS s irit of accommodation wa that Jainism- l1as 
~ived in ndia till jpday, whereas Buddhism, its twin sister, ha 
to look for habitation elsewhere. 

-------------~~--~ 

6. Jain Icon.s 

Although they denied the existence of a Supreme Being the 
Jains regard the practic of worshi in ima es of their Tirtha
jgl.ras as co-eval with t. e foundation of their creed. The authenticit.y 
of this tradition may be doubted, but the custom of icon-worship 
among the Jains certainly may be traced back to the Maurxa
Sunga I2eriod. Ope of the pcu:liest stone image in the round dis
covered in India is associated with Jainism. It is theJorso of a nude 
1j@re unearthed 4g,m Lohanipur in Pat,n~ whose high polish enables 
us to date it in the Maurya or early Smiga period.' Its nudity, the 
stiff straight pose of its arms hanging down by its sides indicative 
of the Kiiyotsarrln attitude characteristic of the Jinas, and its general 
outlook unmistakably prove that it was originally the image of one 

1. JBORS, XXIll, 130-32 and plates. 
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of the TIrthakaras. Its upper and lower portions being unfortunate
ly lost, there is no means to ascertain which of the 24 Jinas it 
represented. 

That the practice was well-established in parts of northern India in 
the centuries immediately preceding and following the Christian 
era is fully proved by a number of well-carved Jain images and 
several Ayiigapatas (Jain votive tablets), with Jina figures in their 
centre and ashtamangalas (eight auspicious marks) on their borders, 
which have been discovered in Mathura.2 

In order to understand correctly the meaning of the ancient and 
mediaeval Jain sculptures, one must obtain a clear idea about the 
hierarchy of the Jain pantheon in its broad outline. Jain texts like 
Achara Dinakam, Uttariidhyayana Siltra and Abhidh.ana-chintama~i. 

show in their classification of the Jain gods and goddesses that many 
of the subsidiary divinities were mere adaptations from the Brah
manic pantheon.3 The principal class of Jain divinities are, how
ever, the 24 Tirthakaras or Jinas, beginning with Adinatha or
~ and ending with the last of the Order, the histo;ical 
Mahiivira. Each of these Jinas is characterised by his respective ---cognisance, which is usually carved in the centre of the pedestal. 
They have also their individual Upasakas and Siisanadevatiis, who 
are sometimes described in the texts as the attendant Yakshas and 
Yakshil)Is. The main order of the Jain hierarchy can be shown thus 

1. See above, pp. 212, 214. The KhaJ:IQ.agiri and Udayagiri caves of Orissa, in one 
of which the inscription is engraved, contain some early J ain reliefs. A con
tinuous frieze of relief carvings on the fa!;ade of the Rani Nur Cave at Udaya
~iri is supposed by some scholars to illustrate incidents in the life-history of 
the 23rd Jina ParSvaniitha (see also Ch. XX) . 

2. See References under footnote 2 on p. 418. 
3. B. C. Bhattacharya, Jaina Iconography, 22-6. These deities are regarded by 

the Jains 'as devoted adherents of the TIrthakaras, and thus they consider 
them to be deities of their system, and accordingly perform certain pii.jlis in 
honour of them profusely referred to in their ritualistic literature'. This was 
also the case with many of the subsidiary divinities which figured in early 
Buddhist art. 
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in tabular form:-

Na.me 0 piMJc&. ~lld~lIti --1. Adinitha Bull Gomukha Chakrcivarl 
2. Ail a ay Ajitabali 
3. Sambhavanatha Horse Trimukha Duritiiri 
4. Abhinandananiitha Monkey Yakshaniiyaka Kiliki 
5. Sumatiniitha Krauficha Tumburu Mahikii.li 

(a type of bird) 
6. Padmaprabha Lotus Kusuma Syiimii 
7. Supiirsvanatha Svastika 

(symbol) 
Mitailga santa 

8. Chandraprabha Moon Vijaya Bhiku~i 

9. Suvidhinitha Makara Aiita Sutaraki 
10. Sitalanitha Srivatsa Brahmi ASokii 

(symbol) 
11. Sreyarnsaniitha Rhinoceros Yakshet Miinavi 
12. Viisupiijya Buffalo Kumira Ch ru:t9.i 
13. VimaJanatha Boar Shanmukha Viditii 
14 . Anantaniitha Falcon Piitiila AilkuSi 
15. Dharmaniitha Thundcrbolt Kinnara Kandarpii 
16 . Santinitha Deer Garu~a Nirvlu;ti 
17. Kunthunatha Goat Gandhal'va Barn 
18. Aranatha Nandyiivarta Yakshet DhiiriI;li 

(symbol) 
19. Mallinitha Pitcher Kubcl'8 DharaJ)apriyii 
20. Munisuvrata Tortoise Val'UJ)a NaradatUi. 
21. Namin.iitha Blue lotus Bhrikuti Giindhiiri 
22 . Nemin.iitha Conchshell Gomedha Ambikii 
23. J'iir.svanltha Snake Pariva Padmavati 
24. Mahiivira Lion Miit811ga Siddhiiyiki 

The above table, which is based on such late ~exts as Abhi
d~, shows that the~ are some overlappings and 
repetitions in the nomenclature of the individual Yakshas or 
Upasakas,1and in one instance the name of a sasanadevi occurs 
also as that of an Upasaka. 2 Some members of the two subsidiary 
orders are sometimes differently named by the followers of the 
two principal Jain sects-the Digambara and the Svetambara. 
There is no doubt that this elaborate grouping was of gradual 
growth and, like the Dhyani Buddhas and the Dhyani Bodhisattvas 
of the Mahayana Buddhist pantheon, came to be stereotyped at a 
later period. 
-------------------------------------.-----
1. Cf. Nos. 7 and 24, 11 and 18 in the above list. 
2. Cf. Nos. 8 and 21 above. 
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The subsidiary divinities in the Jain pantheon have been 
classified differently in different texts, one of the earlier modes 
being to group them under four classes, such as Jyotishi, Vimana
vasi, ~i and Vyantara, based on their natural and indivi
dual affiliations. A l~ these is given in Jain literature, 
in which the names of many Hindu divinities can be recognised. 
Besides, ~, ~, ~, etc. were as much used in 
the Jain and Buddhist shrines as in the Brahmanical Hindu temples. 
In studying the early Jain iconography in its broader outline, 
however, we are principally concerned with the images of the 
Jinas and their companions, and several other groups of divinities 
such as the Navagrahas, the Dikplllas, the sruta or Vidyadevis, the 
Matrikas, etc. 

The images of the J inas are characterised by their long hang
ing arms (in the case of standing figures, this pose is known as the 
~), the Srivatsa symbol, the s~, th_e youJh
~ a~; accorcU;;gTo tEe Svetambara canons, the Jina 
images are partially clad. The Yakshas and the Yaksh~ls are shown 
in developed composition in the right and left of their respective 
Tirthakaras, sometimes depicted beneath their particular Bodhi
trees; several of the other pratiharyas (marks) are occasionally 
carved on the prabhiivali.' 

The Yakshas and YakshiJ:}ls, when they are separately repre
sented, can be distinguished not only by their individual attributes 
and emblems, but also by the miniature figures of their respective 
Jinas either on their crown or on the topmost part of the stele. The 
iconography of many of these subsidiary divinities also differs 
according to their affiliation to one or other of the major Jain 
sects. The Jain ashtama1igalas (eight auspicious signs) , such as 
(1) a Svastika. (2) a mirror, (3) an urn, (4) a cane seat shaped like 
an hour-glass, (5-6) two fish (yugma-mina), (7) a flower garland 
and (8) a manuscript, are sometimes carved on the pedestal or 
other parts of the back slab. 2 It should be noted, however, that 
many of these iconographic features came to be developed gradually, 

1. The eight pratihiiryaB are (1) celestial tree, (2) celestin I flowers. (3) drum, (4) 
throne-seat, (5) heavenly music, (6) Yak-tail chowries, (7) trilinear umbrella, 
(8) dawing aura. 

? . The signs do not seem to have been stereotyped in earlier reliefs. The 
Ayallapata of Siha-nadika shows the eight symbols in the following order from 
the top left (1) two fish, (2) cane-seat, (3) {;rivatsa, (4) Offering (naivedya) , 
(5) Nandyiivarta, (6) garland in a leaf cup, (7) manuscript on ornate stand. 
(8) pitcher (bhadTaghata). In other Ayagapatas, the number. variety and 
arrangement seem to differ; V. A. Smith, op. cit., pis. VII and IX. 
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and some of the principal distinctive traits are often absent in the 
earliest extant Jina images of India. Almost all the seated 'nrtha
kara figures in the Mathura Museum, which can be dated on th 
basis of their pedestal inscriptions in the Kusha.Qa period, show 
below their seat a wheel of law (dha.rma-cholera) placed on a 
pillar in the centre, flanked on either side by numbers of devotees, 
male and female, with a lion at each end. They remind us of 
Buddha's Dharmachakra-pravarttana scene at Sarnath in early 
Buddhist art, but none of them appears to bear on their pithikn 
their individual cognisances, which are invariably present in later 
Jain reliefs. 

An image, entitled Adi or ~ishabhanatha in its pedestal inscrip
tion dated in the year 84 of the era of Kanishka , has the wheelan 
a pillar, attended by devotees, on its pedestal, but the miniature 
figure of a bull, the special la-nchchhana of the first Jina, is conspi
cuous by its absence. The sculptured panel representing the Jain 
ascetig_, Kanha .. . dated in the year 95, contains on its top section four 
Jinas, two on each side of a stiipa. seated in Samiidhimudrii, who 
can reasonably be identified as the last four Tirthakaras- Nami , 
Nemi, ParSva and Mahavira. The first two and the last are almost 
similar to one another in every respect, the third, ParSvanatha, alone 
differing from the others on account of the snake hood over his 
head; but none of them has its respective cognisance carved below 
its seat as we find almost invariably in the medieval images. 

The partly broken inscribed pedestal in the Lucknow Museum, 
the Jina image over which was not recovered, shows, however, that 
distinctions on the basis of nomenclature and cognisance were 
occasionally adhered to even in the Kusha.Qa period. The sacred 
symbol in the centre of the pedestal composition is a wheel resting 
on a nandipada placed on a lotus flower flanked by two fish; the 
inscription above it, dated in the year 79 (of the Kanishka era), 
records the setting up of the image of the Arhat Nandyavarta . 
Nandyavarta is the special cognisance of the 18th Jina Aranatha, and 
it is interesting to note that the name of the distinctive symbol is 
used to denote the Jina himself, though the mark itself does not stand 
for a typical nandyavarta. 1 Another composite relief in the same 
museum, probably to be dated in the early Gupta period on the basis 

1. Smith, op. cit., 12-13, pl. VI. Smith's remarks about the great antiquity of the 
8tiipa in which the image was set up are not entirely convincinjt. The symbol 
in the centre of the pedestal rather resembles a variety of namlipdda (foot-mark 
of ~iva'9 bull Nandin), than a typical namlvclv(1l"ta which Is defined in some 
Jain texts as 'a svastika with nine comers', a sort of a geometrical pattern . 
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of its extremely fragmentary pedestal inscription, shows Mahavira 
stated in the dhyiina pose on his lion throne underneath a tree, 
surrounded by the miniature figures of the 23 other Tirthakaras; but 
it is noteworthy that none of these miniatures, arranged eight on 
either side of the main figure with seven on its top, bears on its 
seat its special mark. 1 

That the J ains set a very high value on learning is proved by 
the importance they ascribed to one class of divinities described by 
them as Vidyadevis. They are, according to the Jain tradition, 
sixteen in number, at whose head is Sarasvati, the one Sruta-devi, 
the goddess of learning par excellence. They are known by such 
names as Rohi!].i, Prajiiapti, VajraSririlkhaUi, Kali, Mahakiili, Gauri, 
Manavi and others among which we find the names of many 
Yakshit;l.ls, but the iconography of these two orders is different. As 
Srutadevata, Sarasvati also presides over the Sruta or the preaching 
of the Tirthakaras and Kevalins, and is one of the most important 
objects of worship among the Jains from a very early period. 

One of the earliest representations of this goddess, who had also 
many votaries among the Buddhists and followers of Brahmanical 
religion, is associated with Jainism. It is a headless image in the 
collection of the Lucknow Museum. The left hand of the goddess 
holds a manuscript and the pedestal inscription informs us that 
Sarasvati was set up in the year 54 (? or 44, evidently of the 
Kanishka era) .2 LaPRe nnmbers of v!!Mms t3tP'iii Of SOTasvati images 
aLe found in _many ,laiD... temples .of India of d.ifferent gates, and 
the Svetambaras and the Digambaras celebrate a special festival 
in her honour known as the Jfiiina-panchami or .$ruta-panchami. 

---.::---_-

Two, four, six, eight and sixteen-armed varieties of the goddess ar~ 
known, and her mount is almost invariably a swan, and very rarely 
a peacock; of these the four-armed images are quite common.3 The 
images of the .y)~evis can be recognised among the numerous 
carvings of such medieval temples as the Dilwara group, the 
KbJ!jur!!lo Jain temples and others. ---

Most of the other groups of Jain images such as those of the 
12ik~, the Navagrahas, the~ty-f_our Yoginis and such divinities 
as ,Gan~, ~a, Laksh~rs have usually the 
same iconography as in their Brahmanic setting, though occasional 

1. v. A. Smith, op. cit., 52, pl. XCIV. 
2. V. A. Smith, op. cit., 56-7, pl. XCIX. 
3 . U. P. Shah, 'Iconography of the Jain Goddess Sarasvati'. Journal of the Univer

sity of Bombay, X, 195-218 and plates. 
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.reorientation in their delineation is not absent. A very interesting 
image-type is that of HariI;tegamesi or Naigamesha, one of the 
generals of Devaraja Indra, who transferred the embryo of Maha
vira from the womb of the Brahm i Deviinanda to that of TriSalii, 
a hatriya lady, _under the orders of his master. He is depicted 
with a head of an antelope or a goat and reminds us of the goat
headed -Daksha-Prajapati of the Brahmanic pantheon; his character 
as the general of the gods is also reminiscent of Karttikeya, one of 
whose names was Naigameya. -

One of the earliest sculptural representations of this god is to 
be found in a broken frieze in the collection of the Lucknow 
Museum, which shows on its obverse the animal-headed deity 
'seated in an easy attitude on a low seat, turning hi& head to the 
proper right as if addressing another personage whose image has 
been lost'. He is described as Bhagavii Nemeso in bold characters 
of the first century A.D., and is accompanied by one child and three 
female figures on his left, his companions on the right being 
broken; traces of letters below the attendants seem to show that 
the obliterated inscription might have contained their names. The 
reverse of the ornamental slab represents female dancers and musi
cians probably rejoicing at Nemesa's successful transference of the 
foetus. 1 

D. V AISH~AVISM 

1. The Origin 

Vaisffi?avism, as the name implies, means the particular theistic 
religion of which V .... is the object of worship and devotion as 
the Supreme God. The germ of ViSru:lU'S later greatness and of 
sectarian Vaishnavism is traceable even in the Ri veda 2 and in 1at 
V g_dic...pe.ci.od lie i ... regarded-as t.he..greatest go by at least one ~ction 
of the pepole.3 But V ' was usuall reco nised to. f 
the Sun in the Ri veda and associated in eater Vedic texts more 

1. V. A. Smith, op. cit., 25-6, pI. XVIII. Smith suggests that the scene of the com
position is Indra's heaven where Naigamesha had gone after succeeding in his 
mission. 

2 . Of the three 1!adcu of Vishnu, whereby the god maintained the dl~armall or 
fixed orc!inances,tlle rughest is described as known to himself and visible only 
to the Silns, apparently indicating persons or spirits favoured by Vishnu. The 
highest station of Vislu:lu is said to be a land beyond ordinary mortal ken in 
which "god-seeking men delight". The I:tigvedic poets pray that people may 
go to this blessed abode f Vi nu which is supposed to have been the~ 
of departed spirits 0 e i' . In later times the abode of VIslu;l-u be:' 
&iine me gon-of the spiri al aspiration of the devotees of that god and nume
rous places came to be styled Vish~1L-p(1(ia. (usually at the top of hills). 

3. Cf. Ait. Br., S.P.Br. and other texts, and legends referred to in VS. p. 34. 
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~ sacrifice than with devotion and grace. We cannot there-
fore assert, in the present state of our knowledge, that Vaislu;l.avism 
as a theistic sectarian religion flourished in the Vedic age. 

It is a moot point whether Bhakti, as a religious doctrine, can be 
traced in the early Vedic texts, but it certainly played no dominant 
role. Bhandarkar thinks that the erm of the Bhakti doctrine is to. 
be found in the Upanishadic idea of Upiisanii or fervent me tatio , 1 

whlC canno ut magm y the 109 me itated upon and give it a 
glorious form so as to excite love and admiration. He also points 
out to the .BrWadiiranyaka U~haf!' \\iliich the §Jman (soulj} s 
regarded as dearer than a son, wealth and everything else. This 
~Kes the nearest approach to Bhakti, with the substitution of the 
impersonal iitman for a personal god. 

Ihe earliest reference to devotion to, and worship of, a person
~ go~ out ot which VaishQavism arose, pay be traced "to the 
Ash(ii Ii~ - .' . ,i_fifth ceJltury B.C.) whicb offers the rule for 
the formation of the word 'Vasudevaka' in the sense of "a person 
whose object of Bhakti is Vasudeva." It is generally agreed that 
Bhakti here probably, though not certainly, is to be taken in the 
sense of religious adoration. 2 But that Vasudeva was the object 
of such devotion, at least as early as the fourth century B.C., is pra
ved by the statement of Megasthenes that the._§Q..~sen,Qj, i.e. 
the eo Ie of the Mathura re ion, held Herakles in special honour ; 
~s n,o doubt that Herakles was the Greek analogue _of 
Vasudeva-Krishl,llL 

« 

The historical character of Vasudeva, as the son of Vasudeva of 
the Vlish!!! (known also as satvata) ssipt of the famous Yadu or 
yadava ~ need not be doubted. The important role played by 
this clan and the great achievements of Vasudeva-Krishl)a, as 
narrated in the epics and Purfu:),as, have been noted above.3 This 
hero of the Yadava clan, who became the leader of a religious move
ment, was deified and styled Bhagavat. This process was completed 
by the second century B.C. at the latest, for an inscription 2.,11 ~ 
~llar at Besnagar refers to Heliodorus, the Greek ~bassador of 
thEt_Indo-Greek king Antialcidas, !!,S a, devotee of Vasudeva, t&?60d 

..,Pf--gods.' In the light of Megasthenes's statement referred to above, 

1. PTobablv borrowed along with other ideas from pre-Aryan relirrious beliefs. 
2. EfTVS 23-4. It is to be noted, however, that the word is also used in the

AshtcHhtldtii in cnnnertion with ""ltes, and the possibility of the meaning 
'fondness' is not altogether precluded. 

3. Vol. I. p. 297 If. 
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we may place the foundation of the Vasudeva cult in the fourth cen
tury..!!.C., if not much earlier still. A reference to the founder of 
this sect has been traced in the ~ ~hi~ refers 
t.o s~e KrishQa, spn of DeYil_ki, as a ~le of the rishi Ghora of tfle 
~ and some have even round the influence of the 
latter's teaching upon the Bhakti religion founded by the former. 

In any case it is interesting to note that while the above passage 
of the Chhiindogya Upanishad inculcates tapas (asceticism), dana 
(charity), . arjava (simplicity or piety), ahimsii (non-injury), and 
saty_avachana (truthfulness ), the same virtues are extolled by 
Kris~ in the Gita.' Further, Ghora deprecates vidhi-yajna while 
the Git<i. makes little of _~mau_c!::jJaifia or material sacrifice. 
Ghora's doctrine that all the acts of the life of a pious man consti
tute a sort of sacrifice to the deities and enable him to attain to the 
God of the gods seems to be essentially the same as the theory of 
absolute resignation to the Lord, inculcated in the Gita.. Krishna 
and his teacher were worshi ers of t e Sun. It has been pointed 
out that, Ii e Ghora, the Gitii, attributed to KrishJ:la, emphasises the 
need of meditation "at the last hour" on the "word which knowers 
of the Veda call Imperishable," and "the Sun-coloured Being be
yond the darkness" as the best means of attaining to the Supreme 
Celestial Being. As both in the Chhiindogya Upanishad and the Gita 
essentially the same doctrines are associated with one and the same 
person called Krish~a-Achyuta, ~i, it is very probable 
that they wer;-;~ny learnt by KrishJ:la from Ghora and were 
later taught by him to his own disciples. Although the teachings 
of Ghora Angirasa to Kris~a thus appear to have formed the 
kernerOf~hat work must be regarded as a later product of 
the followers of Vasudevism, exhibiting considerable development 
of the original doctrine. 

1. XVI. 3. 
2. The Tusham inscription of the fourth century speaks of a Bhag4Va4-bJuskt4 
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A pastoral character was later attributed to Krish"Qa, and there 
are stories in the Harivamsa (a supplement to the Mahabhiirata) and 
the Pur&:>.as (e.g. Vayu, Bhiigavata, etc.) about his tender babyhood 
and wanton childhood, and also in some later works, about his youth 
full of amorous ecstasies. The popularity of the cowherd god is 
indicated by the name of the Pallava kin Vishnu 0 a (fourth cen
~. The stories about the early life of e pastoral Krisln).a may 
have partly developed out of the Vedic legends about Visln).u, called 
g~ iEro~ct~ o~~) in the ~igveda ' and Govinda and Damo
Oararin~a:uahiiYana Dharma-siltra. 

There was possibly another contributory factor to the develop
ment of the mythology of the cowherd KrishI~a. The Yamuna 
region seems to have been famous for its cows as earl as the ti e 
9I ~f~a, and a Varshna t.e. one belonging to the Vrislm,i 
@b0named Gobala (literally "one strong in the wealth of cows") 
iLmen~ned as.. a t~cher in the Taittiriya Samhita and Jaiminiya 
Upanishad Briihma'T}-a. It is therefore not improbable that the 
Yadava-satvata-Vrishnis of the Mathura region were as famous for 
~syas,3 their western neighbours, were in epic 
times. ~egends about Krish:r:la's early life, espe
cially the charming stories about his amours with Radha and the 
GopIS, appear to have been mainly due to his identification with the 
local deities of the Abhiras and other allied tribes. 

The age when Vasudeva-Krishr)a flourished cannot be deter
mined with certainty. The reference in the Chhiindogya Upanishad 
seems to point to a date in the sixth or seventh centu B.C. The 
ain tradition making Vasudeva- risJ1l:ta a contem rary 0 'lirtha

era ~sh1anemi, w _Q_E~ Par§vanath,a,4 supports t e ate 
suggested by the CnMndogyaU"paniS7i"ad. His alleged association 
with the Mahabharata War appears to be a less reliable datum for 
fixing his date. 

According to Barth and Hopkins, Kris}u:la was not a human 
being at all, but a popular divinity whose identification with Vishr:1U 
gave rise to sectarian Vais}u:lavism. But while the latter considers 
Krisln:ta to_be the tribal god of the Pan.davas, supposed to be an 

teacher of the noble SStvata-yoga (arya-siitvata-yogachiirya) . The names 
Ekiintika and Tanmaya applied to the Bhiigavatas were probably due to this 
as~t of the doctrine. 

1. Cf. also the description of V~u's highest station as the dwelling of many-
homed swiftly moving cows. 

2. One with cord round one's belly, i.e. a herdsman. 
11. Cf. the stories about Virii~'s Gogrihas. 
4. See above, p. 411. 
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aboriginal people, the former regards him to be a;,....;:d""e"'· ...... -='--=="" 
origin. As to the theory of Kris~'s solar character, Keith has 
rightly dismissed it with the remark that "the 'dark sun' requires 
more explanation than it seems likely to receive." In the opinion 
of Macnicol and Keith, Krislu}.a, who is believed to appear in the 
Mahabhashya in a ~et contending with Kaolsa for 
the possession of the Sun, was developed o~ one of the vEOgetation 
deities that wer widel worshi ed in all trie f the wo 

e evidence at our disposal seems to bear testimony to the human 
character of Krisffi:la who was later associated with some popular 
cults and festivals. Krislu)a, like Radha, was a deified hero or prince. 
The attempts to make him a solar myth are as unconvincing as the 
endeavours to prove that Buddha and Christ are imaginary figures. 

2. The Evolution of Vaish~avism 

The first step in the evolution of Vaislu)avism was the identifi
cation of Vasudeva-Krislu}.a' with the Vedic deity Vislu}.u. This 
was accomplished by the time the Bhagavadgitd was composed, and 
henceforth the Vasudeva cult or Bhagavata religion was known also 
as ~ It has been suggested with great plausibility 
that this identification was prompted by a desire on the part of the 
BrahmaJ:las to bring this new and powerful religious sect2 within 
the pale of orthodox Vedic faith. But whatever may be the motive, 
the identification undoubtedly served this purpose. 

A further step in the same process was the identification of 
Vasudeva-Krislu}.a-Vis}u:lU with a deified sage (or hero) named 
~aray,~a. The origin of the conception of NiirayaJ}a is differently 
given by different authorities. The Satapatha Briihmana mentions 
a purusha named Niira ~a who thrice offe sacrifice at the 
~~c~f ~a~ But aray~a is not identified with VishDU 
or any oftlleudCItt~. Elsewhere in the same Briihma~, Purusha 
Naray~ is said to have performed a pafi.chariitra-satra (sacrifice 
continued for five days) and thereby obtained superiority over all 
beings and "became all beings". Scholars naturally refer the name 
Pafi.charatra or Piifi.chariitrika applied to the Bhagavatas (or to one 
of their important branches) to this 1}.ve-day satra of Narayana. The 
earliest evidence regarding the identification of Naraya.r).a with 
Visln).u is probably to be traced in the_BaudMyana Dharma-siitra. 
The tenth Prapathaka of the Taittiriya A,.a~yaka contains the for-..... _ - - ----- -
1. As noted above, he was originally deified by his own people and later regarded 

as the Supreme God by the devotees. 
2. Perhaps it was greatly influenced by pre-Aryan ideas and pracUccs. 
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mula: Niiraya1}iiya vidmahe Viisudevdya dhimahi, tan=no Vish~ulL 
prachodayiit, which regards NaraYaI)a, Vasudeva and Vish:r;lU as one 
and the same deity. Here Nara a ap ears also Hari and~ 
"the de it eternal su eme nord". But this part of the work 
is admittedly a later addition and may be considerably later than 
the Baudhiiyana Dharma-siitra. Several sections of the Mahii~ 

bharata support the conception of NaraYaJ)a as found in the 
Taittiriya Ara~yaka. 

Some passages of the Mahilbhiirata call Naray~ an ancient 
rishi who was the son of Dharma and was associated with another 

rtslii named Nar_a. They went from the world of men to the world 
of Brahman and, worshipped by the gods and the Gandharvas, they 
existed only for the destruction of the Asuras. Indra received the 
assistance of Nara and NaraYaI).a in his struggle against the demons. 
In a passage which apparently exhibits the touch of a Saivite, 
NaraYaJ)a, son of Dharma, is said to have undergone austerities in 
the Himalayas (the exact place is sometimes sl?ecified as Badari) and 
thus became one with Brahman (the All-Soul); he achieved this by 
propitiating Siva. From NaraYaJ)a's austerities was born the sage 
Nara, equal to NaraYaJ)a himself. Nara is identified with ArjtyUI 
an~ NarayaI).a with Vasudeva-Krishl;la. According to the late 
NarayaJ)iya section of the Santiparvan, NaraYaI)a, the eternal and 
the universal soul, was born as the son of Dharma in the quadruple 
form of Nara, NaraYaJ)a, Hari and Kris}u:la.' It also refers to the 
)Vhite people of the white island (sveta-dmpa), . on the northern. 
shores of th~Milk Ocean, worshipping NaraYaJ)a, ~ thousand-rayed 
deity who could not be seen by persons not devoting ' themselves 
wholly and solely to him, in consequence of his Sun-like brightness. 

An earlier generation of scholars believed that the NaraYaJ)iya 
section of the Mahiibharata pointed to an actual journey undertaken 
by some Indian Vaishr,lavas to Christian countries, and to an attempt 
in the n Ian ~~~ i~ to include Christ among the inca~
~upreme Spirit Nara ana. 2 Others, however, have, with 
muc p ausibility, taken the story to be a mere flight of fancy. 
Raychaudhuri points to NaraYaJ)a's solar associations and compares 
NarayaJ:).a in the Sveta-Dvipa of the White Islanders with the 1;tig
v '. u, an aspect of the Sun, in his hi~hest station seen only 
by the Suris. R. G. Bhandarkar believes that NarayaJ:).a has a cosmic 

1 . Cf. the Chatur-vyUha of the Piiiichariitrikas. 
2. There seems to be no reasonable ground for this theory, which was first put 

forward by Weber. 
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character and is not a historical or mythological individual. He 
interprets the word Niiriiya1)4 as the resting place or goal of Nara, 
or a collection of Naras (i.e. men). It is, however, more reasonable 
to take NaraY8I,la to be an ancient leader of thought born in the 
family of another sage named Nara,1 both of whom were probably 
advocates of solar worship which ultimately led to their identifica
tion, especially of the former, with the solar deity Vish.J)u. 
Whether the family of NaraY8I,la had anything to do with the Yada
vas and whether he had Vasudeva as a second name cannot be 
determined in the present state of Ollr knowledge. It, however, 
seems that the worshippers of the deified sage Naray8.l).a were 
originally known as Paiicharatrikas, who were later mixed up with 
the Bhagavatas worshipping Vasudc;,va according to the vidhi of the 
5atvata people; and that the NaraY8I,la cult originated in some part 
of the itimiUayan region or its neighbourhood. 

3. Prog"ess of Vaish1)4vism 

Having now considered the evolution of Vaish.J)avism, we may 
attempt to trace its progress as a religious sect. The Buddhist 
canonical work A1iguttara Nikiiya gives a long list of religious sects, 
but does not mention Vasu or Bhii avata. The inscriptions 
of Moka, which speak of Brahm8I,la, $ram8I,la, Ajivika and Nir
Q_antha, do not refer to the followers of Vasudeva. But a ~e 
oc~urrin .Jp the Buddhist canonical commentaries (c. first century 
B.C.), called the Mahanidde.§I,l. and the Chttll.aniddesa, mentions the 
w r. . ers of Vasudeva and Baladeva (Sankarsh8I,la). Although, 
therefore, the Bhagavata sect, worshipping asu eva, was known 
probably to the ammar - . i of Gandhara and ~o 
Megasthe~ it was apparently not so prominent outside the 
Mathura region and the neighbouring land towards the north-west 
about the third century B.C. 

'Ehe Bhagavata religion, which 0 . inated with th Yadava
~atvata-Vr' htli _peo12le oLthe_ M ura...area, appears to have spread 
to western n la an e northern Deccan with the migration of the 
numerous Yadava tribes. As already observed, Vasudeva was pro
bably deified, at least partially, and worshipped by his own people 
..as earl as the a e of PaI)ini although he mayor may not have been 
regarded as the supreme god. It cannot be ignored that the identi
fication of Vasudeva with the highest god is not recognised in the 
earlier parts of the Mahiibhiirata. The reviling scene in the Sabha-
-----------------------------------------------------. __ 

1. Cf. the words Kiu:lVayana, Kiityayana, etc. 
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parvan shows that Vasudeva-Krislu}.a's claim to divine honow's was 
~metimes <wenly challenged, Even in the Git<i, Vasudeva-I{i·ish.r}.a 
laments that the magnanimous person who says "Vasudeva is All" 
is rare, and that people scorn him. Vasudeva is sometimes described 
as a pious hypocrite, and it is only in late passages that he is repre
sented as ~s, ~e originator of the Vedas, and 
perfectly identical with Vishl}.u. The MaMbhashya refers to the 

amsa hii tas who were kiilamttkh (dark faced), and t9.... Vasudeva
. __ I!kt~~ho were raktamukha (red faced), although the reference 
is possibly to the masked stage-players of the Kamsa-vadha story. 

A Besnagar (old Gwiilior Stat~ ;ss;~n ~he last quarter 
of the second century 13 C refers to ; ga1:1¥_dh1wp~c-olumn sur
mottrrte oy the figure of Gar a conceived as the emblem or 

_ na of Visru:lU) raised at VidiSa in honour of V"3mra~~he deva-
deva (the greateSt god), by his Yavana or Greek devotee Heliodorus, 
an inhabitant of Takshas11a tn Gandhara, who calls himself a Bhaga
vata, l.e. a worshIpper of Bliagavat (Vasudeva-VismlU). Another 
inscription from Besnagar speaks of the erection of the Garu<;la 
column of an excellent temple (prasddottama) of the Bhagavat 
(Vasudeva). 

The Ghosundi (Chitorgarh District, Rajputana) inscription of 
the first century B.C. refers to the construction of a pUja-silii-priikii!9 
(a stone enclosure for the place of worship, of better, an enclosure 
for the sacred stone called salagrama believed to be typical of Vishl)u 
as the Linga is of Siva), probably styled NaraYa:Q.aviitaka, by a 
Bhc1gavata performer of the ASvamedha sacrifice, ill honour of San
karsha:Q.a and Vasudeva who are called Bhagavat, anihata (uncon
quered or respected), and sarvesvara (supreme lord). 1'he Nanashat 
(Bombay StateUnscription of the same age 1?elonging to the queen ~ 
a Satavc1hana performer of numerous Vedic sacrifices' begins with 
an adoration to the gods Dharma, Indra, Saitkarshana and Vasu
deva, the Moon and the Sun, and u;- four lokapiilas, viz. Yama 

(differentiated from :DiUirina) , VarUI}.a, Kubera and Vasava' (diffe-
rentiated from Indra). -

These epigraphs support what is already known from literary 
e:vidence as regards Vasudeva's association with GaruQa,2 and there
fore with Vislu:lU, with the Vrishni hero Sankarshaf.la as well as :with 
Narayana, long before the birth of Christ. He is not called Krislu}.a 

1. See above, p. 199. __ 
2. Cf. the ~igvedic conception of the Sun as a celestial bird. 
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in the earlier epigraphic literature of India; but the use of KrishQ.a 
as another name of Vasudeva__ in such works as the Mahiibhiirata, 
t4e Ghata Jiitaka and the MahiibMshya should ptObabl bas' ed 
to a _l>re-Christian date. 

The spread of the Bhagavata religion far outside the Mathura 
region and the Yadava-5atvata-Vrishr,ri people, especially amongst 
performers of Vedic sacrifices in western India and the northern 
Deccan, is thus clearly indicated by epigraphic evidence; but tho 
Satavah.ana record at Nanaghat also shows that some people regard
ed Vasudeva, even in the first century B.C., not as the greatest of 
all gods, but only as an equal of Indra and other gods . ..Jhat another 
Satavahana kin of the second century A.D. claimed to be equal to 
Rama (Baladeva or Sankarshal),a) and ava asu eva- .lsh1),a) 
is also noteworthy. Th~~r Wing i~portance of as VJs-m In 

South..lndia is, however, indicated by the Inna (Krishna District) 
inscription of the second century A.D., which begins with an 
idoriftoll to Vasudeva, and a PrWiLcharter of ..the Pa1was refer
ring to a devakula of Bhagavat NarayaQa somewhere in the Guntul' 
District.' 

The introduction of Bbagavatism in the far south at a much 
earlier a e is in lca e<l the relation of the .PanQyas with the 
Pimda.v~~ Sig_asenas, alluded to in the confused stories narrated 
bY Megasthen~bout 'Herakles anci. Pandaia and in the grammati
cal work of Katyayana, and by the name of the P.fu)c;1ya capita] 
Madura, adaE!_ed from that.5!! Matb_yrB, the original home of the-

~ 
Iconic representations of the god VishlfU-Vasudeva cannot be 

traced much earlier than the beginning of the Christian era.. A 
four-armed fi ure of the deity, with Chakra in the upper left hand, 
is found on the coins of the Panchala king is urriItra in evident 
allusion to the issuer's name. A simI ar representation of the four
armed Vishl).u, with sankha, Chakra, Gada and a ring-like object, 
instead of the lotus, in the hands, appears in a Kush.fu:la seal-matrix 
a!!,!ibuted b~ Cunningham to Huvishka. It is interesting that the 
Kushfu,l,a king is represented as reverentially looking up at the god 
with his hands in the aniali pose. He may have become for some 
time a worshipper of Vasudeva. Some of Huvishka's coins bear 
the figure of the fo,ur-armed god Ooshna (Vishl),u). The adoption 
of the name Vasudeva by Huvishka's ·successor also points to thE' 

1. Cf. also the name Visrn:lU-gopa among the early Palla va rulers. 
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fact that the later KushaI_las, who had an important centre of govern. 
ment at Mathura, the original centre of the Vasudeva cult, had 
Bhagavata leanings. 

Under Pfu)ini, IV, 3, 98-99, Pataiijali seems to make a distinc· 
tion between Vasudeva the tatrabhavat, i.e. the specially honoured 
Vasudeva and the Kshatriya Vasudeva. The Padma-tantra, a 
canonical work of the....llhagayatas, also makes a IS me Ion etween 
t e two Vasudevas. The Mahilbharata refers to a story which says 
that there was, besides Krislu;ta of the Yadava-satvata-VrishI,li 
family, another claimant to the status of Vasudeva in PaW}.<jlraka 
Vasudeva, i.e. Vasudeva, king of the non-Aryan PaW}.Qraka people, 
probably of north Bengal. Although PaW}.Qraka Vasudeva may 
have actually been the leader of a rival religious sect, these legends 
were perhaps the result of an attempt on the part of a section of 
the Bhagavatas to absolve their hero from the bad deeds (e .g. killing 
his maternal uncle) attributed to him by rival sects, probably in
cluding the followers of an earlier teacher named NaraYaIJ.a, by sug
gesting a different entity for the performer of those deeds. The 
name satvata , applied to the Bhagavata religion, shows that its 
founder was not different from the Kshatriya Vasudeva of the 
Yadava-Satvata-Vrislu;ti family. The legends about Krislu;ta's 
questionable acts appear to have their origin in the ~igved(t, which 
represents VishjJu as a Kuchara (performer of bad deeds) and as 
§tealing food and ~r. In later Vedic literature also Vislu;tu is 
often found to resort to cunning devices in order to help Indra and 
other friends to defeat the Asuras. 

4. BhagavadgUii or Gitii 

exposition of the doctrine of the ~haga
v ta sect ~a.-Krish~ is to be found in the Bhaga
vadgita (also simply called the Gita) , which has been incorporated 
in the Mahiibhiirata. Although it cannot be definitely dated, it is 
generally referred to the .~st or second century before Christ. 

The Bhagavadgi tii holds a unique position in Indian literature. 
It is a poem which, by virtue of its dialogue.form, takes on a drama
tic interest, and imparts lessons in philosophy, religion and ethics 
without seeming to do so, because the occasion or situation which 
gives rise to the dialogue is of the nature of a, :esychological crisis 
which may occur in the life of any individual. Arjuna, who re
presents such an individual, comes to the battlefield to fight his 
kinsmen, the Kauravas. At this crucial moment, a curiously pessi. 
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mistic mood suddenly overcomes him. The fratricidal combat in 
which he was about to engage appears to him to be a sinful act and 
he decides to withdraw from the battlefield. Kris}u:la, who serves 
as his charioteer, dissuades him from this cowardly course of action, 
and his teachings to Arjuna in this connection form the subject
matter of the Bhagavadg'ita. It is this specific situation involving a 
moral dilemma which gives a perennial charm and universal appeal 
to the poem. 

As the Gita thus deals with a specific situation, a particular 
occasion and the course of conduct suited to it, we cannot expect 
it to discuss the whole of normal philosophy or to present a complete 
theory of morals. Nevertheless, as practical teaching is the motif 
of the work, its teachings are predominantly ethical. It also dis
cusses metaphysical problems, more or less as a background to its 
ethics, and contains an exposition of many other doctrines inter
'spersed here and there along with its main one. We shall, there
'fore, concentrate here on the essential and fundamental part or 
'Core of its teaching. 

T~t~arma-yogaJor activism should be the focal point of it~ 
teaching oIOws naturally from the fact that Arjuna who, in the 

egmn g of the poem, is discovered as overwhelmed by a pseudo
philosophical mood of inaction, resignation and aversion to duty, 
declares himself at the end ready to fight in that detached frame of 
mind which behoves the philosopher in action. Karma-yoga is ap
plication or devotion to Karman with that mood of detachment or 
-equanimity in which the desire for, or attachment to, the Iruit or 
result of the Karman is absent. Karman (or action) should be an 
end in itself, and not the means to achieve the result, which must 
follow the Karman but should never form the inspiration to activity. 
Karman signifies the whole set of duties, i.e. social obligations or 
var~a-dharmas which, according to the Gita itself, are incumbent on 
every individual and are laid down by the Sastra for each of the 
four var~s (castes) constituting the C1ui.turva~ya which, Sri Krishl!a 
.says, was formulated by himsel!._for the organisation of human socie!x, 
by the fourfold classification of men according to their qualities and 
inclinations (not birth). Yoga is that balance of mind (samatvam) 
which, by banishing desire or self-interest as a motif in the per
formance of prescribed duty, ensures not only the choice of the 
right deed or correct action, but also the absence of that over
enthusiasm in the pursuit of duty which the prospect of a tempting 
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reward may induce in a man and make him swerve from the path 
of rectitude. 

The GiUl thus steers a middle course between the two ideals of 
nivzitti andpravritti, which held the field in those days, by choosing 

the golden mean. Nivritti, i.e. withdrawal from all Karman, or 
renunciation, had then become popular among certain types of people, 
beca se Karman was su osed to involve the doer in the vicious 
.circle of birth and death. The dita points out that Karman by itself 
does not form a bond. After all, not even the most thorough-going 
Sannyasin (ascetic) can eschew all action so long as he lives and 
breathes, because breathing is also a kind of 'action'. It is the 
attachment to the result or fruit of the action that constitutes the 
bond. It is therefore possible from this point of view to practise 
'renunciation' even in the midst of action! On the other hand, the 
path of pravritti, which prescribes the performance of all duties, 
social obligations and ritualistic activities, is attended with the 
danger that, though selfishness is held in check by a sense of duty, it 
may extend its scope to the other world, which is the scene of the 
realisation of rewards accruing from action in general and ritualis
tic action in particular. The GiUl points out that the rewards, though 
transferred to the other world, are nevertheless transitory, and con
stitute a bond all the same, as it involves coming back again to the 
world after the exhaustion of merit! 

The attachment to the fruit of action is, therefore, the root of 
all evil. The snapping of this bond is true 'renunciation' and not the 
giving up of all action, which in any case is impossible in one's life
time as shown above. So _Sarh:_nlliis!!:,_ or det~ment in action is the 

lden mean advocated b the (;iUl: The debility, despondency, 
diffidence and ou t which suddenly assail Arjuna on the battlefield 
can qualify a person neither for activism nor for renunciation. 

But motivelessness or detachment may degenerate into indif
ference or distaste for all activity. Is will without desire possible? 
The Gita sees this danger and places two motives and two correspond
ing goals before the Karma-yo in, either of which he may follow 
according as he chooses the path of (i) JOOna (knowledge) or (ii) 
Ithakti (devotiozll; 

(1) The selflessness prescribed for activism is, in a sense, moti
vated by self-purification (iitma-suddhi). Karma-yoga is thus not 
disinterested in the sense that it has no goal or motive behind it. The 
difference is that, instead of a separate motive for each separate act , 
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it substitutes one single motive for all acts, viz. the spiritualisa
tion of all our impulses and not merely the rationalising of them, 
the ennobling of our spiritual nature-in other words .. subjective 
E_urification (atma-suddhi). The 'selfless activity ' of the Karma
yogin is carried on from the point of view of the outer world, in the 
interests of the society of which he forms part, and from an inward 
individual point of view, for cleansing the heart. The goal is self
realisation or becoming Brahman or absorption in the Absolute. This 
is the Absolutist view. 

(2) The other motive that may legitimately be the inspiration 
of the Karma-yogin is the service of God. Whatever is done is done 
for the sake of God and constitutes in fact service to Him. The frui t 
of all activity is dedicated to God. Duty is divine service. He is in 
contact with the living personality of God which is in touch with 
the world in which he acts. The Karma-yogin, who is at the same 
time a devotee of God, has the reasonable hope that God will not let. 
him down. 1 The mind is thus gradually turned away from the 
worldly results of action and worldly desire , even legitimate, is elimi
nated. The goal here is God-realisation or reaching the presence of 
God, described sometimes as merging in Him. This motive and goa] 
represent the Theistic point of view. 

The Karma-yoga of the Jnanin is consummated in a perfect state 
of self-realisation, dominated by the attitude of enlightenment which 
sees all beings in one-self and one-self in all beings. The Karma
yoga of the Bhakta finds its fulfilment in a lOving communion with 
God, the attitude being one of Bhakti or passionate devotion to God, 
or love of God expressing itself in the love of His creatures. Inward 
peace is, of course, the sine qua non of the Perf~LState. There are 
several beautiful accounts in the Gita of the Perfect State, giving 
slightly discrepant versions. For example, VIII. 5 tells us that the 
final state is attained after death. A more common version2 is that 
it can be realised even within this life. The eleventh chapter records 
the possibility of an enthralling direct vision of God by the devotee, 
as was vouchsafed to Arjuna. 

We shall now briefly review the metaphysics of the Gita which 
forms the bed-rock of its ethical teaching. It broadly distinguishes 
between the !!_nchanging and the immortal on the one hand, and the 
eve_!glmn~g and the perishable on the other. The world of ex
~erience is further resol~e~ ~1:... the Gita into two elements-the 

1. JX.31. 
2. V. 19. l6. etc. 
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perishable and the imperishable, not from the ultimate point of 
view, but from a relative one. The prakriti, the relatively per
manent background of the world, is distinguished from the changes 
of the world, its fleeting manifestations. These two are, therefore, 
relatively speaking, the akshara (indestructible) and the kshara (des
El!£tib.k1 wor~-changes. 1 The ultimate reality is not the ever
changing prakrtti. It is the Infinite Being who pervades and sup
ports all the worlds and dwells in all beings, and is thus not quali
tatively distinct from the finite which he underlies and animates. 
The Absolute is the bein that never becomes, the eternal bed-rock 
( -tas halon which is reared the superstructure of the things of 
the world that are always struggling to become something else. An 
analysis of the 'Objective' experience gives us these results. 

By an analysis of the 'Subjective' experience, we realise that 
deeply rooted in our consciousness is the firm belief that there is 
something within us that must survive the demise of the mortal 
body. The individual self may be analysed into the component 
parts of body, mind and soul. Neither the body, which is like a 
garment. cast off at death. nor the fleeting contacts of the senses with 
sense-objects, nor the empirical mind could be the permanent ele
ment in the self, which is always the subject and never the object. 
The inner principle, the subject, is thus higher than the senses, the 
mind, and the understanding.2 This undying element is the essen
tial basis of the objective world which has no existence apart from 
the Subject- the Kshetrajna- -the lord of the body (kshetra), des
cribed in glowing terms3 as the atman that neither dies nor is born, 
that is not affected by elemental forces, nor is touched by weapons. 

The intelligence, the~, and th~es are but developments 
of the unconscious prakriti which enacts the whole drama of evolu· 
tion under the auspices of the pU1'usha (spirit), the self who is a non
~.~ a mere passive spectator, ana who, though stationed 
in the body, remains uncontaminated. Empirical individuals are 
combinations of subject and object or the divine principle of subieci 
circumscribed by the contexts of objects. Individual souls or Jivas 
are individualised fragments of Purushottama (the Absolute). The 
illusion of individuality is due to the subject confusing itself with 
the object and considering itself the doer of actions which are 
wrought by the qualities of maya or prakriti. According to the Gitii ,4 

-------_._------- -_._-_ 
1. xv. 16. 
2. m.42. 
3. IT. 20-25. 
4 . IX. 19. 
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the personal God (lSvara) combines within himself the immutability 
of Brahman and the mutation of becoming, (that is) both the sat and 
the asat. Maya. is the power of self-becoming, the energy Which is 
utilised by the iSvara in producing mutable nature, both maya. and 
Isvara being without beginning and mutually dependent. 

It is in this sense that the word maya is used in the G ilaJ and .noL 
in the Vediintic sense of a beginningless and unreal avidya. imaging 
the illusions of the world. The Gitii does not indicate that the 
changes of the world are only apparent and imaginary. There is no 
hint that the world is real only so long as we live in it. It does not 
vanish, but only changes its meaning for one who rises above mayo. 
and enjoys the immortality of timeless self-existence, even in the 
very midst of this world of becoming. 

The GitiiJ of course, teaches the doctrine of . The 
character we develop in this life will determine the type of our next 
birth. This doctrine gives a reality to free will in spite of necessity 
or determinism, because the latter operates in a single life only. 
The discipline of rebirth leads to perfection and ultimately to 
moksha. 

The theory of avatiira or incarnation is mentioned in the Gitii 
which declares Krishr;la to be the Purushottama or Perfect Man. 
"Though unborn and eternal, I take charge of prakriti and am born 
through recourse to mayaJ " says Krishr:ta,1 and this happens "when 
piety (dharma) wanes and unrighteousness rears its ugly head ." 
An avatiira is, generally speaking, a limited manifestation of the 
Supreme, but the Gitii seems to take it as the descent of the whole 
god into man. In a sense every individual human being is an 
avatiira; only it is enveloped in ignorance and is a veiled manifesta
tion, whereas the divine avatiira with a conscious being is none else 
~ God, who limits Himself for a definite purpose and fulfils Him

self in the world. This possibility of an avatara at the time of a 
world crisis is indeed a most heartening spiritual message of the 
Gt"tii. 

To sum up, the catholicity of the Gita is clearly seen when, in a 
spirit of true toleration, it presents the most harmonious blend of 
the apparently conflicting doctrines then prevalent, and declares: 
'~l roads to moksha (s~~n) lead but unto ~' It lays down 
three distinct paths or ways :Imarga) of salVation, viz. througb 
Hiiina {!(nowJed~), ~arma (Action) and !!_haktj (Devotion .) Very ' 
---.-- _. --.-- --_. -
1. IV. 6. 
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characteristic is its treatment of the first, viz. Jiiiina-miirga or 'path 
~'. There are two kinds of knowledge: (1) the under
standing of the phenomena of existence externally through the 
intellect is called vijnanaj and (2) the integral knowledge, through 
the force of intuition, of the ultimate principle behind the pheno
mena, the common foundation of all existence, is Jiiiina, It is this 
Jiiiina which the G'ita describes as incomparable in its purifying 
power and thus a means to attain final emancipation. It can only 
be attained if vijiiana or ~cience is supplemented by paripraSna 
(investigation) and sev(i (service) . As ajiiiina (ignorance) is mo~ 
asplrltual bhndness than an intellectual fog, mental training and a 
~ 

cleansing of the soul are necessary to remove it. The GiUi says that 
Karma-yoga, supplemented by the Yogic discipline (which was later 
systematised in Pataiijali's Sutras) , provides such a training. 

The second path, the Karma-yoga of the Gita, gives a new 
version of the Vedic theory of sacrifice and lrll'rmonises i i 11 true 
?"puitual knowledge. Sacrifice is nothing but self-restraint and self
surrender. The sacrifice of sense-pleasures is the true sacrifice. 
The Karma-yogin surrenders to God whatever work he does. He 
not only lives but acts in God. The third, the. Bhakti-yoga, the path 
of love and worship or emotional attachment to God, as distinguished 
from knowledge or action, is, according to the Giro, the royal road 
to moksha (salvation), being the easiest and open to all. Meditation 
on the unmanifested Absolute, i.e. the jfiiina-marga, is a difficult 
process and entails much hardship (klesa2. The great attraction of 
the GiUi for the ordinary man is that it reveals as it were this un
manifested Absolute as a Personal God-a saviour answering the 
cry of Faith in distress with His grace. This doctrine of Bhakti is at 
the same time reconciled with Karma-yoga. The inexorability of 
the law of Karman is sought to be mitigated by the doctrine that the 
thought of the last moment of a man's life is far more potent than 
previous thoughts in shaping man's destiny, and the true Bhakta. 
may also be at the same time a true Karma-yogin if, in the midst of 
all his activities, he keep~ his mind steadfastly on God so that his 
last thoughts may not stray from his Saviour. 

Thus the paths of knowledge, devotion, ritualism and activism 
are perfectly reconciled. On the philosophical side it may be said 
that diverse currents of philosophic thought, not yet determined and 
labelled as irreconcilable, meet in it. One is not surprised therefore 
to find the following observation made with regard to its teaching: 
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"Whether it is a Vislu)uite remodelling of a Pantheistic poem 
(HoUzmann) , or a Krislu)ite version of an older Vislu)uite poem 
which in its turn was a 'late Upanishad' (Hopkins), or a text-book 
of the Bhligavatas revised in a Vediintic sense by the BrahmSJ:l8s 
(Garbe), or a late product of the degeneration of the monistic thought 
.of the Upanishads representing the period of transition from theism 
to realistic atheism (Deussen) , can hardly, in the presence of such 
a conflict of opinions, be definitely determined.'" 

5. The doctrine of the fou1' Vyuhas (chatur-vyitha) 

Although ultimately Vasudeva-Krislu)a alone figures as the 
founder of the new religious movement, there is no doubt that several 
other members of his family originally shared the honours of deifi
eation with him. The five Vrislu)i heroes, referred to in an inscrip
tion2 of the first century A.D. at Mora near Mathura, are enumerateo 
in the Vayu Purii1)-Q. as Sankarshana (son of Vasudeva by Rohilfi), 
Vasudeva (son of Vasudeva by Devaki), Pradyumna (son of Vasu
deva by Rukmi:r:li), Samba (son of Vasudeva by Jambavati), and 
Aniruddha (son of Pradyumna) , all of whom are known to have been 
deified and worshipped.3 

According to the Vyuha doctrine, which is one of the foremost 
tenets of the earlier Paiicharatra or Bhligavata, and the later Sri.
Vaislu)ava religion, Bhagavat Vasudeva, who in his Para aspect is 
the highest object of Bhakti, created from himself the Vyl1ha (phase 
of conditioned spirit) Sankarsha'Qa and also Prakriti (the indiscreet 
primal matter of the sankhyas); from the combination of Sankarsha'Qa 
and Prakriti sprang the Vyitha Pradyumna and Manas . (_Buddhi or 
intelligence of the 5ankhyas); from the association of Pradyumna 
and Manas arose the Vyuha Aniruddha and Aha7h7ciira (conscious
ness); from the combination of Aniruddha and Ahamkara sprang 
the Mahabhutas (elements with their qualities) and Brahman who 
fashioned the earth and all that it contains, from the elements. 
Vasudeva is the sole possessor of the six ideal..9unas, viz. jfiiina, . bala, 
virya, aiSvarya,~ and tejas. while each of his three emanations 
possessed only two of the gU1)-as in turn. It is clear that this philo
sophical interpretation of the relation of Vasudeva with the other 
deified VrishI;li heroes is a later development. There is no reference 
to the Vyuhas in the Crt"tii, the earliest religious text of the Bhaga. 
vatas; they are alluded to in several other sections of the MaM-

1. Macnicol Indian Themn, p. 76. 
2. El. XXIV. 194. 
3. PIHC, VII. 82. 
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bhiirata (e.g. Bhishmaparvan, the NariYm:Uya section of the santi. 
parvan, etc.), although the earlier works do not give a consistent 
account of them. Bhandarkar says that of the five Prakritis of Vasu .. 
deva, viz. the five elements, mind, Buddhi, egoism, and jiva, mentioned 
in the Gita, jiva, mind and egoism were later on personified into 
Sailkarshm:ta, Pradyumna and Aniruddha. The Vyuha doctrine is 
probably alluded to in the passage janiirdanas=tv=citma-chaturtha 
eva, quoted in the Mahiibhiishya from an unknown poem on the life 
of Vasudeva-Krish1;ta. 

There is no doubt that th five V~ heroes mentioned in the 
~ra inscription were apotheosised and worshipped, with the title 
Bhagavat, in the Mathura region about the beginning of the Chris· 
tian era, apparently by people of the Yadava-Satvata-Vrish1;ti origin. 
The Vishl1udharmottara contains rules for the making of images of" 
various divinities ociated with the Bhagavata cult and these in
clude the five Vrishl)i heroes mentione above. ~e Brihat-sam]tita. 
also gives details for the construction of .Jhe images of Vish.t}u 
(Vasudeva), Biiliuley. Sankarshal)a)/ Samba, and Pradyumna, but 
not of Aniruddha. The preference of samba to Anirudd_ha may 
point to the fact that the author of the Brihat-samhiUi belonged to 
the community of the Maga Brihmanas who seem to have held 
Samba, often associated with their solar cult, in special honour. In 
later times, samba fell in the estimation of the Bhagavatas, probably 
because he was represented as the champion of solar worship in 
India and was very often identified with the Sun-god himself. 

That all the five Vrish1;ti viras (i.e. the four Vyiihas together 
with samba) were independently worshipped has been suggested by 
Banerjea, who is inclined to identify samba with certain sculptured 
figures hailing from the Mathura region. There was the custom of 
erecting dhvajas or votive columns in honour of different sectarian 
deities, especially near their temples. Banerjea points out that the 
fragmentary capitals figuring GaruQa, TiilJJ. (fan-palm), and Makara 
(crocodile), tpl1nd .at Besna ar and Pawau, point to the existence 
of the dhvajas and shrines respectively of Vasudeva, Sai)karshaI)~ 
a{l;ci. Pradyumna. 

Certain ee . s, including a few from Taxila, are supposed 
by Banerjea to bear the repr~sentation of columns ll,.urmounted y 
!Jp;palm c.,a.£it.!l. At Tumain in Madhya Bharat has been discovered 
an orig,inally Vrushnava temple (now dedicated to Villdhyavasini) ! 
adorned with carvings illustrating the ea!ly life of Krish.t}a in which 
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a figure oi Baladeva, assignable to the second or third century A.D., 
was recognised. 

com~ of the apoibeosifl of S&vew 1'1 hJ)i viras beside e a . 
But the non-mention of Pradyumna and Aniruddha, along with 
SailkarshaQa and Vasudeva, in the Ghosundi and Nanaghat inscrip
tions of the first century B.C., probably shows that the independent 
worship of the third and fourth Vyiihas, who are not known to have 
been religious teachers, was not quite popular outside the Vrishl)i 
circle. Their deification may have been influenced partly by thc 
practice in the Mathura region of installing images of deceased an
cestors in devakulas as is indicated by an inscription of Huvishka. ' 
But Sailkarshal).a, also called Baladeva, Balarama and Rama, was :l 

more important figure, whose independent worship spread over wide 
areas before the birth of Christ. In the Ghosundi' cription, _he_is 
called Bha avat and Sar eSvara joint! with Va~a. The MaM
bharata represents SankarshaQa as being held in special honour by 
the Kuru king Duryodhana, while the ~u.illiY ArthaSastra speaks 
o~ a class of a cetics with shaved head or with braided hair who 
adored him as their devatii. The.-Buddhwt. Nidde a wo;rks also men
tiQ~V~O of.. ¥asudeva. 

In epic and Puranic traditions, which sometimes represent 
Sailkarsha:l).a as the form of Anantanaga and point to his identifica
tion with s?me ttibalgod of the Nagas,2 he figures as a great elper 

.of.his younger step-brother KtishQa in the latter's exploits, espedalJy 
in the struggle with Karosa. 

The pastoral association of Sa)ikarshaQa may have been due 
partly to his relations with Krishl).a and partly to his identification 
with some tribal gods. The Bhishmaparvan and the Ahirbudhnya 
Sa'11hit(i regard him as an exponent of the satvata or Pancharatra 
system. In the Narayal).iya section of the Santiparvan, Vasudeva is 
identified with P~ (Supreme Soul) and Sailkarshat:ta with 
Jiviitman (individual soul). The votaries of SankarshaQa ultimately 
merged themselves with those of Vasudeva. In Jater times the inde
pendent worship of the Vyuhas Pradyumna and Aniruddha, and even 
of SankarshaI;la, declined owing to the growing popularity of the 

I. Cf. a]so Pratimiina~ltka (Act ill) attributed to Bhasa. . 
2. Cf. the Kalivaniga episode in the Krishna saga, probably pointlnlZ to the 

victory of Bha~avatism over the tribal cult of the Nagas who ruled in the 
Mathurii area before the Guptrur. . 
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YiQr.§hip-of the C1UI-Uiras of Vishnu. which became the dominant fea· 
ture of Bhagavatism in the ta age. '_ - --
- - --

6. Relation of Bhiigavatism with Other Creeds 

TAe..A..jivika aF&oknewn &-have been-iWlowers of a great cham
pi.on of fatalism na e s' a contemporary of l\GEivira. 
Utpala, commenting on th~ Brihajjataka, seems to include the 
~s amongst the Naray~ritas, i.e. devot~s of Na~. It 
is probable that in later days the Ajivikas merged themselves with 
the followers .9£ JUisudeva. 

It may be observed that the Jain faitk, which shares the d,QC· 

ttine·otAhiritsa-with Bhaga-4atisIIl AfiQ Bud.dhism is permeated wlfu 
i,!!.fluences.. of Hinduism, especially of Krishl;la wors ip. Tbe .Iains 
~Ba deva amon the 63 saliikti-purushas who 
have directed or influenced the course of the world. The legend of 
Mahavira's birth in Jain mythology is again entirely derived from 
that of ishn' birth. On the other hand, the later conception of 
t~rms of Vishyu ~robab!y deriv.¢ from that of the 24 
J~s. ~e Jain Tirthakara IE~ re arded _a~ 
a~ avatara of Vislu).u by some Bhii avatas. 

Senart and Poussin believe that there was an intimate relation 
between the Buddhist way of deliverance and that of the old theistic 
cults of India, and suggest that ~evout worshippers of Narayar,ta 
exerted gr~aking of the Buddhist doctrine e-..:~n 
!!"om its inceptiQll. Although the theory can hardly be accepted, as 
the early spheres of influence of the two creeds were different, we 
know that the importance of Ahi.ri1sa is recognised in both the 
systems. It is possible that the adoration of Buddha's footprints was 
borrowed from the conce tion of Vishnu's agg.. 2 The influence of 
the Gitii on Buddhist works like the Saddharma-puT)-~r"ika, Mahiiyana
sraddhotpcida, etc., is unmistakable. On the other hand, the full 
development of the avatdravada seems to have been influenced by 
the Buddhist conception of the forme B has, some of whom were 
worshipped in their own stupas as early as the third century B.C. 
That a large number of Buddhists were admitted into the fold of the 
Vaislu_lavas towards the close of the Hindu period is suggested by 
the .i dha i . t_of Vishnu's avataras.3 

1. See above, p . 414. 
2. It means both 'station' and 'foot', and often leads to confusion as regards the 

original interpr tatlon of Vis1u;lu·pada. 
S. l:t. JRASBL, XV. 101. 
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It will be seen from the above discussion that the VaishQava 
sect absorbed a number of different elements, among which promi
nent mention should be made of the worshippers of such different 
divinities as the Vedic Visru;l.U, the deified sage Naraya.Qa and the 
deified Vrisht:ti heroes Vasudeva and Baladeva. We have to include 
in the list also the followers of Vasudeva's relatives Pradyumna, 
Aniruddha and samba, of his friend the Pfu)Q_ava Arjuna, l as well 
as of the avatiiras before their identification with Vish9u, and of such 
tribal gods as those of the Abhiras. Under the circumstances, the 
existence of sectarian or doctrinal differences was inevitable, al· 
though its nature can hardly be determined. 

Some writers believe that much of Bbagavatism, including the 
idea of Bhakti, was borrowed from Christianity, while others go so 
far as to suggest that KrishQa himself was an adaptation or Ch..!:_ist. 
It should, however, be remembered that the origin of Bhakti in India, 
the apotheosis and worship of Vasudeva, and the identification of 
Vasudeva-Krish9a with Vislu)u and Niirayal).a are pre-Christian. 
There are, no doubt, resemblances between the story of the child 
Krishl).a and that of the child Jesus, just as there are between the 
lives of Gautama and Jesus, and also Rama in Tulsi Das's work. 
Hopkins attributes it to direct importation from Christian lands into 
India, especially because of the late date of the development of the 
Krishl).a legends. But the Mahiibhiishya, quoting passages from a 
Kavya on the Kamsa-vadha episode, points to the pre-Christian 
origin of the Krishl).a saga. Indian literature and archaeological 
evidence2 show that the cowherd association of KrishQa was widely 
known about the third and fourth centuries A.D. On the other 
hand, it has been pointed out that the adoration of the Virgin Mary 
is not much earlier than the fifth century. Kennedy rightly says: 
"There is no Christian representation of the suckling mother ~e 

the twelfth century, but there is a much earlier Hindu Qne:' The 
Christian influence cannot be satisfactorily proved with the evidence 
at our disposal. Bhandarkar's theory that the Abhiras were respon· 
sible for bringing the legends of Christ to India and for their intro
duction into the KrishQa saga is hardly supported by evidence. If 
Christian legends found their way to India at all, it was probably 
through the m._issiol!_ of Saint Thomas to the court of the Parthian, 

1. Cf. Pimini's rule for the formation of the word Arju,nakcl In the aenee of 
a persOn whose object of Bhakti was Arjuna. 

2. Cf. the Mathurii relief illll5trating Kr~'1 birth. 
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king Gondophernes 1 or through the Nestoriao settlers 00 the 
<Malabar coast. 

7. The Worship oj Images 

The Bhiigavatas or the Paiichi\ratrios seem to be mainly respon
sible for t le dissemination oUlle practice of i.t'nEg~wQtshjp ampOi, 

the higher section of the orthodOX Indian people. To them the 
A:rchii or Srt-Vigraha (auspicious body of the Lord) was the God 
Himself in one of His aspects, and was thus the object of the greatest' 
veneration as the 'God manifest' (pratyaksha devaUi). Epigraphic 
data of the pre-Christian and early post-Christian periods prove that.. 
there were Bhagavata or Vaishr,tava shrines in various parts of India, 
such as !?esnagar (ancient VidiSa), Mathura, etc. Very early images 
are not, however, extant and this can be explained by referring to 
undoubted evidence that the images were usually made at first of 
perishable materials. One or two stone images of Vaishr,tavite 
deities are, however, known, which can be dated probably in the 
second century before the Christian era, if not earlier. 2 

The present writer has shown that the so-called Yakshi..t).i image, 
which was discovered by Cunningham at Besnagar along with the 
~nyan-capital, is really the ,goddess So, who held an important 
place in the Paiicharatra cult as the active energic principle, the 
cpief consort of the Para-Vasudeva. The other image is that of 
Sailkarshal).a or Balarama in the co lection of the Mathura Museum, 
which shows the usual characteristics of the god, viz. the snake 
canopy, the ploughshare in one of the hands and round protruding 
eyes indicative of inebriety (mattavivritteksha1,W) , 

Vaishr,tava images of the early post-Christian period also arc 
not many in number, a few that are extant being mostly attributable 
to the Mathura region. It was traditionally associated with the 
Vasudeva cult, and inscriptions of the first century A.D. and later 
periods refer to the construction of Bhagavata shrines, some by 
foreigners . One such lnscription discovered at Mora refers, as noted 
above, to the installation of the im'lSes of the holy Paiichaviras of 
the Vrishnis in a beautiful stone tern Ie erected under the or ers 0 

~en y a oreign lady. A few fragmentary images in the 
• round, obtained from the Mora site and now exhibited in the Mathura 
Museum, may be the remains of the figures of the five VrishI)i 
viras; but the mutilation is so complete that nothing can be said with 

1. See above, p. 130. 
2 . An image of Visru,1U-parlvira, now worshipped at Burhikbas in Bilispur 

District, bears a Brahmi Ina. of about the first century B.C. 
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'Certainty about their iconography. Reference has already been 
made 1 to the images of VishQu on the coins and seals of the first aDd 
second centuries A.D. 

A partially preserved architectural r elief of the second or third 
-century A.D. in the Mathura Museum collection illustrates the scene 
of Kfisb:r;la-janmashtami; it is of unique interest as it is the earliest 
extant sculpture illustrative of the Krish~yana stories, which later 
bC<!ame the favourite motifs of Indian iconographists. 

E. sAIVISM 

1. The PiiSupatas 

As we have seen above, the cult of Sjva goes back to very early 
imes and it is not unlikely that it was current among the non-

ans in pre-Vedic er iod. His character was formed by the con
flation 0 e attributes of many deities , one of the earliest being the 
Vedic Rudra. 2 But, whatever may be his origin, the g od gradual1y 
rose into great importance. In the S vetasvatara U anishad _Sj a 
fi&:ures as the Great Gos! (Mahddeva) , su erio to~the V di pantheon, 
and a similar positron is accorded to his spouse UUliJIaimavati 
ip.-ihe !,eNQ Tlpanish;G.d. The fact that he is classed among mmor 
gods both in Apastamba Grihya Sfc.tra and Kau\i1ya's Artha$cistra 
shows, however, that his position of unquestioned supremacy was 
not established at a very early period. The rise of a definite religious 
sect, revering Siva as the Supreme God and with a philosophy and 
organization of its own, cannot be traced back earlier than about 
the beginning of the Christian era . 

So far as present evidence goes, the earliest was the PMupata 
~ect, which itself gave rise to different sub-sects. Ip the MaM
bharata mention is made of the Pasu ata along with the s s ms 
oC Siinkhya , Yoga, Pancharatra and Veda ; an ~tated that 
the consort of ~, namely P aSupati , Srm9.lJtha, ~iva.! son of 
Brahma, revealed the jfitina known as the PMupata.3 It is the belief 
of the Saivas, to whatpver school they might belong, that Siva him
self was the first preceptor of their doctrine. In the VJiyu Puro~a, 
Mftfle.sVaTa IS repres(!nted to have declared to Brnhmii that in the 
twenty-eighth mahayuga, when Vis}u:Ju would be born as Vasudeva, 
he would incarnate himself as a brahmachdrin b name Nakulin, 

t . Above, pp. ISO, 439. 
2. Vol. I. pp. 162, 187, 203. 
3. Mbh .• Southern Recension; ed. by P . P. S. Sam-l, Vol. XV, SAntI. Pt. ill, Ch. 333, 

vv. 62-65. 
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af~r entering_ a dead b~dy in the burial ground of Kayarohana. a 
land of siddhas, andthat he would have four pupils--KuSika, 
Gargya, Mitraka and Bush~a-wbQ, duly initiated into Miihe.svara· 
yoga, would reach Rudraloka whence there is no return. 1 The 
same legend is found in the L. Purii!Y.1 also, with this difference, 
that the name of the incarnation is given there as Lakulin, and 
the pupils are called KusikaJ Garga, M!1ra, and Kaurushya.2 There 
seems to be some historical basis for this myth, as a few inscri~ 
tions3 speak of a teacher of Saivism by name Lakulin or Nakulin, 
who was regarded by his followers as an incarnation of Siva. In 
an inscription dated A.D. 971 in the temple of Natha near that of 
Ekalmga, a few miles north of UdaiQur, it is stated that Siva became 
incarnate as a man bearing a club (lakula) in his hand, in the 
country of Bhrig!,!kachchha. There is another inscription of the 
thirteenth century A.D. which records that Siva became incarnate 
in the form of Bhattaraka Sri LakuliSa and dwelt in Karohana in 
the Lata country, ~~d that Ee had four pupils, Kau.sika, Gargya, 
Kaurusha and- Maitreya" who became the founders of four branches 
of the Pasupata school. Thus it is evident that there was a person 
by name Lakulin who taught a form of Saivism which has come 
to be known by his name. He is even considered to be the author 
of a wor]<, Panchiidht{ayi or Panchiirthavidya, to which Madhava 
alludes in his account of the Pasupata system in the Sarvadarsana
sang'raha. Sir R. G. Bhandarkar placed the rise of this school about 
a century after that of the Paficharatra system, i.e. about the second 
century B.C., but the Mathura inscription of the reign of Chandra
gupta II proves that Lakulin flourished in the first quarter of the 
second century A.D.4 

Th pasupata. elieve that MaheSvara has ta,ught five cate-
.8Qries .for the sake of releasing the ;iva from its bonds. The cate
gories are (1) kiirya or effect, viz. that which is not independent, 
(2). kiirana or cause, viz. that which is independent, (3) YOfl!!. or path, 
(4) vidhi or rule, and (5) duhkhiinta or the end of misery. A 
knowledge of these is said to be essential for release. 

The first two categories involve abstruse philosophical con
cepts. The third, yoga, is that which connects the individual soul 
with God through the channel of the mind (chitta). It is of two 

1. Vii.11U P'lmna, ch. 2.'1. vv. 210-213. 
2 . Lin"l1 Pm'iina . {'h . 24. vv. ]27-131. 
S. For' thc~e ref'orrt~ d. VS. 116; JBBRAS, xxn. 151 fl.; EI, XXI. 1 ft . 
4. VS. p. 117; EI, XXI. 5-7. 
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kinds: (1) that which is of the nature of action, and (2) that which is 
of the nature of cessation from action. The first consists in actions 
like chanting of mantras, meditation, etc., and the second 'consists in 
mere feeling'. The fourth, vidhi or rule, is that which takes the aspi. 
rant to the proximity of Dharma, which is the Lord . It is twofold, 
principal and subsidiary. The primary rule is charyci or conduct, 
which is the direct means. It consists of vows (vratas) and channels 
(dOOras). The vows are: besmearing the body with holy ashe, lying 
in ashes, certain practices called upahiira (laughing, singing, dancing, 
etc.), muttering magic formulae, and circumambulation. The chan
nels are various forms of behaviour such as feigning sleep, etc., 
which do not conform to the normal. The secondary vidhi consists of 
processes which are intended to be helpful to charyii. These com
prise besmearing the body with ashes after worship, begging and 
eating the remnants of what others have eaten so that the sense of 
indecency attached to such acts may be overcome. 

DUQ,khiinta, which is the last category, is the final deliverance 
from sorrow. It is of two kinds: (1) aniitmaka, which is of the 
nature of absolute elimination of misery, and (2) siiimaka, which 
is of the nature of lordship consisting in the possession of powers 
of seeing and acting. The power of seeing, though one, is said to 
be fivefold on account of distinctions in objects: (a) dadana which 
is knowledge, visual, t.actile, etc., of objects that are subtle, con
cealed or distant; (b) .~ravana which is supernormal hearing of all 
sounds; (c) manana which is supernormal knowing of all objects of 
thought; (d) viinana which js supernormal knowledge of all sciences 
with their treatises and what are taught in them; and (e) sarv~a 
whieh is supernormal knowledge of thc prinCiples of a systcm, 
whether expressly mentioned or not, succinct and in detail, with 
their divisions and peculiarities. The power of acting, though one, 
is said to be threefold: (a) manojavitva, or the power of doing any
thin~ instantly; (b) kiimariipitva, or the power of assuming a variety 
of shapes and forms, or bodies and senses, without any effort; and 
(c) vikara~adharmitva, or the possession of supreme power, even 
when the senses have been withdrawn from operation. One acquires 
these supernormal powers of knowled~e and action through lon~ 

adherence to the discipline as presented in the Pasupata system. 
It is to be noted that, while in the other systems the destruction ot 
miseryj§ regarded ~ mo~a~ th!:_Pasupata thlS1S coupled with 
the attainment or su emormal owers. 
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It would seem that even from very early timessertain mystic. 
.£_ractices were associated with the Pasupata religion. When ineli
gible persons began to adopt them, considerable deterioration set in 
and the system itself fell into disrepute. But there is nothing 
~hherently wrong about the faith. Any mystic cult can be distorted 
~nd become vitiated by the importation of left-handed practices 
(viimachdra). That has happened everywhere and in the case of 
every faith. The essentials of the Pasupata system, however, are 
those of a virile theism leaning on the side of a healthy asceticism. 
The Pasupata as well as the other branches of Saivism have claimed 
the allegiance of some of the finest of spiritual personages who would 
be regarded as the salt of the earth in any age or country. 

2. Saivism as a Popular Cult 

The earliest historical record to mention the worship of Siva is 
that of Megasthenes, the Greek envoy at Pat;alipu,tra .C. 
He describes two In Ian el s un er ten of !40nysus and 
Herakles. generally identified with Siva and Kris1n:ta rQB,Eec'fively. 
:Pataiijali in tne second century B.C. refers in his Mahiibhai ua to 
th Siva-bhagavatas as alsO-io-images of Siva ElPd S~anda, which 
~e sold_by the Ma~as to raise ~. This shows the popularity 
of TIle cult. Accorqing to Haribhadra's Sha4dadanasamlLchchaya, 
Gautama and Kanada, founders respective 0 e aya and 
VaiSeshika s stems, were of Saiva ersuasion. Gunaratna, in his 

~ --- ~ -- ..;;;_::::::.;..;;.;.:;.=~-
commentary <2.. !lgribhadra's ~or~ says that the Naiyayikas were 
ca ~aivas. an e .. eshi,!?s, pasupatas. Among the suc
cessors of Asoka we c;,ome across one Jalailka who Was a Saiva.' In 
the early centuries of the Christian era some of the Kushfu,la kin s 
became ardent Saivas and caused their coins to be minted with 
the images of Siva and of his emblems like the trident and the 
sacred bull on them. The Ikshvaku kin Santamula 2 was a 
worshipper of ..sUnda. 

We obtain a fair idea of the popular cult of Saivism from the 
epics. The Rdmii.ya1;ta. tefers to Siva by seve.ral of his well-known 
l'!ame~ such as ~tikantha, Ma,h&de'la, R,Ydra ..... T....o:ambak~ PaSu~ti 
and Sankara. By the time of this adi-kiivya, Rudra-Siva had gained 
a hl-;tory and founded a family; and references to many of the 
legends, elaborately described in the later Purfu:tas, are to be met 
with in the poem. 

1 . Riijatarangini, I. 108 ff; also above, pp. 89-90. 
2. Above, p. 224 f. 
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In tItis epic hter Uma in 
marriage to the "unequalled Rudra," I of Kandarpa's attempt to enter 
into Rudra at a time when he was performing austerity, and 
RudIa's curse in consequence whereof Kandarpa became bodiless 
(ananga).2 We hear also of the birth of Karttikeya who was to be 
the generalissimo of the gods.3 The story of Bhagiratha's propitia
tion of Siva and the descent of Ganga is related in the &tnuiya~a, 
as also the story of Rudra drinking the EoiSQ!l emitted by the serpent 
Vasuki when it was used as the rope in the process of the churn
ing of the Ocean of Milk.4 Some of Mahadeva's achievements are 
alluded to in the course of the epic narrative. lbe principal among 
them are the destruction of Andhaka (or Ardhaka), and the con
~t of Tripura. :That the overlordship of ihMeva -was not 
recognised by the votaries of other gods could be gathered from the 
episode at Daksha's sacrifice which is narrated in its simplest form 
in the Riimdya~. It is to be noted that there is no mention in 
the Riimdy(1).a of Rudra commissioning Virabhadra to break up the 
sacrifice or put the gods to flight . The significance of the episode, 
however, is clear, viz. that Daksha refused to recognise Rudra as 
1!.~worthY of propitiation; andDaksha may be taken as repre
sen ative of those who reviled Rudra. 

tn the Mahiibhiirata we notice Saivism and Vaislu)avism be~ 
comin more promment and widespread than the other cults and 
dividing between them the allegiance of great masses of men. 
Though Siva's character remains essentially the same as that of the 
V~dic Rudra, his attributes are more clearly defined and he receives 
new features and fame which are illustrated by numerous legends. 

Some of the stories related in the Riimdya~ figure again in 
the MaMbhiirata with additional details. The myths of Siva's 
destruction of Tripura and of Daksha's sacrifice, for instance, are 
narrated at greater length. Besides, Siva's personality and 
prowess become directly connected with the development of the 
tnain epic story itself at several places. At the beginning of the 
Bh.ishma-parvan,,,!?urga, the consort of Siva, is prayed to by ArjuM 
on the advice ofKris~a, before the commencement of the battle. 
In the Vana-parvan, Arjuna goes to the Hiroal~yas and obtains the 
Pasupata weapon from Siva, who appears in the form of a hunter 

1 . R4m, I, 35, 20. 
2 . Ram, r, 23, 10 If. 
g . Ram, I, 38. 

-4 . Ram, r, 45. 
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(kirata) and reveals his identity only after testing the Pfu)9ava 
prince's valour. 

It is interesting to note that in one story in the _9::WI~WIF"";" 
par van, ,!frishQa worships Mahadeva. He had to go through the 
diks'hii ceremony, which is an essential part of the discipline of 
several Saiva schools as we know them. "Equipped with a staff, 
shaved, clothed with rags, anointed with ghee and provided with a 
girdle, living for one month on fruits, for four more on water, 
standing on one foot, with his arms aloft, he at length obtained a. 
glorious vision of Mahadeva and his spouse, whom all the gods were 
worshipping, among them Indra, VishQ.u (the delight of his mother 
Aditi), and Brahma, all uttering the rathantara sama.'" KrishQ.a 
then proceeds to praise Mahadeva as the Supreme Deity, and 
secures from him eight boons and eight more from Uma. One of 
them, it is worthy of note, is that Krislu;la would be a Siva:bhakta:. 
for all time. 

There are sections of the Mahab'hiirata where the poet, who
ever he was, surmounts sectarian barriers and sees the divinity 
equally in Vislu;lu and Mahadeva. Iu . 'Va..Hari th~ 
!£I'd of the world, addresses the .zod !Sana Wahadeva) thus: "He 
WhO knows thee knows me; he who loves (lit. favours) thee loves 
me. There is no distinction between us; do not thou entertain any 
other idea. From this day forward let this srivatsa of mine be the 
mark of the trident: and thou shalt be the srika~tha marked upon 
my hand."2 In the AnuSasana-parvan among the one thousand 
names of VishQ.u are included the names of Mahadeva, such as 
Sarva, Siva, Sthfu)u, lSana and Rudra. In one place Siva speaks d 
Vish1)u as the greatest god; while in another Krisln)a praises Maha
deva as the one to whom there is nothing superior. Thus, side 
by side with sectarianism, there is also in the great epic a sort of 
universalism in faith. 

From the places mentioned in the Mahab'hiirata as being sacred 
to Siva. it may be gathered that the Saiva sect was to be found all 
over India . There were two classes of Saivas-householder-deyotees 
and ascetics 'whose si{!n was tonsure and the yellow robe.' The 
observance of caste was not stressed; the practice of yoga was 
insisted on. 

1. ]lifnir, ().~7'. JV, p . 11M. 
2. Muir, OST, IV, p . 241. 
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3. Sa4vism in Sou.th India 

Traces of Saivism are to be found in South India from very 
remote times. Tbe literature of the Sail am a e refers t . 
the. greatest god. The Aharuintiru. describes Siva as the Lord who 
wears ~s, whose three eyes neither close nor wink, whose 
consort is Vma and whose weapon a battle-axe, who wears the cres
cent moon on his matted locks, who is unknowable even by the 
gods and the sages, who is blue-necked, and whose footstool is the 
universe. In Puram 55 there is a reference to the destruction of 
~he three cities (Tri ura b Siva. Nakkirar compares' his contem
porary fu.lQya king to iva, Vishr,lU, Balarama and SubrahmaQya 
for his various excellences. He speaks of Siva as having a long 
braid of hair shining like a flame, a flag with the bull ensign and a 
blue neck. It is significant that Siva is here referred to as Kfirram, 
t~ death and destruction. In the Tirumurukiittruppadai, 
besides references to the features of Siva already descri bed, the god is 
spoken of as the Lord seated under the banyan tree (Kallal). Pu?,um 
166 characterises Siva as mudu-mudalVan the fo elJlost) and says 
that the ~ue. The twin classics, SiZappadi
IOOram and Manimrkhalai , generally assigned to the early centuries 
of the Christian era, contain ample references to Siva-worship in 
the Tamil country. In the SHappadikiir'lm,2 it is stated that tl1 
Chera king Senguttuvan worshipped both Siva and VishDU. Among 
the terpples of ~erippfuhpattinam, the author mentions one dedi
cated to Siva. 3 In the ManimNcha lai there is a statement" to the 
effect that temples beginning with that of Siva with an eye in his 
forehead, and ending with that of the guardian-deity of the public 
square "should all be tidied for the coming festival."5 In Canto 27 
of the same work there is a reference to the Saiv:Jvadin who ex
pounds to Manimekhalai, daughter of Kannaki, the Saiva doctrine, 
aeet9rding to which Siva appears in eight forms and is the absolutE' 
Lord of creation and dissolution. 

4. Saiva Images 

As noted above,a protgt¥-i)@S 9f $iya as PaSupatL and his em

b::.:l=e=m~p::.=a~r~ex=ce::.:Z~le::.:n~c::.:e~,::S::l:·v=a~-=li::n~g~a:_::(t::h=e~p=h=a=ll~ic=---:e::m:.:.b::.l=e=m _of_~_iv_a_),~ 
1. Purllm 56. 
2. Canto 26. 
3. C~nto 12. 
4. Canto 1. 
S. See S. Kri,chnaswami Aiyangar, Some Contribution. of South India to Indtllft 

Culture, p. 56. 
6. Vol. I, p. 187. 
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been found in the Sindhu valley. Several indigenous coins of differ
ent varieties, dating back to a few centuries before the Christian 
era, contain anthropomorphic as well as phallic figures of Siva. 
These, supplemented by early literary data, prove that the exclusive 
worshippers of Siva, the Siva-bhagavatas, had long been using such 
icons for religious purposes. It is presumable that human as well 
as phallic forms of the god were at first enshrined in the main 
sanctum of the Saiva temples; but it became the general custom 
afterwards to place Siva-liilgas only in it and use them as the princi
pal object of worship, the human figures of Siva being present as 
accessories in the various parts of the temple. 

References in the Mahabhiirata seem to prove that an orthodox 
section of the Brahmru;tas was tardy in giving recognition to the 
worship of Siva-liilgas on account, perhaps, of the idea underlying 
such icons. The extant early specimens of these cult objects are, 
as will be presently shown, extremely realistic in appearance, and 
that was probably the reason why their use was not at first coun
tenanced by this section of the people; it was also this aversion 
which was, perhaps, one of the causes for their gradual convention
alisation. Their general shape became so much modified and altered 
that the Siva-1m gas of the mediaeval times hardly bear any traces of 
their original realism-Havell even goes so far as to suggest that 
they were modelled on the votive stii.pas of the Buddhists. It is in 
the mode of laying the Brahma-S1ltras on the Rudra or Piljiibhiiga of 
the li'ligas that faint traces of their original character are to be found. 
They were no doubt very much conventionalised in later times, but 
they came to have numerous forms of a varied nature, which were 
elaborately depicted in the mediaeval hieratic art of the Saivas. 

ORe of the earliest Saiva sculptures of India in the historic 
period is the very interesting Siva-linga which is still an object of 
worship' the villa e of GU(,iimallam near Renigunta, Madras. The 
extremely rea lis lC pha lC emb em, ve ee igh, bears upon it a 
two-armed figure of Siva; the god holds a ram in his right hand and 
a water-vessel and a battle-axe in his left one, and stands on the 
shoulders of a malformed dwarf (Apasmara-purusha); below the 
diaphanous loin-cloth his sex-mark is prominently shown; jatabhiira 
(matted hair) adorns his head, and his body is sparsely aecorated 
with ornaments. Gopinatha Rao dated it in the seco ct century Be, 
while others like Coomaraswamy would p ace it a century later. 
This combined mode of depicting Siva both in his human as well 
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as phallic form in_ a single piece of sculpture was a practice which 
was continued with some modifications in subsequent periods, and 
the Lin odbhavamiirti of Siva and the different varieties of Mukha
liD.gas are really so many adaptations of it. 

Coomaraswamy has drawn our attention to a much later 
sculpture (second or third century A.D.) showing a four-armed 
standing figure of Siva carved on one side of a less realistic phallus ; 
the natw'al hands of the god are shown in abhaya and katyavaLambi ta 
poses, while the added ones are raised and placed on his jatds . 
Phallic emblems of Siva of a highly suggestive nature, without any 
figure of the god carved on them, have been found mostly in th£' 
Mathura region, which can be dated in the first few centuries of the 
Christian era. 

~khaliD.gas proper are known from the Gupta period onwards, 
and they are usually of the ekamu1C1ia an _c ta urmu1C7ia types, 
according as they bear, on their Rudra or PiLjcibhiigas, the represen
tation of one or four faces . The four faces in a chaturmukha lings 
typify the ~, ~> .A hora and .Jatpurusha forms 
01 Siva, the fifth face on the top, viz. ISana, remaining invisible 
Cp~iiChamam cha tathescinam Yoginam~charam) . The faces are 
usually shown carved round a single shaft; so a Mathura sculpture 
of the late Kushan,a or ~arly Gupta period is interesting inasmuch 
as it shows four faces carved on four shafts joined together. 

Early numismatic as well as glyptic data prove that there was 
also not much diversity at first in the human representations of Siva. 
the god being usually depicted with two or four hands with his bull 
mount Nandi (really the god in his theriomorphic form) by his side ; 
but a tendency to multiply the varieties was already present, as a 
careful analysis of the figures of Siva on Ujjain coins, coins of the 
Indo-Scythian and Indo-Parthian rulers like Maues and Gondo
phernes, and those of the Kushfu:ta kings like Wema Kadphises, 
Kanishka, Huvishka and Vasudeva testify. A very early Saiva 
sculpture is a red sandstone relief in the collection of the Curzo{l 
Museum of Archaeology, Mathura, 'carved on both sides and belong
ing to the late Kushar)a period; it shows Siva and Pfirvati standing 
against Nandi. Siva is ithyphallic, and both he and his consort hold 
nilotpala buds in their hands; this is one of the earliest sculptural 
representations of the god in his aspect of Urnasahitamurti. The 
magnificent South India bronzes of Siva Nataraja, the Lord of the 
Dance, belong to the eleventh century A.D. and will be noted later. - -
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F. MINOR RELIGIOUS SECTS 

Although the four main religious sects, whose history has been 
described above, figured rather prominently in the religIous world, 
it would be wrong to assume that the people at large entirely forgot 
the Vedic pantheon and the religiOUS practices associated with it, or 
did not initiate new ones, mainly through the influence of the non
Aryans who had been absorbed in Vedic society. As a matter of 
fact, the Vedic rituals were scrupulously performed by a large sec
tion of the people, and though their number grew smaller and 
smaller, they never died out altogether. On the other hand. we find a 
curious medley of religious beliefs, which defy any systematic classi
fication or even any satisfactory interpretation. Many of these were 
allied with, or derived from, the major religious conceptions referred 
to above and were ancillary to them. Some were ultimately ab
sorbed by them. But still a cursory survey of them is necessary for 
an intelligent appreciation of the religious condition of the period. 

A picture of the variety of religious beliefs current during the 
period is obtained from some Buddhist texts. The Buddhist canoni
cal work Anguttara Nikiiya (fourth-third centuries B.C.) mentions 
a number of religious sects such as~, Nir rantha (Jain1. 
Mu~-$~vaka, ~ Parivra'aka,~, raidandika, 
AV'iruddh5 ~a uddhist) and Devadharmika. The 

ahiint desa and Chullaniddesa-two Buddhist canonical COmmen
taries (second-first centuries B.C.)-mention the Ajivikas, Nirgrantha, 
Jatila, Parivrajaka and Aviruddhaka, along with the worshippers 
of the elephant, horse, cow, dog, crow, Vasudeva, Baladeva, PUI'l)a
bhadra, Mal)ibhadra, Agni, the Nagas, the Yakshas, the Asyras, the 
Gandharvas, the Maharajas, Chandra, Surya, Indra , Brahman, Deva 
and Dik. 

These two lists, which are by no means exhaustive, are interest
ing and instructive. They demonstrate the existence, side by side 
with well-known religious sects, of a bewildering variety of primi
tive faiths and popular cults-a characteristic feature of Indian 
religious life throughout the ages. It is neither possible nor neces
sary to refer to all of them in detail, but we shall deal with a few of 
these and add to them others known from different sources. We 
shall first deal with the heterodox or heretical Ajivika sect which 
heads both the lists, and then take up some of the Vedic deities, 
those connected with Siva and Visb.Qu, and finally some of the new 
conceptions of primitive faith. 
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1 . • The Afv~ . 
Of the five prominent heretical sents or schools that arose at 

.about the time when Mahiivira and Buddha began to pr ach their 
messages, on alo 'iJr.ik.as-had a long history of about two 
th9usand years before it became extinct, ne rei 
.P:2ssibly by Nanda Vachchh and headed by Kis Sari:lk.ichchha after 
him, acquired dynamic energy under the third pontiff Gosala. The 
cult s read at one time from Avanti to Ailga, and it is almost certain 
that, though both Jainism and Buddhism denounced Gosala and his 
creed, ,!.he_y.._3!!ietll absorbed some of the ~nets and prac.!:.ices of his 
school, and had to reckon with and coriibat some others. The 
!Jfvikas enjo~d the eatrona,[e of ASok~..!n ~lso of his gran~on 
DaSaralJ;la, both of whom dedicateC1 caves to iFiem. Tjle sect is 
r~o by Pataiijali (c. 150 B.C.) and in the Mi~nd~llil 
(c. first century A.D.). Its fatalistic creed that things gain perfec
tion even through non-performance of actions, and that "there is a 
process of natural and spiritual evolution through ceaseless rounds 
of births and deaths", was an anathema to the Kriyavadins who be
lieved that moral action was an indispensable condition of individual 
and social perfection. But the orthodox showed the same disfavour 
towards the Bauddhas as towards the Ajivikas, and neither class was 
entertained at sriiddhas and sacrifies in Kau~ilya's time. 

No trace of Ajivika literature has been preserved, but scattered 
quotations from the writings of the school are to be found in Bauddhll 
and Jain literatures. :r'heir extreme ascetici§Ln, love of solitude, 
disdain of comfort and even of decencies, and love of austerities of 
~~ b\rt a~n.firillesimal minorit)S and so, n aturally, 
these"ct fost poeularity in course of time. 'Yet it lingered on and 
i~rea tQ., by Varanamihira (sixth century A,D.) and in the 
Hars'h,a.._£.harita (seve!lth cent~ A.D.). The followers were known as 
~ns from tiie single staff that they carried, and were latterly 
confused, sometimes with the Bauddhas and sometimes with the 
Jains in South Indian epigraphical records and by Tamil writers. 
'l,'he sect became extinct in the fourteenth centu A.D. As noted 
above,' t~e sect was Era ably merge igt~Y.aishl1avi~ 

In the Jain Bhagavati-siltra reference is made to the fact that 
the Ajivikas had shifted their centre of activities to the PUl)Qra 
~at the foot of the Vindhya mountains, and that intheTr pan:
theon were irtcludeg manl Vedic and non-Vedic gods. Two of these, 

1 . See p. 450. 
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PUJ;I.I;lAbhaddHPurr,tabhadra) and Mru;libhadda (Manibhadra), are of 
~st as t~ir 'S.Qrshippers are referred to also in the Buddhist 
Niddesa, tiiOilgh as distinct from the Ajivikas. Mru.ribhadda and 
P~bhadda have been r arde as Yaksha.s__h s. 
but there is no doubt that the Niddesa distinguished them from the 
latter class of supernatural beings, though in other Buddhist and 
Jain texts they are characterised as Yakshas and classed with tute
lary deities of cities. The Pawaya inscription on the pedestal of a 
statue, of the first century B.C., leaves no doubt that a class of 
Mar_tibhadra-bhaktas existed at one time and that Mar,tibhadra was 
given the usual ~orific title of Bhajlavat. 

It appears also that the wors!lli> of Kubera...-v:aauur.aI).a was also 
not uncommon, for not oni'Y does Kautilya refer to the lnstallatiol1 
of his image in a fort, but there is sculptural evidence to prove that' 
Kubera with his two nidhis- the conch-shell and the cornucopia 
exuding coins under a banyan tree (kalpa-vriksha) on the top of a 
column-was a favourite cult-object at one time. In fact, in the 
Mahabhiirata (and in the Lalitavistara version of the Af,anli#ya 
~aQibhadra (also called Mar,tivara or Mar,tichara) appears 
as the ch~t of Rube nd, like him, functions as flie 
lord 0 wealth an treasure and t .!J>~ron of merchan~ ~he'nce he 
~aEgi~(fra,~a, :Qhanapaii, etc. , and receives equal 
honour wiTh h1m at the hands of the Gandharvas. ' 

~ ._,,_ 

2. Prajapati-Brahmii 

During the period of the .... Brahma.I)as, Prajapati occupied the 
topmost position and was looked upon as the ~.!.t~_QLgodj, ~ 
and demons. His predominance was assured when he came to be 
ide~h Brahman, the impersonal Absolute of the Upanishads 
and the Vedanta. When the post-Brahmanical age of rationalism 
was ushered in and the cult of sacrifice fell into comparative disuse, 
the worship of ~ra·a at·;a lined. But the theists coin
ed a new name for im and called him Braluna, first of the 
later Hindu Trinity. In the Buddhistic Nikayas, it is this personal 
Brahma of the popular religion that is pictured, attacked and ridi
culed. In fact, his unity is not recognised, and many Brahmas with 
different appellations are mentioned, and their inferiority to Buddha 
in wisdom is Sedulously preached to lower them in the estimation of 

1 . It may be mentioned that the cults of Kubera and Mat:tibhadra definitely declined 
in the Gupta age. The one becomes a dikpiila. and the other degenerates intI)
a snake in the Bhav ishya Purii'l)4. PiirI)abhndra is altogether forgotten . 
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the people. $akra (IndraJ and Brahma arel. in fact, represented 8/!f 

faithful attendants of Buddha in later Budd.hist.ic culpture. 
~ -
3. 

The one od who neither rose to the su reme osition nor ever 
altogether ost sola it is Sur a, and he sti I c aims a sect for 
himse , namely the Sauras. The tradition regarding the divinity 
of the Sun has come down from Vedic times with some modifications 
but with no material variation. Some figures on ancient coins and 
a Bharhut medallion containing a human bust of the Sun, with the 
stamens of a lotus representing his rays, suggest that the Sun was 
a ~ ular deft in the third centu B.C. The references by Gre k 
wrIters an the Kus aI;la coins with t e name and image of the Sun 
show that the popularity continued in later times. The Sun is a 
popular god in the epics, and his ornaments and adornments are 
vividly described. Legends grew round his family life-his wives 
and children-and his adventures and discomfitures are pictures
quely described. From the names borne by some of the characters 
of the Mahcibhiirata, it may be inferred that the Sun was a familiar 
cult-object at one time. 

If we believe that the post-Upanishadic religious belief was 
characterised by a return to the concrete and the personal, almost 
by a kind of dialectic movement of the mind, the vivid personifica
tion of the visible physical object-the Sun-<:an be easily under
stood. The hovering between the physical and the personal has almost 
ended now; tales in Puranic fashion begin to appear and the exploits 
and beneficences of the god are circulated to attract devotees. Tho 
popularity of the god receives a sudden accession of strength through 
the -infiltration of Persian beliefs and the installation of images soon 
after. When and by whom the....f..ersian solar cult was introduced into 
India, and whether 'tdultan (Mulasthana) was the 'ori_gi.nal ssat' of 
~~~e, cannot now be satisfactorily settled. '!Jla~ Kan.ishlw 
Sl'lo'"UlcJnave coins struck with the image of Mithra, with the namr 
~ir~:!dd~, proves that the Persian solar cult had infilt
rated into Brahmamcal belief by the first century A.D. The Pural?as 
like Bhavishya, Samba, Vardha and others narrate the story of the 
introduction of the cult into India from SakadvI a (Eastern Iran) , 
and t e rihat-sath ita express y ays own that the images of the 
god should be duly ~staIJed by the Magas, who are none other than 
the ~4rltworsbh?.E!ng ~ of ~ient !!"A~ The 57th 
ehapter of the Brihat-samhitd and many iconographic texts again 
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emphasise such alien features of the Siirya figures, as udichyaves() 
(northern dress), (Lvynnga (the Indian form of the Iranian aivyaon
ghen, the sacred woollen waist girdle which a Zoroastrian is en
joined to wear), etc., which are almost invariably present in the 
extant North Indian specimens. 

Some pre-Christian Siirya figures have been found in different 
parts of India, the one carved on one of the railing pillars at Bodh
Q-ay_!.._ bei!!g_ the most interesting. Here the god is shown ndmg on 
~rsed chariot accompanied by the ~ a._nd. 
Pr.!_tyusha ~hooting !!:rows. The Bhaja relief depIcts the god seated 
rnaquadriga in company with two female figures (probably Usha and 
Pratyusha), the horses and wheels of which are shown trampling 
upon uncouth figures identified as demons of darkness. An interest· 
ing group of sculptures in red sandstone of the second-third century 
A.D. has been found in Mathura and its environs, which have 
been variously identified by scholars; several of them undoubtedly 
represent the Sun-god, while a few may typif..l samba, son ot 

ishna who is traditionall re arded as responsible for introduc
ing this !Qrm of Sun-worshi£. into n 1!l. Scu pture o. D. 46 in the 
~ of the"fijatlluraMuseum shows a corpulent figure of the 
two-armed Sun-god sitting on his haunches on a chariot drawn by 
four horses; a lotus-bud is placed in each hand, and his shoulders 
are provided with small wings as in the case of the ~ird Garu~ ; 
the legs are inserted in the chariot, but the body IS shown covered 
by garments. 

The North Indian tradition, however, could not penetrate the 
southern regions or even monopolise the field in the north, for the 
Sun-images of South India of later times apparently followed a 
different iconographic tradition, uninfluenced by the Persian inno
vation, and were imitated in the north also in some selected area~. 

4. 

Unlike the VyiLJ doctrine or ].pter A vata;-a-txida of Vais~a· 
vism, Saivism did not develop any elaborate incarnation theory, but 
Siva came to be looked upon as the head of a family of which the 
members were each a cult-object. The effect was a loose federation 
of faiths owing allegiance to this or that member of the Saivite 
household. The first to get affiliated was RudriQi-a name -not 
found tm the period of the Siitras-who quickly attained an import;.. 
ant position. Ambilrn, described in the Vajasaneyi-samhitii as the 
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~r.!!..,f R!!_dra, came to be regarded in later times as his wife, and 
fully justified her title as the Great Mother with whom were asso
ciated the "mothers" (mcitrikxis) in later belief. She befame the 
supreme object of adoration in the ~~ cult and had a number of 
names given to her in subsequent literature. Uma and Parvati 
(more definitely Haimavati) occur as names in the Taittiriya Ara'tt
yaka. and the Kena Upanishad. 'J]le figure of Umii ppear in the 
c,!Jins of Huv~hka.J with or without the figure of Siva, which proves 
that fllere were votaries of the Uma-cult and that a marital relation 
had already been established between Siva and Uma in popular belief. 
It is not unreasonable to assume that in the Gandhara re ion the 
cult of Siva and his consort was fairl stron, and -E.OJ2 bly the 
~ated on !_lion in the coins of Azes 1.. re,e:esents Ambikii 
o~a. 

In the Bhishmaparvan hymn of Arjuna and the Viriitaparvan 
hymn of .Yudhishthira, new names are coin.ed for Until. She is now 
Durg_a (r~garded as the wife of Nariiy~a in the Virat8parvan an~ 
~va in the Bhishma.earvan) who grants victory, and also MahishA
suranasinI4 who killed the Buffalo-demon. In the HarivaritSa, she 
is promised a permanent seat in the Vindhyas (whence her later 
title VindhyaY._asini). She is also given the later familiar epithets 
of ~ri, .!§!i, Ka~li, Mahakali, . Cha.t)Qi, Katyayani, Kariila. 
Vijaya, KauSiki and Kantaravasini. The mountainous associations 
of both Siva and Uma naturally suggested wild associates for both, 
and Kirdtas, Barbaras. Putindas, etc. were supposed to be their 
devotees (and Siva himself comes as a Kirata to ArJuna). Similarly, 
while Bh-utas, Pretas, Rakshas, PiSachas. etc. made up the retinue of 
Siva, ~ hadher own fierce female followers in later times, 
both obviously modelled on Vepic gaMS the troop of Maruts re.
garded as the sons of Rudra. As compared with the fortunes of 
Vis}u:lu and Siva, Uma remained a minor deity, though later the 
famous Durgii-sapta.8ati or Devi or Cha~i-mciMtmya of the Miir
ka.~eya Pur«1,\(l extolled her exploits, and her name was glorified 
in other Purfu).as also. 

But while ViSru;lU, Siva and Umii increased in importance. 
8 few other deities had only fleeting success in winning religiOUS 
allegiance. Judging by literary. numismatic and other evidences, 
th ost important of them was "Skanda. Unknown to the Vedas. 
he appears in a full-fledged form in the epics, and the MahiibMRhlla 
of P~~alLbe~ testimony to his popularity as a god. !lis fath.m: 
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is either Rudra or Agni (the two being identified in earlier litera 
ture), but the privilege of being bis mother, or nurse is claimed by 
several-=.Uma, Gailg_a, the Krittikas and Svaha, who had assumed 
the forms of the ~ (Arundhati, Vasishlha's wif~, 
being inimitable). Suckled by six mothers, he developed one mouth 
for each, whence he is called ShaQ_ananaJ etc. But while his faces 
remained fixed at six, the arms were sometimes twelve, in keeping 
with the six faces, but at other times he was credited with a lesser 
number of arms.' 

Certain associates of Skanda serve to help identification. Among 
the gifts to this generalissimo of the gods were included a cock and 
a peacock, and in sculptural and numismatic representations these 
were often inserted. The South Indian popular name SubrahmCU)ya 
does not belong to the epics, and is only an elaboration of the title 
Brahm~ya, and this title in its turn probably owes its origin to the 
beIief1hatSkanda is identical w' h Sanatkumara, son of Pi1amaha ---Brahma. His mu tiple origin was responsible for a variety of other ---names such as ~, Jf!rttikeya, Devasena.Eati, Ql,J.hsl, Kurnara, 
etc. 

Some of these names are important inasmuch as they became in
dependent cult-objects, as is proved by literary and numismatic data. 
Thus Pataiijali gives the interesting information that the Mau!:yas, 
in Qrder to replenish their treasury, began to sell images 01 gods like 
2!Ya L Skanda and Yi@kha, the most curious element in this informa. 
tion being that none of these, whose images were sold to the public, 
were genuine Vedic gods. It appears also as if Skanda and ViSakha 
were treated as different deities unless we are to believe that they 
were two forms of the same god differently named and worshipped 
for different purposes. Accidental confirmation of this dissociation 
of forms comes from the coins of Huvishka, on which the figures of 
Skanda, Mahasena, Kumara and ViSakha, with their names in 
Greek letters, are to be found. It appears, therefore, that not only 
Visakha but also Kumara and Mahasena were independently con
ceived and figured, just as many of the Vedic gods were worshipped 
under different names according to their diverse functions (thougb 
it has been held by some that the forms were really three and not 
four and that Skanda-Kumiira was a single divinity). As the war
lord, Skanda naturally gained the allegiance of warlike princes and 
tribes, and the functions of his followers being similar to those of 
the Maruts .... the followers of Rudra. an easy affiliation to the $aiva 

1. Cf. e.g. the two-armed Kirttikeya in some of the Yaudheya coins. 
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cult could be effected, and Guha made into the son of Rudra. Bu~ 
as Indra was feared for his warlike ex loits but not loved, since he 
lacked graciousness, so also ~rtti~ was worshipped for igour 
but ..!!_ot for boun_!y. And even though ~ectariani!..m made Kris~a 
a?a Hari servants of Skanda, he never gained the position of eitherj 
nor did he regain his eminence for long in the estimation of 
men, even though his worship did not disappear altogether, as has 
been the case with some other gods of antiquity. 

G8l)eSa, the !.,>rother of Karttikeya in popular belief, has been 
more fortunate in that he is still counted among the five major gods. 
His name is self-explanatory, for _he is the leader of the ga~, the 
troublesome followers of a wild god. R .is the father of the 
Maruts apd is the g8.J;lapati par excellence, but the title is used for 
Brihaspati and Indra also in the Ri. veda. The later conception of 
Gat:l a or G8l)apati as the god of wisdom has probably come from 
this association with Brihaspati in the ~igveda. Viniiyaka, a syno
nym of Gru,lesa, occurs in the AtharvaSiras Upanishaa where Rudra 
is identified with him. In the Mahdboorata, the G8l)apatis or 
Gat:leSvaras and the Viniiyakas appear as a multitude, but at the 
time of the Grihya-sutras, the tendency to reduce their number had 
already begun. The same process of syncretism, which was res
ponsible for merging the many Rudras into one, was responsible for 
the evolution of the cult of a single G8l)eSa (also called G8l)eSiina 
in the Mahaboorata), and the transformation of a terrible god into 
a lovable deity also took place in the cases of Rudra and Glu,leSa. 
The warding off of evil was the indispensable preliminary to all 
good and religious acts, and the leader of the disturbers of the peace 
was placated as a matter of course at the beginning with suitable 
offerings lest there should be any interference with the religious 
rites. Gat:leSa latterly became the giver of siddhi (success), because 
he was supposed to keep back the disturbing factors and thus in
directly promote success in undertakings. His real popularity came 
slightly later. 

5. Sri or Lakshmi 

It is difficult to trace the connection between elephants and the 
goddess of wealth, and yet in some of the early coins, sculptures 
and relief carvings we have representations of a goddess, either 
seated cross-legged or standing on a full-blown lotus in the midst 
of a lotus shrub, and being anointed with water from jars held over 
her head by two elephants standing on lotuses on her either side. In 
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Bharhut there are four representations of this goddess--one seated 
and three standing. She is .Sri (Beauty), regarded, along with 
ASa (Hoee), Sraddha (Faith) and .... ri (MOdesty), as the daught.er of 
Sakra in Buddhistic literature, but the satapatha Brtihmal'}-a des
cribes er as issuing ou of rajapati when he was practising austeri
ties to bring forth the world of living things. In the Bharhut stiipa, 
we have another goddess almost Similarly named-Sirima-possibly 
the same as Srimati, who with YaSamati, LakshmimatrOrYaSa..l;lpraptii 
and YaSodhara belongs to the realm of Virii~haka, the regent of the 
southern quarter. She stands with even feet on a level pedestal, 
holding in her hand a datura flower or a bunch of lotuses. A Siridevi 
or Lakkhi is described in the Siri-Kalak81p;Ii-Jataka ~s the daught~ 
of Dhtitarashtra the fortunate (sirima) , the regent Of the eastern 
q ere, the atten ant elephants are wanting. 

As other types of figures, viz. the goddess seated or standing on 
a lotus or standing with lotus in hand, in some cases surrounded 
by flowering stems, are also to be found inscribed on coins, it is 
apparent that the cult of these goddesses had become widespread 
round about the beginning of the Christian era-roughly between 
the third century B.C. and first century A.D. Like Sarasvati who 
developed into the Goddess of Learning and was credited with 
multiple alliances and worshipped in all principal religions, Sri as 
Lakshmi: was also credited with multiple origins and relations in 
later times. That was because once she became the Goddess of 
Wealth, she became an object of adoration of all sects and religions. 
It appears that Lakshmi: in the sense of lenty (though not yet a 
goddess), occ rs i the . veda, an that the Atharvaveda dis
tinguishes the auspicious, (siva) and the inauspicious (pdpishtha) 
Lakshmis born with a mortal at the time of his birth. The Viija.. 
saneyi-samhiUi adds the interesting information that ..fui and 
L~kshmi are co-wives (of Adi!ya, according to the commentator) , 
and this traClfti'Oi1Ortheir distinction travelled down the ages, for 
even in the Mahtibhtirata' and the Ramtiya~2 Sri and Lakshmi are 
invoked together. But in some later traditions Sri's co-wife is 
Bhiidevi or Bhiimidevi (Earth Goddess) as in South Indian Vaish-...._.__.. 
~avism; and Lakshmi's is Sarasvati (Goddess of Learning) as in 
Bengal Vais~ava images. That Lakshmi was originally not linked 
with Vis}n:lu may be gathered from the fact that she was supposed 
to have been bestowed upon Vis}n:lu after the churning of the ocean 

1. Cr. Ed., ITT. 0 . 127. 151· after III. 38, 25 (where it is treated as an interpolation) 
Bombav Edition, m. 37,33 . 

.2 . 3, 46, 16. 
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had brought her forth, though a later tradition would have it that 
she came out of the lotus which grew out of VishQu's forehead. 

Once Lakshmi had come to be looked upon as the Goddess of 
Fortune (the aspect of beauty receding gradually into the back
ground), she was accorded not only religious worship but also the 
homage of kings~ The city goddesses (nagara-devatci) were probably 
as much protective deities as maintainers of luck and prosp rity 
(nagara-Iakshmi ), and popular stories about their departure from a 
city were meant to convey the idea of imminent danger or reversal 
of fortune. As one interested in the continued prosperity of the 
ruling princes, Lakshmi came to be looked upon as Rajalakshmi, the 
Fortune of the king, and she could be persuaded to stay on so long 
as the king practised virtues and protected his subjects-otherwise 
Lakshmi would depart from him, as she had in the past left the 
Asuras because they had turned immoral. In"Jiterature and in coins, 
re{erence is made to city-gods, e.g. those of Rajagr iha, Kapifa , 
pjjayini, etc. In this way PushkaHivati was associated w.i1h 
kakshwi' . 

6. Niiga or Serpent WorshiP 

At this distance of time it is difficult to make oui what other 
gods were actually objects of sectarian worship during the millen
nium beginning with 600 B.C, We may presume that the Vedic 
fire-worship continued, though with diminished popularity. While, 
on the one hand, the more reflective section was forming sectarian 
and philosophical groups and groping for a stable monotheism, popu· 
!ar belief in gods and godlings, demons and spirits of the different 
departments of nature, on the other hand, did not materially decline, 
though the status of these beings came down in accordance with the 
faith accepted. Possibly, in keeping with the changing social con
dition, not only were new gods created, but the functions of th 
old gods also underwent modification and alteration. Contact with 
indigenous cults was responsible not only for the importation of new 
objects of worship, but also for the incorporation of new mythologies 
in the older cult. 

An illustrative example is furnished by the cult of snakes which 
has t ted into 1111 the major sects of India. The Vgdas not only 
kn~w of the nt (ahj) but also of its in'urious nature V itr 
being-conceived as such) as we as its beneficent character CAbir4 

1. See above, p. 116. 
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budhnya being a beneficial a~nt). This ambivalent attitude to
~1lrds tIUS creature has perslstedall through the centuries in India 
down to the present times. Its emergence as a cult object has been 
traced back to the Mohenjo-daro a e i.!,l two seals where it appears 
In an attitude of evotion to a figure in yogic posture, possibly a 
..8_9d-an early anticipation of the close ss-octation of ser ents w' h 
~lva (and Siikta2 cult of later imes. That Siva and s!_rpents should 
simu'Ttaneously get recognition as important c t objects in the Yo. ·U.T

.!!edg. when bothare a se as objects of veneration in the ~igveda, 
may not be a mere accident. The region in which the Yajurveda 
flourished included the land of the Pafichalas, whose later capital 
Ahichchhatr!!._(modern Aonla near Bareilly), with fi.di Naga~ the 
presidm1l. deity, may not unreasonably be asso~iated with t e cult 
or serpents-a cult of which vestiges probably remained till the 
re~ and Bhan)!mitra, on the reverse sides of whose 
coins images of serpentS1lave been noticed by some numismatists 
(though this has been contested by others). 

In the AthaTveveda and the later Samhitiis serpents (saTpa~) 
appear as~s, and in..1he Grihya.:siitras_,_N agas, called 
fc;!r the first time by this name and supposed t£.. belong_to earth, s~, 
a~ as also to the quarters, receive adoration and worship. 
The Niddesa, too, refers to Naga worshippers, and the Chhargaon 
l~ is described as "worshipful Nal{a (bha.oavii 
'I14go)." It was installed i~e re~ of Huvishka in a tank, possibly 
in accordance with an early tradition that the serpents are the 
dwellers of the deep--a tradition which travelled down the centuries 
in folklore and literature as attested, for instance, by the Mathur§. 
Museum image dated the 8th year of the reign of Kanishka. 

That a systematic attempt was made to wean the people from 
the serpent cult may be inferred from the fact that every important 
reli ion of India had to incorporate snake-worship as an intwal 

,.E!!:L. 0 its cree . e aga was regarded Sometimes as the spirit 
of a departed ancestor, and sometimes as a guardian of treasures in 
later times. Thus not only Saivism, but Vais}u:lavism, Buddhism, 
and even Jainism had to admit the serpent in a subordinate capacity 
in their own religious systems. Buddha receives the homa e of 

uchilinda and Ela attra. ~v.anav..ltas a serpent as his special 
symbol. Iva and Durga, and even Gat:leSa and Siirya, wear sna es. 
~vism, too, absorbed the snake-cult in a different fashion. 
The hostile attitude is indicated by Vishl).u's carrier GaruQ_a, the 
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enemy of serpents, and the subjugation of Naga Kaliya by Kri lu_la 
¥ narrated in the HarivarilSll and laterliterature; but the tri~ndly 
attitude is indicated by th~-,o,""f.,..;S::..e.:..;s~h.:.:a~o.:;.r...;;.A;.:;n;:,;;;:;;an;::.t.:;.;:a~a:=cs-,t;;.::;h:.:e~co::..u::.c~h~o::r 
s~ More significant is the belief th~ Balarama is the 
i~ and, in fact, ~eath-scene is eicture<La~ 
de arture of a hu e white serpent from his mouth towards t e 11. 

Still more significant is e s ory in e usasana-parvan that by 
worshi pin the ser ent Baladeva, one acquires the strength of the 
Vara a oar incarnation of Vislu_lu (and curiously enough in later 
sculptures of this incarnation Sesha appears as supporting one of the 
feet of the Boar). 

When to this we add the information that the figure of Baladeva, 
often furnished with a cobra's hood, was probably modelled on that 
of Sesha, as in the Chhargaon statue of the "worshipful snake", and 
the region round about Mathura still calls snake statues by the name 
01 Baladeva (or simply the Elder Brother, i.e. of Krislu)a), ihnay not 
be unjustifiably inferred that at the back of the reverence paid to 
Balarama, there lay veneration for some royal snake. Whatever 
might have been the association of serpents with the Brahmanic 
divinities, there is no doubt that they played a great part in popular 
belief; and snakes, human figures with hoods of an uneven number 
(one, three, five, seven, etc., presumably to produce a symmetrical 
effect with a central hood directly over the head) and mermaid
figures, half human and half serpentine, served to represent the 
Nagas in sculpture and painting. The association with water travel~ 
led beyond the limits of India, and, in the island of J2!W" Basuki or 
~s regarded as an attendant of the lord of waters (BarUl)a 
or Var~). 

7. Miscellaneous Deities 

We may conclude our account of the lesser known cults of the 
period by referring to other types of belief which were less specta~ 
cular, but perhaps not less popu!ar among the masses. From con
stant reference to sacred trees and tree emblems, it may be fairly 
inferred that the wors~ of vriksha-chaitlJC!Land sthaJa-vJjkt-l),as 
continued with unab;ted~me f;i.m or other irom..th time 
of t lIe ci 'lis . d. Tree spirits were not 
·clearly personified, it is true, but like the serpents they were objects 
-of popular veneration d~wn the ages. By the side of the tree cult, 
the ~s, ~s, Gandharv!!s and such other minor 
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deities was almost colourless-in fact, the meaning of the first two 
never gained much clarity. 

One notable exception was the ,Yakshas, who gradually acquired 
prominence in later belief, and many of the earlier statues were of 
Yakshas who were sometimes regarded as the attendants of the 
greater gods and sometimes as objects of reverence themselves. The 
tree cult must have received an accession of strength when the cus
tom of using trees as symbols of saints and worshipping them as 
such became fashionable, as, for instance, the Bodhi tree among the 
Buddhists. 

We may well believe also that the practice of collecting stones 
and other symbols of divinity is an ancient custom, and that many 
of the village gods and goddesses, as in South India, were placed 
under trees which shared in the worship paid to the godlings under
neath. Apparently, the V~ea that Gandharvas and Apsarases 
1~ was not abandoned even in later times, nor also the 
belief that the trees were themselves sentient beings and not merely 
the abodes of other spirits. 

We purposely refrain from discussing the dread of demons and 
the propitiatory cults that must have been practised by the people 
at large to keep them in good humour. Magical formulae and in
cantations must have been largely used to placate the invisible 
spirits and to control their vagaries. The rivers also began to be 
venerated in larger numbers, and sacred streams, with t'i1·thas or 
sacred spots on their banks, are a distinctive feature of the Maha
bharata. Pilgrimage as a religious institution must have been 
strengthened by the peace and facilities for , travel which resulted 
from settled government. 

From what has been said above it will appear that the most 
remarkable facts in the religious history of the period are the amaz. 
ing diversity of beliefs, a proneness to reverence, either towards 
gods or towards men of wisdom and morality, an eager pursuit of 
religious truths, and a tendency to make experiments in religious 
matters. Once the hold of the Vedic cult lost its grip and, later, 
the formalism of the BrahmaI)as and the abstruse speculations of 
the U anishads failed to satis the common man the more earnest 
nd devout ou s sou ht 0 0 bha t't t a ersonal od while 

a bolder ut not always more intellectual section sought out a saint 
or a religious reformer. But minor divinities continued, as of yore, 
to demand the allegiance of the illiterate and the superstitious. The- ' 
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most significant religious phenomena were, however, the rise into 
prominence of the wo major gods, Vislu:l.U and Siva, and the esta
blishment of the two major dis sen mg sects, Jainism imd Buddhism. 
The minor sects had to make alliance with one or other of these, and 
were gradually absorbed into or transformed by these major cults. 
The period is also characterised by the virtual disappearance, to
wards its clos~ of the importance of Indra and Prajapati. the two 
out&tanding divine figures of the Vedic and the BrahmaI)ic age r s
pectively. 

G. GENERAL DEVELOPMENT OF PHILOSOPHY 

1. Philosophical Siitras 

The earliest philosophical writings in India are the Upanishads. 
But they cannot be regarded as systematised. The rise of what may 
be called regular philosophical systems belongs to the period which 
we are considering in this volume. In conformity with the literary 
style then in vogue, this systematic philosophy was composed in th 
form of ~s whose nature has been indicated above.' 

From the nature of things, the sii.tras were accompanied and 
followed by long or short commentarie~ The more elaborate com
mentaries were called b'l1&hyas. These bhiishyas themselves were 
commented upon and these commentaries were given other names. 
Before and after the siitras and bhiishyas, small compendia, in pros 
or verse, were also composed to expound the philosophy of a school. 

~ interesting fact about the growth of Indian philosophy is 
t~reat writers and profound thinkers have appeared often onl 
I!S commentators .. without claiming to be original but as expositor 
of the thought of a master mind who went before. Sankara, Rami
nuja, Vyasa, Vatsyayana and a host of others were apparently only 
commentators of the siitras of a system. They were no doubt pro
foundly original, but they never claimed to be so. Later ages 
acclaimed some of them as founders of schools; but they themselves 
never posed as such. They professed only to bring out the true 
meaning of preceding writers, who, they said, had been very much 
misunderstood. 

The process of transition from the Upanishads to the Sutras is 
not difficult to explain. Th!t,. Upanishads often use cQ1?tic language; 
which requires elucidation. For instance, we have the injunction .........,.....--
t. Vol. I. p. 472. 
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that Brahman should be worshipped as 'tadvanam" and as 'Lajja,.. 
lan'.2 These are not dictionary words and cannot be understood 

Ucless explained. Similarly, there are mutually contradictory state
ments. For example, Taittiriya Upanishad3 says that in the begin
ning there was n~ and Being arose from non-Being; 
but Chhiindogya4 categorically asserts that in the beginning there 
was Being (Sat) and it was one and alone; and it goes on to argue 
that when some say that there was non-Being in the beginning and 
all Being came out of it, they assert the impossible. These are ob
viously contradictory statements. But can they really be contra· 
dictions? The Upanishads are Sruti or revealed. They are not the 
fruits of human authorship. They reveal the truth and truth is but 
one. The contradictions, therefore, are only apparent and must be 
reconciled. So the process of elucidation, reconciliation and syn
thesis began and must have been carried on for years, maybe for 
centuries, until we reach the siLtras of the Vedanta and of other 
schools of philosophy. 

The composition of siLtras marks a stage in the development of 
Indian philosophy but, within the body of the siitras of each system 
of philosophy, there are marks of a more or less steady growth. 
Within them, we find refutation of other systems of thought. 'l'hese 
refutations, therefore, must have been incorporated in the siitros 
after all the other systems had been fully developed. We cannot 
imagine that all the systems started their career at exactly the same 
time and grew side by side in equal pace. We have, therefore, to 
conclude that after the original nuclei of siitras were composed, ad
ditions were made to them in subsequent years to suit the exigen
cies of clash with other philosophies. But, after a time, t!1ese siitras 
became ri~id and there was no further change. The main schools 
o~ are six in number, .v~es!liks.. Nyaya, Sankhya. 
Yoga. PUrva Mimi'i msa, and Uttara Mimamsa or Vedanta. These six 
"SyStem~ usually regarded as constituting three pairs according 
to their affinities and similarities. The first two form one pair, the 
second two another, and the remaining two the third. This was 
their relation for a long time. But in the third pair a cleava~e 

occurred in later times, leading to the complete isolation and in
dependence of the last school, viz. Vedanta. After this Vedanta ac
~uired a ~pecial importance, but was _ e~entua~y s~o 

1. Kpna., iv. 31. 
2. ChM'Ild, iii. 14-1 . 
;\ . ii, 7. 
1. vi. 2. 
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several more or less.hmous schools. The founders of the six ortho
dPi"'SYstems were: KaJ;lA<1!.~VaiSeslill@), Gautama ~shapada 
\Nyaya), ~apila (Siillkhya), ~taiijali (Yoga), Jaimini (Purya 
~), and ~daraY~...JY.edanta). 

So far we are' on tolerably sure ground, but the moment we 
think of fixing a date for the composition of these Siitras, we find 
ourselves in difficulty. Chronology has always been a knotty point 
in both the political and cultural history of ancient India, and we 
find a wide divergence of opinion among scholars regarding the 
relative chronological position of the different Sutras as well as the 
dates to which they are to be assigned. A detailed discussion of this 
question is unnecessary for our purpose. 

It will suffice here to state that generally speaking VaiSeshika 
and Nya a Siitras are regarded as e e . and 8ankbya as the 
~ Dr. S. N. Das Gupta regards VaiSeshika as pre-Buddhistic, 
while Prof. Kuppuswami Sastri thinks that the final redaction of 
VaiSeshika and Nyaya Siitras took place between the fourth and 
second centuries B.C., the ~iSeshika ~ing__earlier than the J'iyiiyp. 
Dr. Das Gupta places the Sfu'tkhya Siitras after A.D. 900. but Prof. M. 
Hiriyanna places what according to him is the earliest Siinkhya book, 
viz. iSvarakrish.t;la's Sartkhya-Kiirikii, in the fifth century A.D. Of 
the other Siitras, Pur a-M- _ . sa and Vedan ta Siitras are placed 
by Dr. Das Gupta about 200 B.C., while Prof. Hiriyanna brings them 
down respectively t~.D. 200 and 1Q9. As regards the Yoga SUtras, 
Dr. Das Gupta refers them to about 147 B.C., but they are placed by 
some as late as the fifth century A.D. Thus the proposed dates fo), 
the different Siitras vary over a wide range of more than a thousand 
years between the fiith century B.C. and fifth or ninth century A.D 
According to Prof. S. Radhakrishnan, however, the Sutra period 
begins with A.D. 200. 

We must guard ourselves against a possible confusion between 
the systems and the Sutras. The systems of philosophy certainly 
had their beginnings much earlier, earlier perhaps than even Buddha. 
but the texts of the Siitras which embody their conclusions wero 
composed later. We may provisionally accept the view of Prof. 
Radhakrishnan and refer the composition of the Siitras between two 
to five centuries after rather than before the Christian £fra. In view 
of the chronological uncertainties we shall only briefly indicate here 
the leading philosophical thoughts and tendencies of the period . 
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The systems into which they crystallised will be dealt with in the 
next volume. 

2. The Lines of Thought and the Problems 

(i) Astika and Nlistika (Orthodox and Heterodox) Philosophy 

In the Upanishads themselves we find an important distinction 
drawn between ~and ~ or lower and higher know
ledge ' and also between~ an~ false and true knowledge.2 

It is also pointed out that the lower knowledge is the knowledge 01 
the Vedas proper and their adjuncts, whereas the higher knOWledge 
is that of the lndestr ctible (aksh ram. 3 This is a very important 
distinction. T e voluminous Vedic literature with all its auxiliaries 
and the mass of sacrifices and ceremonies which it inculcated were 
gradually losing their importance in the eyes of thinking men. These 
sacrifices, however, were supported by the authority of the Vedas. A 
revolt against the Vedas themselves was thus already brewing. But 
a part of these very Vedas-their latter part or the end, i.e. the Ve
danta-talked of a higher knowledge than that of the sacrifices. It 
was to this, then, that the philosophic mind turned for enlightenment. 
This introduced the distinction between work (karma) and meditatiQl]_ 
~; a higher value was assigned to meditation and tbis gave us 
our philosophy. 

This tendency to drift away from the massive and elaborate Vedic 
sacrifices did not stop with the discovery of a philosophy. More in
trepid thinkers arose, who wanted to discard the Vedas completely and 
openly rebelled against them. qne su<ili,minor rebellion ~ified in, 
Charvflka. We do not know his exact date; we do not even know 
Wlietner it is a personal name or only a descriptive epithet. But 
the teachings associated with this name have been partially preserv· 
ed. They are in short a complete denunciation of the Vedas, their 
authors and the religion they taught. This attack, if the account 
that we have of it is faithful, sometimes verges on vulgarity. Thus 
it is averred that the Vedas were the work of three kinds of men
cheats, ~ and~rs-and that the language of the 
Vedas was utter gibberish; reference is also made to certain unclean 
customs connected with the horse-sacrifice. But the more power
M.,.,§ystematic and philos~hic attack upon the V edi~ ...£...ult was..,Wl 

1. Mu'f.l4.aka, i, 4. 
2. Kathd, i, 2. 5. 
3. Muwaka, i, 5. 
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~ll-known names in~-t~founders of JainislIU!1l2 

When an accepted creed is attack d, naturally defenders also 
come forward on its behalf. When there were persons who de
nounced karma (sacrificial work), there were others who supported 
it; and when there were people who attacked the Vedic religion, 
others arose to take up cudgels for it. A battle of intellect and 01 
words raged furiously for several centuries before and aft r the 
birth of Buddha. 

Two questions gradually emerged out of this turmoil, viz. the 
v~ and the reality of the Vedic gods. The first 
grew into the ~em of knowledge and the second into t~ E.!£: 
blem of reality. The first question was about 'how we know and ---what our sources of knowledge are', and 'whether the Vedas were a 
source of knowledge at all'; and the other question was about 'what 
jt was, in the last analysis, that we know'. 

Thought engaging itself with these questions split up into two 
lines called the astika and the nastika-the believing and the un
believing. Though these words have been used in more than ono 
sense, usually an ~one who acce~s the Vedas and believes 
in their validity, and a ncistika is an unbeliever who rejects the 
~. The one is ~ while tne other is l1eterod~ These 
were the connotations in which the terms were used by Hindu 
writers who coined them. Heterodoxy, however, is a relative term. 
If the reje~n of the Vedas is heterodoE to l!.._Hin~ rsecQ9n 01 
Buddha is ~ual1z. so to a 13ua~. But as the victor in n war 
dictates the terms of peace, the Hindu meaning of these terms has 
prevailed in India; and a modern writer has no option but to accept 
it. 

(ii) Source of Knowledge 

The technical name in Sanskrit for a source of knowledge is 
~ama~ The question that came to the forefront, as between the 
heterodox and orthodox thinkers, was the one about the pram4~. 
The heterodox thinkers rejected the Vedas. Now, the Vedas are 
a collection of words which were revealed, according to the orthodox 
view, to inspired seers. To reject the Vedas, therefore, meant the 
rejection of testimony or the evidence of other men as a source of 
knowledge. This is exactly what the unbelievers were believed to 
have done. 
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The extreme heterodox view, associated with the name of 
CMrvaka, was that perception was the only source of knowledge. 
That which could not be perceived by the senses did not exist. This 
is too gross a proposition to stand scrutiny and it was easily answer
ed. When Charvllka went out of his home on any occasion, his wife 
could not see him for a time. Did she become a widow forthwith 
and begin to mourn his loss? So, even that which is not seen is 
known and believed to exist, as Chfu"vaka was by his wife. 

This defect was mended in the Buddhist view that inference 
also was a source of knowledge, but this did not carry philosophy 
far enough. Inference is based on what we have perceived and 
generalised: on general propositions like 'All S is P,' which are 
obtained by uncontradicted experience. The root of inference is in 
experience or perception. Deeper spiritual truths-truths about 
God, the other world, etc.--could not be known by inference of this 
kind. 

All orthodox thinkers agreed that the Vedas were a source of 
knowledge. In fact this belief was the real criterion of orthodoxy. 
About other sources of knowledge, divergence of views existed and 
was allowed. So, to perception and inference, they added the Vedas 
or sabda (word), as they were technically called, and the number 
became three. To these a fourth was added by some, viz. analogy. 
If you are told that X is like Y and then see a thing which is Like Y, 
you know at once that it is X. To these four, two more sources of 
knowledge were gradually added, viz. non-perception and presump.
tion. You know that there is no elephant in your room because you 
do not see any. And if you see a fat man but never see him take 
any food during day-time, you may presume that he takes food 
unseen, maybe at night. This list of sources of knowledge was 
further enlarged by some by the addition of tradition and a few 
others. 

The central theme, however, remained the authority of the 
Vedas. When even tradition was added to the list of sources of 
knowledge, the desire perhaps was to augment the authority of the 
Vedas. If you continuously hear from people that there is a ghost 
in yonder tree, are you not inclined to believe it? Yet, that is only 
heresay which, according to modern law, is no evidence at all. But 
if you can accept continued tradition as a source of knowledge, how 
much more credence should you give to the Vedas--the eternal 
word which has been revealed to man? 
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In the acceptance of the Vedas as a source of knowledge, all 
orthodox thinkers agreed. They also agreed in holding that lire was 
full of ills, and escape from it was the highest object of desire. 
They further agreed that this escape could be effected only by 
meditation on thE' highest truth. Barring the acceptance of the 
Vedas as a source of knowledge, they agree so far with the heterodoX 
thinkers, but they differ among themselves and also from the hetero· 
dox thinkers in their account of Reality. 

(iii) Reality in Orthodox PhiLosophy: The WOTld 

Orthodoxy clung to the view that there was some permanent 
reality, whereas heterodoxy was not wedded to any such view. As 
to the character of this reality, opinions varied. About the external 
world around us, orthodoxy was not committed to any particular 
theory, and wide divergence of views has existed. And if we take 
into account the heterodox views also, it will be found that most 
of the theories about the world that philosophy has known up till 
now were put forward in some shape or other by the thinkers of 
India. 

Three orthodox views come out in sharp contrast: (1) Some held 
that the world was a £onglomeration of atoms which were them
selves uncreated. These atoms exist independently of our thought. 
They are of four kinds, having the qualities of smell, taste, touch and 
light. When they combine, they make the things of the world; and 
when they disintegrate, these things are destroyed. Causation. 
therefore, implies the introduction of new things into thc world 
The effect is not inherent in the cause. 

(2) Another theory is that the world is due to a mysterious in.
~en a.....Eluralit'J_ oUternal and.~ul 
s~, which are conscious, and an unconscious principle, which is 
akin to the feminine principle in nature and becomes active as 
soon as it contacts a soul. According to this theory, the world i~ 

already inherent in the feminine principle which has been given the 
technical name of prakriti; the effect is always in the cause, just a 
curd is potentially present in the milk. Causation implies only 8 

change of state. 

(3) According to the third view, there was only one eternal, 
unchanging substance which manifested itself in the manifold 
changes of the world, the variety of things and qualities, and finite 
selves. This substance was a conscious principle. But the world 
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with its manifold, changing phases was only an appearance and not 
a reality. It was only an error, an illusion that we believed in this 
multiplicity of things. In ultimate knowledge, the differentiation 
between one thing and another and between self and not-self has no 
basis. It is all a huge error. That one thing produces another, that 
the non-existent comes into existence is a difficult proposition to 
accept. Causation cannot be understood as a change of state, for 
the unchanging substance cannot change; nor can it be the beginning 
of a new thing, for a non-existing thing cannot come into existence. 
If the world is not an illusion, at least its appearance must be reo 
garded as a reat Myster (anirooch1 a inexpressible and inexpli. 
cable. 

(4) To these three, a fourth may be added, which is a combina
tion of the second and the third. According to this view, the source 
of the world is a conscious principle but the world is not an illusion; 
it is real; it expresses the ultimate substance and is its vehicle so to 
say, and it belongs to the substance like a quality to a thing. 

The question of Reality is not exhausted by an account of the 
external world only. It includes also the question of the individual 
soul and of a creative God. On these questions also the orthodox 
'iiiinkers have differed widely. And if we take into account the 
heterodox views also alongside of them, it will be found that be
tween a total denial of the soul and an affirmation that it varies in 
size with the size of the body, different views about its character 
and destiny have been held. And about God also, between the asser
tion of His non-existence and an identification of Him with the 
Universe, He has been delineated in several other ways. 
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CHAPl'ER xx 
ART 

A. ARCHITECTURE 

The numerous objects and buildings unearthed in the Sindhu 
valley, which have been described above,l constitute the earliest 
examples of the art and architecture of India. Then follows a long 
gap, and it is not till about the third century B.C. that we once more 
come across the vestiges of a flourishing artistic culture. It is 
difficult to believe that the powerful traditions of the earlier age 
died out altogether, and it is not unlikely that the products of the 
intermediate period still lie hidden under the soil or, being made of 
perishable materials like wood, have vanished altogether without 
leaving any trace. In any case, though the link between the Sindhu 
valley and Mauryan art is missing, and a complete hiatus separates 
the two, literary evidence leaves no doubt that the activities of both 
architects and sculptors continued during the intervening period. 

I. Cities 

The Buddhist canon2 testifies to the existence in India of popu
lous cities with large buildings long before the time of the Buddha. 
Very few vestiges of these early cities have, however, been pre
served. It is stated by Arrian, who is believed to have based his 
!!!-.d.ica on the accounts of Megasthenes, that cities on the banks of 
rivers and in other low-lying spots were built of wood; and those in 
more commanding positions, where they were less exposed to floods, 
of mud or brick. It is because of the impermanent character of the 
m~in the buildings of these ancient cities that they have 
crumbled into ruins, and nothing exists above ground, except a part 
of the ~Y311s of R~iha. These were built, in cyclopaean 
fashion, of massive unhewn blocks of stone pierced by gateways 
(pI. II, 2), each flanked on either side by a semi-circular bastion, over 
which probab~ rose the watch-tower, an almost invariable feature 
of these fortress cities. 

References of cities and muniCipal organisations are found in 
Buddhist literature, in the Kautiliya ArthaSastra and in the epics; ---- -
1 . . Vol. I, Ch. IX. 
2. M4h4parinibbdna S'litta (SBE. XI), 99. 
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and a graphic picture of the plan and lay-out of an early Indian city 
is given in MiZinda-paiiha. ' It speaks of a city "fine and regular, 
measured out into quarters, with excavated moats and ramparts 
about it, with stout gatehouses and towers, with market-places, cross
roads, street-corners and public squares, with cleanly and even main 
roads, with regular lines of open shops, well provided with parks, 
gardens, lakes, lotus ponds and wells, adorned with many kinds of 
temples of the gods, free from every fault and standing in all its 
glory." 

This description appears to hold good for earlier periods too 
and, shorn of its superfluities, the standard scheme of an early city 
may be summarised as follows: it is surrounded by a moat or moats 
and further protected by a wall (~kiira. praktira) running all around. 
The plan is rectangular, usually square. with gate or gatehouses 
~, dva~l1haka) in the middle of each side, the gateway being 
approached by a bridge across the moat. Four main streets from 
the four gateways led to the centre of the city, which is laid out in 
quarters .1. bhii.gaso mitaml. 

Ahichchhatra, the capital of the Faiichala country, as now 
excavated, appears to ha~ been a city of this type. Its walls, built 
of burnt brick, still rise to a height of 40 to 50 feet. Details of the 
planning of the city are not yet clear, but in the centre stood a large 
temple to which the main thoroughfares of the city converged.2 

An idea of what these early cities looked like may be obtained 
from representations of some of them in the reliefs of Bharhut, 
~hi, Amaravati, Mathura1 etc. In these reliefs, many of the his
toric cities of ancient India like Rajagriha, Sravast1 Varanasl, lia,pila
yWu, KuSlnaga~, etc. have been shown. An outer view of the city 
wall with its gatehouse and defensive towers, and occasionally some 
glimpse of the buildings inside, may be had from these reliefs. The 
moat surrol:mding the city is indicated in the reliefs by lotuses 
(pl. II, 3), actual water being shown in many cases. The city walls 
are usually shown as made of brick, though in one 8anchI relief a 
wooden wall of palisade construction may clearly be recognised. 
The walls are sometimes provided with re-entrant angles. They are 
finished off at the top either by a coping or more usually by battle
ments. The gatehouse is flanked by two high towers (dviira-aWilaka, 
~a), projecting from the gatehouse, joined to each other 

1. I. 34 and 330 if; SBE, XXXV, 53; XXXVI, 208-9. 
2. The author is indebted to the manuscript of the late Rao Bahadur K. N. Dikshit. 

for the information about Ahichchhatra. 
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oy a porch (saw). The gatehouse is equal in height to that of the 
wall; the gatehoUse towers soaring higher up add to the strengt.h and 
dignity of the entire scheme. The towers rise to several storeys, 
the topmost one having a barel-vaulted roof with gable ends. The 
dimensions of the gatehouse are often wide enough to provide 
passage for chariots and horses and elephants with riders, as is 
shown in some of the reliefs (pI. III, 4). Accessory defence towers 
also occasionally occur just inside the gateway building. 

Quite distinct from the gatehouse stand occasionally t01·anas ... 
usually represented as situated at the far end of the bridge commu
nicating with the gateway. Such tOTa~as were made of two free
standing upright pillars supporting one or more architraves at the 
top, evidently imitated from wooden construction, if not actually 
made of wood. Apparently they had no value for defensive purposes 
and were probably meant as ornamental accessories. 

An idea of the buildings within the city may also be gleaned 
by reference to early Indian reliefs. The buildings usually consist 
of several storeys, the topmost storey having a wagon-vaulted roof 
with gables at either end and with pOinted finials at the top. They 
usually face a court, occasionally enclosed on either side by subsi
diary structures, but left open in front (cf. sanchI, east gate). Som
times a to'l"af.l,a, consisting of two upright pillars surmounted by two 
or ~ leads to the court in front of th e building 
(Amaravati). The upper storeys are provided with balustraded 
verandahs (alindasL in front. They are sometimes found to be 
supported on pillars, in which case the ground floor partakes mor 
of the character of an open pavilion intended probably as an assembly 
hall. The pillars are either square or round, sometimes with the 
so-called :rbe~ta~" at the top (cf. Bharhut). The upper floor is 
negotiate by stairways supported on a framework of beams and 
rafters resting on pillars. In a relief from Mathura (c. second 
century A.D.) we have the view of an external stairway which is 
roofed at the top a11d provided with railings at the sides (pI. IV A, 6). 
It -is entered through an archway with a latticed screen at the top. 
The same relief gives us the replica of a pleasure palace within a 
garden rising in three storeys. the topmost one having probably a 
tiled roof (pl. IV A, 7) . 

The appearance of the buildings, shown in early relief carvinli(s, 
leaves no doubt that they were made of impermanent materials, 
particularly of wood , the essentials of wooden technique being scru-
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pulously imitated in these relief representations. In the fa~des 
of the early caves probably survive the frontages of these early 
buildings (pI. III, 5), and here, too, the stamp and impress of wooden 
cOI}struction are clear and explicit. Nevertheless, they were usually 
large and imposing structures, their beauty and decorative richness 
being amply testified to not only by the relief carvings of early 
Indian art but also by the elaborate cave faC;ades, which are clear 
copies of the structural modes and patterns in wood. Such cities as 
are represented in early relief carvings were apparently being built 
even from the beginning of the period under discussion. On account 
of the limited scope of the material there was very little change in the 
shape and form of the buildings, but gradually they become richer 
and overlaid with a wealth of ornament, the like of which can very 
seldom be seen. These buildings thus appear to present a strong 
contrast to the earliest Indian buildings of secular character, viz . 
those of the Sindhu valley cities, which were strictly of a utilitarian 
character and devoid of any ornament. 

Some idea of the grandeur of ancient cities and buildings can 
be formed from the description of Pataliputra by classical writers 
and Fa-hien. 1 Fragments of the huge wooden palisade of the city 
have been unearthed by Dr. Spooner at Bulandi Bagh (pI. V, 8) near 
modern Patna and these prove by their size that the classical 
accounts of the dimensions of the city walls are by no means exag
gerated. Subsequent excavations at the site of Kumrahar near by 
have unearthed the remains of the palace, unfortunately extremely 
fragmentary in character. The palace appears to have been an 
aggregate of buildings, the most important of which was an immense 
pillared hall supported on a high substratum of wood. The pillars 
were set in regular rows, thus dividing the hall into a number of 
smaller square bays. Fragments of stone pillars, including one 
nearly complete, with their round tapering shafts and smooth polish 
indicate that the great ASoka was responsible for the construction of 
the hall, or at least for the stone columns which replaced the earlier 
wooden ones. The comparison of the palace buildings of Pataliputra 
with those of Susa and Ecbatana by the classical writers is perhaps 
not without some significance, and a close parallel to the Mauryan 
palace, as excavated, may be recognised in the Achaemenid Hall of 
Hundred Columns at Persepolis.2 

1. Above, pp. 67, 86. 
2. Spooner in JRAS, 1915, pp. 63 ft, 403 ff. But his views have not been generally 

accepted. Cf. also R. P. Chanda, Begbmingl 01 Art in ElUten~ Tndia (MAST. 
No. 30), p. 12. 
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II. Religious Architecture 

It has often been remarked that Indian art is the handmaid of 
religion, and this remains substantially true of architecture as well 
as of the other formative arts, in spite of the grandeur of secular 
buildings. The desire for a permanent habitation was more keenly 
felt in religious than in secular architecture and hence the change 
from perishable to more durable materials occurred much earlier in 
respect of sacred buildings. The rise of new religious sects, describ
ed in Chapter XIX, must have given a great impetus to art. The 
~tUpa, which represents a domed structure of brick or stone masonry, 
chapels, usually known as chaitya halls, and monasteries formed 
important monuments of the Jain and Buddhist faith. The Bhakti 
cult ga e a great impetus to the construction of images and deva
g,rihas or 'houses of gods'. It was the custom to erect_ ~
§tambhas. or columns bearing the emblems of the gods, in front of 
such sanctuaries, and several of them, associated particularly with 
the worship of Vishl)u in hj s~s, still stand in and around 
Besnagar in the old GwaJior State. There is thus clear evidenc of 
prolific architectural activity in religious buildings of the different 
denominations. Our knowledge of the sanctuaries of the structural 
order, built , as they were mostly , of impermanent materials, is, how
ever, very meagre. We can only trace a continuous movement in 
respect of the stiipa and give some account of the chaityas and 
monasteries hewn out of rock. 

] . The Stiipa 

In the Mahiiparinibbana Suttanta 1 Buddha enJ01l1s Ananda t(l 
erect at the crossing of four highways (~ a sffipa 
over the remains of his body, after it has been burnt on the funeral 
pyre, in the same manner as the stiipa of a universal monarch. It is . 
therefore, clear that the custom of rearin stu as was re- ud hisL 
The Jains also erected this orm of memorial in early times. but it 
is the Buddhists who particularly selected and adapted it to their 
own use. In course of time it acquired a special Buddhistic asso
ciation as containing a relic (dhatu).2! the Mast~ or of his chief 
disciples, a~arking a spot assocTated with some important 
event in the life of the Buddha or in the history of Buddhism. As 
enshrining a relic symbolising the Master himself, a devotional 
aspect was also implicit from the very beginning, and stupas were 
set up as votive objects in sanctuaries, known as chaitya halls. They 
----
I. Digha Nikaya, XVI, 5, 11; SBE, XI. 93. 
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were also erected on sacred Buddhist sites as pious works, the gift 
of a stiipa being reckoned as meritorious as that of an image, even 
when the latter came to be in prolific use. Apart from objects for 
which they were raised, there is, however, no other indication by 
which they can be distinguished from one another, and architecturally 
all these classes must be treated as one. The origin of the stupa has 
given rise to many theories. The most probable view seems to be 
that this hemispherical structure emerged out of the earthen funeral 
mounds ~ under which, according to the Vedic rituals, the 
ashes of the dead were bUl·ied. 

The earliest of the stilpas now extant represents a plain and 
simple structure consisting of a hemispherical domec (a~), placed 
on a low circular base and surmounted by a square box {ha,rmikii) , 
which is further crowned by the parasol or umbrella (chhatra), the 
symbol of universal paramountcy. The dome was the principal ele
ment of the stiipa and was surrounded by a pradakshi'@,,Eatljg., or 
passage for circumambulation, occasionally fenced off by a railing 
or wall. 

This original form of the sttl.pa may be recognised in the Great 
Stupa at 8a.!lchi (Bhopal State), l which represents one of the earliest 
specimem now extant. Originally built ~ bIj_ck jn Moka's time, 
the Great Stilpa was enlarged to nearly twice its size and envelop
ed in stone, perhaps a century later, when the stone railings and 
the gateways were also added. As the diagram opposite shows, the 
stilpa presents an almost semi-circular dome, truncated near the top, 
and is supported all a sloping circular base, which was approached 
by a broad double ramp on the southern side, and was formally 
used as an upper procession path (6 feet wide) for pradakshi1).ii 
around the monument. On the flattened summit there was a small 
square pavilion (harmikii), surrounded by a railing, from the centre 
of which rose the shaft of the umbrella discs (pI. V, 9) . 

The original brick stilpa was in all probability enclosed by a 
wooden fence , later replaced by the massive stone balustrade which 
~ds the enlarged monument encased in stone. It con
sists of octagonal upright posts (t_!;gJ>a, from Sanskrit stambl!Jl) 
capped by a continuous coping stone (uhnisa, from Sanskrit 

] . The Great Stupa is the principal monument amon~ a number of s1I<,h remains 
(It Siinchi and the adjacent rel!ion, collectively known as the Bhi)sa topes. 
Within an area of about 10 mil s by 6 miles there may be found five or six 
groups of stilpa.s containing nearly sixty individual examples. None of them 
may be dated prior to the time of ASoka. and some arc distinctively later. 
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ush1l-isha , rounded at the top and fixed to the posts by means of 
enons socketed to mortices. The posts are further connected with 

one another by three horizontal rails or cross-bars (su.chis) , which 
are slipped into the lense-shaped holes cut on the sides of the upright 
posts. The mode of construction of this stone rail is essentially 
wooden, every joint being practically the same as that employed by 
a carpenter working in wood. On the four sides of the stupa are 
four gateways (tora1l-as , each projecting a little from the line of the 
groun ba ustra e. In design and dimensions they resemble one 
another. Each of them consists of two upright posts, surmounted by 
three architraves, placed horizontally one above the other (pI. IV, 10) . 

The same process of wooden technique is manifest in its COll

struction, the architraves being mort iced into the posts and the pro
jecting ends, separately affixed on either side, being supported by 
means of brackets of various shapes and designs. The crowning 
finials, representing the various symbols of the faith like the trimtna, 
the dharmacha1cra, etc., are also morticed into the topmost archi
trav~r gateways are covered with the most elaborate 
sculptures, ' in contrast to the rails which are kept severely plain. 
Stupa No.3 at 5anchi is also surrounded by a similar rail, but with 
a single gateway. The stupa at Bharhut in the old Nagod State, 
Madhya Bharat, was also surrounded by rails and gateways of similar 
design, a portion of which may now be seen in the Indian Museum, 
Calcutta. The Bharhut rail, however, instead of being plain, was 
richly carved. Carvings of analogous but cruder workmanship also 
characterised the ground balustrade of stupa No.2 at 5anchi. The 
style of the carvings of both would place these rails to a period 
earlier than those of the Sanchi tora~as. 

The structure which obtained the greatest celebrity in Asia 
was the relic-tower or pagoda which Kanishka erected at Puru
shapura .. (Pesh~~r) over The reTIcs of the Buddha. Chin:Se 
prrgi"iIDs rornishus with graphic accounts of this remarkable monu
ment, which consisted of "a basement in five stages (150 feet). a 
superstructure of carved wood in thirteen storeys (400 feet), sur
mounted by an iron column with from thirteen to twenty-five gilt 
copper umbrellas (88 feet), making a total height of 638 feet."~ 

Because of its graceful proportions, Fa-hien describes it to be of 
incomparable beauty and adds: "~ion says that t~ was the 

1 . The carvings of the dliJerent gateways offer well-marked diverlZences in style, 
a fact that may indicate that the gateways were erected at different periods. 
thou~h not far removed from one another. Cf. the next section on Sculpture. 

2. HIlA, p. 53. 
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Fig. 2. Miinikyiila. G"eat Stupa: Section 

Fig. 3. Bariibar Sudiimii Cave: Plan and Section 
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~tower in JambudYipa." The tower was already in decay 
when Hiuen Tsang visited it, and gradually every vestige was obli
terated by its own crumbling ruins. The site has been identified 
with Shah-ji-ki-Dheri and excavated, revealing a base that appears 
to have been 286 feet in diameter; the monument may hence be 
regarded as having been the largest of its kind in India. The casket 
containing the relic has also been found and is now a priceless pos
session of the Peshawar Museum. 

The region round Peshawar-ancient Gandhara-has preserved 
the remains of quite a large number of stitpas, showing the different 
stages of its evolution. The traditional hemispherical form as pre· 
sented by the great stupa at 8anchi is clearly recognised in the small 
stu a at Chak at in the -t valley and in the great stupa at 

ani ya a (Fig. 2) in the Pun ·ab. The characteristic tendency to the 
e onga IOn 0 e stupa is also equally apparent in Gandhara. This 
may be recognised in the prOvision of a tall drum or a series of drums, 
raised over a square plinth of one or more terraces approached by 
stairways. The topmost section of the drum supports the hemis
pherical dome with a square ha1'mikii and crowned by a many-tiered 
chhatravaZi of conical shape." Thelast is made up of flat round discs 
~bove the other in gradually diminishing sizes, the upper· 
most one tapering to a point. Although the height and elongation 
of the structure are thus clearly emphasised, the hemispherical dome 
still retains its position of importance. The body of the stiipa , 
especially of the plinth and the drum, is richly carved with sculp·
tures set in niches between pilasters all around, and this arrangement 
forms the characteristic mode of ornamentation of the Gandharan 
stii,pas, particularly those of the post-Christian era. Miniature votive 
stiipas (pI. VI, 11) of this distinctive shape and form have been 
found in large numbers in different sites throughout Gandhara and 
gives us an idea of what the bigger monuments of this order, now 
mostly ruined, looked like in their original state. 

Stupas were also erected in southern India from a fairly early 
period, and the Andhra region seems to have been literally studded 
with them. The most important of these monuments were situated 
at Amaravati,1 Bhat1iprolu, Jaggayyapeta,2 Gha.t:ltaSala, Nagarjuni-

1 . The monument in its earliest form seems to have been built about 200 B.C., 
but as nothing remains except the foundations, the original shape and form of 
the earlier monument are not known. The form presented by the replica on 
the casing slab was that of the sffipa as reconstructed about the second century 
A.D. 

2. These two StfLpaS were probably co-eval with the original sffipa at Amaravati . 
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KOl}cja, etc. Unfortunately, not one of these monuments can now be 
seen in its entirety. But the sculptured replicas on the casing slabs 
(pI. VI, 12) of these stiipas enable us to ascertain the distinctive 
characteristics of the stiipa monuments of this region. The technique 
of building up these stiipas is somewhat singular. The foundation 
and the body of the stiipa were built in brick, which in the earlier 
examples was solid. Later on, probably to reduce weight and to 
economise material, the inner body was composed of two circular 
walls, one at the hub and the other at the outer end , with radiating 
partition walls joining the two, the intervening spaces being packed 
with earth; and thus the entire monument was given the required 
shape. This inner body was next encased with slabs of stone, usually 
richly carved marble, the top being finished in moulded stucco. 

The lofty circular terrace, which formed the drum and em
phasised the height of the stiipa, was provided with a rectangull:lr 
projection on each cardinal face. The sides of the projection formed 
stairways leading to the upper processional pa th, while the front 
was converted into an altar piece. The top of the projected offset. 
ending in a platform on a level with the upper terrace, supported 
five free-standing slender pillars, known as ayaka-khambas (a.ryakn· 
~ or the~w~'. l'.!Es is a.distinctive featur . 
not met with elseVillere, and. adds considerably to the architectural 
appearance of the monument as a whole. Another distinctive 
characteristic of these southern stt'i,pas is the fact that not only the 
ground balustrade which surrounds the monument but even the 
dru h I 

A study of the evolution of the stupa would show that there was 
a general tendency towards the elevation of each component part. 
This gave it an elongated appearance, and the term 'tower', by which 
the Chinese pilgrims usually designate it, is not altogether inappro
priate. The changed character is clearly borne out by a comparison 
of the early pre-Christian stiipas with their mediaeval successors in 
India and Further India. In the earliest of the stiipa monuments, the 
almost hemispherical dome is the principal member of such a struc
ture, and the base anq the finials are but accessory parts, having a 
proportionate relation of subordinance in comparison with the main 
element. But due to the growing tendency towards height and 
elongation, the stiipa ultimately attains a spire-like shape, in which 
the original hemispherical dome loses its dominating imp._0rtance. 

Though early, they already exhibit distinctive features like the c1yaka projection 
in each of the cardinal points, the lofty drum. etc. • 
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being cramped into an insignificant position between the lofty 
basement and drum on the one hand, and the series of tapering 
chhatravali, that has been transformed into a high and conical 
architectural motif, on the other. 

2. The Chaitya Hall 

Before the introduction of images, the stii.pa, as enshrining the 
relics of the Master, was the centre and focus of the devotion and 
adoration of the Buddhists. As the most outstanding and ubiquitous 
emblem of the faith, it became the central object to which the 
prayers and devotion of the faithful could be directed. I t is not sur
prising, therefore, that the worship of the stupa was a popular theme 
in early Indian art. Stu as having the character of sacred monu
me ts are known as the chaityas, an e c attya all is really a 
s rine In which t e votive chattya occupied the place of the altar. 
Such sanctuaries appear to have existed from very early times, and 
the ruined foundations of chaitya halls traced at~, sarnath, 
§9nari, etc. might probably have belonged to the period of Moka. 
But with very few exceptions, the chaitya halls, now extant, are 
hewn out of living rock. These are almost certainly excavated 
copies of wooden structural buildings of which we find sculptured 
replicas in early Indian art. This alone can explain why the pecu
liarities of wooden construction, though useless and redundant in 
cave excavations, persist there as significant and distinctive charac
teristics. Their comparative approximation to wooden prototypes 
also serves as a useful guide to the chronological and stylistic posi
tion of these caves. 

Rock-cut architecture was s eciall suited to In ia because of 
the convenient physical texture 0 her rocks, particularly those of 
western India, where the majority of such monuments may be found . 
Further, the idea, inherent in the Indian mind, of the unchangeable 
and immutable nature of the god and his abode is better expressed 
in a rock-hewn than in structural form which, even if constructed of 
the best and the most permanent of materials, cannot be expected 
to be as durable. Hence it was that the rock-cut form remained a 
characteristic mode of architectural expression in India for more 
than a thousand years. 

The chaitya hall, in its fully developed form, bears a curious 
resemblance to the Christian church, not only in shape but also, to 
some extent, in use. It consisted of a long rectangular hall, rounded 
at the rear end and divided internally into a nave, an apse, and two 
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side aisles. The aisles are separated from the nave by pillars, and 
the apse contains, in place of the altar, a solid stilpa. as the votive 
object. The aisles are continued round the apse, thus providing 
for circumambulation (pradakshi1.Ui). The nave is covered by a 
barrel-shaped vault, and the two aisles also by vaults, each of 
which is half the section of that of the nave. The doorway is usually 
opposite the votive cha.itya, and over it appears a huge arched 
window, shaped like a horse-shoe, dominating the entire scheme of 
the fa!fade. 

The type described above is, however, not the achievement of a 
single period. A long process of anterior evolution may be traced, 
even beginning from two or three centuries before the Christian 
era, and in monuments not necessarily connected with Buddhism. 
Perhaps the earliest excavations in rock, which may have some asso
ciation with the development of chaitya halls of later days, are 
the rock-cut caves at Barabar, near Gaya in Bihar . The Sudiima 
(Nyagrodha) cave (Fig. 3), excavated by ASoka for the Ajivikas, 
consists of two apartments, of which the outer one is rectangular, 
and beyond this, at the back and separated from it by a solid wall with 
a narrow passage connecting the two, there is an empty circular 
chamber in the place usually occupied by the votive chaitya. The 
outer chamber is covered by a barrel vault and the inner by a 
hemispherical dome. Deeply inset into the face of the rock, the 
doorway near one end of the broader side has sloping jambs, a pecu
liarity that is clearly reminiscent of wooden construction where it 
was used to counterpoise the outward thrust of the roof. 

The most important of the Barabar group is the Lomasa I;tishi 
cave, undated and apparently unfinished, but certainly Maurya in 
date. In plan and other arrangements, it closely resembles the 
Sudama cave, with the only exception that the inner chamber is 
oval instead of being circular. The doorway consists of a smaller 
rectangular opening narrower at the upper end, thus indicating 
sloping jambs. On either side rise two posts, slightly sloping in
wards, that support "two longitudinal purIins morticed into their 
heads." Over these there is a framework, apparently copied from 
wooden prototypes, of arched shape with a slight ogee point at the 
apex. This framework supports a curved roof with a pointed finial 
at the top. Between the doorway and the roof, there is a semi
circular panel with a frieze of elephants in low relief, and above it 
a latticed screen resembling wicker work pattern. The fa'tade of the 
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Fig. 5. Bhaja, Chaitya and V ihcira : Plan 

Fig. 6. Bedsi, Cltaitya and Vihdra: Plan 
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LomaSa :r;tishi cave at Barabar (pI. VII, 13) has been finished with 
great care and is important as representing the beginnings of the 
elaborate scheme of ornamentation that characterised the decoration 
of the fagades in the chaitya halls of later days. Possibly it is 
copied from structural examples. 

The plan and arrangements of the Suclama and LomaSa :r;tishi 
caves are similar in all essential details, and evidently represent a 
circular shrine preceded by an assembly hall (ma1l4apa of later 
days). It is possible that the earliest form of such a shrine consisted 
of the circular cella alone to which the Buddhists added a votive 
chaitya, and the outer hall was later added to accommodate the 
gradually increasing congregation. This supposition gains some sup
port from the interesting circular chaitya hall at Junnar (Fig. 4), 56 
miles to the north of Poona, in which a votive chaitya is surrounded 
by a ring of twelve pillars, the central area being domed and the cir
cular aisle half-domed. A solid wall, pierced by a narrow doorway, 
separated the cella from the outer hall in the caves of the Sudama 
type; gradually this solid wall was eliminated and the apsidal plan 
of the chaitya hall of the familiar type was thus obtained. A bold 
move is also indicated by the hall being driven axially into the depth 
of the rock instead of cutting it parallel to the face of the rock, as 
in the SUdama and LomaSa :r;tishi caves. 

The next stage of evolution, after the Barabar group, is found 
in a cave at BMja, near Poona, in the Western Ghats, with twenty
seven pillars running along the entire length of the apsidal hall and 
around the votive chaitya, thus dividing it into a central nave and 
two side aisles (pl. VII, 14). The pillars are plain octagonal shafts, 
a little over 11 feet in height, and support the barrel-vaulted roof on 
a framework of curved ribs, originally of wooden construction. The 
side aisles, only 31 feet wide, are half barrel-vaulted (Fig. 5). The 
votive chaitya is placed near the back end, and the entrance, now a 
lofty open archway, just opposite to it. The decoration of the fa~ade , 
as seen in the upper section, also indicates a definite advance on what 
we have in the Lomasa ~ishi cave. Along the entire width of the 
fa~ade extends the rail, and together with this appears the ogee iront 
which, as a decorative device, has been repeated, thereby adding to 
the beauty of the scheme as a whole. The rail-pattern is imitated 
from woodwork, and so are many other features. Indeed the wooden 
character of the Chaitva Hall is nowhere so emphatically stressed 
as at Bbaja. Of approximately the same style and pattern are the 
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ruined chaitya hall at Kondane (pI. VIII, 15), the much decayed 
chaitya cave at Pitalkhora in Khandesh, and also possibly one of the 
early chaitya halls (cave No. X) at Aja.I)ta. These three caves may 
be considered to be contemporary to the Bbaja chaitya hall or very 
nearly so. At any rate, these four represent the oldest specimens 
of their class in western India 1 and, considering their advance over 
the Barabar caves, may be dated in the first half of the second 
.century B.C. 

The movement continues for a long time and the march of the 
style may be traced through a series of monuments, such as Aja.I)ta 
cave No. IX, Bedsa, Nasik, etc. to the most celebrated of all, viz. 
the great chaitya hall at Karle. The progress was slow but steady, 
and may be recognised in the gradual emanCipation from wooden 
conventions, greater elaboration of the different elements and 
features, and richer and more variegated ornamentation of the 
fa~ade. The chief interest of the Aja.I)ta cave No. IX lies in its square 
and not apsidal end, as in six of the Junnar caves, and the flat roof 
over the two aisles, but not over the nave which is vaulted as usual. 
At Bedsa (Fig. 6) we find, probably for the first time, a new and 
rational design of the chaitya fa~ade that was to become characteris
tic of the subsequent chaitya halls, and a portico with its roof sup
ported on four elaborately carved pillars. The fa~ade forming the 
inner side of the portico is divided horizontally into two distinct 
storeys, the lower with a narrow rectangular doorway surmounted 
by an arch and the upper by an enormous arched window of horse
shoe shape, which by its association with the chaityas is also known 
as the chaitya window. The entire ornamentation of the fa~ade is 
mostly made up of miniature rails, regularly interspersed with 
repetitions of window fronts. A semi-circular open work moulding, 
resembling wicker work, also appears occasionally among the usual 
ornamental devices of the fa~ade. 

The fa~ade of the chaitya hall at Nasik (pI. VIII, 16) is richer 
and more variegated as a result of the introduction of fresh motifs, 
like pilasters with campaniform capitals alternated by representations 
of stUpas with latticed screens as backgrounds. All the details are no 

1. The chaitya caves at Junnar (HIEAO I, 155-59) are noteworthy for their 
. extreme simplicity and severity, due partly to their rather early dAte. Bnt none 
of them can be placerl as eArlv as the Bhiiia-Kondane $'OUO. The del ails and 
other arrangements place them in the next 1tJ'0up. The chief interest of the 
Junnar series of caves consists. however, in the fact that they contain examples 
of unusual forms, not known elsewhere. Of the ten chattya caves, for Instance, 
there is one circular cave (already mentioned) and six with square terminations 
at the back, fiat roofs and without the internal pillars. 
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Fig. 7. K.."lrlc. Chaitva Hall: Plan and Section 

Fig. 8. Bhiijii, Small Vihcira: Plan 
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d.oubt copied from wooden forms, but here they have attained a lithic 
eharacter, not at all incongruous in their present context. The pil
lars in the interior are so nearly perpendicular that their inclination 
almost escapes detection. Instead of the plain octagonal shafts rising 
directly from the ground (cf. Bedsa, pI. IX, 17), we have octagonal 
pillars with pot bases and rudimentary capitals, each in the shape 
of a square stepped abacus. The votive chaitya also presents a 
highly elongated form, and we may refer the chaitya hall at Nisik 
to about the close of the first century B.C . 

.5- D largest of all the chaitya caves, and indeed one of the finest 
~m num~l! in the whole of India, ie4:he great chaitya hall at Karle. ,,) 

>- \ Preceding the main haH there is a portico 15 feet deep and 52 feet 
wide, cut out of the rock ' and closed by an outer screen, and in front 
of this stood two isolated columns, each surmounted by a campani
form capital with addorsed figures of lions supporting a wheel. The 
inner fa~ade is almost of the same style as at Nisik, the only differ
ence being that instead of one entrance, as in the earlier caves, there 
are three doorways in the Karle cave, the middle one Ie 'ng to the 
nave and those on either side to the two aisles (Fig. 7.) 

The general dimensions of the interior (pIs. IX, 18; X, 19, 20) 
are imposing, bei in excess of 124 feet by 45 feet in area and 45 
feet in height. The effect is at once impressive and magnificent. 
The architectural defects of the earlier examples have been re
moved. A series of thirty-seven pillars, rising perpendicularly, 
separates the nave from the aisles. Of these, those encircling the 
apse are of plain octagonal pattern, while the remainder, fifteen 
on each side of the nave, are elaborately designed and carved. 
Each pillar consists of a pot base on a square plinth of several 
stepped courses, an octagonal shaft, and a campaniform capital 
with a square abacus supporting a sculptured group of a pair each 
of elephants and horses with riders. Above the sculptures on the 
capitals, and rising to a height of 45 feet at its apex, springs the 
vaulted roof, somewhat stilted at the sides, beneath the soffit of 
which is a series of projecting ribs of wood attached to the roof
"one of the last instances of this peculiar vestigial use of woodwork 
in combination with the solid stone.'" 

Much of the beauty of the interior of the Karle hall depends on 
the effective conception of the colonnade and .the vaulting and the 
organic manner in which the two have been combined. Beneath 
the semi-dome of the apse is placed the votive chaitya, cut, as usual, 

1 , HIlA, p. 29. 
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out of solid rock. It consists of a lofty cylindrical drum which" 
rising in.t 0 storeys, each enclosed by rails, supports the hemispheri
cal dome.." he dome spreads out into the square harmikii which 
is crowned by the chhatra discs fixed to a shaft. Though much 
elongated on account of its lofty drum, the votive chaitya retains 
much of its archaic dignity and adds to the grandeur of the hall. 

Palaeographic e~idence and stylistic considerations both agree 
in referring the Karle chaitya approximately to the first quarter of 
the second century A.D. This magnificent cave practically brings 
to an end the early phase of this class of architecture, though the 
chai~alls at Kanheri and A~angabad may be slightly later in 
date. ~ .I 

./ 
3. The Saitghiiriima (Monastery) 

Another important form of early Indian architecture is the 
sa7igharama or vihiira, i.e. monastery, associated with both 
Buddhism and Jainism, more particularly with the former so far as 
the extant examples go. The monastery in India was designed on 
much the same lines as a private house, i.e. a square block formed 
by four rows of cells along the four sides of an inner quadrangle. In 
the earlier period, they were usually built of wood on a stylobate 
of stone or brick. As the monastic organisation developed, they be
came elaborate brick structures with many adjuncts. Often they 
consisted of several storeys, and along each side of the inner court
yard there usually ran a long corridor with the roof supported on 
pillars. 

Remains of early structural vihiiras belonging to centuries both 
preceding and succeeding the Christian era have been found in 
many places. Unfortunately, in most instances, it is only the founda
tions that can be traced now, and these do not call for any special 
notice. Rock-cut examples of monasteries have been found in 
abundance, and of these, the Barabar and the Nagarjuru groups of 
caves, built for use of the Ajivikas, are the earliest. The Barabar 
group belongs to the time of the great ASoka, and the Nagarjuni t9 
one of his successors, DaSaratha. The Sudarna and the LomaSa 
~ishi caves of the former group have already been noticed in con
nection with the chaitya halls. The remaining caves of the' two 
groups were simple rectangular chambers, cut out of rock, with g 

barrel-vaulted roof above, and characterised by a lustrous polish 
on the interior walls resembling that on ·the ASokan pillars. Some 
of the caves are provided with raised platforms at one end. The 
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Son Bhandar cave at Rajgir agrees essentially with the above, and 
perhaps belongs to a date not far removed from them. 

The Jain caves at Udayagiri and Kha:J).Qagiri near BhuvaneSvara 
in Orissa go back to the time of Kharavela.' The two groups, con
sistiilg of a little over thirty-five excavations, were not laid out on a 
definite and regular plan, but located at convenient places according 
to the physical configuration of the rock. A few of these consist of 
single cells only, or verandahs with cells opening on to them,2 while 
others, some of which are double storeyed,3 consist of several cells 
together with a portico and an open courtyard in ironto The inner 
fa~ade consists of doorways surmounted by semi-circular arches 
above, the spaces in between the two arches being covered by friezes 
of sculptures, which are the most elaborate in the Ga1).eSa and Ral)i 
gumphas. The interpretation of these friezes still remains unsettled . 
The Rani-ka-nur or the Rfu},i gumpha in the Udayagiri (pI. XI, 21) 
is the largest and best preserved of all the caves. It consists of two 
storeys, each preceded by a verandah supported on pillars (Fig. 9) . 

It is in the Buddhist caves of western India that we may trace 
a continuous development of the rock-cut monastery type. In the 
earliest excavations the plan of the monastery is still irregular, the 
cells being disposed in one or two rows only, and often at erratic 
angles. The typical plan, however, soon took shape in the form of a 
square (or oblong in certain instances) central hall (Fig. 8), preceded 
in front by a pillared verandah or vestibule, and opening out on the 
other sides into a number of small square cells carried furiher into 
the rock. The halls are usually provided with raised benches and 
the cells with similar beds. By the beginning of the Christian era. 
the type appears to have been well established. 

The earliest of the vihara caves in western India are certainly 
those at Bhaja. The one4 (Fig. 5) attached to the chaitya is interest
ing as both are parts of the same design. A further instance of this 
may be found at Bedsa in the unique vihara cave whose cells are 

1. See above, pp. 213 ff. 
2. Of the single cells one carved in imitation of the open mouth of a tiger (Bagh 

gumpha or the Tiger cave) is rather interesting, 
S. In these caves the upper of the two floors appears to have been first excavated, 

though the interval of time between the two need not necessarily be a long one. 
4. It is problematic whether this vihdra. belonged to the Buddhists. On the west 

end of the verandah we have two sculptures on either side of the doorway to 
the cell. In one we have the representation of Surya on his four-horsed chariot 
and in the other we have Inclra on his elephant (HUA, pp. 24-27, Figs. 24 and 27) . 
The style and workmanship of these reliefs would also support the antiquity 
of this excavation. It should further be noted that this is t7te onlV cave of the 
early series which contains figure sculptures. 
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ranged round an apsidal central hall (Fig. 6), manifestly copied from 
the plan of the chaitya itself. 

Of the other viharas of the pre-Christian period, mention should 
be made of those at Ajat)ta,1 Konciane, Pitalkhora,2 and the early 
group at Nasik, which were more or less contemporary to the res
pective chaityas described above. The rock-cut viluira type of the 
early series may be seen in its most decorative form, particularly in 
the treatment of the fa~ade, in three caves at Nilsik, belonging to the 
second century A.D. [F!_ach one of them consists of a pillared 
verandah and a large central hall, without pillars, which open out 
into the cells ranged on three sides. The pillared frontage (pIs. XI, 
22; XII, 23) endows the viharas with an imposing appearance, the 
scheme along with the design of the pillars being characteristic 01 
the agejThe graceful design of the pillars and the harmonious rela
tioI\...~ween the different component elements of the fa~ade make 
cavfNo. X one of the finest of the early series of rock-cut viharasj 
Cave No. III, only slightly later in date, closely follows the above, 
but with certain elaborations as may be noticed in the carved balus· 
trade behind which the pillars are placed, and a fine frieze of animals 
rendered with exceptional merit on the entablature. In these res
pects, and in the figures of giants portrayed on the side of the plinth 
as carrying the structure, a marked originality may be recognised 
in this class of monuments. On the back wall of these caves, between 
the doorways of two cells in the central hall, is carved the relief 
representation of a stiipa flanked by a female figure on either side. 

Rock-cut viharas of the form and type as presented by the above 
caves are also found at other places, the GaJ:l.e.Sa l~ at Junnar (pl. 
XII, 24) being one of the most significant. At Karle, we find exam
ples of storeyed viharas of the rock-cut order, which indicate a 
beginning that was to have significant developments in the next 
phase of the rock-cut vihiira, at once grand and magnificent.3 

1. Nos. XII and Xli. 
2. The vilUira attached to the chaitya hall at Kondane and that at Pitalkhora 

introduce an innovation that becomes characteristic of the later development 
of the rock-cut monastery type. The central halls in these two vilUiras, unlike 
all extant examples of early date, are not plain but pillared. The GaT,leSa Let:li 
(pI. XII, 24) at Junnar is one of the latest in the early series of vilUiras, as its 
date can on no account be placed earlier than about the middle of the second 
century A.D. The dimensions of the hall are large, being 50 feet by 56 feet, but 
even in spite of that no pillars have been introduced for support of the roof. 

;t. Brahmanical monuments belonging to the period under discussion have been 
excluded from this chapter as, though their existence both in structural as well 
as in rock-cut form is known, the remains are either much too fragmentary 
or insignificant and commonplace to be of any real help to the study of the early 
architectual types and forms. 
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B. SCULPTURE 

I. MAURYAN ART 

l_Jhe sculpture of this eI;iod, ike architect re, begins with the 
Mauryas and ourisbe und~ the patronage of t e imperial court, 
especially of ASoka. The best specimens are furnished by a number 
o monOlithic columns with their majestic animaL.capitals found in: 
Bakhira (near Basarh"' or VaiSali), Rampurwa, Lauriya Nandangarh, 
~dei,~sya, sarnath, Sanchi and other places, .remnants 

of a large ~er-more than thirty-which the emperor is known 
to have erected. A clear idea of their general appearance and con· 
stituent parts is afforded by the pillarh:_which is still in situ at 
Lauriya Nandangarh (pI. XIII, 25). l.iienerally speaking, each 
column consists of two parts, the shaft and the capital. The shaft, 
circular in section and slightly tapering, is made from a single block 
of stone and has a graceful and elegant proportion. The capital, 
monolithic like the shaft, was divided into three~arts by an imr.erted 
lotus often described as a Persepolitan "bell", abacus, and a crown· 
ing sculpture in the round. The surface ot both the shaft and the 
capital is chiselled with that extraordinazi]precision and accuracy 
which charpcterise the workmanship of the Mauryan age, and have 
never been surpassed in Athens or elsewhere. As the shaft alone 
is more than 30 feet high, and the heaviest weighs about 50 tons, 
the construction and conveyance of these monolithic columns, often 
to a great distance, testify to the high engineering and stone-cutteF's 
skill of the age. 1 In some cases, as in the Rummindei column, the 
transition from the shaft to the "bell" of the capital is abrupt, while 
in other instances it is made easy and gradual by the introduction· 
of intermediate mOUldings of variable stages and designs. The sur
face of the gently arched "bell" is decorated with highly stylised 
longitudinal lotus-petals with sharp and thin ridges in the middle 
and wide and roundish border mouldings, the spaces between the 
ends of the petals being filled in with short mouldings. But here, 
too, there is a progressive attempt towards a clearer a;nd sharper 
definition of the middle ridge and of the border mouldings, and 
increasing stylisation; both are fully in evidence in the 5,irnath 
specimen. The real aesthetic significance of the beautifully arched 
and elegantly ribbed floral bell of the Mauryan capital lies in its 
gentle curve, its rhythmic proportions and in its very effective con·. 
trast with the chaste and elegant, plain and smooth, tall and taper": 
ing shaft that it crowns. 

1. See above, p . 87. 
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rue abacus, either circular or rectangular, is often carved OIl' 

its s'iaes with elegant floral designs or figures of birds and animals. 
It supports the crowning figure or figures of animals which are some
times of the highest wor~anship ever known in animal sculptures 
anywhere in the world. 

It is possible to trace a gradual evolution in the style of these 
onolithic columns. fue Bakhira pi~pI. XIII, 26), with its ill

,.- proportioned clumsy shaft, plain abacus and uncouth figure of a lion 
~e tQ shows the crude beginning of the artistic effort which cul
minate~ the fine elegant column at Lauriya Nandangarh and the 
wonderful capital of sarnath, with the four animals carved on e 
abacus and the quadripartite semi-lions on the top. The Sarilkisy 
elephant and Rampurwa lion (pI. XIV, 27) show steady advance on 
the Bakhira specimen and represent the intermediate stages. But 
the 8a.rnath quadripartite (pI. XIV, 29) is architectonically on a 
superior level and must be admitted to be a very successful solution 
of a problem-the relation of the crowning animals with other ele
ments of the capital-which confronted the Mauryan artists from 
the very beginning. Of all Mauryan sculptures it is the most well
known and most highly spoken of; but at the same time it must not 
be lost sight of that the entire conception and execution are conven
tional from beginning to end. Compositionally, the accumulation 
of form of the four semi-lions is schematic though, from considera
tion of technique, clever and efficient. The extravagance of form 
saps the life out of the object that it represents though, from a 
technical point of view, the art is fully developed and appears con
scious and sophisticated. The 8anchi counterpart of sarnath belongs 
to the same conception of form and is equally conventional and 
st . ed. 

Compared to these lions the elephant, carved in the round on 
the rock at Dhauli in Orissa (pI. XIV, 30) above the inscribed record 
of ASoka, shows much more sense of creative form and is artistically 
far superior. Indeed, such plastic presentation of bulky volume, 
such feeling for live flesh rendered with remarkable naturalism of a 
dynamic character, such knowledge of physiognomical form of the 
subject treated and such sense of dignified movement and linear 
rhythm has no parallel in Mauryan animal sculptures. Compared 
to this, even the Rampurwa lion or the sarnath quadripartite, with 
their tight and coagulated treatment of the veins and musc1es shown 
in meaningless tension, and in spite 6f full reproduction of volume 
and advanced proof of visualisation, appear lifeless. The loud 
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exhibitionism of this latter group cannot stand comparison with the 
quiet dignity of the former. Indeed, tp.e.-D a eleph s mbol
ises His -Impecial ~est Kin_g ASoka presenting himself in uie!_ 
dignity before the people of Kalmga, while the sarnath quadripartite 
is an exhibition of imperial pomp, power and authority. Of all ~
yan animal sculptures the Rampurwa bull (pI. XIV, 28) alone seems 
to partake a little of the charac1er of dynamic naturalism tbat im- _ 
parts potency and strength to the Dhauli elephant. This bull is 
architectonically less advanced than the lion from the same place, 
but it exhibits a remarkable sense of form, of plastic volume and 
of the quality of the living flesh; realistic vision and close observa
tion of nature helped to a clearer understanding of the subject repre
sented, and nothing conventional or stylised or abstract blurred the 
mental image of the artist or stood in the way of its execution. This 
becomes clearer when we compare it with the striding bull on the 
5arnath abacus; the latter is frankly stylised and conventional. 
Indeed in the Dhauli elephant and the Rampurwa bull, a different 
asethetic vision and tradition seems to have been at work. -

[in Maurya columns are chiselled out of grey Chunar sandstone 
and have a lustrous polish due to the application, perhaps of silicious 
varnish, on the stone7 This same source of the material probably 
suggests that there was at or near Chunar an art-centre established 
and patronised directly by the Maurya court, an assumption further 
supported by the fact that all the component parts of the columns, 
including the crowning animal, abacus and shaft, tend towards 
increasing success. 

The origin of this court-art of the Mauryas has been a subject 
of keen dispute among scholars. But the general opinion seems 
to be that the impetus originally came from outside, from Iran of 
the Achaemenid emperors. Indeed, few have seriously doubted 
that West-Asiatic art-forms and inspiration, indirectly and in gene
ral, and Achaemenian impetus and ir..spiration, directly and in 
particular, were at work at the root. But this must not mean that 
the Achaemenian pillar-type and form were bodily adopted by the 
Mauryan court-artists. Indeed, the differences that separate the 
M urya columns from the Achaemenian ones are considerable and 
must not be lost sight of. The Mauryan shaft is plain, the Achae
m" 'an fl ; the Mauryan, monolithic, the Achaemenian, built of 
separate pieces or segments of stone; the Maurya partake§_o he 
haraater of a wood-carver'.s or carpenter's work, the Achaemenian, 
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that of a mason. The form and character of the capital differ widely 
in the two cases; tbe Mauryan has no base, the Achaemenia has 
one which takes the form of an inverted lotus. T~ AC:MfmlLS· 
n~n column, intended invariably as part of a larger architectural 
co~ptiQp, is composed of too many component parts present ing 
harsh contrW.S ana looking complex and complicated, while the 
Maury~, intended to produce the effect. a . dep1!l1dent 
monument, is simpler, more harmonious in c nception and execu--tion, and gives the feeling of more stability, dignity and strength, 
born perhaps of other primitive and elemental origins. The indi
genous and original contribution to the creation of this item of 
Mauryan art is therefore undeniable. Equally undeniable also is the 
fact that in its lustrous polish, in its adoption and adaptation of the 
bell-shaped capital, in the higher plane of conception and driving 
idea, and in the general monumental and dignified quality and 
appearance, the Mauryan column seems to reveal the debt it owes 
t.o Achaemenian art, also to ..Hellenistic so far as some of its 
crowning members and part of the general effect are concerned. 
The twisted rope design, the acanthus leaf and palmette designs, etc. 
may, however, have been derived from older and common West
Asiatic heritage. 

But whatever we might think of the origin, the total aesthetic 
effect of Mauryan columns has never been surpassed in later Indian 
art. I he whole realm of independent monumental columns of 
ihe world Mauryan columns occupy a proud position by reason of 
th~ir free and significant artistic form in space, the rhythmic j).nd 
balanced proportion of their constituent elemen s, th~ unitary and 
iqtegrated effect of the whole, their chaste and elegant shatLand 
capital and, no less, by the conscious, proud and dignified attitude 
of the crowning components. 

But with all its urban, conscious and civilised quality, its advanc
ed power of visualisation and full comprehension of the third dimen
sion, Ma an court-art only constitutes an episode in the history of 
Indian art. It was indeed a hothouse plant reared up by the will, 
care and patronage of a court heavily under the influence of COll

temporary international culture and ideology of the Asiatic West and 
Mediterranean East. In course of time, the glass walls fell loo pieces 
and the plant withered. Mauryan court-art a' ~ lke...any 
no!able ermanent contribuUD the growth-of Indian art e~pt 
that 't directIy..,hel the fixatio.n...ol tbe latter,' permanent mate
rial. The individual taste and preference of the Maurya monarch\ - .')09 
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for ideas and objects of Medo-Achaemenian and Hellenistic Orient 
furnished the impetus and inspiration, and Indian art was raised 
from the position of handicraft and primitive art to the status and 
dignity of high art, just as Mauryan imperialism and ASokan policy 

. of Dhammavijaya (conquest by the Law of Piety) drew India out 
of her local and tribal outlook and raised Buddhism to the status of 
an international religion. 

0ne of the most imp-o a netions of Mauryan....cJlll.Lt-art. like 
Achaemenian court-art, wps to impress and overawe the opulace 

'th the power and majesty of its IUlers. To this function can be 
traced the compactness of the solid animal figures, their exaggerated 
forms and their conventional appearances, also the most imposing 
stateliness of the colums. Mauryan court-art is thus individupl
istic in its essential character and ideology Like ASoka's Dhamma
vijaya, it lacked deeper roots in the collective social will, taste and 
'preference, and was therefore destined to have an isolated and short 
life, coeval and coexistent with and within the limits of the power
ful Mauryan court. This explains why Mauryan court-art, with 
all its dignified bearing, monumental appearance and civilised 
quality, forms but a short and isolated chapter of the history of 
Indian art. Like the columns and the animal figures themselves, 
Mauryan court-art stands aloof and apart! 

II. SUNGA-KA~V A ART: MADHY ADESA AND 
EASTERN INDIA 

The art of the time of the Swi.gas and Kfu}.vas, which immediately 
follows that of the Mauryas, is clearly a negation of the Mauryan 
attitude. Indeed, the bas-reliefs on the railings of Bharhut, Bodh 
.Gaya and San chi or on the friezes of the Khat.:l9agiri-Udayagiri 
(Bhuvanesvara) caves that, chronologically speaking, follow closely 
on the art of the Mauryan court and, from the point of view of 
'Subject-matter, are predominantly Buddhist, reflect more of the 
mind, tradition and culture-ideology of the larger section of the 
people than Mauryan art was capable of doing. Sunga-Kfu}.va art, 
formally and spiritl,lally, is opposed to all that Mauryan art stands 
for, and is different in motive and direction, technique and signific
ance. 

The bas-reliefs of Bhc1rhut, Bodh Gaya, Sanchi, Amaravati and 
other sites provide more than anything else an illuminating com
mentary on contemporary Indian life and attitude towards life as 
conceived and planned in early Buddhism. These reliefs, whether 
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~ medallions or rectangular slabs, also seem to be nothing but 
!!hara7J.O.-chitras,1 with appropriate labels as in Bharhut, translated 
into stone and hence not portable. Besides, the method of arrange
ment of various scenes depicted on the upright pillars and posts of 
the gates and the railings of Bharhut, Bodh Gaya and Siinchi, i.e. 
their general lay-out in square or rectangular panels, one below t.he 
.other, in more or less continuous narration, cannot but invariably 
suggest similar arrangement of scenes in chara'l).a-chitras or pata· 
~hitras of later folk-pictorial tradition. One may go still further 
and argue that the top horizontal panels of the Bharhut and 5anchi 
gateways, with their sides rolled up at the two ends, are nothing 
but adaptations in stone of pata-chitras, spread out for exhibition 
with their sides roiled up. 

1. Siinchi: Railing of Stupa II; Bhiirhut; Bodh Gayd: 
C. 100-50 B.C. 

The artists of the Mauryan court had not to grapple with the 
problem of the third dimension as they had a ready-made solution 
at their disposal. Under ordinary circumstances one would have 
expected this solution to be one of the heritages of Sunga art. Quite 
the contrary is the case, however. The ground balustrade of Stupa. 
II of Sanchi (pI. XV, 31), which presumably is the earliest phase of 
'this art, is wholly worked in very low and flat reliefs, so low and Bat 
that these reliefs may be said to be just essays in linear composition. 
The Bharhut repository consists invariably of low and flat reliefs, 
portrayed more as silhouettes sharply detached from their back· 
grounds. Forms are conceived and presented, not in terms of depth 
but of surface, and what optically should have been presented as 
hidden or partly covered is shown in part or in entirety (cf. pIs. XV, 
32-33; XVI, 34-37). 

Objects are represented as large or small according to the mean· 
ing in the story depicted, i.e. according to their comprehensibility 
.or reality, not in accordance with the optical impression. Over· 
secting and foreshortening are frankly resorted to, whenever and 
wherever necessary, but nowhere is there any.attempt to achieve 
any illusion of depth. Besides such reliefs there are independent large 
size human figures of yakshas, yakshi'l).iS, etc. in high and bold relief, 
and occupying prominent positions on unframed railing posts. These 
~gures, unlike those of the reliefs, are round modelled shapes either 
1. Continuous series of portable pictures, usually depicting familiar topics of 

popular interest, painted on long narrow pieces of thick cloth or canvas, which 
may be easily rolled up, and opened for exhibition. 
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in rigid parallelism and frontality as we see in the figure of Sirimli 
Devata (pI. XVI, 35), or in variegated 'bhangas' and ample turns and 
bends in movements as one sees in the figure of SudarSana yakshi1)-i 
(pI. XVI, 36). In the former case, the treatment is compact and con· 
glomerated, while in the latter it has a swaying grace and a flowing 
plastic consistency. But in both cases there is the unmistakable 
evidence of an attempt to relate the three-dimensional extensiveness 
to the flatness of the surface. It is not difficult to imagine that from 
the silhouette-like low and flat reliefs of the ground balustrade of 
Stiipa II of Sanchi to the reliefs and the large size figures of Bharhut, 
there is a frank attempt at progressive realisation of what had origi
nally been a two-dimensional form in charar.ta-chitras or scroll-paint
ings in terms of relief on such durable material as stone. This phase 
of early Indian art may thus be said to be a quest for the third dimen
sion, for depth and hence for more free movement in space, and these 
reliefs but exemplify the devices the artists adopted for the purpose. 

A most characteristic formal quality of SUli.ga art is its flowing 
linear rhythm that binds all isolated objects in one continuous stream 
of life as it were. Look at any coping stone of a railing, and you will 
find a huge lotus stalk flowing in rhythmical waves from form to 
form, not only binding each isolated object itself, including the limbs 
of human beings, but also the animals and trees, with the same 
flowing linear rhythm. Wherever luxuriant vegetation finds a place 
-and nowhere else in Indian SCUlpture is the vegetal world so inti
mately, engrossingly and luxuriously rendered than in the Bharhut, 
Bodh Gaya, Sanchi and BhuvaneSvara reliefs-its radiating and con
tinuous linear movements dominate the composition, and all the 
figures of men or animals, irrespective of action and status, are swayed 
and permeated by the movement and become equal and integral 
parts of the whole. The so-called Prasenajit Pillar reliefs, the scene 
of the Chuc,iiimaha festival in the Sudharmii Hall, and the figures of 
Chandra, Alakanandii and SudarSana Yakshi.¢s may be cited as 
examples of this flowing and rhythmical linear movement. 

But there is another trend in Bharhut equally powerful, a trend 
characterised by a disregard of this flowing li.near rhythm. This 
trend is best illustrated in such scenes as those on the so-called 
AjataSatru Pillar where the figures are hard and isolated and the 
compositions are regulated in a schematic manner by vertical and 
horizontal lines (cf. pl. I, 1). It is only an agitated display of light 
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and darkness that disturbs the otherwise static character of the 
scenes. The trend is equally marked in several frameless figures 
standing on upright posts; such are the figures of Virudhaka YaKsha, 
Gangeya Yaksha, Chakravaka Nagaraja, Sirima Devata and of others. 
It seems, however, that this latter trend was gradually yielding place 
to the former, which means that isolated, compact and static rush 
of forms was progressively being subordinated, so far as Bharhut 
and Bodh Gaya are concerned, to the free and rhythmic flow of lines 
and swaying balance. 

The general tone of the art of Bharhut is very modest, sober 
and restrained; the participants in the stories seem to be untouched 
by any dramatic moment or by any high tide even when such occa
sions present themselves. The modesty and sobriety of diction are, 
however, no bar to clarity of expression, which is one important 
characteristic of this art. The stories are told with scrupulous ex
haustiveness; no single detail is left out, and labels are added for 
identifying the scene. In Bodh Gaya, however, stories are told more 
summarily, but suggestively. A comparison of two scenes of the 
same subject, e.g. that of the Jetavana story, would offer an interest
ing illustration. Descriptive labels also disappear, evidently the 
narratives had already become well known, and there was no more 
need for labelling them or portraying every single detail (pl. XVII, 
38-40). 

In order to make the fables represented easily comprehensible 
to the illiterate, the artists of Bharhut adopted what is known as 
the method of continuous narration, in which the main staRes of a 
given story, localised in the same spot but happening at different 
times, are portrayed in one and the same relief with the hero of the 
story repeatedly shown. Sometimes successive sta.lles of a story 
are divided into several panels so that the sequence of the story can 
be clearly followed from panel to panel. 

The Sunga-~va artists appear to delight in the handling of 
the human figure; the joy of a new discovery seems to urge them on 
to depict the human body in every conceivable position and attitude. 
In Bharhut the attempt is still full of effort; the individual parts o~ 
the body are shown clearly and distinctly, but they are not alw'lys 
linked integrally. In Bodh Gaya, the parts reach an integration 
and the body moves more freely and becomes a livin~ entity" In
deed, technically as well as from the point of view of visual percep· 
tion, Bodh Gaya is a step forward from Bharhut_ Reliefs are less 
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crowded, all non-essentials being left out. The medley of forms of 
the AjataSatru Pillar of Bharhut has given place to order, brevity 
and clarity, and the figures have all been brought out clearly and 
exhaustively. They are now shown in fuller roundness; their heavi
ness of form still persists, but it has already shed its static weight 
and stolidity. From mere definition of the body, Bodh Gaya sets 
the stage to suggest that the body is warm blood and soft flesh as 
well. 

2. Sanchi: Gateways of Stupas 1 and III. C. 50 to 1 B.C. 

8anch'i is in the continuous line of evolution from Bharhut and 
Bodh Gaya. Here, in the bursting and boisterous reliefs of the four 
gates (cf. pI. XVIII, 41) of the Great Stiipa (South, North, East and 
West in chronological and stylistic order) and in the only remaining 
gate of Stupa III, the beholder can see the contemporary life of mid
India spread out before his eyes in all its mundane love and delight, 
pageantry and grandeur, peace and beauty, idyllic romanticism and 
violent struggle. The reliefs illustrate episodes from the life of 
the Buddha and incidents that enlivened contemporary history (pIs. 
XIX, 45-47; XX, 48; XVIII A, 43-44); they do it no longer softly, 
modestly and clumsily as in Bharhut, but with great delight, some
times even in riotous mirth and gaiety. Sometimes stories are re
peated from one gate to the other; the artists and their patrons 
were evidently fond of particular stories like those of the War of 
the Relics, the Chhaddanta Jataka , the siege of Kusinara, the visit 
of ASoka to the Bodhi Tree, etc. 

The 5anchi artists seem to take an engrossing interest in all that 
pertains to the life of this world. The human figure (cf. pI. XVIII 
A, 42) is endowed with a new form and bearing. It is no longer con
stituted of different parts joined together, no more shy, hesitating 
and faltering in its movements, but as an integrated and harmonious 
whole, free and happy, without being easy and sensuous as in Bodh 
Gaya. A rich world of flora and fauna finds a feeling and natural
istic expression at the hands of the 5anchi artists; the elephants, deer 
and antelopes, the lotus creepers, pipal and a host of other trees 
and plants which lend their characteristic fonn, colour and charm 
to Indian art are portrayed for the first time here and in certain 
panels of the R.a:r:ll gumpha near BhuvaneSvara. 

But not all the reliefs of 5anchi belong to this dynamic creative 
impulse, which is most potent and fruitful in certain reliefs of the 
South and West Gates. Undoubtedly this is the main and the most 
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important trend in ~nchi. But the old tight and schematic, rigid 
and mechanical compositional trend of the Ajata.satru Pillar of 
Bharhut is not altogether absent. 

Bharhut, Bodh Gaya and 5anchi represent the first organised 
art activity of the Indian people as a whole, which stands directly 
counterpoised to the court-art of the Mauryas. It reflects for the 
first time the results of the ethnic, social and religious fusion and 
integration that had been evolved through centuries on the Indian 
soil, more particularly in the Madhyadesa of Buddhist conception. 
It is quite possible that artists from the north-west worked side by 
side with artists nearer home at Bharhut, and perhaps also at sanchi. 
Equally unmistakable is the meaning of the use of certain West
Asiatic forms and motifs at all these places. But all such forms and 
motifs have been so completely fused and integrated into local forms 
and idioms that the foreign originals are only vague memories. Con
sidered from this point of view, this art inaugurates the first chapter 
of national and indigenous Indian art and expresses the Indian mind 
in all its grades and shades. It was in this art that the basis of not 
a few of the essential qualities of what we call Indian plastic art 
was laid down. These essential qualities would persist through the 
ages, throughout the modulations brought about by the passage of 
time and by the ethnic conditions of the country. 

3. Orissa: Udayagiri and Kha1)-c)agiri Reliefs. C. 100 B.C.-A.D. 150 

A few caves, presumably Jain in religious affiliation, in the 
Udayagiri and Khal).~agiri hills near Bhuvane.svara, contain a num
ber of sculptured friezes and panels which, though belonging to the 
common denominator of the art of MadhyadeSa, speak nevertheless 
a distinct local or provincial dialect. The Manchapuri cave relicf 
in Uciayagiri and Anantagumpha reliefs in Khal).r,iagiri are both 
characterised by a robust vitality and vigorous movements; masses 
modelled in high relief produce strong contrasts of light and dark
ness. This seems to connect these reliefs with the main trend of 
&lnch!; the treatment of elephants and foliage are particularly n,.,ti
ceable; but the general treatment is coarse, movement less vital; 
technically the reliefs are less advanced, and isolated and compact 
filtures prevent forceful composition. On the whole, Madhyadesa 
affiliations are unmistakable; equally unmistakable is the fact that 
the reliefs follow the same narrative prinCiple, though we know little 
about the stories themselves. 
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The long friezes of the Ra:¢ gumpha (pls. XXVII, 70; XXVIII, 
71) and GaJ].eSa gumpha came much later, belonging probably to a 
date not earlier than the first and early second century A.D. They 
are also equally provincial in outlook, but very much advanced in 
theme and conception, treatment and composition. The crude and 
coarse workmanship of the reliefs cannot, however, conceal the 
maturity of their conception and representation. 

4. Western India: Bhtija and Karle. C. 50 B.C.-A .D. 150 

The large rock-cut reliefs of Bhaja in the Western Ghats con
form to the same common denominator,1 but are conceived from the 
roots of aboriginal, almost primeval, depths, and executed with an 
expansive vitality that knows neither limits nor restraint (the Siirya 
relief (pI. XX, 49) and the Airavata relief, for example). The com
position is of exceptionally large proportions; fully and expanSively 
modelled masses of heavy weight2 move surgingly forward as far 
as their inner urge or the rock-surface would allow them. There can 
be no doubt that the Bhiija reliefs basically were ethnically condi
tioned; they are indeed aboriginally Indian. 

A century later, at Karle, the surging plastic expansiveness of 
Bhaja becomes chastened by the vigorous discipline of fluid and 
rhythmical design. The free human figure of 8anchl (yaksha figure 
panel of upright tora7).a , West Gate) is touched by the plastic exuber
ance of Bhaja and at the same time vigorously disciplined within 
a massive frame; it is thus transformed into a free, proud, stately 
and heroic specimen of humanity, strong, self-assured and animated 
(cf. pI. XXV, 64). The deeply heaving lungs seem to expand the 
body to the last limits of the frame and model it into fully deve
loped form at the same time. Man and woman stand close side by 
side, each in his or her own way and complete in themselves; yet 
the two together make the whole, each being complementary to the 
other; the man. proud and self-assured. but slip:htly erotic in pose 
and attitude. But it is wron~ to call them mithuna couples since 
'they hardly betray any conscious erotic suggestion. 

5. Yaksha Primitives. C. 50 B.C.-A.D. 50. 

While from Bhlirhut onwards a new and civilised art and a com
mon denominator. in spite of local or provincial aspects det rmined 
ethnically or otherwise, were being gradually evolved, an older and 

1. Cf. the fiP'Ures of Dvirllna1as at Bhaii. . .. . 
2. Cf. the demon over which pass the chariot of S\irya and also Indra's elephant. 
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perhaps primitive art form, originally practised, presumably in 
wood and clay, was getting fixed in stone along a different lme of 
eVv!Ul,lOn anu s~eauu.y a_ppruacnmg tne C1VIHsed concep.ion and 
techruque. The yak;,;has and yakslu1)-is were malevolent deities of 
primitive tribal conception and were worshipped in every village. 
They hold a definite and inlportant place in both Buddhist and Brah
manical myths, legends and religion. Since they held power over 
men's life and death and were reputed to be hoarders of unspent 
wealth, they were conceived as having a physical form of large 
proportions and huge bulk, and since they owed their existence to 
tribal primitive imagination, they had a heavy earthly character of 
form. Earliest stone specinlens of such divinities hail from Patna 
(pI. XXI, 52), Parkham (near Mathura) (pI. XXI, 50), Baroda (also 
near Mathura), Besnagar (pI. XXI, 51), Pawaya (near Gwalior) (pI. 
XXII, 54, 56) and other places. 

These life-size plastically round independent statues belong to 
different aspects and phases of early Indian art. They are all pri
mitively Indian in form, but they also reflect the currents of the 
flowing traditions and fashions of contemporary civilised practice. 
Their heavy bulk, their almost archaic stolidity and weighty volume, 
the conflict between fully rounded and modelled volume as seen in 
the arms, breast and abdomen on the one hand and flat surface at 
the back on the other, the treatment of the drapery and the phy
siognomical form and appearance--all seem to indicate that they 
have a close relation with the figures of the dvarapiilas on the East 
and West Gates of the Great StiLpa of 8anchi as well as with the 
primitive Bodhisattvas of Mathura. The disposition of the feet and 
their full three dimensional aspect seem to point to a date later 
than Bbarhut. 

Special reference should be made to the elegant figure of a 
female chauri-bearer found at Didarganj (Patna), which shows a 
more powerful, developed and highly civilised conception and feel
ing (pI. XXI, 53). Though still exhibiting certain primitive charac
teristics, it can in no way be considered archaic or primitive, not even 
in spite of the relatively more emphaSised importance of the front 
view. Here one witnesses perhaps an earlier urban, conscious and 
sophisticated female type and form, immortalised in later Indian art 
and literature. The statue, plastically fully round, is bound by no 
law of frontality and is meant to be seen from all sides, Its heavy 
but loose mass of hair, its full soft bosoms and the firmness of flesh 
at the back, its attenuated waist with soft abdominal muscles and the 
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broad hips, and its expression of conscious elegance and daintiness 
recall the still daintier and more lively yakshi1J.iS of the Mathura 
reliefs of the second century A.D. 

6. Cult Images 
The origin of cult images has been discussed above.' It seems 

to be quite clear that while the practice of image-worship was im
ported by foreigners like the Greeks and the Central Asian tribes, 
it was prevalent among a large section of the peoples who inherited 
it from earlier times. A study of the extant images shows that 
while imported anthropomorphism made its influence felt in the 
Punjab and north-west, the innate anthropomorphism of the Indians 
asserted itself with vigour and created the divine images of the new 
religious cults, especially Buddha, in Mathura. The Buddha Bhaga
van was shaped, as it were, out of the form and content of the Yaksha 
Bhagavan.2 Indeed, the earliest Buddha figures from Mathura3 that 
are called, out of deference to old scruples, Bodhisattvas and not 
Buddhas, have, formally and psychologically as well as in treatment, 
intimate relations with early Indian human figuration, not a few of 
which must have been idealised portraits. Like the yakshas and 
dvarapiilas of sancru, the Buddha-Bodhisattvas of Mathura are 
characterised by a heavy earthiness of form; a rustic robustness and 
a relaxed largeness impart to them a simple dignity that is purely 
temporal. Compared to these, the earliest Gandhara Buddhas and 
Bodhisattvas, though crude in workmanship, are sophisticated in 
appearance and expression, but have not the dignity, either tempo
ral or spiritual, of a Chakravartin. 

The two types belong to two different social and psychological 
spheres. The Gandhara type is eclectic and syncretistic, ignorant 
of the Indian tradition, and unconscious of the dignity that underlies 
the idea of a 'Chakravartin' ; Indian notions and West-Asiatic, mainly 
Hellenistic, forms make of the Buddha a lifeless human being of 
ordinary stature. The Mathura Buddha type is essentially and 
aboriginally Indian , closely linked with the old tradition of pri
mitive image-making (cf. pIs. XXI, 55; XXIII, 57). 

III. GANDHARA ART. C. 50 B.C.-A.D. 500 

Ii; far as can be judged from actual finds, Gandhara along with 
the Punjab seems to have been one of the most prolific schools of 

1. See Ch. XIX, Sections on 'Images'. 
2. See above, pp. 395-6. 
S. Katra seated fig. c. AD. 80; Aniyor seated fig. c. AD. 80; seated fig. Munich, 

c. A.D . 80; standin~ fi~s. erected by Friar Bala at Mathuri, aravasti, .Allahabad, 
Sirnith, c. AD. 80-100. 
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early Indian art, active from about the middle of the fi{st century 
B.c. to about the fifth century A.D. eographically this region was 
so situated that it lay exposed to all sorts of foreign contacts and 
influences--Persian, Greek, Roman, 8aka and Kus~ But it is 
somewhat strange that this so-called Graeco-Buddhist art of Gan
dhara does not come to view before Greek domination of the north
west became a thing of the past, and that the patrons of this art 
were principally the Central Asiatic Sakas and Kusha.Q.as, who 
carried the traditions and culture of their Hellenistic predecessors 
and played the rOle of protectors and interpreters of West-Asiatic 
Hellenism in this region. 

~ the very prolific nature ..af Gandhiira art it seems that 
sculptural objects representing stories and legends of cults that were 
new and foreign to these peoples, but which they had come to adopt 
for their own, were very much in demant{? They seem to have been 
turned out in large numbers from workshops established for the 
purpose, almost in a mechanical manner as it were. ahis explains 
why, in spite of the strict fidelity to Indian traditions, myths, legends 
and iconography, in spite of their depicting the entire Buddhist 
legendary and historical cycle in all its minutest details, the reliefs 
appear to be mechanical and without any character, bereft of any 
emotional sympathy or spontaneity, and lacking in sincerity] 
Undoubtedly those responsible for these products were mere crafts
men, mediocre artisans mechanically turning out wares to meet the 
demands of an aristocratic but unimaginative and unappreciative 
clientele. (1Gllmals, throughout the entire Ian e of the Gandhiira 
school, ar€-but very poorly treated, and even the monsters in the 
M~radharsha1_l,a1 scenes lack character-an absQ!ute.. proof of th~ 

c.olourlessness and the mechanical character of Gandhiira aPL:! 

The Hellenistic inspiration of this art is undeniable, even though 
transformed by Saka-Kush.fu?a and Indian tastes and perceptions. 

{iJ.gures of the Buddhist pantheon, including that of the Buddha 
himself (pIs. XXVI, 65-68; XXVII, 69), with iconographic marks and 
attributes of Indian tradition, are rendered in terms of identical 
characters of the Graeco-Roman pantheon, sometimes with the 
mous~epe, turban or ornaments added according to current local 
tastelJ1}eir draperies are arranged in the style of a Roman toga and 
treated as in Hellenistic art in separate volumes; Indian sages and 

1. Defeat and fillht of Mara. the evil Stlirit of Buddhist literature, who came with 
his beautiful daullhu-rs and satanic hoats to tempt, or frighten, Gautama on the 
eve of his attaining Buddhahood. 
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priests and anchorites in the stories correspond to bearded philo. 
sophers and sa~es of the...clas.sical tradition; yaks has, garu4a.s_, na as_ 
and ev~n Vajrspat),i, with t.heir usual attributes, are conceived and 
represented in terms of the bearded ~nii, Atlantes, Bacchants, Zeus, 
Herakles, Eros, Hermes or PoseidonLRelief composition as a whole, 
modelling of the facial and physiognomical features, well-rounded 
forms, and the relatlon of depth and surface, treatment of drapery, 
wavy treatment of the hair, relation, balance and distribution of 
weight of parts of the human frame, certain motifs and patterns, etc. 
all indicate a full and close knowledge of Graeco-Roman art which 
the artisans unhesitatingly made use of in the context of a new life, 
religion and iconography that 'Y~ but ill-realised either in imagi
nation or in actual experience. 'L!::arge size independent figures of 
Buddhas and Bodhisattvas, it must be admitted, betray in certain 
cases a character of their own, both in features and treatment, and 
they are aesthetically as well as historically much more important. 
But here it was a case of an individual with indivi4ual traits and 
character, not one of depicting Indian life as a whoV 

To understand the syncretistic character of the long-lived 
Gandhara school, it is necessary to study the finds in chronological 
sequence. The Bimaran reliquary, which is usually considered to 
be the earliest product of the school (c. 50 B.C. at the earliest), is 
followed about half a century later, i.e. in the first century A.D., by 
two headless standing images of the Buddha-one from Loriyan 
Tongai (A.D. 6) and the other from Hastnagar (A.D. 72)-the 
Kanishka reliquary from Shah-ji-ki-dheri (A.D. 78-100), a standing 
Hariti figure irQ,tll Sakrah Dheri (A.D. 7) and a few others that may 
be dated only somewhat approximately. These are followed in the 
second century A.D. by a largrnumber of finds-stone and stucco 
reliefs-at the various sites of~ila, which may also be dated ap" 
proximately with the help of the data furnished by Sir John Mar
shall's excavations. The third, fourth and fifth centuries are charac
terised by a large number of finds in st~cco\and terracotta; indeed, 
stone sculptures become rare during these centuries, and the few 
examples that are known are qualitatively on a level lower than 
that of stucco and terracotta figures. The most representative speci
mens of this phase hail from Jauhan and Dhannarijika stiipa at 
Taxila, but more profusely from Hadda, ne~r JalalAbad. In fact, 
the quality and character of the later ph as ndhara-arLare not 
a little conditioned by the use..of these to' ble materials. 
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'I.:he...fig~ an~ their draperies of the Bimaran reliqua y, sh~wn 
in agita,ect movement, strungly recall Hellenistic Idea.l.S. C!he 
drapery is treated pla5Llcaliy as separate volume with iLS own weight: 
In tne tree standmg J::Suddna, dated A.D. 6, from Loriyan Tongal, the 
drapery is still separated from the body, but it is so Cl1spt5sed that 
cerLain parts of tne body are made vlSible from underneaLh the 
garmtnt, the fold-lines of which remain agitate~ In the Chiirsadda 
Buddha, dated A.D. 72, this is more clearly manifest, and already in 
the known examples of the latter half of the first century the trans
parency of the drapery with agitated fold-lines becomes the chief 
theme. Preference for long and rhythmic lines, a strong outline of 
the structure, a wide and vast treatment of the ush1,tisha and loose 
wavy hair are also equally manifest. 

~ds the end of the century, with the KushAQas establishing 
themselves firmhr and spreading their sway, a sort of all-round 
schematisation ufl art begins. 'Uie drapery is shown in small and 
narrow folds symmetrically arranged, and at times becomes reduced 
to a decorative display. The figures themselves are shorter in sta
ture, stumpy in appearance and treated in a rough manner, exhibit· 
ing a kind of crude, rustic strength':JThroughout the second century 
these characteristics have their sway in the main, and schematisa
tion, with the fluted drapery shown in flat parallel folds, holds the 
ground. It is not unlikely that this debased and degenerate art was 
at least partially due to Saka-Kusha.t)a influences from the Mathura 
region, and partly also to those of the art of the later Roman Empire 
with its rather squat forms. 

From the third century onwards, there seems to be a revival of 
artistic forces that were current in the first century. The works 01 
this~ter _phase of Gandhlira art, especially those from Hadda and 
Jaulian are characterised by an intensity of feeling, a telling realism, 
and an indIviduality of character that are strongly reminiscent 01 
the-;lassical tradition and are far removed from the sapless, conven
tional commonplaces of the earlier phase of progressive decadence. 
It is this phase of Gandhlira art that was borne on the shoulders of 
Buddhism and Buddhist monks through Hadda and Bamiyan to Cen
tral Asia and China; and it was into this phase that contemporary art 
of the Ganga-Yamuna valley poured a little of its contents and spirit. 

From the Indian point of view, the importance of Gandhara art 
lies in the fact that here one can see how a phase of Indian life, 
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religion and iconography looked like in a foreign eclectic garb. From 
a Hellenistic point of view, it represents an eastward extension of 
Hellenistic art, as transformed by Saka-Kushat_la and Iranian tastes 
and forms, in an Indian setting and as applied to Indian subjects. 
As Kramrisch says: "Gandhiira ... occupies a position apart. For, 
it is Indian and colonial from a Hellenistic point of view, it is Hellen
istic and colonial when viewed from India." 

IV. MATHURA: c. A.D. 150-300 

The liest fin s Jrom Mathura, represented by a few frag-
mentary sculptures, are closely related to the art of Bhiirhut, going 
back to the middle of the second century B.C.; but it is from about 
the beginning of the Christian era that the Mathura school seems to 
have become active and begun producing unceasingly for centuries 
those varied works of art which earned for her an enviable posi
tion in the art world of contemporary India and enabled her, at a 
later stage, to export !illa_ges t s _ centres as Central Asia and 
T~xila Oll the one hand, and Sravasti and sarnAth on the other. CI:he 
unmistakable identification mark of all Mathura sculptures is the 
s:QS>ttedred sandstone from Sikri.'] 

G few specimens (the Amohini relief, a standing female figure, 
the LOI}.aSobhika iiyiigapata (pI. XXV, 63), the Kailkali Tila iiyiigapa
tas, etc.), that seem to belong to pre-Kanishka decades:?show a char
acter of relief composition that emphasises the statur'e of the main 
figure by raising its height and grading the subsidiary figures ac
cordingly. All figures are carved boldly and against the plain sur
face of the ground. A certain heaviness of form, earth-bound and 
of primitive significance, can be traced from the very beginning 
(compare the yaksha tradition); those in action, especially the femi
nine figures, betray a conscious sensuality as well. 

Gms heavy physicality is soon partly relieved by a relaxation 
of the flesh and an open-eyed smiling countenance which charac
terise the seated and standing Buddhas and Bodhisattvas (cf. pI. 
XXIV, 61) and also Jinas of the last quarter of the first and the 
second century. These sculptures are all in the round or in very high 
relief. ,Broad masculine chest and shoulders and a firm body-form 
expreSsi've of enormous pent-up energy are some of their invariable 
positive characteristics that have hardly any relation to the contem
porary art of the Gandhara Buddha. Without any attempt at ex
pressing grace, sweetness or calm repose, qualities that are connoted 
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by the Buddha-Bodhisattva idea, these figures clearly relate them
selves to a primitive earthbound tradition as exemplified by the 
yakshas and yakshi~is.' ~ right shoulder of the Buddna-Bodhisat
tvas is left bare, the arapery, arranged in schematic folds, closely 
clings to the body th!t shines through, an~ the scads, twisted into 
bulging ropes and loops, dangle On one side Modelling is summaris
ed up to the waist, stiff and hard below, where the two legs stand 
stiffly like stumps; the outline is consistently firm. 

The Gandhara Buddha type was, however, not unknown in 
Mathura; indeed, it seems to have been copied in not a few examples 
that exhibit a kind of refined treatment. The Gandharan composi
tion is also evident in certain reliefs and decorative motifsj but this 
does not happen before the first half of the second century. 

CThe heavy life-size portrait statues of the Saka-KushiiI}.a kings-
Kanishka (pl. XXIV, (0), Wema Kadpnises (?) and Chash~ana (?), all 
belonging to the last quarter of tbe first century, and clad in Central 
Asian Scythic dress-are in a class and style apart. The dress and 
footwear of the Kanishka statue and the inscription across the sur
face of the lower part of the enormous heavy and angular robe at 
once indicate that the artist was not an Indian but most probably a 
Scythic national. Rigorously fronial in setting, its main effect is 
entirely gathered on the surface, and the solid and compact drapery 
is treated in harsh angles and flat lines sharply chiselled. It is not 
unlikely that this Scythic tradition, as reflected in these statues, 
passed on its angularity of compositional arrangement to the com
position of the seated or standing Buddha-Bodhisattva images of 
MathuraJ 

c.noman influences, too, seem to have touched Mathura, probably 
direcl1y oy the sea-ratite] A well-known example, that of the so
cailed Herakles and the Ne~on, and a number of Bacchanalian 
scenes in relief (cf. pI. XXI~~ are not only Western in theme, 
but also seem to have been inspired by Roman aesthetic ideals and 
~tic treatment. 

L- The continuity of the indigenous tradition is best represented by 
a series of high relief sculptures on the front sides of pillars and 
pillar-bases from various sites of Mathura. Most of these appear to 
belong to the second century and, while a few represent Buddhas, 
Bodhisattvas and ~.le figures, the great~majority are nude or s~ 
nude female figures (pI. XXIV, 59, 62)-yakshi~is or vrik8ha~ 
apsarases in erotic attitude suggesting fertility-or women engaged 
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in their toilet. An intimate connection with Sunga and Kushfu).a ter
racottas is at once suggested, both in theme and treatment, and a 
lineal relationship who the yakshi1}-is and vrikshak4s of Bharhut, 
Bodh Gaya and sanchi is also equally undeniable. But what had 
been spomaneous movement has now become conscious gestures, and 
what stood for symbols or emblems have now become vehicles of 
sensuous and erotic suggestiveness. Full round breasts and full 
heavy hips are no longer just conveyors of the idea of fertility, but 
suggest warm and living flesh, relaxed or tight. Frankly, the aim is 
sensual, and this is furtber emphasised by the outward thrust of the 
hip, the slight turn of the head or the hand, a definitely erotic and 
suggestive attitude. Even in the male figures, living flesh is clearly 
suggested by the modelling. 

V. VENGI: JAGGA}:yAPE;kA, AMARAVAl'i, NAGARJUNI
ON'i5A" GOLl, ETC. C. 150 B.C.-A.D. 400 

The earliest specimens of sculptural art from the Krislu;la-Goda
vari delta known in ancient times as VeIi.gi, hail from J ag~a
peta (cf. pI. XXVIII, 72, 73) and maravati,~and comprise a number 
of carve 'marDi labs, presumably of stupas and railings. These 
low and highly linearised reliefs frankly belong to the common 
denominator of form of Bharhut and early san chi, but lines in Veilgi 
are much more sensitive and the human forms with their elongated 
limbs are much more tall and slender. At Amaravati (cf. pIs. XXIX, 
74-76; XXX, 77-78) the reliefs are slightly rounder and the model
ling fuller and more delicate. On the whole, men, animals and 
vegetation are more elastic and treated more elegantly than in the 
north. The material par excellence of Veilgi artists was marble. 
Never so f~-was the dencate and voluptuous beauty of the human 
frame so richly and luxuriously conceived, and never were technical 
skill and efficiency more adequate for realisation of the conception. 

There is no doubt that the Yen i region carries on the t:::-adition 
ot eady I~ art, and s~rves as a mk between the earlier art 
of Bharhut, Bodh Gaya and sanchi on the one hand and the later 
Gup d Palla va art on the other. As in Bharhut and sanchi, the 
marble reliefs from the various sites of Vengi depict the Buddhist 
legendary cycle in all its details, but the art was hardly religious at 
all, far less Buddhist; it does not speak of nor aim at suggesting the 
Buddhist ideal of renunciation or nirva'tta, or of discipline or strict 
ethical virtues including avoidance of women. Rather, it is frankly 
naturalistic and even sensuous; an innocent and spontaneous joy 
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and the most pagan love of life pervade the entire world unfolded 
before our eyes. The female forms of the yakshi7).is, the vrikshakiis 
and the dancing girls have been rendered with infinite love and 
grace; their full busts, heavy hips and their living flesh have all been 
touched with a saturating sensuousness. 

In the reliefs from Veilgi, nature recedes to the background; it 
still serves its symbolic purpose, but is no more to be seen in its 
fertile abundance. The main interest passes on to the human figure 
itself. Scene after scene teems with tall and slender human figures; 
they are everywhere in abundance, in all poses and attitudes, in 
action and movement, in ease and relaxation, in high tension and 
elegant languor, sitting, standing, bending, flying, danCing, hunging, 
hovering-always exhibiting sturdy but delicately modelled bodies 
with heavy heaving shoulders borne on a pair of slender supple 
legs, all definite in their precise but exuberant outline and charac
terised by an amazing elasticity of movement. 

Yet, the mature art of Vengi, as represented at A 8 av.ati, is 
not entirely steeped in the physical and sensuous; here is neither 
the simple and spontaneous naturalism of 5anch'i nor the unabashed 
lewdness of Mathura. The sensuousness of Vengi is much more 
refined, elegant and sophisticated, lifted to a subtler plane, which 
is due not a little to a complete mastery of an advanced technique. 

This mastery of technique is evident in a variety of directions. 
The relief matures in depth whence the figures seem to emerge and 
achieve the full roundness of form in the process of becoming. 
Oversecting and foreshortening, already evident at Bodh Gaya, 
Orissa and 5anchi, have also attained the fullest maturity and are 
exploited to the utmost. The flexibility of the body itself, with the 
joints all rounded off, has grown to swaying movements which carry 
the figure in dynamic rhythm. But the movements do not cease with 
the individual figure; the rhythm transcends the outermost limits 
of the figure, extends to the group which it binds together with the 
same dynamic movement, and finally to the entire composition with 
all its groups in one large sweeping movement, often in the form 
of a parabolic curve-a favourite device at Amaravati. ¥engj thus 
brin s to final consummation the :Rroblem of d . ositional 
unity. e an haltingly and reticently at Bharhut in the Pra~e
n~t PiHe;". The modelling, too, has grown to full maturity in 
plasticity and naturalism; it is subtler, more delicate and more sensi
tive than that of even Mathura of the first century A.D. But the most 
important advance in technique lies in the treatment of the relative 
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weight of the different parts of the body. The Hellenistic tradition 
of contrapost, of carrying the weight of one's body not by any 
mechanical or functional device as in early Indian art, but by the 
subtler process of balance and equilibrium, seems to have served the 
Veilgi artists admirably well. 

The above general description of the Veilgi school refers to the 
highest level of the art reached..!U Amarava 1 at'( he middle 
of the second century A.D. The...reliefs of Gumadidurru, Nagar.juni
kOJ;l9 -and Gall, although belonging to one C'ommorr school, rarely 
attain this level. Some of these have a heavy and spreaaing plastic 
form like those of the Amaravati reliefs of the first century, but the 
modelling of the former is definitely softer and weaker than those 
of the latter. Others plastically belong to the last phase of Amara
vati, i.e. the third century, when the clearly tangible outline of the 
second century softens down to almost feverish agitation and nervous 
mobility. The modelling, too, degenerates into a sort of tremulous 
mannerism trying to express a paSSion-wild, trembling and almost 
bursting with extravagance, in which the very sap of life was being 
consumed. The second century successfully tried to transcend the 
limits of the human body by intensifying the body-experience it
self, but this could only be done by a disciplined mind through a pro
cess of rigorous discipline of the body. In the third century, this 
discipline is relaxed, in mind as in art, and the very intensification 
that served so well in the preceding century spells doom on the 
Veilgi school, once so gay, luxuriant and animated. Not before the 
fifth and sixth centuries, in Gupta art of the Ganga valley, was the 
experience of the second century given a new name and form in 
which the body itself was relieved of the weight of its physical sub
stance and became illumined by a highly intellectualised spiritual 
experience. 

VI. GENERAL REVIEW 
With Mathura and Amaravati the curtain is drawn on an art 

that began its career at Bharhut, where men and women are part 
of nature itself and live a common life with trees and animals. A 
healthy pleasure in material life is taken for granted, but every
body takes it with earnestness, dignity and in calm self-evidence 
of enjoyment. At Bodh Gaya, the dignity and earnestness are 
equally valued, but the initial restraint gives way to slow swaying 
movements. sanchi brings gaiety, emotion and vivacity born of a 
fuller acceptance of life and its spontaneous joys and movements; 
its calm and composed forms are innocent of transient and hysterical 
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moments. Karle is aracterised by a calm strength and dignitYi 
men and women theFe-~ mundane and earthly but in an ethnically 

r"prrmitive SIgn ce; 1 s andS .~ stable- al1d pe-rmanent 
foundations. This is equally true of the yaks has , yakshi~tis, nag as, 
and the Buddhist primitives of Mathura. The reliefs of Mathura 
bring the sense perception of San chi to maturity, and the joy in life 
expresses itself in easy serenity and a general cheerfulness of dis
position. The human figures are enlivened by a careless njoyment 
of life. The bourgeois ladies of Mathura, even while loving, toying 
with pets, or gossiping and dallying, never behave coquettishly. But 
the aristocratic ladies of the upper classes of the urban and sophis.
ticated society of Amaravati are definitely coquettish in an elegant 
though extravagant manner. The wildest joy and most violent 
passion shake them to their foundations. For the first time, Indian 
art becomes conscious of psychological conditions and learns to differ
entiate between the subtle and the violent shades and emotions of 
the human heart; they are given full expression to, not intellectually 
but through the lineaments of the body. Conceived not as a part 
of nature but confined within the physical frame and in a narrowly 
mundane manner and, further, abandoned to the fullest and nervous 
enjoyment of transient pleasures, life exacted its toll by drying itself 
up. 

The fundamental change in the attitude and disposition towards 
life betwen Bharhut and 8anchi on the one hand, and Mathura and 
finally Amaravati on the other, can admittedly be explained by the 
general laws of optical evolution; it was to a very large extent the 
result of the natural growth of an aesthetic process. But possibly 
the difference was, at least partly, due to changes in the socio-eco
nomic structure, and hence in the social psychology of the people 
responsible for this art. 

The change just referred to begins to assert itself roughly from 
about the middle of the first century A.D. Before that time both 
the Ganga-Yamuna valley and the Deccan (to which belong Bhar
hut, Bodh Gaya, sanchi, early Mathura, Karle and early Vengi) 
nurtured a civilisation and a structure of society that was mainly 
rural and agricultural. The art of such a social economy naturally 
reflected the essential oneness with nature, a hea1thy and spontane
ous joy in, and acceptance of, life, preference for stable and penna~ 
nent values and faith in calm and composed strength. But from about 
the middle of the first century A.D. India, more particularly the 
Deccan and the South, came quickly to share in a very rich maritime 
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trade with the Mediterranean world, and gold and lUxury products 
from the Roman West began freely to flow into the country. Slowly. 
but surely, the Deccan and also the North began to develop, along 
the river valleys, big emporiums of trade and commerce out of their 
old cities, and rural agricultural civilisation began to be transformed 
into a mercantile one, at least in the large centres of life and activity. 
With the creation of a real bourgeois society, a change in the social 
taste and also in the attitude towards life was but inevitable. This 
change is first noticeable at Mathura even in the selection of motifs, 
which range from toilet and love scenes to scenes of toying with birds 
and drinking bouts. But Mathura was hinterland and, moreover, 
too strong and eclectic a centre of past traditions and of influence 
from a variety of directions. Amaravati, on the other hand, lay not 
very far from the rich coastal ports of the eastern Deccan, a 
few of which at least sheltered rich Roman trading settlements. 
The art of Amaravati thus naturally reflects the disposition and atti
tude of a mercantile social economy which manifests preference for 
transient pleasures and temporary values, exuberant expression of 
joy and passion. and courtly elegance and sophistication. 

C. PAINTING AND OTHER ARTS 

I. PAINTING 

Both Buddhist and Brahmanical literature, some of which un
doubtedly go back to centuries before Christ, contain abundant re
ferences to the art of painting. The M.ahiibhiirata mentions Chitra
lekha, a maid of honour to princess Usha, as a gifted portrait-painter 
and describes a painted hall. According to the Vinaya Pitaka, 
Amrapali invited painters from various countries and asked them to 
paint on her walls the figures of kings, traders and merchants seen 
by them; and it was by seeing the portrait of Bimbisara so painted 
that she fell in love with him. The Vinaya Pita7ca also makes several 
references to the pleasure-houses of king Prasenajit, containing 
chittaqaras or picture-halls or galleries. Besides portraiture and 
mural paintings, we also find mention of such widely-known practices 
as lepya-chitras, lekhya-chitras, dhilli-chitras, etc. Lepya-chitras are 
nothing but continuous narratives in line and colour on textiles, and 
partook of the nature of pata-chitras of later tradition; lekhya-chitras 
are probably line-drawings of a decorative nature like alimpanas or 
alpanas of later tradition, while dhilli-chitras are also of the same 
nature and character, but the material used is powdered rice, white 
or coloured. Literary records having a direct bearing on the art 
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of painting are indeed numerous, and they go to show that from very 
early times painting, both secular and religious, was considered an 
important form of artistic expression and widely practised by the 
classes and masses alike. The theoretical basis of the art in relation 
to the world of vision and imagination is also alluded to in the Brah
lIUU}.as and the Buddhist sutras and gathas. This indicates that there 
were very early tradition and practice which eventually led at a 
later period to the formulation of definite principles of theory, techni
que and classification of various kinds of painting. 

We have, however, no extant specimen of such ancient prac
tice. The earliest historical example of which we have any definite 
knowledge consists of a few rows of human figures in yellow and 
ochre earth colours, arranged in sections in accordance with the 
shape of the irregularly vaulted ceiling of the Sitabenga or Jogimara 
cave in the Ramgarh hills in the Surguja State of the Eastern States 
Agency. Besides the irregular compositional bands, there is also 
another band with representations of large aquatic animals, makara. 
etc., also in the same yellow and ochre earth colours. The composi
tions have all been covered over by a layer of paintings subsequently 
added, but enough remains to indicate that these murals were exe
cuted in what is known as 'tempera', that the figures, which are 
mostly in three-quarter profile, are lively and freely rhythmical, and 
though loosely set at a distance from one another and arranged in 
parallel rows, they are well balanced in alignments and inherently 
connected with one another. Foreshortening and oversecting are 
easily employed, and the third dimension is intelligently under~ 
stood. 

All these bespeak considerable past knowledge and practice, 
and perhaps also a consciousness of parallel practice in such cubical 
materials as wood, stone and clay. Indeed a comparison of tho 
garment--dhoti and uttariya-of some of the J ogJ.mara figures with 
those of early SiinchI (Stilpa II) and Jaggayyapeta reliefs will estab
lish strong similarities in form and motif. It is not, therefore, with
out good reason that these paintings have generally been assigned to 
about the middle of the first century B.C. Indeed, their maturity 
is more or less on a level with contemporary sculpture. 

A century and a half later follows the next phase of Indian 
mural paintings 8S exemplified on the walls of caves Nos. IX and 
X of AjaJ;lta (cf. pls. XXXI, 79; XXXII, 80). 
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Only scanty specimens of the earliest AjaI;lta phase are pre
served, but they are mature works and belong creditably to the 
contemporary denominator of Indian plastic art. In certain respects, 
as in the driving diagonal direction of the composition emphasised 
by the cubical and voluminous slanting rocks and the trees, in sway~ 
ing movement, in its forward direction from depth to the surface, 
and in the general fullness of composition, they sometimes surpass 
even the contemporary sculptural vision and treatment. Only some 
of the Amaravati reliefs can vie with them in aesthetic effect. 

The paintings are laid over a fine coat of plaster, finished by 
another coat of finely polished white priming. The outlines were 
drawn first in broad sweeps, and details were added afterwards. Na
tural earth, found locally, formed most, if not all, of the pigments in 
which red in different tones, green, grey, brown, yellow and white 
predominate. The compositions are arranged in friezes and panels; 
while narrating a Jataka story, scenes are arranged in compartments. 
The ground is divided, as in the Chhaddanta Jataka scene of Cave X, 
by two or three horizontal bands of colour, a principle followed also 
in later murals of AjaI;lta (e.g. Cave XVII). 

The two important scenes, one a frieze representing super
imposed rows of human figures in Cave IX and another representing 
a group of elephants of the Chhaddanta Jataka story in Cave X, bring 
out the main principles of this phase of painting. Both, so far as 
their forms are concerned, correspond to contemporary relief tradi~ 
tion; indeed they are painted versions of such carved and modelled 
groups, and in density and relief can stand comparison with similar 
representations in 5ancru. Both men and animals are modelled in 
colour in a variety of positions; indeed, they attest to much know
ledge and experience in the modelling capacity of both line and 
colour. The implication of depth and the direction of coming for
ward to the surface, which in the later Ajal).ta phase are brought to 
consummation, find their full level already in these paintings. The 
full masses of the figures reach the outermost level where they 
spread up to their limits. The figures themselves, though densely 
packed and of smooth movement, betray hardly any emotional state 
and are unconnected with one another. Sturdy in shape, of distinct 
ethnic class and sartorial types, the human figures are detached and 
reticent, and are very near in appearance to figures as carved in Bodh 
Gaya and 8anchi. 
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Certain faint traces of early painting are also found in the 
Chaitya cave at Bedsa, but these are obscured by later white
washing. On the whole, despite numerous references to painted 
halls, palaces, etc., to Zepya, Zekhya and dhuZi-chitras in early Bud
dhist literature and in the epics, those that have survived and are 
known to us are very limited in quality and variety. Nevertheless, 
it is in these early specimens that we see the beginnings of the later 
schools which have preserved the continuity of pictorial tradition for 
more than a millennium. 

II. TERRACOTTA 

Terracotta was the material for artistic expression of the humb
ler people to whom stone, not very easily obtainable in the plains of 
northern India, was a precious and costly material. A large num
ber and variety of finds have been made on various levels of excava
tions at a 'number of important city sites, such as Pataliputra (com
prising Bulandibagh, Kumrahar and Patna), Buxar, Taxila, Mathura, 
Ahichchhatra, Vaisali (Basarh), Kausambi, Raj ghat (Banaras) , 
Bangarh and Mahasthan (N. Bengal). It seems that the art of terra
cotta, either fashioned directly out of clay by hand or shaped and 
modelled by moulds, provided the most popular objects for house
hold worship and decoration, plaques and figures in the round for 
popular magic and religious purposes, seals for purposes of docu
mentation, children's toys, ornaments for the poor, medals, amulets, 
and animal figurines of totemistic significance or children's play
things. Much more than their pure aesthetic significance is their 
value as materials for the history of Indian culture and life of the 
{!ommon people. The terra cotta seals, often inscribed, provide most 
important material for political, socio-economic and religious history, 
while toys, ~rnaments and household materials are of great value 
for a comparative study of our culture at different periods. On the 
whole, terracotta art of India, though not attaining to the dignity 
of a m~jor art like sculpture, is nevertheless an important vehicle of 
human expression of undoubted sociological significance and deserves 
to be more seriously studied. 

, Any study of Indian terracottas from a standpoint of historical 
or chronological sequence is rendered difficult by a large number of 
finds of supposedly , archaic' or 'primitive' type and form. Kram
risch has labelled them "ageless" or "timeless", as they remain 
essentially unchanged by variations of time and perhaps also of loca
lity. This type may occur side by side with the normal one on 
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the same excavation level which is different in principle as well as 
in form. The products of the timeless type are as numerous and 
varied, and also as important to the people at large, as those on which 
sequence of time leaves its impress. The former type, which one 
can witness from the Sindhu valley onwards up to the present day, 
is made always and invariably by hand and includes such objects as 
figurines of the mother-goddess seated or standing (or earth-goddess 
or goddess of fertility), children's toys, chariots, human images, 
figures of horse, elephant, ram, humped bull, monkey, dog, bird, 
lizard, frog, fish and Makara. Figures, whether human or animal, 
are invariably fashioned in a way that reduces the physiognomical 
form of the subject to a distr ibution of the simplest volumes answer
ing the main parts of the body, i.e. the head, the trunk and the limbs. 
Within this principle there are indeed differences in degree as well 
as in technique. The female figurines are invariably characterised 
by heavy bulging hips and narrow waists, sometimes also by the navel 
and the m ekhala-all being notions of potential motherhood. Some 
of the figurines have animal snouts, and the head is either drawn in" 
horn shapes or bulges out in bumps; both are basically the same and' 
have a primitive significance that connects the head with spiritual 
illumination. This horn or bump shape explains the uskJ.t'iSha of the' 
Buddha and the historical terracotta figures of men and women with, 
unicorn or bicornate head-dresses from various sites of the Gatiga
Yamuna valley. The large majority of the ageless types that have 
come down to us belong mainly to the excavated sites at Buxar, 
Pataliputra, Tax ila, Kausambi and Basarh. Sometimes the date and. 
locality even of such ageless types can be approximately fixed mainly 
by reason of contemporary fashions in dress and ornaments, form, 
and technique, local traits and peculiarities, etc. 

Historical or time-bound terracottas of pre-Gupta date are 
generally moulded, while head-dresses are affixed; the faces at least" 
are in all cases moulded, registering stylistic characteristics, and they , 
are affixed to bodies modelled by hand (ct. pI. XXXIII, 82) . This com-' 
plex technique gives way to completely moulded-not modelled
figures in the Gupta period. More than stone sculpture or anything 
else, this enormous corpus of terracottas, though only a small fraction 
of the total output, represents a rich inventory of contemporary Indian 
art form and style as well as of social tastes and tendencies. The large 
city-sites, already referred to, along with such widely distributed , 
sites as Lauriya Nandangarh (Bihar) , Sari-Dheri (N.-W.F.), Maw' 
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(Hyderabad), Pawaya (Gwalior), Saheth-Maheth (old Sravasti), Gaya 
(Bihar), etc. have yielded terracottas that are easily distinguishable 
by their local features of form and style. But the most represen
tative types and forms hail mostly from Pataliputra, Mathura and 
Buxar, all in the Ganga-Yamuna valley. 

Barring one steatite plaque from Pataliputra, inscribed in 
Mauryan characters, and a few other objects (Patna, KauSiimbi, 
Buxar), no regular terracottas that can more or less definitely be 
ascribed to the Maurya period have yet come to light from any of 
the early sites. Generally they were baked to various shades of 
ochre, red, grey or black. But neither the method of baking, nor 
the quality of clay, nor the shade of colour, is any sure or exclusive 
index as to date or locality. 

In the su.nga-~va period, i.e. from about 200 B.C. to about 
ilie first century A.D., the major corpus seemB to have consisted of 
female figures. These are richly dressed, slim, with a heavy counte
Ilance, and have magnificently modelled busts, well disciplined bodies 
with delicate modelling of the chest, skirts with flutters and extra
yagant loops, and a rather high and wide head with lateral bumps 
~ccentuated further by elaborate hair-dressing or heavy head-wear 
(cf. pIs. XXXIV, 83-84; XXXV, 85-86). To this period may also 
be assigned some of the finds from Basarh, Buxar, Pataliputra and 
Mathura, with definitely Hellenistic heads and faces, Hellenistic 
1nodelling and, in a few cases, also Hellenistic drapery. 

Terracottas with a definitely Saka-Kushil:ta stylistic impress 
exhibit a great variety of ethnic types and nomad fashions, especially 
conspicuous in the male figures from Mathura, which must have been 
due to the influx of new racial types and new fashions and tastes. 
races of female figures are characterised by either a smile or at least 
an animation noticeable on the cheek-bones set below a pair of flat 
wide-open eyes. Musicians with a great variety of instruments ap
pear for the first time during this period, many of them distinguished 
by their long noses. Horsemen and riders holding reins, gene
rally in moulded figures, are also seen for the first time. On the 
whole, both in variety and in design, in sturdiness of form and 
differentiated modelling, the terracottas of the KushAt)a period, 
found in excavations at Pataliputra, Ahichchhatra and Mathura, 
provide a rich wealth of material for the study of contemporary art 
form and design. This can well be supplemented for the Deccan 
and the South by the rich material recently unearthed from Maksi 
in Hydera.bad. 
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III. COINS, SEALS, INTAGLIO GEMS, ETC. (pl. XXXVII) 

Though the history of Indian coinage begins with silver and 
copper punch-marked coins, datable from about 600 B.C. onwards, 
their value as aesthetic objects to the historian of art is almost 
negligible, despite their undoubted importance to the historian, 
numismatist and anthropologist. Formally and psychologically 
they are tribal in origin and primitive in conception; the shapes 
are irregular, the execution rude, and the punches, impressed sepa
rately and irregularly and sometimes clumsily, show no artistic 
design. The symbols never go beyond a representational signifi
cance; while human figures are rare, the animal devices are some
times creatively conceived and executed with considerable spirit, 
but crude workmanship prevents a refined achievement. 1 Local 
and tribal coins, equally indigenous in origin and conception, and 
datable in the centuries immediately preceding and succeeding 
the Christian era, show a decided advance in shape and design as 
well as in workmanship and execution. They are either cast or 
die-struck; a large number of devices are merely symbolical, but 
the animal devices are at times rendered naturalistically with an 
eye to plasticity of movement.2 The type and treatment of the 
human figure recall either the figure of the gold-plaque eart~

goddess from Lauriya Nandangarh3 or the average human figura
tion of early Indian relief sculpture.4 In the former case, they 
merely serve a symbolical purpose. Of some of the anonymou's 
tribal coins, datable in the third and fourth centuries of the 
Christian era, not only the form and treatment of the human figure 
but the design and shape as well are clearly inspired by contempo
rary Kusha.r)a and Gupta coins, which in their turn were derived 
from Hellenistic, Roman and Parthian models. So far as the 
Indian coinage is concerned, vegetal devices are rarely artistically 
conceived, but in at least one tribal coin5 the palm-tree motif has 
been rendered with singular charm and remarkable concreteness 
of vision. 

But of coins and gems, artistically the most interesting are 
those that were inspired by Hellenistic, Roman and Parthian models. 

1. Smith, CCIM, pI. XIX, fig. 10. 
2. Ibid, pI. XIX, figs. 15, 18; pI. XX, figs. 7, 11, 18. 
3. Ibid, pI. XX, fig. 12; pl. XIX, fig. 20; pl. XXI, fig. 15. 
4. Ibid, pI. XX, fig. 11. 
5. Ibid, pI. XIX, fig. 17. 
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They are all datable from about the second century B.C. to about 
the first century A.D. and belong to the Bactrian and Scytho~ 
Parthian kings who held sway for a considerable time in the 
Punjab and the North-West.' The stylistic history of these coins 
and gems is clear and coherent; with very few exceptions the coins, 
and also the intaglio gems, are aesthetically of a high order. Their 
chaste and elegant execution, their refined workmanship, and their 
general design are in the best of Hellenistic tradition, particular
ly in the earliest examples where the legends are invariably ill 
Greek. While the portraits they bear are unmistakably characterised 
by the refined realism of Hellenistic portraiture, the mythological 
types are derived from Greek mythology and rendered formally 
strictly along the lines of those in Hellenistic art. At a slightly 
later stage, Bactrian and Indo-Greek coinage comes into contact with 
Indian coinage whence they derive some of their peculiarities and 
result, at least in certain instances, in either square (Apollodotus) 
or clumsily rectangular shapes (Agathocles and Pantaleon). The 
Attic standard gradually fades away and is replaced by one of 
Achaemenian origin; legends become bilingual-Greek and Indian 
in either Kharoshthi or Br.ahmi; and with time, as Hellenistic inspi~ 
ration fades away, the portraits begin to lose their fine realism, the 
Hellenistic figure-types are steadily replaced by Indian or Scytha.. 
Parthian, and the coins as a whole suffer in the chastity of design 
and elegance of execution. 

Though inspired by Bactrian and Indo-Greek coinage both in 
type and form, the Indo-Parthian coins are generally clumsy in 
execution and crowded in design, and record the impress of in~ 
creasingly more Indian feeling and forms, especially in animal and 
human devices. 2 Certain nomadic barbarian elements are also 
equally noticeable,3 which go to show that the engravers were no't 
just mere copyists but were giving expression to their own ideas . 
Still more increasingly Indian in feeling and figure-types are the 
early Kushfu).a coins, though in dress and demeanour the portraits 
retain their northern characteristics. In execution and design these 
early Kushfu;la coins are much more elegant and refined than the 
Indo-Parthian ones. Later KushaQa coins of about the third cen
tury, however, tend to be more and more clumsy and crowded in 
design; though the execution remains clear and precise, the types 

1. Cf. Cbs. VII, VITI, IX. 
2. Smith, CCIM. pl. XIII, figs. 1, 4, 14. 
3. Ibid, pl. IX, figs. 1, 4, 8. 
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and forms are heavily influenced by those of Persian and Sassanian 
oJ;igin, The silver coinage of the Western Kshatrapas, on the other 
hand, was based essentially on the Greek hemidrachmae, They are 
neat, regular, and are very elegantly executed, Formally and his· 
torically Gupta coinage takes its cue from early Kus~a coins on the 
'one hand and Western Kshatrapa coins on the other, Andhra coins 
of the second and third centuries A,D" though at times irregular in 
shape and heavy in design, belong altogether to a different aesthetic 
form and are essentially indigenous in character. Their symbols 
and figure-devices have a characteristic local flavour and a triba1 
conception. 

A large number and variety of engraved gems--cornelian sard 
,of different hues, jacinth, sardoine, black garnet, etc.-have been 
'picked up from different sites all over north-western India. They 
are all invariably Hellenistic in conception and execution, and revea1 
,a highly developed sense of relief and composition. Motifs and su~ 
jects are invariably derived from Greek mythology, and some of 
them are often found repeated from one gem to another. There can 
be no doubt that these gems were very much in fashion and demand. 
Athena, seated or standing, fighting warriors, Aphrodite, a spirited 
lion or elephant, gods and goddesses of Greek legends, etc. are the 
most common motifs, and the gems bear legends in Greek and early 
Brahmi or Kharoshthi characters. Towards the beginning of the 
(,::hristian era, probably due to a lessening of demand, the art began 
to deteriorate; the delicacy of technique, refinement of execution and 
elegance of vision seem definitely to have been on the wane. In the 
first and second centuries A.D. the Greek inspiration was replaced 
by. the Roman, perhaps from Asia Minor, and, borne on the shoulders 
9f Roman trade and commerce, a new type of intaglio work, 
characterised by a distinctive sensuousness of figure conce?tion, 
~ame into vogue. But neither the Greek :ror the Roman art of 
intaglio gems seems to have taken root on the Indian soil. 

IV. POTTERY 

Objective and systematic study of early Indian pottery is only 
just beginning, and it is difficult to deal with the subject in correct 
historical sequence. Pottery is shortlived, but it mayan occasion 
travel very extensively; in fact, recent excavations at Arikamedu 
near Pondicherry have yielded products that were probably made, as 
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far away as Italy on the one hand and in China on the other. They 
are thus invaluable material for the history of commerce, chrono
logy and culture. 

Recent exploration in a large number of sites in North India 
has yielded a typical pottery (including dishes and bowls) of fine 
grey ware with a wide range of black painting. Stratigraphic evi
dence obtained previously at Ahichchhatra and now at Tilpat near 
Delhi and Hastinapura, District Meerut, shows that it partly over
lapped and largely preceded the northern black polished ware.' 
The pottery of the Mauryan period found at Pa~liputra, KasrawRd, 
Sairat, 8arnath, Rajghfit and other places includes the well-known 
polished black ware bowls which in many cases must have travelled 
from important centres to outlying provinces. Some of the broken 
fragments found at Baira1 and Kasrawad show repairs being executed 
locally by means of copper wires and rivets, proving that this 
pottery was, at that period and in that particular social stratum 
where the articles were used, considered valuable. and was not easily 
replaceable. 

Ahichchhatra potteries of the earlier levels (c. 600-100 B.C.) 
are limited to few varieties of shape; a large number of these con
sist of grey wares, and a few with a black slip. These vessels are 
mostly plain, but there are a few red wares bearing stamped designs. 
This early group is practically devoid of any painted decoration 
of any sort, and moulds are never used. Grey and black polished 
wares are altogether absent in the next phase (100 B.C.-A.D. 350), 
which is also marked by the absence of any incised and painted 
decoration or of slip or wash. But they bear stamped symbols the 
like of which one can find on contemporary coins and sculptures. 
The evolution of the cooking pot, as shown by the successive stages 
of such ware from Ahichchhatra, indicates that rimless wares were 
the earliest which were followed by thin-rimmed ones. Large open 
bowls of grey colour are conspicuous in the early period (c. 300-
100 B.C.). Straight-edged, lipped and broad-mouthed bowls pre
dominate among the grey wares of this period, while among the 
red wares of the next phase jars with straight necks or no well
defined necks are typical. A few major changes seem to take place 
~n the two centuries immediately preceding and succeeding the 

t. Mr. A. Ghosh of the Archaeological Department has kindly supplied thls infor
mation. 
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Christian era (100 B.C.-A.D. 100); but cooking pans with small lug
handles and jars with no well-defined necks are the more important 
types in the pottery of this period. Rare and distinctive types, e.g. 
the bowl-shaped stopper, bellied jar with small bottle-neck, etc. are 
also characteristic of the period. KushiiQa potteries hail in large 
numbers from all important sites in the Punjab and the Ganga
Yamuna valley including Mathura. New types and surface decora· 
tions with stamped symbols like the Triratna, Swastika, Nandipcida, 
etc. are characteristic features of this phase. Among new types 
mention may be made of the flat-based drinking bowl, and the wide
mouthed jar with thick walls and beater-marks over the body with 
its different variants. In Ahichchhatra this period is associated 
with the glorious days of the Paiichala kingdom which may account 
for the variety, originality and abundance of the pottery types; but 
it is also likely that all over northern India the Kush.aI}.a culture
complex may have produced a livening effect as well as furnished 
certain new types. 

In respect of the pottery of the Deccan and the south, it has 
long been known that Buddhist sites of the Krislu;l.a valley have 
yielded pots which reveal the stages of change from the Iron Age 
types to those of the satavahana period. In several places dark 
polished wares found along with the Iron Age cemeteries must 
approximate in date the typical black polished ware in northern 
India. Some special wares, such as the painted bowls with grit or 
cross-lined patterns, are found widely in sites from Hyderabad, 
Mysore, and Bellary and Anantapur districts of Madras. These can be 
assigned to roughly about 300 to 100 B.C., but in the absence of 
systematic excavation, the data afforded by these cannot be con
sidered authentic. Nor has the abundant pottery from such sites 
as Ko:r:).(,lapur yet been properly studied. But it is clear that in the 
south, the soft loamy clay, which forms the bulk of the natural 
soil, was commonly used, while other varieties suitable for special 
wares, such as China clay, were also to be found in different local
ities and were naturally responsible for the different shades of 
colour met with in southern wares. In any case the richness and 
variety of the productions of the satavahana period in the south are 
indisputable. 

The recent excavations at Arikamedu have furnished a very 
rich treasure for the study of south Indian pottery. These finds 
come from what was once a considerable town that comprised, 
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among many other things, a warehouse, a textile manufactory and 
at least several bead-making establishments. A kind of red-giazed 
pottery, presumably manufactured in Italy in the centuries imme
diately preceding and succeeding the Christian era, Roman lamps 
and glass wares, and two-handled jars or amphorae, characteristic of 
contemporary Mediterranean wine-trade, are amongst the objects 
picked up, and they go to prove that Arikamedu was once a prosper
ous south Indian settlement of Western trading people including 
Romans. Generally, the imported Arikamedu potteries fall into 
three categories: (a) red-glazed ware, the glaze varying in degree 
and kind, called 'Arretine' ware, with imported copies, (b) wine 
or oil jars with double handles of various shapes or amphorae, and 
(c) rouletted black ware. There are potters' stamps on a few Arre
tine wares which help us to identify their place of origin. Copies 
of Arretine ware were locally made, but they are of a hard greyish 
buff colour with polished surface. The Arretine type may be assign
ed to A.D. 1-50. Imported amphorae are of a pink fabric with 
yellow slip; some of the handles are of a rectilinear and high
shouldered profile. These may be ascribed, on European parallels, 
to the middle of the first century A.D., when presumably the intro
duction of Arretine ware had ceased. Rouletted black ware is the 
characteristic Arikamedu type; it has an incurved and beaked rim 
with a faceted edge, with a remarkably smooth surface and the 
flat interior decorated with two or three concentric bands of roulet
tes; it is thin, brittle and well-burnt, and has an almost metallic 
ring. This type is also presumably Mediterranean in origin, but 
varieties of inferior fabric were probably made locally. 

Besides the imported ones, there was also a very large mass of 
local wares. usually turned on the wheel, excepting a class of port
able ovens, rings of ring-wells, large-size troughs and local jars. A 
few of these local products were inscribed in early Brahmi script. 
The colour of the fabric is either pink or grey or greyish red , or 
light red, according to the degree of heat and the chemical compo
sition of the clay. Slips were commonly applied but decorations 
are rare, and the types are distin1ztly plain and utilitarian. They 
may be assigned to about the first and second centuries A.D. Arika
medu has also yielded a small number of Chinese celedon wares but 
they are invariably late in date and hence outside the scope of this 
volume. 

There are very few affinities between the northern and south
ern pottery types of India. The southern wares are coarser, and in 
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-design have a less sophisticated range, the majority being mostly 
plain and utilitarian. The north furnishes a highly polished fabric 
and offers a large variety of design and decoration. One or two 
types only establish more or less a fundamental traditional affinity. 
The dish with convex base and incurved side is common to both 
Arikamedu and Ahichchhatra; its fabric is also more or less com
mon. There are also one or two types from Arikamedu that may 
be profitably compared with identical types from Ahichchhatra, 
Maholi near Mathura, and Taxila. 

V. MINOR ARTS 

Among the minor miscellaneous arts of this period, the jeweller's 
.art easily occupies the first place of importance. This is evident 
not only from actual finds of gold and silver jewelleries at different 
sites, notably Taxila and Pataliputra, but also from representations 
in stone sculpture, terracotta and ivory from about the second cen
tury B.C. to about the third century A.D. A typical terracotta 
specimen with elaborate jewellery is provided by the terra cotta 
figurine (pI. XXXV, 86) from the Oxford Institute, orginally from 
'Tamluk, which exhibits perhaps the most elaborate scheme of orna
mentation ever found on an Indian male or female figure. Reference 
may also be made to a recent find of an Indian ivory Yakshil}.i figure 
from the ruins of Pompeii, with sumptuous and complicated jewellery 
and belonging to about the second century A.D. Ordinary men and 
women wearing ornaments, as seen in the stone reliefs and terra
cottas, also indicate the great place the jeweller's art occupied in 
ancient India. Indeed, in no other field did India maintain her 
unquestioned skill and resourcefulness throughout the ages as in 
the art of the goldsmith and the silversmith. The possession of 
gold and silver ornaments has become part and parcel of the 
cherished material equipment of an average Indian householder, 
and this, partly at least, explains the high level of the jeweller's art 
through the centuries. Excavations carried out at great depths in 
connection with certain sewage operations in the city of Patna have 
brought to light a wealth of material for reconstructing the tech
nique of this art by providing the raw materials of every stage, the 
tools used, finished and unfinished products, etc. The excavations 
at Taxila also have yielded important hoards of gold and silver 
jewellery of every sort, utensils of silver and lesser metals and orna
ments of inferior metals, all indicating a high level of culture. Some 
at least of these works were inspired without doubt by Hellenistic 
models, such as the silver repousse, the bust of Dionysus and the 
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bronze figure of the Egyptian god Hippocrates ( ?); but broadly speak
ing, the ornaments (all sorts of ear-ornament, neck-wear, head 
ornaments, bracelets, anklets, girdles, etc.) were manufactured 
indigenously with great skill and minuteness of detail. It is quite 
possible that this jeweller's art was originally introduced into India 
by the northern nomads, who excelled in this line and whose art 
was characterised by abstract geometric designs and patterns and 
also by the flowing linear rhythm of vegetable and animal forms . 
Indeed, quite a good many forms, patterns and designs of the Indian 
goldsmith's art of today can directly be traced to northern nomadic 
forms of Scythian art which were brought into India by West-Asia~ 
tic people and the Sakas and KushaQas. This is perhaps one of the 
l'easons why goldsmiths and their craft in India from very early 
times are among the castes and callings that are considered low. 

Copper and ironsmiths also held an important place amongst 
the artisans, and literary references to them are quite abundant 
from the ~igveda downwards. In the JAtakas and Kautilya's 
ArthaSastra, frequent references are made to them, and every an
cient Indian city site, excavated so far, reveals the considerable 
attention given to metallurgical works. Indeed , such a monument 
of wrought iron industry as the great Iron Pillar of king Chandra ' 
of the fourth century A.D. at Meharauli near Delhi not only shows 
the perfection to which the art of Indian metal workers had attained 
in the fourth century, but indicates the skill and resourcefulness of 
generations of indigenous metal workers. Similarly in respect of 
the carpenter's art. Numerous indigenous references to their craft 
from the ~igveda downwards, the descriptions of Greek writers of 
the wooden palaces of Pataliputra, and the remains of early Indian 
lithic monuments (gates and railings of Stii.pas, Chaitya fa~ades, 
halls, etc.), which are but translation into stone from wooden origi
nals, are enough positive evidence of the high level and efficiency 
of the carpenter's art. 

Ivory carving was another art which was highly cultivated and 
is comparable only with the art of the goldsmith. It is well known 
that the ivory carvers of the city of Vidisa imparted something of 
their fine skill to the reliefs of the sanchi gates. The recent dis
coveries in AfghanistAn and of the YakshiQi figure :Crom Pompeii, 
referred to above. all of which bear the impress of strong West
Asiatic influences including Hellenistic, are some of the tinest work
manship of the Indian dantakara or dantaghiitaka, and are basically 
of indigenous initiative and talent (pI. XXXVI, 87-90) . 
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CHAPTER XXI 

SOCIAL CONDITION 

We possess manifold sources of information for the social, eco
nomic and cultural conditions of the period under review. These 
consist mainly of religious literature (Brahmanical, Buddhist and 
Jain), accounts of foreign travellers and epigraphic records. These 
different authorities do not always agree, partly because they refer 
to different periods and localities, and partly because they look at 
the social condition from different angles of vision. This no doub~ 
causes some confusion and difficulty, but is also a great advantage 
for the historian, who has no longer to depend, as in the previous 
period, upon the Vedic texts alone, but is in a position to check and 
supplement their accounts and draw up a more reliable and com
prehensive picture of the society as a whole. 

CASTE 
As in the closing period of the Vedic Age, the Va11l4 (the classes 

or the castes) and Asrama (the four orders or stages of life)..a.r.e the 
dominant features of s ci~ty. They gradually become rigid and 

- fixed, but the Hindu society was far from attaining its normal and 
standardized form in this age.· 

As many of the extant Grihya-siitras and Dharma-siitras were 
compiled during the first part of this period, we may presume that 
the rules of castes and orders, domestic rites and ceremonies, and 
general manners and customs, described above in Vol. I, Chapter 
XXVII, were prevalent at the beginning of this period also. It is 
not necessary to refer to them again except by way of further eluci
dation and the addition of details. 

The duties of the different castes, as enumerated in the Dharma 
siitras, have been very pithily put in his inimitable analytical man· 
ner by Kau~ilya in his ArthaScistra. He enumerates the duties of the 
Brahma.t.la as (1) ~a (study), (2)~d~na (teaching), (3) 
~worship), (4)~a (officiating at worship), (5)~ 
(making gifts) and (6) fia~ra,~,~ . ...<acc!J)lliw gill_s). The svadharma 
or duties of the KshatrIy!' com_prised (1) Ad1?:Yayana, (2) Yajana, 
(al Wna, (4) sastr6Jiva (profession of armsas source of livelihood) 
and (5) BhiitaTirksha?;14 (protection of living beings). The duties of 

• See Preface, 
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the yaiSza are (1) Adhyayana, (2) Yajana, (3) Dana, (4) Krishi 
(agriculture), (5) Pasupalya (cattle-rearing) and (6) Va'tti jya (trade). 
The functions assigned to the Siidra are (1) DvijatiSuSnfshd (menial 
service of the three twice-born castes), (2) Vartd (production of 
wealth), (3) Karukarmfi!,. (Arts) and (4 ) I(u.Siiavakarma (Crafts). It 
will be seen from the above that Kautilya points out the romo 
dutie ee higher castes a tud (Adhyayana), W 
(Yajana), and Making Gifts (Dana). 

These ideas are more or less stereotyped in the Dharma-sastras, 
which reflect the spirit of the Vedic literature in all respects, espe
cially in assigning the highest status and dignity to the BrahmaI)as. 
In Manu-sa7hhitd, for example, t.qe highest supremacy in every 
respect is claimed for a BrahJllaQa, thou.sh emphasis is also laid on 
tl,!e s~dge and qualification~n which that status~ 
He must be well versea in his grasp of the Absolute or Brahma 
(Brahma-dharana)' and his observance of vows (niYama-dJUira~a),2 
a~e universal love. He filled the higheit offices of State 
and society by his character-those of teacher, priest, judge,3 prime 
minister,4 assessor5 and member of the Dharma Parishad, the stand
ing legal commission in the administration.6 He was punishable 
in law, but ~J2I .ci!EUal J!unishment.1 

A BrahmaI)a lost his status if he violated the restrictions pre
scribed as to food and gifts, occupation or profession,B and sought 
for livelihood on the strength of his mere birth or caste without 
its virtues or ideals.9 But in actual life, specially in times of distress, 
he was allowed to follow occupations not theoretically prescribed 
for him. This rule applied to other castes also. 

As regards the Siidra, "s r . ce ortion ' ·fe" .' 0 He 
was not eligible for sacraments..(Samskaras), nor for hearing sacred 
texts except their substance." But he was not denied the rites of 
marriage, cooking of daily food in the grihya fires, and funeral cere
monies (,$raddha). M.!ym even mentions Sudra teachers and 

1. M4T1.U, I. 93. 
2. X.3. 
3 . VIII. 9. 
4. VII. 58. 
5. vm. 10, 11. 
6. vm. 20; XlI. 110 ff. 
7. vm.380. 
8. m. 150-166. 
9. I. 103 ff; IV. 2 ff. 
10. vm. 410, 413. 
11 . IV. 99; X. 4. 
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pupils'; showing that the Siidra was not denied the right to learn-
rng. 2 As representing, however, the lowest level of culture, "a 
Sudra majority in a country" (Sudra-bhuyishtham), it was believed, 
"would spell its doom."3 

On the whole the lot of a Siidra was an unenviable one. The 
formidable array of regulations in the Manu-smriti against the 
Siidra would make dismal reading. He had few privileges and 
many obligations. The discriminating laws against him and hiS' 
social disabilities, uttered with brutal frankness, were an inherit~ 
ance of the past. But Manu treats him exactly like a slave4 and 
prescribes barbarous punishments as already noted above.5 To 
crown all, it is laid down that a BrahmaQa shall perform the same 
penance for killing a Siidra as for killing a cat, a fro , a do , or 
a crow. 

To what extent these regulations represent the actual state ot 
things it is difficult to say. But the Jataka stories also describe 
hpw the Cb.a.Q.<Bla§__ were treated as despised outcastes doomed to, 
live outside The city or village, and their very sight was regarded a~ 
impure. On one occasion two of them approached the city-gate to 
sell their wares, where two girls of aristocratic birth chanced to 
meet them on their way to a festival. They regarded it as a bad 
omen and returned after washing their eyes with perfumed water. 
The crowd, angry at the abandonment of a gathering where they 
would have been served with free food and drink, mercilessly be-' 
laboured the two Chfu;tQAlas. Subsequently, concealing their birth, 
they went to Taxila for study. One of them made good progress 
but, eventually, their identity was discovered and they were again 
beaten and driven out. They went out into the woods, took to an 
ascetic life, and died shortly after.7 

We find in this story the beginning of those ideas of untouch~ 
ability which have cast a slur on Indian civilization. But as yet 
the ~iidras were not included in this category. It is, moreover, re4 

freshing to come across some instances in Buddhist literature where 
men of low caste were distinguished by culture. 

Like the Dharma-siitras..l. the Smritis al~_o sanction intermarriage 
QEttween~of l_!!gher and females oUower castes (i.e. Anuloma), 

1. m.156. 
2. II. 238, 240. 
3. VIII. 22. 
4. VIII. 413-14, 417. 
S. See pp. 337 ff. 
6. XI. 132. 
7. Jitaka, IV. 244. 
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but not vice versa (Pratiloma). Though Manu 1 clearly supports the 
~rrlage of BTAhmaJ,la male with a 8udra female, this is expressly 
condemned in the rules that immediately follow. Such contradic
tions, which also occur in the Maluibhdrata2 and Dnarma-sulras, 
prove that the practice was looked upon with disfavour and was 
gradually disappearing. 

As regards interdining, Manu lays down that a Briihmar,ta must 
l!9t eat cooked food (given) by a Sudra who performs no Sniddhas. 3 

This, by implication, shows that food cooked by a 8udra was not 
absolutely prohibited. But elsewhere, in Manu,4 such food is both 
permitted and forbidden. Similar contradictions are also found in 
the Dharma-siitras.5 Manu gives a long list of persons whose food 
is forbidden,S but the re~ion is based on considerat!.._ons of per
@nal vi~Lnot of c~ On the whole the idea of untOUchability 
or impurity, even of the 8iidras as a caste, was gradually growing, 
but had not yet become a rigid law or practice. No definite state
ment is made by Manu about changing one caste for another, but 
possibilities of such change are at least theoretically conceded. For 
example, it is laid down in Manu7 that "if the female issue of a 
Briihma.I}.a male and a 8iidra female bears childrf'n to one of the 
highest caste, the inferior (tribe) attains the hi he t c wit 'n 
the s~enth ..2,enerahon. hus a 8udra attains the rank of a Brah
maJ,laand (in a similar manner) a BrahmaJ,la sinks to the level of a 
8iidra. The same thing happened with the offspring of a Kshatriya 
or of a VaiSya." This rule merely expands and clarifies the principle 
enunciated in Gautama Dharma-sutra)8 and indirectly supports the 
view that intermarriage even between Briihmanas and 8udras was 
ncrt"altogeth'er ~;;wn, and not always so sev~rely condemned as 
in some rules of Manu and later Dharma-siitras. 

The most significant development in the caste system is the 
large increase in the number of mixed castes. The existence of 
these castes in the earlier period, as mentioned in the Dharma-siitras, 
has been noted above,9 but we get the most elaborate account of 

1. m .1 3. 
2. xm. 48, 4-5. 
3. IV. 223. 
4. IV. 253, 211. 
5 . Cf. Au. Dh. S. II, 2, 3, 4, with I, 6, 18, 13. 
6 . IV. 205 fE. 
7. X. 64-65. 
8. IV. 22. 
9. Vol. I, pp. 509f. 
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it in Manu. 1 It first enunciates the principles that there are only 
four castes and no fifth,2 and then proceeds to explain the origin of - --:------'-t~merous other ..castes as due to the marriage between £_ifferent 
castes. The issue of parents 'equal' in caste, of course, belongs to 

t1leSame caste, and 'sons begotten by twice-born men (i.e. the first 
three castes) on wives of the next lower castes' belong to the father"s 
caste, though blamed on account of the fault (inherent) in their 
mothers. :3 But the issues born of women two or three degrees 
lower than their husbands form a separate caste. Then the inter~ 
marriage between these mixed castes themselves and with the three 
higher castes, and the further intermarriage between the resulting 
castes multiply the number of castes. The offspring of the Prati~ 
lorna form of marriage (i.e. between a male of a lower caste and 
a~e of a higher- caste) as well as of those who are degraded on 
account of not fulfilling their sacred duties, and called VratyaJ

4 add 
to the growing number of these mixed castes. Thus, by the two
fold theories of Sailkara, intermarriage, and Vratya, Manu has 
sought to explain the ori in of all mixed castes or social units in 
th~ country inclu~en the Yavanas, SakasJ Ch1"ims, Pahlavas, 
DraviQ.as etc.5 He has also prescribed the occupations by whiCh 
~ subsist. 6 Kautilya also describes some of the mixed castes 
as the fruits of intermarriage between different castes.7 

The above review will make it clear that while the old theory 
of caste, adumbrated in the Vedic, especially the Siitra, texts, was 
developed and elaborated in this age, no new principle was enun
ciated. Further, though the caste system was gradually becoming 
more and more rigid, and the lot of the $iidras was becoming harder 
and harder, it had not yet reached the stereotyped form in which 
we find it today. 

The picture of the caste system as given above is, however, 
very different from what we find in the Buddhist and Jain texts, 
and even in some parts of the epics. Thus the Mahiibhiirata8 la~ 

dlll!l!ll-that one does not become a rahmana b birth but b 's 
conduct",- a theory frequent y met with in an elaborate form in 
-:-- -
1. X. 4 If. 
2 . X.4. 
3. X. 5-6. 
4. X . 20. 
5. X. 20-44. 
6. X. 47 ft. 
7. III.7. 
8. Bombay Edition, UI. 313, 108. The Critical Edition regards the passage as an 

interpolation (Arat;lyaka PllTVa, p. 1032, note under III. 297, 61) . 
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Buddhist texts. The MahcibM.,.ata also declares' that the son of a 
BrahmaI}.a is a BrarunaI}.a, even though his mother be a Kshatriya 
or VaiSya. This view is also repeated in Buddhist texts. We are 
told that when_Prasenajit came to learn that his queen was really 
a slave womanJ. he reported the matter to the Buddha who said: 
nowise men of old have said, what matters the mother's birth? The 
birth of the father is the measure." He also cited a famous in
stance in support of this view. When the king of Kosala heard 
this, he was pleased and treated the queen and her son as suited 
their rank. 

Buddhist and Jain texts also al~ o~Jy declare t~ 
~atri:t.as to ~ Sl!Perior to e Bra mlUtas, and ..llame the Klhatri. 
yaS-fitstin enumeratin the four castes. Thus, although the genera) 
framework ate caste system is admitted, the supremacy of the 
Brahm8.l).as is challenged in these texts. This view is also indirectly 
supported by the MaMbhiirata. Although in theory priestly power 
is higher than the royal power, and the king is a creation of the 
priest, in practice the king often gets the upper hand. This is quite 
natural, as the whole political organisation was behind the king, 
whereas the priesthood had not been organised into a worldly power 
(on the lines, say, of the Church in Europe) independent of the 
State. In any case the epic, not rarely, indicates that the king 
dictated and the priest obeyed. 

The Buddhist texts and other evidence also leave no doubt that 
the so-called mixed castes really resulted from organisations, like 
guilds, of eople followin different arts and crafts. The general 
t eory of intermarriage leading to the different mixed castes is 
puerile in the extreme, and hardly deserves serious consideration. It 
was a desperate attempt to explain existing social conditions on the 
basis of the orthodox theory of the four castes. But it has one great 
value. It shows how the different non-Aryan tribes like Khasas and 
~ravi~as, and even foreigners like sakas, Yavanas, Chinas, etc., were 
gradually incorporated into Hindu societt,_ and formed an integ!:!!l 
~ The gradual absorption of these foreign elements in the 
Hindu society is one of the most striking features of the period and 
testifies to the catholic spirit of the Hindus of that age. Even the 
hordes of nomadic tribes of Central Asia, not to speak of the civilized 
Greeks and Parthians, who came to India as conquerors, adopted 
Indian culture and civilization, and were so completely merged in the 

1. xu. 47, 17. 
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Hindu society that no trace was left of their individuality or separate 
existence as a community. 

The Buddhist texts also show that caste was not rigidly tied to 
craft in those days. They tell of a Kshatri a workin successively 
as a otter basket-maker, reed-war er, garland-maker, an cook,1 
a~ 0 of a Sert i ( ai:Sya wor ing as a tailor and a pott§:. without 
loss of prestige in 60th cases. We find Kshatriyas of the Sakya and 
Koliya clans cultivatinlL_their fields. ',t'he Dasa-Briihma1;La-Jiitaka 
;rtateS how Brahm~as frlthose days pursued ien occupations against 
rules: as (ll physicians, carrying sacks filled with medicinal roots 
and herbs; (2) servants and wagon-drivers; (3) tax-collectors who 
would not leave a household without collecting alms; (4).Jiiggers of 
~in ascetic garb with their long hairs and nails and covered 
with dust and dirt; (5) traders selling fI!!!!s, sweets and the like; (6) 
~; (7)~ interpreting omens; (8)eicemen with arms to 
guard caravans and shops, like Gopas and Nisadas; (9) hunters in the 
garb of hermits killing bares, cats, fish, tortoises and the like; and 
(10) menials of kings who helped them in their baths in the garb of 
Yiij7iikas. Similarly, the ~iisettha Sutta refers to BrahmaI}.as work
ing as cultivators, crafts~s, sacrificers and landlord~. 
The fragment on Silas mentions BrahmaJ)as following many diverse 
occupations as physicians, sorcerers, architects, story-tellers, cattle
breeders, farmers and the like. The Jatakas refer to BrahmaI)as 
pursuing the foIlowing callings: tillage, tending cattle, trade, hunt .. 
ing, carpentry, weaving, policing of caravans, archery, driving of 
carriages, and even snake-charming; and hold up a BrahmaJ;l8 
peasant as a supremely pious man and even a Bodhisattva. 

Both Jain and Buddhist works describe the normal Brahm8.Qa 
either as a citizen serving society or as a hermit who has renounced 
society. The second type is called a tiipasa or a rishi living in his 
iiSrama in the forest. The first class of BrahmaJ)as served as the 
king's priests and sacrificers, as well as ministers, ambassadors and 
military officers. 

Besides the four established castes of Hindu society the Bud· 
dhist PAli text-books speak of the peoples ranking socially below 
them as~, "low tribes", marked out by their pursuits of 
'low crafts • hina-sippa, and instance the workers in rushes, fowlers 

1. Jiitaka, V. 290. 
2. Jitaka, VI. 372. 
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and~ who were aboriginal peoples; as also mat-makers, 
barbers, potters, weavers and leather workers. Some texts apply 
the general term Milakkha (=Mlechch~to peoples lying outside 
the pale of Aryan society. ' These include the hina-jdtis, mentioned 
as five in the Vinaya Sutta-Vibhanga,2 viz.£h!U;lQala, Vega, Nesada, 
Rathakara and Pukkusa. Some of these counted as Sudras belonging 
to Aryan society, while others lay outside its pale. The former are 
called by Pfu).inP anirav ita ab hish1crita S -dr s and the latter, 
~. As examples of the latter, t e Assa14yana Sutta men# 
tions the Yonas and Kambojas whose society knew of only tw9 
classes .. employers and empfoyed, or rather master (ayya) and slave 
(cUisa) . 

A graphic account of the caste system is given by Me asthenes, 
the Greek ambassador at the court of Chandragupta Maurya. He 
enumerates seven classes or castes into which the whole popula
IOn of I~dia is divide, viz:" ~Philosophers, (.,2.YHusbandmen, 

~Herdsmen, ~Artizans, {5Y'Military, ~ver&eers or Spies, and 
..m Councillors and Assessors. He adds that "no one is allowed 19 
~..!L O.11t of his ~aste, or to exchange one ,Erofession or trade 
f~r another or ~ follow more than one business." 

This is undoubtedly a characteristic of the rigid caste system as 
enunciated in the Brahmanical texts, but it is difficult to believe that 
the seven categories mentioned by Megasth~es really conformed to 
this. Neither of the last two classes of officials could really form such 
a close social corporation, and the fourth class, the artizans, must 
have included a number of such social units. There is no doubt th&t 
Megasthenes confused the castes with the professions or occupations 
with which he was more familiar than others. It is significant 
that he makes no mention of the fourfold divisions of caste, and his 
obvious confusion between castes and occupations probably indicates 
that the broad division of society was based on this latter factor 
rather than on the theoretical classification in the Brahmanical texts 
of the period. 

Whatever we might think of the accuracy or otherwise of 
..Megasthene( s observations about the caste-divisions in general, we 
get interesting glimpses of the social conditions of his time from the 
particulars he records of them. Special interest attaches to his 
descri 1:l£!.l of the 'Philosophers' whom he divic!ys into two clasSe;_ 

1. E.g. Digha Nikdya, m. 2M. 
2. Ailputtara, I. 107: n. 85. 
3. n. 4,10. 
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Brachmanes and Sarmanes. There is no doubt that the first of these 
refers to the BriihmCU}.as. The second is generally taken as the 
Uudflhis!=.s,.am~'1;Las, but most likely refers to ascetics as a--ciaSs 
ir~rticular religious sect to which they belonged. 

The Briihmat:la's life is broadly divided into two stages. In the 
first he lives in a simple style, in a grove in front of the city; he 
abstains from animal food and sexual pleasure, and spends his tim£> 
listening to serious discourses or imparting his knowledge to others. 
After living in this manner ~_ 37 years he retires to his home 
where he li~es the rest of his days in ease and security. ~ 
as many Wives as he leases, eats flesh and uses fine dresses qruL 
c st y ornaments. n this acco~ may e~sily detect an attempt 
~rst two stages of a Brahmal)a's life, viz. those of 
~ and househo~. 

The other class of philosophers, viz. the Sramanas"" are divided 
into two classes. The more distinguished among them, t e HylobiQi, 
lived n a cetic life in the wOilds, where they subsisted on leaves of 
trees and wi d fruits, and wore garments made from the bark of trees. 
The other class were th~~-Si£..ians, who lived in society and obtain
ed their food, consisting of rice and barley-meal, from the house
holders for the mere asking, presumably for the valuable medical 
services rendered by them free of charge. We are told that they 
effected cures rather by regulating diet than by the use of medicines, 
among which the most esteemed were ointments and plasters. The 
Indians were also highly reputed for cure of snake-bites for which 
no adequate remedy was known to the Greeks. 

The Brahmal]as and ascetics, whom Megasthenes brings together 
u:Qder one group, formed the highest class in ocie!_y which, though 
inferior in point of number to the other classes, was pre-eminent 
over all in point of dignity. They were engaged by the king and 
private persons to perform religious ceremonies, and some of them 
gave a forecast of the weather, health and other topics which might 
be of use to the public. 

It seems to be clear that Megasthenes has described here not so 
much any particular class or group, far less any caste, as a body 
of people who struck him as possessing the highest intellectual and 
spiritual powers and thus forming a class apart. Megasthenes's high 
estimate of this class of people is fully borne out by the literary 
evidence referred to above, and the account of individual ascetics 
by the Greeks, to be referred to later. 
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It appears from what has been said above that the Hindu society 
became something like a...!ederation <?! castes and sub-c~ whose 
members did sometimes intermarry, more frequently in earlier than 
in later ages, but which nevertheless retained their separate identity. 
Society consisted of a large number of groups which had been 
brought into the same spiritual and cultural framework, but which 
had been only partially fused together. Caste was not altogether 
static for new sub-castes fre uentl arose from mi ration, fusion 
o~. ld sub-castes sometimes ost t eir identity and 
rose or fell in status. All the same, the institution acquired a per
manent character and coloured all organization, law, custom and 
social philosophy. Every caste or rather sub-caste, more strictly the 
local segments of sub-castes, enjoyed a very large measure of auto
nomy in their social code, cultural tradition and even in judicial 
matters. This state of things, as we have seen, was reflected at every 
step in political organization and political thought. Here it may be 
stressed that caste resolved function into a purpose, into something 
like an ethical principle, almost a religious conception, and exalted 
the group to the detriment of individual values. This is one of the 
reasons why Hindu oUtical theor speaks fre uentl of t duties, 
but rarel of the ri ts of the individual. In society, individuality 
derives its worth and sign' cance from its contribution of service to 
the universal whole. Personality is thus taught to transcend itself 
by giving its devotion to something beyond itself. To everyone, 
theory prescribes a way of life which accords best with the duties he 
has to discharge. For instance it inculcates a life of poverty and 
austerity to priests, scholars and teachers, of whom the Brahmanic 
order was composed or ought to be composed. Caste furnished an 
additional incentive to that functional organization and self-govern
ment which are natural to all economic occupations, especially to 
industry and commerce. So arose multitudes of local and functional 
jurisdictions and intermediate associations in a State. In such a 
community social control could not be concentrated at a single point. 
Sovereignty could not be monistic in the rigid Austinian sense of the 
term. ~and was diffused among a variety of groups 
and associations. 

II. ORDERS OR STAGES OF LIFE 

We have abundant testimony to the effective part played by the 
fou,.!. ASramas or stages in life during the period under review. As 
noted above,' this fourfold diVision of life dates back to the Vedic 

1. Vol. I. l=p. 447, 493 ft. 
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age, and we get a fairly comprehensive aC:CQunt of it in the Dharma
si..ttras. As this was a distinctive characteristic of Indian civilization 
and accounts for much of the religious development of the age, we 
may refer to it in some detail. The first stage is that of the Brahma
cOOri, whose is a life of study, of which the characteristic requisite 
~s that he must leave the homl!:., of his..2arents and ~t himself admi~ 
tea into the home and family of his chosen teacher with whom he 
haS to live. The Brahmachari mi !B of two classes known as 
~urvii~a, one who undergoes student-life for a period, after 
which he marries and becomes a householder, and (2) NaisMhika .. 
one who remains a student and a celibate throughout life, which he 
consecrates wholly to pursuit of learning. 

The second Asrama is that of tAe-Grihastha with his manifold 
duties broadly marked out as comprising (1) Yaj7ia (sacrificial wor
ship), (2) f.dhyayana (study), and (3) Dana (liberality). The Gri
hastha who sets up a home and rears up a family has to recognise 
three debts which he must repay in his worldly life, viz. (I} debt to 
the gods to be repaid by worship called Yaj7ia, (2) _ debts to Pitris or 
ancestors, to be redeemed by his offspring prepetuating his family, 
and (3) debt to ~ishis or the fathers of learning and founders of 
religion, . to be redeemed by contributions to learning and religious 
life such as 'observance of continence on parvan days.' 

The third A§rama is that of the Bhikshu._who has to live a life 
of restraint and denial, marked by the following characteristics: 
(l)~~ not given to hoarding, (2)_9rddhvareta (continence), 
( ) abstaining from movement in the ra ns, 4) going to a village 
for the exclusive purpose of begging, and that after the villagers 
had finished their meals, or when alms were readily given without 
any blessings in return as inducement to charity, with restraint of 
speech, eyes, and action, (5) wearing only loin-cloth or old rag, duly 
washed, to cover nakedness, (6) abstaining from plucking leaves or 
fruits for eating and thus injuring plant-life, (7) not staying out of 
season (i.e. after rains when movement was permitted) for a second 
night in the same village, and (8) not destroying seeds for purposes 
of food (e.g. by pounding rice by a pestle) but depending on cooked 
food if given as alms. 

The fourth A§rama carries with it more rigid austerities and 
abstentions. One belonging to it is called by significant terms-Pa ._ 
vriijaka, San~ or VaikOOnasa by Baudbayana. The Vaikhiinasa 
is so called because he follows the rules of the sage Vikhanas. He is 
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to live in the forest and to subsist on roots and fruits (avoiding cook
ed food) found in the forest and not grown in the village. He must 
not live on land that is ploughed, nor enier a village, nor store up 
food for a year. He should allow his hair to grow, and wear only 
bark and skin. 

The San1!:YiiSi or Parivriijaka of the fourth ASrama is described 
as one whO "aba~ing truth and falsehood, pleasure and pain, the 
Vedas, this world and the next, ~l£; onll_. the Atman." He was 
generally recruited from the Naishthikas, widowers, childless house
holders, and .e_ersons above 70 years of age having sons to take 
charge of theirhome and family. 

This account, based on the Brahmanical religious texts, is fully 
corroborated by ~utilya's ArthaSiistra 1 hich describes in detail 
the duties assigned to the four AS,'amas. 

Kautilya further points out the virtues which should be culti
vated in common in all the four A§ramas, viz. non-violence towards 
all, truthfulness, purity, freedom from jealousy, appreciation of the 
good points of others, freedom from cruelty, and forbearance. 

The scheme of the four Asramas was designed to give wide scope 
to individuals in the choice of a vocation in life which was best suited 
to their intellectual ~pacityand mental inclinations. As remarked 
before,2 it was not necessary that one should strictly follow the four 
stages one after another. Though this might be regarded as a normal 
procedure by the orthodox section, and one that was largely follow
ed in practice, still the choice was left to every individual, who was 
not forced either to lead a householder's life or to renounce it against 
his will. But on the whole the different stages very well reflect the 
different ideals which inspired society. 

This voluntary system worked well so long as there was no 
preponderating attraction for an ascetic life, for the neglect of house
hold duties on the part of a large section disturbs the economy of 
society. The great wave of renunciation at the beginning of the 
period under review, which may be regarded both as the cause and 
effect of the rise of heterodox sects like Jainism and Buddhism, was 
a menace to orthodox Hindu society and to the Varr;rii.Srama-dharma 
upon which it was based. Its integrity was threatened by the growth 
of various ascetic orders and brotherhoods based upon renunciation 

1, Bk. I, Ch. m. 
2. Vol. I, p. 493. 
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of the world and of social obligations. The reaction to this anti
social development is reflected in Kautilya's Artha.§dstra, which does 
not at all approve of a premature renunciation of the world and the 
duties of domestic life without the formal sanction of the legal autho
rities and without making provision for son and wife. Kautilya 
accordin ly goes to the length of banning the ent into illa es of 
~uch unlicensed ascetic~as _a isintegratmg factor in rural soci~. 

There is no doubt, however, that the U,.cetics or hermits who 
renounced the world for developing spiritual life 10xm unique 
f~;!!~ 4!:..~~n ~e!y. The Greek writers have left an interest
ing account of some of those whom they actually met. Thus Onesi
critus met at Taxila fifteen of them, all given to meditation. When 
told t at the Yavana king wanted to learn their wisdom, one of them 
replied that "no one coming in the drapery of European clothes-
cavalry cloak and broad-brimmed hat and top-boots, such as Mace-
donians wore-could learn their wisdom. To do that he must strip 
naked and learn to sit on the hot stones beside them." 

More details have been preserved of another hermit named 
Dandamis "whose home was the woods, where he lay on a pallet of -----leaves." The account, as given by one of the Greek writers, is worth 
quoting in extenso. 

"King Alexander, accordingly, when he heard of all this, was 
desirous of learning the doctrines of the sect, and so he sent for this 
Dandamis, as being their teacher and president ........ . 

"Onesicritus was therefore despatched to fetch him, and when 
he found the great sage he said: "Hail to thee, thou teacher of the 
Bragmanes. The son of the mighty god Zeus, King Alexander, who 
is the sovereign lord of all men, asks you to go to him, and if you 
comply, he will reward you with great and splendid gifts, but if you 
refuse will cut off your head." 

"0 with a complacent smile, heard him to the end, 
but did not so much as lift up his head from his couch of leaves, and 
while still retaining his recumbent attitude returned this scornful 
answer:- 'God, the Supreme King, is never the author of insolent 
wrong, but is the creator of light, of peace, of life, of water, of the 
body of man, and of souls. He alone is the god of my homage, who 
abhors slaughter and instigates no wars. ut Alexander is not God 
si,pce he must taste of death; and how can suc as e e the world's 
master, WhO fias -not yetreached the further shore of the river 
Tiberaboas, and has not yet seated himself on a throne of universal 
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dominion? ....... Know this, however, that what Alexander offers 
me, and the gifts he promises, are all things to me utterly useless; 
but the things I prize, and find of real use and worth, are these leaves 
which are my house, these blooming plants which supply me with 
dainty food, and the water which is my drink, while all other posses
sions and things, which are amassed with anxious care, are wont 
to prove ruinous to those who amass them, and cause only sorrow 
and vexation, with which every poor mortal is fully fraught. But as 
for me, I lie upon the forest leaves, and, having nothing which 
requires guarding, close my eyes in tranquil slumber; whereas had I 
gold to guard, that would banish sleep. The earth supplies me with 
everything, even as a mother her child with milk. I go wherever I 
please, and there are no cares with which I am forced to cumber 
myself, against my will. Should Alexander cut off my head, he can
not also destroy my soul. My head alone, now silent, will remain, 
but the soul will go away to its Master, leaving the body like a torn 
garment upon the earth, whence also it was taken. I then, becom
ing spirit, shall ascend to my God, who enclosed us in flesh, and left 
us upon the earth to prove whether, when here below, we shall live 
obedient to his ordinances, and who also will require of us, when we 
depart hence to his presence, an account of our life, since he is judge 
of all proud wrong-doing; for the groans of the oppressed become 
the punishments of the oppressors. 

"Let Alexander, then, terrify with these threats those who wish 
for gold and for wealth, and who dread death, for against us these 
weapons are both alike powerless, since the Bragmanes neither love 
gold nor fear death. Go, then, and tell Alexander this: 'Dandamis 
has no need of aught that is yours, and therefore will not go to you, 
but if you want anything from Dandamis come you to him.' 

"Alexander, on receiving from Onesicritus a report of the inter
view, felt a stronger desire than ever to see Dandamis, who, though 
old and naked, was the only antagonist in whom he, the conqueror 
of many nations, had found more than his match.'" 

This simple narrative of an eye-witness gives us a vivid idea of 
an Indian hermit-his mode of plain living and high thinking, his 
easy and graceful manner, complete indifference and aversion to 
material good, lofty spiritual ideals and £r~tical realisatio~ of the 
Upanishadic doctrine of Soul and God reswting in utter fearlessness 
~ of death. All this gave him courage to defy 

1. McCrindle, Megaatheml6, pp. l.24-126. 
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Alexander,-a courage which can com~ only from an innate spiri
tual strength. Dandamis's rebuke to AlexandEU" as the instigator 
of war and perpetrator of slaughter is nQt without significance to 
the modern world. Dandami pz:esen ~~Hlihan bennit 
who, irrespective of any particular religious sect or dQctrine, is an 
embodiment of those virtues and spiritual truths which have ani
mated India from the earliest times and have never ceased to play 
an effective part in her life from the days of Moka to those of 
Mahatma Gandhi. 

III. FAMILY LIFE 

The joint family system characterised the society, and we get 
,an ideal picture of it in the epics. Implicit and unquestioned obe
dience to the father is held up as the highest duty for a son in nume
rous stories and incidents in both the epics. Rama cheerfully gave 
up the kingdom and betook himself to the life of an exile in the 
jungles, merely to enable his father to keep his word, and Bhishma 
voluntarily took the vow of lifelong celibacy and renounced his 
claim to his father's kingdom, to remove all obstables in the WI:lY 
of his father 's marriage with a fisherwoman. At the same time the 
fact that Dasaratha, father of Rama, could not survive his sepa
ration from the latter demonstrates how deep a father's love could 
be. The attitude of respect and devotion to a father was but the 
logical conclusion of the great veneration shown generally towards 
all elders in the family, especially towards the elder brother, of which 
we get an ideal picture in both the epics, in the careers of the sons 
of Da.saratha and Pal)c;1u. There are also numerous instances of cor
dial and affectionate feelings between different members of the 
family, especially between a wife and her husband's parents, brothers 
and sisters. But we have also examples, in other texts, of serious 
disagreement. There are instances of both daughters-in-law and 
mothers-in-law seeking refuge in nunnery to escape from the tyranny 
of the other. One daughter-in-law even connived at a cunning plot 
to kill her mother-in-law. In one case four daughters-in-law drove 
the father-in-law out of the house. Lastly, we have the case of a 
son who refused to marry on the ground that wives generally show 
scant respect to their parents-in-law and even domineer over them. 1 

Such instances are, however, exceptions and only prove that indivi
dual temperaments had as much play in those days as at present. 

1. Altekar, The Position of Women in HiAd", C\1Ii{Ma~, pp. 107-8. 
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The ~pics alsb draw a brilliant picture of conjugal fidelity and 
ideal relationship between husband and wife which have always 
formed a distinguishing feature of Hindu society. But here again 
we have indubitable evidence that the ideal was not unoften far 
removed from practice. Megasthenes make~ a general St8 ement to 
the effect that "the wives nrostitute th~elves unless they ar~
p~.'" This remark of a foreigner would have been 
lightly dismissed but for the fact that Manu exactly echo s this 
sentiment, and even elaborates the idea in verses2 which would not 
bear repetition in decent society. Megasthenes further observes 
that" woman who kills the kin when drunk becom s the wife of 
.bis succej.SQ!'."3 e was probably thinkin of the last queen of the 
£_~~a~, referred to above. The Jatakas also mention 
m'imycaSes ()1conjugal infidelity. While these instances do not 
necessarily imply any general moral lapse in society, they should 
prove a corrective to those who would fain draw an ideal picture of 
conjugal faith and love in ancient India. 

The family life must have been considerably affected by the 
growth of intermarriage, and consequently also of polygamy, for the 
fi~ took place with a girl of the same caste, and 
others were added later. ¥egasthenes observes that the Indians 
"~; s~e theymarEY hoping to find in them willing 
~; and others for _E!easure an<1..J2.jUl their houses with chil
~"4 This is, in a way, corroborated by the Smritis and the 
examples furnished by the epics, for Krishr:ta, Duryodhana, Bhima, 
Arjuna and Da.saratha had each many wives. 

The wife who belonged to the same caste as her husband enjoy---- ---ed special privilges, and the legal status of the sons, at least in the 
matter of inheritance, depended upon the caste of the mother. This 
inequality of treatment must have considerably disturbed the peace 
and harmony of the family and adversely affected the nature of, 
and normal relation between, husband and wife. This growth of 
polygamy also led to the frequent supersession of the wife, even on 

1. This Is the translation of McCrindle (p. 71) . But the passa~e is nhscllre and 
Mr. Bevan takes it to mean that "where conju$"al infidelity In a wife was "ue 
to hushand's omission to exercise vigorous control. It was condoned by p"blic 
opinion" (CHI, I. 414). Nearchus remarks: "Indian women, if posllelLqe-i 01 
uncommon discretion, wouM not stray from virtue for any reward shoM of an 
elephant, but on receiving this a lady lets the Itiver enjoy her person. N"r do 
the Indians consider it any diagrace .... " (McCrlndle, Meguthene8, p. 222). 

2. IX. 5-6, 14-16. 
3. McCrindle, 01'. clt. p. 71. 
4. Ibid. 
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flimsy grounds, to which referenc_e will be made later. The bring
ing together of wives of different habits and types of culture must 
have not only altered the character of home life, but also degraded 
the status of the wife, of which the Smritis furnish abundant evi
dence. 

The extent to which....P0~n~ prevailed in ancient India is a 
debatable point. The MahiiMtiTiifa furnishes an instance of it in the 
marriage of Draupadi with the five Pfu)~ava brothers. This, and a 
few other cases cited in the same epic, can only be regarded as poly
andry in a limited sense, v iz. marriage of one woman with several 
brothers. But it is quite clear, from the various explanations off-er
ed, that the custom had ceased to be favoured or even tolerated in 

an socie at the time the epic was ut in its final sha e. Various 
a empts have been rna e by mo ern sc olars to solve what they call 
the 'Draupadi puzzle'. It is perhaps best to accept polyandry as a 
custom actually in vogue in ancient times. A passage in Apastamba 1 

seems to refer to the practice of marrying a girl to a whole family 
which is at present forbidden. Brihaspati, however, refers to this 
practice ~ ~ actually _prevailing in his time in 
other countries. It may be noted that the custom of several brothers 
'inarryfng-only one woman is even today more common in India 
than is generally believed, not only among non-Aryans, but also 
among the~ and ~2 

IV. MARRIAGE AND POSITION OF WOMEN 

Marriage between members of the same caste was preferred, 
though, as noted above, intermarriage between different castes was 
prevalent. There were certain restrictions even in respect of mar
riage within the caste. Thus m~riage with a girl of the same getra 
or pravara, a~lsQ ~hiU certain deitree of Sapi1J4.a. relationship, 
\Va.:sprohibited. The actual meaning and details of these prohibi
tions are difficult to follow. On the whole they forbid marriage
relation between agnates and cognates up to a certain limit. A re
markable exception to this was the custom of marrying the maternal 
uncle's daughter prevalent amongst southerners which, though for
~3 and most other Smritis, is al'proved by Brihaspati,.4 

1. II. 27, 3-4. . 
2 . Jolly, Hindu. Law and Cmtom, pp. 102-3; KHDS, II. 554. 
3. XI. 172-173. 
4. GOS Ed. r. 128; n. 401 . 
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who also sanctions the marriage of a brother's widow prevailing in 
north-west India in his time.' 

The ei.£ht forms oLma.uia_g_e, mentioned in the Dharma-siitras, 
are repeated in Manu.2 These are:-

1. Brahma, where the father gives his daughter, decked with 
ornaments and jewels, to a learned man of good conduct invited by 
him. 

2. Daiva, where the father gives his daughter, decked with 
ornaments, to a priest who duly officiates at a sacrifice, during the 
course of its performance . 

• 3. Arsha, where the father gives hIs daughter after receiving 
from the bridegroom a cow and a bull or two pairs. 

4. Prajapatya, where the father gives his daughter after ad
dressing the couple with the text: 'May both of you perform together 
your duties.' 

5. Asura. where the bridegroom receives a maiden after having 
given as much wealth, as he can afford, to the kinsmen and to the 
bride herself. 

6. Gandharva, or the voluntary union of a maiden and her 
lover. 

7. _Iuikshasa, or the forcible abduction of a maiden from her 
home. 

8. PaiSacha, where a man by stealth seduces a girl who is 
sleeping, intoxicated or disordered in intellect. 

The first three, four, or six are approved by different authori
ties. The last one is universally condemned and the seventh is gene
rally commended only in the case of a Kshatriya. On the whole, 
though the authorities differ in their opinion both as regards the 
number of the forms of marriage as well as their suitability, all of 
these seem to have been in vogue. It is interesting to note that 
accordin to Me asthenes the Indian's marr' e is marked by the . t 
o~loke 0 oxen". This proves t e popularity of the Arsha form 
~margage (No.3) in the fourth century B.C. 

The condemnation of the last four forms proves that the basic 
idea of a proper marriage was that the father or guardian of the girl 
should freely select the bridegroom on account of his qualifications, 
and no party should be influenced by any consideration of wealth 

1. n.403. 
2. m.27-34. 
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which the other might give. The difference between the first and 
the fourth is not very clearly marked. It is held by some that the 
formula mentioned in the fourth practically forbids the husband to 
mar another wife or to enter the ascetic life without his wife. But 
he Briihma marriage also, by virtue of t e man 'ras recited, enjoins 

upon the husband and wife to be inseparable companions of each 
other in the spheres of religion, love and wealth. On the whole this 
spirit pervades the first four forms of marriage, which are regarded 
as a religious sacrament and no mere secular contract. 

Examples of the Asura form of marriage, where the bride is pur
chased with gifts and money, are the marriage of Madri, sister o! 
Salya, to P~u, and that of Kaikeyi to DaSar~a. The Riikshasa 
~emplified i~he m~e of Arjuna and Subhad!a, and 
that of~ on whose behalf Bhishma abducted AmbaliM 
and Ambika, d~~~of,the king of Kasi. Probably the '<abduction 
~a is to be explained as due to a similar marriage 
custom among the Rakshasas-a tribe of whom Ravat:la was the 
chief. But the most interesting type of marriage described in the 
epics is the Svayamvara (self-choice), confined ori inall to the 

1{s_hatriya clas~lected her husband of her own 
ireewITIfi:om among the assembled suitors, or as the result of a 
tournament or contest in the use of warlike weapons. Formally it 
may be affiliated to the Giindharva form of marriage. Draupadi and 
SiUi are both described as won in marriage in this manner. 

Accordin[ to N~ the ~dian~ without either giving 
~s, but the women, as soon as they are marriageable, 
are brought forward by their fathers and exposed in public, to be 
selected by the victor in wrestling or boxing or running, or by 
some one who excels in any other manly exercise."1 This probably 
refers to a modified form of Svayamvara. 

As regards the age of the bride at the time of marriage,2 the 
evidence of the Mahiibhiirata is overwhelmingly in favour of the 
marriage of well-deve ed and grown- ir s. The cases of 

s atriya women like Draupadi, Kunti, Uttara and the BrahmaJ)a 
Devayani, as well as the continuance of the custom that consum
mation was a part of the marri'age ceremony, may be noted in this 
connection. T~miiya~a in one J2assage3 st.ates that SiUi was six 
years and Rarna ~n years of ai'e at the time of rnarriaae. But 

1. McCrindle, op. cit. p. 222. 
2. Altekar, 0". cit. pp. 58 ff. 
3. Ar~ya ~9a. 47. 10-11. 
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other and more reliable passages indicate that she was fully develop
ed at the time. The Mahiibharata also in one passage ' mentions 30 
and 10 or 21 and 7 as the proper ages of the bridegroom and the 

.........._ ----bride! These, however, must be adjudged as exceptions proving the 
rule of the marriage of grown-up girls. The Buddhist texts also 
support this view. 

As noted above, there was already a tendency in the Siitra texts 
to lower the age of marriage for girls. While ~ prescribes that. 
a man of thirty shall mar a maiden of twelve, or a man of twenty
four, a grr of eight,2 he at the same time lays down that a maiden, 
though marriageable, should rather stop in (the father's) house until 
death, than that he should ever give her to a man destitute of good 
qualities.3 On the whole we may reasonably conclude that while 
child-marriage was gradually coming into vogue, the older custom 
of marriage at a mature age was neither uncommon nor regarded 
with disapprobation. Further, it was considered extrc:.mely unde
sirable, if not a positive sin for the father, to let mature girls remain 
unmarried, and there is an almost unanimous agreement that in such 
cases the girl could find out her own husband, after a period of wait
ing which varied from three months to three years in the different 
Smritis. Later Smritis like~a insisted that girls shQuld 
be marrie before the a e of pubert. But this was merely a fore
taste of what was go 109 to happen, rather than any settled or even 
generally followed rule during the period under review, for Narada, 
which is a later work, recommends marriage after puberty.4 On 
the whole the insistence on marriage of girls, and that at an early 
age, is a marked feature of the time and was probably mainly due to 
an anxiety to maintain their bodily purity. 

It has been suggested5 by some that the rules in the Smritis 
about the marriage of girls at an early age applied only to the Brah
m8l).as and not to the other castes. This is supported by the fact 
that the heroines in Sanskrit dramas are almost always grown-up at 
the time of marriage, and the act-ual historical examples such as 
that of_I!a.u:~ l!arsha-var~hana, also support this view. 
It is also pointed out that in a late work, Sams'kiira-prakiUa, it is 
'expressly laid down that there is no prohibition against marrying a 

1. An"Sisana parvan, 44. 14. 
2. X. M. 
3 . IX. 89. 
4. XU. 'l:T. 
5. KHDS, n. 446. 
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.girl who has passed the age of pU,berty, for Kshatriyas and others. 
But such restrictions are not even hinted at in the earlier Smriti 
'Works, and the arguments cited merely prove that the injunction 
about child-marriage was not scrupulously followed in actual life. 

The lowering of the marriageable age must have affected the 
general education and culture of women in an adverse way. Extreme 
emphasis was now laid on the hysical chastity of woman and her 
unquestioned obedience to husband, to tlie e riment 0 other aspectS 
of er ife. The result was a gradual deterioration in her general 
status and position. But the final stage in this downward movement 
was not reached during the period under review. It was rather a. 
transitional period, and we really find two entirely different pictures 
of women reflected in literary works. In one set of verses in the 
epics we find women described as.Jickle, <t~el~roe, untruthful
in other words, a~on! ~e must~ore, 
remain (we are told) under control all her life; hlgirlhood under the 
guar(ffii'nsh~ father, in youth under the domination of the 
husband, and in old age in the charge of her sons. In the other set 
of verses, woman is 'the glory of the home', the symbol of prosperity 
to the family, (the better) half of the husband, his friend, philosopher 
and guide, and therefore worthy of all attention and respect. As a 
mother, she is su erior to ten fathers, superior to anything else on 
earth. 

The same sort of contradiction appears in the Sroriti works. 
Manu, for example, declares' that gods are pleased with (those 
households) where women are held in honour, and that a husband 
should be punished by the king if he cast off the wife, who is not 
guilty of any crime causing loss of caste.2 At the same time, he 
lays down that the husband had absolute rights over the wife to the 
extent of inflicting corporal punishment3 and could discard her 
immediately she says anything disagreeable to him. It is also dec
lared that "by a girl, by a young woman, or even by an aged one, 
nothing must be done independently, even in her own house."4 A 
wife was to 'worship, as a god, her husband even though he might be 
destitute of virtue or seeking pleasure elsewhe:te, or devoid of good 
qualities',6 and is to remain chaste and faithful to him whether he 
is alive or dead; but a husband, after the funeral of his wife, may 

I. m.55-59. 
2. VTTT. :189. 
s. vm, 299. 
4. V.141. 
5,. V.l54. 
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marry again. 1 Besides, as already noted, Manu2 gives expression 
to some general sentiments about women which are most dishonour
able and humiliating to the class as a whole, and to which it is 
difficult to find a parallel in a book held in respect by a large section 
of humanity. 

There are, however, clear indications that. during the first half 
o~d under review, at any rate, tl!ere were highly educated 
'Y0men, holding an honQyr,!-ble position in socie~ househ.Qld. 

Two classes of women students are mentioned: Brahmavddini 
or lifelong students of sacred texts, and SadyodviiM. ~o prosecuted 
their studies till their marriage. Pfu;tini3 refers to women students 
of Vedic sakhas. K.it.'gayana. in -bis::Varttika,4 refers to women 
~achers who were called upaiiiyO,w, or Upiidhyau..i, as distinguished 
from Upcidhy<iyiinis, i.e. wives of teachers. The necessity of coining 
a new term shows that the women teachers were large in number. 
Pataiijali also refers to a special designation for the women scholars 
wl}o made a special study of Mimamsa philosoph.l" 

The Buddhist and Jain texts also refer to women of the Brahma..
viidini class, i.e. those who remained unmarried to carry on their 
studies. Most of the Buddhist nuns, whose songs have been pre
served in the Therigiithii, were maidens born in well-to-do families, 
who renounced the world for the sake of spiritual salvation. The 
Jain texts refer to Jayanti, daughter of the king of KauSiimbi, who 
remained unmarried in order to devote herself to religion and philo
sophy. She carried on discussions with Mahavira himself on ab
struse questions of philosophy, and eventually became a nun. The 
MaM.bhiirata has also portrayed an exalted picture of womanhood 
in !>~~i who is called Pa_!!:Slitd (learned) and fearlessly argues 
wil'h--h&husband on all topiCS, not excluding political ones. Her 
spirited behaviour on many a critical occasion shows a worldly 
woman at her best. 

In addition to, or in place of, higher education, the women 
general1y received training in fine arts like music, dancing and 
painting. But some of them went in for military training also. 
This is indirectly proved by the term Siik,.tiki, a female spear-bearer. 

1. V.I68. 
2. IX. 2-19. 
3. IV. 1. 63. 
4. On IV. 1, 48. 
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mentioned by Fatafijali.1 But a more direct evidence is furnished 
by Megasthenes who reiers,._to the ~mazonian bodyguard in ~atte_nd
ance on Chandrag!!pta Ma~a, when he went out to hunt. "Of 
the womenT we are . old, some are in chariots, some on horses, 
and some even on elephants, and they are equipped with weapons 
of every kind, as if they were going on a campaign."2 The Bharhut 
sculptures portray a woman riding a fully caparisoned horse and 
carrying a standard. The _!emale bodyguard af the Jong is also 
mentioned in Kautilya's ArthaSiistra which directs that 'the king, on 
getting up from nis ed, slrall be received by troops of women 
armed with bows'.3 

Women are sometimes known to have carried on administra
tive work. ~ccording to Megastheruts the Pandaean nation was 
governed by emales. This is not unlikely, as matriarchy prevailed 
in south India. T1;le satavahana queen NAyanikiA acted as regent 
durjng the minority of ~ 

As against this bright picture of the high intellectual, moral 
and physical education of women depicted above, we find also steadi
ly growing disabilities. Formerly the girls went through the 
Upanallanf!..._c.eremoDY like the boys, but this gradually came to be 
merely formal. Manu prescribes6 that in the case of women 
Upanayana should be performed without the recitation of sacred 
texts. In the following verse he lays down that the marriage cere
mony was equal to the Upanayana in the case of women, "serving 
the husband being equivalent to the residence in (the house of the) 
teacher, and the household duties (the same) as the (daily) worship 
of the sacred fire." Yajiiavalkya6 took the further and more logical 
step of prohibiting the Upanayana ceremony altogether for girls. 
This was the signal for the gradual "spiritual disfranchisement" of 
women. Minor religious rituals like Jiitakarma, Namakarma, 
Chw;Iiikara1)4, etc. also came to be performed for them without the 
Vedic mantras. The wife, who formerly performed Vedic 
sacrifices, was denied the right to do so 7 and could not even 
recite the Vedic mantras. Thus was the woman reduced, at least 

1. On IV. I, IS, 6. 
2. McCrindle, op. cit. p. 72. 
3. KAT. p. 47. 
4. Altekar, op. cit. p. 220. 
5. n.66. 
6. 1.13. 
T. Manu. IV. 2»5-6; IX. 18; XI. 36. 
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spiritually, to the btatus of the Sudra, and this is clearly reflected 
even in the Bhagavadgitd. 1 

In contrast to this, Buddhism and Jainism offered a more 
~Q...9EQlll'able-ear er to--.w.omen. No wonder a large number of them 
became nuns, and some of them became famous preachers. 

The growing importance attached to physical chastity explains 
the gradual discouragement of widow remarriage, divorce, and 
levirate, and encouragement of the system of sati. The rules about 
remarriage in Kautilya's ArthaSastra closely follow those laid down 
in the Dharma-siitras.2 They permit remarriage of a woman, whose 
husband is dead, has become an ascetic, or has gone abroad, after 
a period of waiting which varies according to circumstances. -Both 
~nJJ2.. and Yajfiavalkya4 forbid the remarriage of widows,6 ut 
Narada6 permits it, and following it, even later texts like Pa1mara
Smriti and Agni-purii~a lay down that a woman can remarry even 
during the lifetime of her husband if he is lost (i.e. unheard of), has 
become an ascetic, is impotent or is an outcaste . • Suoh a rem rried 
woman was called Py.narbhu, 1 ...._____ 

, As regards divorce or repudiation, we learn from Kautilya's 
ArthaSiistra that 'if a husband either is of bad character, or is long 
gone abroad, or has become a traitor to his king, or is likely to en
danger the life of his wife, or has fallen from his caste, or has lost 
virility, he may be abandoned b his w' .' Divorce on the ground 
of ill-feeling was also po si I.ltl.lal consent, but not at the will 
of one party alone. Kautilya, on the whole, places the husband and 
wife almost on an equal footing in this respect, but Manu places 
th~ wife in a decidedly inferior position. He gives a long list of 
'grounds' on which one could supersede his wife by another,B and 
then adds that a wife who, being superseded, in anger departs from 
her husband's house, must either be instantly confined or cast off in 
the presence of the family.9 He also propounds the theory that 
the wife is not released from her marital obligations even if she is 

1. IX. 32. 
2. KAT. p. 201. 
3. V. ]56-7. 
4. 1. 75. 
5. But both of them sanction such marriages in certain cases (Manu, IX. 176; Y4j, 

I. 67) . 
6. XII. 45 If; 96ft. 
7. V(Lf. XVII. 19-20. 
8. IX. 80-82. 
9. IX. 83. 
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sold or repudiated by the husband.' A wife showing disrespect 
to a husband who is addicted to some evil passion, is a drunkard, 
or diseased, shall be deserted for three months (and be) deprived 
of her ornaments and furniture, 2 though for the same, or much less 
heinous offence, she may be superseded by her husband. Indeed 
Manu's injunctions regarding a wife are painful reading, and clearly 
show how orthodox Brahmanical view was deliberately aiming to 
relegate her to a position of inferiority. 

Nara a is on the whole iderate towards wome . He 
lays e general principle that, 'when husband and wife leave 
one another from mutual dislike, it is a..§in.'3 He, however, r~ 
commends the expulsion of the wife not only on the grounds of 
wasteful expenditure, procuring abortion, adultery or attempt on 
ihe husband's life,4 but also for less serious offences like 'showing 
malice, making unkind speeches or eating before her husband.'6 
He asks the husband not to 'show love to a barren woman, or t() 
one who gives birth to female children only, or whose conduct is 
blamable, or who constantly contradicts him!6 But it is doubt
ful whether divorce is meant. On the other hand, Narada says that 
"if a man leaves a wife who is obedient, pleasant-spoken, skilful, 
virtuous, and the mother of male issue, the king shall make him 
mindful of his duty by inflicting severe punishment on him."1 
Narada further lays down that 'when faultless maiden has been 
married to a man, who has a blemish unknown (before his mar
riage)', she should not only be permitted to leave her husband and 
'repair to another', but 'enjoined to do so by her relations.'8 

The account of the births of Pfu;u;iu, Dhritarashtra and the 
Pfu),<;lavas, considered along with the injunctions in the Dharma
sastras, leaves no doubt that the system of levirate was in use, 
though gradually coming into disfavour:--Manu, cur10usly enough, 
mentions it with approval and lays down detailed rules and regu
lations for its control in flve verses9 but violently condemns it in 

1 . IX. 46. 
2. IX. 78. 
3 . XII. 90. 
4 . XII. 90, 92. 
5 . XII. 93. 
6. XII. 94. 
7. XII. 95. 
8. XII. 96. 
9. IX. 59-63. 
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the next five.' Yajiiavalkya, however, does not condemn it,2 and 
both Visln;lu3 and Narada4 permit it within certain limits. 

"f!he. MoMbMrata...xecoros (probably in its late portions} a few 
ca&g. of san (widow burning). Miidri burns herself on the funeral 
pyre of her husband Pfu)Qu, and the bereaved wives of Krishna 
immolate themselves in Indraprastha after his death. The Adipar
van6 has a verse recommending the practice, but the epic is strangely 
Hent re arding the fate of the widows of Du 0 ha and nume

rous other kings who died on the battlefield. In view of the testi
mony of Greek writers regarding the prevalence of this practice in the 
~unja.h. the possibility has to be conceded that the practice of sati 
was in vogue during this period. It is possible that the practice 
was confined to the warrior class, as Onesicritus says, and the other 
Lndo-Germanic parallels su_ggest. It is held by some that the 
P!!ctice was encoura_ged by the examples of the Scythians who 
ruled in India during this period and a"?-on~ whom the custom of 
bwrung the wife of a chief along with the remains of her husbana 
was quite common. 

In spite of the barbarous nature of the custom, it is interesting 
to note that sometimes it was not only an absolutely voluntary 
choice, but one that was made by the wife with eager delight. The 
~estimony of the Greek writers leaves no doubt on the point. When 
the leader of an Indian contingent died in battle in Iran, in 316 B.C. , 
both s wives were eager to immolate themselves on his funeral 
~e. The Macedonian and Greek generals prevented the elder 
wife, who was with child, and gave permission to the younger. What 
followed may be described in the words of the Greek writer: 

"The elder wife went away lamenting, with the band about 
her head rent, and tearing her hair, as if tidings of some great 
disaster had been brought her; and the other departed, exultant at 
her. victory, to the pyre, crowned with fillets by the women who 
belonged to her, and decked out splendidly as for a wedding. She 
was escorted by her kinsfolk who chanted a song in praise of her 
virtue. When she came near to the pyre, she took off her adorn
ments and distributed them to her familiars and friends, leaving a 
memorial of herself, as it were, to those who had loved her. Her 

1. IX. 64-68. 
2. I. 68-9. 
3. 15,3. 
4. Xll. 80 if. 
5. Cr. Ed . I. 116, 31. 
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adornments consisted of a multitude of rings on her hands, set with 
precious gems of diverse colours, about her head golden stars not 
a few, variegated with different sorts of stones, and about her neck 
a multitude of necklaces, each a little larger than the one above it. 
In conclusion, she said farewell to her familiars and was helped by 
her brother onto the pyre, and there, to the admiration of the crowd 
which had gathered together for the spectacle, she ended her life 
in heroic fashion. Before the pyre was kindled, the whole army in 
battle array marched round it thrice. She meanwhile lay down 
beside her husband, and as the fire seized her no sound of weakness 
escaped her lips. The spectators were moved, some to pity and 
some to exuberant praise. But some of the Greeks present found 
fault with such customs as savage and inhumane."1 

This vivid account recalls the description of similar scenes by 
eye-witnesses in modern age. It is, however, permissible to as
sume that, as in later days, eve case of sati was not vo ta 
Aristobulus learnt on inquiry t at the widow sometimes became a 
sati of her own desire, and that those who refused to do so lived 
under general contempt.2 This undoubtedly implies that the pub
lic encouragement to the practice accelerated its growth. At the 
same time we must remember that the practice is not sanctioned 
either by the Dharma-siitras or by the Smritis. Manu and Yajiia
valkya are reticent about it, though Vish:x:lU seems to commend it in 
passages which are regarded by many as later interpolation. It is 
recommended only in the late VaikMnasa G,ihya-siitra and later 
Smritis like those of Sankha, Angiras, Daksha, Parasara and Vyasa. 

No discussion of the position of women would be complete 
without reference to a class of courtesans who enjoyed a social 
standing not accorded to them anywhere else in the world, save 
perhaps in Athens. Th reat presti e ed is class of 
w en appears vividly fr e ~oZ of Amrapali in the Vu:-i?t 

exts 0 e. iilasPrvastivadas.3 S,.!. was a daughter of Ma",:: 
nama, a ~ CItizen of aisali. Many suitors, including princes, 
having Sought her nand, her father brought the matter to the notice 
of the B-hchPav!...9ana and it was discussed by the Assembly. When 
the members saw Amrapali, they decided that she was a ~ 
(jewel of a woman), and so, we are told, according to the convention 
already laid down, she was not to be married to anybody but was 

1. Diodorus XIX 34, quoted in CHI, I. 415. 
2. Aristobulus, Frag. 34. 
3. B. C. La.w Vol. I. 137. 
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to be enjoyed by the gana. Amrapali agreed to lead the life of a 
I!ublic woman .. but asked for five privileges which were granted. 

King Bi bisara .. 'engaged in conversation on goo topics with 
his _ministers,' asked them what sort of courtesan each. of them had 
seen. Being told that Amrapali (or Ambapali) was exceedingly 
charming and accomplished in all the sixty-four arts .. Bimbisiira de
cided to visit her at yaiSa~ even though the Lichchhavis were 
h2§1Ue. His son by her enjoyed a high position in court. The Pali 
Vinaya Texts tell us that a merchant, after having described the 
charms of Ambapali of VaiSali to king Bimbisara, requested him 
' to install a courtesan' in Rajagriha, and this was done. 

Kal1~i.1ya'li A.f'thaSristra also reveals the same state of things. 
A pr~tute, oted for her. eautY,-Y0lJtb, and accQmplishments, was 
to be appOinted s.!lperintendent of prostitutes on a salary of 1,000 
pa~ (per annum), together with a rival prostitute on half that 
salary. Detailed rules are laid down for regulating the profession, 
.and two days' earning.every month hlMi to be paid to the Stat.e~ 

The prostitutes had to attend court and were regularly em
ployed in the royal household on a big salary. They held the roynl 
umbrella, golden pitcher and fan, and attended upon the king seated 
on litter, throne, or chariot. They were also employed in the store
house, kitchen, bathroom, and the harem of the king. 

As to the accomplishments of this class, Ka,1l1ilya t€UlrUS that 
"those WHO tea"C~tltutesr-female slaves and actresses, arts such 
as singing, dancing, acting, writing, painting, playing on the instru
ments like lyre, pipe and drum, reading the thoughts of others, 
manufacture of scents and garlands, shampooing, and the art of 
attracting and captivating the mind of others, "shall be endowed 
with maintenance- from the State.'" 

When Gautama Buddha visited a locality in the neighbourhood 
of VaiSali, Ambapali paid a visit te. him with a number of magni
ficent vehicles. She sat down near him and, having heard his dis
course, invited him and his companions to take their meal at her 
house the next day. The Buddha agreed, and refused the invitation 
of the Lichchhavis which almost immediately followed. "Amba
pall," said the Lichchhavis, "give up this meal to us for a hundred 
thousand." "My Lords," replied Ambapali, "were you to offer all 

- --- - .------
1. KAT. 155-56 .. 
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VaiSali with its subject territory, I would not give up this meal." 
After the meal Buddha again gladdened the courtesan Ambapali 
by his religious discourse, and she presented a park, named after 
her, to the Buddha. 1 

It would appear from what has been said above that the 
courtesans as a class were not held in odium, and neither great 
kings nor renowned religious teachers looked down upon them, 
Some of them were highly accomplished and, in point of culture 
and standing, resembled the Hetairai of Athens. 

V. SLAVES 

. .. e lstinguis betweep 
afif'erent classes of slaves but lay down val'l s ru esregarding 
their status. According to Manu and Narada, slaves could Q~ ac
~ in the master's house~urchase, b.:L.g!!t, by in.: 
~e, y maintenance durin famine, _~ pledge, EY release 
~ , y ca ture in war, by gain in wager, by volun"; 
t!ry surrender of freedom, ~y apostacy from asceticism, _!ly con': 
nexion w~emale sl!,Ye, and b-Lseveral other processes,. Sfavery 
was also the judicial punishment for crime. In keeping with th~ 
orthodox view of the gradation of va~s, Yajiiavalkya and Narad~ 
fo~p slavery in,.the prp.tiloma. or®J:. The slaves, according .t~ 
Narada, are to perform impure work. Though the disabilities of 
the slaves according to the Smriti law are very great, they are not 
without personal rights. A slave is not entitled to any property 
according to Manu and is not to be a judicial witness except in the 
last resort. According to Narada a legal act done by a slave is void 
except when done with the master's permission. On the other 
hand the master, according to Manu, is to bear without resent .. 
ment the offence of his slave who is his "shadow".. Manu also men
tions slaves along with parents, wife, and children with whom a 
householder should not quarrel. Again, according to Narada, a debt 
contracted by a slave for the benefit of a householder is binding 
upon him. FinaU;v both YajiiavMkya a:p N.8iada lay down libe!i!l 

s for the emancipation of slaves.hus we learn that a slave 
who saves ~ er·s e en in peril is forthwith released from 
slavery and becomes entitled to a son's share. Again, persons cap
tured and sold by a . robber as well as those enslaved by forcible 
means are to be emancipated ' by law. Other clauses lay down 

--------
1. SBE, XVII, 105-8. 
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specific acts by which different classes of slaves can win their free
dom. Even those slaves who are born in the master's house, those 
who are received as gifts and those who are obtained by inheritance 
can be released at the master's pleasure. Only an apostate from 
asceticism and one self-sold are absolutely disqualified for release 
from servitude.' 

Accordin " 11 the India ot 
O!le...of~them i! a slav.e." 
do not even use aliens as slaves and much less a countryman of 
their own." It would be a remarkable feature, indeed, of Chandra
gupta's times, if it were true. But there are so many references 
to the system of slavery in the Smritis and other Indian literature 
that it is difficult to accept Megastbenes's statement as true. He 
probably applied to the whole of India what was true of a parti
cular region, or was misled by the humane treatment generally 
meted out to the slaves. 

As Rh Davids justly remarks : "Wueat nothing of such Jater 
(western) develop men s of slavery as rendered the Greek mines, 
the Roman latifundia or the plantations of Christian slave-owners, 
scenes of misery and oppression. For the most part the slaves (in 
India) were household servants, and,)lQ~ badly -treated, and ir 
numbers seem to h_ay.e . i nificant."2 Such mild treatment, 
whic 0 ere a striking contrast to the system of slavery with which 
Megasthenes was familiar, probably led him to believe that there 
were no slaves in India. 

VI. DRESS AND ORNAMENTS 

In spite of inevitable differences in different localities, we may 
form a general idea of the dress and ornaments from the literature, 
sculptural representation and the description of the Greeks. 
in~~~~ used two garments of cotton, 'an under
garment which reaches below the knee half-way down to the ankles, 
and an upper garment which they throw partly over their shoulders 
and partly twist in folds round their head. '3 The nearest approxi
mation to this would be the dhoti.Jor san) and chiidar used by the 
people of Bengal, Orissa, Madras and other parts oi India. The 
upper garment was generally not used inside the house, a part of 
the lower one being wrapped round the upper part or thrown over 

1. Ya;. n. 182-183; NaTada., V. 26-43; Manu., IV. 180, 185; vm. 70, 415-17. 
2. Bu.ddhist India, p . 55. 
3. McCrindle, Meguthene., p . 219. 
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the shoulders. When Draupadi was surprised in her private 
apartment and dragged rudely to the assembly hall by the Kau
ravas, she is described as ekavastra (wearing one garment only). 
Similarly, the servant class probably made shift with a single (lower) 
garment. Draupadi, disguised as a servant in the palace of king 
Virata, wore only one garment. Ladies of the upper strata of 
society normally wore coloured garments, as widows are described 
as clad in white. The public or the formal dress of the higher 
classes included a turban or headgear consisting of a longish piece of 
cloth wrapped round the head in a number of ways according to local 
custom. Poor people probably made shift with the upper garment 
wrapped round the head like a turban. Kings, of course, wore 
crowns. 

Although ££!!on was t~_material_ge~rally us~, ~ 
of silk, linen and wool were also in _great demand, especially among 
t~.~autifya' refers to an extensive textile 
industry all over India, and the Vinaya Texts refer to a complete 
weaving outfit.2 The cloth was fastened at the waist by a girdle, 
and a variety of girdles are mentioned in the Vinaya Texts,3 such as 
those made of many strings plaited together, those made like the 
head of a water-snake, those with tambourines or beads on them, 
or those with ornaments hanging from them. The same texts4 

refer to the variety of ways in which undergarments were arranged. 
All these are corroborated by the sculptural representations. 

The difference between the male and female dresses was much 
less marked than at present. Both used ~ and orn~~tsJ. 
though gradually the women gave up the former, and the men, the 
latter. The cuI tures of the period, especially those at Bharhut 
and 8anchi ive interesting s cimens of dress and ornaments. On 
rare occasions we find women putting on the lower garments in 
~ l;.;;:ik:.:.e:,....;th=e_m=a.;,;;l.;,;es~o..:.r_M=a_h_ao;;ra_-.;;,;sh __ to.;;r_a_w_o~m..;.._en..,..-o;_,f_toda __ y, 
i.e. by passing one end of it between the legs and tucking it up 

1. KAT. 93-4. 
2. Chv. V. 28.2. 
2. Chv. V. 29.2. 
4. Chv. V. 29.4. 
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behind at the waist. This practice appears to have been confined 
to the north-west in ancient times. 

The sculptured female figures exhibit two striking peculiarities. 
They do not wear a veil and, more often than not, the '!PI>E:r part 01 
t~, revealing in full the bosom and the navel. 

. eraUy accepted as an evidenc that.~ l?~ syst 
was not in vogue, ' though some literary references seem to indicate 
that aristocratic ladies did use a veil when appearing in public. But 
many scholars refuse to believe that ~omen actually appeared in 
eublic without covering tM upper rul!.t of th~, as it offends 
against decency and is in conflict with literary descriptions, and 
they attribute the sculptures to the artistic convention of the age.2 

But it must be remembered that notions about decency and~ 
cency are more or less conventions that differ from age to age. 
There is abundant evidence that nudity, either of men or of women, 
was not viewed in the same light in ancient times as in the present. 
We know from the Vinaya Texts3 that the Buddhist nuns, together 
with courtesans, took their bath in a river without any clothing. 
We are also told that the Buddhist monks "when naked saluted ono 
another, and received salutes; did service to one another, and 
received services; gave to one another and accepted; ate both hard 
food and soft; tasted; and drank." It is true that the Buddha for
bJlde these practices. But the very fact that they were prevalent 
to the extent indicated above proves that nudity was not regarded 
in those days as indecent, as in modern times. The scantiness of 
female dress in ancient paintings and sculptures may, therefore, be 
as much due to convention of art as a reflection of the actual state 
of things. The realistic description of the female bosom and navel 
in Classical Sanskrit literature also supports this view. It may be 
noted in this connection that 1!.0 upper garment is worn by the 
women in the island of Bili, which still retains the Hindu cnlliu:e 
it recei~d from India. 

1. 'l'his point will be discussed, with references, in the next volume. 
2. Altekar, 011. cit. 338-44. 
3. Mv. vm. 15. 11. 
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tal one. The complete outfit for sewing described in Vinaya Texts' 
indicated that stitched clothes were coming into fashion, although 
there is no explicit reference to it either in the Siitras or in the 
epics. 

e asthenes 0 at "in s . ene.tal simplicity 
()f style the Indians love fine and ornament. Their robes are 
worked in gol and ornamented with precious stones, and they wear 
also flo~-ga.J:mellb :made g£ ~Ae finest HM1slin."2 The ornaments ------which decorated the bodies of both men and women were also costly 
and of various types and design. Every part of the body from head 
to foot had its appropriate ornaments made of gold, silver, pearls, 
gems and precious stones. It would be tedious to describe them in 
detail, and one may form a clear notion of them from the numerous 
sculptures and the actual specimens excavated from ancient sites. 
We may get an idea of the ornaments in common use, even by the 
men, from the fact, mentioned in Vinaya Texts,3 that at first even 
monks "used to wear ear-rings, ear-drops, strings of beads for the 
throat, girdles of beads, bangles, necklaces, bracelets and rings". 
Nearchus says that ear-rinss of ivon: were only worn by very 
~ealthy people. The ~y ornaments referred to as worn by women 
alone were waist-bands and anklets. 

Nearchus tells us that Ind! 
ese are elaborately trimmed, soles are 

variegated and made of great thickness to..make tAa \Uear"er eem 
so much t taller."4 The variety of shoes is also.:r:eien:e~ 
'\tHtttya lexts~ such as shoes with one, two, three or even more lin~ 
ings; s e 0 ed ith skins of lion, ti er anther, antelo e otter, 
£.at~ and owl; boots pointed with horns of rams and goats, 
ornamented with scorpions' tails, sewn round with peacock feathers; 
boots, shoes and slippers of all hues such as blue, red, yellow, brown, 
black and orange. Sometimes the shoes were ornamented with 
gold, silver, pearls, beryls, crystal, copper, glass, tin, ' lead or bronze. 
poorer people used wooden-shoes, ~ made .2.f. leror.es Qf pa}Jnytfl 
ed date-~ or ~ v~!2..us kipds of grass. ~es were 8m2 mage 

~ 
1. Chv. V. 11. 2. 
2. McCrindle, op. cit. p. 70. 
3 . Chv. V. 2. 1. 
4. McCrindle, op. cit., p. 220. 
5. II. 14. if. 
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We have elaborate references to toilette in the Vinaya Texts. 
~~ith.1?£..made2!. hair-og_of~s-~, and then 
smoothed with a comb or a special instrument shaped like a snake's 
~. ~ perfumes, garla!!9s and unguents were used, and 
faces were r bbe with ointment and ainted. The body was also 
painted, and feet were rubbed with sandstone, gravel and seafoam. 
T~ seems to have been thEL_ fashion. A Brahmax:ta 
generally shaved his head, keeping a crest lock or two, while an 
anchorite kept matted hair. Women who had their husbands living 
parted their hair in the middle, the parting being coloured red with 
vermilion or other powder. Beards were either removed by razor 
(as in the case of a Brahmru:ta) or allowed to grow long (as in the 
case of hermits). Sometimes they were kept on the chin like a 
goat's beard, or so cut that they had four corners. The beards were 
also dyed blue, red, purple or green according to individual taste. 
The hair on the belly was sometimes cut into figures, and some had 
whiskers. Nails were polished, or cut with nail-cutters, and tooth 
sticks were used. 

accor ing Vinaya Texts,' though special importance was 
attached to it in Avanti and the southern country.2 When bathing, 
people used to rub their bodies-thighs, arms, breast and back
against wooden pillars or walls. Chunam lime was also rubbed 
05 the body ~ means of a wooden ins rumen m e s ape 0 a 
hand or a string ~f beads.3 Special bathing pools or tanks are also 
referred to. They were floored or faced with brick, stone or wood, 
and had walls or steps of the same materials. To prevent water 
becoming stale, pipes were laid to drain it off. There were also 
arrangements for ot.-bath rooms wi ch' e and ~ and 
'toof covered with skins. The bathers put scented clay over their 
faces and took their bath seated on stools. There were cells to be 
used as cooling rooms after the~ 

--- - -- ---
1. According to Piitimokkha, Pichittiya Dhamma V. 57, "Whatsoever Bhikkhu shall 

bathe at intervals of less than half a month, except on the proper occasions
that ie a Piichittiya". 
(Proper occasions are 21 months of hot weather, sickness, journey, and when 
there has been wind and rain.) 

2. Mv. V. 13 . 6. 
3. Message was evidently very popular. Megasthenes ssys that the king was 

''rubbed with cylinders of wood" by 'four attendants' in the open court even 
when he was engaged in judicial work (McCrindle, OJ). cit., p. 72) . 

• . Chv., V. 14. 
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VII. HOUSE AND FURNITURE 

An account of the cities and big buildings has been given above. ' 
The Vinaya Texts2 give us an idea of the common dwelling houses, 
which were made of stone, brick or wood, and hMd roofing of fiye... 
~s-brick, stone. cffilen1:&~~eav~ The walls and roof 
were~ within and without. The sleeping rooms were white
washed, the floors were coloured black, and the walls red. They 
were decorated with paintings and engravings such as human figures , 
wreath-work and creeper work. Provision was made for _windo~ 
with shutters JLnd curtains, elaborate doors with key-holes, veran-- -----~, inner verandahs and overhanging eaves, 
dwelling rooms, retiring-rooxns, st~ ~, closets, and~ with 
lids and covered by sheds with skin roofs. HygIemc arrangements. 
were kept in view while constructing privies. The house had 
sometimes two or more storeys, and it was fashionable to have 
verandahs supported on pi1lars with capitals in the forms of heads 
of animals (like elephant). 

The rooms were provided with ceiling cloth , movable screen, 
curtains that could be drawn aside, cupboards, and bone-hooks for 
hanging clothes. ~ is given in the Vinaya 
Texts. There was a large ~s such as rectangular, 
cushioned, cane-bottomed, sTraw-bottomed, the one raised on a. 
pedestal or with many legs, arm-chair and state chair, and sofas with 
or without arms. There were also diff~ds with 
legs carved to represent animals' feet, and charrs of the same design. 
Some bedsteads had lofty supports with arrangements for rocking 
backwards and forwards, and the bed, comprising mattresses stuffed 
with cotton and pillows half the size of a man's body, was strewn 
over with flowers. Bolsters stuffed with wool, cotton cloth, bark, 
grass or talipot leaves, and chairs and bedsteads covered with 
upholstered cushions to fit them were in. use. For poorer people 
there were mats made of grass and bedsteads made of laths of split 
bamboo. 

For reclining their bodies people used lofty and large things 
such as~; divans; coverlets wlih..l9ng fl~ece; counter-

~ ,._.-
panes of many colours; ~ollen co~rIets, white or marked with 
thick flowers ; mattresses; cotton coverlets dyed with figures ~r 

1. See Ch. XX. A. 
Z. The dec;criptlon that follows of the houses and furniture is based on ChululVRggfl. 

Sixth Khandhaka. 
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~~~Hn~mm~mri~nn-n~~~~~~'des; £arpe~ 'n

w ; large woollen carpets with de
signs such as a nautch girl's dance; couches covered with canopies or 
with crimson cushions at both ends. There were also riclLelepbant 
housin_gs and horse-r\1is or carriage-rugs. ,59-skins. goat"skins, 
and~~~~sed....as."cWler!!:!:s, @~ciayY in Ayanti and the 
~:§S0J.!!ili"y, and fine skins, such as those of lion, tiger, panther 
or antelope, were either used for reclining upon or cut into pieces 
and spread inside or outside the couches and chairs. We also hear 
of sun-shades, ~~uito-curtains, filters for straining water, 
m~ns, Bower-stands, and ~whisks {cMma1j!.) made of tails 
oroxen and peacocks or of bark and grass, . 

Coetly nten:!H were used sue as bowls of l'arietls kindi-mad& 
~~~cI".Y.sSa gQld. sil~. co~,~, ill,l,.~d o.z:....hmn2!e, and 
some of them were painted or set with jewels. Even circular sup
ports of bowls were made of gold or silver. As most of these uten
sils and articles of furniture are entioned' 'na-y Texts as 
being used by the monks till some of them were forbidden by the 
Buddha, we may presume that they were used by the middle 
class people. 

VIII. FOOD AND DRINK 

It appears..fr.om..tbf!..epics-tha~arle:¥ and wheat were the 
ch~ ~d~ ri~ being ve~ pQllJ.1lg.~ Rlch people and the 
~tr~as=ate., ~e n;!i3fe,d_with Besh. An interesting verse in the 
U yoga-parvan 1 says that the food of the rich consists of Besh, that 
of the middle class, of milk and its products, and that of the poor, of 
oil preparations. Quite a large number of dainties, delicacies and 
sweetmeats were known. ~lk and its produ.£!.s formed part of the 
daily diet, and ~ WAS particularly valued as very substantial and 
~ng. 

The Vinaya Texts refer to many articles of food such as rice, 
beans, tila seeds, fresh honey, rice-milk, honey-lumps, conger, 
curries, salt, molasses, oil, pot-herbs, fnill;s, fish, .!lli@t and the five 
products of the cow, viz. ~, curd~ ghee, buttermilk and lu.U!tt. 

In spite of the growing spirit of ahimsii (non-injury to animals) 
fostered by the Jains and Buddhists, and enforced by emperors like 
ASoka, various kinds of fish and meat, not excllldil![{ beef, were ex ... 
tensively taken by the people. According au 'Iya the State 

1 . Cr. Ed. 34. 37. 
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~ed eserved-fow~ -tor a~ and birds ~ 9~ a 
~.q_t r-ll~e. 

Among drinks in general use were~a'pe-juice\ honey, syrups 
made from various~ ( such as mango, jambu, plantain) and 
~) and the ~s. Drinks were also 
made from various kinds of pot-herbs and flowers. 

Va 'ous . or were ed, and Kautilya gives a detailed 
descrip lon 0 their manufacture, ~ich w~te monopoly. The 
sale of liquor was regulated by the-Bt'}rte, an autilya directs that 
it shall be sold to persons of well-known character only and in small 
quantities. Lon...£e.1i.ve-eecasi'0ns the pe~p~yQd to the full 
the unrestricted right of mal).Ufac1ura· s. 
According to Manu' the drinkin of irituous liquor is a mahii -taka 
(~), meriting serious punishment, an one who sells it 
should be banished by the king. ,~e1@sthenes also says that the 
~ do not drink wine ~xcept at sacrifices. But this seems to 
be an orthodox Brahmanical ideal which did not coincide with actual 
practice in life; for, even apart from the clear testimony of 
Kautilya's ArthaSustra, there is enough evidence to show that the 
habit of drink was common, especially among Kshatriyas, the 
nobility and kings. Arjuna and !{ris a are described as takin 
~d, an the adavas were notorious addicts to 
wme. And yet there are passages in the Great pic which, like 

Ma;u, condemn drinking and class it among the five most heinous 
sins. These contradictory passages can be explained only by sup
posing that the teetotalling tendency gradually grew towards the 
close of the period under review, thanks mainly to the high moral 
ideals preached by the Brahma:t:las, Buddhists and J ains. The 
Brahma:t:las as a class seem to have been comparatively free from 
the evil. 

The Vinaya Texts refer to the 12ractice of taking food lying 
on decorated divans. According to Megasthenes, 'a table, like a . ........__..... 
tripod, is set before each person. There is placed upon it a golden 
bowl, into which they first put rice boiled as one would boil barley, 
and then they add many dainties.' He further observes that the 
Indians "eat alwl!)'s alone a~ve no fixed ho~ when meals are 
iObe taken.Ex.. ~ll in common, but each one eatswllen he feels in
cllned". This babit, strange to say, has persisted throughout the 
2,200 years that have elapsed since Me&.asthenes wrot~ and he 

1, IX. 225; 235-7. 
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IX. GENERAL LIFE 

On the whole, compared with the preceding period, social life 
has become richer in content and far more comprehensive in its out
look and range of activities. 

In spite of pessimistic views on life in the religious literature, 
causing a strong tendency towards asceticism, common people had 
a liking for the enjoyment of the good things of life. The sculp
tures of the period show the vivacious side of life, full of bustle and 
activity and marked by a sense of humour. Literature also reflects 
this lighter side of life. Apart from singing, dancing, music and 
dramatic performances, entertainments were provided by buffoons, 
mimic players, rope-dancers, jugglers, and wandering bards or 
heralds (£!l_aranasJ . Gardening and the art of making garlands by 
various combinations of flowers provided amusement to many. 
Various kinds of games, both indoor and outdoor, are mentioned. 
The former include ~, trapball, gUeSSin~ other ~eo~le's th_Q_u£!?ts, 
etc. Among the latter maybe noted:JUiiii[ g, charlot-races, archeJY 
rpatches, wresUin , boxil1i. shooting marbles with the fingers, and 
plou hin with mimic 10 hs. Festive assemblies known a\,utsavg. 
sa.zngla and vihiira provi t 0 rtainm~nt ut a :dainty 
di,she & and intoxiea mg drinks, and the kings often arranged such 
celebrations for the amusement of the people. Apart from such 
assemblies, delicacies like meat were sometimes freely R~d. 
According to the Mahiibhiirata, a kin aIle Rantideva killed eve 
d!y twQ..ih.Qusand .tett e an ~o thousand kine in o!der to dole out 
meat ~ the people. When ASoka tells us ~n his R.E. 1. that many 
bundreds- of thousands of animals were eve da slau htere' is 
Iqtchen fo cuny, ~e can east y} er that a similar practice was 
f@owed by the ~aurya E"mperors. ~ambling and ttrinkin£. wine 
fonned the besetting sms in flie life of the people, and tlle evils of 
the former are clearly depicted in the Mahiibharata. 

ASoka refers in his edicts2 to some general features of life. 
Kings, we are told, for a long time past, used to go out on pleasure 
tours, in course of which there were the chase and other similar 
diversions. ASoka also mentions3 that the people, especially women, 

1. McCrindle, op. cit. p . 70. 
2. RE. vm. 
3. R.E. IX. 
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performed various rites on occasions of sickness, marriage and birth 
of children. These no doubt refer to the various ~ligious samskXira.s 
mentioned in the Sutra literature and referred to before. ' ASoka 
condemns them as useless and trivial, and recommends in their 
place, the practice of Dhamma, which was really a code of morality 
as defined above.2 But there is no doubt that even before the reli~ 
gious propaganda of ASoka, the people were marked by a high sense 
of morality. ~~:" Q1th_ an virtua the 
a ike i~m. Hence they accord no special privileges to the old 
~ s p_erior w.isdom."3 The ideal of truthfulness 
permeates the whole literature of the period, and both the epics 
preserve many classical examples of unswerving adherence to truth, 
even at the cost of life. It need not surprise us, therefore, when we 
are told that "they seldom go to law. They have no suits about 
pledges or deposits, nor do they require either seals or witnesses, but 
make their deposits and confide in each other."4 

Fully in keeping with this high ideal are the humane laws of 
warfare referred to above.5 

'l:!le Greeks were struck by the fact "that Indians do not rear 
monuments to the dead, but consider the virtues which men have 
~==~~~~~~ 
displayed in life and the songs in which their praises are sung suffi-
cient to preserve their memory after death."6 This is corroborated 
by the absence of sepulchral monuments of ancient times. Megas~ 

thenes has correctly described in the following passage the spiritual 
outlook of Indians, which was sufficiently prominent to strike even 
a casual foreign observer. 

"Death is with the ave fre uent sub'ect of discourse. They 
regard this life as , so to speak, the time when the child within the 
womb becomes mature, and death as a birth into a real and happy life 
for the votaries of philosophy. On this account they undergo much 
discipline as a preparation for death. They consider nothing that 
befalls men to be either good or bad, to suppose otherwise being a 
dreamlike illusion."7 

This indicates the real spirit which animated and sustained In~ 
dian civilization. It would, however, be a mistake to suppose that 

1. Vol. r, pp. 474, 507. 
2. See pp. 82-83. 
3. McCrindle, op. cit., p. 70. 
4 . Ibid. 
5. See pp. 317-18; also Vol. r, pp. 302-3. 
6. McCrindle, op. cit., pp. 67-8. 
7. Ibid., p. 100. 
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the common man in ancient .India was averse to woUdly et'l~nts 
~re. The need to maintain a balance in life was 
fully recognised, and aha; nUl, artha, and klima (religion or spiritua
lity, wealth and happiness) ~re. reg~ed as the three ends W lif~ 
to be simultaneously pursued without giving undue prominence to 
any of them. This principle is clearly enunciated in th rth 
o~ 1 and it is emphasised that anyone of these ends, if pur-
sued to excess to the detriment of the....o1ber t n y the 
other t so i~ thre 'fe, to a 
:fom'th, ekrll:a (emancipation), was added later, has been the ideal 
of life in India throughout ancient times, but, as often happens, in 
actual practice one or the other has sometimes gained prominence 
according to individual inclinations or special circumstances of the 
time. Kau~ilya, for example, insists that artha (wealth) was the chief 
of the three, as the other two, dharma (religion) and kama (enjoy
ment), depend upon it for fulfilment. In religious texts, on the 
other hand, the main stress is laid upon dharma, to the exclusion of 
the other two. Nevertheless, the harmony of the three pursuits of 
life may be regarded as the ideal which formed the background of 
social life in ancient India. 

1. Ch. vn; KAT. p. 14. 
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CHAPTER XXII 

EDUCATION 

The Dharma-siitras carry on the Vedic traditions and practices 
of education and codify them into a ~ular ~ste~. Education had 
its own rituals and ceremonies to emphasize ~ and 
character as an aid to ~t and the educing of 'personality. 
Education was treated as a ma~ of ~owth, ~ocess of life, which 
was controlled in its totality. The very tenor of life was changed 
for the pupil who had to leave the home of his parents to live in a 
new home, the home of his spiritual parent, the guru or teacher. 

1. PUPILS AND TEACHERS 

Next followed the ~mo!lY of UE..,an(!yana.1. marking the turning 
point in the pupil's life. Manu describes it as spiritual birth, Brahma
janma, where the mother is Siivitri and father the Achiirya. 1 

The essential features of this ceremony have been described 
above,2 but the texts of the period add elaborate details about the 
life of strict discipline led by the pupil in his teacher's house, as a 
Brahmachiiri. 

Normally, the pupil was admitted by the teacher without pay
ment of any fee to him. According to Manu3 a student should not 
~ to his teac~ before he finishe'Sllis education. A 
teacher teaching for fees is condemned as an Upapatakin. Usanas4 

brands him as a. V rittika. -

Admission to study depended solely upon the pupil's fitness for 
it. Studious pupils worked night and day. Some who could not 

1. U. 146, 148. 
2. Vol. J, p. 455. 
3. U. 245. 
4. IV. 24. 
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get oil for their lamps would burn dried cow-dung and read in its 
light in an isolated corner. But there were also indifferent pupils 
who found study too irksome and difficult, and deserted; or could not 
stand the strict discipline of the teacher; or would be dismissed by 
the teacher for an offence; or would leave ..1.tudenlsbip prematurely 
for a life of ease and be branded as a Khatva!:ii4114, i.e. as one who 
started sleeping on a cot when he should be sleeping on the ground.' 

Sometimes, a pupil would change teachers and schools too 
often and earn the uncomplimentary epithet of TIrthakcilca, i.e. 
fickle as a crow that does not stop long at a place of pilgrimage. 
Other similar terms of opprobrium applied to erring pupils are: (1) 
Kumo:rt-Diikshii,1)., those who entered ,as .,.pupils of Diiksha lor the 
sake of the girls living with him; (25'J!h~-Ma114~, a pupil 
entering upon study for appropriating the proceeds of begging; 
(3) ~na-~ini'yah-) those who seek the study of P8.I)ini for the 
advantage of getting free food like boiled rice; (4) Ghlita-Ra~hiyiiQ:z 
the RauQ.hiyas seeking after ghee; and (5) ~ala-chii,ro:ug.~iU~ 
those hankering after blankets. 2 

famous teacher is called Ya 'a a..satika, i.e. one whom stu
dents woul seek from a distance of hundreds of miles.3 

Manu mentions .two classes~f te5b..ers: (1) ~ who 
took to teaching as a profession for his livelihood and taught only 
a portion of the Veda or Vedanga ,4 and (2) ... Acha"'rya who taught the 
Veda with its Kalpasiitras and Upanishads6 without charging fees. 
The pupil after completing his education was to give him such pre
sents as he could afford- field, gold, cow, horse, umbrella, shoes, 
grain, vegetables or clothes.s The paid teacher and the paying 
pupil were condemned as unworthy of invitation to an important 
social ceremony like Srdddha. 7 Besides the ordinary teachers,_Manu 
~ons educl!ti.2Pal eJCJ2.ertsB who were proficient in pedagogy. 

The ancient educational system evolved its own appropriate 
methods of study. Kautilya enumerates the following2.,teps of Vedlr 
~dy: (1) ~ (eagerness to listen to the words of the teacher 

1. Pataiija1i on II. 4. 32, and m. 1. 26 (2): J. 4. 26, 28; II. 1. 26. 
2. Patafi;ali on II. 1. 41. and r. 1. 73(6); K4.iikd on VI. 2. 69. 
3. Pataiija1i on V.I. 74(2) . 
4 . II. 1(1. 
5. JT. UO. 
e. II. 246. 
7. m .156. 
8. IV. 102. 
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as they fall from his lips), (2) ~ (grasping by the ear 
the lessons of the teacher), (3) ~ (apprehension of the 
teacher's words), (4) ~ (retention), (5~6l O~ha (discus
sion), (7) ~ (full knowledge of the meaning conveyed by the 
teacher's words or lessons), and (8) ~vabhinivesha (comprehen
sion of the underlying truths of the teacher's "'lessons). A stray 
verse puts the position in a nutshell thus: "The student learns a 
fourth from his Achiirya, a fourth by his own intelligence by hinl~ 
self, a fourth from his fellow~pupils, and the remaining fourth in 
course of time by experience." 

2. ART OF WRITING 

The art of writing was now fully developed. the oldest alpha· 
bet known as Brahmi, is em in the majorit of the records 
of Moka, and from it have been derIve t e various scripts used 
today all over India. ~aic scriE_! was introduced into th~ 
Eun~!L ~ its Ach~ con~erors. r!.om _jt was derived the 

.... ~hi alE..habe~ , ~t. It was confined to 
north-western India, and was thence carried to Central Asia , but it 
went out of use after the third or fourth century A.D. 

The knowledge of writing might have been expected to intro
duce a great change in the system of education, but this does not 
appear to have been the case. There is abundant evidence to show 
that the teaching continued to be~, and the~ 
~ts was positively condemned.: Certain passages in the 
Buddhist canonical literature indicate that, although the art of writ
ing was in vogue, the sacred books were not written but committed 
to memory, even though the monks realized the danger that a por
tion of the canon might thus altogether be lost. Similar notions 
prevailed among the Brahmat}.as and the followers of other religious 
sects. It is difficult to explain this attitude. It has been suggested 
that the art of "writing was introduced into India at a late period 
in the intellectual development of its people-so late that, before 
they knew of it, they had already brought to perfection another 
and a very excellent method (i.e. learning by heart) of handing 
down literary productions.'" In ~customed to 
preserve massive literature by stupendous feats of memory, they 
would not realize the use or necessity of writing it down. The 

1. Rhys Davids. Buddhist India, pp. 112-13. 
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$dvantage of the latter course is, however, so obvious that the expla
nation cannot be regarded as very satisfactory. Another argument 
.advanced is that even when the Indians came to know of writing, 
they had not the necessary materials for writing lengthy records. 

Both these assumptions are based on the view that the art of 
writing was introduced into India, kom western Asia ill.!bout...1.he 
q_inth centuryj3.G,. But the correctness of this view, which was once 
generally held, can no longer be regarded as beyond dispute. 1 Even 
if it were true, it would indeed be very strange that materials like 
birch bark, for writing lengthy records, were not thought of during 
the next three or four hundred years, or that although these were 
known, people could not realize the obvious utility of books even 
as a supplementary aid to oral teaching. In the case of the Brah
rnru;tas, the growing desire to withhold the sacred mantras from the 
people and retain teaching as an exclusive privilege for themselves 
might act as an incentive to oral teaching to the exclusion of books. 
But the same motive could not possibly operate in the case of the 
heterodox sects like the Buddhists. When we remember the vast 
mass of literature, even in the fourth or fifth century B.C., and the 
extensive use of writing for administrative purposes in the time of 
Atoka, it is difficult to avoid the conclusion that books were much 
more extensively in use than is now commonly believed, or was 
admitted by priestly writers and monks. They emphasized, per
haps rightly, the role of the teacher in an educational system which 
sought not merely to impart knowledge to, but also to develop the 
personality of, the pupil, and hence insisted that the teacher, rather 
than the books, should be the main source of instruction. 

3. SUBJECTS OF STUDY 

It appears from the Manu-smyi.ti that the subjects of study in 
those days comprised, besides the entire Vedic literature, Dharma
§(istras or ~;2 ~ and~ur~3 Vai~nasa-8u.tra for re
cluses;4 heretical ~astras;S Economics and allied subjects,6_Anvi~ 
~hllcL.lD!!le~i~), andJ?a'tldaniti or Politic~.7 The last two, with the 
Vedic S'tUdY~ a~~s, etc.), are referred to as 
the four important subjects of study in the Kaup.liya ArthaSl!8tra. 

1. See Vol. t. Ch. XIX § 4. 
2. n. 10: m.232. 
3. m.232. 
4. VI. 21. 
5. XII. 95. 
6. IX. 329 ft. 
'1 . vn.43. 
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The education of the prince followed other lines. In addition 
to the four important subjects mentioned by KauWya,1 he had to. 
receive military training relating to the operation of the different 
elements of the army such as elephants, horses, chariots and weapons. 
of war (~ahara~ He had also to study history or Itinasa which 
included (1) Pura~a, (2) ~), (3) Akhyayilcil (tales), 
(4) Udiiha'ra~ (illustrative stories), (5) DharmaSdstra and (6) 
A rthaSastra. 

The Buddhist text Milinda-panha also gives a long list of the' 
subjects of study for a BrahmaJ;la, which comprised the following: 
the four Vedas, Itihiisas, Purfu;la,s, l~y, pro§"ody, phono
~, verses, grammar, ~olo.EY, ~y, ~ and the 
six Vedfui.gas; knowledge of auspicious marks (on the body); inter
pretation of omens, dreams, and signs; prognostications from 
comets, thunder, junction of planets, fall of meteors, earthquakes, 
conflagration and signs in the heaven and earth; study of the 
eclipses of the sun and moon, of ~c, of casuistnr; interpreta~ 
tion of the omens to be drawn from dogs, deer and rats, and mix
tures of liquids and the sounds and cries of birds. The Kshatriyas 
had to acquire knowledge of elephants, horses, chariots, bows, 
rapiers, the art of war, documents and currency,2 while the Vaisyas 
and Siidras had to learn husbandry, merchandising and the care of 
cattle.3 Elsewhere, king Milinda is said to have a knowledge of 
19 arts and sciences, viz. Sruti (Vedas) and Sro.riti; sailkhya, Yoga, 
Nyaya and VaiSeshika systems of philosophy; arithmetic; music; 
medicine; archery;4 Purfu],as; Itihasa; astronomy; magic; causation; 
spells; the art of war; poetry; and currency.6 

The Mahiibhiirata gives some interesting information about 
education. It contains the singular injunction that persons of all 
the four castes should listen to discourses on Vedas or to Vedic 
recitations (~).e An interesting fact is that 

1. "After investiture with the sacred thread, he shall study the triple Vedas, the 
science of A1l1,ikshiki under teachers of acknowledged authority (Sishpa), the 
science of vam under government superintendents, and the science of 
dandaniti under theoretical and practical politi<;ians (vaktriprayoktribhya~)" 
KAT. p . 11. 

2. Mudda , which is translated in SBE (XXXV, 247) as "law of property", probably' 
means a knowledge of coins or currency. 

S. IV. 3, 26. . 
4. SBE (XXXV, p. 6) has 'four Vedas'. But as there is already a ref'erence to 

~ruti the reading dhanur-veda in the Edition of R. D. Vadekar (p. 4) is to be 
preferred. 

5. 1. 9. 
6. XU. 327, 49. 
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Brahm.aI;ul teachers gave instruction not only in all academic sub
jects, including politics, but also in non-academic ones like archery, 
the science of war in general, and other arts and crafts. This was 
so probably because they were credited with occult knowledge of 
charms, spells and incantations, which turned, as though by a 
miracle, the ordinary arrow into a weapon of the most devastating 
type. Not only astrology and medicine but agriculture was also 
taught by the BrahmaI',las. Among the subjects of study, in addf
tion to the Ve<iangas, were the training of elephants and horses, the 
driving of a chariot, engineering, etc. 

A glimpse of industrial education is iven b Na a 1 who ex
plains e rules relating to apprenticeship and admission to an in
dustrial school. The young man must first secure the consent of 
his guardian before he is apprenticed to his master. He will then 
settle with him the e.=riod of aQPrenticeship. He is to live with his 
master, whose home is his workshop, and is to be treated and in
structed by the master as his son. He is not to be exploited and 
employed on work not connected with his chosen craft. He cannot 
leave his master before the stipulated period of apprenticeship even 
if he bas completed his training, the gains from which are to go 
to the master. An apprentice deserting a master, not lacking in 
character or as a teacher, deserves corporal punishment and con
finement. At the end of his pupilage, the apprentice must reward 
his master as best as he can, or may accept service under terms 
settled. It was this efficient industrial training which gave ancient 
India the palm in handicrafts, feeding her rich export trade for 
centuries from ~er. The Ghat®shashti-Knkis, the 
traditiona~ an~ in ancient India, were also the products 
of this industrial system and training. 

We may conclude this section by a reference to the story of 
medical education given in Buddhist canonical texts. The story 
centres round the ~ wh"o was the_physioian
in-ordinary to the Magadhan emperor Bimbisara, and was ~o de
p~eror as _physician-in-attendance on Buddha, as the: 
best medical expert of the times. He was of obscure origin and the 
~~f a courtesan of RajaGriha, a foundling thrown on a dust-heap 
from which h~ rescued by Bimbisiira's son, Erince Ab~, 
'who brought him up till he repaired to Taxila to learn an art as a 

1. V.16-21. 
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source of livelihood without depending upon the uncertainties of 
royal patronage.' 

He studied medicine at Taxila under a "world-renowned phy
sician" for the prescribed period of 7 years. But before he was 
give t e licence c 'se medicine, he had to undergo a sort of 
practica~xaminatiop prescribed by his teacher, who directed: "Take 
tlllS spade and seek round about Takkasilii a yojana on every side, 
and whatever plant you see which is not medicinal, bring it to 
me." After a good deal of botanical investigation, Jivaka could 
not discover any plant that was devoid of medicinal properties. 
The teacher was satisfied and gave him a little money with leave 
to go home and practise as a physician. His money sufficed for his 
journey up to 8aketa where he was forced to earn. His first earn--ing came from his successful treatment of a rich Setthi's wife who 
had a chronic disease of the head which no physician could cure. 
Jjvaka had one pasata (handful) of ghee boiled up with various 
drugs and had it administered to the patient through the nose. She 
was at once cured and gave Jivaka the princely ~-
1>!!:nas, together with a present of a coach, horses and 2 servants. ' 
~ earnings Jivaka tendered to his patron, prince Abhaya, as a 
return for bringing him up. 

Next, he treated emperor Bimbisara himself and cured him of 
a fistula. His third important case and call came from Banaras, 
where a merchant's son had a strangulation of the intestines, caused 
by a gymnastic feat. It was a surgical case. He "cut through 
the~, ~he twisted intestines out and sho\jed 
~;" t~diSentang!ing_ the twist;dintestines, ~ 
put them back into thei iimt osition, stitched_!he skin togeth~r, 
a~nted the wound with a s!J.ve." very soon the patient was 
cured, and his father paid the surgeon a fee of 16,000 KaMpanas. 
_!(ing_P,El.Qyotl!.J?f UiilU'IDi was his next important patient. He was 
suff~ring from jaundice, and asked Bimbisara for the loan of the 
services of his physician. Jivaka cured this royal patient by medi
cated ghee and was rewarded with costly gifts of textiles. Once 
he cured the Buddha of constipation by making him smell three 
medicated lotuses, bathe in warm water, and live on liquid food 
for some days. 

1. Chv. V. ?:T. 4. Many other similar stories, with minute details of treatment, are 
given In the first section of the Chlvaravastu of the Vinaya Texts of the MiUa
sarviistiviidas (Gilgit Manuscripts m. 2, pp. 1-52) . 
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The texts speak of medicines prepared from roots, leaves, 
fruits, gums (e.g. Hingu) and salts, from which were also made 
astringent decoctions; chunam as a remedy against itches and boils; 
dried cow-dung and some kinds of clay against skin-diseases; eye
ointments; medicated oils; and the like. They also testify to pro
gress in surgery. We read of a lancet operation to cut off proud 
flesh; of compresses, bandages and oils for the treatment of wounds; 
of a fistula cured by lancing and treated by ointment; and of the 
use of a clyster.' 

4. ASRAMAS OR HERMITAGES 

The MahAibhiirata tells of numerous hermitages where pupils 
from distant and different parts of the country gathered for instruc
tion around far-famed teachers. A full-fledged ASrama is described 
as consisting of several departments which are enumerated as fol
lows :-

(1) Agni-sthiina the common hall for prayer and worship of 
Agni; (2~hiina, college of divinity, the department of 
Vedic study;(3) Vishnu.-sthana, taken to mean the department for 
the study of Raja-niti, Artha-niti and V dTtt4; (4) Mahendra-sthiin.9, 
the Military School; (5) Vivasvata-sthiina, department of astrono
my; (6) ~, department of botany; (7) paruda-sthiina, deal
ing with transport and conveyances; and (81 Kiirttike.1la-sthiinE:., for 
study of military organization, methods for forming patrols, batta
lions, and armies. 

A JOost famous Aftama or hermitage of the tim was Naimisha. 
,located in a forest namedafter it. I.!:> princjpal was Saunaka, called 
a [$u.la_I!(Lti as teacher of 10,000 pugils. He performed a t;"elve 
years' sacrifice which attracted a vast concourse of learned men, 
who carried on constant discussions of religious, philosophical and 
scientific topics. 

Another such hermitage was tha va e Mai ·ni, 
a trib e a a centre around which grew up numerous 
ot er ermitages representing a wide variety of subjects and acade
mic interests. In that assemblage or Ed.eration of he~ were 
to be found specialists in different branches of knowledge, including 
physical sciences and arts, such as the art of constructing sacrificial 

1. Mah4vaggl1, VI. 22. 
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altars of different dimensions and shapes (on the basis of a know
ledge of solid geometry); knowledge of the properties of matter 
(Dravya-gu7J4) , of physical processes and their results; and zoo
logists who had special know ledge of monkeys and birds. 

A 0 a fi ures as a noted se of leanting in the Ramiiya'J)-a. 
The Ramii.ya7J4 tells us of its unique institutio!l called Mekhalinam 
~ahii7E!?!;9l!,.a, a federation ;;r the Samghas or j3rotherhoods of 
~ who approached the king with their grievances ana 

views on public questions. Students are also mentioned as resi
dents of Asramas and Avasathas, which were like the licensed -l~ recognized by modern universities. The A sramas 
were situated. outside the city, whose citizens flocked thither to hear 
the learned discourses and discussions held there chiefly by the 
Lokiiyatas, notorious for their zeal for debate and casuistry. There 
were also Puranic schools of Siitas and Magadhas at Ayodhya, which 
were crowded by the bards and chroniclers of the country, of whom 
the chief in those days was ~a Chitrar~ha. Ayodhya had also 
its ~' ~luQ~ called .,Kadhu.-Samf}has, dramatic societies called 
NatakO.-S~ which organized festivities called Utsavas and 
~ at the suburban parks, with the main programme consist
ing of acting and dancing. The Riimaya1)4 also refers to educational 
inst'tutions conducted b rivate citizens in the city which offered 
lectures and lessons attended by various bodies of students. These 
citizens included the Siitas and Magadhas, king's officers, artists and 
craftsmen of all kinds, and merchants who had travelled widely. 

The biggest A§rama of the times was that of Bharadvaja at Pra
.l~, which accommodated prince Bharata and all his royal retinue 
in its stables for elepha~ (chatub,-saLiis), mansion9 
(harmyas) , palaces (priisiidas) and royal guest-house (riijave.§ma), 
provided with beds, seats, coverlets, carpets, stores of food and 
vehicles. 

5. BUDDHIST VIHARA 

Interesting information about the educational system is also 
furnished by typical Buddhist canonical texts as well as the Jata
kas. Bu.ddhist ~ ew of twu:t!.sses of te~cher , • ~l!2-
-and ~M.r1l!b. but rank the former higher, unlike the Brahmamcal 
texts. ~, commenting on Mahavagga, V. 4, 2, states 
that the U -dh a a was to be 0 10 ears' and ~cluiryaJll.§~' 
c~:y.~::S--""""''''''''~~' The former took charge ortiie'PuPil'S study 
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~f sacred texts and doctrines, and the latter of his life and conduct, 
like the modern tutor, and was aptly called Karmiichiirya. 

The duties of teacher and pupil follow the same lines in Bud-
a r-ihm nicel systems. The main difference be ween them 

lies in the character of the educational institution. In the Br h
manical system, it was the Guru-kula or hermitage, based upon 
individual relationship between the teacher and the pupil. -Thi 
individual treatment of the pupil limited the number of pupils whom """ 
a teacher could admit and instruct by himself. In the Buddhist 
system, education was imparted in the Vihdra or monastery, giving 
scope to a collective life and spirit of brotherhood and democracy 
among the many resident monks, who came under a common 
discipline and instruction. The Buddhist Vihiira was built up as a 
self-sufficient colony, growing its own food by agriculture and dairy
farming in its own grounds, which came into its possession as gifts 
from its supporters. Thus there was need of more external orga
nisation and machinery in the Buddhist system. The Brahmanical 
Mrama or hermitage, on the other hand, was a home that hardly 
called for any organization to deal with the problems created by 
large numbers and a congregational life. It has, however, to be 
noted that even the collective monastic life in a Buddhist Vihiira 
gave scope for an individual life of study and meditation, provided 
for in the cell assigned to a monk, and also in the particular group 
to which he was assigned, under the personal direction of his tutor 
or upadhyiiya. What, however, was absent from the monastery was 
the domest'c touch of the Brahm s stem of e . 

Monks were graded for study in the monastery. Their instruc
tion comprised "giving of recitation, holding examination, making 
exhortation, and explaining Dhamma."l There was also specialis
ation in different branches of Buddhist canon. The different classes 
of monks were lodged in separate hostels lest their mixing up should 
cause disturbance to their different studies.2 

6. EDUCATION IN THE JATAKAS 

The JAtakas are full of stories giving interesting glimpses of 
ancient Indian education. A story full of significant details is given 
as ollows in Jiitaka No. 25Z: ,__- -

"Once on a time, Brahmadatta, king of Banaras, had a son nam
ed prince Brahmadatta. Now kings of former times, though there 

1. Ch'D. vm. 7, 4. 
2. Ch". IV. 4. 
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might be a famous teacher living in their own city, often used t& 
send their sons to foreign countries afar off to complete their edu
cation, so that by this means they might learn to quell their pride 
and highmindedness, and endure heat or cold, and be made acquaint
ed with the ways of the world. So did this king. Calling his boy, 
then sixteen years old, he gave him a pair of one-soled sandals, a 
sun-shade of leaves and a thousand pieces of money, with these 
words: 'My son, get you to TakkasiIa, and study there.' 

"The boy obeyed. He bade his parents farewell, and in due 
course arrived at Takkasila. There he enquired for the teacher's 
dwelling, and reached it after the teacher had finished his lecture 
and was pacing up and down at his front door. When the lad set 
eyes upon the teacher, he loosed his shoes, closed his sunshade, and 
with a respectful greeting stood still where he was. The teacher 
saw that he was weary, and welcomed the new-comer. The lad ate 
and rested a little. Then he returned to the teacher and stood res
pectfully by him. After a few preliminary inquiries about his home 
and parentage the teacher asked: 'Have you brought the teacher's 
fee? or do you wish to attend on me in return for teaching you?' 'r 
have brought a fee with me', said the prince, and laid at the teach
er's feet his purse of a thousand pieces. The resident pupils attend 
on their teacher by day and at night they learn of him; but they 
who bring a fee are treated like eldest sons in his house, and thus 
they learn. And this teacher, like the rest, gave schooling to the 
prince every light and auspicious day.' Thus the young prince was 
taught." 

This and other Jataka stories show that Taxila was then a pro
minent centre of learning and education, to which flocked scholars 
from dfsfant parts of India. The richer students paid in advance 
the entire fee for the course of education which, in the case of medi
cal education, extended even up t~s. The amount of the fee 
was fixed at~. The majority of the students were, how
ever, poor and rendered service to their teachers in lieu of fees. 
They "attended on their teacher by day" and received instruction 
from him at night. Sometimes the expenses of a poor school were 
paid by a philanthropic public. Thus there is a case of a school of 
500 Brahma:I;l8 boys at Banaras whose charitable "folks used to give 
day by day commons of food to poor lads, and had them taught 
free" by their teacher who was of "world-wide fame."2 Some
times the householders would invite the poor schools of their 

1. Cf. Translator's note. Jiitaka, Vol. n, p. 194. 
2. 1. 239. 
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neighbourhood to meals, l and such invitations, coming by turns, 
would work like a permanent provision of food for the schools. 
There were also available State scholarships for supporting students 
for study at a distant place like Taxila.2 Sometimes, students might 
accompany princes as their companions to receive education at their 
expense. The sons of the royal chaplains at the court of Banaras3 

and of Rajagriha4 thus accompanied their respective princes to 
Taxila. 

There were day-scholars along with resident pupils in the 
schools of those days. Mention has been made of _j)rince JUI,lha of 
Banaras keeping house for himself as a student of Taxila. Some of 
these day-scholars might be married and regular householders. The 
Jiitakas mention cases of some whose studies were hindered by their 
wives, one of whom always feigned sickness when her husband 
was about to go to school.5 

The Jatakas tell of the standard number (500) for a school and 
of the different castes and ranks of students making up that number
Brlihmat).a and Kshatriya, princes from distant kingdoms, sons ot 
magnates or magnificos, some of whom were BrahmalJ.as, sons of 
merchants and tailors and even fishermen; and also of a teacher 
who admitted to his instruction all castes equally-"fishermen and 
the like."6 Cha~<;lalas, however, were not admitted to study.7 

Studies were chosen freely and not according to caste. We 
read of Brahmal').a students learning divination at Taxila, but set
tling down as hunters in the forests of Banaras,8 studying magic 
charms,9 archery,1 0 science, 1 1 the three Vedas and 18 accomplish
ments or crafts.12 Princes at school had to share a common, simple, 
democratic life of equality with their poorer comrades. The food 
of the boys at school was very simple. ltic~ru~l was served for 
breakfast by the maid of the teacher's house, 3 while at invitations 
they were given a meal of sugar-cane, molasses, curd and milk.14 

1. r. 317; m . 171. 
2. V. 127. 
~ . V. 263. 
4. m. 238 and V. 247. 
5. I. 463; I. 300-302. 
6. m.171. 
7. See above, p . 538. 
8. U.2OO. 
9 . U . 99. 
10. m.219. 
11 . m.18. 
12. U. 87; m. 115, 122. 
13 . 1.318. 
H . J. 448. 

A.I .U.-38 
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, There were both ~l~s~ and e.....mm~ty scho~. We 
read of schools confined orify toBrahmru;ta students' or to BrahmaJ;l.a 
and Kshatriya pUpilS2 or only to princes, "to the number of 101."3 

The Head Master of a school was helped in his work by a staff 
of assistant masters who might be also his pupils.4 

A school kept a cock to serve as a clock or alarm-bell to rouse 
students early from their bed.i5 It had also ~ trained to 
recite Vedic mantras and help the boys to remember them. Thus 
birds were tamed as aids to study!S 

Taxila, as a centre of education, attracted students from far 
and near, even scholars from distant Greece if we are to believe in 
the story of Apollonius of Tyana. According to the Jatakas, the 
students came to Taxila to complete their education in the three 
Vedas on the one hand, and in the 18 Sippas or crafts on the other. 
Taxila thus offered the highest education in humanities and the 
sciences, arts and crafts. It had special schools of law, medicine and 
military science. It also offered courses of study in elephant-lore,7 
hunting,S animals' cries,9 archery' O and the like. There is an 
interestiug story of a Brahma.I).a boy named J otipala, a native of 
l3anaras, whose king sent him at his expense to TaxiIa for education 
in archery. When he finished his education and was returning 
home, his teacher presented him with his own sword, a bow and 
arrow, a coat of mail and a diamond, and asked him to take his 
place as the head of a school of 500 pupils, to be trained up by him, 
as he was himself old and about to retire. 1 1 

The Jiitakas tell of ar s as another centr ing. It 
was to some exte built u b)' the aduates of Tax' a who set up 
there as teachers.' 2 Banaras a so produced its own teachers of 
world-wide fame with their schools of 500.13 The son of a Brahma.I).a 
magnate worth 80 crores was educated at Banaras,14 which was 
evidently good enough for his education. Banaras was noted for 
its school of music under an expert who was "the chief of his kind 
in all India." 16 
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CHAPTER XXIII 

ECONOMIC CONDITION 

The period under review witnesse lUl-il~und_development 
of~~ltu:.ti;la ndJraee. This was due partly tQ private 
enterprise, and partly to State-control and State-management. This 
latter aspect is delineated in KauWya's ArthaSastra and forms a 
special feature of the economic system of the period. 

1. AGRICULTURE 

Agriculture was the mainstay of a large section of the people. 
Rural economy had its- centre· the. grama or-village a collection 
of~ (houses) and kyIas (families) numbering from 30 to 1,000. 
It was enclosed by a wall or stockade provided with gates. Beyond 
this enclosure lay the arable land of the village, the griima-kshetrol 
which was protected by fences and field-watchmen against pests like 
birds and beasts. This land was distributed among individual hold
ings separated l;>y ditches dug for .. co-operative irri~. Usually 
these holdings were small enough to be cultivated by their owners 
and families, with the help of hired labour, if necessary. The land
Jess labourer, hiring himself out for work, ranked below the slave. 
The sorry spectacle of sturdy peasants leaving at home their own 
empty barns and toiling as hirelings on the estates of the Ioyal capi
talist is deplored as a symptom of social decadence. 

{@.rge ~ldings~e..not un own. We read of estates of 1,000 
~ and more, farmed by Brahm8,Qas, and of 
one large enough to require for its cultivation as many as 500 
ploughs and a host of hired labourers to ply these ploughs with their 
oxen. 

Beyond the arable land of the village lay its pastures, which 
were common for the grazing of it~le, and also those belonging 
to the State, upger a cornman neatherd called GQPillalca, whose 
duty was to pen the flocks at night or to return them to their own
ers by counting heads. Besides pastures, villages had their subur- -
ban groves like the Vel vana of king Bimbisara-at B.a. iha, ~~ 
y!!!y!;§~..or the Jetavana of Sr1ivasti. alol~ ~e 0 

vi a e- lannin had a~o a _priiCe for these sylvan retreats f f-llUl:,
poses of re!!sious study and practices. 
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Kautilya gives a very graphic and realistic view of the village 
of those days. ' The land of the village was made up of the follow
ing parts: (1) ,gr_ishta (cultivate_g), (2)~(uncultivated wastes 
or fallow land), (3) ~ (hlglLand£ll if0w;d), (4) J)eddra (fieldJ 
~own with cr..QEs) , (5) Ar§ma ~e), (6) §..ha~ (E.lantatio~ 
f!uits like plantaips), (7) ~ta-1@la (fields for growing roots li~ 
gmger, turmeric and the like), (8) Vdta (su~at£!!ill! pl'!Pta~ns), 
(9) Vana (forest for supply of firewoS"d and other needs), (lOfJa::. 
v-ta --graziIl ro nd or the yjilage cattle), and (11) Pathi {area 

y roa~. 

Besides these, the village proper as a human settlement must 
be marked by the following features or fixtures: (1) _~ (at'-.e& 
covered by houses), (2) Cis c ed trees), (3) Dev~ (tern. 
pIes), (4) ~bandha (embankments), (5) ~m~M (cremation 
grounds), (6) ~ (ahns-house), (7). Prapd (storage of drinking 
water), (8) PU7J.yast1uina (sacred spots), and (9) halls for public 
amusements such as music, dancing, theatrical performances 
(~) and public dinners ~). 

Among the crops, vegetables and fruits grown in those days 
are mentioned the following: Rice of different l4acietiesj Kodrava, 
coarse grain; iZa, sesamum; ~gu, pepper and saffron; ?ulses, 
like ~a J§h.a, ana Vai1it'a; 1 ttha Xftva, Godhuma (wheaU-
.Kl:!14lya, ~~ed); §a!§.hapa (mustard); ve,getables called 
~ and ... Mula; fruits such as plantains, pumpkins, gourds and 
grapes (~; and su ~.2 

~"E~"""'.k.W"""..wii~~~ ....... ~n cattl comprIsmg cows, buffaloes, 
goats, sheep, asses, camels, pigs and dogs.3 The State maintained 
cattle-, stud-, and dairy-farms, and employed on their staffs the 
following workers: (1) ~ the cowherd, (2) PizwJ4raka ,ft 
ch9.l:g f tbe hujIal~es, (3) ~....mil.ker and (4) 1be Man. 
thaka ssisted by a bod of hunters (Lubdhakas) and 
keepers of llunting hounds (§va_g,attina.J!.) to keep the pastures clear 
of wild animals and beasts of prey.4 The cattle-farms reared 
calves, steers, draught oxen, stud-bulls and buffaloes. Wild cattle 
were also tamed. There was als,! the Gover~me~ poultry: farm. 5 

1 . KA, Book n. Ch. 35; nI. 10. 
2. KA, Bk. n, Ch. 24. 
3. V.2. 
4. II. 34; 29. 
5. V. 2. 
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The importance of cattle-breeding, which occasionally meant 
also cattle-lifting, is stressed in the Mahabharata. It is possible, 
however, that in very early times, before tl}.e ext nsive _pursuit of 
a~ da.v.elopment of rade, the masses of p pIe as 
su h were .eruployed as [ancbmen who-tended cattle. In the epic 
they have become partly cattle-raisers and partly farmers, and the 
occupation of ranchmen seems to have fallen into the hands of the 
aborigines or barbarians who could not understand Aryan speech. 
In the Mahabharata' Duryodhana went to see his herd of cattle in 
Dvaitavana and marked them by signs, and then held sports, heard 
the singing, and watched the dancing of the cowherds. In the 
Vira a- ar n h kin of the Matsya country goes out into 
th~ country to enjoy a royal picnic on the occasion of 'cattle brand-
~ when the ears of the cattle are marked for the yea;5 Here, 
however, the barbarians are shown merely as cow-boys who are in 
charge of the royal cattle. It is on this occasion that the Kurus lift 
the cattle of the Matsyas. Such _cattle-liftiOi was fairly common. 
The Mahabharata 3 tells us that these cow-boys and herdsmen were 
paid in kind (in the shape of cows or their milk) for tending the 
herd, according to the number of cattle tended by each. The 
breeding and tending of cattle almost developed into a science in 
the epic days. ~ahadeva, who takes service under king Vira~ as a 
~..Yecila, describes 1how, under his fostering care, cows multiply in 
a short time and are free from disease.4 

The village administration employed a paid staff of ~rs, 
Grama-bhrita as, among whom are included (1) .IS»ttaka (carpen
'ter),(2) ~aTG._9.I..A~t'4 (blacksmith), (3) ,poi1er, l4) the in
evitable Na.eta ~rDer),6 (5) washerman ,6 (6) Medaka.-(.digger of 
earth)_, (7) ~a ,( rope-maker), (8) ~ (trainer of 
elephants), and (9) Asvada.maka.._(trainer of horses). The 'pu ly ' 
adnUnistrative staff In,eluded (1) the Adhyaksha (superintendent), 
(2~ ~f!'!iJJWuiiyal$ (accountant), (3),.,Go12a and (4) Sthiinilca, to~ether 
with (5) ' the medical officer (Chikit~aka), and (6) postman or 
couri.er (.[amg,h~rika-).7 

The village had its own police-.wrpe recruited from. the follow
in classes of people: (1) ~ (Trappers), (2)_$abaras (Bhils), 

t . Cr. Ed. m, 229. 1-13. 
2. Mhh. TV 10; cf. CRr, I, p. 269. 
3 . ' xn. 60, 25. 
4. Cr. En. lV. 9. 8-13. 
5. II. 1; V. 2. 
6. V.3. 
'J . n.l. 
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(3) ~ (Kiratas), (4) ~s and (5) ~ (forest
ers).1 . 

The ~n agriculture a variety of impositions such 
as (1) tithe on raw produce, (2) forced labour, (3) special Ie n 
produce lor State granaries against emerg ncies like w or famine, 
(4) occasional contributions to the king, like ~' e.g. at 
the birth of his heir. Hindu law fixes the State's share of a ri
cultur;al produce a~sixfu~5llYn to C?1l.e-tw~. Asoka reduced ~ 
this share ib¥ga) to ~e-eighth at the village Lumbioi, al. the birJb; 
place of the Buddha. 

Kautilya describes the taxes on agriculture as comprising (1 ) 
Bhiiga. State's share of produce; (2)...!J.gli.. f.n undefined cess over 
aod above Bhiiga; (3) K~ a t.ax on property levied pexjodically; 
(4) Vivita. a levy on pastures; (5) jlJWu, th~ cess payable fo sur
vey and settlement; and (6) Chorarajju, police cess or chowkidari 

- -tax. 2 

The village ended in the uncleared jungles from which were 
derived its supply of firewood and litter. They were the haunts of 
wild animals and brigands preying on the caravan traffic passing 
through them. 

Kautilya's scheme contemplates different kinds of forests to 
be cultivated for their economic uses. There would be (1) ~ 
~ for royal hunt, which was rendered safe by stocking 
it with wild animals like tiger, bison and elephant, with their 
teeth and claws cut off; (2) o.,t9inarx foteSts as the abode of all ani,;, 
mals; (3) p~tations of loresis producing timber, bamboo or bark; 
creepers like cane; fibres like hemp; roping material like Muiija; 
leaves for writing, such as palm-leaf; flowers as material for dyeing, 
such as ~, Kusumbha, or Kunkuma; medicinal herbs, roots, 
and flowers. The ~ate also tookcharge of the forests of the coun
try producing these materials. There were model Government ---------~s, where were collected the seeds of various crops 
to be grown. Government also maintained flower-, fruit-, and 
vegetable-gardens, and ,raised commerce rops like tton rk,K.d.r
~ and jute (Kshamna). Fores1s-we rown for the reed
~g of elephants so necessary for economic and military purposes, 
und~ s cial conservator for t called Ndqavaniidh1Laksha.3 . ... 
1. II. 1. 
2. Ghoshal. Revenue System. pp. 34. 36. 41-2. 53. 
11 . II. 2. 
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The forests also yielded other valuable animal products such 
as hides, skins, sinews, bones, teeth, horns, hoofs, and tails of such 
creatures as leopard, tiger, lion, elephant, buffalo, yak, crocodile, 
tortoise, snake and birds. 

Out of the forest products were also manufactured articles 
like plough, pestle, mortar, implements, weapons and carts, by 
qualified artisans in the forest factories <J2ravyavanakarmii.nta.~) . 

2. TRADE AND INDUSTRY 

Remarkable progress in trade and industry) is noticeable during 
this period. A large number of arts, crafts and occupations are not 
only referred to in literature and epigraphic records, but also re
presented in the SCUlptures. The Jatakas are always referring to 
t ~a number of 18 im ort nt nan icraft 6uch as fuose of 
wood-workers, the smiths, leatherers, painters, workers in stone, 
ivory-working, weaving, confectionery, jewellery, work in precious 
stones, pottery, making of bow and arrow, and the like. The 
mining industry had grown very important, and Megasthenes states 
that gold, silver, copper and iron were extracted in large quantities, 
and articles of utility and ornament as well as implements and 
accoutrements of war were made of them. The carpenter was much 
in evidence for constructing carts of different kinds, callcd ... ulina., 
rCUl;J..a-iWd Sakata .. furniture j the woodwork of buildings; and sea
going ships. 

The lower crafts (hina-sippas) were, as already indicated, thos 
of hunters and trappers, fishermen, butchers and tanners, whose 
work was tainted by destruction of life; snake-charmers, danccrs, 
musicians, rush-weavers and the like- the usual occupations of 
aboriginal folks. 

'J!here was lpc~~ ~ We come across mention 
of villages of pOtters,-woodwi--ights, or ironsmiths producing arti
cles like razors, axes, ploughshares, goads, and needles; of trappers 
supplying game, skins, ivory and the like. The same localisation 
was seen in towns where different handicrafts were settled along 
their own streets or in their own areas. Thus we have mention of 
'vo: workers' tr t (vithi)", th~t, tl!.:... ves!_.as' street or 
Nle~. 

Markets for perishable foods · were located outside the towns 
at their gates. W~ of !)7E!~!:.......fim.:!l a ~te of ,Sravasti, o~ 
greengroceries at the four ates of Uttara-Panchala , and of venison -599 
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.at the cross-roads outside Banaras; of four nigamas or .Ill.ij.rket
te.w. locate at ~he four suburbs of the city of Mit~ and 
~'I::omajihakO, an example of which is figured on a sculpture a 

-rhut. 

With the towns were located workshops and bazaars. We 
read of ~~a ~~ stocking for sale goods like carriages or ar
rows, anaofAnt~ or stor~. We read of bazaars for sale of 
textiles, groceries, oils, grain:-!ireengroceries, perfumes, flowers, 
works of gold and jewellery and of taverns for sale of liquor. Trade 
in strong drinks, poisons, flesh, daggers and slaves was disapproved 
for people who care for morals. It appears from the J iitaka stories 
that the rices were left to be settled b hagglin com etition nd 
~m. tate dicLno.t....cantm . es except for its OWJl 

chases. It had its own valuer who had a difficult task in uying a 
t e cheapest rates and declining bribes offered by tradesmen to 
secure higher rates, while he might still fail to please the king who 
would grant him a niggardly bonus for all his pains! 1 

B~r!£.r prevailed along with~ econo~. A vagrant buys 
a meat" from a forester with his gold pin. A ..dQg is bought for a 
.cloak or cbin. But money used to indicate prices and measure the 
values of "fees, pensions, fines, loans, hoarded treasure, and in
come." 

BlJddhist texts use the term__Kahapana (- Kiirshii:pana) for - ---.....;.. SQill. They know of its varieties called Njkkha and Suv~a 01 gold, 
alld . e and co per pi ~,__Efula, iisaka a~d 
lfiikanjJsii. Their v.e.lues varied with t!!pe an~e. For instance, 
we find it stated in the Vinaya2 that "at that time (of Bimbisara or 
AjiitaSatru), at Raj agriha , ~M~sakas wer uilIalent t9 1 Piida." 

~oans___weIe~en on security of __gold like a ring or debtor's 
personal guarantee. We read of one's wife or children being 
pledged or sold for debt, of IOU's or schedules of debt. 

!£an~cari-ied i esLcaIled Vriddhi. Money-lending is approv-
ed as an honest calling along with tillage, harvesting and trade. 

Wealth or treasure was stored up in a variety of ways; under 
the ground or river bank in brazen jars, or as deposit with friends, 
with its particulars recorded on gold or copper plates. In palaces, 
jt was hoarded in a niche above the doorway. Money was lent for 

1. liitaka, I. 124; II. 31; IV. 138. Psalms of Brethren 25, 212. 
" ... m.45. 
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il)terest on promissory notes 1.0 be renewed every year.' ~ 
'~d 51 law ~ dis~owed ~ compound interest. ~ 
interest above customary rate, ~ interest equal to the amount of 
the principal, ~ersonal service in lieu of interest, and .(-5texorbi
bmt interest agreed to under coercion. The usual rate of inter.est 
was 15% per annum. Higher rates were given for unsecured loans.2 
~ ) 

Both trade and industry were highly organised. The term Sretl
whic e ue c e literature and inscriptions 0 t is 
per~ defined as a ~rati.Q!l~~Ople belonging to the same 
or different castes but ollowing the same trade or industry. It 
thus ~~onds to the guilds of med~eval Europe. The Jiitakas 
re er ~ which, though a conventional number, show 
the extensive character of the organisation. There are scattered 
references in literary texts to such organizations of various branches 
of trade and industry which, together, considerably exceed the 
number 18. It would appear that almost every important art 0 

~ a locality formed a _guild-organisation. :e cra tsmen, who 
were mostly hereditary and settled in a well-defined region, orga
nised themselves und _Jeft;lutko. O~ Pam.u.kha_.L an officer who was 
something like. an alderman or a president. The guild possessed 
both ~ and .::.!;;u:;::d;:::ic=.;i:;::a=..l._;a:.;u::.;t;::.:h:..:;o_;;.r=it ..... y,3 and had for this purpose a 
body of executive officers who were held in high respect in court 
and were entitled to arbitrate between its members. 

According to Buddhist canonical texts, the sanction of the guild 
was necessary for the ordination of the wife of any of its members. 
Many passages in Kautilya's ArthaSiistra indicate the great wealth 
and importance of the guilds, for which separate quarters are reserv
ed in an ideal planning of a town. The guilds worked as banks and 
received permanent deposits, undertaking to devote the annual 
interest for specific charities. S me of the uilds also maintain a 
r~, and it is included among the various classes 0 troops 
which the king might call upon to serve under him. D~ildS 
also f derat under a common Pres~dent called_Bha~ . ,to 
chec e l f m ema diSUnion. 

1. Manu-smriti, IX. 333, X. 115, vm, 154-55. 
2. Ibid., VIll. 140-153. This will be more fully discussed in the next volume. 
,3. See above. p. 313. 
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8 1, the president of a comercial federation, with numerous 
Anuseffhis under him. 1 

~, with the special dangers and difficulties to 
which it was exposed, called for a similar co-o_perative organisati,Wl. 
Different merchants, with their carts loaded with their goods and 
their men, made up a <:o.Imlan under a common captain. ~ed 
Satthaviiha, who gave_them diteG.tians...as to....halts, watering, routes, 
fording and danger-spots. There was also another common officer 
called Thala-niyyamaka or land-pilot who conducted the caravans 
sa ely against tIle dangers and difficulties of travel from "drought, 
famine, wild beasts, robbers, and demons". 

The texts also tell of partnersh~s which were pennanent, tem
por.ary or occasional. We read of traders of Banaras combining 
in work and play; of concerted action in freights between dealers; 
of merchants chartering a cornmon vessel. 

as oth forei n and inla~ sea-borne and river-borne, 
~ and.J!!m.Q.rt. e rea E.rinc~ Mabru,anaka sailing from 
Ch m - to Suvarnabhiimi; of a whole village of defaulting wood
wrights escapmg at night in a ship down the Ganga from Banaras 
out to the sea; of passengers safely brought by ships from the sea 
by river up to Banaras; of traders coasting round India from Bharu
Is!£.h~st to Su",a.mab~n the east, and ootOuchin.s. 
on tha ay at a art in Ce Ion ; of a newly arrived ship la'den with 
cargo which was bought up at the landing place by a hundred wait
ing and competing merchants; and of sh1E.s large enough to carry 
5.pO and 700 passeng~rs. Th eastern sea-borne trade was extended 
a ar as China, and Ie to an extensive colonization, as will be. 
described in Chapter XXV. 

The history of Indian trade with the West will be dealt with in 
the next chapter. As will be noted there, the earlier centuries of 
the Christian era witnessed the growth of a ~risk foreign trade 
b~wee.u.. Indi an<L_the W~ with the RGll!M!n E..mpire as iis chief 
customer:-TJiere was a great demand in the West for Indian manu
racture~nd articles of luxury, such as precious stones and pearls,' 
scents, spices and perfumes, silks and muslin. Roma :ji&mt?s, deck
~ in seve~ of. In9iitn muslin paraded the streets and becam~. 
such a menace to the city's morals that the Senate intervened and 
laid an embargo upon the import of .that fine stuff from India. 

1. For Jruilds d . CLAl, Ch. T. The Smriti rules on the subject will be di9Cussen 
in the next volume. 
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According to Pliny, India in those early centuries was annually 
draining the Roman Empire of its gold .valued at fifty millio!) 
sesterces and established a favourable tradebalance in the foreign ------markets. Traces of this profitable sea-trade are left in hoards of 
Roman coins found at several places close to the south Indian coast 
on which also grew up several port towns. !9veripattanam, the 
ca i.t.al Chola.Kin 0 at th~i, ~ 
frequellted by .Y.avana- ronian) ~nts, as ~~ iu..'IatxW. wZks. 

One of these Yavana merchants has given a very interesting 
account of the inland and foreign trade of India in his book called 
the "Peri Ius of th Er th'7"aean Sea" .' The name of the author is 
unknown, bu as..a.IL ee and a merchant in active 
trade who personally ~ade the voyage 0 India in the second half 
of t~ first century A.D. He has given a detailed account of his 
voyage noting the names of the harbours and the articles of import 
and export in connection with each of them. The first harbour 
impoJ;.ta,pce wa~ ..Baryg~ a Greek corruption of ancient ~
~, the ~ern Broach, at the mouth of the NarmacI'irIVer. 
Merchandise from Ujjayini and other remote places in the north, as 
far as Kashmir and the Hindu Kush mountains, were brought here 
for export to foreign countries. Beyond Barygaza were many in
land market-towns such as Pratish hanll P t n)2 and Tltgars (Te;j , 
and rna y arbours such as 0 -ra and....Kalyana on the Bombay coast 
which are still well known. Furth e :N(;;;~t '6¥ndis:, 
the first markets of.]lamiric::a, and ~en_M.!WEis-J.__J!l ~; all 
th ere 0 the ~t. betw~en Cannanore and -Cochin.3 
The last two are Greek renderings of uchiri _attanam and Nil§~ 
kantha, mentioned in literature and inscriptions of south India. 
Muziris,"we are told, "abounds in ships sent there with cargoes from 
Arabia and by the Greeks." 

Passing round Cape Comorin, the Gr~~chant came across 
many harbours on the eastern coast, of which two alone can be 
located with some certainty, viz. Masali tl8ulipatam, and 
Gange at the mouth of the Ganga. India l(>aded ships with mer~ 
cha:ndlSe from these harbours and sent them to Arabian an fica 
har ours. A colony of I~ _ also settled in the blana of Soco~ 
o.;_pu!J!9ses of trad~. 

1. Edited by Schoff. with notes and identilicatlon of plae • named in th text. 
2. See above, pp. 192, 201. 
3. See Map. 
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The chief articles of ~.E.ort from !rtdi were spices, perfumes, 
medicinal ~pigments, pearls, precious stones like diamond, 
sapphire, turquoise and lapis lazuli, iron, steel, copper, sandalwood, 
animal skins, cotton cloth, silk yarn, muslin, indigo, ivory, porcelain 
and tortoise-shell. The ptincipal~ts were cloth, line~, per
f~fass vessels, silver, gold, tin. l~ p1."lllents, 
p'recl s nes nd c 

The development of trade and industry is reflected in the 
general economic condition of the people. We have abundant 
references to very rich merchants-millionaires of those days- both 
in literature and inscriptions. Orre-oT-taem idlftthapinclHfa. is said 
t have purchp.s th ering the 
whole surface of ~t with gold cJlins.' Another defrayed the entire 
cost of construction of the great Chaitya cave at Karle. Many others 
made costly gifts to different religious sects. The wealth of the 
middle classes appears clearly from their dress, ornaments, houses 
and furniture described above.2 There is no reference to extreme 
poverty or paupers as a class. On the whole people lived happily 
in peace and prosperity. 

Sia 

~~. There were mines of gold, silver, diamond, gems, precious 
stones, copper, lead (stsa) , tin (!rallli), iron (tJiksh1(a or ayas) , and 
W!..um~Jsilajatu). The State explored the ocean mines to obtain 
their precious products like Mukta~ar1), sy,kti (mother of pearl) , 
~n~ (CraCh-Shell) and f!.g1zala lcora}). The State aIs(\, worked 
the oi -fie1 s (yielding rasa like mercury). It also engaged in ex
tracting minerals from"Ores. It had a monopoly in the manufactu_te 
~ for which it gr.@~d.Jicenc~o private lessees of salt-fields. 
It had its own cotton, oil, and ~ugar facto~s and controlled the 
manufacture of ~ and liquors and theIrsale. The armament 
industry as well as tlre1rottdiffg"'of-beats-and SYiips as-a-gevemment 
monopoly. Coining was a. monQJ)o1Y of ~rnment whose .officers 
nnsier the Mint Master called LakshanadhlL.aks . v_ed fP9m the 
public bullion to be struck into coins on payment of seigniorage 
charges. 

1. This scene is illustrated in a Bhirhut sculpture. 
2. See pp. 571 If. ~/ 
3. The statements that follow are based on Kautilya's Artha..;astra, Book II. 
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Prisons had factories worked by penal labour. The State spin
ning house turned out yarns of cotton, silk, wool and jute, and manu
factured clothing of all kinds, mail-armour {varma), ropes, blankets 
@§1ara-nal and curtains ( pra:va1"a~) . It employed helpless and ....... -purdah women who were glVen orders through its women-staff for 
spinning yarn. 

Tlle State controlled trade and prices. Goods were not to be 
sold where they were produced, at field or factory, but only at the 
appointed market where the dealer had to declare their particulars 
as to quantity, quality and price, which were examined and register
ed in the official books. ~r ~ad to get a licence, and a foreign 
t~ a "a~or~ ~ ad~n. The Superin e t of Commerce 
tixed the wholesale prices of goods as they were entered in the 
customs house, and the retail prices with a margin of profit. Smug
gling or adulteration of goods was severely punished. Speculation 
and cornering to influence prices were not allowed. Strikes of work
me to raise a es were dar i a1. The State protected the 
public, customers and consumers against unauthorised prices and 
fraudulent transactions and had to employ for the purpose an army 
of spies and market-inspectors. 

Trade was taxed all along its way by export and import duties, 
.2£!rQi and exci~ Its progress through the country was punctuated 
by halts, enforced for payment of taxes at different stages. The 
foreign merchants were mulcted of their profits on the frontier by 
t~ (vartan.i) and tolls (sulka), and by octroi at the gates 
of cities, which were carefully guarded by officers in charge of the 
customs houses, provided even with a p1ace for detention of mer
chants found gui1ty of evading the law. 

But if trade was thus taxed, it had its compensation in the secu· 
rity granted to it. It was guarded all along its way. Losses in 
transit were made good by government through its agents concerned; 
the village head-man was he1d liable for the loss suffered in the 
viliage; beyond the village, the ~, beyond his juris
diction, the general rural police, thEt._ ch~r~, and, farther on , 
was the ~ the warden of tne marches, similarly liable. 

Trade had to be pro ected in those days against iangs of "pro
fe~iona] d.iu:.oits atlarge called c wra-ga'ttas.l. toe torbulen~hchha 
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tribes such as the Kiratas and the wild forest-iolks (A~avikas), who 
were all out to prey upon trade and for plunder. 

3. TRADE-ROUTES AND TRANSPORT 

Inland trade was carried on ~S'llnd-.earavans, as we have 
l:ieen. Its p incipal routes are indicated by the old Pali texts. The 
caravan of the mer, hant-prince - oi u1h..east 
fro_m S_£avastI to IG"~&rihak.passed alon .. t of ills up to 
KUSinaral, between which and its end at Rajagriha there lay 12 halts 
including one at VaiSali, with only a single crossing of ver
GcUlga. a.t....P na-as will appear from the itinerary of the Buddha. 
Another route led from Sravasti south-west to Paithan with six inter-- -mediate halts and frequent crossings of rivers. A third route led 
wes ard~ he hom orses and asses, and to Sauvira and 
its ports, with its capital called ~. 

We read of caravans going overland towards east and west and 
across deserts, requiring days to cross (the deserts of Rajputana) , 
steering in the coolness of nights by the stars, under their guide. 

As regards trade-routes of later times, there is the interesting 
evidence of Megast_henes testifying to the Roy Road leading from 
the North-West Frontier up to P~liputra..with a) ength ol10.0QO 
sittde. = about 1,156 miles).' Apart from these arterial routes, the 
whole country was connected by a network of roads, some of which 
at any rate had milestones to indicate distances. Amenities were 
provided for travellers in the shape of shady trees, rest-houses and 
wells on the roadside. The establishment of the Maurya Empire 
brought the different parts into closer contact, and the same language 
was understood all over the great subcontinent. According to 
Kau ilya, '~es' were~saD! for crossing the. boundary, where 
toll, carriage-cess and transit duties were collected. Permission was 
also necessary to ford or cross rivers, "lest traitors may cross them 
(and escape)." 

As means of conveyance we hear of litter, sedan chair, horse
carriage, and carts drawn by two cows with a bull between them or 
two bulls with a cow between them. The very rich rode on 

1. Strabo, XV. 1, 11. 
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elephants, and the animals used by the ordinary people were camels, 
horses and asses. 

According to Nearchus, ' the conve ance which ranked next 
i honour to elephants, used by t e and the wealthy, was the 
chano our; the <ii-:r:n~ r.apked third, while to be drawn by a 
single horse was considered no distinction at aU. The ass was used 
by the c2_mmon people for riding. Ships and boats, both large and 
s , were used for navigation, and rivers were crossed by either 
boats or rafts of wood or basket work. The State maintained boats 
for hire and took steps to destroy pirate ships. 

4. COIl'fAGE2 

One of the most remarkable features of 

Herodotus tells us that the Achaemenian emperors received 
360 t e in gold dust as annual tribute from their Indian pro
VInce. This shows that even in the sixth century B.C. the dust or 
ingots of gold and other metals, calculated by weight, served the 
purpose of the higher currency. It is not long, however, before we 
find the transition from this stage to that of the coin proper, viz. 
a piece of metal of recognized weight and fineness guaranteed by 
the stamp of auhority, for we have extant specimens of Indian coins
. ots of silver marked with three.. dots or bent silve ' h 
some s m whic ro a y.: 0 to th sixth centu B.C , 
if not earlier still. They ace y' n r...ciI:cular 
fiat pieces cut from a hahtmered sheet a meW and clipped to the 
proper weight." From the fact that one or more devices or sym-.-
boIs were marked on these coins by punches, they ,are called punch. 
mai-ked eoins. Some cast coins with devices are, however, also 
known. Many thousands of punch-marked coins have come to light 
in different parts of India. 

Th ost ancient coina e of India was based on the s stem of 
~Ej!ghf as given in Manu.4 I~ u W' s :ati or gunja-berry, 

- ... !i·ghingapproximatelY-!..J@_grainor.118grammes.Thestandard 
gold coin was the t!.LVa~a of 'So ratis of which no act al specimens 

1. McCrlndle, M egatthene., p. 222. 
"2. Rapson. l1'Ulian Coin.; C. J . Brown, The Coln. of 11'Ulfo.. 
:3 . See p . 600. 
-4. vm. 152 ft. 
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are known, but numerous specimens of s· er or dharana of 
~~ and of the cop~wroa...of 80 ratis, as we as eu_:. 
various multiples and sub-divisions, have been discovered all over 
India. Th~Ee coins were iss\led by'T1liers-, merchants, and corpora 
tiQns who stamped on them a symbol of their authority guarantee-
~e correct weight and purity of the metal. There is a large va
riety of these signs or symbols, more than three hundred in number .. 
and sometimes several of them are found on one or both sides of the 
coins. 

Pla Indian system of coinage was influenced by the foreigners 
who established their rule in India. The most important of these 
were the Bactrian Greeks who issued a fine series of coins with the 
name and' portrait of the ruler engraved on them. Some of these 
portraits and other symbols-mostly figures of deities-show a 
standard of artistic excellence which has never been approached in 
Indian mints. The Graeco"Bactrian coins and the rei x:~ 
~1 profound y 1 uenced those of the~, Parthians, 
and Kushanas, and through them, the coins of the later Indian rulers 
which became gradually more and more abundant. Not only the 
form, character and the standard weight of the Indian coins were' 
changed, but even foreign names like d'inara (denarius) and dramma. 
(drachma) were applied to them. The fashion of issuing a circular 
coinage bearing the superscription of the ruler in whose name they 
were issued was derived from the West though, e~cep in the caSe 
~Jll.as, it never seems to have taken root. Hence, although 
we do not possess any cQins bearing the name of the N anda and 
Maurya Emperors, far less powerful kings, even local rulers and 
small tribal states, of later periods, issued coins with their names, 
We presume that only the punch-marked coins, with symbols and 
devices but ro ~ names, served as the carrency up to the en_si of 
the Mauryan -period. They were probably in use even in later times, 
It is not unlikely that along with them cowrie-shells also served as 
currency for smaller transactions. They must have been used as 
currency from very early times and we can trace their use down to 
the eighteenth century A.D. 

5. INFLUENCE OF CANON LAW UPON ECONOMIC 
DEVELOPMENT 

In conclusion some reference should be made to the effect of 
the canonical view of life on the economic condition of the age. The-

1. See Ch. XXIV. 
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Smriti rules r-elating to the occupations of castes have an important 
bearing upon the problems of production. The Smriti law in 
general looked upon agriculture as well as industry and trade with 
high disfavour. The extreme view on this point is illustrated by 
the epithets E!'an:!:._rita ('what causes many deaths') and saty_iinritl1 
('mixture of truth and falsehood') applied by Manu to agriculture 
and trade respectively. It is also reflected in Brihaspati's descrip
tion of wealth acquired by agriculture, trade and crafts as occupying 
an intermediate grade between wealth earned by Vedic learning, 
valour, ascetic practices and so forth and that obtained by dice, 
gambling, robbery and the like. With this may be compared Manu.:s 
rule which include e practice of handicrafts, ecuniary trans· 
actions, trading in cows horses and carriages as well as agriculture 
among the causes leading to the destruction of families.' The 
general attitude of the Smritis is reflected in the fact that while 
allowing Br~hmaI}as to live in times 1)f distress by a VaiSya's oc u· 
pation they expressly prohibit him from following various specified 
branches of industry and trade. 2 According to the general Sro.r1ti 
law, again, the worker in many branches of trade and industry was 
liable to serious social, religious and even legal disabilities.3 The 
list of such forbidden or despised occupations comprises agriculture, 
pasturage and various kinds of industry and trade. It is cha:racter
istic of Manu's attitude that l:!e declares trade to be the best of occu
I?~ions open to a VaiSya" while ~ as involving 
injury to the earth and the beings living therein.4 The attitude of 
the Buddhist end Jain canonical law was hardl;y_less unfavourab~ 
ec~ c r than that of the Smritis. By th;£undamental 
rules of Buddhist monastic discipline, comprised in the 'QTiitimokshq, 

monk-swere forbidden to cultivate...land. The Jain canonical law for· 
bade laymen to live by agriculture and agricultural operations as 

1. Manu, IV. 5-6, m. 64; NaT, ~iJ:l.iidana vv. 45-48; Bri, p. 70 vv. 2-5. cf. Par, II. 
2,8-13. 

2. Manu, X. 83 f; Gaut, VII. 8-15; Ap, I, 7, 20; I, 11, 30; Baudh, II. 24-29; Yiij , m. 
35-39. 

3. Manu, vm. 102 (Brilhmat;tas who tend cattle or are traders or mechanics or 
usurers to be treated at law-court like Audras); XI. 70 (traders unworthy to 
receive gifts); IV. 84 (gifts not to be received from oil-manufacturers); IV. 210, 
214-16, 218-20 (food given by carpenter, ullurer, tailor, blacksmith, ~oldsmith, 
basket-maker, leather-cutter, washerman, dyer, dealer in weapons and nrtizans 
in general not to be eaten by a sniitaka). For similar lists of despised occu
pations, cf. Manu, m. 152£, XI. 64; Yaj, I. 161-165, m. 234, 240; BrI, p. 373 vv. 41. 

4. Manu, X. SO, 83. 
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well as a large number of trades and industries. 1 Above all it 
must be remembered that unlike the canonical law of the Brahma
Q.as, that of the Buddhists and the Jains habitually exalted the house
less state of life above that of the householder.2 

Although, as noted above, these rules were often violated in 
practice, their general tendency is sufficiently obvious. The Brah
manical as well as Buddhist and Jain sacred law, by placing agri
culture as well as a number of basic industries and trades under a 
ban, could not but retard the application of capital and enterprise 
to their development. Again, the Smritis, by confining the produc
tive occupations to the.VaiSyas, could not but restrict the free In,0Ve

ment of labour and capital. On the other hand it must be aClmit
. ted that apart from the reference to ethnic groups. following parti
cular occupations, the Smritis do not support the restriction of sepa
rate crafts and trades to different sub-castes. OR. the contrary, we 
find in Manu and his successors a ~wing recogniti..Q,n of the Siidra's 
ri ht to roductive oce at' .3 

GENERAL REFERENCES l 

R. K. Mookerji, Hindu Civilization. 
Kautiliya Artha8ci.stra. 

] . SBE. III. 33 (rule in prdtimoksha); Uoosagadascio I, 51, expanded in Haribhadra's 
Yoga8ci.stra III. 98 f. (fifteen ways of earning livelihood forbidden to a layman 
include those concerned with making and selling charcoal and plants, making, 
selling or driving carts, hoeing and ploughing fields, digging wells, draining 
lakes, rivers and tanks for preparation of agricultural land, crushing by 
machinery, trafficking in ivory, lac, juice and so forth). 

2. Gaut, III. 3; Baudh, II. 6. 21 f; Vas, VIII, 14-17; Manu, III. 77-78, VI. 89-90 
(house-holder's life is highest, according to Gaut. and Baudh. the only ci8rama) . 

3, ~iidras unable to live by personal service to practise handicrafts (Manu, X. 
99-100), and in addition, trade (Ylij, I. 120). Siidras normally to live by prac
tising as artizans, rearing cattle and carrying on trade (Mark. Pur, XXVIII. 
7-8) . Occupations of sudras are agriculture, pasturage, carrying loads, trade, 
painting, dancing, singing and playing musical instruments (Devala quoted by 
Vij. on YIi;, I. 120). 
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CHAPTER XXIV 

INDIA AND THE WESTERN WORLD 

I. INTERCOURSE BETWEEN INDIA AND THE 
WESTERN COUNTRIES 

1. The Pre-Achaemenid Period 

The remarkable discoveries at Mohenjo-daro in Sind have un
mistakably shown that there was intercourse between this region 
and western Asia in the third millennium before Christ. As has 
been noted above, Moh_enjo-daro w!£:proba-bly=a great:port carrying 
on b _ea wit Ur nd Kish and perhaps also with Eg t. It 
has also been indicated that there was intercourse by land between 
the Sindhu Valley and western and central Asia. ' 

Whether the intercourse between India and the West continued 
unbroken since the epoch of the Sindhu Valley civilization down to 
the historical period for which we have positive evidence, it is diffi
cult to say. But evidences, both philological and archaeological, 
exist to prove such connection at a later period. Indeed, on the 
strength of these evidences it was generally held, even before the 
discovery of Mohenjo-daro, that there were trade relations between 
India and the western world from times immemorial. It is not 
necessary to discuss such evidences at length, but they may be briefly 
stated. 2 

According to the e ' .chronicle8j during the reigp of Sate 
~) a navy equipped by Hiram, king 01 Tyte, rna e 
a triennial voyage to the East, bringing back with it "gold and 
silver, ivory, apes, peacocks and great plenty of Almug trees and 
precious stones." Th 0 hich they shi ed these ds is 
n ed 0 Many scholars have proposed to locate this port in 
India and looked for its equivalent in such place-names as Abhira 
or ~a. For 'Ophir' also appears ~s Sophara in the Se,Etuagint, 

1. Cf. Vol. I, Ch. IX. 
2. The evidences are not always very definite or convincing and naturally there 

are wide differences of opinion among the scholars. For a good summary. Cf. 
Rawlinson, Intercourse between India and the Western World, pp. 10 ff; Ken
nedy in JRAS, 1898, pp. 250 ff. Kennedy seeks to prove that the sca-trade 
between India and the West flourished from the seventh century B.C. but did 
not exist earlier. He has discussed in detail the various evidences on which 
such an early trade was presumed by older writers. 
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and SQ,Qhir' a term applied in Coptic to southern India. It is, of 
course, also possible to recall other well-known Indian names such 
as Sauvira, which corresponds to the name Sophara. But such pho
netic resemblance cannot be regarded as conclusive evidence of 
identity, and some scholars are inclined to locate the famous port 
on the Arabian coast. But apart from this location, it has been 
urged that the names of most of the articles of commerce are de
rived from Indian originals. "Thus 'ivory' is in the Hebrew text 
~J 'elephant's teeth', a literal translation of the Sanskrit 
ibha-danta. The '~uJ( is in Sanskrit and Taxpil vaZgu, and the 
~taZon (sandin-is obviously derived from Sanskrit chan-
~. ~ for ~' is not the ordinary Hebrew on0ut 
koph, most robabl the Sanskrit kapi. '..feaco~;..;;.r~e__;...th..:..;u:;;.;ki..:..;·;....-i~m., 
t e ami! tokei." The use of these Indian names for merchandise 
raises a strong presumption in favour of their Indian origin. Simi
larly, the word Sindhu, found in the library of Assurbanipal, is 
used in the sense of I~n, and the tJebrew kaTP!!§ is ob
viously derived from the Sanskri_Lkarp4sa. It is possible to add to 
the list of such loan-words. 

On the Indian side, we have allusions to sea-voy__ag~ n 
the Rigveda;; but- these are vague and uncertain. Of greater im
portance are the references in Buddhist literature of distant sea
voyages, in which sailors going far into the sea made use of shore
sighting birds.2 0 ~ makes a articular refe.r.!:e;!!n~--" ....... _ 
tradin -vo age to the kin d f ·yeru,3 and scholars have re· 
cognise it as e ndian form of Babylon. This story undoubtedly 
preserves an interesting reminiscence of Indian trade with Babylon, 
but as the date of its composition is not known with certainty, we 
can hardly use it as evidence for commerce with Babylon in the 
very early ages. 

1. I. 116. 3. Above, Vo1. I, pp. 244, 396 f. 
2. JRAS, 1899, p. 432. 
3 . Cowell, Eng. Transl. Jdtaka III. 83. 
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course between India and western Asia to a date at least as early 8S 

the ninth century B.C. 

The most import nt archaeological evidence is furnished by 
th _~[1l.az Koi in..i.cEQtions of~ourteenth century B.C.1 These 
recor s contain the names of deities,~, Vanma, Indra and the 
he~ the. Nasatya§,-names well known in Vedic mytho
logy. Numerals and other words which appear to be Aryan in ori
gin have also been identified. It is noticeable that the words do not 
exhibit the changes which distinguish Iranian from Indian forms. 
The words, therefore, must date back to a period when the Aryan
speaking people were not yet distinguished as Iranians and Indians. 
If we accept this view, we find here remarkable evidence of very 
close contact between India and western Asia before the fourteenth 
ce tury B.C. 

But we must admit that, beyond indicating in a very general 
way the existence of trade relations, and to some extent cultural 
contacts, between India and the Western countries, the available evi
dence does not throw much light on the precise nature and extent 
of international relationship. It is possible, however, to give some 
indication of the trade-routes through which merchandise passed 
between India and the West. 

From remote antiquity India had trad lions with w stern 
countries both by land and sea. The overland route 1;:a through the 
!_{hy~r Pass and across the Hindu Kush to Balkh, to which con
verged all the principal highways from Central Asia and China on 
the east2 and the Mediterranean and Black Sea ports on the west. 
One of the western routes went down the O:x.us across the Caspian, 
and then along the Kur and Phasis to the lack Sea ports.3 The 
other passed through (or near)Herat. the northern border of the 
Karmanian desert, and the Caspian Gates to Antioch by way of 
CtesiBh.~and ~S.4 Reference is also made to two other 
routes, via Kandahar, one joining the above-mentioned route at 
Herat and th"';Other proceeding through..Persepolis and Susa.6 

Sea-going vessels generally kept close to the coast and made 
the long voyage along the _ shore~ of India, Baluchista .. Persja and 

1. JRAS, 1909, pp. 1094-1109; CAR. II. ]3. 
2. These have been described in Vol. I. p. 92. 
3. W. W. Tam, Helleni8tic Civilisation, p. 211. The Caspian Sea and the Aral were 

joined by one or more salt water connections (ibid. 210). 
4. These routes are described both by Pliny and Strabo. (McCrindlc, Ancien. 

India, pp. 96, 99, 100, 110). 
5. McCrindle, Ancient India, pp. 204-5. 
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Arabia, tbrough-the Red-Sea, to its head near Suez. From this point 
merchandise was carried by I ~ Jld j;o 
fam~orts-1tktJyre and-Siden-on...th.e_north. The same ship or 
sci of traders, however, did not always go all the way from the be
ginning to the end of these routes, for the goods often changed hands 
at important towns and harbours. Sometimes the ships from Imlia 
made the coastal voyage only up to the head of the Persian Gulf, 
and then proceeded along the Euphrates until they touched the over
land route as will be noted below. 

Relations be-tween India and the western world, beforeJhe 
Aehl!_emenid rule in Persia were mainl commercial. No politi al 
r~lationship is known, stories like the invasion of India by: emi
rarms being hardly credible. Some amount of cultural influence is 
a natural effect of commercial intercourse, but this seems to have 
been very meagre. Names of Indian articles found a place in the 
languages of the West, as already noted above. Some common folk
tales current in India and the West might have been the result of 
such intercourse. But the Babylonian origin of ..thJ ;he 

flood in satapatha Brahma'tLa or the influence of Chaldaean astro
~ and Bab loniali ei hts and s upon- Innia is-more 
problematic. The theory that India owes its alphabet to Semitic 
sources has also considerably lost its importance after the discovery 
of the p~~!t..daro. On the whole, while it is 
unreasonable to deny the possibility or even great probability of 
such reciprocal influence, it would be unwise to accept superficial 
resemblance and partial analogy as evidence of such influence. 

2. The Achaemenid Period 

The rise of the _.Ac.haemenids in Persia definitely broke the 
barriers tnat shut off India, at least politically, from the rest of the 
world. Bya series of conquests within a quarter of a century (549-
525 B.C.) th creat :as . e that embraced the 
whole of Iran, Asia .Minor, S;v:.ria ~oenicia and the ancient king
dom of Eg _It was not long before the Per-Sian -suzer m y was 
extended to the Sindhu valley and probably some territory to the 
east of that river.' 

The common subjection to the great empire must have brought 
India into closer contact with the western world. A...G!:eelf-mer.c -
~t.PCy)axL_w.as_ sent- BY Darius t~ eX2!9rG,. thi..§in4!tu, and an 

r. -_--

1. Cf. Ch. m, Section Ii also IHQ, XXV. 153. 
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I~n b1~gent , formed part of the Persian... army hich led the 
memora e expeditio inst- Greece. These are the earliest posi
tive eVl ences we possess of the close contact between Indians and 
the Greeks to any considerable extent. It is reasonable to infer 
that in spite of the failure of that expedition India and Greece came 
directly into each other's view, and this intimacy was not altogether 
lost in subsequent times. This is partly borne out by the account 
of lndia left by HerodWs (b.QW in 484 B.CJ! the sUeliable Greek 
account of India that has so far come down to us. Another Greek , 
Ctesias -wrote an cou of I dia, but though he lived for twenty 
years (418-398 B.C.) as ro al hysician in the Persian court and 
had thus ample opportunity 0 gat ering information about. India , 
the portions of his book, which have survived in quotations and 
abridgments of later writers, are full of marvellous stories and con
tain little of historical value. A,p Indian philosopher is said to have 
visited Soc tes me time before 400 ' 

3. India and Greece 

The next important stage in the contaet-between India and the 
West was inaugurated by the invasion of lex er he Great. The 
large number of Greeks and Indians who formed the retinue of 
Alexander must have given a unique opportunity to both for a pro
per understanding of one another, and even the short-lived Greek 
rule in India must have contributed to the same end. Even when 
the Indian dominions were lost by Alexander's successors, dia ha 
a close touch with the estelJl WOD htongb tha_SeleucidaIl- king
~ which reache its border. 

The first three Mauryan.Empel'o~~neotie witt("" 
th~ Greek kingdoms-of th s . Even if we leave aside the story 
of Chandragupta's marriage with a daughter of -Seleu.cus, which is 
at best very doubtful, we have other evidences to prove that India 
and the western world came to a much closer relation than before. 
In the first place we know that first...Megas1hene.s and then paima-

...clu!.s . ~d ji'i"tile Maury;n court as ambassadors of the Seleu£Ml 
king, and Ptolemy PhiladelphyS', ~R of-:Egypt,-sent all elwoy-1iamed 
PioAAiu§ to,.!he s~. All the three wrote valuable accounts 
of India, though they are now mostly lost; and it is highly probable 
that there were other Greek envoys. That the Mauryan kings also 
sent similar ambassadors admits of little doubt. The anecdote con
cerning Bindusara that he had requested Antiochus Soter, successor 

----------- - - ----------
1. IAL. X. 58. 
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of Seleucus, to send him some figs and sweet wine and also a 
Sophist, may not be regarded as credible, but even such a story 
presupposes cordial relations between the two courts. But the best 
evidence of this is furnished by the thirteenth Rock Edict of 'oka 
in which five Greek rulers are specifically named, and it is claimed 
that on account of the activities of Moka's missionaries his dhamma 
or the Law of Piety was followed in their dominions. The names 
of these rulers-Antiochus (of Syria), Antigonus Go.llatas (of 
Macedonia), .... Alexander (of Epirus or Corinth), Ptolemy (of Egypt) 
and Magas (of Cyrene)-show that India had at this time intimate 
intercourse with the western world. The fact, stated by Megas
thenes, that there was a special department in the city of Patali
putra (and probably in other big cities) to look after foreigners 
indicates an influx of them into India about this time. Diodorus 
also refers to the admiration of a king of Palibothra (probably a 
Mauryan king) for the Greeks. 

4. India and Egypt 

Some interesting evidence is available regarding the growing 
intimacy between India and Egypt. A henaeus tells u hat jn the 
proce siQns 0 ptolem :rhil elpJ:lU 285-246 C.) were to be seen 
IndIan women, In ian hunting ogs and Indian cows, among other 
strange sights; also Indian spices carried on camels. The same 
authority tells us that Ptolemy Philopator's yacht had a saloon 
lined with Indian stone,' 

It is difficult to judge of ASoka's claim that his dhamma was 
followed by the peoples of the kingdoms mentioned by him. 
Greece knew nothing about Buddhism previous to the rise of Alex
andria in the Christian era. Buddha is first ment' ed"b Clement 
Q.f.. Alexandria (A.D, 150-2181 n unes later Alberuni observed 
tha'tiin former times, Khorasan, PerSia, Iraq, ~ and the country 
up to the frontier of ~yria was Buddhistic',2 That Indian culture 
spread 0 these regions during t is peri can hardly be doubted, 
but its extent cannot be estimated till more positive evidence is 
available. 

Rawlinson, op. cit. 93-4. 
Sachau, Albenmi's India, p. 21. 
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Several other circumstances such a~ e inroads of tbe Scythians 
and the e - . into Bactria, and the growing anarchy in Syria ) 
considerabl curtailed the facilities)of the land-route and naturally 
increased the popularity and importance of the sea-route between 
India and the western world. 

The all-sea route was not, however, much in vogue in the earlier 
days. The more important rOllte. followed in the third century-B.C.;.. 
~as by sea to the Persian Gulf. and then UP the Tigris to Seleucia, 
where it joined the overland route from India and other eastern 
countries. From Seleucia the old road, east of the Tigris, crossed 
the river at Jeizireh or Libba, and proceeded to Nisibis and Edessa, 
whence one road led to Damascus and~ and the other, crossing 
the Euphrates at Zeugma, which superseded _Thapsacus, led to 
Antioch. There was also a new Seleucid road from Seleucia, up 
the Euphrates, to Antioch. From Antioch a great through route 
ran by Tarsus and Apamea in Phrygia to the sea at Ephesus.2 

As this land route ran through the territory of the Seleucids, 
the Ptolemies of Egypt were naturally eager to develop the all-sea 
route to India, particularly after they had lost possession of Syria 
and the supremacy in the Aegean, at the beginning of the second 
century B.C. 

Egypt, unlike other parts of the Hellenistic world, was directly 
accessible by sea, and the maritime intercourse between. India d 
E_gypt was a.cilliate y wo important acts of Ale.Xauder, viz. the 
destructio~ ~!be foundation o!_. Alexandria, the farnOijs 
Pdrt on the Mediterranean. . 

At first Egy tian ports were not much favoured by Indian 
mariners owing to the serious ~ of the journey through 
trackless desert, between the Nile and the Red Sea. The merchants 
preferred the alternative route t rou etra to be described later. 

1. It is difficult to say how far the establishment of the Parthian and the Sassanid 
kingdoms affected the trade between India and the Western countries. Cun
niIl_!rham held the view 'that the strong Sassanian government from A.D. 230 
to 450 formed a very effectual barrier to intercourse between Rome and N.-W. 
India' (JASB. LVIII. p. 149). 

2. Tarn, op. cit. 211-12. 
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The famous town of Petra was the converging ground of trade-
~ . 

routes from all parts of Arabia, Mesopotamia, Syria, Palestine and 
the Levantine ports. From these last, Indian goods travelled to 
Egypt by land, and to other western countries by sea. 1 

ewlem~ Philadelphus (285-246 B.C.LbuilW·Urlt~a~-~po~l'~~~~~ 
t~ Eg ;uti ed · connecte_d it wit 
ing section 01. comos, on the Nil b a er -road 258 miles long, 
furnished with convenien bases. Goods were carried along t· IS 

road to Coptos, and then floated downstream to Alexandria. The 
desert road was furnished with watering places and the journey 
from Berenice to Coptos took abou~days. In 274 
B.C. Philadelphus b.u~ Rort at Myos Ho..rmos. It was 180 
miles north of Berenice and the journey to Coptos took about a 
week. Being also a much safer harbour than Berenice, it soon cast 
the latter into shade and became the ~mportant centre for 
Jndian trad_e..2 

It..is probable that in the early days a arge...pa.r_Loi the llld.i4 n 
tl;ade_ with ~gypt wa _ ndirecl. Merchantmen, before the first cen· 
tury A.D., kept close to the shore and dared not sail direct from the 
mouth of the Red Sea straight across the ocean to the Indian coast. 
Consequently Indian and western..merchants met half way, probab
ly at Mtiza or Aden, two ports at the mo~Re~a, and 
transhipped one another's goods. Most likely, lne Araos were th~ 
E,rincipal intermediaries of this trade. Agatharcides (second century 
B.C.), speaking of the great riches of {\rabia F~i.e. Adell), says 
that they were partly due to the Inpian traders who came in grJ;..at. 
nJJrnbers from .Potana (PatalJ), ~ y_Alexander on the 

_Sindhu.3 The same information is conveyeo in the following passage 
01 the Perip!us of the ErythraeOi which refer to Arabia. Eu. 
da~mon or Aden:-"It was called Eudaemo because in the early 
days of the city when the voyage was no ye made from India to 
Egypt, and when they did not dare to sail from Egypt to the ports 
across this ocean, but all came together at this place, it received the 
cargoes from both countries, just as Alexandria now receives the 
things brought both from abroad and from Egypt. But not long 
before our own time Chari ael desttQ edJhe lac ."4 

1. McCrindle, op. cit., p . 10l. 
2. Ibid, 6, 101, Rawlinson, op. cit. 9l. 
3. Rawlinson, op. cit. 94. 
4. Schoff's Transl. p . 32. 
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We would not, however, be justified in assuming that direct. 
voyages between India and Egypt were altogether unknown. As 
early ... as the sixth century B.C. Scylax of Caryanda. being deput d 
by J?arius to explore the Sindhu,- sailed down this river to the Indian 
Ocrean and..ultimately reached Egypt. Strabo's statement that 'in the 
time of the Ptolemies scarcely anyone would venture on this voyage 
and commerce with the Indies" implies that at least some did it. 

e famous ex lorer ~Eudoxus t ice made the vo a e to n 
~~~~~pa~r~t~of~~ second centu~ His story, known from 
the writings of Poseidonius, and preserved in Strabo's book,2 shows 
that he owed the idea of this voyage to a ship-wrecked Indian who 
had set out from India but lost his course and drifted for months till 
the companions had perished, one by one, of hunger. He was found 
in the ship by the coast-guards alone and half-dead, off the entrance 
to the Red Sea, and brought to Alexandria. These incidents prov 
that direct voyages up to the end of the second century B.C. were 
not unknown, though extremely rare. But the next century saw 0 

great change in this respect. 

The Ptolemies secured the straits of Bab-el-Mandeb by refound
ing Deine on the straits as the southern Berenice, and their ships 
sailed direct to India. "By 78 B.C. the general of Thebaid had be
come also general of the Red Sea and the 'Indian Sea', a new name 
which points to regular connection with India. Indian traders on 
their side began to come direct to the Somali ports, and Indians 
appeared in Egypt; one, ~ophon, travelled over the caravan route to 
Coptos", and this visit is recorded in an inscription found in the ruins 
of a shrine at Redesiye on the route between Edfu, on the Nile, and 
~3 The~ of an Indian colony at Memphis has been 
presumed by the discovery of Indian figures. 

The close of the century witnessed still further development 
in this direct trade relation between India and Egypt. Strabg, who 
lived in the reign ot Augustus. himself visited the 120rt of Myos 
:tiormos and found that about one hundred and twenty ships sai1ed 
from that port to India (probably in a single season). A few bold 
sailors, we are told, even reached the mouth of the Ganga.'" On 
the other hand we hear of Indians, sailing for the purpose of 
------- ---------,--
1. McCrindle, op. cit. p. 98. 
2. Ibid,97. 
3. Tarn, op. cit. 216; Rawlinson, op. cit. 99; JRAS, 1904, p. 402. 
4. Anc. Ind. 9. 
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commerce, being driven by storms into Germany.' This was a strik
ing change in comparison with the state of things a century earlier. 

5. India and the Roman Empire 
The active part taken by Indians in trading with the western 

countries, in the first century A.D. and earlier, is proved by certain 
statements in the Periplus of the Erythraean Sea. In the first place, 
the author of this work refers to the island of Dioscorida (Socotra) 
.as inhabited b forei ners, 'a mixture of Arabs and Indians and 
~ who ave emigrated tocarry on trade there.' Secondly, he 
states that lar e vessels are re ularl sent from Ba aza <:aroach 
<m_the Bombay coast) ,!gJh~ market-~ of £ers~called Omatan..a. 

There are also some grounds for the belief that the ... HindJlS 
had active tr~intercourse with Madagascar and also settled there, 
as i.n ~o~. The Indo~ mixed with Sanskrit 
vocabul~, was current in Madagascar. The anc~n name of . this 
island was ¥alay, and her people have a tradition that their 
all~ors came from Mangalore. 

Thus there is ample evidence to show that there was a large 
volume of sea-borne trade between India and the western countries, 
as far as Africa, before the beginning of the Christian era. 

The policy of the Roman Empire during the first two centuries 
of the Christian era was to encourage direct sea-trade with India, 
and diminish as far as possible the overland trade through the hostile 
land of Parthia. An-expeQiti.an_w.ru; -&.ent by ugus.tus jn 25 B.C. 
to s~cure the command of the sea-route to India, and Aden was soon 
::'te~ oCCJmie§ by a colony of Egyptians and Greeks. 

As already noted above, the direct sea-voyage was a long and 
tedious one, as the sailors had to keep close to the coast. This state 
of things was changed by the e iscovery which Hi alu e 
a~ He noted the "exi te of the monsoon winds, 
blowing regularly across the Indian Ocean," which would enable 
~he ships to sail right across the Indian Ocean.2 With the help of 

1. These Indians were presented by the king of the Suevi to Q. Metellus Celer, 
the Pro-Consul ill Gaul (Anc. Ind. 110). Metellus became Consul ill 60 B.C. 
Some scholars discredit the story. ct. Sastri, FO'I"eign Notices of South India, 
p. 6, t.n. 10. 

2. This is the general view (d. Rawlinson, op. cit. 109); but Kennedy maintains 
that 'the monsoons must have been known from the earliest times to all who 
sailed along the African and Arabian coast and that the normal trade-route from 
the Persian Gulf to India can never have been along the inhospitable shores of 
Gedrosia' (JRAS, 1898, pp. 272-3). The direct voyage across the sea is described 
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these monsoon winds, a ship, stltrting from Okelis, the port at the 
mouth of the Red Sea, would reach Muziris (Cranganore on the 
Malabar coast) or other south Indian ports in forty days or even 
less. Thus in less than three months' time Indian goods could reach 
Alexandria, the great emporium of the western world. 

Apart from shortening the duration of the journey, the direct 
voyage across the sea reduced the danger from pirates. The result 
was a great increase in maritime trade. Whereas before Hippalus's 
discovery hardly twenty ships a year made the voyage, after it. 
on an average, a ship a day left the ports of Egypt for the East. 
The whole of the western coast of India was well known to the 
sailors of these ships. 1 

In addition to Hippalus's discovery, two other circumstances 
favoured the growth of trade between India and the western coun
tries. The first and foremost was the foundation of the Roman 
Empire, which gave peace, facilitated communications and secured 
the traae routes. Secondly, as alrelldy noted above,2 articles of 
lUXUry from India were in great demand in Rome. The result was 
an unprece ente increase in the volume a trade. We learn from 
a Chinese notice of the Roman province of Syria in A.D. 125 that 
the gain from trade with India and Parthia was ten to one. As has 
already been mentioned, Pliny estimated that nearly fifty million 
sesterces (half a million sterling) flowed every year from Rome to 
India to pay for the balance of trade.3 That this statement is no 
mere rhetoric is proved by the actual discovery of a very large 
number of Roman coins in India. An idea of how large this num
ber is may be formed from the following account of the discovery 
of Roman coins belonging to the period from Augustus to Ner.o 
alone (~1 B.~:1O!n. 

'In northern India some denarii of Augustus and Tiberius were 
found in the Hazara district of the Punjab, and the smallness of 
their number is due to the melting and re-striking of these coins 
by the Kushfu?as. 

'In southern India, we have in actual number 612 gold coins 
and 1,187 silver, besides boards discovered, which are severally 

in detail by Pliny (McCrindle, op. cit., 111) and in the Perlplul (Schoff's 
Transl. (5). 

1. Oakeshott, W:F., Commerce and Society (Oxford, 1936) p . 32. 
2. See 'P. 602. 
3. Rawlinson, op. cit. 103. 
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described as follows: 

'Of gold coins "a quantity amounting to five cooly-loads"; and 
of silver coins, (1) "a great many in a pot," (2) "about 599 in an 
.earthen pot," (3) "a find of 163," (4) 'some,' (5) "some thousands" 
enough to fill "five or six Madras measures," i.e. perhaps a dozen 
quart measures; also (6) of metal not stated, "a pot-full.' These 
coins are the product of fifty-five separate discoveries mostly in the 
Coimbatore and Madura districts.' 

After a minute analysis of these and other coins Sewell, who 
has made a detailed study of these coins,1 arrives at the following 
-conclusions :-

1. There was hardly any commerce between Rome and India 
during the Consulate. 

2. With Augustus began an interchange which, enabling the 
Romans to obtain oriental luxuries during the early days of the 
empire, culminated about the time of Nero, who died in A.D. 68. 

3. From this time onward trade declined till the date of 
Caracalla (A.D. 217). 

4. From the date of Caracalla it almost entirely ceased. 

5. It revived again, though slightly, under the Byzantine 
emperors. 

And as regards the object of the trade:--(a) Under the early emperors there was a great denugld for 
pepper, spices, fine muslins, perfumes, unguents, pearls and preciOus 
stones, es eciall the beryl. 

(b) In the declining eriod betwe racall , there 
was little or no demand for mere luxuries, and the activity of mer
chants was directed towards cotton and industrial products. 

(c) Under the Byzantine emperors the trade was mostly with 
Travancore and the south-west coast, commerce with the interior 
and the Deccan having declined. 

Dr. Sewell also concludes from the discovery of a very large 
number of Roman copper coins in different parts of Madura, in: 
eluding a class minted locally, that in all probability Roman mer
chants continued to reside in Madura and also in other parts 01 

1 . JRAS. 1904, p. 591 ff. 
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southern India either permanently or temporarily.' The Peutin. 
gerian tables, which appear to have been copied from fresco paint
ings in Rome executed in the second century A.D., place near 
~uzi!is a temEle of AugusB!s, but no traces of this are known to 
survive:-and it is impossible to say to which emperor it was dedicated. 
Dr. Caldwell considered that these geographical tables or maps were 
prepared at a date somewhat earlier than Ptolemy. 

The evidence of coins is fully supported by the south Indian 
literature of the sangam age which may be placed in the early 
~enturies of the Christian era. Reference is thus made to 'Yavanas 
of graceless harsh speech' who possessed many precious utensils 
and a large quantity of diamonds. Mention is also made of seaport 
towns like ~amallapllram, ~ and Korkai. Many foreign mer
chants lived in these towns and reference is made to the "activities 
of busy customs officials and those engaged in loading and unload· 
ing vessels in the harbour." Poetical description is also given of 
the ships in the harbours, the flags waving on their masts being 
compared to huge elephants chafing at their posts.2 

We must therefore conclude that there was a large volume of 
trade between India and Rome during the first century A.D. Ai'> 
to the condition of trade in subsequent periods, it is difficult to 
accept the findings of Sewell as they are rejected by other aulhor
ities and are based merely on negative evidence, for, besides these 
(:oins, mostly discovered in south India, others are also known,3 and 
a large number must have been lost or still lie hidden underground . 
Further, the coins in southern India are merely evidence of mari~ 
time trade, and we must remember that there was also a large 
volume of overland commerce which, in spite of the rise of the 
Parthian and Sassanid kingdoms, continued as an important factor 
for several centuries. That the trade between India and the 
western cou~fiourished even in the fourth century A.D .... is proved 
by the fact that "silk worth ~n time itS weight in gold, and 
a luxury of the rich and noble, was :111 the reign of Julian sold at 

1. Hultzsch also thinks that there was a Roman settlement and mint at Madura 
(JRAS, 1904, p. oWS). 

2. NHIP VI, 225-28; cf. also p. 60S above. 
S. Cunningham observes: "Roman gold coins are plentiful down to the time of 

Severus and Caracalla (A.D. 217) . They then disappear until the time of Justin 
(526 A.D.), Marcian (A.D. 450), Leo (A.D. 474) and Anastasius (A.D. 491-518)." 
JASB. LVIII, 1889, p. 149. Reference may be made to the discovery of two 
Roman coins from Bilaspur (C.P.) and two from Vizagapatam districts. Of the 
former one is of Commodus (A.D. 189-90) and the other an imitation of 8 coin 
of Macrinus (A.D. 236-38) (}NSI . V. 171). 
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a price which brought it within every man's reach.'" 

The famous emporia of relmyra an~a had now become 
tEe ~hief c~ -trade. Palmyra was reached by land 
from_Vologesia on the Euphrates to which Indian goods were brought 
by sea. Similarly, goods were carried by land to Petra from the 
Rea Sea through its two ports on the Arabian coast, viz~ Aelana 
(ancient Ezion Geber) and Leuke Kome. At first Pet W§$ the 
chief~e of distribution 01 goods to the Mediterranea_!! ports of 
~ and _E.hinokolul'a, These consisted, among others, of fine 
muslins, pearls, beryls, precious stones, incense and drugs. -When
Petra wqs destroyed in A.D. 105 Palm ra ain commercial pre
eminenc_e. After it wa~ sacked.EY Aurelian in A.~, Indian 
trade was diverted to Batne, near the Euphrates, and a day's jour
ney from Edessa. About the same time or somewhat later, Alexan
dria, too, fell into decay and the Indian trade of the We t ssed 
into the hands of the Arabs. Adule, a petty village on the African 
coast, developed into the principal port of Ethiopia and became a 
great centre of commerce. Even when Roman trade with the East 
revived under Constantine, Roman vessels proceeded only up to 
Adule, beyond which the trade was carried on by the Indians and 
the Arabs. The trade between India and the western world con
tinued in this way, and it was in a flourishing condition even so late 
as the sixth century AD.2 

It would appear from what has been said above that active 
commerce between India and the Roman empire, through Palmyra 
and ~lexandria, flourished till the third century A.D. "We can
not therefore agree with Sewell that its decline commenced aiter 
the reign of Nero or that it ceased altogether after AD. 217. Priaulx 
argued 'that it was during the reigns of Severus, his soh Cara
calla, and the pseudo-Antonines, that Alexandria and Palmyra were 
most prosperous, and that Roman intercourse was at its height.'3 
Sewell rejects this view, but it was fully endorsed by V. A Smith.4 
Priaulx further remarks, in support of his contention, that during 
this period "Roman literature gave more of its attention to Indian 
matters, and did not, as of old, confine itself to quotations from the 
historians of Alexander or the narratives of the Seleucidan ambas
sadors, but drew its information from other independent sources." 

1. G. B. Priaulx, The Indian Travels oj Apoltoni'US 01 Tyana and the Indian Em .. 
ba.sBies to Rome (London, 1873), p. 252. 

2. Ibid. pp. 230 fi, 244. 
3. Ibid. 132. 
4. JASB. LVllI (1889) , 158. 
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The correctness of this observation will be demonstrated later, and 
the position of Priaulx is further strengthened by the accounts of 
Indian embassies to Rome. 

It has already been noted above that one or more Indian states 
sent embassies to A~ustus. We also hear of other Indian embas~ 
sies to Rome"durii1gthe first four centuries of the Christian era. 
There are specific references to Indian embassies visiting Trajan 
(A.D. 98-117), HadriaD (117-138), £\.ntoninus Pius (138-161 ), Helio
gabalus (218-222), Aurelian (270-275), Constantine (323-353) and 
Julian (361-363).' Two more Indian embassies were probably sent 
fc) Justinian in A.D. 530 and 552. 

One important result of the development of this commercial 
and political intercourse was that an increasingly large number, 
both of Indians and Roman subjects, visited each other's country.2 
Alexandria, according to all accounts, :flas the great meeting ground 
t'etween the East and t t, and must have been visited by a 
large number of Indians, mostly traders.3 Dio Chrysostom (c. A.D. 
117) refers to Indians as forming part of the settle 0 ulatioILQi. 
Alexandria and notes that they came y way of trade. A grave
stOrie with wheel and triSUZa (trid~t) attests the presence oI 
Indians in Alexandria. 4 It is interesting to note that some Brah
maI).as who visited Alexandria in A.D. 470 were the guests of Con
s~s. 5 By means of this personal contact both India and 
the Roman world gained a more correct and intimate knowledge of 
each other. 

6. India in Western Literatu.re 

The great increase in the West's intercourse with India is re
flected in its literature. Mention has already been made of Strabo, 
an Asiatic Greek who lived in the reign of Augustus. Bu~ 
derive h of his i formation f om Eratosthenes (240-196 B. ), 

1. For the political embassies to Rome, ct. A'lc. Ind. pp. 212-3; Priaulx, The Indian 
Embassies to Rome; Warmington, The Commerce between the Roman Em.pire 
and India. (Cambridge, 1928), pp. 35-7, 77, 95, 99, 103, 124, 137-9. Orosius (A.D. 
420) says that one of the embassies from India "reached Caesar (Augustus) at 
Tarraco in Hither Spain, having thus traversed the world from end to end." 
(Ane. Ind. p. 213). Priaulx thinks that there was only one Indian embassy to 
Augustus (op. cit.). 

2. Priaulx (op. cit.) refers to 'a large number of such visits and incidental notices 
of India by Western writers down to the sixth century A.D. 

3. The presence of Indians in Alexandria is noted both by Dio Chrysostom (c. A.D. 
117) and Ptolemy (Anc. Ind. p. 177; JRAS. 1904, p. 611). For the visit of 
Egyptians to India, cf. JRAS. 1904, p. 402. 

4. Tarn, op. cit. 216. 
5. Priaulx, op. cit. 189. 
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the learned President of the Alexandria Li ra ,and considered 
his accoun of India as superior even to that of Megasthenes. 
Eratosthenes on his part relied mostly on the data supplied bl Patro; 

£_le§, an offi~ho held an important command over theeastern 
provinces of the Syrian empire under Seleucus Nicator and Antio-----..,..__ 
~. Strabo's account was thus largely based on older writers, 
and adds little that was true of his own times. The same thing 
is also true of the Ipdika of Arrian ~w!,!t_~~ about -1-50 BoG. Far 
different was, however, the work of....EJ.in¥. _llis__Natural Hi~.,tory, 
completed in A.D. 77J not onl~ .contains a fairly detailed account of 
the vOYage from- Egy.pt to India, but also a very interesting list of 
Indian animals, minerals, plants and drugs. 

About the same time was published the J?.eriplus of the E1JJ-
~ to which a detailed reference has been made above. 
Next comes ptolemx...the great Alexandrine geographer (c. A.D. 150), 
who wrote on the basis, mainly, of information collected by Marinus 
of Tyre. He showed greater knowledge of the Asiatic coast than 
his predecessors, but his object was not to describe the localities, 
but to determine their latitude and longitude. His view of the 
configuration of India was unfortunately very faulty, and his cal
culation is therefore often wrong. But, in spite of these drawbacks, 
his book contains much valuable geographical da~a. 

There were a few other writers of less repute who have left 
some interesting account of India. DJQ. Chr.ysostom (c. A.D. 117), 
who has already been mentioned, states 'that the poetry of Homer 
had been translated into the Indian languages. This, however, 
merely refers to the general resemblances between the Odyssey and 
the Indian epics. 

A Greek farce composed in the second century A.D. is contain
ed in a unique papyrus discovered at ~ It contains 
the story of a Greek lady named Chrition, shipwrecked on the Kana
rese coast, and the people of the locality actually use Kanarese dia
lect in the drama. 1 Aelian, who flourished about the middle of 
the second century, noticed a number of Indian animals in his famous 
.zoological work. 

The western literature of the third century A.D. shows a more 
comprehensive knowledge of India. The account of Clement of 

] . For a detailed account cf. JRAS. 1904, pp. 399 if. Some scholars, however, 
deny that there are Kanarese words (Barnett in Journal 01 Eg'IIPtian A"cMeo
logy, Vol. xn, 1926, pp, 13-15), For other views cf. N. Sastri, F07'eign Notice. 
of South India., p. 6, f.n. 10. 
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Alexandria, who died about A.D. 220, contains a fairly accurate ac
count of the Brahmanical doctrine of transmigration and the 
Buddhist worship of stupas. Bardesanes, the Bab Ion' n, who lived 
in the third century A.D., also possessed an intimate knowledge of 
India. His work on the Indian Gymnosophists is lost, but the few 
quotations that can still be traced contain interesting information 
of both BrahmlU;las and Buddhists. Among other writers may be 
mentioned Archelaos of Carrah (A.D. 278), St. Jerome (A.D. 340), 
Philostratus (c. A.D. 180-250) and Dion Cassius (c. A.D. 155-230) . 
The first two refer to Buddha and give the traditional account of 
his birth.' 

Different views have been held about the legendary history of 
Apollonius of Tyana by Philostratus. Rawlinson calls Apollonius 
a 'prince of imposters' and regards Apollonius's account as purely 
fictitious. 2 But Priaulx thinks it may be a genuine account, in its 
main parts, though containing mistakes here and there. 

Like literature, the Greek and Roman art also reflects a know· 
ledge of India. Calli stratus describes the statue of a drunken and 
r~eling I:!!_ndu. 3 An ivory statuette, discovered amid the ruins of 
Pompeii,iSatypical product of ancient Indian art and belongs pro
bably to the first century A.D. or a somewhat earlier date_'\ J.zL 
a silver dish at Lampsacus Ipdia is represented as a wom.J.ln.6 

II. EFFECT OF THE INTERCOURSE6 

It may be regarded as almost a universal law that two coun
tries which come into contact in course of trade or conquest borrow 
ideas from each other. Neither India nor western countries, even 
including Greece, can be regarded as an exception to this rule. It 
would be as much ridiculous to suggest that India was altogether 
impervious to the influence of the West, as to hold 'that Indian 
ei,.Yilizatio w s a bye-product of the Macedonian or Achaemenian 
Inva~. )I.. 

J . Influence of the West on India 
It is, however, very difficult to estimate even the probable 

effect of the intercourse between India and the western countries, 

1. For an account of the writers named ct. Anc. Ind. pp. 184-5. 
2. Op. cit. 146. 
3 . Priaulx, op. cit., 136-7. 
.. . ABIA, 1938, p. 1. 
5. JUPHS. XVI. Part D, p. 3. 
~ . ct. Smith. JASB, LVID (1889), p 107 If; Rawlinson, JBBRAS, xxm. 217 If: 

and the authorities referred to in these articles. 
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as described above. But some of its aspects can be broadly stated. 
Reference has already been made to the probable influence Of .. Baby
lonia and Chaldaea. The contact with the Achaemenids led to more 
'de'fui"ite results. There can hardly be any doubt that Mauryan 
India was affected by Persian ideas, and this can be particUlarly 
traced in the system of administration, the ~duction of a num
ber of Iranian andlireek words'"'"i'nd of thtt Aramaean script andits 
d~tive the_l8!arosh1hi, and in court etiquette and manners. 

More doubtful is the influence upon art and religion, of which 
too much has been made by some scholars. The Graeco-Roman in
fluence is more obvious. Indian..etl and coinage bear strong marks 
of 1!ellenistic influe~. Indian ~ was also considerably 
influenced by western systems. This is freely admitted in the fol~ 
lowing passage in the Giirgi Samhita: "The Yavanas are indeed 
barbarians, but astronomy originated with them and for this 
they must be venerated as gods". Of the five Siddhantas (Indian 
astronomical works) Eomak...!!... Siddhiinta and PauliSa SiddhiJlta 
(named after Paul of Alexandria, c. A.D. 378) are evidently of west~ 
ern origin. More doubtful is the claim that 'Indian medical science 
shows distinct traces of western influence', for although Vogel finds 
in the works of Charaka strong traces of a knowledge of Hippo
crates, his view is not shared by all. The Greek influence on Indian 
drama is also a very debatable point. Little reliance can be placed 
on the statements of some classical writers that Homer's epic and 
the Greek tragedies were known in India, and the view of V.A. 
Smith that Kalidasa could read not only Menander but Terence is 
now hardly credited by any scholar. 

It is difficult to estimate the influence of western religion on 
India. There is no doubt that a large number of deities worship
ped in Greece, Rome and western Asia were known in India, for 
we find their names and portraits on the coins of the Indo-Greek 
and Kush~ kings. But there is little to show that they influenc
ed Indian religion in any way. The date of the introduction of 
Christianity in India is a disputed point. The legend that the Apostl~ 
Thomas visited the court of an Indian ruler (usually identified 
with the Indo-Parthian kin Gondophernes, mentioned above') 
cannot be trace ear ier than ~e t ird century A.D. But it may 
be admitted that C~ missionaries VIsited India, and small 
Christian communities were established there before the end of the 

1. See p. 130. 
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second century A.D.1 The Christian Church was firmly established 
~ south India during the two succeeding centuries, and we have 
references to it in the Romance History of Alexander of the Pseudo~ 
Kallisthenes (fifth century A.D.). But there is no evidence that 
CIiriStianitY exercised any influence on Indian religion. A great deal 
was at one time made of the parallelism between the Kris}u:la legend 
and the Gospel story, and of the supposed resemblances between the 
Gospels and the Bhagavadgi tii . But the discover of the Heliodorus 
p~ has proved the existence 0 the Krish1)a cull long 
before Christ, and no one would now seriously contend that early 
Vaish1)ava doctrines and legends were influenced in any way by 
Christianity. In view of the prevalence of the Brahmanical religion 
in western Asia before, and at the time of, the rise of Christianity, 
its striking resemblances, if any, to Vaishl;lavism should rather be 
ascribed to the influence of the latter. It is not necesary to discuss 
other views based on similarly vague data. 

2. Influence of India on the West 

We may now consider the influence of India on the West. We 
need not attach great importance to the introduction of oriental 
l~ in food, clothing and ornaments as evidenced by the great 
demand for spices, aromatic articles, fine fabrics and precious gems, 
which were regularly exported from India; nor need we emphasise 
such isolated elements as the ~e of ele_Q.hal1!s in wa_y_ by Hel
~ rulers and b1' Hannibal, which must undoubtedly be traced 
to Indian influence. These are comparatively minor matters; of 
far greater importance is the influence exerted in the domains of 
literature, science, philosophy and religion which was more abiding 
in character. 

In view of the great influence exerted by Indian science and 
litera.ture upon western countries in the subsequent periods as will 
be described in the next volume, it is legitimate to assume that such 
inftl,lence must have already been at work during the period under 
review, but it is not possible to give any precise account. It is 
held by many scholars that Greek physicians had a knowledge of 

1. According to the story of St. Thomas. Christianity was preached in Ind1a as 
. early as the first century A.D. But it is difficult to believe the story (ERr, p. 

231 ff). Eusebius (third cent. A.D.) says that Pantaenus (second cent. A.D .). 
who went to India to preach Christianity. found that the Gospel had already 

. been introduced there and some Indians had embra"..r Christianity (Anc. Ind. 
pp. 214-5). 
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Indian medical science. According to Parsi tradition..Jhe Sassanid 
..Jt~ ~~ !.. (A.D. 241-272) "caused to be included among the 
holybooKs secular works on medicine, astronomy and metaphysics 
found in India, Greece and other countries."1 It is said also that 
king Shapur had an Indian medical man resident in Susa. The 
doctor not only treated the patients but also taught medical science. 
After his death his pupils provided the whole of Iran with profes
sionals in medicine.2 

It has been claimed that Indian philosophy exercised a certain 
influence upon Greek philosophy.3 ~a even 
went so far as to say that the ~eks 'stole their philosophy front. 
barbarians.' Sir William Jones was the first to point out the ana
logies between the Sankhya system and the Pythagorean philo
sophy, and many eminent scholars hold that the latter was derived 
from the former. These may, however, be mere coincidences. As 
Pythagoras lived in the latter half of the sixth century B.C., doubts 
have been expressed about the accuracy of this view on the grotmd 
that there was hardly any intercourse between India and Greece at 
this period.4 It must be remembered, however, that the establish
ment of the Achaemenian empire, which touched the borders of 
India and Greece, made Persia an admirable centre for such contact. 
A fact recently brought to light definitely proves that, even long 
before the invasion of Alexander, there was cultural contact bet
ween India and Greece. Rawlinson has drawn our attention, for 
what it is worth, to a statement of Eusebius which runs as follows:£) 
"~, the musician, tells the following story about the 
Indians. One of these men met Socrates at Athens and asked him 
what was the scope of his philosophy. 'An enquiry into human 
.Ehenomenon', replied Socrates. At this the Indian burst out laugh
ing. 'How can a man enquire into human phenomena', he ex
claimed, 'when he is ignorant of divine ones'? 

Aristoxenus was a pupil of Aristotle and lived l!!.. 330 B.c.. He 
might therefore have heard of the interview between Socrates and 
the Indian philosopher, from some of their contemporaries. The 
dialogue is highly characteristic of the difference in the Indian aRd 

1. CAH. xn. 112. 
2. PIHC, V. 248. 
3. For a brief but comprehensive treatment of this subject d. Richard Garbe. 

Philosophy of Ancient India (Chicago 1897) pp. 32-56. 
4. For this and other grounds against the theory cf. Keith in JRAS, 1909," pp 

569-606. 
5 . IAL. X, p. 58. 
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Greek attitude of mind. But whatever we might think of it, the 
anecdote quoted by Aristoxenus leaves no doubt that even in the 
fifth century B.C. Indian philosophers travelled in the West and 
learnt Greek language and philosophy sufficiently well to be able to 
hold discourses with eminent philosophers like Socrates. 

We have no reason to believe that there was any material im
provement furthering the prospects of such contact during the in
terval between the foundation of the Achaemenid empire and the 
Indian invasion of Alexander the Great. There is thus no inherent 
impossibility that either in Greece, or somewhere in Persian empire. 
if not in India, Pythagoras could have come into contact with the 
Indians and derived his main philosophical ideas from them. As 
Schroeder ' has pointed out, not one or two chance ideas, but almost 
all the doctrines ascribed to Pythagoras, both religio-philosophical 
and mathematical, were current in India. As the most important 
of them appear in Pythagoras without connection or explanatory 
background, whilst in India they are rendered comprehensible by 
the intellectual life of the times, Schroeder.. definitely pronounce~ 
India to be the birth-place of the ideas. The same view was empha
~y ass;'rred by Colebrooke2 and is shared by Garbe.3 The last
named scholar has further pointed out the numerous coincidences 
between Indian and Greek philosophy. He has referred to the most 
striking resemblance between the doctrine of the One in the Upa
nishads and the philosophy of the Eleatics, and between the theory 
r;.f !h~, the father of Greek philoso hy, that everything sprung 
from water, and the Vedic idea of the primeval water out of which 
the universe was evolved. He has also traced fundamental ideas of 
the Sfu1khya philosophy among the Greek physiologers such as 
Anaximander, Heraclitus, Empedocles , Anaxagoras, Democritus and 
Epicurus. 

Whether the doctrines of these Greek thinkers were derived from 
Indian philosophy, or were independently evolved, cannot, of course , 
be definitely decided. But the possibility of contact between the two, 
as noted above, and the Greek tradition that the greater part of theso 
Greek philosophers visited oriental countries for studying philosophy, 
render the first alternative at least highly probable. Some scholars 

1. Pythagoras und die Inder (Leipzig, 1884). 
2. Miscellaneous Essays, 2nd Ed. I. 436-37. 
3 . 0". cit. 390 ft. 
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do not uphold this view. Lassen, for example, denies Indian influ
ence upon Greek philosophy in the pre-Christian period. He, how
ever, adopts it for Christian Gnosticism and Neo-Platonism,1 and 
there is a general consensus of opinion in support of this view. 
Barthelemy Saint-Hailaire2 has traced the ideas of the sa.nkhya 
philosophy in Plato and believes the analogies to be too numerous 
to be explained away as mere coincidences. Professor Weber has 
t raced the influence of the Indian conception of viich upon the idea 
of the Logos, which appears in Neo-Platonism and passed from there 
into the Gospel of St. John.3 Garbe has pOinted out that the con
ception of the Logos did not first appear in Neo-Platonism, but may 
be traced through Philo and the Stoics ultimately to Heraclitus. This 
corroborates the view, noted above, of Heraclitus's indebtedness to 
Indian philosophical views. 

That the interest in Indian philosophy continued in western 
countries for many centuries is proved beyond doubt by many 
positive evidences. Reference may be made in this connection to 
~, !{ Saracen, E,Q,rn in _Palestine... who traded with India. 
During his visits to India Scythianus acquired a knowledge of Indian 
philosophy and settled afterwards in Alexandria.4 There is no 
doubt that Alexandria was a great international centre, where not 
only commercial products but philosophical and scientific ideas were 
exchanged between the East and the West. ~ . 

The influence of Indian religion in the western countries 
cannot also be doubted. Reference has been made above to the 
s read of Buddhism in 
~ da_ys of ASok~ . The existence of Bud hism on the Persian 
borderland is demonstrated by the ruins of a Buddhist monastery 
in the terminal marshes of the Helmund in Seistan. That Bud
dhism had a strong hold in Parthia is shown by many references in 
the Chinese annals. As will be noticed later, even a Parthian 
prince abdicated the throne and became a Buddhist monk in the 
second century A.D. Alberu i site st th t in for er 
t imes Khorasan, Persia , T .. an, MOS" and the country up to the fron-....___ ___.....__, -- ~ ~ 
tier ot. Syria was l1Y~hisjjc. 

There are unmistakable traces of Buddhist influences on the 
Manichaean religion, which was preached in the third century A.D. 

] . IndUche AlteTtlltl.mskunde m. 379. 
2. P1'emier Memoire 8U.r Ie Sdnkhya. (Paris 1852), pp. 512-22. 
3. Indisehe Studien, IX. 
4. Ane. Ind., p . 185, f.n . 1. 
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A Manichaean treatise written in the form of a Buddhist Sutra 
speaks of its founder MaJjli as the Tathagata, and mentions Buddha 
.and the Bodhi~attva. Curious parallels are also noticeable between 
Buddhism and Drphism. 

We have also very interesting evidence that the Brahmanical 
religion prevailed in western Asia. According to the Syrian 
writer Zenob there was an Indian colony in the canton of Taron 
o~s, to the west of Lake Van, as early as the 
second century B.C.'- 'The Indians built there two temples contain
ing images of gods about 18 and 22 ft. high. When, about A.D. 304, 
St. ~ory ~me to destroy these temples, he was strongly opposed 
by the Indians. But he defeated them and smashed the images, thus 
anticipating the iconoclastic zeal of Mahmud of Ghazni. 

The facts stated above leave no doubt that, when Christianity 
arose, Indian culture and religion was already an important factor 
in the region of its early activity. The similarities which un
doubtedly exist between the two may not therefore be mere coin
cidences. Thus resemblances between the internal arrangements 
of the Christian church and a Buddhist Chaitya Hall, the rigorous 
asceticism pursued by some early Christian sects such as yhebaid 
monasticis,!!l, mete~"y'chosis, relic-worship and the u~ of the rosary, 
might all have been borrowed by Christianity from Indian religious 
ideas. There is hardly any doubt that the Gnostics were profoundly 
influenced by Indian ideas. It is also a well-known fact that 
several religious leaders in the West took the name of Buddha,2 
and that Qautama Buddha, under the title of St. 'Josaphat, is still 
~nised as a Christian sain_!; 

We may conclude this brief sketch with the observation that 
the facts definitely known are few, and hence the picture drawn is 
necessarily vague and incomplete. But one thing is certain. .,!!!5lla. 
~ as many fondly believe, ,lead an isolated life, but maip
tained a close and intimate contact with J!te great civiliz~ 
the est throu h trade - nd commerce. This led io cultural, and 
occasionally even political, relations, which began in hoary antiquity 
and continued right up to the middle of the first millennium of the 
Christian era and perhaps even later still. 

1. JRAS. 1904, p. 309. 
:2. Priaulx, op. cit., p. 174. According to Archelaos (A.D. 278) Terebinthws declared 

himself to be a new Buddha (McCrindle, Anc. Ind. 185) . 
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CHAPTER XXV 

COLONIAL AND CULTURAL EXPANSION 
A. CENTRAL ASIA AND CHINA 

As we have seen in the last chapter, India's contact with the 
western world was mainly inspired by trade and commerce, though 
it brought in its train some cultural influence on either side. Far 
different, however, was the case with the countries in the north, 
east and south-east. Although original intercourse might have been 
inspirea by commercial enterprise, it was soon overshadowed by 
missionary activity leading to a more or less complete cultural con
quest over extensive regions. Besides, the Indians set up colonies 
and established political influence in many of these countries, which 
brought into existence what may properly be called Greater India . 

China is the only country in this region which can boast of an 
ancient civilization. Broadly speaking, there ~re three routg_s in 
ancient times which connected India with China. The first was the 
great overland route which ran across Afghanistan over the passes 
of the Hindu Kush to Bactria and thence, through Central Asia to 
the western border of China. The second, also an overland route. 
passed from eastern India tltrough upper Burmli to the south
western provinces of China. The third, an all-sea route, passed 
along the coasts of_)ndQ;..China and the islands of the East Indies. 
The cultural and colonial expansion of India proceeded along these 
three routes. 

I. Afgh4nistiin 

The territory between the Sindhu and the Hindu Kush moun
tains may be regarded culturall~ as a_part of India ...guring almost 
the whol'eor the Hindu period. The ref~ence in the Rigw:da to 
the rivers Kubha (with its tributary the Suvastu), the Krumu and ---the GomatI, which have been identified respectively with the Kabul, 
~ 

the Swat, the Kurrum and the Gomal rivers, and the tribes like the 
t\lina.$, Bhalanases and the Pakthas who played a ,EE0minent_patl: 
in the battle.J2f the ten ki.,ngs1 leaves no doubt that the Indo-Aryans 
"in the Punjab were intimately associated with Afghanistan. Their 

1. See Vol. I, p. 246 If. 
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progress towards the east gradually lessened the bond between the 
two countries. But the eastern regions of Afghanistan were always 
regarded politically as parts of India, and the rest of the territory 
remained Indian in culture and predominantly within the political 
orbit of India, although subjected, like the Punjab, to the influence 
of the Persians, the Greeks, the Parthians, the Scythians and the 
KushaQas. The Mauryas exercised _efi_ective rule oyer the whole 
of AfghanistAn and Baluchistan, and both Buddhism and Brahma
nISm had a strong influence over the whole area until the advent 
of Islam. Most of the dynasties that ruled in Afghanistan and Balu
chistan came under the influence of Indian culture, which had taken 
deep root in the soil. Their eoins and inscriptions, works of art, 
religion and literature are Indian in character and, so far as record
ed evidence goes, we can hardly distinguish eastern Afghanistan and 
Baluchistan from India from either a political or cultural point of 
view. Even in the second century A.D. Ptolemy included this 
region in India. We learn from Isidor of Charax (first century A.D.) 
that Arachosia (Kandahar re ion) was called "W ite n . "~'l2Y. the 
Parthians. ow strong this conviction has been throughout the ----------ages is proved by an old saying quoted by .Abul Fazl that Kabul a..!!! 
Kandahar were the twin ates of India. The great ~scholar 
ames armesteter in erred from the Iranian scriptures that 'Hindu 

civilization prevailed in those parts (!.Qbul Cnd Seistal}), which in 
fact, in the two centuries before and after hrist, were known as 
White India, and remained more Indian than Iranian till the Musul
man conquest.' 1 

II. Central Asia 

The territory beyond the Hindu Kush mountains was also pro
foundly influenced by Indian culture. The Mauryan Empire, which 
included a part of these territories, and the missionary zeal of ASoka 
must have contributed directly to this end. The Gre,ek;;, the Saka.§, 
tpe Yueh-chi and ~ Parthians, who ruled later 10 this region, 
adopted Indian religion and used Indian scripts and language. As 
these peoples extended their rule over parts of India, the peoples 
beyond the Hindu Kush came into more intimate contact with 
Indian culture. 

We have evidence to show that Buddhism, and along with it 
Indian culture, was spread among thfL_Parthians, the Yueh-chi, the 
?ogdians and various other peoples of Cehtral Asia before the begin-

- --
1. SBE (2nd Ed.) IV, 2. Also d. CHI, J, 326-7. 
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ning of the Christian era. Even the Sassanians of the third century 
A.D. regarded Bactriana as virtually an Indian country and the 
Oxus a river of uddhists and t e rahm s. The Greek writers 
always cite Bactriana with India and state that thousands of Brah
maJ).as and Samanas Buddhist monks) reside ere. The recent ex
p orations in Chinese Turkestan have revealed the existence of a 
large number of flourishing cities with rich sanctuaries, and intro
duced us to a new world of Indian culture which calls for a more 
detailed study. 

In order to understand properly the expansion of Indian cul
ture in this region, we must have a clear idea of the different routes 
between India and China passing through Central Asia. The main 
route proceeded along the valley of the Kabul river and reached the 
Hindu Kush mountains through~a (Peshawar), Nagara
~ (Jali'ilabad) , ~ and other cities. Beyond the Hindu 
Kush lay Bahlika (Bactriana, modern Balkh). From this region --------three well-known roa s d the Tarim basin. The one, which was 
mostly use by the ancient caravans, "ascended the Qizil Su or 
~urkh _Ab to the Pamir-like v~lley of the Alai and thence crossed 
the saddle above Irkeshtam to the head-waters of the river of --~r and thus down to the oasis itself" ... Another, and more 
northern, route cros,sed both the Oxus and the Jaxartes and, pass
ing by Tashkend and Lake Issiq Kol, debouched through the passes 
of the Tien Shan mountains to Uch Turfan or Aqsu to the north
west of the Tarim basin. The third, and the southernmost, route 
went at first almost due east from Balkh, via Badakhshan and Wa
khan, and then crossed either by the Wakhjir Pass or other passes 
over the Pamirs, into Sariqol, south of Muztagh Ata. From Tash 
Qurghlin, the ancient capital of this region, different tracks through 
very confined gorges led down to the utterly barren foothills on the 
sides of the Tarim basin and so on to the oases of Kashgar and Yar
kand on its western border. There was also a much shorter and 
direct, but difficult, road from Kashmir, along Gilgit and the Yasin 
valleys, and through the Darkot and Baroghil Passes, to the 1ast
mentioned route in the Wakhan valley. 

The Tarim basin, to which all the three routes led, is popu
larly "'known --as-thinese....,£;lrkestan, and corresponds to the modern 
prQvince Qf Sin~ng. is region lies immediately to the west 
o! China, and was for long under her political control both in ancient 
and modern .times . . , It is almost entirely surrounded by mountains. 
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To the north is the mighty Tien Shan, and to the west the Pamil' 
mountains. In the south the snowy Kun-Iun range separates it from 
the plateau of Tibet. To the east the Nan Shan range, the marshes 
of Lop-Nor and the border of the Gobi desert separate it from China 
proper. 

. 
Although this region is about 900 miles long from east to west, 

and about 330 miles from north to south at its widest part, it is al
most entirely occupied by the "huge central desert of bare sand
dunes which is popularly known as the Taklamakan. Its borders 
to the west, north and east are marked by the belts of vegetation 
accompanying the Tiznaf, the Yarkand and the Tarim rivers". To 
the south of the desert lies a string of oases, mostly small, fed by 
the streams descending from the Kun-lun. Only one of these rivers , 
the Khotan, succeeds in making its way through the desert during 
a fewrummer months. For the rest, they are lost in the sands of 
the desert at a greater or less distance. It may be observed, how
ever, that this distance has been systematically reduced in course 
of ages, for modern explorations have proved the existence of culti
vated grounds further north than the corresponding 'terminal os s s' 
of the present day. 

. On account of the lack of rain or snow-fall, cultivation was only 
possible by canal irrigation and was confined to a comparatively 
very small area between the desert and the mountain ranges en
circling it. The ground capable of settled life was thus confined to 
strings of oases of which only a few could sustain even a moderately 
small community. To this may be added the extremes of climate, 
the sands rising to boiling point in summer, and every drop of water 
being frozen in winter. No wonder that the Tarim basin coulg 
never be t~ermanent home of a larg_e population. But this very 
evil was a blessing in disguise, for it kept the region comparatively 
free from the depredations of the great migrating tribes of Wusun, 
Sakas, Yueh-chi, Hii:I).as, Turks and Mongols, ~o whom the big open 
grazing grounds on the northern slop~s of the Tien Shan held far 
greater aftiiCtion than tiieilarrowly circumscribed life of a culti
~or in the Tarim basin. Though ready to make occasional raids, 
they could never think of making this region their permanent or 
even temporary home. 

It was mainly for this reason that this inhospitable region 
attained an importance quite out of proportion to its resources. ~For 
more th two thousand years it se ed s the eat highwa of 
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commercial, between China on 
t e one hand and ndia and western Asia on th~ other. It was 
;ubsequently a meeting ground of diverse peoples and cultures, such 
as Indians, Persians, Turks, Chinese, Tibetans, Buddhists, Jews, Chris
tians and Manichaeans. Two roads passing along its northern and 
southern fringes led from the west of China. Kashgar, on the 
western border, may be :.:_egarded as the starting point of both these 
routes which met on the Chinese frontier in the east at a place called 
Yu-men-kuan or the Jade Gate, not far from the hills of Tunhwang 
which contain the caves of the thousand Buddhas. 

A few sites on both the roads from Kashgar to China have been 
explored by various parties in recent times. The antiquities and 
archaeological remains discovered in course of these explorations 
have revealed almost a new world. They include ruined cities with 
hundreds of sanctuaries, images, wall-paintings, etc. and clearly de~ 
monstrate that Indians settled in large numbers in various localities 
all over this region and introduced their art, religion, language, script 
and system of political administration. It is almost certain that 
they also set up small kingdoms, some of which flourished for a fairly 
long period. It is not possible to write a continuous or connected 
history of the Indian settlements in this region, but we may give 
a brief account of some of the localities which can be definitely in
cluded within the zone of Indian culture and colonisation. 

Along the southern route there were Indian colonies at Shule 
o~(Kashgar), So-Khiu or...Chokkukil (Yarkand),_Khotamna 
(Khotan), and also atj)omoko, !'l'iya, Dandan-Oilik, Endere, ~~ 
lan, ~ and Mirau; and along the northern route at Po-Iu-kia 
or Bharuka (Aqsu district, near Uch-Turfan), ~ (modern 
Kucha) , Yen-ki (or Yen-chi) or Agni-deSa (modern Qara Shahr) , ----- -and Turi'an, in addition to various other localities. Future explora-
tion would no doubt considerably add to this number. 

Buddhism was the prevailing religion in all these localities. 
This is proved not only by the discovery of images and the remains 
of Buddhist stilpas, shrines and vihiiras built after Indian models, 
but also by a large number of Buddhis texts, written in Sanskrit 
and Prakrit as well as in local languages of Central Asia, and In 
Indian scripts, both Brahmi and Kharoshthi Large numbers of secu~ 
lar documents have also been discovered. These are written in 
Indian languages and scripts on wooden tablets, leather, paper and 
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silk. The wooden tablets were used for short communications of 
.an official character, such as instructions to the local officials by the 
Mahanuava Maharaya tMahlinubhfiva Maharaja or fue high-souled 
great king} or information of a personal or official nature issued by 
one official to another. We find therein reference to law-suits, in
ventories, list of provisions or presents, arrangements of guards, 
appointments, transport of arms, etc. Some of them contain the 
names of ruling princes, officials and their relations. The docu
ments on leather and paper are similar in character. A short text 
on a silk strip contains fragments of a letter or order. Another 
document on silk contains ~nscri.e.tions in Prakrit containing 
a_prayer fQ.r the health of an individual and his family. It is inte
resting to note that some of the phrases used in the prayers are al
most identical with those found in the Indian inscriptions of the 
Kushal:ta period. It may be added that many documents in non
Indian languages were written in Indian script, and tables contain
ing complete alphabets of the Brahmi script have been found in 
Central Asia. 

Most of the documents are in the form of letters with the names 
of the addressees written on the covering tablet. Many of the 
persons who wrote them, or to whom they were sent, bear names 
which are either purely Indian such as Bhima, Bangusena, Nanda
sena, Shamasena, Sitaka, Upajiva. etc. or else look like Indian 
-;d;ptatlOns such as Angacha, Kushanasena, etc. Some of the offi
cial designations are also Indian, for example, cham (spy), dutiya 
or~. Stein has pointed out how the style of wrfting in 
these records follows closely the instructions given in the Kiish
mirian man al Lekha rakiiSa. 

These documents were probably written during the first four 
centuries of the Christian era. The use of Indian language, style 
and script for purposes of administration, as far as the Lop-Nor 
region to the extreme east of the Tarim basin, at the very threshold 
of China, shows the extent of the political influence of Indian 
colonists. 
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The archaeological evidence certainly lends some colour to the 
tradition that otiin was colonised by Indians a~d ruled bl In~rt 
chiefs. This tra ition, with a long list of Indian kings, is preserved -in Tibetan literature. Sen Konow has critically examined the 
different versions of this tradition and his provisional conclusio~ 
may be summarised as follows :1 

'Kustana, the son of AS~a, is said to have founded the roy~l 
dynasty at Khotan. But~na's son Ye-u-Ia,l ~is said to have 
founded the ca ital of th ki rae: ,i~ most probably identical with 
t~ing Yti-lin mentioned in the Chinese chrcmicles ~ 
Khotan about the middle of the first. century A.D .. ..__.. -

'Ye-u-Ia was succeeded by his son Vijita-Sarilbhava, with 
whom begins a long Se'tles oIKliotan kings whose names all begin 
with Vijita. 2 If there is any truth in the Chinese statement that 
~ was the family name of the kings, it is of interest 
to note that this 'yijit~ dYJlasty,.. according to Tibetan tradition, 
begins where the lIa' annals place the foundation of the national 
Khotan kingdom. 

'Vijit -Dharma was followed on the throne by his son Vijita
Simha, and the la ter by his son ViHta-K'irti. Vijita-Kirti is -said t() 
have carri;;a war into India and to have overthrown saketa, together 
w~a (or the king of Kanika) and !he Guzan king. 
Guzan here evid ntl st nd for Kushana.' 

So much for the Tibetan version. According to the other Bud
dhist traditions, the colonisation of Khotan is connected with the 
well-known story of KUl;lAla, son of ASoka and viceroy of Taxila, 
who, disgusted with the machinations of his step-mother, left the 
country, went to Khotan and set himself up there as king.3 

1. Sten Konow in JRAS. 1914, pp. 344 if. 
2. Sten Konow at first took this word to be Vijaya (ibid), but later (IHQ. XVI. 

259) definitely held that the dynastic title was Vijita and not Vijaya. . 
3. A slightly different account is given by Hiuen Tsang who also adds other .U:adi-; 

tions. HTB, II. 309. 
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We need not attach much importance to these attempts to asw.. 
ciate the ruling family of Khotan with the great Maurya dynasty,: 
but everything indicates that it migrated from India and introduced 
Indian culture and civilization in this region. This probably took 
place in the "~. and was facilitated by the extensive 
Kushfu:ta empire which formed a sort of connecting link between 
India and Central Asia. 

The learned monks 
regarded almost as 

There were other Indian colonies on the southern route lik~ 
Khotan but, beyond archaeological remains, we have no historical 
information about any of them. 

On the northern route, Kuchi i!nodern Kucha) was the lead.,. 
ing centre of Indian culture. ~ Its ancient rulers bore Indian names 
such as ~uvarn~shEfl, ..!!..a~~a, !!_aradeva, puval'll.aJ!.e~ etc. 
It was a flourishing city with a number of large Buddhist monasf' 
teries and splendid buildings. Kuchi had received Buddhism from 
India at a very' early period and the whole of the local civilization 
was Buddhist. The literature discovered at Kuchi throws interest~ 
ing light on the method of stJldying_~~rit-, the sacred language 
taught in the local monasteries. The students began with learning 
the alphabet, and many alphabetical tables have been dug out, 
traced by more or less skilled hands. 

~anskrit grammar was then studied according to the Katantra 
~ presumably because it was more fitted' than PaQini for non~ 
Indians. Then the students made verbatim translations from " Sans
krit into Kuchean. In addition to famous religious texts " iikc 
TIdiinavarg!!:.z. ,we have actual examples of astronomical and medicat 
texts treated in this manner. This incidental1y shows how, in addi~ 
tion to religion and its handmaid art. Indian astronomy, or rather 
astrology, and medicine were spread in this region. There was an 
extensive Kuchean literature, but all the works are based " upop 
Sanskrit originals. ~t ~l!.S-QL west of Kuchi, ~rahmi fragments ip 

1 . Bagchi, India and China, pp. 14-15. 
2. Cf. S. Levi's account of Kucha in JRAS. 1914, pp. 959 ft. 
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Sanskrit have been found which belong to the second century A.D.' 
Kuchi was also an important centre for the propaganda of Bud
dhism in other countries. 

Beyond Kuchi, Qara Shahr was also an _ir!,lportant In~n 
colony. It was know nidesa.- arur itskings had Indian .naUleS.. 
'k~ n ra!,j\l!la4 C.han~una, etc. . e Kuc . . a 0 played an 

activ'e- part in the spread of Buddhism to China and other coun
fries. Another important site is Bazaklik. It was an important 
Buddhist centre with hundreds of temples which had wall-paintings 
of Indian monks in yellow robes with names written in Brahmi to 
distinguish them from other monks in violet robes, with names 
written in Chinese and Tibetan. 

It is not possible here to refer in detail to all ancient sites 
which were colonised by the Indians and the antiquities discovered 
in them. Taken as a whole, the artistic remains-architecture, 
sculpture and painting-and the large number of written texts, 
discovered in Central ASia, constitute a massive and most enduring 
monument of Indian culture and civilization which must have been 
widely spread all over the region in the early centuries of the 
Christian era. Although Buddhism was the prevailing religion, 
Brahmanical culture was not altogether absent. This is proved by 
the ~th ~ffi~s of Kubera and Trimukha, dis~overed at Niva, 
and the painted Gane.sa at Endere. , Both Hinayana and Mahayana 
forms of Buddhism were prevalent, but by far the largest number 
of paintings and sculptures belong to the latter. 

Among the numerous texts discovered, only a few may be 
noted here. A text of the DhqmmaI!adq was found in a place about 
13 miles from Khotan. It is written in the Kharoshtru character of 
the first or second century AD. and contains verses of the Pali 
Dhammapada in ~t dialect which has not been found hither
to in any other Buddhist literary work. Dr. Bi.ihler was of opinion 
that the text was written in India and taken to Chinese Turkestan 
by a Buddhist monk. According to Sten Konow, it was composed 
in a dialect of north-western India but was written down in Khotan 
where it was discovered. He is of opinion that the language of the 
text has peculiarities of its own, not noticed in any other Prakrit 
dialect in India, and they must be due to the influence of the local 
dialect of Khotan. ' 

1. Cll, II. Part 1. p. lxxiii. 
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Fragments of some important Sanskrit texts, now lost in India, 
have been found in Central Asia. One is Udanavarga, a work of 
t e S rva 'va school of Buddhism which had probably the same 
place in the canon of that school as the Pali Dhammapada in that of 
t~eray!da__g:h~l. The work was very popular and was trans
lated iiltOC'hfnese,-Tibetan and various languages of Central Asia. 
The work was known only in translations before the discovery of 
the original Sanskrit in various fragments found in Central Asia, 
the oldest of which from J'unhwang belongs to the Kushana period. 
To the same period belong the palm-leaf manuscripts from Turfan 
which contain the concluding chapter of the drama '..$driptLtra-pra-
1sara'tUt' composed by ASvaghosha, and portions of two other 
dramas, probably by the same author. These are the earliest Sans
krit dramas so far known, and prove that most of the techniques 
found in later dramas had already been evolved in the first cen
tury A.D. Fragments of two dramas, written in the dialect of 
Kuchi, not only prove the influence of Indian dramaturgy, but also 
fill up the gap between the Indian and the Chinese theatres. 

We need not refer in detail to various other texts found in this 
region. Apart from their value as evidence of a close association 
with Indian culture, these texts throw important light on the deve
lopment of Buddhist literature in India. It has been known for a 
long time that, side by side with the Pali canon of the Theraviidins, 
there was also a corresponding Sanskrit canon from an early date. 
There was, however, no trace of it in India until the recent dis
covery of ..Ql!git manuscripts, and its existence was only known 
from the Chinese and Tibetan translations. The discoveries in 
Central Asia help us in reconstructing the original literature for, 
apart from the find of actual texts, there is no doubt that the trans
lations in Khotanese, Kuchean_lTokharian) and other languages 
were made from Sanskrit originals. 

In conclusion, we may emphasise the fact that, as in religion and 
literature, so in art, Central Asia was deeply influenced by India. 
Sten Konow has stressed "the close agreement which exists in re
gard to general architectural arrangement between all Turkestan 
stupas examined by him and the corresponding structures extant in 
the Kabul valley and on the Indian north-west frontier". He fur
ther remarks that "the art of Buddhist Khotan can be shown to have 
remained to the last under the predominating influence of Indian 
models." Though other influences, like Iranian and Chinese, might 
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have been at work, the Graeco-Buddhist art of Gandhara contri
buted more than any other influence to shape the development of 
Buddhist art in Central Asia. 

III. China 

The name of China was familiar to the Indians from a very 
early period. tt is mentioned in the Mahiibhiirata. and Manu-smriii, 
and the varieties of "Chinese silk are referred to in Kautiliya A,·tha
rostra. It is generally held that the name China is derived from 
that of the first Tsin ~nasty (221-209 B.C.), and therefore the lite
rary references to it must belong to a period later than 220 B.C. It 
is, however, not impossible that the name is derived from the small 
state of that name which existed in the fourth century B.C., and 
even earlier, in~ in the north-west of China. It is likely 
that the name was first used in Central wa, and was derived from 
that of the kingdom through which one entered China from that 
region. An analogy is furnished by the use of the name of Sindhu 
(Hindu) for the whole of India. 

We have clear evidence that there was regular commercial 
intercourse, both by land and sea, between India and China, long 
before the beginning of the Christian era. When the Chinese envoy 
«;2,hang Kien was in Bactria (<;_ 127 B.C.), he found to his great 
surprise that bamboo and textiles from south-western China were 
sold in the local market. On enquiry he learnt that these were 
brought to eastern India through Yunnan and Burma, and then 
carried the whole way across north India and Afghanistan. Certain 
passages in a Chinese text, written in the first century A.D., mention 
trade relations of China by sea with countries along the Sea of 
China and the Indian Ocean. One of the places named Huang-che 
has been identified by some with Kafichl • 

This country is said to have sent tribute from the time of 
emperor Wu (140-86 B.C.), which means that there were regular 
trade relations between it and China. During the period A.D. 1-6 
the Chinese emperor sent rich presents to the king of Huang-che 
and asked him to send an embassy. Whatever we might think of 
the identification of Huang-che, the above passage clearly proves 
that in the second or first century B.C., the sea-route between India 
and China was fairly known. The Chinese are said to have come 
to Huang-che by foreign ships. From what we know of the trade 
and colonisation of the Indians all along this sea-route we can 
reasonably infer that Indian vessels had a large share, if not the 
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monopoly, of this trade. The maritime intercourse between India 
and China in the second century B.C. is also confirmed by the find 
of a Chinese coin at Mysor~. This coin most probably belongs to 
138 B.C. 

It may be reasonably assumed that the relations between the 
two countries were !i!! first purely commercial. Chinese silk, as al· 
ready noted above, was highly prized in India. The fact that the 
wo!ds Sind.!![a (vermiliQU) and kichaka (bamboo) are derived from 
C~ese tsin-tu!!:9 an0i-.s_hok ,e;:oves that these two commogities 
~. 

But, as always happens, ideas were carried along with wares, 
and led to the introduction of Buddhism in China. As this soon 
changed the whole aspect of the relation between the two countries, 
we have to examine it a little more closely. 

According to Chinese tradition, Buddhist missionaries from 
I~__proceeded to China as early as 217 B.~ but this can hardly 
be accepted as historical. According to another account, a Chinese 
general, who led a military expedition to Central Asia in 121 B.C., 
brought a golden statue of the Buddha, and thus the Chinese first 
came to know of Buddhism. This is also very doubtful. It is, how
ever, definitely known that in the year 2 B.C. the Yueh-chi rulers in 
the Ox us valley presented some Buddhist texts to the Chinese court. 

The official account of the introduction of Buddhism into China 
places the event jn A.D. 65. In that year the Han emperor Ming-ti 
saw golden man 'til a dream and was told b his courtiers that i 
was the Buddha. He accordingly sent ambassadors to t e west, 
w~h them two Indian monks named Dharmaratnp.' and 
Kasyapa Matanga. These missionaries brought a-lot of sacred texts 
~ 

and relics on a white horse. Hence, the monastery built for them 
by Imperial order at the capital city was called "The White Horse 
Monastery". The two monks spent the rest of their lives in China, 
translating Buddhist texts into Chinese and preaching Buddhism 
among the people. 

This story is probably substantially correct. But Buddhism 
must have also passed into China by the other overland route from 
India through Burma. There are good grounds to believe that 
Buddhist missionaries came by this route and were already active 
in China by the middle of the first century A.D. 

1. Bagchi (op. cit.) gives the name Dharmaraksha on pp. 7 and 32 and Dharmaratna 
on p. 217. The last is also given in Le Ca.non Bou.ddhique en Chine, p. 4. 
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Thus, Buddhism must have got a definite footing in different 
parts of China in the first century AD. The interest taken by the 
court and the nobility in the new religion, and the sympathy and 
support they extended to the first missionaries, encouraged other 
Buddhist missions to follow them. It appears from the Chinese 
account that these mostly came from Central Asia, and the mission
aries belonged to various nationalities, such as the Yueh-chi, the 
Parthians, the Sogdians, the Kucheans, the Khotanese, etc. A sort 
of cultural internationalism was thus created through Buddhism 
right across the great continent of Asia. 

Reference may be made to a few of these mlsslOnaries only. 
She-kao (Lokottama was a Parthian rince who abdicated the 
throne an was converted to Buddhism at an early age. He was a 
profound scholar and settled in the White Horse Monastery with a 
collection of Buddhist canonical texts and a number of Parthian 
and Sogdian monks. They spent their lives there translating Bud
dhist texts and preaching Buddhism about the middle of the second 
century A.D. ~) was born in the first quar
ter of the third century AD. in a Sogdian family which had settled 
in India for several generations. Seng-hui's father went to Tonkin 
for purposes of trade and settled there. On the death of his father, 
Seng-hui became a Buddhist monk and carried on missionary acti
vity in south China. He is said to have converted t e ror 
gf Nanking. Ije built a monastery at anking (AD. 247) and 
founded a Buddhist schQ.Q}. He built temples and set up images, 
a"iid"Buddhism flourished in this region.' 

~-hu (Dharmaraksha) was the most famous of the Yueh-.£lli 
missi~aries in ""Cfi.ina. He !las born at Tunh_wang and educated 
thereby Indian teachers. He travelled with them all over Central 
Asia and visited some countries on the frontiers of India. It is said 
that he knew thirty-six languages, including Sanskrit and Chinese. 
He settled in the Chinese capital about the middle of the third cen
tury AD., and spent his whole life preaching Buddhism and trans
lating Sanskrit texts into Chinese. 

The Chinese have preserved the names of a large number of 
other missionaries who distinguished themselves by similar activities 
durin,~ the first three centuries of the Christian era. These 
accounts leave no doubt that Buddhism, and with that Indian cul
ture, had grown into a powerful civilizing force in a wide belt of terri-

1. BEFEO XXXII. 212-13. 
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tory in Asia, from Parthia in the wi'lst to China on the east. Tunh
wang, on the western frontier of China, and near the junction of the 

. two roads over the Tarim basin, became an important centre of Bud
dhism. In the third century, some Indian families were settled in 
this territory and it was the meeting place of Buddhists of all nation~ 
alities coming from the west. 

It must, however, be remembered that, whereas the whole of 
. the region between the Hindu Kush and China was peopled by races 

with a primitive type of civilization and no developed religious faith , 
China itself was highly civilized and professed the Confucian faith 
with its high philosophy. We can therefore easily understand wby 
Buddhism made more rapid progress in Central Asia, and the influ~ 
ence of Indian culture was deeper and more thorough in that region; 
than was the case with China. But China paid a high compliment 
to Buddhism when she consented to learn it from the monks of 
Central Asia, which was in her eyes a country of the barbarians'. 
The Chinese had not yet come into direct contact with a large 
number of Indian monks, and it could hardly be expected that the 
higher ranks in China would be affected by Indian ideas to the same 
extent as the primitive peoples of Central Asia. 

Nevertheless, Buddhism was slowly making its influence felt 
even among the Chinese scholars and aristocracy. Mou-tseu .... a 
great Chinese 'scholar (second century A.D.), wrote in defence of 
Buddhism and pronounced it as even superior to the doctrines of 
Confucius. The rulers of the various small principalities, into which 
China was divided, patronised the new religion. The emperors of 
the western J'sin dynasty, who brought about the unity of China, 
were also great patrons of Buddhism, and under their rule Bud
dhism came to be an important factor in Chinese life. Durin'g the 
reigns of the em!>_erors Wu (A.D. 265-290) and Min (A.D. 313-316') 
monasteries were built in various parts of the country, and ISO 
religious establishments were founded in Nanking and Chan g-ngan , 
The total number of Buddhist monks during this period is said t q 
have been 3,700. . 

The stronghold of Buddhism in China is also evidenced by 'a 
growing desire of the Chinese to visit the Holy Land. A Chinese 
monk named Chu She-hi128 started for India in A.D. 260 in ordet 
to study Buddhism under learned teachers. After visiting differ
ent centres in Central Asia he came to Khotan. As he found Bud~ 
dhist texts and competent teachers there, he did not proceed to 
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India but stayed in KhoUm till his death. From Khotan he sent a 
collection of Sanskrit manuscripts to China. 

I-tsing records a tradition that, about five hundred years before 
his time, twenty Buddhist priests came from China to India by the 
overland route through Burma. The Indian ruler Srigupta built a 
temple in Bengal for these priests, and being impressed by their 
pious demeanour, he gave them the land and the revenues of about 
.twenty villages as an endowment. This temple was known as the 
China temple even in I-tsing's time. It was then in ruins, but I-tsing 
~ 

.was told by the local king that he was willing to give back the temple 
land and the endowment to any priest coming from China.' This 
~ncident illustrates the growing strength of Buddhism in China and 
the beginning, as early as the third century A.D., of that ardent 
pesire of pn rimage to the Holy Land of India, which prompted 
"liun reds of inese in su sequent ages to brave the perils of the 
long and arduous journey both by land and sea. 

We have so far dwelt upon the religious aspect of the inter
'course between India and China. But although less important and 
less known, there were also political relations between the two 
countries. 

Apart from what has been said above,2 political relations may 
be traced as far back as the time of Kanishka. JIiuen Tsang re

'~es that the great emperor keEt a Chinese prince as hostage in a 
'part of the Punjab, which, for this reason, came to be known as the 
'Chinabhukti. This Chinese hostage is said to have introduced two 
fruits, peach and pear, into In~ia, and these were consequently 
called "Chiniini" and "China-rajaputra" respectively. 
; r 

An interesting light is thrown on the relation between India 
and China by the following passage in the History of the Later Han' 
Dynasty covering the period A.D. 25 to 220. 3 

"This country (India) produces elephants, rhinoceroses, tor
toise-shell, gold, silver, copper, iron, lead and tin. From the west 
coast it is in communication with Ta-ts'in (the Roman province of 
Syria) and precious objects from Ta-ts'in are found there. There 

1 . For the location of this temple cf. HBR. 69, Sri'!upta has been identifi.ed with 
the founder of the Imperial Gupta dynasty. This point will be discussed in 
Vol. m in connection with the history of the Guptas. 

~ . See pp. 122 f. 
3. K. A. N. Sastri, FO'l'eign Notices of South India, p. 11. The passage is, how

ever, not an extract from the report of Pan Young as Mr. Sastri supposes (p. 
10); cf. JDL. 1920, p. 73 fl. 
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are also fine fabrics, woollen carpets of good quality, perfumes of 
all kinds, sugar-candy, pepper, ginger and black salt." 

"In the epoch of the emperor Ho (A.D. 89-105) they sent on 
several occasions ambassadors carrying tributes and presents. 
Later, the countries of the West having revolted, these relations 
were interrupted. Then in the years A.D. 159 and 161 they came 
again on two occasions from beyond Je-nan". 

It would thus appear that intercourse with China through 
Central Asia was interrupted shortly after A.D. 105 and was con
tinued thereafter either by sea or by the overland route through 
Burma. Musicians and jugglers from Ta-ts'in passed through the 
latter route in A.D. 120. The embassies of A.D. 159 and 161 either 
followed this route or proceeded by sea. A Chinese chronicle refers 
to Indian ambassadors coming by the Southern Sea to China during 
the period A.D. 147-167. 

IV. Tonkin 
China proved to be an important base for the further spread 

of Buddhism and Indian culture towards the north, east and south. 
¥ongolia, Korea and Japan r..xceived Buddhism from Chin!!., though 
we possess no definite details for the period under review. We are, 
however, more fortunate in respect ot Tonkin!.. which was at that 
time politically · subject to China. It appears from the meagre 
accounts that have been preserved that Buddhism was preached in 
Tonkin as early as the second and third centuries A.D., both by 
Chinese and Indian missionaries. The Indian monks proceeded 
there by both land and sea. As a matter of fact, Tonkin formed an 
important i termediate station in the sea route between India and 
~hina, and was vislted y missionaries of both countries in the course 
of their journey from the one country to the other. According to 
some reliable texts, Buddhism obtained a secure footing in Tonkin 
about the same time as in China and had made even more rapid pro
gress there at the beginning. 1 

Tradition has preserved the names of the first Buddhist mis
sionaries who played an important part in the introduction of Bud
dhism in Tonkin. The arliest of them' th hlnese MD - u to 
whom reference has been made above.2 When, after the death of 
Ling-ti in A.D. 189, civil war broke out in China, only the southern 

1. For an account of the introduction of Buddhism in Tonkin, cf. BEFEO, XXXII. 
211. 

2. See p. 647. 
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province of Tonkin remained comparatively calm and many dis
tinguished persons of China migrated there. Mou-tseu, although 
a ~ embraced Buddhism and his example was followed by 
others (c. A.D. 194-195). 

About the middle of the third century, _S.!'!ng-hui began his mis
sionary activity in Tonkin. His origin and activity in China have 
been mentioned above. 1 But it was from Tonkin that he proceeded 
to China to convert the king of the Wu dynasty to Buddhism. He 
was one of the reatest translators of Sanskrit texts into Ch~ 
and some 0 these works were accomplished in Tonkin. 

The third important missionary in Tonkin was_Mar.ajillaka or 
Jival{a. He was orrrirr :fndla ana came to Fu-nan in southern Cam
bodia 2 in a merchant vessel. He then proceeded to Tonkin and 
Canton. He preached Buddhism wherever he went and largely con
tributed to its development all along the sea-route to China. He 
visited the capital city Lo Yang towards the closg_ of the reign of 
em~ouei of the Tsin dYnasty (A.D. 290-306) and later, on 
account of political troubles in China, returned to India. 

The last of the four missionaries was an Indo-Scythian, the 
Chinese form of whose name has been taken to represent either 
Kalarucbi....Q!:.... Ka.lY:ii"Qaruchi. He translated some Buddhist texts 
between A.D. 255 and 257. 

Thanks to the efforts of these and perhaps other missionaries, 
Tonkin became a stronghold of Buddhism. By the end of the third 
century A.D. there were more than 20 chaityas and five hundred 
monks in the district of Leileu (now represented by the village of 
Lung-khe in the provin~ oiifac-ninh). Although Tonkin did not 
become an Indian colony like southern Annam, a large number of 
Indians were settled there. A Chinese text of the fourth century 
A.D. mentions the presence of a large number of Indians in the en
tourage of the provincial. governor. An Annamite text gives some 
particulars of an Indian named.Khauda-!!h He was born in a Brah
maI:la family of western India and'" was versed in magical art. He 
went to Tonkin by sea, probably about the same time as Jivaka, 
mentioned above. He lived in caves or under trees, and was also 
known as Ca-Ia-cha-Ia (Kalacharya-black preceptor?). 

1. See p. 646. 
2. See p. 656. 
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B. SOUTH-EAST ASIA 

I. EARLY TRADE INTERCOURSE AND THE BEGINNING OF 
COLONISATION 

To the ancient Indians, the Indo-Chinese Peninsula and the East 
Indies were vaguely known as SuvarI}a-bhiimi and Suvarna-dvipa, 
the land or the island of gold. It was a veritable El Dorado, with 
an abundance of spices, gold and all precious metals and minerals. 
The lure of wealth attracted them and they braved the perils of the 
sea to seek fortunes in these distant unknown lands. 

Although we have no systematic account of this early trade with 
the Far East, we have a number of popular stories and folk-tales 
that grow out of this spirit of adventure. These have been pre
served in the Jatakas, the various recensions of Brihat-Kathii., the 
Kathii-Kosa and other books of this type. We read in them how 
princes and merchants sailed in ships from Bhrigukachchha or 
~al!Pti..l.. reached SqyaI"I).a-dvipa or SuvarQa-bhiimj, and returned 
with fabulous riches. Sometimes these trading voyages ended in 
disaster, though the ship-wrecked merchants often had a narrow 
escape according to these stories. They sometimes mention indi
vidual towns and ports as the destination of the merchant-vessels, 
but more often vaguely refer to SuvaI"I).a-bhiimi or SuvaI"I).a-dvipa. 

Intercourse with Suvar.l).a-dvipa is also reflected in more serious 
literature. The Buddhist text Milinda-panha refers to sea-voyages to 
SuvaI"I).a-bhiimi, Takkola and China. Kautilya's ArthaSiistra mentions 
E-Jl.uru (aloel-.of SuvaI"I).a-bhiimi. 

Indians also proceeded to the Far East by land-routes through 
Bengal, Manipur and Assam. They reached lower Burma through 
Arakan, and upper Burma through the various passes in the Patkoi 
range or Manipur hills. As already noted, Chinese wares passed 
through this land route from Yunnan and Szechwan to northern 
India in the second century B.C. There are good grounds to 
hold that this route, though difficult, was frequently used in olden 
times. 

Indian familiarity with the Far East is reflected in the Puranic 
cosmology and geographical divisions into Varshas and DVipas. 
There is no doubt that some of them refer to localities in this re
gion, though it is hazardous to identify any Puranic name with any 
particular locality. Ptolemy (second century A.D.) and the author 
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of the Periplus of the Eryth'raean Sea (first century A.D.) refer to 
Indian intercourse with these countries. The former shows that 
some localities like Yava-dvipa already bore Indian names. 

We get a comprehensive view of ancient lndian trade in the 
Far East, and the risks and troubles it involved, from a passage in 
the Buddhist text Niddesa, which may be referred to a period not 
later than the second century A.D. It describes the various kinds of 
torments which a sailor experiences while, overpowered by the 
desire for wealth and enjoyment, he sails the high seas in a boat 
and visits different countries. It specially names twenty-four loca
lities to which the merchants voyaged, and ten difficult routes which 
they had to follow on land. No less than eight of these localities 
can be definitely located in, and cover a fairly large part of, 
SuvarI;la-bhiimi and SuvarI;la-dvipa. 

The extraordinarily difficult routes mentioned in the Niddesa. 
are explained by the ~tory of sanu~ which may be summed up 
as follows:-

"Sanudasa joins the gang of the adventurer Achera, who is 
preparing an expedition to the Land of Gold (SuvarI;la-bhiimi). 
They cross the sea and land at the foot of a mountain. They climb 
up to the top by catching hold of creepers (vetra). This is the 
'creepers' path' (Vetrapatha). On the plateau there is a river 
which changes into stone everything that falls into it. They cross 
it by holding on to the bamboos which overhang the banks. This 
is 'the bamboo's path' (Va-msapatha). Further on, they meet a 
narrow path between precipices. They light a fire with wet 
branches; the smoke attracts, some Kirdtas who come and propose 
to sell them some goats; the adventurers get on those goats, the only 
animals sure-footed enough to be able to follow the narrow edge 
without feeling giddy. This is the 'goats' path' (Ajapatha). The 
adventurers do not come to the end of it without some difficulty, as 
another gang is approaching from the opposite direction. A strug
gle ensues, but Achera's troops are able to pass through after having 
thrown their enemies into the ravines. Siinudasa begins to feel 
indignant at the fierceness of the gold-seekers. Achera orders his 
followers to slay the goats and to put on their skins with the inside 
out. Huge birds will mistake these men for a heap of raw meat, 
come and carry them away to their aerie. It is there that the gold 
is! sanudasa attempts to save the goat he was riding, but his com
panions are pitiless. Everything takes place as Achera foretold, 
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but the bird which carries off Siinudasa is attacked by another 
bird which attempts to steal his prey. The goat's skin bursts open 
and Siinudasa falls in a tank which is in the heart of a luxurious 
forest. The next day he comes to a river the banks of which are 
of golden sand; near by, there is a hermitage from which a hermit 
comes out." 

The above story refers to several 'paths' or ingenious means 
of passing through difficult territory. A few more of these paths 
are referred to in various early books. There is Ja'l)-'I)-upatha where 
one has to crawl on hands and knees. Sankupathu was a diffi.cult 
and laborious procedure for ascending a mountain. An iron hook, 
attached to a rope of skin, is thrown up on to the mountain-side 
where it gets embedded. Having climbed up the rope, the man 
makes a hole on the hill-side with a diamond-tipped iron rod and 
fixes a spear. Having caught hold of this, he detaches the hook 
and repeats the performance till the spear is again fixed up in the 
mountain. Then he ties the rope to the spear, and having caught 
hold of the rope with one hand, strikes it by a hammer with the 
other till the spear is detached. Then he climbs up again, again 
fixes the spear, and repeats the process till he ascends to the top of 
the hill. Last comes Chhattapatha, the means of coming down from 
a steep height. One jumps down from a precipice with an open 
parasol made of skin, and descends slowly to the ground on account 
of the resistance of the air. In other words, it acted as a parachute. 

These various kinds of 'paths' give us some idea of the diffi
culties which Indians had to surmount while travelling in un
known foreign lands to which they were attracted by lure of 
wealth. 

Literature is justly regarded as the echo of national life. The 
stories quoted above and numerous other Indian folk-tales about 
merchants going beyond the sea indic(ite that the spirit of explo
ration and adventure was a characteristic feature of ancient India. 

We possess reliable evidence regarding the sea-routes follow
ed by Indians. Beginning from the north, there was first the 
~ mous ort of Tamrali ti which is now ~resented b_y Tamluk 
In t e Mi napore district Be a. From thIS port there was regu
lar sal ing of vessels, which either proceeded along the coasts of 
Bengal and Burma, or crossed the Bay of Bengal and made a direct 
voyage to the Malay Peninsula, and then to the East Indies and 
Indo-China beyond it. There were other similar ports of 
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embarkation, one at palura near GopalEur (Ganjam) in Ori.§§ii, and 
three near ,Masulipatam (Mad;:as), from which ships sailed across 
the Bay of Bengal to the Far East. There was a regular coastal 
vo;yage from the mouth of the Ganga along the eastern coast of 
India to Ceylon, and thence along the western coast up to Broach at 
the mouth of the Narmada river, and perhaps even beyond it. 
People from all parts of India came by land or river to the nearest 
sea-port, and then made a coastal voyage to Tamralipti, Palura, or 
one of the harbours near Masulipatam, whence ships made a direct 
voyage to the Far East across the Bay of Bengal. The South Indian 
peninsula as well as Ceylon also contained several harbours from 
which such direct voyages were made in ancient times. 

The literary evidence leaves no doubt that trade was the chief 
stimulus of this intercourse between India and the Far East. Apart 
from the fact that the folk-tales deal mostly with merchants and 
seekers of wealth, the geographical names, applied by the Indians, 
all refer to minerals, metals or some industrial and agricultural pro
ducts. In addition to SuvarJ)a-dvipa and its variant forms, we may 
refer to ~a, ...!.amra-dvi_Qa, Yava-dvipa , Lanka-dvipa, 
~ ~iira-dvj9a, ~.arikela-dviEl!, etc. 

In course of time, trade and commercial activi ty led to the 
establishment of political and cultural relations. The traders spread 
Indian culture along with their wares and, as opportunities offered, 
some of them permanently settled in these places and even seized 
political power. Adventurous Kshatriya princes came to seek 
their fortunes and established kingdoms. Individual monks or 
bands of missionaries also came to preach their religious doctrines. 
It is said that ~ and Uttara, two missionaries of ASoka, visited 
SuvarI)a-bhiimi. But no satisfactory evidence has yet come to 
light in support of this. There is, however, no doubt that as early 
as the second century A.D., Indians ruled over kingdoms in the 
remotest parts of Indo-China. Colonisation, as distinguished from 
the establishment of political authority, evidently took place much 
earlier, and the beginnings of trade relations, which preceded 
colonisation, may be placed at least two or three centuries before 
the Christian era, if not earlier still. 

II. EARLY COLONIES 

1. General Review 
Local traditions refer to the establishment of political authority 

by immigrant Indians almost all over south-east Asia. According 
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to the Burmese chronicles, Abhiraj~ a E!"ince of the $akya clan of 
Kapilavastu, marched with an arm · to u r Bur ,founded the 
c~of S~sa (Tagaung) ~ th~EPer Irewadi, and set himself up 
as king of the surrounding region. His elder _son ruled over Arakan, 
while the younger continued at Sankissa. Thirty-one generations 
later, during the time of Buddha, a second band of Kshatriyas came 
from the Gangetic valley. After they had ruled for sixteen genera
tions, they lost upper Burma and founded a new kingdom in lower 
Burma, with their capital at $ri-Kshetra (near Prome). According 
to the traditions current among the Mons or Talaings in the coastal 
districts of lower Burma, Indian colonists from the lower courses 
of the rivers Krislu).a and Godavari had at a remote time crossed the 
sea and formed settlements in the delta of the Irrawadi and on the 
adjoining coast. Local tradition in Yunnan (S. China) affirms that the 
ro al £amil was descended from ASoka. According to the traditions 
of Arakan, the first king 0 the province was the son of a king of 
Banaras. The f~d~ of LigQ!: in the Malay Peninsula is ascribed 
to a descendant ASoka. According to the Cambodian annals an 
exiled rince of Indra ra a ou e he kin dom of mbo ia. 
According to another tradition current in the southern part of Cam
bodia, and recorded by a Chinese in the third century A.D., a Hindu 
named _Kaun<)inya fOJ.!nded a kingdom in that region. Many legends 
current in Java associate the original colonists and their leade:r,: Aji .. 
Saka with the heroes of the Mahabharata rJlling__ at Hastinapura. 
AnOther cycle of legends gives the credit for the colonIsation of 
Java to the people of Kalhlga. In one of them we read that twenty 
thousand families were sent to J ava from Kaliilga. 

These traditions cannot, of course, be regarded as historical, but 
taken collectively they may be regarded as fair evidence of the early 
colonisation of this region by Indians. Fortunately, this conclusion 
is corroborated by more positive evidences. Thus, the settlement of 
Indians in Burma, long before the second century A.D., is proved by 
Sanskrit place-names, mentioned by Ptolemy, which have been locat
ed with a fair degree of certainty in Burma. The discovery of isolated 
Indian Brahmi alphabets on stones in Burma also points in the same 
direction. According to the Chinese chronicles of the third century 
A.D., a ~dom called,k,n-yang, which has been located in central 
Burma, had an ardent By_ddl]Jst population of over 10,000 families, 
including several thousand monks. Archaeological remains in Burma 
also prove that the Indian language and literature, both Sanskrit and 
Pali, were cultivated, and Indian religions, both Brahmanical and 
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Buddhist, were adopted by the people in the early centuries of 
the Christian era. The Hindus must have also established political 
authority ill Java by the beginning of the second century A.D., for in 
A.:Q. 132 king_Devavarman of Java se~n embas~ to Chin~. There 
were probably several other ffindu kingdoms in Indo-China and the 
East Indies, though we know nothing definite about them before A.D. 
300. But we possess a somewhat detailed account of two kingdoms 
founded in Cambodia and Annam. 

2. Fu-nan (Cambodia) 

An account of a Iiindu kingdo In e:rmbedia has been preserved 
by the Chinese. They call it 'fu-na.,e'. It was founded by a :arncW 
named Kaundin~ in the first century A.D. The people of Fu-nan were almost savages ...... They wen about naked and decorated them
selves with tattoo marks. KaUl).dinya introduced the elements of 
civilised life among them; in par ticular, he made the women wear 
clothes. His kingdom comprised Cochin-China and the southern part 
of Cambodia. 

KaUl).<;linya's descendants ruled for 100 years, after which the 
kingdom passed to the general Fan-che-man, who was elected king 
by the people (c. A.D. 200). He organised a powerful navy and con
quered a large number of neighbouring states, whiCh henceforth 
became vassals of Fu-nan. Nearly the whole of Siam and parts of 
Laos and the Malay Peninsula acknowledged the authority of Fu
nan, which thus became the first Hindu colonial empire in Indo~ 
China. The Indian form of the name Fan-che-man cannot be ascer
tained, but Fan, which forms a part of every name, is evidently a 
corruption of ~. . 

The next king Fan-chan sent an embassy to China in A.D. 243. 
He also sen IS re ations named Su-Wu as an ambassador to 

~ - -
Iqdia. Su-Wu embarlsgd at Teu-kiu-li, probably the famous port 

OtTakkola, and reached the mouth of the Ganga after about a year. 
He was cordially welcomed by the Indian king and returned to 
Fu-nan after four years, with two envoys and some presents sent by 
the latter. 

These four years witnessed some palace-revolutions, after which 
Fan-siun became king of Fu-nan. During his reign the Chinese 
am~~or K~.s...... T'ai visited FU-Mn, probably between A.D. 245 
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and 250. K'ang T'ai wrote an account of Fu-nan, which has supplied 
us with the interesting details given above. He pointed out that the 
men of Fu-nan went about naked, but king Fan-siun stopped this 
indecent habit. Fan-sium had a long reign and sent embassies to 
China in the years A.D. 268, 285, 286 and 287. 

3. Champa. (Annam) 

s called Cham -. Its capital 
was am -- ad or Champa.-gura, whose ruins lie at Trakieu. a 
little to the south of Quang Nam. The people were accordingly 
called Cham. The first historical lfindu king, so far known, is 
~ri-Miia,...who established a dynasty about the second century A.D. 
He probably freed the country from the yoke of the Chinese, whose 
duminions included the whole of Tonkin and a considerable part of 
northern Annam. 

The downfall of the Imperial Han dynasty in China in A.D. 220 
offered an opportunity to the Hindu kings of Champa to extend and 
consolidate their kingdom. Some time between A.D. 220 and 230 
the king of Champa sent a diplomatic mission to the governor of 
Kia-cha (Tonkin) at the invitation of the latter. But in A.D. 248 
the Cham king made a naval attack, ravaged even the provincial 
capital with several other towns, and defeated the fleet that was 
sent against him. At last a treaty was concluded by which the dis
trict of Kiu-su, corresponding to modern Thua-Thien, was ceded to 
Champa. 

The Hindu kings of this period are known from Chinese sources 
alone, and as is the case with those of Fu-nan, their names begin 
with Fan (Varman). Fan Hiong. who succeeded to the throne of 
Champa some time between A.D. 270 and 280.1 was probably a de
scendant of Sri-Mara on thefemale side. He continued the policy 
of extending his kingdom to the north at the cost of the Chinese. 
He made an alliance with the king of Fu-nan for this purpose and 
frequently ravaged the Chinese possessions in Tonkin. For ten 
years the struggle went on and the Chinese were reduced to great 
straits. At last, peace was concluded in A.D. 280, probably on terms 
unfavourable to the Chinese. 

Fan Hiong was succeeded by his son Fan-Yi_who had a peaceful 
and prosperous reign of more than half a century and who devoted 
his energies to increasing the military power and strengthening the 
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defensive works of the kingdom. He sent an embassy to the ImBeM 

r~t in China in A.D. 284 and di'td in A.D. 336. 
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ADDENDUM 

Ref: pp. 77-78 

A bilingual inscription of ASoka written in Greek and Aramaic 
has been discovered near the old city of Kandahar in Afghanistan. 
This supports the view, mentioned on p. 78, that the provinces ceded 
by Seleucus still belonged to the Mauryan Empire. 
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Chinese Emperor sends presents to the king of 
Huang-che (? Ka:fichl). 

Artabanus III, of Parthia. 
Tiberius. 
Mah.aksha trapa so~r;lasa. 
Kadphises 1. 
.Q.QQd~._ 
LaiKa KUs\iIUKa, viceroy of Maues. 
Azilises. 
Azes II. 
Vardanes of Parthia. 
Claudius. 

ApOIionrus of Tyana visits Taxila, and 
Phraotes, a Parthian, in possession of Taxila, 
according to Philostratus. 

Hippalus makes the great discovery of the mon-
soon wind. 

Takht-i-Bahi inscription. 
Ming--ti sees a golden man (Buddha) in dream. 
KMyapa Matanga introduces Buddhism into 

China. 
Kadphises II. 
Death of Nero. 
"Periplus of the Erythraean Sea" written by 

an Egyptian Greek. 
Completion of Pliny's Natural Hist01·Y. 
Initial year of the Saka Era. 
~nishkjL 

""Emperor Ho~ti. 
Trajan, of Rome. 
Vasishka. 
Destruction of the Nabataean kingdom of Petril. 
Huvishka. 
Gautam'iputra 5atakaI'I)i. 
Hadrian. 
Kanishka II. 
Na~lllh 
MusIcIans and jugglers from Ta-tsin pass 

through Burma on their way to China. 
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<:.125 

129-30 
130-31 

<:.130-159 
138-161 

c.140 
c.140 

<:.145-176 
150-151 
155-230 

c.159-166 
159-165 
164-66 

c.167-174 
168 

c.174-203 
178 

c.180-250 
180-81 
181-189 
185 
188-91 
188-190 

191-197 
197-99 
201-223 

c.203-209 
208-17 

c.209-219 
217 
218-222 

c.219-227 
c.220 

222-223 
223-237 
226-241 

227-239 
230 

237-240 

238-239 
239-251 
247 

CHRONOLOGY 

Nahapana defeated and killed by Gf\utamiputra 
satakal"l1i. 

Maharaja Bhlmasena. 
Chashtana ruling jointly with RudradBman. 
Vasishthiputra. Pulumavi. 
Antoninus Pius. 
Geography of ptolemy. 
Pulumavi on the throne of Pratishthana, ac-

cording to Ptolemy's Geog1·aphy. 
Vasudeva, Kushat}.a. 
Juna.garh inscription of Rudradaman. 
Dion Cassius. 
Sivasri satakan:ri. 
Kausikiputra Bhadramagha of Kausambi. 
Kautsiputra PraushthaSri (Magha king) . 
Sivaskanda satakan:ri. 
Bhadradeva (Magha king). 
Yajiia Satakan:ri. 
Maha-kshatrapa Jivaclaman. 
Philostratus. 
Kshatrapa Rudrasi..rhha I. 
Maha-kshahapa Rudrasirhha 1. 
Maharaja VaiSrava:t;la of Kau.sambi. 
Rudrasirhha I issued coins as a Kshatrapa. 
Date of coins of iSvaradatta (according to 

Bhandarkar), 
Maha-kshatrapa Rudrasi..rhha I. 
Maha-kshatrapa Jivadaman. 
Maha-kshatrapa Rudrasena I . 
Vijaya (Siitavahana). 
Maharaja Bhimavarman of Kausambi. 
ChandraSr! (or Chat:l~aSri) (Satavahana). 
Caracalla. 
Heliogabalus. 
Pulorna (sata vahana) . 
Death of Clement of Alexandria . 
Maha-kshatrapa Sanghadaman. 
Maha-kshatrapa Diimasena. 
Ardashir I Babagan, founder of the Sassanilln 

Dynasty. 
Emperor Ming. 
Yueh-chi king Po-t'iao (? Vasudeva) sends 

ambassador to China, 
Date of coins of iSvaradatta (according to 

Rapson) . 
Maha-kshatrapa ya.sodaman. 
Maha-kshatrapa Vijayasena. 
Seng-hui (Sailghabhadra) builds a monastery 

at Nanking, and founds a Buddhist school 
there. 
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248-249 
251-255 
255-257 
255-277 
265-290 
270-275 
273 
275-279 
278 
279-282 
282-295 
290-306 
293-305 

THE AGE OF IMPERIAL UNITY 

Starting year of Kalachuri or Chedi era. 
Maha-kshatrapa DamajadaSri III. 
Marajivaka translates Buddhist texts. 
Maha-kshatrapa Rudrasena II. 
Emperor Wu. 
Aurelian. 
Aurelian sacks Palmyra. 
Kshatrapa V iSvasirhha. 
Archelaos of Carrah. 
Kshatrapa Bhartridaman. 
Maha-kshatrapa Bhartridaman. 
Emperor Houei-Ti of Tsin dynasty. 
Kshatrapa Visvasena. 
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GENEALOGY 
(Figures within brackets after the names of kings refer to 

regnal years) 
I. UP TO THE END OF THE NANDA DYNASTY 

(According to Mahavamsa) 
A. [Haryanka KulaJ 

A-:- Bimbisara (52) 
I >.- AjataSatru (32) 
I 

3. Udayabhadra (16) 
I 

4. Anuruddha "I 
I ~ (8) 

5. MUl.lQ.a J 
I 

6. Nagadasaka (24) 

B. @unagas.J 
7. susunara (18) 

8. KaIasoka (28) 
I 

9. Ten sons of Kalasoka (22) 

c. (Nine Nandai)(22). 
(According to the Purfu:l.as) 

A. SiSunaga Dynasty. 
1. SiSunaga (40) 

I 
2. KakavarJ}.a (36) 

I 
3. Kshemadharman (20) 

I 
4. Kshatraujas (40) 

I 
5. Bimbisara (28) 

I 
6. AjataSatru (25) 

I 
7. Darsaka (25) 

I 
8. Udayin (33) 

I 
9. Nandivardhana (40) 

,\ .J.U.-45 
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THE AGE OF IMPERIAL UNlTY 

10. Mahanandin (43). 

B. Nanda Dynasty. 
11. Mahapadma (88 or 28). 

I 
12. 8 sons (12). 

[N.B. The regnal years are differently given in the different 
Pural)as. The figures given are taken from DKA pp. 68 ff.] 

II. @AURYA DYNASTY) 
{According to the Purfu;las) 

1. Chandragupta (24) 
I 

2. Bindusara (25 ; 28 according to Mahavarhsa) 

3. Asoka (36 ; 37 according to Mahavamsa) 
Matsya Pura~a Vayu and Brahma1J4,a 

3. ~oka 3. ASoka 
(ASoka's grandson) ( ?) 

4 . DaSaratha (8) 
I 

.5. Samprati (9) 
I 

,6. Satadhanva (6) 

'7 . Brihadratha (70, prob. 
a misreading of 7) 

4. KunaJa (8) 

I 
5. Bandhupalita (8) 

6. Indrapalita (10) 

7. Devavarma (7) 

8. Satadhanu (8 ) 

9. Brihadratha (7 ) 
[Some versions of Vayu add DaSona (after Bandhupalita) , his 

s on DaSaratha , his son Samprati, and saliSiika, ruling respectively 
for 7, 8, 9, and 13 years. Matsya, Vish:z:m and Bhagavata give the 
total number of kings as 10 while Vayu (generally) and Brahmfu)t;la 
give the number as 9.] 

III. SUNGA DYNASTY 
1. Pushyamitra (36) -

I 
2. Agnimitra (8) 

I 
3. Sujyeshtha or Vasujyeshtha (7) 

I 
4. Vasumitra (10) 

I 
5. Andhraka (? Bhadraka, Ardraka, Antaka) (2) 

6. Pulindaka (3) 
I 

7. Ghosha (or Ghoshavasu) (3) 
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GENEALOGY 

8. Vajramitra (9) 

9. Bhagavata (32) 

10. 
I 

Devabhumi (10) 

IV. KANYA DYNASTY 
1. V asude:ll~ (9) " 

I 
2. Bhiimimitra (14 ) 

3. Narayal).a (12) 

4. Su.sarman (10) 

V. ANDHRA OR SATAVAHANA KINGS 

(According to Matsya Purfu:la) 
1. Simuka (23) 

2. Krish.J.:ta , younger brother of 1 (10) 

3. Satakarni (10) 

4. Piin:totsailga (18) 

5. Skandhastambhi (18) 

6. SatakarI).i (56) 

7 . Lambodara (18) 

I 
8 . Apilaka (12) 

9. Meghasvati (18) 

10. Svati (18) 

11. Skandasvati (7) 

12. Mrigendra Svatikama (3 ) 

13. Kuntala Svatikama (8) 

14. SvatikarI).a (1) 

15. Pulomayi (36) 

16. Arishtakarr,ta (25) 

17. Hala (5) 

18. Mantalaka or Pattalaka (5) 

19. Purikashel)a or Purindrasena (21 ) 
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THE AGE OF IMPERIAL UNITY 

20. Sundara satakar.Q.i (1) 

21. Chakora satakar.Q.i (6 months) 

22. Sivasvati (28) 

23. Gautamiputra (21) 

24. Puloma (28) 

25. Sivasri Puloma (7) 

26. Sivaskandha satakar.Q.i (3) 

27. Yajiia.sri 8atakar.Q.i (29) 

28. Vijaya (6) 

29. ChaJ).Q.aSri sa takar.Q.i (10 ) 

30. Pulomavi (7) 

VI. INDO-SC ~THIANS 

1. Maues 

2. Azes 

3. Azilises 

4. Azes II 

VII. KUSHA~AS 

1. Kujula Kadphises I 

2. Wema Kadphises II 

3. Kanishka I 

4. Vasishka 

5. Huvishka 

6. Kanishka II 

7. Vasudeva I 

8. Kanishka III 

9. Vasudeva II 
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_ _ _ GEtNEALOGY 

VIII. WESTERN SAKA SATRAPS OR KARDAMAKAS 

(Roman numerals denote the succession of Mahakshatrapas. The 
rest ruled only as Kshatrapas. The known dates in saka years are 

given within brackets). 

1 

I. Chashtana (52) 
I 

Jayadaman 
I 

II. Rudradaman I (72) 
I 

I 
III. DamajadaSri I (Damaysada) 

1 

V. ~ Rudrasiffiha I 
(103-110, 113-18) 

! I I 
Satyadaman IV. Jivadaman (100, 119-20) 

I 
1 I 

VI. Rudrasena I 
(122-44) 

I 

VII. Sanghadaman 
(144-5) 

VIII. Damasena (145-58) 
I 

I 
Prithvisena (144) 

- I 
DamajadaSri II (154-55) 

1 I i i 
Viradaman (156-60) IX. Yasodaman X. Vijayasena XI. Damajadasri III 

I (160) (161-72) (173-7) 
XII. Rudrasena II (177-98) 

I 
- I 1 

XIII. ViSvasiffiha XIV. Bhartridaman (204-17) 
1 

ViSvasena (215-226) 

IX. LIST OF CEYLONESE KINGS 

(The dates are given on the authority of W. Geiger (Clllavamsa, Eng. 
Transl. Part II, p. IX). Figures in italics denote mere traditional 
dates, whereas the others rest on more or less probable calculation). 

Vijaya Dynasty 

1. Vijaya 
2. PIU}.c;1.u Vasudeva 
3. Abhaya 
4. PIU}.Q.ukabhaya 
5. Ganatissa 
6. Mutasiva 

} 
7. Devanarhpiyatissa 
8. Uttiya 
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(483-445) 
(444-414) 
(414-394) 

(394-307) 

(307-247) 
(247-207) 
(207-197) 
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9. Mahasiva (197-187) 
!O. Siiratissa (187-177) 
11. Sena } (177-155) 12. Guttika 
13. Asela (155-145) 
14. E}.ara (145-101} 
15. Dunhagama.I)l (101-77) 
16. Saddhatissa (77-59) 
17. Thiilathana (59) 
18. Laiij a tissa (59-50) 
19. Khallatanaga (50-43) 
20. VanagamaI,ll (43) 

21-25. Pulahattha and 
4 others (43-29) 

20. VanagamaI,li 
(Restored) (29-17) 

26. Mahachiili: (17-3) 
27. Choranaga (3 B.C.-A.D. 9) 

A.D. 
28. Tissa (9-12) 
29. Queen Anula (12-16) 
30. Kutakanna tissa (16-38) 
31. BMtikabhaya (38-66) 
32. Mahadathikamahanaga (67-79) 
33. AmaI,l~agama'Ql (79-89) 
34. KaI,1irajanutissa (89-92) 
35. Chiilabhaya (92-93) 
36. Sivali (93) 
37. Ilanaga (93-102) 
38. Chandamukhasiva (103-112) 
39. Yasa1alakatissa (112-120) 

End of V ijaya Dynasty 
40. Subharaja (120-126) 

Lambaka1J-7J-Q. Dynasty 
41. Vasabha (127-171) 
42. V ankanasika tissa (171-174) 
43. Gaj abahugamaI,li (174-196) 
44. Mahallanaga (196-202) 
45. Bhatikatissa (203-227) 
46. Kani ttha tissa (227-245) 
47. Khuj]anaga (246-248) 
48. Klliichanaga (248-249) 
49. Sirinaga I (249-268) 
50. Voharika tissa (269-291) 
51. Abhayanaga (291-299) 
52. Sirinaga II (300-302) . 
53. Vijayakumara J 302-303) 
54. Salhghatissa (303-307) 
55. Sirisangha bodhi (307-309) 
56. Gothabhaya (309-322) 
57. Jetthatissa (323-333) 
58. Mahasena (334-361) 
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Abastanes, 50. 
Abbhutadhamma, 396. 
Abda, 157. 
Abdagases, 129. 
Abhaya,20. 
Abhayagiri, 379. 
Abhayagirivihlira, 240. 
Abhayanaga, 241. 
Abhidhammapipaka, 379, 383, 396, 401, 

407, 408. 
Abhidluina-chintam ani, 427 . 
Abhinavagupta, 273. . 
Abhiraja, 655. 
Abhiras, 152, 160, 178, 22] - 3. 
Abhisara, 46, 48, 50, 53. 
Abhisaraprastha, 134. 
Abiria, 121. 
Abul Fazl, 635. 
Achaemenians, 39, 42, 43, 54, 62, 71, 101, 

102. 
Achaemenid Hall of 100 Columns 

(Persepolis) , 468. 
Achaemenids, 120. 
Acluirakovai, 299. 
Acluiroitga, 413, 421. 
Achera, 652. 
Achyuta, 172, 173. 
Adhi (pledge) , 358. 
Adhilqita, 353. 
Adhyaksha, 353. 
Adi-naga, 472. 
AdiSesha, 292. 
Adraistai (Adhrishtas, Arashtrakas) , 49. 
Aelian, 626. 
Afghanistan, 42, 103, 105, 106, 107, 108, 

109, 111, 112. 
colonial & cultural expansion of India 

in, 634-35. 
Agalassoi, 50. 
Agastya, 229, 290, 291, 292, 293, 294. 
Agastyam (Akattiyam) , 291, 292, 293. 
Agatharcides, 93, 618. 
Agathocleia, 111, 112, 116, 117, 327. 
Agathocles, 104, 109, 114, 117. 
Agenor, 53, 58. 
Agesilaus, Greek engineer, 147. 
Agni,468. 
Agnimitra, 95, 96, 97, 100, 172, 174, 472. 
Agnivarman, 222. 
Agrammes, 31, 33. 
Agrianes, 44. 
Agriculture in early India, 595-99. 

cattle & their care, 596-7. 
character of holdings, 595. 
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crops grown, 596. 
description of a village, 596. 
forests & agriculture, 598-99. 
forest factories, 599. 
taxes on agriculture, 598. 
village administration, 597. 
village police, 597 -98. 

Ahall.a.mi,1·u , 297 , 459. 
AhappoTul, 292. 
Ahi-budhnya, 471. 
Ahichchhatra, 98, 171-73, 484, 531, 533, 

537, 538. 
AMmsii, 362. 
AinkuTunitTu, 292, 296, 297 . 
AitaTeya Brohma1J-a, 194, 197. 
Aiyangar, S. K., 293. 
Ajadatta, 177. 
Ajamitra (Aryamitra) , 162. 
Ajat;l!;8, 499, 505. 

description of paintings in caves IX 
and X, 529-30. 

AjataSatru, 18- 20, 22-30, 37, 38, 334, 368, 
415. 

Aji Saka, 655. 
Ajiva, 425. 
Ajivika sect, 414, 450, 462-64. 
Akara, 201. 
Alasanda (Alexandria) , 103, 113. 
Alberuni, 142, 146, 149, 159, 616, 632. 
Alexander the Great, 31, 33, 34, 40, 43, 

44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 54, 57, 58, 60, 
92, 102, 106, 112, 163, 269, 331, 554, 
615, 616, 617, 618, 630. 

general review of campaign, 51-53. 
his retreat, 50-51. 

Alexander of Epirus, 88, 93. 
Alexandria, 43, 44, 84, ]02, 103, 617, 618, 

619, 625, 631. 
Alexandria -among - the-Arachosians, 43, 

102. 
Alexandria Library, 626. 
Alexandria-under-the-Caucasus, 43, 46, 

102. 
Altekar, 186. 
Alvars, 288. 
Amaravati, 225, 484, 485, 492, 510, 524, 

525, 526, 527, 530. 
Amaru, 403. 
Amatyas, 353. 
Ambhi, 44, 48, 50, 53. 
Ambika, 466 ff. 
Amoghabhuti, raja of KUt;lindas, 161. 
Amrapal'i (Ambapilli) , 20, 528, 568 f . 
Amitraghata, 69. 
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Amritimanda, 266. 
Amtalikita, 115. 
Ariltiyaka (Antiochus II), 78. 
Amu Darya, 136. 
Amyntas, 112, 118. 
A1_I,agiira-Siham, 2l. 
Ananda, 369, 487. 
Anantanaga, 449. 
Anathapit.l<;lika, 601, 604, 606. 
Anauoi, 128. 
Andaka, 45. 
Andhra-bhrityas, 192. 
Andhraka (Udaka), 98. 
Andhras, 78, 79, 95, 99, 100, 193, 194, 289, 

326. 
Ailga, 20. 
Ailgabahira, 422. 
A'ligas, 396, 421-3. 
A'liguttara Nikiiya, 29, 400, 409, 437, 462. 
Anio,150. 
Aniruddha, 447 -50. 
Ailkura (Kura) dynasty of Kolhapur, 

210. 
Annam (Champa), 655, 657. 
Anshi-kao, 145. 
Antialcidas, 98, 112, 115, 116, 117, 327, 

432. 
Antigonus Gonatas, 616. 
Antigonus of Macedonia, 88, 93. 
Antimachus, 104, 112, 114. 
Antioch, 613. 
Antiochus I, 104, 626. 
Antiochus I Soter, 70, 615. 
Antiochus II, 84, 88, 103. 
Antiochus III, 102, 103, 104, 105, 109. 110. 
Antiochus the Great, 616. 
Antonius Pius, 625. 
Anulii, 239. 
Anuloma marriage, 545. 
Aniipa, 20l. 
Anuradhapura, 239. 
Anuruddha, 19, 29. 
Aornus, 47. 
Apadiina, 401, 406, 409. 
Aparanta, 101, 119, 20l. 
Apariintaka, 84. 
Apastamba Grihyasiltra, 453. 
ApHaka, SivaSri, 210. 
Apollodorus, 106, 107, 112, 113. 
Apollodotus, 106, 112, 114, 115, 117, 126. 
Apollonius, 128, 132. 
Apollophanes, 112, 117. 
Apsaras, 474. 
Arachosia (Kandahar), 42, 43, 109, 110, 

119, 124, 128. 
Ara<;la Kalama, 366, 367. 
Ara inscription of Kanishka, 146, 327. 
Archebius, 112, 117. 
Archelaos, 627. 
Ardashir I Babagan, 152. 
ArdhamagadhI, 259, 270, 282. 
Ardoksho, 150. 
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Aria (Herat), 42, 128. 
Ariana (Iran and modern Herst), 106. 
Arikamedu pottery finds, 536, 538, 539, 

540. 
classification, 539. 
link with Italy, 539. 

Aristobulius, 568. 
Aristotle, 310, 630. 
Aristoxenus, 630, 63l. 
Ariyapariyesanas-utta, 366, 367. 
Arjuna, 162. 
Arjunayanas, 159, 160, 162-3, 167. 
Arrian, 39, 40, 43, 48, 63, 286, 331, 483, 

626. 
Arsaces, 50, 103, 104, 132. 
Arsacidera, 127. 
Arsha marriage, 559. 
Art & architecture, earliest examples 

in India, 483. 
Ar~, 134. 
Artabanus I, 12l. 
Artabates, 42. 
ArthaSiistra (See under Kautilya also), 

56, 57, 60, 66, 80, 229, 274-76, 278, 
303,309,315-25,331, 334, 335-37, 344, 
345, 348, 449, 453, 483, 542, 546, 569. 

caste system referred to, 542, 546, 569. 
compared to the Kural, 324-25. 
conception of the State, 309-10. 
date and authorship, 285-87, 304. 
diplomatic intercourse, 318. 
political alliances, 315-16. 
reference to asrama, 553. 
selection of ministers by the king, 

321-22. 
Artimidorus, 112, 118. 
Arya SUra, 267. 
Aryadeva, 305, 315. 
Aryaka, 264. 
Arya Chitraratha, 590. 
Aryarakshita, 416, 422. 
Asahiiya, 349, 350, 351. 
Asana, 392. 
Asailga, 267, 388, 389. 
Asela, 237. 
Asha<;lhasena, 98, 172, 175, 214. 
Ashpadhya.yi, 102, 165, 268. 
Ashtamailgalas, 428. 
Asii:'Asiani, (the Yueh-chi) , 111. 
Asita, 365. 
ASmaka, 20l. 
Moka, 36, 38, 61, 70, 71, 72, 75, 76, 77, 

78, 81-94, 99, 102, 103, 105, 106, 236, 
282, 283, 284, 382, 383, 463, 486, 488, 
494, 495, 502, 506, 507, 508, 510, 556, 
577, 579, 580, 584, 585, 616, 632, 635, 
640, 654, 655. 

accession and chronology, 72, 88, 92, 
93. 

date of, 92 ff. 
and ahimsa, 83, 9l. 
and Dharma or Law of Piety, 8l. 
general reference books on, 94. 
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administration, 78. 
art and architecture, 86. 
benevolence, 85. 
conversion to Buddhism, 75, 76. 
edicts and their djstribution, 77. 
extent of empire, 77, 78. 
mjssionary work, 76, 84. 
personal and family life, 87. 
principal inscriptions, 71-72, 282-84. 

Asoka's successors, 89. 
Aspa,13l. 
Aspasioi (A!;vayana) 45, 46. 
Aspavarman, 129, 133. 
Aspionus (Aria) 110. 
Asramas for education in early India, 

551-56, 589-90. 
departments in, 589. 
Naimisha, famous hermitage, 589. 

Assagetes, 47. 
Assakenoi (A.Svakayana), 45, 46, 47, 49, 

57. 
Assakenos, 46. 
Astakenoi, 45, 57. 
Astes (Ashtakaraja) , 45. 
.Asura marriage, 559. 
Asvaghosha, 147, 153, 174, 258~60, 266~67, 

270, 277, 279, 325, 384, 388. 
rus dramas, 282, 284. 

ASvakas, 49. 
AsvalGyana Grihyasii.tra, 251. 
A.Svasena, father of Pars va, 411 . 
Atavi-SantiSri, 225. 
Aihama, 132. 
AthaTvaveda, 276. 
Athenaeus, 616. 
Athsho, Persian Atash, 147. 
Atitavattu, 404 . 
.Atreya, 277. 
Atthakathci, writing of, 239. 
Apthalcathii-MaM~varJtsa, 234. 
Apthakavagga, 402. 
Audumbaras, 161 f. 
Augrasainya, 3l. 
Augustus, 108, 139, 619-22, 625. 
Aulikaras, 164, 165. 
Aupapiltika Siltra, 26. 
Aurelian, 625. 
Avadanakalpalata, 113. 
Avadana literature, 267-8. 
Avadiinasataka, 268, 331. 
Avalokitesvara, 395. 
Avantit ?5, 26, 29, 30, 70, 90, 201, 577. 
Avantik.ii, 265. 
Avantis, 152 . 
.Avassayas, 422. 
Avassayavairitta, 422. 
AVaSyaka Siltra, 416. 
Avestan passages, 39. 
Avimiiraka, 263. 
Avinayam, 294. 
Avvai, 297, 298. 
Aya, 124, 131. 
Ayodhya, 32, 95, 96, 106, 173-74, 590. 

Ayodhya Inscription of Dhanadeva, 159 
Ayudltajivins, 163. 
Azes, 126, 127, 128, 129. 
Axes I, 467. 
Axes II, 130-134, 178. 
Azilises, 127. 

Bactria, Bactrians, 39, 43, 90, 92, 97, 98, 
103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 110, 111. 

Bagapharna, 132. 
Bahasatimita (? Brihatsvatimitra, Bri-

haspatimjtra), 214, 215. 
Bahudhanyaka city, 167. 
Baimbika, 95. 
Bairat, 77, 537. 
Bakhira, 506, 507. 
Bakhtrish, 41. 
Bala, Maukhari Maha-scnapati, 164. 
Balabhilti, 171. 
Balacharita, 262. 
Baladeva, 449, 473. 
Balamitra, 100, 155. 
Balarama, (see also SailkarshaJ).a) 45!J, 

473 . 
Bali island, 473. 
Bfu:la, 3D, 90, 95, 97, 98, 274. 
Banaras, centre of learning, 594. 
Bandha (deposit), 358. 
Banerjea, 448. 
Bangarh, 531. 
Bapaka, 221. 
Barabar, 86, 495, 502. 

plan & section of Sudama Cave at, 
491, 495, 498, 502. 

LomaSa I:tishi cave at, 495, 498, 502. 
Bardesanes, 627. 
Barhadratha dynasty, 18. 
Barha~takin, 149. 
Barth, 407, 434. 
Barthelemy St. Hailaire, 632. 
Barygaza (Broach) 112. 
Basarh, 532. 
Basti (in Oudh) , 100. 
Bathing, and bathing pools and tanks 

in early India, 575. 
Baudhii.yana-Dharma~sii.t1·a, 194, 225, 

435f. 
Beards in early India, 575. 
Bedsa 499, 501, 503, 531. 

plan of Chaitya and ViMra at, 497. 
Bedsteads in early India, 576. 
Behistun inscription, 41. 
Berenice port, 93, 618, 619. 
Besnagar (Bhilsa) inscription, 98, 107, 

159, 432, 438, 487, 517. 
Bhadda, 29. 
Bhaddakachchana-Y.aSodhara, 366. 
Bhadrababu, 61, 416, 419, 422. 
Bhadrabala, 176. 
Bhadradeva (BhaQ.adeva), 176. 
Bhadra-ghosha, 100, 172. 
Bhadraka, 98. 
Bhadramagha, 174, 176, 177. 
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Bhadrayai;as, 117. 
Bhiigabhadra, 115, 116. 
Bhagabhadra KaSiputra, 98. 
Bhagavad-Gita, 249, 402, 433, 438, 440-7. 
Bhiigavata, 98. 
Bhagavata, king, 172, 175. 
Bhagavata cult, (see also Vaishnavism 

and vasudeva cult) 432-58. . 
relation with other creeds, 450-8. 

BhagavatisiLtra, 414, 463. 
Bhaggas, 17. 
Bhagiratha, 457. 
Bhajii, 498, 503, 516. 

plan of Chaitya and ViMrn at, 497. 
pJan of small vihara 500. 

Bhakti, 360 ft., 451, 474. 
origin of, 432. 

Bhandarkar, D. R., 72, 190, 432. 
Bhandarkar, R. G., 99, 436, 448, 451, 454. 
Bhiinumitra, 100, 155, J72, 472. 
Bharadvaja, 21, 95. 
Bharadvaja asrama, 590. 
Bhar&:ladasa, 135. 
BharaSivas, 169, 170, 220. 
Bhiirata, 289. 
Bhiirhut, 27, 66, 95, 97. 99, 216, 484, 485, 

490, 510, 511, 512, 514, 515, 516, 522, 
524, 526, 527. 
sculptures, 216, 386, 512-3. 

Bhartridiiman, 189, 190. 
Bharuka, 638. 
Bhasa, 29, 260-4, 277 , 279, 284. 
Bhiishii (declaration), 355. 
Bhashyas, 475. 
Bhattiprolu, 492. 
Bhavabhuti , 170. 
Bhavadatta. 171. 
Bhavadattavarman, 1'17. 
Bhavanaga, 169, 170, 220. 
Bheda, :?!T7. 
Bheln Samhita, 277. 
Bhikku'I).i p(i.timokkha, 376. 
Bhikkuni-vibha?iga, 397. 
Bhikshu asrama, 552. 
Bhimasena, Vasish~iputra. 176. 
Bhimavarman, 175, 176. 
Bhogaliibha (interest) 358. 
Bhogin, 169. 
Bhojakas, 214. 
Bhojas, 78. 
Bh11maka, 179, 180. 
BhUmimitra, 99, 100, 162, 172. 
Bhiitapiila, 31. 
Bhuta-puranam, 292. 
Bibliographies, list of, 661. 
Bimbisara, 18-23, 26, 35, 37, 38, 41, 366, 

368, 528, 569, 587. 588, 595. 
Bindusiira, 56, 61, 71, 92, 615. 

reign of, 69-70. 
Bishop Heber, 86. 
Bloch, 93, 94. 
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Bodh Gaya, 100, 510-515, 524, 526, 530. 
Bodhi, attainment of by Buddha, 386. 
Bodhimal;l4a, :?!T. 
Bodhis, 223-4. 
Bodhisattva ideal, 386. 
Boeotian campaign, 43. 
Boghaz Koi inscriptions, 613. 
Bower manuscript, 277, 280. 
Brahms, 464. 
Brahmachiiri, 371. 
Brahmacharya, 551. 
Brahmadatta, 20, 591. 
Brahma marriage, 559. 
Brahmajdlasutta, 398. 
Brahmamitra, 100, 171. 
Brahmanism and Buddhism, 373 f. 
Brahmal;lyadeva (Kiirttikeya), 166, 167. 
Brick buildings, 576. 
BrihaOOra'l).yaka Upanishad, 95. 
Brihadratha, 89, 90, 92, 107, 191. 
Brihajjdtaka, 450. 
Brihaspati, 303, 335, 343, 347, 350, 352. 
Brihaspatinaga, 171. 
Brihaspati-Smriti , 257, 352-56. 

civil & criminal laws, 356. 
courts of justice, 353-54. 
judicial procedure, 354-55. 
rules relating to evidence, 355-56. 

Brihat-katha, 154, 285, 651. 
Brihat-Pardsam Smriti, 329. 
B~'ihatphaJayanas, 226 ft. 
Bri'tat-sarilhita, 159. 161, 167, 448, 465. 
Brihatsviitimitra, (Brihaspatimitra), 98, 

172, 174, 175. 
Broach (Barygaza) in Periplus, 178, 198. 

(Bhrigukachchha), 181. 
Bstan-hgyur, 113. 
Bucephala, 102. 
Buddha, the, 365-70. 

deification of, 386 f. 
early life, 365-67. 
footprints on Siimantakuj:.a , 235. 
missionary life, 368-70. 
nirvfu)a of, 237, 365, 450, 569. 

Buddhacharita, 266, 366. 
Buddhaghosha, 333, 590. 
Buddha images, worship of, 387. 
Buddha Images and Buddhist Sculpture, 

153, 391-5. 
Buddha Maitreya, 394. 
Buddhavamsa, 401, 406, 409. 
Buddhism, 360, 472, 479. 

history of, 377 -91. 
schism in, 240. 

Buddhism and caste, 546 ft. 
Buddhist ballad poetry, 402. 
Buddhist Council, First, 377. 
Buddhist Council, The Great, 146, 384. 
Buddhist Councils, 398, 408. 
Buddhist literature, (see Piili Canon) . 
BUhler, 352, 642. 
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Bulandi Bagh, 486. 
Buston, 388. 
Buxar terracottas, 531, 532, 533. 

Callimachus, 93. 
Calliope, 118. 
Callistratus, 627 . 
Cambodia (Fu-nan) , 655, 656, 657 . 
Cambyses, 40. 
Canon law and economic development, 

608-10. 
Cape Comorin 603. 
Caracalla, 622. 
Cassius. Dion. 627. 
Caste and craft, 543, 548. 
Caste in early India, 542-51. 
Ceylon, History of, 236-42. 

colonisation by Aryans, 234-6. 
invasion by Cholas, 230. 

Chaitya Hall, 494-502. 
evolution & progress of, 499. 
oldest specimens of, 499. 
rock copies of wooden buildings, 494. 

Chakpat, 492. 
Chaldean documents, 104. 
Champa (Annam), 20, 26, 29, 657. 
Chal)akya (see a1.so Kautilya) , 35, 56, 59. 

60, 66, 69, 274, 303. 
C~~3Ji, 265 . 
Chal)c;lamukha Siva, 239. 
Ch8l)c;la Pradyota, 26. 
Chandrabodhi, (sri), 224. 
Chandragupta Maurya, 34, 37, 38, 52, 53, 

54, 55-62, 70, 77, 79, 87, 92, 274, 303, 
304, 417, 419. 615. 

conquest of Magadha, 59-60. 
extent of his empire, 61. 
his army, 57. 
his birth, 55-56. 
his last days, 61. 
his war of liberation, 58-59. 
peace with Greeks, 60. 
system of administration, 62. 

Chandra-gupta II, 145, 165, 169, 178. 
Chandrata, 277. 
Chang-Kien, 137, 139, 644. 
Charaka, 147, 277. 
CharakasmhhiUi, 276. 
Charibael, 618. 
Charitra., 354, 355. 
Chariyiipita1ca, 267, 401, 406, 409. 
Chiirudatta, 261-4. 
Charvaka, 478-80. 
Chashtana, 182-4, 190, 328. 
Chat~atikii, 267. 
Chatur-vyiiha, see Vyiiha doctrine. 
Chaucer, 107. 
Chedi era, 222, 223. 
Chedis, 211-6. 
Chellana, 19, 21, 22. 
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Chera Kings, Tamil poems on, 296. 
Chera people, customs of the, 296. 
Cheran Senguttuvan, 296. 
Cheras, 78, 228-33. 
Chetaka 19, 23, 25. 
Chetaka, uncle of Mahavira, 414 f. 
Chey, 232. 
Chhandas siitra, 271. 
Chhiindogya Upanishad , and the Gitci . 

433. 
Child marriage, 561. 
China, Indian colonial and cultural ex-

pansion in, 644-9. 
China, reference in Artl,aSdstra. 275, 287. 
Chitaldroog 77. 
Chitta, 370 f. 
Choc;las (Cholas), 78. 
Chola Kingdom, 295. 
Cholas, 228-34. 
Choranaga, 239. 
Chremonidean war, 93. 
Christianity and Buddhism, ::173 . 

and Bhakti, 451. 
Chukhsa, 133. 
Chulamani, 300 f. 
ChuIlavagga, 397f; 402, 408f. 
Chu!La-nidesa, 406, 437, 462. 
Chuniir Hills, 87 . 
Chuniir sandstone, 508. 
Chu She-hing, 647 . 
Chutuka~nanda, 208. 
Chutu-kula, 207. 
Chutu-5atakal'l)is, 01' Kuntala, 225. 
Cities in ancient India, 483-6. 

buildings in 485 . 
plan & lay-out of, 484. 

Civil and Criminal Law according to 
Brihaspati, 357-9. 

Civil Law of Narada, 351. 
Claudius, Emperor, 139. 
Clement, 626, 630. 
Clement of Alexandria, 616. 
Cleophes, 46. 
Cochin-China, 656. 
Coinage in early India, 607 -8. 

foreign influence on, 608. 
Manu's system of, 607-8. 
use of gold in, 607. 

Coins, seals & intaglio gems in early 
India, 534-36. 

Hellenistic, Roman & Parthian, 534. 
Kushiil)a and Gupta, 534, 535. 

Coins replace barter, 607. 
Colebrooke, 631. 
Colonial & Cultural Expansion 634-58. 
Companion to Oreek St1~dies, 93. 
Constantine, 625. 
Coomaraswamy, 461. 
Coorg, 78. 
Cophaeus, 47. 
Corinth, 88. 
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Coryate, Tom, 86. 
Cosmas Indicopleustes, 153. 
Cotton textiles trade, 229. 
Courtesans in early India, 568. 
Courts of Justice, 353. 
Craterus, 49. 
Criminal law, 401. 
Criminal Law of Narada, 351. 
Ctesias, 39, 615. 
Ctesiphon, 123. 
Cult images in early Indian art, 518. 
Cunningham, 45, 100, 109, 439, 452. 
Curtains, & cushions, 576. 
Curtius, 30, 31, 33, 44, 46, 57, 66, 331. 
Cyrene,84. 
Cyrus, 39-41, 43. 

Dahanu, 181. 
Da'imachus, 615. 
Daiva marriage, 559. 
Daivaputra-ShahI-Shahanushahi, 145, 

153. 
Dakshamitra, 18]. 
Damagupta, 172. 
DamajadaSri, II, 188. 
Damajadasri ill, 189. 
Damangailga, 181. 
Damaraxus, 49. 
Damasena, 187, 188, 189. 
Damaysada (Damaghsada, DamajadaSri 

I) , 185. 
Damila, 289. 
Dana, 386. 
Dancing, account of, by Kousikanar, 

295. 
Dandamis, 554ft 
Dal)l;ianiti, 304, 306. 
Dal)l;iin, 274. 
Dardistan gold mines, 41. 
Darius, 39, 40, 41, 71, 101, 102, 614, 619. 
Dal'mesteter, James, 635. 
Darsaka, 19, 29. 
DaSaku:rruiracharita, 264. 
DaSaratha, 72, 89, 463, 502. 
DaSariLpaka, 258. 
DaSasiddhaka, 31. 
DaS.iiSvamedha Ghat, 169. 
Das Gupta, 477. 
Dattamitra, 107. 
Dattamitri, 107. 
Da.ttamitriyaka, 107. 
Davids, Rhys, 399, 407, 571. 
Davids, Mrs. Rhys, 370, 410. 
Deimachos, 70. 
Demetriaspolis, 108. 
Demetrius, 93, 97, 105-14, 116. 
Derbikes, 39. 
Deussen, 447. 
Devabhiiti (Devabhiimi) , 98, 99, 195. 
Devadatta, 27, 366. 
Devamitra, 174. 
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Devanaga, 171. 
Devanampiya (Asoka), 73. 
Devanampiyatissa, 236, 237. 
Devatii Samyutta, 400. 
Dhakki (Takki), 265. 
Dhamma, 370-74, 377. 

first promulgation of, 386. 
Dhammapada, 401, 402, 409, 642, 643. 
Dhammapiila, 411. 
Dhammapitaka, date of, 408. 
Dhammasang8l)i, 407. 
Dhana,31. 
Dhanadeva, 173, 175. 
Dhanaka, 225. 
Dhana Nanda, 34, 54, 59. 
Dharma, 354. 
Dharma and Hindu State, 307, 308, 319. 
Dharmachakra-pravartana, 371, 429. 
Dharmiimrita of Nayanasena, 226. 
Dharmarakshita, 84. 
Dharmaratna, 645. 
Dharma-sastras, 254-57,335,336,345, 350. 
DharmMiinyata, 387. 
Dharmavivardhana (Ku.l)iila) A~oka's 

son),79. 
Dhiitu -chaityas, 28. 
Dhiitukathii, 407, 409. 
Dhauli, 71, 77, 507, 508. 
Dhava,lii.. 423. 
Dhruvamitra, 172. 
DhyfuU Buddhas and Bodhisattvas, 427. 
Di.qha Nikiiya, 370, 392, 398. 
Dikshit, K. N., 484. 
Dikshitar, V . R. R., 293, 300, 301. 
Dimita, 117. 214. 
DInaka, 181. 
Dio Chrysostom, 625, 626. 
Diodorus, 63, 616. 
Diodotus, 103, 104, 112. 
Diomedes, 112, 118. _ 
Dionysius, 40, 70, 112, 117, 615. 
Dipa, author of Parivarapiitha, 408. 
DIpailkara, 386. 
Dipava1nsa 234-7, 241, 379. 
Divans, 576. 
Divorce, 565 f. 
Divyiivadiina, 69, 70, 72, 73, 79, 86, 89, 95, 

107, 268. 
Domoko, 638. 
Dramaturgy, 269-71. 
Dramil;ia, 289. 
Dramil, 289. 
Drangiana, 39, 42, 109, 110, 118, 120, 123, 

124, 127, 128. 
Dravil;ia, 289. 
Dravidian languages and literature, 287. 
Dravidian languages and Sanskrit, 

287-9. 
Dress in early India, 571-4. 
Dri9habala, 276. 
Dri<;lhamitra, 171. 
Drink & food in early India, 577-79. 
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Drishtivada, 423. 
Droysen, 109. 
Du1;l.kha, 370, 372. 
Du1;l.khdnta, 454 ff. 
Durga, 467. 
Durgiisapta.Sati, 467. 
DUtaghatotkacha, 262. 
DUtavakya, 262. 
Dii~~agamaI;li, 238. 
Dvarakii, 15. 
Dvarakii (Baraca) in Peri-plus, 178. 
Dviitri'l)1,sat PuttaLikii, 154, 197. 

Ecbatana, 486. . 
Economic condition in early India, 595-

610. 
Ed. Meyer, 40. 
Education in early India, 582-94, (see 

also 'Subjects studied'). 
Banaras as centre of learning, 594. 
public & community schools, 594. 

Education in the Jatakas, 591-94. 
Ekaniila, 20. 
Elcuttara, see A'Jiguttara Nikiiya. 
Eliidi, 300. 
Elapatra, 472. 
Elara, 237 f. 
Elela Singan, 237. 
Elu (Helu) dialect, 236. 
Embassies from India to China, 649. 
Embassies from India to Rome, 625. 
Emetrius, 107. 
Epander, 112, 117. 
Epics, 243 fT. 
Epirus (Corinth), 84. 
Equity and Custom, 351. 
Eratosthenes, 625, 626. 
Erythraen Sea, 39. 
Ettuthokai, 294, 296. 
Eucratides, 97, 108, 109, 110, Ill, 112, 

114, 115, 116, 117, 118. 
Eucratidians, 126. 
Eudemus, 58, 59. 
Eudoxus, 619. 
Eusebius, 630. 
Euthydemjans, 126. 
Euthydemus, 104-8, 112, 116, 118. 
Euthymedia, 108. 
Evidence according to Brihaspati, 355-7. 

Fa-hien, 79, 86, 149, 486, 490. 
Fa-hu, 646. 
Family life in early India, 556-8. 
Fan-che-man, 656. 
Fan Hiong, 657. 
Fan-siun, 656, 657. 
Fan-yi, 657. 
Fausboll, 402. 
Ferghana, 3. 
Firishta, 152. 
Firiiz Shah Tughlak, 87. 
Fleet, 144, 156. 
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Food & drink in early India, 577-79. 
Footwear in early India, 574. 
Fu-nan (Cambodia), 656 f . 
Furnitw'e, 576 ff. 
Fyzabad, 106. 

Gaggal'a, 4. 
Gajabahu (kagamaru), 239 f. 
GID:lapatiniiga, 170. 
GID:la-rajas, 7, 23. 
Ga1.tM, 354. 
Gandak, 4, 35. 
Gandha.ra, 13, 14, 39, 41 , 45, 79, 80, 393-

96, 492. 
Ganc:ihara Art. 518-22. 

Bimaran reliquary, 520, 521. 
character of, 519. 
later phase of, 521. 
origin of, 519. 
Saka-Kushfu:la, source of, 519. 

Ganharva marriage, 559. 
Gandharvas, 474. 
Gandhi (Mahatma), 556. 
Ga'l).distot1·agittM, 266. 
GID:lcndra or GI1l).apa, coins of, 170. 
Ga'l).esa, 150, 469. 
Gangaridae, 33, 34, 49. 
Garbe, 447, 631, 632. 
Gardabhilla dynasty, 155. 
Gardner, 109. 
Gcirgi-samhita, 90, 106, 107, 113. 
Garhasthya, 552. 
"Garland of Tiruvalluvar", 293. 
Garu9a Pillar, 98. 
catha., 396, 404. 
GiitM-nar,cisamsis, 244. 
GiitMsapta.Sati, 207, 285. 
Gaugamela, 43. 
Gautama, 456. 
Gautama Dharma-sUtra, 545. 
Gavimath, 77. 
Gaya terracottas, 533. 
Gedrosia, 40, 51. 
Geiger, 237, 407. 
Geography, Ptolemy's, 180, 183, 191, 202, 

204, 216, 221, 226. 
Geyya, 396. 
Ghata Jataka, 439. 
Ghataka, 135. 
Ghora, preceptor of Krislu).a, 433-4. 
Ghorband valley, 40, 109. 
Ghosha, 100. 
Gilmore, 39. 
Girivraja, 20, 21, 29, 30. 
Girnar, 77, 87. 
Glauganikai, 49. 
Gogra, 35. 
Goli, 524, 526. 
Gomati-Vihara, 641. 
Gomitra, 171. 
Gonarda, 98. 
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Gondi, 287. 
Gondophernes, 119, 128, 129, 130, 131, 

132, 133, 452, 461, 628. 
Gopiili, queen, 172. 
Gopiilika-Vaihidari, queen, 172. 
Gopinatha Rao. 460. 
Gorathagiri, 214. 
Gosala Mankhaliputta 26 f 414 417 450. ,.,', 

Gotama Ferry, 25. 
Gotama Gate, 25. 
Gotami, 365, 368 f. 
Gothiibhaya, 241. 
Govis~aka, 31. 
Goyama, Jain monk, 412. 
Gramakas, 21. 
Grammar, 268-9. 
Gra~avhryaka, 134. 
Great Naga Dynasty, 19. 
Gregory, St., 633. 
Grihya sutras, 469. 
Gmmbates, Kushiina king, 152. 
Gudnaphar, i.e. Goundaphoros, 130. 
Gulla, 468. 
Gumadidurru, 526. 
Gm:Uit;lhya, 285. 
GUJ:Iaratna, 456. 
Guptas, 100, 161, 166. 
Gurzala inscription, 226. 

Hadda, 520, 521. 
Hadrian, 625. 
Hagamasha, 135. 
Hagana, 135. 
Hair-oil, use of, in early Inclia, 575. 
Hala. 284-5. 
Halla, 20, 23. 
Hamadan inscription, 41. 
Haribhadra, 456. 
Hiirita, 277. 
Harivamsa, 249. 
Harshacharita, 30, 90, 95, 170, 264, 463. 
Harshata, 273. 
Haryanka-kula, 19. 
Hashtanagar, 45. 
Hastinapura, 537. 
Hastinayana, 2. 
Hastisirilha, 213. 
Hiithigumphii, 32, 117, 212, 226. 
Haung-che (Kanchi), 644. 
Haven, 460. 
Heber, Bishop, 86. 
Heliocles, 109, 110, 111, 112, 116, 117 124. 
Heliodorus, 98, lIS, 432. ' 
Heliogabalus, 625. 
Helios, 147. 
Hemachandra, 21, 37, 89, 286. 
Hephaestion. 45, 47. 
Heracles, 40, 47, ISO, 432, 439, 456. 
Heraclitus, 632. 
Herat, 42, 60, 78, 613. 
Heraus, 132. 
Hermaeus, 112, 118, 119, 124, 128. 138. 
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Herodotus, 39, 41, 42, 120, 405, 607, 615 
Hetup1'atyaya, 371. 
Hillebrandt, 257. 
ffinayii:M, 373. 
Hindu State, 328-41. 

administration of justice in, 340-41. 
administrative unit in, 323-4 
civ', 
cor 

3" 
COt ' 
ern 
CUI 
del 
int. 
mil 
11m 

3 
pIal, 
re' 
re 
rev 
ri 
50'1)' 

Hippo 
Hip , 
Hirai 
HiraI 
Hir' 
Hiri) 
Histclrg 
Hiuen Tsan 

204, 210 
Hiung-nu, 
Holtzmann, 
Homer's 08 
Hopkins, 43 
Hormazd U 
Hot-bath n 
Ho-ti, 143. 
Houses anc, 

576 if. 
Hri, 470 f. 
Hsiian-ti, 122. 
Hultzsch, 93, 94. 
Huvishka (Hushka), 145, 148, 150, 327, 

439, 449, 461, 467, 472. 
Hyeodes, 132. 
Hydrakes, 40. 
Hyphanis, 114. 
Hyphasis, 50, 114. 

Ichchumai, 114. 
Ikshumati, 114. 
lkshvakus, 206, 224-6. 
Jlanaga, 239. 
I!andiraiyan, 231, 294. 
Ilango-Adigal. 301. 
Image worship in early India, 363-4, 

452 f . 
Imaiyavaramban Neduiijeral Adan, 232. 
India, five traditional clivi5ions of, 101. 
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India & the Western World, 611. 
India in Western Literature, 625 ft. -
India's influence on the West, 629-633. 

influence on philosophy, 630-31. 
influence on religion, 632. 
influence on science, 629-30. 

• Indian colonial and cultural expansion 
in Afghanistan, 634-35. 

Indian colonial and cultural expansion 
in Central Asia, 635-44. 

discovery of valuable Sanskrit & Pali 
texts, 642-43. 

evidence of religious and secular 
documents, 638-39. 

Indian rulers at Khotan, 640. 
Indian rulers at KUcha, 641. 
prevalence of Buddhism, 641-42. 
routes from India to China through 

Central Asia, 636-38. 
Indian colonial & cultural expansion in 

China, 644-49. 
Buddhism goes to China, 645. 
Buddhism spreads among upper 

classes, 647. 
China known to India from very early 

times, 644. 
Chinese silk in India, 645. 
Indian ambassadors to China, 649. 
pilgrimages to India from China, 647-

48. 
political relations between India & 

China 648-49. 
Indian colonial & cultural expansion in 

South-East Asia, 651-58. 
books of general reference, 658. 
development of political & cultural 

relations, 654. 
different islands, 654. 
difficulties of access, 653. 
early colonies, 654. 
early trade intercourse, 651-54. 
Hindu Kingdom in Annam, 657. 
Hindu Kingdom in Cambodia, 656. 
Kingdom founded in Burma, 655. 
popular stories & folk-tales, 651. 

Indian colonial & cultural expansion in 
Tonkin, 649-50. 

missionary activities, 650. 
presence of Indians, 650. 
stronghold of Buddhism, 650. 

Indian colonies on Kilshgar-China 
routes, 638-42. 

Indian colony at Alexandria, 625. 
Indian colony at Memphis, 619. 
Indian colony at Taron, 633. 
Indian culture, diffusion beyond the 

sea, 216. 
Indian temples at Taron, 633. 
Indian troops (for first time) in Europe, 

42, 43. 
Indika, 483, 626. 
Indra, 475. 

Indramitra, 100, 172. 
Iniavai-niirpathu, 299. 
Inna-n4rpathu, 299. 
Innilai, 300. 
Institutes of Narada. (London, 1876), 

348. 
Intaglio gems, coins & seals in early 

India, 534-36. 
Intercourse between India & the West-

ern countries, 611. 
Achaemenid period, 614-15. 
India & Egypt, 616-20. 
India & Greece, 615-16. 
India & Roman Empire, 620-25. 
pre-Achaemenid period, 611-14. 

Interdining in carly India, 545. 
Interest, 358. 
Intermarriage in early India, 544. 
Inter-State Relations in Ancient India 

313. ' 
Ionian Greeks, 101. 
Iraiyanar, 292. 
Iron Pillar of King Chandra at Mehal'-

auli, 541. 
Ironsmiths in early India, 541. 
Irrigation canals of Cholas, 231. 
Irundayur Kurungolimosi, 292. 
Isai-Nunukkam, 292. 
1samus, 114. 
Isidor, 107, 121, 128, 635. 
!svaradatta, 186, 206, 221, 222. 
ISvarasena, Mathariputra, 222. 
Itivuttaka, 396, 401, 402. 
I-tsing, 75, 266, 380, 648. 
Ivory Carving in early India, 541. 

VidiSii skill, 541. 
lyer, V. V. 5., 297. 

Jacobi, 363, 420. 
Jaggayyapeta, 225, 492, 524, 529. 
Jain canon, its language & date, 421-3. 
Jain doctrines, 419-21. 
Jain Icons, 425-31. 
Jainism, 360 ft., 372, 411-31, 450, 472. 

after Mahavira, 415-19. 
and Bhagavatism, 450. 
and caste, 54.6 ft . 
and Serpent-worship, 529. 

Jain Philosophy, 423-5. 
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Jain writers in Tamil, 298, 300. 
Jalandhara, 95. 
Jalauka, Asoka's son, 89, 90. 
Jamili, 416. 
Janakapura, 7. 
Janapadas, Prachya, 3. 
Jlitaka, 386, 396, 401, 404, 405, 406. 
Jiitaka1niilii., 267. 
Jatakas, popularity of, 386. 
Japla, 462. 
Jatukarl;la, 277. 
Jauga~a, 71, 77. 
Jaulian , 520, 521. 
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Java, 655, 656. 
Jaxartes, 111, 120. 
Jayadaman, 183, 184. 
Jayadeva, 273. 
Jayadevachhandas, 273. 
Jayadhavalii, 423. 
J ayagupta, 172. 
Jayamitra, 172. 
Jayanti, 563. 
Jayapatra, 357. 
Jayaswal, 220. 
Jayavarman, 227. 
Jerome, St., 627. 
Jetavana, 368. 
Jetavana-vihara, 241. 
Je~hamitra, 100. 
Jewellery in early India, 540-4I. 

high level of the art, 540. 
Jewish chronicles, 611. 
Jiho~ika, 134. 
Jinakalpa, 417. 
Jinaprabhasuri, 89. 
Jiva, 424-5. 
Jivadiunan, 186, 187, 190. 
Jivaka, 22, 27, 587, 588. 
Ji.vaka chintanw?;l.i, 300, 301, 3')2. 
Jiiana, 372, 478. 
Jiiatrikas, 6, 7. 
Johnson, Dr., 295. 
Jolly, 256, 348, 352, 353. 
Judicial procedure according to Brihas-

pati, 354-5. 
Julian, 623, 625. 
Juniigarh inscription, 61, 79, 87, 327, 418. 
JWUlar, 498, 499, 505. 

plan & Section of Circular Cave at, 
496. 

Jushka, 148, 150. 
Justin, 55, 57, 58, 59, 61, 92, 93, 104, 108, 

110, 112. 
Justinian, 625. 
Jyeshthamitra, 174. 

Kitbul (Cophen), 40, 43, 45, 46, 47, 52, 
60, 102, 103. 

Kachchha, 15. 
Kadambari., 264. 
Kadambas, 233. 
Kadphises I, 118, 128, 129, 131, 138, 139, 

149, 150. 
Kadphises II, 131, 132, 139, 141. 
Kadphises, Kujula-kara, 141. 
Kadphises, Wema, 461. 
Kitfiristan, 46, 109, 118. 
Kailiisa (Mount), 290. 
Kaivarta, 31. 
Kaiyata, 269. 
Kitkava~a, 19, 30. 
Kitkav~in, 19. 
Kitkavan:ll SaiSuniigi, 30. 
Kakkai pci.dinayam, 294. 
Kiikkai Padiniiir, 296. 
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Kalachuri era, see Chedi era. 
Kalachuris, 222. 
Kalakiichiirya, 155. 
Kiilakach(irya-1catha., 155. 
KalarKivirai, 292. 
KaiasI-grama, 113. 
KitWoka (Kiika-v~), 18, 19, 30,378. 
Kalavali-narpathu, 299. 
Kalavar, 233. 
Kalawan epigraph, 13I. 
Kalh~a, 148. 
Kali, 292. 
Kali age, 112. 
Kitlidiisa, 90, 95, 96, 97, 119, 149, 150,261, 

269, 274, 403. 
Kiilika, karita, and kayika (kinds of 

interest), 358, 422. 
Kalinadi, 114. 
Kaliilga, 61, 71, 73, 79. 

conquest by ASoka, 74, 75. 
Kaliilga-chakravartin, 213. 
Kaliilga Edicts, 71, 92. 
Kaliilgas, 95, 211, 212, 213. 
Kalithokai, 297. 
Kalpaka, 34. 
Kalpanalna?;l.l;litika, 267. 
Kalsi, 77. 
Kalyan (Calliena) in Periplus, 178, 198. 
Kal~a, 603. 
Kitmadatia, 171. 
Kitmandaka, 306. 
Kdmandaka NitisQ,ra, 274. 
Kamasil.tra of Vatsyayana, 207, 286. 
Kitmboja, 15. 
Kiimbojas, 78, 79, 80, 103. 
K~da, 456. 
Ka~l Irumpo~'ai, 232. 
Kanakasabhai, 301, 324. 
Kanauj, 90. 
Kitiichanak i., 217. 
Kiiiichipuram, 295. 
Kandahar, 42, 43, 49, 57, 60, 105, 613. 
Kane, P. V., 257, 349, 351. 
K'ang T'ai, 656, 657. 
Kitnheri, 502. 
Kanishka, 113, 135, 140, 141-51, 158, 258, 

276, 384, 461, 465, 472, 648. 
coins of, 147-48. 
date of, 143-46. 
religion of, 146-48, 384. 

Kanishka I, 161, 175, 179. 
Kanishka II, 150, 151. 
Kanishka III, 151. 
Kanna4a, 287,289. 
Kanniar, 294, 295. 
Kantakssulos (K~taka-saila), 227. 
K~1haka, 366. 
~vas, 99, 100. 
~vayanas, 99, 100. 
Kao-fu, 129, 137, 145, 152. 
Kapiitapuram, 292, 293. 
Kapilar, 238, 292, 294, 295, 296, 297. 
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Kapilavastu, 16, 331, 484. 
KapiSa, 40, 116. 
KapiSi, 109, US. 
Kappasutta, 417. 
KM(1).O., 454. 
Kardamakas, 164, 166, 182-90, 202. 
Karikala-Chola, 230, 231, 232, 238, 239, 

294, 295. 
Karle, 499, 501, 502, 505, 516, 527. 

fluid design of carving at, 516. 
plan & section of Chaitya Hall at, 500. 

Karma, 362, 372, 478. 
Karman, 248, 403. 
Karmayoga, 442. 
Ka~abhara, 262. 
Kiir-niirpathu, 299. 
Karttikeya (see a.lso Brahmro:tyadeva . 

Kumiira, Mahiisena, Muruga and 
Skanda) , 166 f., 224, 431, 457, 468. 

Karttikeya cult, 153. 
Kiiruvitki, 87. 
Ka:rya, 454. 
Kashgar, 638, 640. 
Kashmir, 50, 84, 89, 90. 
Kasi, 20, 22, 23, 24, 26, 30. 
KiiSikii, 49. 
Kasrawad, 537. 
Kassapas, 21. 
Kii.~yapa, 95, 272. 
Kasyapa Matailga, 153, 645. 
Kathaioi (Kathas), 50. 
KatM-Kosa, 651. 
Kathdsaritsiigara, 264. 
KatMvatthu, 383, 407, 4OS, 410. 
Kathiawar, 77, 106, 107. 
Katyayana, 268, 269, 279, 2S0, 347, 349, 

351, 563. 
K<i.tydya1ta-Smriti, 257, 349, 351, 354. 
KaU1).r;linya, 656. 
KausambI, 78, 174, 531, 532, 533. 
Kau~ilya (see abo ArthaSastra), 55, 56. 

59, 66, 80, 81, 274, 303, 304, 305, 306, 
309, 310, 315, 316, 317, 318, 319, 320, 
321, 322, 324, 330, 331, 334, 335, 336, 
337, 338, 339, 342, 343, 348, 463, 577, 
578, 5S0, 582, 583, 585, 595, 596, 598, 
601, 651. 

Kiiverippfuhpa~~am, 459. 
Kaviriija-marga, 289. 
Kdvyamimamsd, 153, 206. 
KiiyarohaJ:}a, 454. 
Keith, A.B., 257 f., 407, 435. 
Kena Upanishad, 453. 
Kennedy, 451. 
Keralaputra (Chera), 78 . 
Kesi, Jain monk, 412. 
Khro:t~agiri, 503, 511, 515. 

robust vitality of the art of, 515. 
Khandavagga, 400. 
Khandhaka, 397. 
Khiinumata, 21. 
Kharapallana, 141 . 

fI..I.U._G. 
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Kharaosta, 134. 
Khiiravela, 117. 198, 212-6, 226, 426, 503. 
KharoshW, 107, 109. 
Khasas, 70, 74. 
Khauda-la, 650. 
Khawak Pass, 43. 
Khema, 19, 21. 
Khotiin, 63S, 639, 640, 641, 642, 647, 648. 
Khuddaka Nikiiya, 370, 386, 401, 406, 

409. 
Kielhorn, 114. 
K'ieou-tsieou-k'io, 137, 13S. 
Kilakilas, 217, 218. 
Ki-pin (Kafiristiin), 122, 123, 127, 137. 

139, 145, 152. 
Kisa Sarilkichchha, 463. 
Kish, 611. 
Knight's Tale, 107 . 
Kodagu, 287. 
Koliyas, 16. 
Konilkamana (Kanakamuni), 86. 
Kondane Chaitya hall, 499, 505. 
KOI:l~pur, 538. 
Konguvelir, 302. 
Koothu, 292. 
Kopbal, 77. 
KosaIa, 22, 23, 24, 26, 30, 32, 90. 
Kouei-chouang, 137. 
Kousikanilr, 294, 295. 
KOviir-Kilar, 297. 
Kramrisch, 522, 531. 
Krimisa, 107. 
Krisru:m Vasudeva (see also Bhagavad 

and Visru:lU), 433-42, 456. 
date of, 434. 

KrishI:labena, 213. 
Krisht;la Satavahana, 197, 198. 
Krita, 164. 
Krita era, 157, 164. 
Kriyii (adducing of proof), 355. 
Kshaharata Satraps, 179-S2, 201. 
KshiirapiiI:li, 277. 
Kshatrapas (and Maha-Kshatrapas), 

326. 
Kshemadharman, 19. 
Kshemendra, 113, 285. 
Kshetrajiia, 444. 
Kshudrakas (Oxydrakai), 40, 50, 62, 163. 
Kuberaka, 191. 
Kuberanagii, 170. 
Kubera-VaiSravBI:lB, 464. 
Kuchi (modern Kucha), 638, 642. 
Kuhn, Ernst, 248. 
Kujula Kadphises, see Kadphises 1. 
Kukkutdriima, 29. 
Kukuni, 201. 
Kulas, 354. 
Kulutas, 161. 
Kumiira, 150, 468. 
Kumaralata, 267. 
Kumill"l, 290. 
Kumrahar (Patna), 100, 4&6. 
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Kw;t&la (Asoka's son), 79, SO, 640. 
Kunar, 45. 
Kundakunda, 423. 
Kundalakesi, 300, 30l. 
Kundala-Vana-Vihara, 147. 
K~a, 20, 22, 23, 26, 29. 
Kw;li.ndas, 161. 
Kunramerinda Murugavel, 292. 
Kuntala, 32. 
Kuppuswami Sastri, 477. 
Kural, 293, 324. 

brief account of, 297-8. 
English renderings, 297. 

Kurinchippcittu, 295. 
Kurukshetra, 245. 
Kuruku, 292. 
Kurungolimosi, 292. 
Kuruiijipattu, 238. 
Kurunthokai, 292, 296. 
Kurus, 245. 
Kuru war, 251. 
Xus~as, 112, 149, 153, 161, 166, 327. 

H .. mtified with Turushkas, 149. 
the age of, 153. 

Kushan Pass, 44. 
KuSika, 454. 
KuSilavas, 245. 
KuSinagara, 17, 484. 
Kusinilra, 28. 
Kusumapura, 29. 
Kutak~tissa, 239. 

Ladha, 1, 15. 
Lakshmi (§ri), 469 ff. 
Lakulin (see also Nakulin), 454. 
Lala, Da'l).g.aniiyaka, 14l. 
Lalaka, 213. 
Lalitavi8tara, 280, 366, 386, 464. 
Lambakru;u:la clan, 239, 241. 
Laiijatissa, 238. 
I...anka, 84. 
Laodice, 109, 110. 
Laos, 656. 
Lassen, 632. 
Lata (Ariaca) in Periplus, 178. 
Lauriya Araraj, 77. 
Lauriya Nandangarh, 506, 507, 533, 534. 
Law, N . N., 313. 
Lekhita, 355. 
Leumann, 423. 
Levirate, 566. 
Liaka, 141. 
Liaka Kusulaka, 133. 
Lichchhavis, 2, 6, 7, 23, 24, 25, 26, 142, 

331, 332, 333, 334. 
Lichchhivikas, 7. 
Life in ancient India, 397, 399. 
Linga, worship of, 459-61. 
Li;~a Pura~, 454. 
Liquor, use of, in early India, 578. 
Literature, Western, and India, 625-27. 
Lo Yang, 650. 
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Lock of Berenice, 93. 
Lopamudra, 290. 
Loriyan Tongai, 520, 521, 532. 
Love, fivefold aspects describerl to , 

To!k.appiyar, 296. 
Lumbini, 77, 365. 
Lysias, 112, 116, 117. 

Macedonian Invasion, 43. 
Machatas, 52. 
Miidhavasena, 96. 
Madhavavarman I, 219. 
Miidhyamakakiirikii, 267. 
Madhyama pratipat, 37l. 
Madhyamavyiiyoga" 262. 
Madhyamika, 96, 107, 113. 
Madra, 19. 
Madrakas, 160. 
Maduraikkiinchi, 295. 
Magadhan Empire, fall of, 95. 
Magadhan Imperialism, rise of, 18. 
Miigadhi, 259, 265, 283-4. 
Magas of Cyrene, 88, 92, 93, 616. 
Maghas (Meghas), 175, 176, 177. 
Magnesia (in Asia Minor), 104. 
MaMbMrata, 90, 96, 103, 107, 163, 165, 

166, 221, 245-52, 255, 276, 303, 304, 
305, 320, 331, 334, 402, 405, 447, 453, 
458, 464, 528, 586, 589, 597, 655. 

authorship of, 246. 
date of, 251, 254. 
language of, 279. 
reference to caste, 546. 
recension and editions, 249. 
war of, 229. 

MaMbha.shya, 221, 269, 438 f., 448, 451, 
456, 467. 

MaMbhinishkrama'l).a, 396. 
MahiichUli Tissa, 239. 
Mahiideva, 84, 453. 
Mahadharmarakshita, 84. 
Mahagovinda, 20. 
Mahiikachchhayana (Niilaka), 365, 410. 
Mahakassapa, 28, 377. 
Mahamatras, 2l. 
Miihii-Meghaviihana (Chedi) dynasty, 

211-6. 
Mahanama, 235. 
Mahanandin, 19, 30, 31. 
Maha-niddesa, 406, 437, 462. 
Mahapadma Nanda, 31-33, 36 f . 
MaMpariniboona Sutta, 333, 369, 385, 

399. 
MaMparinibbdna Suttanta, 487. 
Mahiiparinirviu:la, 386, 392-3, 396. 
Maharakshita, 84. 
Mahitrishp-i, 270, 283-4. 
Mahiisanghikas, 386. 
Mahasena, god, ISO, 224, 225. 
Mahasena, king, 241. 
Mahasenapati-Mah8talavara, 224. 
MaMSilcika1;ttaka, 25. 
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Mahasthim,531. 
Mahiivagga, 21, 325, 397, 398, 400, 402, 

408. 
Mahavarilsa, 28, 84, 86, 230, 234-42. 
MahavarilSatika, 57, 59. 
Mahiivibha,;,ga, 397. 
Mahavihiira, 21, 26, 27, 28, 36, 37, 240, 

379,413. 
Mahayana, 153, 373, 381, 385-91. 

emergence of, 387. 
test of, 386. 

Mahiiy4nairaddhotpiida, 266, 450. 
Mahiiy4naritrii14';'kci.ra, 267. 
Mahayilnism, rise of, 385-391. 

ver8'U8 Hinayanism, 388. 
Mahendra, 84, 87, 89, 201. 
Mahendra (Mahinda), 379, 408 f. 
MaheSvaranliga, 169. 
Mahimitra, 162. 
Mahisham&J;l<;lala, 84. 
Maisoloi, 226. 
Majjhantika, Buddhist missionary, 84. 
Ma';;hima Nikdya, 103, 370, 399, 409. 
Makkhali Gosala, 27. 
Makran, 42. 
Malaipadukad4m, 295. 
Mdlavikdgnimitra, 90, 95, 96, 97, 107. 
Mc1latim4dhava., 170. 
Malava era, 156. 
Malavas, 159, 160, 163-6, 181. 
Malay Peninsula, 201, 656. 
Malayalam, 287, 289. 
Malayalis, ancestors of, 296. 
Malini, famous federation of hermi-

tages,589. 
Mallaki, 23. 
Mallas, 56, 332. 
Mallika, 368. 
Malloi (Malavas), 50, 52, 57. 
Mambarus, 178, 179. 
Mamiilanar, 297. 
Manchapuri cave sculptures, 216. 
M&J;lc;lala, doctrine of, 314. 
Mandasor, 164. 
Mfu:lc;lavya, 272. 
Manibhadra worship, 464. 
M~gula, 133, 134. 
M&J;ligula Kshatrapa, 133. 
Mani Yakshaka, 235. 
Manikiala inscription, 134, 327. 
Manikyala Stiipa, 491 f. 
Manlmekhalai, 236, 300, 301, 302, 459. 
Mafijwri, 395. 
Mansehra edicts, 77. 
Manu, 274, 306, 307, 317, 318, 319, 322, 

323, 328, 329, 336, 337, 338, 339, 340, 
342 343, 344, 345, 346, 347, 348, 349, 
350: 351, 352, 354, 357, 578, 582, 583, 
607, 609, 610. 

Ma.ntc.-Sa.mhit4, 103, 122, 194, 255, 256, 
305, 352. 

Mantc.-Smriti, 335, 340, 343, 352, 543, 585. 

Mao, moon-god, 147, 1OO. 
Mapuninam, 292. 
Marajivika, 650. 
Mardonius, 43. 
Marga, 370. 
Marga.bhumisUtra, 145. 
Marinus, 626. 
Marriageable age, 560. 
Marriage in early India, 558-63. 
Man'iage of cross-cOUSins, 225. 
Marshall, Sir John, 86, 520. 
Maruthanar, 294, 295. 
Mary, the Virgin, 451. 
Maski, 77, 532. 
Massaga (MaSakavati), 45, 46, 47. 
Massage in early India, 575. 
MiiPtara, minister of Kanishka, 147. 
MiiPtariputra Sakasena, 207, 211. 
MiiPtariputra Virapurusbadatta, 225. 
Mathura, 100, 106, 118, 327, 394, 484, 485, 

517, 518, 525, 526, 527, 528, 531, 533. 
character of SCUlpture, 523. 
distinctive sculpture of, 522. 
portrait-statues, 523. 

Miitrigupta, 269. 
Mats and mattresses in early India, 576. 
Ma.tsya Pur4?;14, 89. 
Ma-twan-lin, 122. 
Maudgalyayana, 259, 368. 
Maues, 118, 124, 125, 126, 127, 461. 
Maurya Empire, 54-93. 

causes of downfall, 90, 91. 
Maya, 365. 
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Mayiirasarman, Kadamba, 209, 223. 
McCrindle, 45. 
Medes, 40. 
Medhatithi, 256. 
Medicine, 276-7. 
Medo-Persian, 39. 
Megasthenes, 33, 40, 61-68, 194, 211, 229, 

254, 274, 275, 331, 432, 437, 439, 456, 
483, 549, 557, 559, 564, 571, 574, 578, 
580, 606, 615, 616, 626. 

his account of caste, 549. 
his account of Chandragupta's ad

ministration, 62-65. 
his account of Chandragupta's court 

life, 66-67. 
his account of the life of the people, 

67-68. 
Meghakumara, 20. 
Mekhaliniim Mahi-Sarilgha, famous 

brotherhood of brahmachAris, 590. 
Menadra (Menamdra), 113. 
Menander, 97, 106,108,112,113,114,115, 

116, 126, 384, 409. 
Meroes, 49. 
Merutuilga, 154, 155. 
Metrics, 271. 
Mevaki Miyika, 133. 
Miaw, 132. 
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Middle path, 371. 
Mihira cult, 153. 
Milinda, 108, 113, 114, 586. 
Milinda-panha, 113, 384, 408-10, 484, 651. 
Millionaire merchants, 604. 
M"J.IDiiri1sa, 476. 
Min, 121. 
Minayeff, 407. 
Mingti, 645, 647. 
Mining industry, 599, 604. 
Min-nagara, 128, 132, 178. 
Mirashi, 209, 222. 
Mitiikshara, 346, 358. 
Mithra (Miiro-Mihira), 465. 
Mithradates, 108, 110, 11l. 
Mithradates I, 118, 119, 123, 124. 
Mithradates II, 121, 123. 
Mithyii., 371. 
Mitradeva, 97. 
Mitra kings, 172. 
Mitraka, 454. 
Mitras, 100. 
Miuro, i.e., Mithra, Mihira, 147. 
Mixed castes, 545. 
Moga (Maucs), 131, 133, 134. 
Moggaliputta Tissa, 84, 382, 407. 
Mohenjo-daro age, 472, 611. 
Moli, 15. 
Monarchical states, 168. 
Monastery, Buddhist, 374. 
Mon-tseu, 647, 649, 650. 
Moriyas, 17, 5u. 
Mrichchhakatika., 263-5, 278. 
Muchilinda, 472. 
MUc,i.ananda, 208. 
Mudra, 392, 394. 
Mudriirokshasa, 35, 55, 57, 60, 16l. 
Mudukuruku , 292. 
Mudumolik-Kanchi, 299. 
Mudunarai, 292. 
Mugheir, 612. 
Mukhalinga. 461. 
MUladeva, 173. 
Miilaka, 201. 
Mullaippiittu, 295. 
MUlJr.ia, king, 18, 29, 368. 
Muranjiyur Mudinagarilyar, 292. 
Muruga, 292, 294, (see also Kiirttikeya). 
Musicanus, 51. 

Nabhakas, 78. 
Nabhapamtis, 78. 
Nabhavahana, 155. 
Nacchinarlciniyar, 294. 
Nadir Shah, 53. 
Nagabhat~a, 169. 
Naga-DarSaka, 168. 
Nagadilsaka, 18, 29. 
Nagadvipa, 235. 
Naga kingdoms, 168-71. 
Naga Kumara Kavyam, 300. 
Nagamulanikil, 208. 
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Nflganilr, 298. 
Nagflrjuna, 145, 147, 153, 204, 206, 210, 

267, 277, 388, 389. 
Nagarjuru Hills, 86, 89. 
Nagarjunikol).Q.a, 492. 502, 524, 526. 
NflgarjunikOJ:u;ia inscription, 119, 225. 
Nilgas, 145, 151. 160. 

of Ceylon, 235. 
of Vidisfl, 218. 

Niigasena, 113, 170, 409. 
Naga (Serpent) worship, 471 fl. 
Nahapana, 180-2, 201, 202. 
Naigamesha, 431. 
Nail polish in early India, 575. 
Naimisha, famous early Indian 

hermitage, 589. 
Naishthika brahmacharl, 552. 
Naiyayikas, 456. 
Nakkirar, 292, 294, 459. 
Naksh-i-Rustam, 41. 
Nakulin (see also Lakulin), 453. 
Nflladiyar, 298. 
Nalakagama, 21. 
Na}aka-sutta, 402. 
Nallia-Kodan, 295. 
Nalopakhyana, 247. 
Nana, Sumerian mother-goddess, 147". 
Na-narpathu, 299. 
Nandangarh, 77. 
Nanda, Arhat, 388. 
Nandas, 30, 31, 34, 35, 37, 38, 55, 56, 59" 

60, 155. 
Nanda Vachchha, 463. 
Nandi , 422. 
N andin, 151. 
Nandivardhana, 14, 19, 30, 31, 413. 
Nandsa inscription, 164. 
Nanmanikkadaikai, 298. 
Nannayya-Bha~la, 289. 
Napputhanar, 294, 295. 
mirada, 335, 343, 347, 353, 355, 356, 357, 

358, 359. 
Na.rada-Smriti, 256, 257, 343, 348, 350. 

351, 352, 354, 355. 
English t ranslation, 348. 
reference to civil law, 351. 
reference to criminal law, 351-52. 
reference to judicial procedure, 348-

351. 
Naradatta, 173. 
NaraYlll).a, 99, 435-7, 467. 

identification with Vishl).u, 436. 
Nasik Chaitya hall, 499, 501, 505. 
Naththatham, 294. 
Naththathanar. 294, 295. 
Natrinai, 292, 296. 
Natural History by Pliny, 626. 
Na.tyadarpa7J.a, 261. 
NiitYaSastra, 257. 263, 265, 269, 272. 
N avanitaka, 277 . 
Niiyanikil, 197. 
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Nearchus, 40, 560, 574. 
his account of Maul'yan military 

equipment, 65. 
Nebuchadnezzar, 612. 
Nedunalvildai, 294. 
Nedun-Jeliyan, 232, 294, 295. 
Nedunthokat, 292, 297. 
Nero, 621, 622. 
N ettipakara1}a, 409 f. 
Ngan-si, 129, 137. 
Ntboona, 371. 
Nicaea, 43, 44, 102. 
Nicanor, 46, 49, 57. 
Nicias, 112. 
Nidanavagga, 400. 
Niddesa, 401, 406, 464, 472, 652. 
Nigg~j:ha Nataputta (Mahilvira) 27. 
Nigliva, 78. 
Nikayas, 386, 398-401, 407 . 

age of, 408. 
Nilakesi, 300. 
Nilanilga, 168. 
Nirayiivali Sutra, 7. 
Nirgrantha (Jain), 46, 62. 
NiI'I:1aya, 355. 
Nirodha, 370. 
Niru.kta, 268. 
Nirva1}a, 371, 386. 
Niryuktis, 423. 
Nripatuitga, 289. 
Nudity in early India, 573. 
Nutraimbathu, 292. 
Nyilya, 476. 
Nyaya-VaiSeshikas and the Sarvasti-

vildins, 380. 
Nysa city state, 46, 331. 

Odyssey, 405. 
Ohind,47. 
Oldenberg, 257, 407. 
Onesicritus, 554, 567. 
Ophir, 611. 
{)rdination, Buddhist, 374. 
Orissa, 71, 79. 
Orlagno, Persian Bahram, 147. 
Orosius, 110. 
Ossadii, 3, 51. 
Overland route between India and 

China, 634, 636-38. 
between India and the Far East, 651. 
between India and the West, 613. 

Oxyartes, 52. 
{)xycanus (Porticanus), 51. 

Pabbajja-sutta, 402. 
Pabhosa cave inscriptions, 98, 172, 175. 
Pachchuppannavathu, 404. 
Pachtttiyiis, 397. 
Pacores, 130, 131, 132, 133. 
Padarn Pawayil, ancient Padrnavati, 169. 
Pac;iha, 15. 
Padhana-sutta, 402. 
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PadinenkilkO.11.akku, 294. 
Paditru.ppiittu, 292. 
PadmapiiJ:ii, 395. 
Pad1l1.atantra 440. 
Padrnavati, 23, 29. 
Pahlavas, 122. 
Paikuli inscription, 152-
Painting in early India, 528-31. 

earliest historical example of, 529. 
its evolution and progress in Ajanta, 

530. 
various branches of, 528. 

Painting of the body, 575. 
Paisacha marriage in early India, 559. 
PaiSachl, 285. 
Paithan, 603. 
Palai Kanthamnar, 296. 
Piilaka, 29, 264. 
Palomoli, 299. 
PaIi, origin of, 283. 
Pali literature, non-canonical, 409-11. 
PilIi canon, 396-411. 

chronology of, 407. 
division of, 408. 

Palikundu. 77. 
Pallavas, 207, 231, 234-5. 
Palura, 654. 
PancMdhyayi or PancMrthavidyii, 454. 
Paiichiila, 100, 106. 
Panchao, 142, 143. 
Pancharatra, 262, 274, 435, 447, 454. 
PailQ.ugati, 31. 
P~Q.uka, 31. 
P~Q.u-Vasudeva, 236. 
panQ.yas, 15, 78, 228, 229, 291, 292, 295. 
Panini, 45, 47, 49, 95, 102, 268, 269, 278, 

. 279, 290, 331, 432, 437, 440, 549, 563. 
Panini's Sanskrit, 279-80, 282. 

hls Bhiishii, 280. 
Panjkora, 45, 115. 
Panjshir, 43, 109. 
Panjtar inscription, 130, 131, 139, 140, 

141. 
Pan-ku, 137. 
Pantaleon, 109, 112. 
Paradas, 122. 
Pdrajikas, 397. 
Pdramitii, 386. 
Paranar, 292, 296, 297. 
Parasara, 277. 
Parily~a vagga, 402. 
Parikshit, 168. 
Parirndas, 78. 
Parinirv8J:la, 114. 
Paripddal, 292, 296. 
]'ariSishtaparvan, 57. 
l'arittii, 401. 
Parioora, 398. 
Parioorapiitha, 409. 
Parivriljaka, 462. 
Pariyiltra, 202. 
Parkharn sculptures, 517. 
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Paropanisus (Hindu Kush) , 40, 46. 
Parsva, i.e., Parsvika, Buddhist philoso

pher, 147. 
Parsva, Jain Tirthankara, 411, 417, 472. 
Parthia, Parthians, 42, 103, 104, 108, 110, 

111. 
Partnerships 602. 
ParUBhya (insult), 358. 
Parvata, 174. 
Par vataka, 57. 
Piirvati (Haimavati) , 467. 
Pasana, 151. 
Pashtus, 44. 
Pasiani, 111. 
PASupatas, 453-56. 
Patala (Capital of Patalene), 107. 
Patalene, 121. 
Pataliputra, 24, 25, 26, 29, 33, 34, 35, 56, 

59, 60, 62, 67, 84, 86, 87, 95, 100, 106, 
486, 531, 532, 533, 537, 540, 606, 616. 

Patanjali, 90, 96, 98, 103, 107, 113, 121, 
266, 269, 275-76, 278-81, 440, 463, 
468, 563. 

Patika Kusuluka, 133. 
Piitikavagga, 398. 
Patimokkha, 374 ff., 396-7, 409. 
Pdtisambhidiimagga, 401, 409. 
Patrocles, 626. 
Pattala, 51. 
PaWina, 407. 
Patthuppiittu (The Ten Idylls), 294 f. 
PattinappaZai, 295. 
Pattinidevi temple, 240. 
Paul, K. T., 297. 
Pausanias, 93, 94. 
Pavara1Jii" 376. 
Pavaya, 422. 
Pearl trade, 229. 
Perdiccas, 45. 
Perfumes, use of, in early India, 575. 
Periplus, 106, 112, 121, 128, 132, 178, 179, 

180, 199, 216, 221, 287. 
PerlpluB of the Erythrean Sea, 603, 

618. 620, 626, 651. 
Perisai, 292. 
Persepolis, 41, 43. 
Persian Invasions, 39. 
Perum Seral Adan, 232. 
Perumpiinattrupadai, 295. 
Perum-Sittiraniir, 297. 
Perunkathai, 302. 
Perunthalai sathanar, 297. 
Peruvilludi, Muduku(iumi, 232. 
Petakopadesa, 409, 411. 
Petavatthu, 401, 403, 409. 
Peucelaotis, 45. 
Peucolaus, 112, 118. 
PhalgunImitra, 172. 
Pharnazathres, 42. 
Phal'ro, fire-god, 147. 
Phegelas (Bhagalii) , 50. 
Philadelphus of Egypt, 88, 93. 
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Philip, 46, 48, SO, 52. 
Philippus, 53, 57. 
Philostratus, 129, 132, 627. 
Philoxenus, 112, 118. 
Phraates n, 121. 
Phraotes, 128, 129, 131, 132. 
Phseigacharis, 132. 
Phryni, 106. 
Pillar Edicts of ASoka, 71, 77, 81, 85, 87. 
Piilgala, 271-3. 
Pipphalivana, 17, 56. 
Pitakas, 396. 
Pitalkhora, 505. 
Pithon, 53, 5S. 
Pithu(ia, 214. 
Pitundra (Prithiida, Pithuda) , 226. 
Piyadasi (ASoka), 73. 
Plastering of walls in early India, 576. 
Plataea, battle of, 101. 
Plato, 112, 310, 632. 
Plato's Dialogues, 410. 
Pliny, 40, 70, 194, 211, 603, 621, 626. 
Plutarch, 61, 92, 112, 113. 
Poikai-Alviir, 299. 
Polity, Science of, 274-6. 
Polyandry in early India, 55S. 
Polybius, 90, 93, 104. 
Polyxenus, 112. 
Pompeius Trogus, lOS, 111. 
Pope, G. U., 297. 
Popley, H . P ., 297. 
Porphyry, 94. 
POTunarcitruppadai, 295. 
Porus, 33, 34, 44, 47, 48, 49, 50, 52, 53, 58. 
Porus II, 49. 
Poseidonius, 619. 
Po-t'ias, Ta-Yueh-chi king, 145, 146, 

151. 
Pottery in early India, 536-40. 

Ahichchhatra specimens, 537. 
Deccan and the south, 538. 
distribution of, 536. 
Ku~a period, 53S. 

Poussin, 4SO. 
Prabhudamii, 187. 
Prachya dialect, 282. 
Pradyota, 20, 155, 369, 58S. 
Pradyotas, 18, 29, 30. 
Pradyumna, 447-50. 
Prajipati-Brahmii, 464, 470. 
Prajiipatimitra, 172, 174. 
Prijiipatya marriage in ear ly India, 559. 
Prajna, 370 f. 
Prajiiiipiiramita, 387 f . 
Prakrit languages, 281-5. 

evolution of, 282. 
popularity of, 284. 

Pralqiti, 444. 
Prasiida, 361. 
Prasenajit, 23, 368, 528. 
Prati;iiiiyaugandharciya:~\a, 263. 
PratUoma marriage in early India, 545. 
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Pratishthana, 202. 
Pratitya-samutpiida, 371. 
Pratyiikalita, 355. 
Praushthadatta (or -deva), 173. 
Praush~aSri, 174, 176. 
Pravarasena I, (Puranic Pravira), 217, 

220, 221. 
Prayaga, 590. 
Priaulx, G. B., 624, 625, 627. 
Prison factories, 605. 
Prithivisena, 187. 
Prithivishena I, 219. 
Priyadariana (ASoka) , 38. 
Przyluski, 193. 
Ptolemy II, 88. 
Ptolemy III, 93, 94. 
Ptolemy (of Egypt) , 616, 652. 
Ptolemy (the geographer) , 108, 121, 135, 

626, 635, 655. 
Ptolemy Philadelpbus, 70, 104, 615, 616, 

668. 
Ptolemy Philopator , 616. 
Pudgala, 425. 
Pudgalasv.nyatii, 387. 
Pilgas, 354. 
Puggalapan:natti, 407, 409. 
Puhir, 295. 
Pukiyas, 224. 
Pukkusati, 14, 20. 
PulahAmavi, 210. 
Pulahatta (Brihastha), 238. 
Pulika, 14. 
Pulindas, 194. 
Pulumivi, 180, 202, 204, 205. 
Pulumivi, SivaSri, 210. 
Pulumivi, Vasishtbiputra, 183, 195, 203, 

204, 207, 209. 
Pulumavi inscription, 326. 
Pw:illta, 14. 
Pupils & teachers in early India, 582-

584. 
Buddhist system, 590-91. 
kinds of erring pupils, 583. 
kinds of teachers, 583, 587, 590. 
oral teaching, 584. 
writing, ar t of-in early India, 584-

585. 
Puram, 459. 
Puraniin'ilru, 297. 
Purdah system, 573. 
PUr~abhadra, 464. 
Purnalingam Pillai, 294, 301. 
Purohita, 353. 
Purusha, 444. 
Purushadatta, 171. 
Purushapura (Peshawar ) , 14, 490. 

relic-tower of the Buddha at, 149, 
490-92. 

Purushottama's Trikii1J4asesha, 221. 
Pilrvapaksha (plaint) , 355. 
Pushkaliivati, 45, 46, 115, 116, 118, 471. 
Pushkarasarin, 14. 
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Pushpapura, 107. 
Pushyagupta, 61, 79. 
Pushyamitra, 89-92, 95-98, 100, 106, 113. 

155, 174, 383. 
Pythagoras, 630, 631. 

Qara Shahr, 638, 642. 

Ra~a, 1. 
Radhagupta, 73, 79. 
Radhakrishnan, 5., 477. 
Riidhamitra, 174. 
Raghava Iyengar, R., 289. 
Raghuvamsa, 19, 133. 
Rabula, 366, 368. 
Rahulabhadra, 380. 
Raivataka, 87. 
Rajadharma in MaMbMrata, 303. 
Rajagopalachari, C., 297. 
Rajagriha, 5, 14, 20, 21, 24, 26, 28, 35, 

484. 
Rajajiia, 354. 
Rajakumara, 21. 
Ritjamitra, 174. 
Ritjanyas, 159. 
RitjaSekhara, 153. 
Rdjatarangi~i. 89, 90, 142, 148, 150, 264. 
Riijdvalikathe, 69. 
Rajghilt, 531, 537. 
Ritjgir, Son Bhandar Cave at, 503. 
Rakshasa marriage in early India, 559. 
Rakshita, 84. 
Ritma, 435. 
RiimacharitaTit, 289. 
Ramadatta, 171. 
Ramagama, 2. 
Rdmdya~a, 234, 252-54, 265, 266, 456, 

590. 
authorship of, 253. 
date of, 254. 
recensions of, 253. 

Rilmgarh hills, Jogimiira cave in, 529 . 
Rilmpurwa, 77, 506, 507, 508. 
Rangaswami Aiyangar, K. V., 352. 
Raiijuvula, 117, 134 f. 
Rantideva, 579. 
Rapson, 186, 188, 208, 209, 210, 221. 
Ritshp-apilla, 31. 
Ritshp-ikas, 214. 
Ritta, 272. 
Rathamusala, 25. 
Rawlinson, 627, 630. 
Raychaudhuri, 436. 
Religion and philosophy, 360- 482. 
R~u (King), 2. 
Retreat, 376. 
Rice, E. P., 287. 
~igveda, 634. 
Rikshavat, 201. 
Ripuiijaya, 18. 
Rishabha, Tirthakara, 450. 
~ishabhadatta (Ushavadata), 181, 20L 
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~ishika-nagara, 213. 
~ishi KaJ:Iva, 589. 
River-worship, 474. 
Rock Edicts of ASoka, 71, 73, 74, 76, 77, 

79, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 87, 88, 93, 103, 
616. 

Rohilkhand, 100, 106. 
Roman coins discovered in India, 621-

622. 
Roman merchants living in India, 623. 
Rome, Indian embassies to, 625. 
Rome's trade with India, 621-25. 
Roruka,2. 
Rudra, 453, 468. 
Rudrabhuti, 221. 
Rudradaman, 202, 203, 205, 327, 328. 
Rudradaman I, 183-5. 
Rudradaman's Junagarh inscription, 61, 

79. 
Rudradhara-bhat!;iirikil, 189, 225. 
Rudragupta, 172. 
Rudraka, Ramaputra, 366, 367. 
Rudramati, 177. 
Rudril~i, 466. 
Rudran Kannanar, 294, 295. 
Rudrasena I, 169, 189. 
Rudrasena II, 189, 225. 
Rudrasirilha I, 186, 187, 206. 
Rudrasirilha II, 190. 
Rudravarman of Vemaki tribe, 16l. 
Rulupurushadatta, 226. 
Rummindei ASoka inscription, 78, 365, 

506. 
Rupnath, 77. 
Rushta, 454. 

Sabarasviunin, 272. 
Sabarcae republican state, 331. 
Saboo.thaka, 21. 
Sabhyas, 353. 
Sacae (the Sakas), 111. 
Sacarauli, 111. 
Sadilchandra, 169. 
Sadakana (Satakarl).i) Ka+alaya Mahil-

raW, 208. 
Saddharmapu1)og,arika, 450. 
Saddhiltissa, 238. 
Sagiltha-vagga, 400. 
Sagotra marriage, 558. 
Sdhasa (violence), 358. 
Sahya, 202. 
Saila Buddhist school, 387 f . 
saiSunaga dynasty, 30. 
Saiva gods, 466-69. 
Saivism, 153, 360, 453-61, 472. 

as a popular cult, 450-58. 
earliest records of, 456. 
in South India, 459. 

'Saka (Scythia), 41. 
Saka era, 144, 154, 158. 
Saka Haumavarga, 120. 
saka-Kushiil).a style terracottas, 533. 
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sakala (Siillkot), 95, 97, 107, 108, 113. 
Sdkari, 265. 
Sakas, 103, 161, 166, 22l. 
Saka satraps, 178. 
saka settlements, 120-23. 
Sakaj:8.la, 35. 
Saka Tigrakhauda, 120. 
Siiketa, 106, 107, 113, 173. 
Sakra, 465. 
Sakrah Dheri, 520. 
Saktikumara, 199. 
Siikyakumari, 87. 
Siikyas, 16, 331, 365. 
Salayatana-vagga, 400. 
SiiliSuka, 89, 90, 106, 113. 
Samavati, 369. 
Samaiiiiaphala-sutta, 399. 
samarya, 422. 
Samayika, 421. 
Samba, 447-50. 
Sambhuttara, 15. 
Samgiti, 28. 
samkarasirhha, 177. 
Samkhya and Jain Philosophy, 423-25. 
Samkisya, 506, 507. 
Samodlui.na, 404. 
Samprati, grandson of Asoka, 89, 90, 

418. 
Samudaya, 370. 
Samudra-gupta, 145, 165, 170, 219. 
Samyutta Nilciiya, 370, 399. 
Sana bares, 132. 
Siinchi, 78, 88, 99, 484, 485, 488, 490, 492, 

499, 506, 507, 510, 511, 515, 524, 525, 
527, 529, 530, 540. 

gateways of StUpa I and III, 514. 
Great StUpa at, 488-90. 
railing of StUpa II, 511-12. 

Sanchi sculptures and popularity of 
Jiitakas, 386. 

Sandares, 178, 179. 
Sandrocottos (Chandragupta) , 58, 69. 
Sangala (Jandiala), 50. 
Sangam 'Tamil', 291-300. 

account of work, 292. 
first 292. 
second, 293. 
third, 294. 

Sangha, Buddhist, 362, 374-77, 397. 
constitution of, 376. 
dress, food and medicine, 375. 
monastery, 375. 
nuns, special rules for, 376. 
ordination, 374. 
story of formation, 397. 
uposatha, 375. 
vassiivisa, 376. 

Sanghadaman, 187. 
Sailghamitra, 87. 
Sanghamitta, 24l. 
Sailgharaksha, 147. 
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Sailgharama (monastery) of Buddhists 
and J ains, 502-505. 

evolution and progress, 503. 
Saiijaya, 45. 
Sailkala, 268. 
Sailkarsh8l).a, 447 -50. 
Sailkhumagha, 175. 
Sankhya, 476. 
SO:i~khyii.yann s-ra:utlt rntrCl, 251. 
Sannyasa, 552. 
Sanskrit Drama, 257-265. 

origin of, 257 f. 
Sanskrit Kiivya, 265-7. 
Sanskrit language, 278-81. 
Sanskrit literature, 243-77. 

avadana literature, 267-68. 
dharmaSastra or Smritis, 254-57. 
drama, 257 -65. 
epics, 243-54. 
general review, 277-7S. 
scientific literature, 268-77. 
secular poetry, 265-67. 

santamiila (Chiimtamiila) I, 224 f., 456. 
santamiila IT Ehirula, 225. 
SdntipClrva in Mahabharnta , 303, 334. 
Sanudasa, 652, 653. 
Sapaleizes, 132. 
Sapedana, 129, 131, 133. 
Sara po, 150. 
Sarasotos (Surashtra) , 106. 
Sarasvati, 430, 470. 
sariputra, 21, 259, 368, 405. 
Siiriputru-prakarlt1.la, 258, 643. 
sarnath, 78, 88, 494, 506, 507, 50S, 537. 
Sarvanaga, 170. 
Sarvastivada, 380. 
Sarvastivadins, 3S6. 
Sasa, 129, 130, 131. 
Sasaram, 77. 
Sassanians, 145. 

and Kus~as, 152. 
type coins, 153. 

Sastri, H. P ., 156. 
Sastri, T. Ganapati, 285. 
Satadhanva, 89. 
satakarJ:li, 178, 197, 213. 
SatakarI:1i I, 198, 199. 
satakarI:1i, ChandraSri (ChaJ).Q.aSri), 206. 
satakarI:li, Gautamiputra, 1l9, 180, 182, 

183, 191, 200-204, 209, 210, 211. 
Siitak8rJ:1i, Hala, 207. 
SlitakarI:li, Hiiritiputra VisIu;lukaQ.a 

Chutukulananda, 2Q8, 209. 
Siitak8rJ:1i, Kris}u:la, 209. 
SiitakarI:li, Kumbha, 209, 210. 
Siitak8rJ:1i, KuntaIa, 207. 
Siitakart;J.i, Rudra, 206. 
Siitakart:J.i, Saka, 209. 
Siitakart;J.i, Sivaskanda, 205. 
Siitakart:J.i, Siva.sri, 205. 
Siitakart;J.i, Vasishthiputra, 183, 205. 
Slitakart;J.i, Vijaya, 206. 
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Siitakar.t:li, Yajiia, 183, 187, 205, 206, 209, 
210, 217, 222. 

Siitaviihanas, 191-211. 
Siitaviihanas of Pratishthii.na, 155, 181. 
Satavastra, 129, 131, 133. 
Sati, 254, 567. 
Siitiyaputra, 7S. 
Satpurusha, 353. 
Sattagydia, 39, 42. 
SattapakaraJ)a, 407. 
Sattapawi cave, 28. 
Satyadaman, 187. 
Saunaka, famous teacher of 10,000 

pupils at Naimisha, 589. 
Saundarananda, 266, 325. 
Saungiputra, 95. 
Sauraseni, 259. 265, 283- 84. 
Saurashtra (Syrastrene) in Periplu8, 

17S. 
Sauvira, 107, 61l. 
Siivitryupiikhyo.na, 247. 
Saynnn images, 392. 
Scents, use of, in early India, 575. 
Schroeder, 631. 
Sculpture in Mauryan Art, 506-10. 

best specimens of monolithic columns, 
506. 

description of a column, 506. 
differences between Maurynn and 

Achaemenian columns, 50S-9. 
reason for decline, 510. 

Scylax, 41, 101, 614, 619. 
Scythians, 110, 17S, 632. 
Scytho-Parthians, 112. 
Seals, coins and intaglio gems in early 

India, 534-36. 
Sea route between India and China, 

634, 644. 
between India and the Far East, 651, 

652, 653, 659. 
between India and the West, 613-14, 

617, 619, 620, 621. 
Sea-voyages from and to India-refer-

ences in Buddhist literature, 612. 
SechClnaka, 23. 
SeisUm, 42, 105. 
Sela-sutta, 402. 
Seleucids, 102, 103, 105, 109, 110. 
Seleucus, 50, 61, 7S, 102, 103, 104, 615, 

616, 626. 
Semiramis, 40. 
Senlinayaka, 21. 
Senart, 450. 
Senga.t:liin, 232. 
Seng-hui, 646, 650. 
Senguttuvan, 296, 30l.r 459. 
Seres (land of the Chinese and Tibe-

tans), 106. 
Serpent-worship, 168. 
Sesha, 169. 
seshadatta, 171. 
Seven Pillar Edicts of ASoka, 71. 
Sewell, 622, 623, 624. 
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Seyanaga, 23. 
Shaddarsanasam'Uchchaya, 456. 
Sbahbazgarhi, 77. 
Shah-ji-Id-Dheri, 492, 520. 
Shapur I, 630. 
Shapur U, 152. 
Shalmaneser III, 612. 
Shamasastry, R., 285, 303. 
Shaonano Shao (Shiihiin Shdh and 
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She-kao, 646. 
Shilada, 151. 
Shinkot inscription, 113, 114. 
Siam, 656. 
Sibae (Sivis), 50. 
Sibis, 159, 160. 
Siddhirtha, father of Mahavira, 413. 
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Sikhilvriddhi (interest), 358. 
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Sila, 370 f. 
Silakkhandha, 398. 
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story of, 301, 302. 
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Sirhhala-dvipa (Serendib, Ceilao), 235. 
Sirhhasena, 69. 
SirhhavMu, 235. 
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Sinhalese chronicles, 36, 37, 38, 70, 72, 75. 
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Sirupiinatr'Uppadai, 295. 
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Sisikottos (SaSigupta), 44, 47, 49. 
SiSuka, king of Purika, 218. 
SiSunaga, 18, 19, 29, 30, 31, 37, 38, 168. 
Sitrisai, 292. 
Sittalai Sattanar 292, 300, 30l. 
Siva (see also ~aivism), 151, 152, 290, 

292, 459, 467, 472. 
lliva, Persian Oesho, 147. 
Sivabodhi, 224. 
llivadatta, 135, 173, 222. 
{;ivaghosha, 135. 
Sivakotyacharya, 289. 
Sivalakura, M.8~ariputra, 210, 211. 
Sivali, 239. 
Sivalinga, worship of, 459-61. 
Sivamagha, 174, 177. 
Sivasena, 134. 
SivaskandaniigaSri, 208. 
Sivaskandavarman, 226. 
Skanda, 150, 456. 
Skanda Purd'(la, 264. 
Skanda-Kirttikeya, 167, 224, 467. 
Skandaniiga, 171. 
Skandaniiga Sataka (Satakar~i), 208. 
Slaves, 570 f. 
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Sogdiana, Sogdians, 42, 103, 105, 110, 111 
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Somadeva, 285. 
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Sona, 84, 654. 
so~~sa, 126, 133, 134, 135. 
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Sopara inscription of ASoka, 62, 77, 603. 
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Soter, 116. 
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Spalirises, 124, 125, 126, 127, 328. 
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Sre~ka, king of Magadha, 415. 
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sri-Mara, 657. 
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Sri Rama, 289. 
Sri-Vaislu:mva religion, 447. 
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prince's education, 586. 

Subrabmm:tya (see also Brabmm:tya-
deva and Karttikeya), 292, 459. 

SudarSana reservoir, 87. 
Siidraka, 264-65, 284. 
Suguda, 41, 120. 
Suhmottara, 15. 
SuhrillckM, 267. 
Suidas, 93, 94. 
Sujata, 367. 
Sujyesht}1a, 97. 
Sultan Mahmud, 53. 
Sumilya, 31. 
Sumitra, 97. 
sunga-Ka~va Art, 510-18. 
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513-4. 
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Sw'lga-K.iu).va period terracottas, 533. 
Sungas, 95, 97, 98, 99, 100. 
Sung-yun, 149. 
Sunidha, 24. 
Sun-worship, 433. 
Siinyavada. 422. 
Suppa buddha, 366. 
Suramitra, 174. 
Surashtra, Surashp-as, 102, 106, 152, 201, 

326. 
S'iiratissa, 237. 
Siirparaka (Sopara), 181, 199. 
Siirya, 472. 

worship of, 465. 
S'iiryamitra, 171-72, 177. 
Susa, 486. 
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SuSarman. 99, 195. 
Susima (Sumana), 70, 72. 
SutraZa:tikdra, 325. 
SuSruta, 277. 
SuSruta Samhitd, 276. 
Siitas, 245. 
Sutra.kritci.it.ga, 421. 
Siitras, 475. 
Sutta, 396, 398, 399, 400. 
Suttanipata, 193, 365-6, 401-3, 409. 
Sutta. Pitaka, 370 f., 396, 398, 406, 407, 

410. 
origin of, 377. 
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Sutta Vibhait.ga, 397, 408, 409. 
Suv~abhiimI (Burma), 84, 383. 
Suv~a-dvipa, 216, 651. 
Suv~agiri, 79. 
Su-Wu, 656. 
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SvaSa (KhaSa?), 73. 
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TakshaSil8, 14, 115, 116, 118. 
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Teaching in ancient India, see under 

Pupils. 
Teleas, 104, 110. 
Telephus, 112. 
Telugu (Andhra), 287, 289. 
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Tisa, 79, 240, 40S. 
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Tochari, 111. 
Tolkiippiyam, 292, 297, 299. 

account of, 293-94. 
T01)Q.aimaI)Q.alam, 231, 233. 
Tonkin, 649, 650, 657. 
Tooth sticks, use of, 575. 
Topra, 71, 87. 
Tasali (Parthalis), 79, 211. 
Trade and Industry in early India, 599-

606. 
bazaars and barter, 600. 
caravan traffic, 602. 
chief articles of export, '604. 
coining by state, 604. 
currency and credit, 600. 
exports and imports-foreign and 

inland, 602. 
guilds in trade, 601. 
important handicrafts, 599. 
localisation of industries, 599. 
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nationalisation and monopoly, 604. 
partnerships, 602. 
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protection to traders, 605. 
safeguarding money, 600. 
sea-borne and river-borne trade, 602. 
state control of trade and industry, 

604, 60S. 
taxes on trade, 60S. 
trade with Rome, 602-3. 
voyages to India, 603. 
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'Trade-routes and transport in early 
India, 606-7. 

Grand Trunk Road, 606. 
means of conveyance, 606-7. 
overland caravans, 606, 613, 634-8, 

651. 
principal inland routes, 606. 
Royal Road, 606. 

'Traikiiiaka era, 14S. 
'Traikiitakas, 14S, 223. 
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Trigarttas, 165. 
Triparadisus, 58. 
Tripitaka, 372, 396. 
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writing of, 239. 
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TriSalil, mother of Mahiivira, 413. 
Tulu, 287. 
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Tushaspha, 62, 79, 106. 
Tyriespes, 46. 
Ts'ien-Han-shu, 122. 

Udiika (Andhraka), 98, 175. 
UcUina, 396, 401. 
UcUinavarga, 643 . 
Udayabhadra, 18, 29. 
Udayagiri, 503, 511, 515. 

plan of Rfuiigumphii at, 504. 
Udayana, 9, 14, 29, 369. 
Udayana Kiivyam, 300. 
Udayana, king, 369. 
Udiiyi Bhadda, 27. 
Udiiyin, 19, 29. 
Uddehikas, 159. 
Udena, 9. 
Udichya dialect, 282. 
Udyoga-partJan, 577. 
Ugra, 292. 
Ugrasena, 31, 32. 
Ujjain, 73, 79. 
Ujjayini, 202, 603 . 
Ukkiichelil, 7. 
Ukkatlhii, 4. 
Uma, 290, 453, 467. 
Umiisviiti, 421, 423. 
Untouchability, in early India, S44. 
Upakurvii1)a brahmachiiri, 552. 
Upali , 377. 
Upanishads, 47S. 
Uposatha, 374, 397. 
Ur,611. 
Uragavagga, 402. 
Uraiyur, Chola Capital, 240. 
Uraiyiir, Enicheri Mudamosiyar, 297. 
'Orjayat, 87. 
Usinara, 3. 
Utkalika, 422. 
Utpala, 450. 
Uttamabhadras, 160. 
Uttamadatta, 171. 
Uttara, 84, 355, 654. 
Uttaradhyaya.na, 412. 
Uttariidhyayana Siltra, 21. 
Uttariipatha, IS, 101. 

Vadamoli, 289. 
VaQ.uka, 216. 
Vac;)ukar, or Vadavar, 228. 
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Vaggas, 400. 
Vaideru Vasavi, 19. 
VaiSaU, 23, 24, 25, 26, 331, 531 . 
VaiSeshlka, 476. 
Vaish'!l.ava Dharma$dstTa or Vish1;\u 

Smriti, 256. 
Va~avism (see also Vasudeva and 

Bhagavata cults), 360, 431-53, 463, 
472. 

evolution of, 435-37. 
origin of, 431-35. 
progress of, 437-40. 
reference in Buddhist literature, 437. 
relation with other creeds, 450-52. 
vyiiha doch'ine, 447 -50. 
worship of images, 452-3. 

VaiSravar:ta, 175, 176. 
Vaiyapuri Pillai, Rao Saheb, 299. 
Vdjasaneyi Sa:mhita., 466. 
Vajira, 23. 
Vajjian Confederation, 331, 333. 
Vajjians, 24. 
Vajra, 416. 
Vajrasii.chi, 266. 
Vakatakas 210, 217-21. 
Vakradeva, 212. 
Valayapati, 300. 
Vanasphara, 141. 
Vanavasa (country), 225 . 
Vanavasi, 84. 
Vanga, 15. 
Vailgapilla, 172. 
Vanji (Tiruvanjikulam), 232. 
VaDkanasikatlssa, 239. 
Varahamihira, 163, 273, 463. 
Varat:\a (Aomus) fort, 47. 
Varfu:uisi, 29, 484. 
Vararucha Kiivya, 266. 
Vardanes, 132. 
Vari, 292. 
Varsha, 157. 
VaruJ;1a (BarUJ).a) , 473. 
V"Irlll:' l:mitra, 172, 174, 175. 
Vasabha, 239. 
Vase~iha-sutta, 402. 
Vasishka, i.e., Vajhisbka, 148, 149, 150. 
Vasishtha DhaTmasii.tTa, 256. 
Vassakara, 24. 
VassO.viisa, 376. 
Vasudeva II, 151. 
Vasudeva, amatya, 195. 
Vasudeva, Kusha.I).a. king, 98, 99, 145, 

151, 153, 163, 439, 46~. 
Vasudeva ~islu:la, cult (If, 153, 432-40. 

association with GaruQa and Sail
karshar:ta, 438. 

iconic representations of, 489. 
identification with Narayal)a, Vislu:lU, 

435-38, 451. 
introduction to South India, 439. 

Vasuld, 168, 473. . 
Vasumitra, Buddhist theologian, 147. 
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Vasumitl'a, prince, 96, 97. 
Vasusena, 172. 
Vasu-Uparichara, 212. 
Vata, Persian Oado, 147. 
Vata$vaka coins, 45. 
Vatsa, 25, 30. 
Vatsyilyana, 274, 286. 
VartagamaJ;li, 238, 407, 408. 
Vatiakera, 423. 
Vayudeva, ] 73. 
Vayu. PUTa1ta. 29, 72, 73, 83, 217, 447. 
Vebhara rock, 28. 
Vedanta, 476. 
Vedas, 480. 
Vedchi-p'tttto . 20. 
VediSri, 199. 
Vehalla. 20, 23. 
Velliirkappiyan, 292. 
Vendali, 292. 
Veilgi (~is}u:la-Godavari) art, 524-26. 

comparison with the north, 524. 
evolution of, 524. 
mastery of technique of, 525. 

Venkaiam (Tirupati Hills), 290. 
VeSpasi, 141. 
Vetala Pa,ichavi,;L8<tti, 154. 
Vetulya doctrine, 240. 
Veyyiikal·<t1;\a, 396, 404. 
Vibhajjaviidins, 382. 
VibooshiLS<tstraB, 384. 
Vibhuniiga, 171. 
Vidal'bha, 90, 92, 96, 201. 
Vidhi, 454. 
Vidisa, 70, 92, 95, 96, 99. 
Vidyiidevis, 429, 430. 
Vidyiicihara, 214. 
Vidyapati, 149. 
VigataSoka (Tishya), 70. 
Vijaya, 235-36, 241. 
Vijayakirti of Khotan, 145. 
Vijayamakha, 174, 175. 
Vijayamitra, 129. 
Vij ayapuri, 224. 
Vijayasena, 189. 
Vijita-Dharma, 640. 
Vijlta-Siri1ha, 639, 640. 
V ijiidnapada, 407. 
Vijiiimaviida, 422. 
VijiiiineSvara, 346. 
Vikramaditya, 154, 156. 

$akari, 165. 
son of Gal'dabhilla, 155. 

Vikrama-sari1vat, 163. 
and $akabda, 153-8. 

Vilivilyakura Gautamiputra, 210, 211. 
Viliviiyakura Vasishihiputra, 210. 
Village administration, 597 f. 
Vimala Kodaiiiia, 20. 
V imiinav atf.hu., 401, 403. 
VimtLkta, 372. 
Vinaya, 377. 
Viniiyaka, 469. 
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V inaya Pif,aka, 371, 379, 396-98, 407, 408, 
528. 

origin of, 377. 
Vinaya Texts, 577, 578. 
Vindhyakas, 218. 
VindhyaSakti, 217-20. 
Vindhyavasini, 467. 
Vindhyavedhana, 177. 
Vrrabhadra, 422. 
Vrrabodhi, (-datta), 224. 
VlIadfunan, 188, 189. 
Viramttro<i4ya, 354. 
Virapurushadatta, 189. 
Virasena, 90, 97, 17l. 
VlIyaYaSas, Kuluta king, 161. 
ViSakha, ISO, 468. 
ViSilkhadeva, 173. 
Vishl).u, ISO, 329, 338, 432, 451, 459, .470. 

identification with Vasudeva-Kpsh-
l}a NaraYru:la-Hari, 435. 

Vislu;l.Udatta, 222. 
Vish.l).udeva, 177. 
Vi.8h~udharmottara, 448. 
Vish.l).ugopa, 434. 
Vislu;lugupta, 274, 303. 
Vish.l).uku.t:l(lins, 219. 
Vislu;lumitra, 171, 172, 439. 
Vi.8h~u Puro~a, 55, 56, 89, 106. 
Vislu;lurakshita, 177. 
Vislu;lwri, 175. 
ViSvap81a, 172. 
ViSvasena, 189, 190. 
ViSvasirilha, 189. 
ViSvasphiu)i, 177. 
ViSvavarman, 222. 
Viyakamitra, 115. 
Vodda-ariidhana, 289. 
V ohiirika, 21. 
Vonones, 123, 124, 328. 
Von Sallet, 109. 
Vriji, 15. 
Vriksha-ehaityas, 473. 
Vyagghapajja, 16. 
Vyaghraniga, 171. 
Vy(llamalai, 292. 
Vyavahiira, 351, 354, 355. 
Vyiiha doctrine, 447-50. 

Walleser, 407. 
Weber, 632. 
Wei dynasty, 145. 
Wei-lio, 146, 152. 
Wells, H. G'J 71. 
Wema Kadpnises, see Kadphises II. 
Western influence on early India, 627-

29. 
on administration, 628. 
on art, 628. 
on astronomy, 628. 
on religion, 628. 
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Wbibley, 93. 
" White Horse Monastery" in China, 

645, 646. 
Whittaker, 86. 
Winternitz, 247, 251, 400, 403, 405, 407. 
Women, disabilities of, 564. 

position of, 558-70. 
remarriage of, 565. 
soldiers, 564. 

Wooden buildings, 576. 
Writing, art of, in early India, 584 f. 
Wu, Chinese emperor, 644, 647. 
Wu-sun, 136. 
Wu-t'on-lao, 122. 

Xandrames, 33. 
Xathri (Kshatriyas) , 51. 
Xenophon, 39. 
Xerxes, 39, 42, 43. 

Yabgou, i.e., Yavuga, 137. 
Yajiiapala, 172. 
Yajfiasena, 96. 
Yajfiavalkya, 319, 348- SO, 354, 355, 356, 

357, 358. 
Ycijnavdlkya-Smriti, 257, 274. 343-48, 

354. 
civil law in, 346. 
criminal law in, 347. 
judicial procedure in, 348. 

Yaksha worship in early India, 474. 
Yakshas and Yakshh;lls, Jain, 429. 
Yakshas in early Indian art, 516-18. 
Yakshas of Ceylon, 235. 
Yamaka, 407. 
Yarkand, 638. 
YasaIalakatissa, 239. 
Yiiska,268. 
YaSodii., wife of Mahiivira, 413. 
YaSodaman, 188, 189. 
Yasodhara Kiiv yam, 300, 301. 
YaSodhannan, 164. 
Yativrishabha, 423. 
Yaudheyas, 160, 163, 165-68. 

coins and seals of, 165, 167. 
Yauna, 101, 102. 
Yavanas, 78, 79, BO, 84, 90, 96, 97, 98, 101, 

106, 107, 111, 112, 233. 
end of rule in Bactria 110. 
Indianisation of, 103. 

Yena,l. 
Yen-chi, 638. 
Yen-Kas-tchen, 138, 139. 
Yerragudi, 77. 
Yin-me-fu, 122. 
Ynde, 107. 
Yoga, 454, 476. 
YOM, 102. 
Ysiimotika, 182. 
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Yung-ki.i, 122. Yuan-ti. 122. 
YudhishPtira, 165. 
Yueh-chi, 118, 120, 121, 122, 123, 129, 

136, 137, 139, 142. Zariaspa (modern Balkh) , 104. 
Zeionises (Jihunia), 133 f. 
Zenob, 633. Yuga-PuTa~, 90, 106. 

Yugasena, 177. 
Yu-houan, author of Wei-lio, 145. 

Zeus, 109. 
Zoilus, 112, 117. 
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PLATE I 

Fig. 1. A;atasatru worshipping the Buddha. 



PLATE II 

Fig. 2. RiijagriJm: Rampart walls of cyclopean masonry. 

Fig. 3. City of Jetuttara- relief on the north gate of the great Stilpa at Sii:n.chi. 



PLATE III 



PLATE IV Fig. 10. Simchi 
GTeat Stti.pa: View 

of NOTth TOTa~ta. 



PLATE IV-A 

Fig. 6. Pleasu.re palace with stairway-from a relief from Mathu.rii . 

Fig. 7. Pleasure palace, General view-from a relief from Mathttra. 



PLATE V 

Fig. 8. Bulandibiiglt, Patna: View of excavations. 
... ~ •• '1 ~ . 

Fig. 9. Sanchi, Great St1i.pa: General view. 



PLATE VI 

Fig. 11. 
GandlUi.ra: 

Votive StiLpa . 

Fig. 12. Amarci1;ati: Replica of Stii.pa on a casin:7 slab. 



PLATE VII 

Fig. 13. Barabar, Lomasa ~i8hi cave: Faca:le . 

Fig. 14. Bhcijii Citaitya cave: Facade . 



• PLATE VIII. Fig. 15. Kondane, Chaitya cave: Facade . 

PLATE V1II. Fig. 16. Niisik , Chaitya cave: Faca.de 
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PLATE X 
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PLATE XI 

Fig. 21. Udayagiri, RaIJ-i gumpoo: General view . 

Fig. 22. Niisik , Ushavadiita vioora: Front view. 



PLATE XII. Fig. 23. Nasik, Gautamiputra Siitakarr.ti vihiira: Front view . 

PLATE XII. Fig. 21. Junnar, Ganesa [etta: Front view. 



PLATE XIII 
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Fig. 27 . Rampurwii 
Lion capital. 

PLATE XIV 

Fig. 28. kam purwa: 
Bull capHaL 

Fig. 30. Dhauli: Forepart of an elephant. 

Fig. 29. Siirniith: 
J..., ,,U/ (, ca.p'h.aL. 
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Fig. 35. Bharhut: 
Sirimii devata. 

Fig. 36. Bharhut: 
Sudarsanii yaks hi. 

PLATE XVI 

Fig. 34. 
Bharhut: Dream 

of Mayiidevi. 

Fig. 37. Bharhut: 
Warrior. 
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PLATE XVllI 

Fig. 41. Siinchi, Great Stilpa: East Gateway. 
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PLATE XIX 

Fi~. 45. Sdnchi, Grcat StUpa: West gate, middle architrave. 

Fig. 46. Sdnchi, Great Stupa: Same: another face. 

Fig. 47. Sdnchi, Great SHlpa: West gate, lowest architrave. 
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Fig. 77 . Amar(ivati : Coping stone. 

Fig. 78. Amaravati: Fragment of a sculptured 
jamb. 
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PLATE XXXIII 

Fig. 81. Sarniith: Male head. 

Fig. 82. Birol: Terracotta hea:i . 
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